
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) provides an important probe of the microscopic en-
vironment in solids and liquids. NMR, as a probe of condensed systems, has become an
essential tool in many disciplines, such as physics, chemistry, biology, etc. NMR methods
have also become important in areas such as medicine, where they are used as a diagnostic
tool. The importance of NMR, both as one of the most fundamental examples of resonance
phenomena and as a technologically important tool, makes it an ideal experiment for this
laboratory. [1–5]

NMR operates by observing the absorption or emission of power as transitions are induced
between the nuclear energy levels. Normally, the energy levels are nearly degenerate, making
this a very difficult task. However, application of an external magnetic field can split the
energy nuclear energy levels. Transitions between the nuclear energy levels can then be
induced by an oscillating magnetic field, usually in the radio frequency (RF) range. The
frequency where absorption or emission of power occurs corresponds to a matching of the
energy of the incident radiation to the energy level splitting. These transitions can then
be observed experimentally through their absorption and emission of radiation. Thanks to
the Correspondence Principle, NMR has a very useful classical interpretation, and students
should read the parts of Slichter’s book [1] which cover this.

The local environment of the nuclei in solids and liquids is influenced by fluctuations, both
static and dynamic, caused by neighboring nuclei and electrons that couple to the nuclear
magnetic moment. These fluctuations will shift and broaden the absorption. Measurement
of these shifts provides information on the static fluctuations in the systems. Measurement
of the width of the line, and the associated relaxation times, provides information on the dy-
namic fluctuations in the system. The most important contribution arises from fluctuations
at the resonance frequency. Thus, NMR provides a method to observe the magnitude of the
local fluctuations at a particular frequency and measurements at several frequencies can be
used to map the fluctuation spectrum.

Water provides an ideal sample for introductory experiments in NMR. The signal from the
hydrogen is quite strong and the properties of the system can be varied over a wide range.
The effect of fluctuations on the NMR signal will be examined in two ways. First, by adding
a magnetic impurity, copper sulfate, to the liquid the strength of the fluctuations can be
changed. Secondly, by solidifying the liquid the characteristic frequency of the temporal
fluctuations can be changed.

The NMR experiment utilizes pulsed techniques to measure the position, width, and relax-
ation time of the resonance. Pulsed techniques, which are now used in most applications,
use linear response theory to relate the response after a short perturbation to the more fa-
miliar continuous absorption method. This experiment also introduces the student to other
important techniques such as high frequency signal transmission, pulse manipulation, and
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signal averaging which is used to recover weak signals from noisy data.

A strong magnetic field will tend to orient nuclear spins and induce a magnetization of
the sample along the direction of the field. The direction of the magnetization can be
changed very efficiently by applying RF pulses at the spin precession frequency, the Larmor
frequency. With an appropriate choice of pulse height, duration and phase the sample can
be brought into any magnetization state desired, but after the pulse it will relax back to
thermal equilibrium, with the magnetization again directed along the field.

One application of NMR is to study the relaxation processes. One distinguishes three types
of relaxation. In the first place there is the interaction with the spins with “the rest of the
system”. The spin distribution is out of thermal equilibrium and will lose energy to the
other degrees of freedom in the system. As a result the magnetization will relax towards
its equilibrium value. The relaxation time associated with these processes is called the
longitudinal relaxation time, τ1. The second type of relaxation process involves interactions
between the spins. These redistribute energy between the spins but leave the total energy
of the spin system unchanged, so only the components perpendicular to the field relax. The
relevant relaxation time is called transverse relaxation time, τ2. A third effect is the so
called free induction decay (FID). When the total magnetization by whatever means is put
at some angle with respect to the magnetic field, it starts to precess. If all the spins would
precess at exactly the same frequency, one would observe the transverse component of the
magnetization decay with τ2. In fact, it seems to decay much faster. Due to variations in its
environment, every spin sees a slightly different field. This means that the local precession
frequencies are slightly different, some spins precess faster than others. However, although it
appears that the transverse magnetization decays, this is not a relaxation process. As long
as there are no interactions, the spins know where they came from, and if all the spins or all
the fields were inverted, the process is perfectly reversible; all the spins precess backward to
where they came from.

The idea of separating the reversible and the irreversible processes is one key feature of pulse
NMR. Typical experiments go as follows. To measure τ2, rotate, with what is called a π/2
pulse, the magnetization into the x − y plane (z is along the magnetic field). Quickly the
magnetization signal in the x−y plane will disappear. Wait a while, and then, using a pulse
with appropriate amplitude and duration (a π pulse) rotate all the spins by 180◦. Wait a
while longer and the signal reappears; most the spins are back. However, some of the spins
have interacted with other spins, etc. and got lost. Consequently, the echo is smaller than
the original signal, and furthermore, it becomes increasingly smaller when the delay between
the π/2 and the π pulse is increased. From the echo height versus delay time one can obtain
the transverse relaxation time τ2. A similar experiment is used to measure τ1. Rotate the
spins by 180◦ so that the magnetization points along the −z axis, wait and rotate them by
90◦. Now the signal in the x−y plane corresponds to the remaining total magnetization that
you had in the −z direction. Again, with increasing delay this becomes smaller, indicating
how quickly the total magnetization decays. The peak of the FID signal (immediately after
the π/2 pulse) as a function of τ is proportional to | 2 exp (−τ/τ1) − 1 | and this may be
used to determine τ1.
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Before undertaking the actual experiment, it is essential that you find the answers to the
following questions:

1. What is a complex impedance (from AC circuit theory)?

2. What is the characteristic impedance r of a transmission line?

3. What is the impedance Z̃0 at the end (input) of a transmission line if the impedance at
a length l is Z̃l, and the frequency is such that the wavelength in the transmission line is λ?
[Search “transmission line” “input impedance” formula.]

4. What is Z̃0 if Z̃l = r? (Impedance matching)

5. What is Z̃0 if l is a half wavelength (λ/2)?

6. What is Z̃0 if l is a quarter wavelength (λ/4)?

7. For a λ/4 line, what is Z̃0 if Z̃l is open (infinite)?

8. For a λ/4 line, what is Z̃0 if Z̃l is shorted (zero)?

9. What is the behavior of crossed diodes in an NMR circuit?

EQUIPMENT

Electromagnet and HP 6030A Power Supply

SRS DS345 Function Generator

Matec 5100 Gating Modulator (MGM)

Matec 525 RF Gated Amplifier

Matec 625 Broadband Receiver (MBR)

Tektronix TDS2012 Oscilloscope

Pico 3205 PC Oscilloscope and PicoScope6 software

FW Bell 5080 Gaussmeter

Ohaus Explorer Analytical Balance

Coaxial cable

Sample solutions of CuSO4
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PROCEDURE

Caution: Make sure the cooling water is on before using the electromagnet.

NMR samples are placed in a small test tube inside a small coil, which is part of a resonant
circuit, intended to operate around 25MHz.

Connect a coax cable from a function generator to an oscilloscope with a 50 ohm termination.
Observe that the received signal is independent of frequency. Add a cable of length about 2
m with a tee at the oscilloscope, and the other end of the cable open. Observe that the signal
at the oscilloscope is a minimum at a frequency which corresponds to a quarter wavelength
in the 2 m cable. For the NMR experiment, find three coax cables of the same length, about
2 m. Determine the frequency for which these cables are quarter wavelength (around 24.6
MHz). The function generator should be set near this frequency throughout the experiment.
The function generator, with an output amplitude of about 0.5V, should be connected to
the RF Input of the Matec Gating Modulator (MGM). The RF Input Level meter on the
MGM should be just below the red line.

The Gated RF Output of the MGM should be set up as follows: A λ/4 cable should go from
the Gated RF Output to a set of crossed diodes in series, followed by a tee. From one part of
the tee the second λ/4 cable should go to the NMR cell. From the other part of the tee the
third λ/4 cable should lead to the input of the Matec Broadband Receiver (MBR), which
should be shunted to ground with a second set of crossed diodes.

The NMR setup operates in two modes: the transmit mode, when a large amplitude pulse (a
few hundred volts) is present and the crossed diodes act as closed switches, and the receive
mode, when the small NMR signal (less than 0.5V) is present and the crossed diodes act
as open switches. Consider the behavior of the NMR setup with the three λ/4 cables, etc.,
during the transmit mode and the receive mode.

Set the Matec as follows: Sequence Interval, coarse .1-1.1, vernier 1.00 (approximately a
10Hz repetition rate); Pulse Separation, M=100, A=0.00, B=2.0 (∼2 ms separation); Pulse
Width No. 1, coarse .5-10, fine 2.5 (∼2.5 µs width); Pulse Width No. 2, coarse .5-10, fine 6.0
(∼6 µs width); RF Power Low, level 60; Impedance Matching ∼60, RF Tuning 0.0; Pulse
Selector No. 1 switch up, No. 2 switch down, Ext Pulse down; RF Cycle Increment switches
on Continuous; Power switch on, High Voltage switch on.

Place a small probe coil (inside a test tube) into the NMR coil, and monitor it with an
oscilloscope; use a 20 dB, 50 ohm attenuator at the scope, with 1V/div, 1 µs/div settings.
Adjust the MGM Impedance Matching and RF Tuning controls, and the two variable ca-
pacitors in the NMR cell to produce the largest pulse with smooth exponential initiation
and decay. The two variable capacitors are connected in series and parallel with the NMR
coil; the capacitor on the left (looking from the capacitors toward the coil) is in parallel with
the coil, and the capacitor on the right is connected in series between the coil and the coax.
The series capacitor is more important when driving the coil, since it can set the LC series
to resonate at the drive frequency. The parallel capacitor is more important for impedance
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matching the coil circuit with the MBR during the receive mode; the proper way to adjust
the parallel capacitor is to connect the probe coil to the signal generator and adjust the
parallel capacitor for maximum signal out of the MBR.

Place a sample of water with a 0.05 concentration of copper sulfate in the NMR coil. Turn
on the magnet cooling water, and slowly increase the current to 6.30A. Set the Gain of the
Matec Broadband Receiver (MBR) to 9.00, with the Filter at 500 kHz and Multiplier of 0.5.
Trigger the scope with MGM Monitor Pulse No. 1, and monitor the MBR output with the
scope at about 500 mV/div and 500 µs/div. Set the function generator to 25.000 MHz, and
slowly increase the frequency until a maximum, clean exponential free induction decay is
observed on the scope.

Turn Pulse Selector No. 2 switch on, and observe the spin echo. Adjust the pulse widths to
get the best echo. To find T2, use the π/2 - τ - π pulse sequence, and measure the height
of the spin echo as a function of the pulse separation τ . To find τ1, use a π - τ - π/2 pulse
sequence, and measure the top of the FID following the second pulse as a function of the
pulse separation τ . For all measurements, make sure that the pulse sequence repetition rate
is not too high: increase and/or decrease the MGM sequence interval and see if the pulse
echo changes size (it should not).

Determine τ1 and τ2 as functions of copper sulfate concentration, from about 0.15 down to
0.01 molar concentrations. Throughout your measurements, you should record oscilloscope
images using the PC oscilloscope and software. Other liquid solutions to try include: copper
nitrate (Cu(NO3)2) in water, copper nitrate in methanol, and Zeolite in methanol.
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1 Welcome


The PicoScope 3000 Series of PC Oscilloscopes from Pico Technology is a range of
high-specification, real-time measuring instruments that connect to the USB port of your
computer.  The oscilloscopes obtain their power supply through the USB cable, so they
do not need an additional power supply and are therefore highly portable.  The 3000
Series consists of two ranges:


General-purpose range (PicoScope 3204, 3205 and 3206 variants)
High-precision range (PicoScope 3224 and 3424 variants)


With the PicoScope software you can use PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscopes as
oscilloscopes and spectrum analysers; and with the PicoLog software you can use them
as data loggers. Alternatively, using the API functions,  you can develop your own
programs to collect and analyse data from the oscilloscope.


A typical PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscope is supplied with the following items:


USB cable, for use with USB 1.1 and 2.0 ports
Software and Reference CD
Installation Guide
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2 Introduction


2.1 Safety symbols


Symbol 1: Warning Triangle


This symbol indicates that a safety hazard exists on the indicated
connections if correct precautions are not taken. Read all safety
documentation associated with the product before using it.


Symbol 2: Equipotential


This symbol indicates that the outer shells of the indicated BNC
connectors are all at the same potential (shorted together). You must
therefore take necessary precautions to avoid applying a potential
across the return connections of the indicated BNC terminals as this
may cause a large current to flow, resulting in damage to the product
and/or connected equipment.
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2.2 Safety warning


We strongly recommend that you read the general safety information below before using
your oscilloscope for the first time. Safety protection built in to equipment may cease to
function if the equipment is used incorrectly. This could cause damage to your computer,
or lead to injury to yourself and others.


Maximum input range


PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscopes are designed to measure voltages in the range
-20 V to +20 V.  Inputs are protected to ±100 V (±30 V for external trigger). Contact with
voltages outside the protection range may cause permanent damage to the unit.


Mains voltages


Pico Technology products are not designed for use with mains voltages. To measure
mains, use a differential isolating probe specifically designed for a high source voltage.


Safety grounding


PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscopes connect direct to the ground of a computer
through the interconnecting cable provided to minimise interference. 


As with most oscilloscopes, avoid connecting the ground input to any potential other than
ground. If in doubt, use a meter to check that there is no significant AC or DC voltage
between the ground input of the oscilloscope and the point to which you intend to connect
it. Failure to check may cause damage to your computer, or lead to injury to yourself and
others.


You should not rely on the product to provide a protective safety earth.


Repairs


The oscilloscope contains no user-serviceable parts. Repair or calibration of the
oscilloscope requires specialised test equipment and must be performed by Pico
Technology.


2.3 FCC notice


This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital
device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide
reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a
commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio
frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instruction manual,
may cause harmful interference to radio communications. Operation of this equipment in
a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case the user will be
required to correct the interference at his or her own expense.


For safety and maintenance information see the safety warning .3
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2.4 CE notice


The PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscopes meet the intent of the EMC directive
89/336/EEC and have been designed to EN61326-1 (1997) Class A Emissions and
Immunity standard. 


PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscopes also meet the intent of the Low Voltage
Directive and have been designed to meet the BS EN 61010-1:2001 IEC 61010-1:2001
(safety requirements for electrical equipment, control, and laboratory use) standard.


2.5 Licence conditions


The material contained in this release is licensed, not sold. Pico Technology Limited
grants a licence to the person who installs this software, subject to the conditions listed
below.


Access
The licensee agrees to allow access to this software only to persons who have been
informed of these conditions and agree to abide by them.


Usage
The software in this release is for use only with Pico products or with data collected using
Pico products.


Copyright
Pico Technology Limited claims the copyright of, and retains the rights to, all material
(software, documents etc.) contained in this release. You may copy and distribute the
entire release in its original state, but must not copy individual items within the release
other than for backup purposes.


Liability
Pico Technology and its agents shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury,
howsoever caused, related to the use of Pico Technology equipment or software, unless
excluded by statute.


Fitness for purpose
Because no two applications are the same, Pico Technology cannot guarantee that its
equipment or software is suitable for a given application. It is your responsibility,
therefore, to ensure that the product is suitable for your application.


Mission-critical applications
This software is intended for use on a computer that may be running other software
products. For this reason, one of the conditions of the licence is that it excludes usage in
mission-critical applications; for example, life-support systems.
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2.6 Trademarks


Windows, Excel and Visual Basic are registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation in the USA and other countries.  Delphi is a registered trademark of Borland
Software Corporation.  Agilent VEE is a registered trademark of Agilent Technologies,
Inc.  LabView is a registered trademark of National Instruments Corporation.


Pico Technology Limited, PicoLog and PicoScope are trademarks of Pico Technology
Limited, registered in the United Kingdom and other countries.


2.7 Warranty


Pico Technology warrants upon delivery, and for a period of 24 months unless otherwise
stated from the date of delivery, that the Goods will be free from defects in material and
workmanship.


Pico Technology shall not be liable for a breach of the warranty if the defect has been
caused by fair wear and tear, wilful damage, negligence, abnormal working conditions or
failure to follow Pico Technology's spoken or written advice on the storage, installation,
commissioning, use or maintenance of the Goods or (if no advice has been given) good
trade practice; or if the Customer alters or repairs such Goods without the written consent
of Pico Technology.


2.8 Company details


Address: 


Pico Technology Limited
The Mill House
Cambridge Street
St Neots
Cambridgeshire
PE19 1QB
United Kingdom


Phone: +44 (0) 1480 396 395 
Fax: +44 (0) 1480 396 296 


Email: 


Technical Support: support@picotech.com
Sales: sales@picotech.com


Web site: www.picotech.com



http://www.picotech.com
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3 Product information


3.1 Minimum system requirements


To ensure that your PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscope operates correctly, you
must have a computer with the minimum system requirements to run Windows or the
following (whichever is the higher specification):


Processor Pentium-class processor or equivalent, or better.


Memory 256 MB minimum.


Disk space 10 MB minimum.


Operating system Microsoft Windows  XP SP2 or Vista.


Ports USB 1.1 compliant port minimum. 
USB 2.0 compliant port recommended. 
Must be connected direct to the port or a powered USB hub. 
Will not work on a passive hub.


3.2 Installation instructions


Important
Do not connect your PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscope to the PC 


until you have installed the software. 


Procedure


 Follow the instructions in the Installation Guide included with your product package.
 Connect your PC Oscilloscope to the PC using the USB cable supplied.
 There is no need for an additional power supply, as the unit obtains its power from the
USB port.


Checking the installation


Once you have installed the software and connected the PC Oscilloscope to the PC, start
the PicoScope or PicoLog software. The software should now display any signal
connected to the scope inputs. If you are using the PicoScope software and have a probe
connected to your oscilloscope, you should see a small 50 or 60 hertz signal in the
oscilloscope window when you touch the probe tip with your finger .


Standard oscilloscope connectors


PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscopes have standard oscilloscope connectors. The
input impedance is also standard, so the x10 function on scope probes works correctly.
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Connector diagrams


3204
3205
3206


3224


3424


1 USB port
2 LED: lights when the oscilloscope is sampling data
3 Power socket: 12 V DC at 500 mA
A Input channel A
B Input channel B
C Input channel C
D Input channel D
E External trigger input / signal generator output *


* The BNC connector labelled 'E' on the 3204/5/6 models has two functions. In normal
use it is the external trigger input with an adjustable threshold. Alternatively, on some
oscilloscopes, it can also be used to output sine, square and triangle waveforms which
can be swept back and forth at a user-defined frequency. The integrated signal generator


 can be controlled by the PicoScope software or by API calls. The signal generator can
also be used to compensate x10 scope probes when set to output a square wave.


Ground loops


If you experience excessive noise or voltage offsets when using the PicoScope 3204/5/6
variants, you may have a ground loop problem. See Powering the 3204/5/6  for advice
on overcoming this.


Moving your PicoScope PC Oscilloscope to another USB port


When you install the PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscope by plugging it into a USB
port, Windows associates the Pico driver  with that port. If you later move the
oscilloscope to a different USB port, Windows will display the "New Hardware Found
Wizard" again. When this occurs, simply follow the steps listed in the Installation Guide
after the instruction "Connect the PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscope to the PC..."
As all the software you need is already installed on your computer, there is no need to
insert the Pico Software and Reference CD again.


15
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3.3 Specifications


Variant 3204 3205 3206 3224 3424


Vertical resolution 8 bits 12 bits


Analog bandwidth 50 MHz 100 MHz 200 MHz 10 MHz
Max. sampling rate
One channel in use
Two channels in use
3 or 4 channels in use
Repetitive signals


50 MS/s
50 MS/s


-
2.5 GS/s


100 MS/s
100 MS/s


-
5 GS/s


200 MS/s
100 MS/s


-
10 GS/s


20 MS/s
10 MS/s


-
-


20 MS/s
10 MS/s
5 MS/s


-


Trigger bandwidth 50 MHz 100 MHz 150 MHz 10 MHz
Buffer size
(samples per channel)
One channel in use
Two channels in use
3 or 4 channels in use


256 K
128 K


-


512 K
256 K


-


1 M
512 K


-


512 K
256 K


-


512 K
256 K
128 K


Inputs 2 BNC channels 4 BNC
channels


1 MW impedance
AC/DC coupling


20 pF capacitance
Outputs
Signal generator Fixed (Note 1)


 
Variable (Note 2) None


External trigger 1 BNC input shared with signal generator
Variable trigger threshold ± 20 V 


Rising/falling
12.2 mV resolution
1 MW impedance


None


Voltage ranges ± 100 mV to ± 20 V in 8 ranges ± 20 mV to ± 20 V in
10 ranges


Accuracy 3% voltage
 50 ppm time


1% voltage
50 ppm time


Operating environment
Temperature range


Humidity


0°C to 70°C (25°C for quoted accuracy)


25% to 75% RH


0°C to 70°C 
(20°C to 30°C for
quoted accuracy)
25% to 75% RH


Overload protection
Channels
External trigger


± 100 V
± 30 V


± 100 V
-


PC connection USB 2.0 
Compatible with USB 1.1


Power supply From USB port: 4.6 to 5.25 V 500 mA
External power supply is not required


From USB port


Dimensions 140 mm x 200 mm x 45 mm


Compliance CE standard ; FCC Part 15


(1) 1 BNC shared with external trigger. Fixed frequency 1 kHz. 5 V square wave. 600 W output
impedance.
(2) 1 BNC shared with external trigger. Variable frequency 100 Hz to 1 MHz. 5 V square wave, 1 V
sine wave and triangle functions. Repeat sweep function. Dual slope function. 600 W output
impedance.


4 3
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4 Technical reference


4.1 Driver


The Windows XP/Vista 32-bit driver, picopp.sys, is installed under the control of an
information file, picopp.inf.


Once you have installed the PicoScope and PicoLog software,  Windows will
automatically install the driver when you plug in the PicoScope 3000 Series PC
Oscilloscope for the first time.


4.2 Programming with the PicoScope 3000 Series


The ps3000.dll library in your PicoScope installation directory allows you to program a
PicoScope 3000 Series oscilloscope using standard C function calls.


A typical program for capturing data consists of the following steps:


Open  the scope unit.
Set up the input channels with the required voltage ranges  and coupling mode .
Set up triggering .
Set up ETS , if required.
Start capturing data.  (See Sampling modes , where programming is discussed in
more detail.)
Wait until the scope unit is ready.
Copy data to a buffer.
Stop capturing data.
Close the scope unit.


Numerous sample programs  are installed with your PicoScope software.  These show
how to use the functions of the driver software in each of the modes available.


4.2.1 Voltage ranges


It is possible to set the gain for each channel with the ps3000_set_channel()  function.
This will give an input voltage range between ±20 mV (for the 3224 and 3424) or ±100
mV (for the 3204/5/6) and ±20V. The external trigger on the 3204/5/6 variants has a fixed
input range of ±20 V.


4.2.2 AC/DC coupling


Using the ps3000_set_channel()  function, each channel can be set to either AC or DC
coupling. When AC coupling is used, any DC component of the signal is filtered out.


16
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4.2.3 Triggering


PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscopes can either start collecting data immediately, or
be programmed to wait for a trigger event to occur. In both cases you need to use the
ps3000_set_trigger()  function. A trigger event can occur when one of the signal or
trigger input channels crosses a threshold voltage on either a rising or a falling edge.


Applicability Available in block mode  and fast streaming mode  only. Calls to
the ps3000_set_trigger()  function have no effect in compatible
streaming mode .


The external trigger input on the PicoScope 3204, 3205 and 3206
scope units uses the same BNC connector as the signal generator
output, so these two functions cannot be used independently. It is
possible, however, to use the output from the signal generator as a
trigger. 


4.2.4 Sampling modes


PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscopes can run in various sampling modes. 


Block mode.   At the highest sampling rates, the oscilloscope collects data much
faster than a PC can read it. To compensate for this, the oscilloscope stores a block of
data in an internal memory buffer, delaying transfer to the PC until the required
number of data points have been sampled. 


Streaming modes.   At all but the highest sampling rates, these modes allow
accurately timed data to be transferred back to the PC without gaps.  The computer
instructs the oscilloscope to start collecting data. The oscilloscope then transfers data
back to the PC without storing it in its own memory, so the size of the data set is
limited only by the size of the PC's memory.  Sampling intervals from less than one
microsecond to 60 seconds are possible.  There are two streaming modes:
· Compatible streaming mode.   Works with all scope variants.
· Fast streaming mode.   Works with 3224 and 3424 variants.  


4.2.4.1 Block mode


In block mode, the computer prompts a PicoScope 3000 series PC Oscilloscope to
collect a block of data into its internal memory. When the oscilloscope has collected the
whole block, it will signal that it is ready and then transfer the whole block to the
computer's memory through the USB port. 


The maximum number of values depends upon the size of the oscilloscope's memory. A
PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscope can sample at a number of different rates.
These rates correspond to the maximum sampling rate divided by 1, 2, 4, 8 and so on. 
 
There is a separate memory buffer for each channel. When a channel is unused, its
memory can be borrowed by the enabled channels. On the faster models, one input can
be routed to two circuits in the oscilloscope, thereby doubling the effective sampling rate
of a single channel.  These features are handled transparently by the driver.
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The driver normally performs a number of setup operations before collecting each block
of data. This can take up to 50 milliseconds. If it is necessary to collect data with the
minimum time interval between blocks, avoid calling setup functions between calls to 
ps3000_run_block() , ps3000_ready() , ps3000_stop()  and ps3000_get_values()


.


See Using block mode  for programming details.


4.2.4.2 Using block mode


This is the general procedure for reading and displaying data in block mode:


1. Open the oscilloscope using ps3000_open_unit().
2. Select channel ranges and AC/DC coupling using ps3000_set_channel().
3. Using ps3000_set_trigger() , set the trigger if required.
4. Using ps3000_get_timebase() , select timebases until the required ns per sample


is located.
5. If required, set the signal generator frequency using ps3000_set_siggen().
6. Start the oscilloscope running using ps3000_run_block().
7. Wait until the oscilloscope says it is ready using ps3000_ready().
8. Transfer the block of data from the oscilloscope using ps3000_get_values()  or


ps3000_get_times_and_values().
9. Display the data.
10. Repeat steps 6 to 9.
11. Stop the oscilloscope using ps3000_stop() .


4.2.4.3 ETS (Equivalent Time Sampling)


ETS is a way of increasing the effective sampling rate when working with repetitive
signals. It is controlled by the ps3000_set_trigger()  and ps3000_set_ets()
functions. 


ETS works by capturing many instances of a repetitive waveform, then combining them to
produce a composite waveform that has a higher effective sampling rate than the
individual instances.  The scope uses special circuitry to add a tiny variable delay, a small
fraction of a single sampling interval, to each trigger event.  This shifts each capture
slightly in time so that the samples occur at slightly different times relative to those in the
previous capture.  The result is a much larger set of samples spaced by a small fraction
of the original sampling interval.  The maximum effective sampling rates that can be
achieved with this method are listed in the Specifications  table.


Because of the high sensitivity of ETS mode to small time differences, you must set up
the trigger to provide a stable waveform that varies as little as possible from one capture
to the next.
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Applicability Available in block mode  only. 


Available on the PicoScope 3204, 3205 and 3206 variants.


As ETS will return random time intervals, the 
ps3000_get_times_and_values()  function must be used. The
ps3000_get_values()  function will return FALSE (0).


Not suitable for one-shot (non-repetitive) signals. 


4.2.4.4 Using ETS mode


This is the general procedure for reading and displaying data in ETS mode:


1. Open the oscilloscope using ps3000_open_unit().
2. Select channel ranges and AC/DC switches using ps3000_set_channel().
3. Using ps3000_set_trigger() , set the trigger if required.
4. Set ETS mode using ps3000_set_ets().
5. Start the oscilloscope running using ps3000_run_block().
6. Wait until the oscilloscope says it is ready using ps3000_ready().
7. Transfer the block of data from the oscilloscope using


ps3000_get_times_and_values().
8. Display the data.
9. Repeat steps 6 to 8 as necessary.
10. Stop the oscilloscope using ps3000_stop().


4.2.4.5 Streaming modes


The streaming modes are alternatives to block mode  that can capture data without
gaps between blocks.  There are two streaming modes.


Compatible streaming mode  
Fast streaming mode  


4.2.4.6 Compatible streaming mode


Compatible streaming mode is a basic streaming mode  that works with all scope
units, at speeds from one sample per minute to a few thousand samples per second.


The oscilloscope's driver transfers data to a computer program using either normal or
windowed mode. In normal mode, any data collected since the last data transfer
operation is returned in its entirety. Normal mode is useful if the computer program
requires fresh data on every transfer.  In windowed mode, a fixed number of samples is
returned, where the oldest samples may have already been returned before. Windowed
mode is useful when the program requires a constant time period of data.  


Once the oscilloscope is collecting data in streaming mode, any setup changes (for
example, changing a channel range or AC/DC setting in the PicoScope software
application) will cause a restart of the data stream. The driver can buffer up to 32K
samples of data per channel, but the user must ensure that the ps3000_get_values()
function is called frequently enough to avoid buffer overrun. 


See Using compatible streaming mode  for programming details.
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Applicability Works with all PicoScope 3000 Series scope units.


Does not support triggering .


The ps3000_get_times_and_values()  function will always return
FALSE (0) in streaming mode.


4.2.4.7 Using compatible streaming mode


This is the general procedure for reading and displaying data in compatible streaming
mode :


1. Open the oscilloscope using ps3000_open_unit().
2. Select channel ranges and AC/DC switches using ps3000_set_channel().
3. Start the oscilloscope running using ps3000_run_streaming().
4. Transfer the block of data from the oscilloscope using ps3000_get_values().
5. Display the data.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 as necessary.
7. Stop the oscilloscope using ps3000_stop().


4.2.4.8 Fast streaming mode


Fast streaming mode is an advanced streaming mode  that can transfer data at
speeds of a million samples per second or more, depending on the computer's
performance.  This makes it suitable for high-speed data acquisition, allowing you to
capture very long data sets limited only by the computer's memory.


Fast streaming mode also provides data aggregation, which allows your application to
zoom in and out of the data with the minimum of effort.


Applicability Works with triggering.


Works with the high-resolution PicoScope 3000 Series (3224 and
3424) units.


See Using fast streaming mode  for programming details.
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4.2.4.9 Using fast streaming mode


This is the general procedure for reading and displaying data in fast streaming mode:


1. Open the oscilloscope using ps3000_open_unit().
2. Select channel ranges and AC/DC switches using ps3000_set_channel().
3. Set the trigger using ps3000_set_trigger().
4. Start the oscilloscope running using ps3000_run_streaming_ns().
5. Get a block of data from the oscilloscope using ps3000_get_streaming_last_values().


6. Display or process the data.
7. If required, check for overview buffer overruns by calling


ps3000_overview_buffer_status().
8. Repeat steps 5 to 7 as necessary or until auto_stop is TRUE.
9. Stop fast streaming using ps3000_stop().
10. Retrieve any part of the data at any time scale by calling


ps3000_get_streaming_values().
11. If you require raw data, retrieve it by calling


ps3000_get_streaming_values_no_aggregation().
12. Repeat steps 10 to 11 as necessary.
13. Close the oscilloscope by calling ps3000_close_unit().


4.2.5 Oversampling


When the oscilloscope is operating at sampling rates less than the maximum, it is
possible to oversample.  Oversampling is taking more than one measurement during a
time interval and returning an average.  If the signal contains a small amount of noise,
this technique can increase the effective vertical resolution of the oscilloscope by the
amount given by the equation below:


Increase in resolution (bits) = log (oversample)  /  log (4)


Applicability Available in block mode  only.


4.2.6 Scaling


The PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscopes have resolutions of 8 bits or 12 bits, but
the oscilloscope driver normalises all readings to 16 bits. This enables it to take
advantage of noise reduction from oversampling , when this is enabled. The following
table shows the relationship between the reading from the driver and the voltage of the
signal.


Constant Reading Voltage


PS3000_LOST_DATA -32 768 Indicates a buffer overrun in fast streaming
mode.


PS3000_MIN_VALUE -32 767 Negative full scale


0 0 Zero volts


PS3000_MAX_VALUE 32 767 Positive full scale
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4.2.7 Signal generator


The PicoScope 3204/5/6 PC Oscilloscopes have a built-in signal generator which is set
using ps3000_set_siggen() . The output of the 3204 is a fixed-frequency square wave,
while the 3205 and 3206 can produce a selection of accurate frequencies from 100 Hz to
1 MHz, and the waveform can be set to sine, square or triangle and swept back and forth
in frequency. These options are selected under software control.


Applicability Works with PicoScope 3204, 3205 and 3206 oscilloscopes.


The signal generator output and external trigger input share the
same connector, so these two functions cannot be used
independently. It is possible, however, to use the output from the
signal generator as a trigger. 


4.2.8 Combining oscilloscopes


It is possible to collect data using up to four PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscopes at
the same time. Each oscilloscope must be connected to a separate USB port. If a USB
hub is used it must be a powered hub. The ps3000_open_unit()  function returns a
handle to an oscilloscope. All the other functions require this handle for oscilloscope
identification. For example, to collect data from two oscilloscopes at the same time:


handle1 = ps3000_open_unit()
handle2 = ps3000_open_unit()


ps3000_set_channel(handle1)
... set up unit 1
ps3000_run_block(handle1)


ps3000_set_channel(handle2)
... set up unit 2
ps3000_run_block(handle2)


ready = FALSE
while not ready


ready = ps3000_ready(handle1)
ready &= ps3000_ready(handle2)


ps3000_get_values(handle1)
ps3000_get_values(handle2)


Note 1: It is not possible to synchronise the collection of data between oscilloscopes that
are being used in combination.


Note 2: PicoLog includes the ability to combine data from up to four oscilloscopes.
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4.2.9 Functions


The PicoScope 3000 Series API exports the following functions for you to use in your own
applications.


4.2.9.1 ps3000_open_unit


short ps3000_open_unit ( void )


This function opens a PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscope. The driver can support
up to four oscilloscopes.


Applicability All modes.


Arguments None.


Returns -1 if the oscilloscope fails to open, 
0 if no oscilloscope is found, 
>0 (device handle) if the device opened.


4.2.9.2 ps3000_open_unit_async


short ps3000_open_unit_async ( void )


This function opens a PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscope without waiting for the
operation to finish.  You can find out when it has finished by periodically calling 
ps3000_open_unit_progress()  until that function returns a non-zero value.


The driver can support up to four oscilloscopes.


Applicability All modes.


Arguments None.


Returns 0 if there is a previous open operation in progress.
1 if the call has successfully initiated an open operation.
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4.2.9.3 ps3000_open_unit_progress


short ps3000_open_unit_progress ( 
short *handle,
short *progress_percent )


This function checks on the progress of ps3000_open_unit_async() .


Applicability All modes.
Use only with ps3000_open_unit_async() .


Arguments handle, a pointer to a location in which the function will store the
handle of the opened device.  


0 if no unit is found or the unit fails to open,
handle of device (valid only if function returns TRUE)


progress_percent, a pointer to an estimate of the progress
towards opening the unit, from 0 to 100.  100 implies that the
operation is complete.


Returns 1  if the driver successfully opens the unit,
0 if opening still in progress
-1 if the unit failed to open or was not found
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4.2.9.4 ps3000_get_unit_info


short ps3000_get_unit_info (
short handle, 
char *string,
short string_length,
short line )


This function writes oscilloscope information to a character string. If the oscilloscope fails
to open, only line types 0 and 6 are available to explain why the last open unit call
failed. 


Applicability All modes.


Arguments handle, the handle to the device from which info is required. If an
invalid handle is passed, the error code from the last unit that failed to
open is returned.


string, a pointer to the character string buffer in the calling function
where the unit information string (selected with line) will be stored. If a
null pointer is passed, no information will be written.


string_length, the length of the character string buffer. If the string
is not long enough to accept all of the information, only the first 
string_length characters are returned.


line, an enumerated type specifying what information is required from
the driver.


Returns The length of the string written to the character string buffer, string,
by the function. If one of the parameters is out of range, or a null pointer
is passed for string, zero will be returned.


line String returned Example


0 PS3000_DRIVER_VERSION The version number of the DLL
used by the oscilloscope driver.


"1, 0, 0, 2"


1 PS3000_USB_VERSION The type of USB connection that
is being used to connect the
oscilloscope to the computer.


"1.1" or "2.0"


2 PS3000_HARDWARE_VERSION The hardware version of the
attached oscilloscope.


"1"


3 PS3000_VARIANT_INFO The variant of PicoScope 3000
Series PC Oscilloscope that is
attached to the computer.


"3206"


4 PS3000_BATCH_AND_SERIAL The batch and serial number of
the oscilloscope.


"CMY66/052"


5 PS3000_CAL_DATE The calibration date of the
oscilloscope.


"21Oct03"


6 PS3000_ERROR_CODE One of the Error codes . "4"41
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4.2.9.5 ps3000_set_channel


short ps3000_set_channel (
short handle,
short channel,
short enabled,
short dc, 
short range )


Specifies if a channel is to be enabled, the AC/DC coupling mode and the input range.


Applicability All modes.


Arguments handle, the handle to the required device.


channel, an enumerated type.  Use PS3000_CHANNEL_A (0),
PS3000_CHANNEL_B (1), PS3000_CHANNEL_C (2) or
PS3000_CHANNEL_D (3). Channels C and D are not available on
all models.


enabled, specifies if the channel is active: TRUE=active, FALSE
=inactive. 


dc, specifies the AC/DC coupling mode: TRUE=DC, FALSE=AC.


range, a code between 1 and 10.  See the table below.


Returns 0 if unsuccessful, or if one or more of the arguments are out of
range.
1 if successful.


Code Enumeration Range


1 PS3000_20MV ±20 mV Not available on all variants.


2 PS3000_50MV ±50 mV Not available on all variants.


3 PS3000_100MV ±100 mV


4 PS3000_200MV ±200 mV


5 PS3000_500MV ±500 mV


6 PS3000_1V ±1 V


7 PS3000_2V ±2 V


8 PS3000_5V ±5 V


9 PS3000_10V ±10 V


10 PS3000_20V ±20 V
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4.2.9.6 ps3000_get_timebase


short ps3000_get_timebase (
short handle, 
short timebase, 
long no_of_samples, 
long *time_interval, 
short *time_units, 
short oversample, 
long *max_samples )


This function discovers which timebases are available on the oscilloscope. You should set
up the channels using ps3000_set_channel()  and, if required, ETS mode using
ps3000_set_ets()  first.


Applicability All modes.


Arguments handle, the handle of the required device.


timebase, a code between 0 and the maximum timebase
(dependent on variant). Timebase 0 is the fastest timebase,
timebase 1 is twice the time per sample of timebase 0, timebase 2 is
four times, etc. 


no_of_samples, the number of samples required. This value is
used to calculate the most suitable time unit to use.


time_interval, a pointer to the time interval, in nanoseconds,
between readings at the selected timebase. If a null pointer is
passed, nothing will be written here.


time_units, a pointer to the most suitable units that the results
should be measured in.  This value should also be passed when
calling ps3000_get_times_and_values() . If a null pointer is
passed, nothing will be written here.


oversample,  the amount of oversample required. An oversample
of 4 would quadruple the time interval and quarter the maximum
samples. At the same time it would increase the effective resolution
by one bit.  See Oversampling  for more details.  


max_samples, a pointer to the maximum samples available. The
maximum samples may vary depending on the number of channels
enabled, the timebase chosen and  the oversample selected. If this
pointer is null, nothing will be written here.


Returns 1 if all parameters are in range, otherwise 0.
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4.2.9.7 ps3000_flash_led


short ps3000_flash_led ( short handle )


Flashes the LED on the front of the oscilloscope three times and returns within one
second.


Applicability All modes.


Arguments handle, the handle of the PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscope.


Returns 1 if a valid handle is passed, 
0 if not.


4.2.9.8 ps3000_set_siggen


long ps3000_set_siggen (
short handle,
short wave_type, 
long start_frequency,
long stop_frequency,
float increment,
short dwell_time,
short repeat,
short dual_slope )


This function is used to enable or disable the signal generator and sweep functions. 


Applicability Sweep functions are not available if the oscilloscope is in streaming
mode . 
The signal generator is available only on the PicoScope 3204/5/6 PC
Oscilloscope variants. See remarks below and specifications  for
more information.
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Arguments handle, the handle of the required device.


wave_type, the type of wave.  Choose PS3000_SQUARE (0),
PS3000_TRIANGLE (1) or PS3000_SINE (2). This argument
has no effect if used with the PicoScope 3204 variant.


start_frequency, the required frequency, in the range 0 < freq <
1 MHz, to start the sweep or the frequency generated in a
non-sweep mode. 0 switches the signal generator off.


stop_frequency, the required stop frequency of the sweep, in the
range 0 < freq < 1 MHz but not necessarily greater than 
start_frequency. If the start and stop frequencies are the same,
the signal generator will be run with a constant frequency. This
argument has no effect if used with the PicoScope 3204 variant., or if
run in streaming mode.


increment, the size of the steps to increment or decrement the
frequency by in a sweep mode. This must always be positive; the
start and stop frequencies will determine whether to increment or
decrement. This must be a frequency in the range 0.1 Hz < 
increment < |stop_frequency - start_frequency|. This is
not used in a non-sweep mode. This argument has no effect if used
with the PicoScope 3204 variant..


dwell_time, the time, in milliseconds, to wait before increasing the
frequency by increment in a sweep mode. This is unused in a
non-sweep mode. This argument has no effect if used with the
PicoScope 3204 variant..


repeat, if TRUE restarts the sweep when the stop_frequency is
reached, if FALSE continues indefinitely at stop_frequency when
it is reached. This argument has no effect if used with the PicoScope
3204 variant..


dual_slope, if repeat is TRUE this specifies what to do at the
stop_frequency. TRUE will sweep back towards the
start_frequency, FALSE will restart the sweep from
start_frequency. This argument has no effect if used with the
PicoScope 3204 variant..


Returns The actual frequency or start frequency, in hertz, that is generated. 
0 if one of the parameters is not in range.


Remarks
The PicoScope 3204 variant has a simple 1 kHz square wave signal generator for scope
probe calibration. With this variant, therefore, only two arguments of this function have
any effect:


To switch the square wave on, use a valid handle and set start_frequency to a
non-zero value. To switch the square wave off, use a valid handle and set
start_frequency to 0.
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4.2.9.9 ps3000_set_ets


long ps3000_set_ets (
short handle,
short mode,
short ets_cycles,
short ets_interleave )


This function is used to enable or disable ETS  (equivalent time sampling) and to set
the ETS parameters.  


Applicability ETS  applies only to the PicoScope 3204, 3205 and 3206 variants.


Arguments handle, the handle to the required device.


mode, 
PS3000_ETS_OFF (0) - disables ETS.


PS3000_ETS_FAST (1) - enables ETS and provides
ets_cycles cycles of data, which may contain data from
previously returned cycles, 


PS3000_ETS_SLOW (2) - enables ETS and provides fresh data
every ets_cycles cycles. PS3000_ETS_SLOW takes longer to
provide each data set, but the data sets are more stable and
unique.


ets_cycles, specifies the number of cycles to store: the computer
can then select ets_interleave cycles to give the most uniform
spread of samples. ets_cycles should be between two and five
times the value of ets_interleave. 


ets_interleave, specifies the number of ETS interleaves to use.
If the sample time is 20 ns and the interleave 10, the approximate
time per sample will be 2 ns.


Returns If ETS is enabled, the effective sample time in picoseconds.
0 if ETS is disabled or one of the parameters is out of range.
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4.2.9.10 ps3000_set_trigger


short ps3000_set_trigger (
short handle,
short source,
short threshold,
short direction, 
short delay,
short auto_trigger_ms )


This function is used to enable or disable triggering and its parameters.  


Applicability Triggering is available in block mode  and fast streaming mode .


Arguments handle, the handle to the required device.


source, specifies where to look for a trigger. Use
PS3000_CHANNEL_A (0), PS3000_CHANNEL_B (1),
PS3000_CHANNEL_C (2), PS3000_CHANNEL_D (3),
PS3000_EXTERNAL(4) or PS3000_NONE(5).  The number of
channels available will depend on the scope variant.


threshold, the threshold for the trigger event. This is scaled in
16-bit ADC counts at the currently selected range. If an external
trigger is enabled the range is fixed at +/-20V.


direction, use PS3000_RISING (0) or PS3000_FALLING (1).


delay, specifies the delay, as a percentage of the requested
number of data points, between the trigger event and the start of the
block. It should be in the range -100% to +100%. Thus, 0% means
that the trigger event is at the first data value in the block, and -50%
means that it is in the middle of the block.  If you wish to specify the
delay as a floating-point value, use ps3000_set_trigger2()  instead.


auto_trigger_ms, the delay in milliseconds after which the
oscilloscope will collect samples if no trigger event occurs. If this is
set to zero the oscilloscope will wait for a trigger indefinitely.


Returns 0 if one of the parameters is out of range, otherwise 1.
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4.2.9.11 ps3000_set_trigger2


short ps3000_set_trigger2 (
short handle,
short source,
short threshold,
short direction, 
float delay,
short auto_trigger_ms )


This function is used to enable or disable triggering and its parameters.  It has the same
behaviour as ps3000_set_trigger() , except that the delay parameter is a
floating-point value.


Applicability Triggering is available in block mode  and fast streaming mode
only.


Arguments handle, the handle of the required device.


source, specifies where to look for a trigger. Use
PS3000_CHANNEL_A (0), PS3000_CHANNEL_B (1),
PS3000_CHANNEL_C (2), PS3000_CHANNEL_D (3),
PS3000_EXTERNAL(4) or PS3000_NONE(5).  Channels C, D and
External are not available on all models.


threshold, the threshold for the trigger event. This is scaled in
16-bit ADC counts at the currently selected range. If an external
trigger is enabled the range is fixed at +/-20V.


direction, use PS3000_RISING (0) or PS3000_FALLING
(1).


delay, specifies the delay, as a percentage of the requested
number of data points, between the trigger event and the start of the
block. It should be in the range -100% to +100%. Thus, 0% means
that the trigger event is at the first data value in the block, and -50%
means that it is in the middle of the block.  If you wish to specify the
delay as an integer, use ps3000_set_trigger()  instead.


auto_trigger_ms, the delay in milliseconds after which the
oscilloscope will collect samples if no trigger event occurs. If this is
set to zero the oscilloscope will wait for a trigger indefinitely.


Returns 0 if one of the parameters is out of range, otherwise 1.
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4.2.9.12 ps3000_run_block


short ps3000_run_block (
short handle,
long no_of_samples,
short timebase,
short oversample, 
long *time_indisposed_ms )


This function tells the oscilloscope to start collecting data in block mode .


Applicability Block mode  only.


Arguments handle, the handle to the required device.


no_of_samples, the number of samples to return.


timebase, a code between 0 and the maximum timebase available
(consult the driver header file). Timebase 0 gives the maximum
sample rate available, timebase 1 selects a sample rate half as fast,
timebase 2 is half as fast again and so on. For the maximum sample
rate, see the specifications . Note that the number of channels
enabled may affect the availability of the fastest timebases.


oversample, the oversampling factor, a number between 1 and
256.  See Oversampling  for details.


time_indisposed_ms, a pointer to the approximate time, in
milliseconds, over which the ADC will collect data. If a trigger is set, it
is the amount of time the ADC takes to collect a block of data after a
trigger event, calculated as sample interval x number of points
required. Note: The actual time may differ from computer to
computer, depending on how fast the computer can respond to I/O
requests.


Returns 0 if one of the parameters is out of range, otherwise 1.
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4.2.9.13 ps3000_run_streaming


short ps3000_run_streaming (
short handle,
short sample_interval_ms,
long max_samples,
short windowed )


This function tells the oscilloscope to start collecting data in compatible streaming mode
. If this function is called when a trigger has been enabled, the trigger settings will be


ignored.


For faster streaming with the PicoScope 3224 and 3424 variants, use 
ps3000_run_streaming_ns()  instead.


Applicability Compatible streaming  mode only.


Arguments handle, the handle to the required device.


sample_interval_ms, the time interval, in milliseconds, between
data points. This can be no shorter than 1 ms.


max_samples, the maximum number of samples that the driver is
to store. This can be no greater than 60 000. It is the caller's
responsibility to retrieve data before the oldest values are
overwritten.


windowed, if this is 0, only the values taken since the last call to
ps3000_get_values()  are returned. If this is 1, the number of
values requested by ps3000_get_values()  are returned, even if
they have already been read by ps3000_get_values() .


Returns 1 if streaming has been enabled correctly, 
0 if a problem occurred or a value was out of range. 
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4.2.9.14 ps3000_ready


short ps3000_ready ( short handle )


This function checks to see if the oscilloscope has finished the last data collection
operation. 


Applicability Block mode  only.  Does nothing if the oscilloscope is in streaming
mode .


Arguments handle, the handle to the required device.


Returns 1 if ready.  The oscilloscope has collected a complete block of data
or the auto trigger timeout has been reached.  
0 if not ready.  An invalid handle is passed, or the oscilloscope is in
streaming mode, or the scope is still collecting data in block mode.
-1 if device not attached.  The endpoint transfer fails, indicating that
the unit may well have been unplugged.


4.2.9.15 ps3000_stop


short ps3000_stop ( short handle )


Call this function to stop the oscilloscope sampling data. If this function is called before a
trigger event occurs, the oscilloscope may not contain valid data.


Applicability All modes.


Arguments handle, the handle to the required device.


Returns 0 if an invalid handle is passed, 
1 otherwise.
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4.2.9.16 ps3000_get_values


long ps3000_get_values (
short handle
short *buffer_a,
short *buffer_b,
short *buffer_c,
short *buffer_d,
short *overflow,
long no_of_values )


This function is used to get values in compatible streaming mode  after calling
ps3000_run_streaming() , or in block mode  after calling ps3000_run_block() . 


Applicability Compatible streaming mode  and block mode  only.
Does nothing if ETS triggering is enabled.  
Do not use in fast streaming mode  - use
ps3000_get_streaming_last_values()  instead.


Arguments handle, the handle to the required device.


buffer_a, buffer_b, buffer_c, buffer_d, pointers to the
buffers that receive data from the specified channels (A, B, C or D).
A pointer is unused if the oscilloscope is not collecting data from that
channel. If a pointer is NULL, nothing will be written to it.


overflow, a bit pattern indicating whether an overflow has occurred
on a channel. Bit 0 is the least significant bit.
Bit 0 --> channel A
Bit 1 --> channel B
Bit 2 --> channel C 
Bit 3 --> channel D


no_of_values, the number of data points to return. In streaming
mode, this is the maximum number of values to return.


Returns The actual number of data values per channel returned, which may
be less than no_of_values if streaming. 
FALSE if one of the parameters is out of range.
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4.2.9.17 ps3000_get_times_and_values


long ps3000_get_times_and_values (
short handle
long *times, 
short *buffer_a,
short *buffer_b,
short *buffer_c,
short *buffer_d,
short *overflow,
short time_units,
long no_of_values )


This function is used to get values and times in block mode  after calling
ps3000_run_block() .


Applicability Block mode  only.  It will not return any valid times if the
oscilloscope is in streaming mode .
Essential for ETS operation.


Arguments handle, the handle to the required device.


times, a pointer to the buffer for the times in time_units. Each
time is the interval between the trigger event and the corresponding
sample. Times before the trigger event are negative, and times after
the trigger event are positive. 


buffer_a, buffer_b, buffer_c, buffer_d, pointers to the
buffers that receive data from the specified channels (A, B, C or D).
A pointer is unused if the oscilloscope is not collecting data from that
channel. If a pointer is NULL, nothing will be written to it.


overflow, a bit pattern indicating whether an overflow has occurred
on a channel. Bit 0 is the LSB.


Bit 0 --> channel A
Bit 1 --> channel B
Bit 2 --> channel C 
Bit 3 --> channel D


time_units, which can be one of: PS3000_FS (=0,
femtoseconds), PS3000_PS (=1, picoseconds), PS3000_NS (=2,
nanoseconds, default), PS3000_US (=3, microseconds),
PS3000_MS (=4, milliseconds) or PS3000_S (=5, seconds).


no_of_values,the number of data points to return. In streaming
mode, this is the maximum number of values to return.


Returns The actual number of data values per channel returned, which may
be less than no_of_values if streaming.


0 if one or more of the parameters are out of range or if the times
will overflow with the time_units requested. Use
ps3000_get_timebase()  to acquire the most suitable
time_units.
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4.2.9.18 ps3000_run_streaming_ns


short ps3000_run_streaming_ns (
short handle,
unsigned long sample_interval,
PS3000_TIME_UNITS time_units,
unsigned long max_samples,
short auto_stop,
unsigned long noOfSamplesPerAggregate,
unsigned long overview_buffer_size )


This function tells the scope unit to start collecting data in fast streaming mode . The
function returns immediately without waiting for data to be captured.  After calling this
function, you should next call ps3000_get_streaming_last_values()  to copy the data to
your application's buffer.


Applicability Fast streaming  mode only.
PicoScope 3224 and 3424 variants only.


Arguments handle, the handle to the required device.


sample_interval, the time interval, in time_units, between
data points.


time_units, the units in which sample_interval is measured.


max_samples, the maximum number of samples that the driver
should store from each channel.  Your computer must have enough
physical memory for this many samples, multiplied by the number of
channels in use, multiplied by the number of bytes per sample.


auto_stop, a boolean to indicate whether streaming should stop
automatically when max_samples is reached.  Set to any non-zero
value for TRUE.


noOfSamplesPerAggregate, the number of incoming samples
that the driver will merge together (or aggregate: see aggregation )
to create each value pair passed to the application.  The value must
be between 1 and max_samples.


overview_buffer_size, the size of the overview buffers,
temporary buffers used by the driver to store data before passing it to
your application.  You can check for overview buffer overruns using
the ps3000_overview_buffer_status()  function and adjust the
overview buffer size if necessary.  We recommend using an initial
value of 15,000 samples.


Returns 1 if streaming has been enabled correctly, 
0 if a problem occurred or a value was out of range. 
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4.2.9.19 ps3000_get_streaming_last_values


short ps3000_get_streaming_last_values (
short handle
GetOverviewBuffersMaxMin lpGetOverviewBuffersMaxMin )


This function is used to collect the next block of values while fast streaming  is running.
You must have called ps3000_run_streaming_ns()  beforehand to set up fast
streaming.


Applicability Fast streaming  mode only.
PicoScope 3224 and 3424 variants only.
Not compatible with ETS  triggering - function has no effect in ETS
mode.


Arguments handle, the handle of the required device.


lpGetOverviewBuffersMaxMin,a pointer to the callback function
 in your application that receives data from the streaming driver.


Returns The actual number of data values returned per channel, which may
be less than max_samples if streaming, where max_samples is a
parameter passed to ps3000_run_streaming_ns().
FALSE if one of the parameters is out of range.
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4.2.9.20 Callback function to copy data to buffer


void my_get_overview_buffers (
short **overviewBuffers,
short overflow,
unsigned long triggeredAt,
short triggered,
short auto_stop,
unsigned long nValues )


This is the callback function in your application that receives data from the driver in fast
streaming  mode.  You pass a pointer to this function to
ps3000_get_streaming_last_values() , which then calls it back when the data is ready.
Your callback function should do nothing more than copy the data to another buffer within
your application.  To maintain the best application performance, the function should
return as quickly as possible without attempting to process or display the data.


The function name my_get_overview_buffers() is just for illustration.  When you
write this function, you can give it any name you wish.  The PicoScope driver does not
need to know your function's name, as it refers to it only by the address that you pass to 
ps3000_get_streaming_last_values() .


For an example of a suitable callback function, see the C++ sample code  included in
your PicoScope installation.


Applicability Fast streaming  mode only.
PicoScope 3224 and 3424 variants only.
Not compatible with ETS  triggering - has no effect in ETS mode.


Arguments overviewBuffers, a pointer to a location where
ps3000_get_streaming_last_values()  will store a pointer to its
overview buffers that contain the sampled data.  The driver creates
the overview buffers when you call ps3000_run_streaming_ns()  to
start fast streaming.


overflow,a bit field that indicates whether there has been a
voltage overflow on any channel.


Bit 0 --> channel A, Bit 1 --> channel B, 
Bit 2 --> channel C, Bit 3 --> channel D


triggeredAt, an index into the overview buffers, indicating the
sample at the trigger event.  Valid only when triggered is TRUE.


triggered, a boolean indicating whether a trigger event has
occurred and triggeredAt is valid.  Any non-zero value signifies
TRUE.


auto_stop, a boolean indicating whether streaming data capture
has automatically stopped.  Any non-zero value signifies TRUE.


nValues, the number of values in each overview buffer.
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4.2.9.21 ps3000_get_streaming_values


unsigned long ps3000_get_streaming_values (
short handle,
double *start_time,
short *pbuffer_a_max,
short *pbuffer_a_min,
short *pbuffer_b_max,
short *pbuffer_b_min,
short *pbuffer_c_max,
short *pbuffer_c_min,
short *pbuffer_d_max,
short *pbuffer_d_min,
short *overflow,
unsigned long *triggerAt,
short *triggered,
unsigned long no_of_values,
unsigned long noOfSamplesPerAggregate )


This function is used after the driver has finished collecting data in fast streaming mode.
  It allows you to retrieve data with different aggregation  ratios, and thus zoom in to


and out of any region of the data.


Before calling this function, first capture some data in fast streaming mode, stop fast
streaming by calling ps3000_stop(),  then allocate sufficient buffer space to receive the
requested data.  The function will store the data in your buffer with values in the range 
PS3000_MIN_VALUE to PS3000_MAX_VALUE.  The special value PS3000_LOST_DATA
is stored in the buffer when data could not be collected because of a buffer overrun. 
(See Scaling  for more on data values.)


Each sample of aggregated data is created by processing a block of raw samples.  The
aggregated sample is stored as a pair of values: the minimum and the maximum values
of the block of raw samples.


Applicability Fast streaming  mode only.
PicoScope 3224 and 3424 variants only.
Not compatible with ETS  triggering - function has no effect in ETS
mode.
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Arguments handle, the handle of the required device.


start_time, the time in nanoseconds, relative to the trigger point,
of the first data sample required.


pbuffer_a_max,pbuffer_a_min, pointers to two buffers into
which the function will write the maximum and minimum aggregated
sample values from channel A.


pbuffer_b_max, pbuffer_b_min, pbuffer_c_max,
pbuffer_c_min, pbuffer_d_max, pbuffer_d_min, as the
two parameters above but for channels B, C and D


overflow, a pointer to where the function will write a bit field
indicating whether the voltage on each of the input channels has
overflowed.


Bit 0 --> Channel A, Bit 1 --> Channel B,
Bit 2 --> Channel C, Bit 3 --> Channel D


triggerAt, a pointer to where the function will write an index into
the buffers.  The index is the number of the sample at the trigger
reference point.  Valid only when triggered is TRUE.


triggered, a pointer to a boolean indicating that a trigger has
occurred and triggerAt is valid.


no_of_values, the number of values required.


noOfSamplesPerAggregate, the number of samples that the
driver should combine to form each aggregated value pair.  The pair
consists of the maximum and minimum values of all the samples that
were aggregated.  For channel A, the minimum value is stored in the
buffer pointed to by pbuffer_a_min and the maximum value in the
buffer pointed to by pbuffer_a_max.


Returns the number of values written to each buffer, or
0 if a parameter was out of range
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4.2.9.22 ps3000_get_streaming_values_no_aggregation


unsigned long ps3000_get_streaming_values_no_aggregation (
short handle,
double *start_time,
short *pbuffer_a,
short *pbuffer_b,
short *pbuffer_c,
short *pbuffer_d,
short *overflow,
unsigned long *triggerAt,
short *trigger,
unsigned long no_of_values )


This function retrieves raw streaming data from the driver's data store after fast streaming
 has stopped.


Before calling the function, capture some data using fast streaming, stop streaming
using ps3000_stop(),  and then allocate sufficient buffer space to receive the requested
data.  The function will store the data in your buffer with values in the range 
PS3000_MIN_VALUE to PS3000_MAX_VALUE.  The special value PS3000_LOST_DATA
is stored in the buffer when data could not be collected because of a buffer overrun. 
(See Scaling  for more details of data values.)


Applicability Fast streaming  mode only.
PicoScope 3224 and 3424 variants only.
Not compatible with ETS  triggering - has no effect in ETS mode.


Arguments handle, the handle of the required device.


start_time, the time in nanoseconds of the first data sample
required.


pbuffer_a, pbuffer_b, pbuffer_c, pbuffer_d, pointers
to buffers into which the function will write the raw sample values
from channels A, B, C and D.


overflow, a pointer to where the function will write a bit field
indicating whether the voltage on each of the input channels has
overflowed.


Bit 0 --> Channel A, Bit 1 --> Channel B, 
Bit 2 --> Channel C, Bit 3 --> Channel D


triggerAt, a pointer to where the function will write an index into
the buffers.   The index is the number of the the sample at the trigger
reference point.  Valid only when trigger is TRUE.


trigger, a pointer to a boolean indicating that a trigger has
occurred and triggerAt is valid.


no_of_values, the number of values required.


Returns the number of values written to each buffer, or
0 if a parameter was out of range
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4.2.9.23 ps3000_overview_buffer_status


short ps3000_overview_buffer_status (
short handle,
short *previous_buffer_overrun )


This function indicates whether or not the overview buffers used by 
ps3000_run_streaming_ns()  have overrun.  If an overrun occurs, you can choose to
increase the overview_buffer_size argument that you pass in the next call to
ps3000_run_streaming_ns() .


Applicability Fast streaming  mode only.
PicoScope 3224 and 3424 variants only.
Not compatible with ETS  triggering - function has no effect in ETS
mode.


Arguments handle, the handle of the required device.


previous_buffer_overrun, a pointer to a boolean indicating
whether the overview buffers have overrun.  Any non-zero value
indicates a buffer overrun.


Returns 0 if the function was successful
1 if the function failed due to an invalid handle


4.2.9.24 ps3000_close_unit


short ps3000_close_unit ( short handle )


Shuts down a PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscope.


Applicability All modes.


Arguments handle, the handle, returned by ps3000_open_unit() , of the
oscilloscope being closed.


Returns 1 if a valid handle is passed, 
0 if not.
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4.3 Programming examples


Your PicoScope installation includes programming examples in the following languages
and development environments:


4.3.1 C


There are two C example programs: one is a simple GUI application, and the other is a
more comprehensive console mode program that demonstrates all of the facilities of the
driver.


The GUI example program is a generic Windows application - that is, it does not use
Borland AppExpert or Microsoft AppWizard. To compile the program, create a new
project for an Application containing the following files from the Examples/ps3000/
subdirectory of your PicoScope installation:


 ps3000.c;
 ps3000.rc; and


 ps3000bc.lib (Borland 32-bit applications); or
 ps3000.lib (Microsoft Visual C 32-bit applications)


The following files must be in the compilation directory:


 ps3000.rch;
 ps3000.h; 


and the following file must be in the same directory as the executable.


 ps3000.dll


The console example program is a generic windows application - that is, it does not use
Borland AppExpert or Microsoft AppWizard. To compile the program, create a new
project for an Application containing the following files:


 ps3000con.c; and


 ps3000bc.lib (Borland 32-bit applications); or
 ps3000.lib (Microsoft Visual C 32-bit applications).


The following files must be in the compilation directory:


 ps3000.h;


and the following file must be in the same directory as the executable.


 ps3000.dll
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4.3.2 C++


The C++ example program shows how to use the fast streaming mode  in the driver,
with and without triggering , and demonstrates the auto_stop feature.  It runs in
console mode and requires a PicoScope 3224 or 3424 scope unit.


You will need to compile the following files that are supplied in the Examples/ps3000/
subdirectory of your PicoScope installation:


 ps3000.h
 small.ico
 streamingTests.cpp
 streamingTests.h
 streamingTests.ico
 streamingTests.rc
 streamingTestsResource.h (rename to resource.h before compiling)


You will also need one of the following libraries, depending on whether you are using
Borland or Microsoft C++:


 ps3000.lib (Microsoft Visual C 32-bit applications)
 ps3000bc.lib (Borland 32-bit applications); or


Ensure that the program directory contains a copy of 


 ps3000.dll


from the PicoScope installation directory.


A Visual Studio 2005 (VC8) project file, faststreaming.vcproj, is provided.


4.3.3 Visual Basic


The Examples/ps3000/ subdirectory of your PicoScope installation contains the
following files:


 ps3000.vbp - project file
 ps3000.bas - procedure prototypes
 ps3000.frm - form and program


Note: The functions which return a TRUE/FALSE value, return 0 for FALSE and 1 for
TRUE, whereas Visual Basic expects 65 535 for TRUE. Check for >0 rather than =TRUE.
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4.3.4 Delphi


The program 


 ps3000.dpr 


in the Examples/ps3000/subdirectory of your PicoScope installation demonstrates how
to operate PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscopes. The file 


 ps3000.inc 


contains procedure prototypes that you can include in your own programs. Other required
files are:


 ps300fm.res, 
 ps300fm.dfm and 
 ps3000fm.pas. 


This has been tested with Delphi versions 3.


4.3.5 Excel


1  Load the spreadsheet ps3000.xls
2  Select Tools | Macro
3  Select GetData
4  Select Run


Note: The Excel macro language is similar to Visual Basic. The functions which return a
TRUE/FALSE value, return 0 for FALSE and 1 for TRUE, whereas Visual Basic expects
65 535 for TRUE. Check for >0 rather than =TRUE.


4.3.6 Agilent VEE


The example function ps3000.vee is in the Examples/ps3000/ subdirectory of your
PicoScope installation. It uses procedures that are defined in ps3000.vh. It was tested
using Agilent VEE version 5.


4.3.7 LabView


The PS3000.vi example in the Examples/ps3000/ subdirectory of your PicoScope
installation shows how to access the driver functions using LabVIEW.  It was tested using
version 6.1 of LabVIEW for Windows.  To use the example, copy these files to your
LabVIEW directory:


 PS3000.vi
 open_unit.vi
 set_channel.vi
 setup_data_collection.vi
 signal_generator.vi


You will also need this file from the installation directory:


 PS3000.dll 
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5 Troubleshooting


5.1 Software error codes


Consult this section if your are a PicoScope or PicoLog user. If you are writing your own
program, refer to the driver error codes  section.


Error code Meaning


1 More than 4 PicoScope 3000 Series oscilloscopes are opened on one
machine using PicoLog. It is not possible to use more than 4
oscilloscopes with PicoLog.


2 The driver cannot allocate enough of the computer's memory to operate
the oscilloscope. Consult the system requirements  section for more
information.


3 A PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscope could not be found on your
machine. Make sure the software is installed before the oscilloscope is
plugged into the USB socket and restart your computer. 


4, 5 or 6 There is a problem with the oscilloscope itself. These problems could
arise from configuration settings being corrupted, or a firmware or
hardware error. 


7 The operating system is not recent enough to support the PicoScope
3000 Series PC Oscilloscope. Consult the system requirements
section for more information.


5.2 Driver error codes


This description of the driver error codes is aimed at those people who intend to write
their own programs for use with the driver.  If the PicoScope or PicoLog software reports
an error, refer to the Troubleshooting  section.


Code Name Description
0 PS3000_OK The oscilloscope is functioning correctly.
1 PS3000_MAX_UNITS_OPENED Attempts have been made to open more


than PS3000_MAX_UNITS.
2 PS3000_MEM_FAIL Not enough memory could be allocated on


the host machine.
3 PS3000_NOT_FOUND An oscilloscope could not be found.
4 PS3000_FW_FAIL Unable to download firmware. 
5 PS3000_NOT_RESPONDING The oscilloscope is not responding to


commands from the PC.
6 PS3000_CONFIG_FAIL The configuration information in the


oscilloscope has become corrupt or is
missing.


7 PS3000_OS_NOT_SUPPORTED The operating system is not Windows XP or
Vista.
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5.3 Powering the 3204, 3205 and 3206


The PicoScope 3204, 3205 and 3206 PC Oscilloscopes are normally powered from the
USB port of the computer.  If the computer and the equipment under test (labelled "EUT"
in the diagram below) are both referenced to the same ground, a "ground loop" may be
created.  This may degrade the DC accuracy and noise performance when measuring
small signals.


Typically, a ground loop is created when the oscilloscope is connected to a
mains-powered computer and is used to measure a signal on another mains-powered
device. In this case the ground loop is created through mains earth, as illustrated below:


The majority of laptop power supplies (chargers) are floating and have no ground
reference. If, however, connecting your grounded laptop power supply causes
noise/offset problems, you can either use the oscilloscope with the laptop running on its
batteries or power the oscilloscope using the supplied mains adaptor.


If necessary, you should plug the mains adaptor into the socket on the back of the
oscilloscope (near the USB socket).  It can be safely connected and disconnected during
operation without risk of damage to the oscilloscope.
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6 Glossary


AC/DC switch
To switch from AC coupling to DC coupling, or vice versa, select AC or DC from the
control on the oscilloscope toolbar of the PicoScope software application. The AC setting
filters out any DC component of the input signal, and is suitable for viewing small AC
signals superimposed on a DC or slowly-changing offset. In this mode you can measure
the peak-to-peak amplitude of an AC signal but not its absolute value. Use the DC setting
for measuring the absolute value of a signal.


Aggregation
In fast streaming mode , the PicoScope 3000 driver can use a method called
aggregation to reduce the amount of data your application needs to process.  This means
that for every block of consecutive samples, it stores only the minimum and maximum
values.  You can set the number of samples in each block, called the aggregation
parameter, when you call ps3000_run_streaming_ns()  for real-time capture, and when
you call ps3000_get_streaming_values()  to obtain post-processed data.


Analog bandwidth
The input frequency at which the measured signal amplitude is 3 decibels below its true
value.


API
Application Programming Interface.  A set of function calls that give programmers access
to the PicoScope 3000 Series driver.


Block mode
A sampling mode in which the computer prompts the oscilloscope to collect a block of
data into its internal memory before stopping the oscilloscope and transferring the whole
block into computer memory.  Choose this mode of operation when the input signal being
sampled contains high frequencies.  Note: To avoid sampling errors, the maximum input
frequency must be less than half the sampling rate.


Buffer size
The size of the oscilloscope buffer memory, measured in samples.  In block mode, the
buffer memory is used by the oscilloscope to store data temporarily. This allows the
oscilloscope to sample data independently of the speed at which it can transfer data to
the computer.


Device Manager
Device Manager is a Windows program that displays the current hardware configuration
of your computer. Right-click on 'My Computer,' choose 'Properties', then click the
'Hardware' tab and the 'Device Manager' button.


Driver
A program that controls a piece of hardware. The driver for the PicoScope 3000 Series
PC Oscilloscopes is supplied in the form of a 32-bit Windows DLL, ps3000.dll. This is
used by the PicoScope and PicoLog software, and by user-designed applications, to
control the oscilloscopes.


ETS
Equivalent Time Sampling. ETS constructs a picture of a repetitive signal by
accumulating information over many similar wave cycles. This means the oscilloscope
can capture fast-repeating signals that have a higher frequency than the maximum
sampling rate. Note: ETS should not be used for one-shot or non-repetitive signals.
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External trigger
This is the BNC socket marked E on the PicoScope 3204/5/6 PC Oscilloscopes. It can be
used to start a data collection run but cannot be used to record data. As it shares the
same connector as the signal generator output, these two functions cannot be used at
the same time. It is possible, however, to use the output from the signal generator as a
trigger.


Maximum sampling rate
A figure indicating the maximum number of samples the oscilloscope can acquire per
second. Maximum sample rates are usually given in MS/s (megasamples per second) or
GS/s (gigasamples per second.) The higher the sampling rate of the oscilloscope, the
more accurate the representation of the high-frequency details in a fast signal. 


Oversampling
Oversampling is taking more than one measurement during a time interval and returning
an average.  If the signal contains a small amount of noise, this technique can increase
the effective vertical resolution of the oscilloscope.


PC Oscilloscope
The instrument formed by connecting a PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscope to a
computer running the PicoScope software application.


PicoLog software
This is a software product that accompanies all our oscilloscopes. It turns your PC into a
data logger and chart recorder.


PicoScope 3000 Series
An oscilloscope range comprising the PicoScope 3204, 3205, 3206, 3224 and 3424 PC
Oscilloscopes.


PicoScope software
This is a software product that accompanies all our oscilloscopes. It turns your PC into an
oscilloscope, spectrum analyser, and meter display.


Signal generator
This is a feature of some oscilloscopes which allows a signal to be generated without an
external input device being present. The signal generator output is the BNC socket
marked E on the oscilloscope. If you connect a BNC cable between this and one of the
channel inputs, you can send a signal into one of the channels. On some units, the signal
generator can generate a simple TTL square wave, while on others it can generate a
sine, square or triangle wave that can be swept back and forth. Consult the specifications


 for further details.


Note: The signal generator output is physically the same as the external trigger input, so
these two functions cannot be used at the same time. It is possible, however, to use the
output from the signal generator as a trigger.


Streaming mode
A sampling mode in which the oscilloscope samples data and returns it to the computer in
an unbroken stream. This mode allows the capture of data sets whose size is not limited
by the size of the scope's memory buffer, at sampling rates up to a few million samples
per second.  


8
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Temperature range
The minimum and maximum temperatures between which the oscilloscope is guaranteed
to meet its specifications. The 3204/5/6 PC Oscilloscopes are specified at a nominal
temperature of 25°C, and the 3224/3424 are specified over the range 20°C to 30°C.


Timebase
The timebase controls the time interval that the width of the scope display represents. If
you select Timebase is time per division in the Preferences dialog box, it works like a
traditional bench top scope. There are ten divisions across the screen, so the total time
interval is ten times the timebase.


Trigger bandwidth
The maximum frequency at which the trigger circuit will reliably generate a trigger event. 


USB 1.1
Universal Serial Bus (Full Speed). This is a standard port that enables you to connect
external devices to PCs. A typical USB 1.1 port supports a data transfer rate of 12
megabits per second, and is much faster than a serial port.


USB 2.0
Universal Serial Bus (High Speed). This is a standard port that enables you to connect
external devices to PCs. A typical USB 2.0 port supports a data transfer rate 40 times
faster than USB 1.1, and all USB 2.0 ports are backwards-compatible with USB 1.1.


Vertical resolution
A value, in bits, indicating the degree of precision with which the oscilloscope can convert
input voltages to digital values.  Oversampling  can improve the effective resolution. 


Voltage range
The range of input voltages that the oscilloscope will measure in a given mode.
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TDS1000B and TDS2000B Oscilloscopes
Limited Lifetime Warranty


Tektronix warrants to the original end user purchaser (“original purchaser”) of the product
listed below that the product will be free from defects in materials and workmanship for
the lifetime of the product. As used herein, “lifetime of the product” is defined as a
period ending five (5) years after Tektronix discontinues manufacturing the product
(as determined by Tektronix), but the warranty period shall be at least ten (10) years
from the date of purchase of the product by the original purchaser from Tektronix or
an authorized Tektronix distributor. This limited lifetime warranty only applies to
the original purchaser and is not transferable. In the event of a warranty claim under
the limited lifetime warranty, the purchaser must provide satisfactory evidence of the date
of purchase from Tektronix or an authorized Tektronix distributor and that it is the original
purchaser. In the event of the sale or other transfer of the product by the original purchaser
to a third party within three (3) years of the date of purchase of the product by the original
purchaser, the warranty period shall be three (3) years from the date of purchase of the
product by the original purchaser from Tektronix or an authorized Tektronix distributor.
Probes and other accessories and batteries and fuses are not covered by this warranty.


If the product proves defective during the applicable warranty period, Tektronix, at its
option, either will repair the defective product without charge for parts and labor, or will
provide a replacement of an equivalent product (as determined by Tektronix) in exchange
for the defective product. Parts, modules and replacement products used by Tektronix for
warranty work may be new or reconditioned to like new performance. All replaced parts,
modules and products become the property of Tektronix.


As used hereafter, “Customer” refers to the person or entity asserting rights under this
warranty. In order to obtain service under this warranty, Customer must notify Tektronix
of the defect before the expiration of the applicable warranty period and make suitable
arrangements for the performance of service. Customer shall be responsible for packaging
and shipping the defective product to the service center designated by Tektronix, shipping
charges prepaid and with a copy of proof of purchase by the original purchaser. Tektronix
shall pay for the return of the product to Customer if the shipment is to a location within
the country in which the Tektronix service center is located. Customer shall be responsible
for paying all shipping charges, duties, taxes, and any other charges for products returned
to any other locations.


This warranty shall not apply to any defect, failure or damage caused by accident, ordinary
wear and tear of mechanical components, use outside of the product’s specifications,
improper use or improper or inadequate maintenance and care. Tektronix shall not
be obligated to furnish service under this warranty a) to repair damage resulting from
attempts by personnel other than Tektronix representatives to install, repair or service the
product; b) to repair damage resulting from improper use or connection to incompatible
equipment; c) to repair any damage or malfunction caused by the use of non-Tektronix
supplies; or d) to service a product that has been modified or integrated with other
products when the effect of such modification or integration increases the time or difficulty
of servicing the product.


THIS WARRANTY IS GIVEN BY TEKTRONIX WITH RESPECT TO THE
PRODUCT IN LIEU OF ANY OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.
TEKTRONIX AND ITS VENDORS DISCLAIM ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF







MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. TEKTRONIX’
RESPONSIBILITY TO REPAIR OR REPLACE DEFECTIVE PRODUCTS IS THE
SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY PROVIDED TO THE CUSTOMER FOR
BREACH OF THIS WARRANTY. TEKTRONIX AND ITS VENDORS WILL NOT BE
LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES IRRESPECTIVE OF WHETHER TEKTRONIX OR THE VENDOR HAS
ADVANCE NOTICE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.


[W18 – 25MAY06]







P2220 Probe
Warranty


Tektronix warrants that this product will be free from defects in materials and
workmanship for a period of one (1) year from the date of shipment. If any such product
proves defective during this warranty period, Tektronix, at its option, either will repair
the defective product without charge for parts and labor, or will provide a replacement
in exchange for the defective product. Parts, modules and replacement products used by
Tektronix for warranty work may be new or reconditioned to like new performance. All
replaced parts, modules and products become the property of Tektronix.


In order to obtain service under this warranty, Customer must notify Tektronix of the
defect before the expiration of the warranty period and make suitable arrangements for the
performance of service. Customer shall be responsible for packaging and shipping the
defective product to the service center designated by Tektronix, with shipping charges
prepaid. Tektronix shall pay for the return of the product to Customer if the shipment is to
a location within the country in which the Tektronix service center is located. Customer
shall be responsible for paying all shipping charges, duties, taxes, and any other charges
for products returned to any other locations.


This warranty shall not apply to any defect, failure or damage caused by improper use or
improper or inadequate maintenance and care. Tektronix shall not be obligated to furnish
service under this warranty a) to repair damage resulting from attempts by personnel other
than Tektronix representatives to install, repair or service the product; b) to repair damage
resulting from improper use or connection to incompatible equipment; c) to repair any
damage or malfunction caused by the use of non-Tektronix supplies; or d) to service a
product that has been modified or integrated with other products when the effect of such
modification or integration increases the time or difficulty of servicing the product.


THIS WARRANTY IS GIVEN BY TEKTRONIX WITH RESPECT TO THE
PRODUCT IN LIEU OF ANY OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.
TEKTRONIX AND ITS VENDORS DISCLAIM ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. TEKTRONIX’
RESPONSIBILITY TO REPAIR OR REPLACE DEFECTIVE PRODUCTS IS THE
SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY PROVIDED TO THE CUSTOMER FOR
BREACH OF THIS WARRANTY. TEKTRONIX AND ITS VENDORS WILL NOT BE
LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES IRRESPECTIVE OF WHETHER TEKTRONIX OR THE VENDOR HAS
ADVANCE NOTICE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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General Safety Summary


General Safety Summary
Review the following safety precautions to avoid injury and prevent
damage to this product or any products connected to it.


To avoid potential hazards, use this product only as specified.


Only qualified personnel should perform service procedures.


To Avoid Fire or Personal Injury
Use Proper Power Cord. Use only the power cord specified for this
product and certified for the country of use.


Connect and Disconnect Properly. Connect the probe output to the
measurement instrument before connecting the probe to the circuit
under test. Connect the probe reference lead to the circuit under test
before connecting the probe input. Disconnect the probe input and the
probe reference lead from the circuit under test before disconnecting
the probe from the measurement instrument.


Ground the Product. This product is grounded through the grounding
conductor of the power cord. To avoid electric shock, the grounding
conductor must be connected to earth ground. Before making
connections to the input or output terminals of the product, ensure that
the product is properly grounded.


Observe All Terminal Ratings. To avoid fire or shock hazard, observe all
ratings and markings on the product. Consult the product manual for
further ratings information before making connections to the product.


Connect the probe reference lead to earth ground only.


Do not apply a potential to any terminal, including the common
terminal, that exceeds the maximum rating of that terminal.


Power Disconnect. The power switch disconnects the product from the
power source. See instructions for the location. Do not block the power
switch; it must remain accessible to the user at all times.


Do Not Operate Without Covers. Do not operate this product with covers
or panels removed.
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Do Not Operate With Suspected Failures. If you suspect that there is
damage to this product, have it inspected by qualified service personnel.


Avoid Exposed Circuitry. Do not touch exposed connections and
components when power is present.


Do Not Operate in Wet/Damp Conditions.


Do Not Operate in an Explosive Atmosphere.


Keep Product Surfaces Clean and Dry.


Provide Proper Ventilation. Refer to the manual’s installation instructions
for details on installing the product so it has proper ventilation.
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Terms in this Manual
These terms may appear in this manual:


WARNING. Warning statements identify conditions or practices that could
result in injury or loss of life.


CAUTION. Caution statements identify conditions or practices that could
result in damage to this product or other property.


Symbols and Terms on the Product
These terms may appear on the product:


DANGER indicates an injury hazard immediately accessible as you
read the marking.


WARNING indicates an injury hazard not immediately accessible
as you read the marking.


CAUTION indicates a hazard to property including the product.


The following symbol(s) may appear on the product:
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Compliance Information
This section lists the EMC (electromagnetic compliance), safety, and
environmental standards with which the instrument complies.


EMC Compliance
EC Declaration of Conformity – EMC
Meets intent of Directive 2004/108/EC for Electromagnetic
Compatibility. Compliance was demonstrated to the following
specifications as listed in the Official Journal of the European
Communities:


EN 61326-1:2006, EN 61326-2-1:2006. EMC requirements for electrical
equipment for measurement, control, and laboratory use. 1 2 3 4


CISPR 11:2003. Radiated and conducted emissions, Group 1,
Class A


IEC 61000-4-2:2001. Electrostatic discharge immunity


IEC 61000-4-3:2002. RF electromagnetic field immunity 5


IEC 61000-4-4:2004. Electrical fast transient/burst immunity


IEC 61000-4-5:2001. Power line surge immunity


IEC 61000-4-6:2003. Conducted RF immunity 6


IEC 61000-4-11:2004. Voltage dips and interruptions immunity 7


EN 61000-3-2:2006. AC power line harmonic emissions


EN 61000-3-3:1995. Voltage changes, fluctuations, and flicker


European Contact.
Tektronix UK, Ltd.
Western Peninsula
Western Road
Bracknell, RG12 1RF
United Kingdom
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1 This product is intended for use in nonresidential areas only. Use in residential areas
may cause electromagnetic interference.


2 Emissions which exceed the levels required by this standard may occur when this
equipment is connected to a test object.


3 To ensure compliance with the EMC standards listed here, high quality shielded interface
cables should be used.


4 Instrument rebooting may be experience where the EUT takes longer than 10 seconds
to recover from IEC61000-4-11 transient immunity test.


5 The increase in trace noise while subjected to the test field (3 V/m over the frequency
ranges of 80 MHz to 1 GHz and 1.4 GHz to 2.0 GHz, with 80% amplitude modulation at
1 kHz) and (1 V/m over the frequency range of 2.0 GHz to 2.7 GHz, with 80% amplitude
modulation at 1 kHz) is not to exceed 2 major divisions peak-to-peak. Ambient conducted
fields may induce triggering when the trigger threshold is offset less than 1 major division
from ground reference.


6 The increase in trace noise while subjected to the test field (3 V rms over the frequency
range of 150 kHz to 80 MHz, with 80% amplitude modulation at 1 kHz) is not to exceed
1 major division peak-to-peak. Ambient conducted fields may induce triggering when the
trigger threshold is offset less than 0.5 major divisions from ground reference.


7 Performance Criterion C applied at the 70%/25 cycle Voltage-Dip and the 0%/250 cycle
Voltage-Interruption test levels (IEC 61000-4-11).


Australia / New Zealand Declaration of Conformity – EMC
Complies with the EMC provision of the Radiocommunications Act per
the following standard, in accordance with ACMA:


CISPR 11:2003. Radiated and Conducted Emissions, Group
1, Class A, in accordance with EN 61326-1:2006 and
EN 61326-2-1:2006.
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Safety Compliance
EC Declaration of Conformity – Low Voltage
Compliance was demonstrated to the following specification as listed in
the Official Journal of the European Communities:


Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC.


EN 61010-1: 2001. Safety requirements for electrical equipment
for measurement control and laboratory use.


U.S. Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratory Listing
UL 61010-1:2004, 2nd Edition. Standard for electrical measuring
and test equipment.


Canadian Certification
CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 61010-1:2004. Safety requirements for
electrical equipment for measurement, control, and laboratory use.
Part 1.


Additional Compliances
IEC 61010-1: 2001. Safety requirements for electrical equipment
for measurement, control, and laboratory use.


Equipment Type
Test and measuring equipment.


Safety Class
Class 1 – grounded product.


Pollution Degree Description
A measure of the contaminants that could occur in the environment
around and within a product. Typically the internal environment inside
a product is considered to be the same as the external. Products should
be used only in the environment for which they are rated.


Pollution Degree 1. No pollution or only dry, nonconductive
pollution occurs. Products in this category are generally
encapsulated, hermetically sealed, or located in clean rooms.
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Pollution Degree 2. Normally only dry, nonconductive pollution
occurs. Occasionally a temporary conductivity that is caused
by condensation must be expected. This location is a typical
office/home environment. Temporary condensation occurs only
when the product is out of service.


Pollution Degree 3. Conductive pollution, or dry, nonconductive
pollution that becomes conductive due to condensation. These
are sheltered locations where neither temperature nor humidity
is controlled. The area is protected from direct sunshine, rain, or
direct wind.


Pollution Degree 4. Pollution that generates persistent conductivity
through conductive dust, rain, or snow. Typical outdoor locations.


Installation (Overvoltage) Category Descriptions
Terminals on this product may have different installation (overvoltage)
category designations. The installation categories are:


Measurement Category IV. For measurements performed at the
source of low-voltage installation.


Measurement Category III. For measurements performed in the
building installation.


Measurement Category II. For measurements performed on circuits
directly connected to the low-voltage installation.


Measurement Category I. For measurements performed on circuits
not directly connected to MAINS.


Overvoltage Category
Overvoltage Category II (as defined in IEC 61010-1).
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Environmental Considerations
This section provides information about the environmental impact of
the product.


Product End-of-Life Handling
Observe the following guidelines when recycling an instrument or
component:


Equipment Recycling. Production of this equipment required the
extraction and use of natural resources. The equipment may contain
substances that could be harmful to the environment or human health
if improperly handled at the product’s end of life. In order to avoid
release of such substances into the environment and to reduce the use
of natural resources, we encourage you to recycle this product in an
appropriate system that will ensure that most of the materials are reused
or recycled appropriately.


This symbol indicates that this product complies with the
applicable European Union requirements according to
Directives 2002/96/EC and 2006/66/EC on waste electrical and
electronic equipment (WEEE) and batteries. For information
about recycling options, check the Support/Service section of
the Tektronix Web site (www.tektronix.com).


Mercury Notification. This product uses an LCD backlight lamp that
contains mercury. Disposal may be regulated due to environmental
considerations. Please contact your local authorities or, within the
United States, refer to the E-cycling Central Web page (www.eiae.org)
for disposal or recycling information.


Restriction of Hazardous Substances
This product has been classified as Monitoring and Control equipment,
and is outside the scope of the 2002/95/EC RoHS Directive.
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Preface
This manual contains operating information for the TDS1000B and
TDS2000B Series Digital Storage Oscilloscopes. The manual consists
of the following chapters:


The Getting Started chapter briefly describes features of the
oscilloscope and provides installation instructions.


The Operating Basics chapter covers operating principles of the
oscilloscopes.


The Understanding Oscilloscope Functions chapter describes
basic operations and functions of an oscilloscope: setting up the
oscilloscope, triggering, acquiring data, scaling and positioning
waveforms, and taking measurements.


The Application Examples chapter provides examples on how to
solve a variety of measurement problems.


The Math FFT chapter describes how to use the Math Fast Fourier
Transform function to convert a time-domain signal into its
frequency components (spectrum).


The USB Flash Drive and Device Ports chapter describes how to
use the USB Flash Drive port and how to connect the oscilloscope
to printers and computers through the USB Device port.


The Reference chapter describes the selections or available range of
values for each option.


The Appendix A: Specifications chapter includes electrical,
environmental, and physical specifications for the oscilloscope and
the P2220 probe, as well as certifications and compliances.


The Appendix B: Accessories chapter briefly describes standard
and optional accessories.


The Appendix C: Cleaning chapter describes how to take care of
the oscilloscope.


The Appendix D: Default Setup chapter contains a list of the menus
and controls with the default (factory) settings that are recalled
when you push the DEFAULT SETUP front-panel button.
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The Appendix E: Font Licenses chapter provides the licenses to
use specific Asian fonts.


Help System
The oscilloscope has a Help system with topics that cover all the
features of the oscilloscope. You can use the Help system to display
several kinds of information:


General information about understanding and using the
oscilloscope, such as Using the Menu System.


Information about specific menus and controls, such as the Vertical
Position Control.


Advice about problems you may face while using an oscilloscope,
such as Reducing Noise.


The Help system provides several ways to find the information you
need: context-sensitive help, hyperlinks, and an index.


Context-Sensitive Help
The oscilloscope displays information about the last menu displayed on
the screen when you push the HELP front-panel button. When viewing
help topics, an LED lights next to the multipurpose knob to indicate
that the knob is active. If the topic uses more than one page, turn the
multipurpose knob to move from page to page within the topic.


Hyperlinks
Most of the help topics contain phrases marked with angle brackets, such
as <Autoset>. These are links to other topics. Turn the multipurpose
knob to move the highlight from one link to another. Push the Show
Topic option button to display the topic corresponding to the highlighted
link. Push the Back option button to return to the previous topic.
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Index
Push the front-panel HELP button, then push the Index option button.
Push the Page Up or Page Down option buttons until you find the index
page that contains the topic you want to view. Turn the multipurpose
knob to highlight a help topic. Push the Show Topic option button to
display the topic.


NOTE. Push the Exit option button or any menu button to remove the Help
text from the screen and return to displaying waveforms.


Firmware Updates Through the Internet
If a newer version of firmware becomes available, you can use the
Internet and a USB flash drive to update your oscilloscope. If you do
not have access to the Internet, contact Tektronix for information on
update procedures.


To update the firmware from the Internet, follow these steps:


1. Push the UTILITY► System Status option, and write down the
firmware version number of the oscilloscope.


2. From your computer, access the www.tektronix.com web site and
check if a newer version of oscilloscope firmware is available.


3. If there is a newer version of firmware, download the firmware
file from the web page.


You may need to unzip the downloaded file.


4. Copy the TDS1K2KB.TEK firmware file to the root folder of a
USB flash drive.


5. Insert the USB flash drive into the USB Flash Drive port on the
front of the oscilloscope.


6. From your oscilloscope, push the UTILITY► File Utilities►
- more - page 2 of 2► Update Firmware option button.


It takes several minutes to update the firmware.


Your oscilloscope will prompt you to press a button when the firmware
update is complete. You must not remove the USB flash drive, or power
off the oscilloscope until the firmware update is complete.
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Conventions
This manual uses the following conventions:


Front-panel buttons, knobs and connectors appear in all uppercase
letters. For example: HELP, PRINT.


Menu options appear with the first letter of each word in upper case.
For example: Peak Detect, Window Zone.


Multipurpose knob
Front-panel buttons and knob labels


— All upper case


Option buttons — First letter of each word on screen is upper case


NOTE. Option buttons may also be called screen buttons, side-menu
buttons, bezel buttons, or soft keys.


The► delimiter separates a series of button pushes. For example,
UTILITY► Options► Set Date and Time means that you
push the UTILITY front-panel button, then push the Options
option button, and then push the Set Date and Time option button.
Multiple pushes of an option button may be required to select the
desired option.
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Getting Started
TDS1000B and TDS2000B Series Digital Storage Oscilloscopes
are small, lightweight, benchtop oscilloscope you can use to take
ground-referenced measurements.


This chapter describes how to do the following tasks:


Install your product


Perform a brief functional check


Perform a probe check and compensate probes


Match your probe attenuation factor


Use the self calibration routine


NOTE. You can select a language to display on the screen when you power
on the oscilloscope. At any time, you can also access the UTILITY►
Language option to select a language.


General Features
The next table and list describe the general features.


Model Channels Bandwidth Sample rate Display
TDS1001B 2 40 MHz 500 MS/s Monochrome
TDS1002B 2 60 MHz 1.0 GS/s Monochrome
TDS1012B 2 100 MHz 1.0 GS/s Monochrome
TDS2002B 2 60 MHz 1.0 GS/s Color
TDS2004B 4 60 MHz 1.0 GS/s Color
TDS2012B 2 100 MHz 1.0 GS/s Color
TDS2014B 4 100 MHz 1.0 GS/s Color
TDS2022B 2 200 MHz 2.0 GS/s Color
TDS2024B 4 200 MHz 2.0 GS/s Color
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Context-sensitive help system


Color or monochrome LCD display


Selectable 20 MHz bandwidth limit


2500 point record length for each channel


Autoset


Autoranging


Probe Check Wizard


Setup and waveform storage


USB Flash Drive port for file storage


Direct printing to any PictBridge compatible printer


PC communications through the USB Device port with OpenChoice
PC Communications software


Connect to a GPIB controller through an optional TEK-USB-488
adapter


Cursors with readouts


Trigger frequency readout


Eleven automatic measurements


Waveform averaging and peak detection


Dual time base


Math functions: +, -, and × operations


Math Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)


Pulse Width trigger capability


Video trigger capability with line-selectable triggering


External trigger


Variable persistence display


User interface and help topics in ten languages
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Installation
Power Cord
Use only the power cord provided with your oscilloscope. Appendix B:
Accessories lists the standard and the optional accessories.


Power Source
Use a power source that delivers 90 to 264 VACRMS, 45 to 66 Hz. If
you have a 400 Hz power source, it must deliver 90 to 132 VACRMS,
360 to 440 Hz.


Security Loop
Use a standard laptop computer security lock, or thread a security cable
through the built-in cable channel to secure your oscilloscope to your
location.


Security cable channel Security lock hole Power cord


Ventilation


NOTE. The oscilloscope cools by convection. Keep two inches clear on the
sides and top of the product to allow adequate air flow.
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Functional Check
Perform this functional check to verify that your oscilloscope is
operating correctly.


ON/OFF button
1. Power on the oscilloscope.


Push the DEFAULT SETUP button.
The default Probe option attenuation
setting is 10X.


DEFAULT SETUP button
PROBE COMP


2. Set the switch to 10X on the P2220
probe and connect the probe to channel
1 on the oscilloscope. To do this, align
the slot in the probe connector with the
key on the CH 1 BNC, push to connect,
and twist to the right to lock the probe
in place.
Connect the probe tip and reference
lead to the PROBE COMP terminals.


3. Push the AUTOSET button. Within
a few seconds, you should see a
square wave in the display of about 5V
peak-to-peak at 1 kHz.
Push the CH1 MENU button on the
front panel twice to remove channel 1,
push the CH 2 MENU button to display
channel 2, and repeat steps 2 and 3.
For 4-channel models, repeat for CH 3
and CH 4.
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Probe Safety
Check and observe probe ratings before using probes.


A guard around the P2220 probe body provides a finger barrier for
protection from electric shock.


Finger guard


WARNING. To avoid electric shock when using the probe, keep fingers
behind the guard on the probe body.


To avoid electric shock while using the probe, do not touch metallic portions
of the probe head while it is connected to a voltage source.


Connect the probe to the oscilloscope, and connect the ground terminal
to ground before you take any measurements.


Voltage Probe Check Wizard
You can use the Probe Check Wizard to verify that a voltage probe is
operating properly. The wizard does not support current probes.


The wizard helps you adjust the compensation for voltage probes
(usually with a screw on the probe body or probe connector) and set the
factor for the Attenuation option for each channel, such as in the CH 1
MENU► Probe► Voltage► Attenuation option.
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You should use the Probe Check Wizard each time you connect a
voltage probe to an input channel.


To use the Probe Check Wizard, push the PROBE CHECK button. If
the voltage probe is connected properly, compensated properly, and the
Attenuation option in the oscilloscope VERTICAL menu is set to match
the probe, the oscilloscope displays a PASSED message at the bottom
of the screen. Otherwise, the oscilloscope displays directions on the
screen to guide you in correcting these problems.


NOTE. The Probe Check Wizard is useful for 1X, 10X, 20X, 50X, and 100X
probes. It is not useful for 500X or 1000X probes, or for probes connected
to the EXT TRIG BNC.


NOTE. When the process is complete, the Probe Check Wizard restores the
oscilloscope settings (other than the Probe option) to what they were before
you pushed the PROBE CHECK button.


To compensate a probe that you plan to use with the EXT TRIG input,
follow these steps:


1. Connect the probe to any input channel BNC, such as to CH 1.


2. Push the PROBE CHECK button and follow the directions on
the screen.


3. After you verify that the probe functions and is compensated
properly, connect the probe to the EXT TRIG BNC.
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Manual Probe Compensation
As an alternative method to the Probe Check Wizard, you can manually
perform this adjustment to match your probe to the input channel.


PROBE
COMP


AUTOSET
button


1. Push the CH 1 MENU ► Probe ►
Voltage ► Attenuation option and
select 10X. Set the switch to 10X on the
P2220 probe and connect the probe to
channel 1 on the oscilloscope. If you
use the probe hook-tip, ensure a proper
connection by firmly inserting the tip
onto the probe.


2. Attach the probe tip to the PROBE
COMP ~5V@1kHz terminal and the
reference lead to the PROBE COMP
chassis terminal. Display the channel,
and then push the AUTOSET button.


Overcompensated


Undercompensated


Compensated correctly


3. Check the shape of the displayed
waveform.


4. If necessary, adjust your probe. The
P2220 probe is shown.
Repeat as necessary.
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Probe Attenuation Setting
Probes are available with various attenuation factors which affect the
vertical scale of the signal. The Probe Check Wizard verifies that the
attenuation factor in the oscilloscope matches the probe.


As an alternative method to Probe Check, you can manually select the
factor that matches the attenuation of your probe. For example, to match
a probe set to 10X connected to CH 1, push the CH 1 MENU► Probe
► Voltage► Attenuation option, and select 10X.


NOTE. The default setting for the Attenuation option is 10X.


If you change the Attenuation switch on the P2220 probe, you also
need to change the oscilloscope Attenuation option to match. Switch
settings are 1X and 10X.


Attenuation switch


NOTE. When the Attenuation switch is set to 1X, the P2220 probe limits the
bandwidth of the oscilloscope to 6 MHz. To use the full bandwidth of the
oscilloscope, be sure to set the switch to 10X.


Current Probe Scaling
Current probes provide a voltage signal proportional to the current. You
need to set the oscilloscope to match the scale of your current probe.
The default scale is 10 A/V.


For example, to set the scale for a current probe connected to CH 1,
push the CH 1 MENU► Probe► Current► Scale option, and
select an appropriate value.
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Self Calibration
The self calibration routine lets you optimize the oscilloscope signal path
for maximum measurement accuracy. You can run the routine at any
time but you should always run the routine if the ambient temperature
changes by 5 °C (9 °F) or more. The routine takes about two minutes.


For accurate calibration, power on the oscilloscope and wait twenty
minutes to ensure it is warmed up.


To compensate the signal path, disconnect any probes or cables from the
input connectors. Then, access the UTILITY► Do Self Cal option,
and follow the directions on the screen.
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Operating Basics
The front panel is divided into easy-to-use functional areas. This
chapter provides you with a quick overview of the controls and the
information displayed on the screen.


2-channel model


4-channel model
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Display Area
In addition to displaying waveforms, the display is filled with many
details about the waveform and the oscilloscope control settings.


NOTE. For details on displaying the FFT function, (See page 69, Displaying
the FFT Spectrum.)


1. Icon display shows acquisition mode.


Sample mode


Peak detect mode


Average mode
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2. Trigger status indicates the following:


The oscilloscope is acquiring pretrigger data. All
triggers are ignored in this state.
All pretrigger data has been acquired and the
oscilloscope is ready to accept a trigger.
The oscilloscope has seen a trigger and is acquiring
the posttrigger data.
The oscilloscope has stopped acquiring waveform
data.
The oscilloscope has completed a Single Sequence
acquisition.
The oscilloscope is in auto mode and is acquiring
waveforms in the absence of triggers.
The oscilloscope is acquiring and displaying
waveform data continuously in scan mode.


3. Marker shows horizontal trigger position. Turn the HORIZONTAL
POSITION knob to adjust the position of the marker.


4. Readout shows the time at the center graticule. The trigger time
is zero.


5. Marker shows Edge or Pulse Width trigger level.


6. On-screen markers show the ground reference points of the
displayed waveforms. If there is no marker, the channel is not
displayed.


7. An arrow icon indicates that the waveform is inverted.


8. Readouts show the vertical scale factors of the channels.


9. A BW icon indicates that the channel is bandwidth limited.


10. Readout shows main time base setting.


11. Readout shows window time base setting if it is in use.


12. Readout shows trigger source used for triggering.


13. Icon shows selected trigger type as follows:


Edge trigger for the rising edge.
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Edge trigger for the falling edge.


Video trigger for line sync.
Video trigger for field sync.
Pulse Width trigger, positive polarity.


Pulse Width trigger, negative polarity.


14. Readout shows Edge or Pulse Width trigger level.


15. Display area shows helpful messages; some messages display for
only three seconds.


If you recall a saved waveform, readout shows information about
the reference waveform, such as RefA 1.00V 500µs.


16. Readout shows date and time.


17. Readout shows trigger frequency.


Message Area
The oscilloscope displays a message area (item number 15 in the
previous figure) at the bottom of the screen that conveys the following
types of helpful information:


Directions to access another menu, such as when you push the
TRIG MENU button:


For TRIGGER HOLDOFF, go to HORIZONTAL MENU


Suggestion of what you might want to do next, such as when you
push the MEASURE button:


Push an option button to change its measurement


Information about the action the oscilloscope performed, such as
when you push the DEFAULT SETUP button:


Default setup recalled


Information about the waveform, such as when you push the
AUTOSET button:


Square wave or pulse detected on CH1
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Using the Menu System
The user interface of the oscilloscopes was designed for easy access to
specialized functions through the menu structure.


When you push a front-panel button, the oscilloscope displays the
corresponding menu on the right side of the screen. The menu shows the
options that are available when you push the unlabeled option buttons
directly to the right of the screen.


The oscilloscope uses several methods to display menu options:


Page (Submenu) Selection: For some menus, you can use the top
option button to choose two or three submenus. Each time you
push the top button, the options change. For example, when you
push the top button in the TRIGGER Menu, the oscilloscope cycles
through the Edge, Video, and Pulse Width trigger submenus.


Circular List: The oscilloscope sets the parameter to a different
value each time you push the option button. For example, you can
push the CH 1 MENU button and then push the top option button to
cycle through the Vertical (channel) Coupling options.


In some lists, you can use the multipurpose knob to select an option.
A hint line tells you when the multipurpose knob can be used, and
an LED by the multipurpose knob lights when the knob is active.
(See page 19, Menu and Control Buttons.)


Action: The oscilloscope displays the type of action that will
immediately occur when you push an Action option button. For
example, when the Help Index is visible, and you push the Page
Down option button, the oscilloscope immediately displays the
next page of index entries.


Radio: The oscilloscope uses a different button for each option.
The currently-selected option is highlighted. For example, the
oscilloscope displays various acquisition mode options when you
push the ACQUIRE Menu button. To select an option, push the
corresponding button.
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Page Selection Circular List Action Radio
TRIGGER CH1 HELP ACQUIRE


Type
Edge


Coupling
DC


Page
Up Sample


or or
Page
Down


Peak Detect


TRIGGER CH1
Average


Type
Video


Coupling
AC


or or
TRIGGER CH1


Type
Pulse


Coupling
Ground


Vertical Controls


All models, 4-channel shown


POSITION (CH 1, CH 2, CH 3 & CH 4). Positions a waveform vertically.


CH 1, CH 2, CH 3 & CH 4 MENU. Displays the Vertical menu selections
and toggles the display of the channel waveform on and off.
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VOLTS/DIV (CH 1, CH 2, CH 3 & CH 4). Selects vertical scale factors.


MATH MENU. Displays waveform math operations menu and toggles the
display of the math waveform on and off.


Horizontal Controls


2-channel model 4-channel model


POSITION. Adjusts the horizontal position of all channel and math
waveforms. The resolution of this control varies with the time base
setting. (See page 109, Window Zone.)


NOTE. To make a large adjustment to the horizontal position, turn the
SEC/DIV knob to a larger value, change the horizontal position, and then
turn the SEC/DIV knob back to the previous value.


HORIZ MENU. Displays the Horizontal Menu.


SET TO ZERO. Sets the horizontal position to zero.


SEC/DIV. Selects the horizontal time/div (scale factor) for the main or
the window time base. When Window Zone is enabled, it changes the
width of the window zone by changing the window time base. (See
page 109, Window Zone.)
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Trigger Controls
4-channel model


2-channel model


LEVEL. When you use an Edge or Pulse trigger, the LEVEL knob sets
the amplitude level that the signal must cross to acquire a waveform.


TRIG MENU. Displays the Trigger Menu.


SET TO 50%. The trigger level is set to the vertical midpoint between
the peaks of the trigger signal.


FORCE TRIG. Completes an acquisition regardless of an adequate trigger
signal. This button has no effect if the acquisition is already stopped.


TRIG VIEW. Displays the trigger waveform in place of the channel
waveform while you hold down the TRIG VIEW button. Use this to see
how the trigger settings affect the trigger signal, such as trigger coupling.
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Menu and Control Buttons
Multipurpose knob


Refer to the Reference chapter for detailed information on the menu
and button controls.


Multipurpose Knob. The function is determined by the displayed menu
or selected menu option. When active, the adjacent LED lights. The
next table lists the functions.


Active menu or
option Knob function Description
Cursor Cursor 1 or


Cursor 2
Positions the selected cursor


Display Adjust Contrast Changes the contrast of the
display


Help Scroll Selects entries in the Index;
selects links in a topic; displays
the next or previous page for a
topic


Horizontal Holdoff Sets the amount of time before
another trigger event can
be accepted;(See page 127,
Holdoff.)


Position Positions the Math waveformMath
Vertical Scale Changes the scale of the Math


waveform
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Active menu or
option Knob function Description
Measure Type Selects the type of automatic


measurement for each source
Action Sets the transaction as save or


recall for setup files, waveform
files, and screen images


Save/Recall


File selection Selects setup, waveform, or
image files to save, or selects
setup or waveform files to recall


Source Selects the source when the
Trigger Type option is set to
Edge


Video line
number


Sets the oscilloscope to a
specific line number when the
Trigger Type option is set to
Video and the Sync option is
set to Line Number


Trigger


Pulse width Sets the width of the pulse
when the Trigger Type option is
set to Pulse


File selection Selects files to rename or
delete;(See page 130, File
Utilities for the USB Flash
Drive.)


Utility ► File
Utilities


Name entry Renames the file or folder;
(See page 131, Rename File or
Folder.)


Utility ► Options
► GPIB Setup ►
Address


Value entry Sets the GPIB address for the
TEK-USB-488 adapter


Utility ► Options
► Set Date and
Time


Value entry Sets the value for the date and
time; (See page 129, Setting
the Date and Time.)
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Active menu or
option Knob function Description
Vertical ► Probe
► Voltage ►
Attenuation


Value entry For a channel menu (such
as the CH 1 MENU), sets
the attenuation factor in the
oscilloscope


Vertical ► Probe
► Current► Scale


Value entry For a of channel menu (such as
the CH 1 MENU), sets the scale
in the oscilloscope


AUTORANGE. Displays the Autorange Menu, and activates or
deactivates the autoranging function. When autoranging is active, the
adjacent LED lights.


SAVE/RECALL. Displays the Save/Recall Menu for setups and
waveforms.


MEASURE. Displays the automated measurements menu.


ACQUIRE. Displays the Acquire Menu.


REF MENU. Displays the Reference Menu to quickly display and hide
reference waveforms stored in the oscilloscope non-volatile memory.


UTILITY. Displays the Utility Menu.


CURSOR. Displays the Cursor Menu. Cursors remain visible (unless
the Type option is set to Off) after you leave the Cursor Menu but are
not adjustable.


DISPLAY. Displays the Display Menu.


HELP. Displays the Help Menu.


DEFAULT SETUP. Recalls the factory setup.


AUTOSET. Automatically sets the oscilloscope controls to produce a
usable display of the input signals.


SINGLE SEQ. Acquires a single waveform and then stops.
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RUN/STOP. Continuously acquires waveforms or stops the acquisition.


PRINT. Starts the print operation to a PictBridge compatible printer, or
performs the SAVE function to the USB flash drive.


SAVE. An LED indicates when the PRINT button is configured to save
data to the USB flash drive.


Input Connectors


2-channel model


4-channel model


CH 1, CH 2, CH 3 & CH 4. Input connectors for waveform display.


EXT TRIG. Input connector for an external trigger source. Use the
Trigger Menu to select the Ext, or Ext/5 trigger source. Push and hold
the TRIG VIEW button to see how the trigger settings affect the trigger
signal, such as trigger coupling.
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Other Front-Panel Items


USB Flash Drive port


USB Flash Drive Port. Insert a USB flash drive for data storage or
retrieval. The oscilloscope displays a clock symbol to indicate when the
flash drive is active. After a file is saved or retrieved, the oscilloscope
removes the clock, and displays a hint line to notify you that the save or
recall operation is complete.


For flash drives with an LED, the LED blinks when saving data to or
retrieving data from the drive. Wait until the LED stops to remove the
drive.


PROBE COMP. Probe compensation output and chassis reference. Use
to electrically match a voltage probe to the oscilloscope input circuit.
(See page 5, Voltage Probe Check Wizard.)(See page 7, Manual Probe
Compensation.)
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Understanding Oscilloscope Functions
This chapter contains general information that you need to understand
before you use an oscilloscope. To use your oscilloscope effectively,
you need to learn about the following functions:


Setting up the oscilloscope


Triggering


Acquiring signals (waveforms)


Scaling and positioning waveforms


Measuring waveforms


The next figure shows a block diagram of the various functions of the
oscilloscope and their relationships to each other.


Setting Up the Oscilloscope
You should become familiar with several functions that you may use
often when operating your oscilloscope: Autoset, Autorange, saving a
setup, and recalling a setup.
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Using Autoset
Each time you push the AUTOSET button, the Autoset function obtains
a stable waveform display for you. It automatically adjusts the vertical
scale, horizontal scale and trigger settings. Autoset also displays several
automatic measurements in the graticule area, depending on the signal
type.


Using Autorange
Autorange is a continuous function that you can enable or disable. The
function adjusts setup values to track a signal when the signal exhibits
large changes or when you physically move the probe to a different
point.


Saving a Setup
The oscilloscope saves the current setup if you wait five seconds after
the last change before you power off the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope
recalls this setup the next time you apply power.


You can use the SAVE/RECALLMenu to save up to ten different setups.


You can also save setups to a USB flash drive. The oscilloscope
accommodates a USB flash drive for removable data storage and
retrieval. (See page 77, USB Flash Drive Port.)


Recalling a Setup
The oscilloscope can recall the last setup before the oscilloscope was
powered off, any saved setups, or the default setup. (See page 114,
Save/Recall.)


Default Setup
The oscilloscope is set up for normal operation when it is shipped
from the factory. This is the default setup. To recall this setup, push
the DEFAULT SETUP button. To view the default settings, refer to
Appendix D: Default Setup.


Triggering
The trigger determines when the oscilloscope starts to acquire data
and to display a waveform. When a trigger is set up properly, the
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oscilloscope converts unstable displays or blank screens into meaningful
waveforms.


Triggered waveform Untriggered waveforms


For oscilloscope-specific descriptions, refer to the Operating Basics
chapter. (See page 18, Trigger Controls.) Refer also to the Reference
chapter. (See page 120, Trigger Controls.)


When you push the RUN/STOP or SINGLE SEQ button to start an
acquisition, the oscilloscope goes through the following steps:


1. Acquires enough data to fill the portion of the waveform record to
the left of the trigger point. This is called the pretrigger.


2. Continues to acquire data while waiting for the trigger condition
to occur.


3. Detects the trigger condition.


4. Continues to acquire data until the waveform record is full.


5. Displays the newly-acquired waveform.


NOTE. For Edge and Pulse triggers, the oscilloscope counts the rate at
which trigger events occur to determine trigger frequency. The oscilloscope
displays the frequency in the lower right corner of the screen.


Source
You can use the Trigger Source options to select the signal that the
oscilloscope uses as a trigger. The source can be the AC power line
(available only with Edge triggers), or any signal connected to a channel
BNC or to the EXT TRIG BNC.
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Types
The oscilloscope provides three types of triggers: Edge, Video, and
Pulse Width.


Modes
You can select the Auto or the Normal trigger mode to define how the
oscilloscope acquires data when it does not detect a trigger condition.
(See page 122, Mode Options.)


To perform a single sequence acquisition, push the SINGLE SEQ button.


Coupling
You can use the Trigger Coupling option to determine which part of the
signal will pass to the trigger circuit. This can help you attain a stable
display of the waveform.


To use trigger coupling, push the TRIG MENU button, select an Edge
or Pulse trigger, and select a Coupling option.


NOTE. Trigger coupling affects only the signal passed to the trigger system.
It does not affect the bandwidth or coupling of the signal displayed on the
screen.


To view the conditioned signal being passed to the trigger circuit, push
and hold down the TRIG VIEW button.


Position
The horizontal position control establishes the time between the
trigger and the screen center. Refer to Horizontal Scale and Position;
Pretrigger Information for information on how to use this control to
position the trigger. (See page 30, Horizontal Scale and Position;
Pretrigger Information.)


Slope and Level
The Slope and Level controls help to define the trigger. The Slope option
(Edge trigger type only) determines whether the oscilloscope finds the
trigger point on the rising or the falling edge of a signal. The TRIGGER
LEVEL knob controls where on the edge the trigger point occurs.
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Rising edge Falling edge


Trigger level can be
adjusted vertically


Trigger can be rising or falling


Acquiring Signals
When you acquire a signal, the oscilloscope converts it into a digital
form and displays a waveform. The acquisition mode defines how the
signal is digitized, and the time base setting affects the time span and
level of detail in the acquisition.


Acquisition Modes
There are three acquisition modes: Sample, Peak Detect, and Average.


Sample. In this acquisition mode, the oscilloscope samples the signal
in evenly spaced intervals to construct the waveform. This mode
accurately represents signals most of the time.


However, this mode does not acquire rapid variations in the signal that
may occur between samples. This can result in aliasing, and may cause
narrow pulses to be missed. In these cases, you should use the Peak
Detect mode to acquire data. (See page 31, Time Domain Aliasing.)


Peak Detect. In this acquisition mode, the oscilloscope finds the highest
and lowest values of the input signal over each sample interval and uses
these values to display the waveform. In this way, the oscilloscope can
acquire and display narrow pulses, which may have otherwise been
missed in Sample mode. Noise will appear to be higher in this mode.


Average. In this acquisition mode, the oscilloscope acquires several
waveforms, averages them, and displays the resulting waveform. You
can use this mode to reduce random noise.
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Time Base
The oscilloscope digitizes waveforms by acquiring the value of an input
signal at discrete points. The time base allows you to control how often
the values are digitized.


To adjust the time base to a horizontal scale that suits your purpose, use
the SEC/DIV knob.


Scaling and Positioning Waveforms
You can change the display of waveforms by adjusting the scale
and position. When you change the scale, the waveform display
will increase or decrease in size. When you change the position, the
waveform will move up, down, right, or left.


The channel indicator (located on the left of the graticule) identifies
each waveform on the display. The indicator points to the ground
reference level of the waveform record.


You can view the display area and readouts. (See page 12, Display
Area.)


Vertical Scale and Position
You can change the vertical position of waveforms by moving them up
or down in the display. To compare data, you can align a waveform
above another or you can align waveforms on top of each other.


You can change the vertical scale of a waveform. The waveform display
will contract or expand relative to the ground reference level.


For oscilloscope-specific descriptions, refer to the Operating Basics
chapter. (See page 16, Vertical Controls.) Refer also to the Reference
chapter. (See page 131, Vertical Controls.)


Horizontal Scale and Position; Pretrigger Information
You can adjust the HORIZONTAL POSITION control to view
waveform data before the trigger, after the trigger, or some of each.
When you change the horizontal position of a waveform, you are
actually changing the time between the trigger and the center of the
display. (This appears to move the waveform to the right or left on
the display.)
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For example, if you want to find the cause of a glitch in your test circuit,
you might trigger on the glitch and make the pretrigger period large
enough to capture data before the glitch. You can then analyze the
pretrigger data and perhaps find the cause of the glitch.


You change the horizontal scale of all the waveforms by turning the
SEC/DIV knob. For example, you might want to see just one cycle of a
waveform to measure the overshoot on its rising edge.


The oscilloscope shows the horizontal scale as time per division in the
scale readout. Since all active waveforms use the same time base, the
oscilloscope only displays one value for all the active channels, except
when you use Window Zone. Refer to Window Zone for information on
how to use the window function. (See page 109, Window Zone.)


For oscilloscope-specific descriptions, refer to the Operating Basics
chapter. (See page 17, POSITION.) Refer also to the Reference
chapter.(See page 107, Horizontal.)


Time Domain Aliasing. Aliasing occurs when the oscilloscope does
not sample the signal fast enough to construct an accurate waveform
record. When this happens, the oscilloscope displays a waveform with
a frequency lower than the actual input waveform, or triggers and
displays an unstable waveform.


Actual high-frequency
waveform


Apparent low-frequency
waveform due to aliasing


Sample points


The oscilloscope accurately represents signals, but is limited by the
probe bandwidth, the oscilloscope bandwidth, and the sample rate. To
avoid aliasing, the oscilloscope must sample the signal more than twice
as fast as the highest frequency component of the signal.


The highest frequency that the oscilloscope sampling rate can
theoretically represent is the Nyquist frequency. The sample rate is
called the Nyquist rate, and is twice the Nyquist frequency.
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The oscilloscope maximum sample rates are at least ten times the
bandwidth. These high sample rates help reduce the possibility of
aliasing.


There are several ways to check for aliasing:


Turn the SEC/DIV knob to change the horizontal scale. If the shape
of the waveform changes drastically, you may have aliasing.


Select the Peak Detect acquisition mode. (See page 29, Peak
Detect.) This mode samples the highest and lowest values so
that the oscilloscope can detect faster signals. If the shape of the
waveform changes drastically, you may have aliasing.


If the trigger frequency is faster than the display information, you
may have aliasing or a waveform that crosses the trigger level
multiple times. Examining the waveform allows you to identify
whether the shape of the signal is going to allow a single trigger
crossing per cycle at the selected trigger level.


If multiple triggers are likely to occur, select a trigger level that will
generate only a single trigger per cycle. If the trigger frequency is
still faster than the display indicates, you may have aliasing.


If the trigger frequency is slower, this test is not useful.


If the signal you are viewing is also the trigger source, use the
graticule or the cursors to estimate the frequency of the displayed
waveform. Compare this to the Trigger Frequency readout in the
lower right corner of the screen. If they differ by a large amount,
you may have aliasing.


The next table lists the time base settings that you can use to avoid
aliasing at various frequencies and the respective sample rate. At
the fastest SEC/DIV setting, aliasing is not likely to occur due to the
bandwidth limitations of the oscilloscope input amplifiers.
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Settings to avoid aliasing in Sample mode


Time base Samples per second Maximum
2.5 ns 2 GS/s 200.0 MHz †


5.0 to 250.0 ns 1 GS/s or 2 GS/s * 200.0 MHz †


500.0 ns 500.0 MS/s 200.0 MHz †


1.0 μs 250.0 MS/s 125.0 MHz †


2.5 μs 100.0 MS/s 50.0 MHz †


5.0 μs 50.0 MS/s 25.0 MHz †


10.0 μs 25.0 MS/s 12.5 MHz †


25.0 μs 10.0 MS/s 5.0 MHz
50.0 μs 5.0 MS/s 2.5 MHz
100.0 μs 2.5 MS/s 1.25 MHz
250.0 μs 1.0 MS/s 500.0 kHz
500.0 μs 500.0 kS/s 250.0 kHz
1.0 ms 250.0 kS/s 125.0 kHz
2.5 ms 100.0 kS/s 50.0 kHz
5.0 ms 50.0 kS/s 25.0 kHz
10.0 ms 25.0 kS/s 12.5 kHz
25.0 ms 10.0 kS/s 5.0 kHz
50.0 ms 5.0 kS/s 2.5 kHz
100.0 ms 2.5 kS/s 1.25 kHz
250.0 ms 1.0 kS/s 500.0 Hz
500.0 ms 500.0 S/s 250.0 Hz
1.0 s 250.0 S/s 125.0 Hz
2.5 s 100.0 S/s 50.0 Hz
5.0 s 50.0 S/s 25.0 Hz
10.0 s 25.0 S/s 12.5 Hz
25.0 s 10.0 S/s 5.0 Hz
50.0 s 5.0 S/s 2.5 Hz
* Depending on the oscilloscope model.
† Bandwidth reduced to 6 MHz with a P2220 probe set to 1X.
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Taking Measurements
The oscilloscope displays graphs of voltage versus time and can help
you to measure the displayed waveform.


There are several ways to take measurements. You can use the graticule,
the cursors, or an automated measurement.


Graticule
This method allows you to make a quick, visual estimate. For example,
you might look at a waveform amplitude and determine that it is a little
more than 100 mV.


You can take simple measurements by counting the major and minor
graticule divisions involved and multiplying by the scale factor.


For example, if you counted five major vertical graticule divisions
between the minimum and maximum values of a waveform and knew
you had a scale factor of 100 mV/division, then you could calculate
your peak-to-peak voltage as follows:


5 divisions x 100 mV/division = 500 mV


Cursor


Cursors
This method allows you to take measurements by moving the cursors,
which always appear in pairs, and reading their numeric values from the
display readouts. There are two types of cursors: Amplitude and Time.


When you use cursors, be sure to set the Source to the waveform on the
display that you want to measure.
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To use cursors, push the CURSOR button.


Amplitude Cursors. Amplitude cursors appear as horizontal lines on the
display and measure the vertical parameters. Amplitudes are referenced
to the reference level. For the Math FFT function, these cursors measure
magnitude.


Time Cursors. Time cursors appear as vertical lines on the display and
measure both horizontal and vertical parameters. Times are referenced
to the trigger point. For the Math FFT function, these cursors measure
frequency.


Time cursors also include a readout of the waveform amplitude at the
point the waveform crosses the cursor.


Automatic
The MEASURE Menu can take up to five automatic measurements.
When you take automatic measurements, the oscilloscope does all
the calculating for you. Because the measurements use the waveform
record points, they are more accurate than the graticule or cursor
measurements.


Automatic measurements use readouts to show measurement results.
These readouts are updated periodically as the oscilloscope acquires
new data.


For measurement descriptions, refer to the Reference chapter. (See
page 111, Taking Measurements.)
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Application Examples
This section presents a series of application examples. These simplified
examples highlight the features of the oscilloscope and give you ideas
for using it to solve your own test problems.


Taking simple measurements


Using Autoset


Using the Measure Menu to take automatic measurements


Measuring two signals and calculating gain


Using Autorange to examine a series of test points


Taking cursor measurements


Measuring ring frequency and ring amplitude


Measuring pulse width


Measuring rise time


Analyzing signal detail


Looking at a noisy signal


Using the average function to separate a signal from noise


Capturing a single-shot signal


Optimizing the acquisition


Measuring propagation delay


Triggering on a pulse width


Triggering on a video signal


Triggering on video fields and video lines


Using the window function to see waveform details


Analyzing a differential communication signal using Math functions


Viewing impedance changes in a network using XY mode and
persistence
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Taking Simple Measurements
You need to see a signal in a circuit, but you do not know the amplitude
or frequency of the signal. You want to quickly display the signal and
measure the frequency, period, and peak-to-peak amplitude.


Using Autoset
To quickly display a signal, follow these steps:


1. Push the CH 1 MENU button.


2. Push Probe► Voltage►Attenuation► 10X.


3. Set the switch to 10X on the P2220 probe.


4. Connect the channel 1 probe tip to the signal. Connect the reference
lead to the circuit reference point.


5. Push the AUTOSET button.


The oscilloscope sets the vertical, horizontal, and trigger controls
automatically. If you want to optimize the display of the waveform, you
can manually adjust these controls.


NOTE. The oscilloscope displays relevant automatic measurements in the
waveform area of the screen based on the signal type that is detected.
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For oscilloscope-specific descriptions, refer to the Reference chapter.
(See page 98, Autoset.)


Taking Automatic Measurements
The oscilloscope can take automatic measurements of most displayed
signals.


NOTE. If a question mark (?) appears in the Value readout, the signal
is outside the measurement range. Adjust the VOLTS/DIV knob of the
appropriate channel to decrease the sensitivity or change the SEC/DIV
setting.


To measure signal frequency, period, and peak-to-peak amplitude, rise
time, and positive width, follow these steps:


1. Push theMEASURE button to see the Measure Menu.


2. Push the top option button; the Measure 1 Menu appears.


3. Push Type► Freq.


The Value readout displays the measurement and updates.


4. Push the Back option button.


5. Push the second option button from the top; the Measure 2 Menu
appears.


6. Push Type► Period.


The Value readout displays the measurement and updates.


7. Push the Back option button.


8. Push the middle option button; the Measure 3 Menu appears.
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9. Push Type► Pk-Pk.


The Value readout displays the measurement and updates.


10. Push the Back option button.


11. Push the second option button from the bottom; the Measure 4
Menu appears.


12. Push Type► Rise Time.


The Value readout displays the measurement and updates.


13. Push the Back option button.


14. Push the bottom option button; the Measure 5 Menu appears.


15. Push Type► Pos Width.


The Value readout displays the measurement and updates.


16. Push the Back option button.


CH1
Freq


1.000kHz
CH1


Period
1.000ms


CH1
Pk-Pk
5.04V


CH1
Rise Time
2.611µs?


CH1
Pos Width
500.0µs
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Measuring Two Signals
If you are testing a piece of equipment and need to measure the gain of
the audio amplifier, you will need an audio generator that can inject a
test signal at the amplifier input. Connect two oscilloscope channels
to the amplifier input and output as shown next. Measure both signal
levels and use the measurements to calculate the gain.


CH1
Pk-Pk
2.04V


CH2
Pk-Pk
206mV


CH1
None


CH1
None


CH1
None
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To activate and display the signals connected to channel 1 and to
channel 2, and select measurements for the two channels, follow these
steps:


1. Push the AUTOSET button.


2. Push theMEASURE button to see the Measure Menu.


3. Push the top option button; the Measure 1 Menu appears.


4. Push Source► CH1.


5. Push Type► Pk-Pk.


6. Push the Back option button.


7. Push the second option button from the top; the Measure 2 Menu
appears.


8. Push Source► CH2.


9. Push Type► Pk-Pk.


10. Push the Back option button.


Read the displayed peak-to-peak amplitudes for both channels.


11. To calculate the amplifier voltage gain, use these equations:


VoltageGain = output amplitude/input amplitude


VoltageGain (dB) = 20 × log10(VoltageGain)
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Using Autorange to Examine a Series of Test Points
If you have a machine that is malfunctioning, you may need to find the
frequency and RMS voltage of several test points, and compare these
values to ideal values. You are not able to access front-panel controls
since you need to use both hands when probing test points that are
difficult to physically reach.


1. Push the CH 1 MENU button.


2. Push Probe ► Voltage ► Attenuation and set to match the
attenuation of the probe attached to channel 1.


3. Push the AUTORANGE button to activate autoranging, and select
the Vertical and Horizontal option.


4. Push theMEASURE button to see the Measure Menu.


5. Push the top option button; the Measure 1 Menu appears.


6. Push Source► CH1.


7. Push Type► Frequency.


8. Push the Back option button.


9. Push the second option button from the top; the Measure 2 Menu
appears.


10. Push Source► CH1.


11. Push Type► Cyc RMS.


12. Push the Back option button.


13. Attach the probe tip and reference lead to the first test point. Read
the frequency and cycle RMS measurements from the oscilloscope
display and compare these to the ideal values.


14. Repeat step 13 for each test point, until you find the malfunctioning
component.


NOTE. When Autorange is active, each time you move the probe to another
test point, the oscilloscope readjusts the horizontal scale, the vertical scale,
and the trigger level, to give you a useful display.
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Taking Cursor Measurements
You can use the cursors to quickly take time and amplitude
measurements on a waveform.


Measuring Ring Frequency and Amplitude
To measure the ring frequency at the rising edge of a signal, follow
these steps:


1. Push the CURSOR button to see the Cursor Menu.


2. Push Type► Time.


3. Push Source► CH1.


4. Push the Cursor 1 option button.


5. Turn the multipurpose knob to place a cursor on the first peak of
the ring.


6. Push the Cursor 2 option button.


7. Turn the multipurpose knob to place a cursor on the second peak
of the ring.


You can see the Δ (delta) time and frequency (the measured ring
frequency) in the Cursor Menu.


Type
Time


Source
CH1


Δt 540.0ns
1/Δt 1.852MHz


ΔV 0.44V
Cursor1
180ns
1.40V


Cursor2
720ns
0.96V
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8. Push Type► Amplitude.


9. Push the Cursor 1 option button.


10. Turn the multipurpose knob to place a cursor on the first peak of
the ring.


11. Push the Cursor 2 option button.


12. Turn the multipurpose knob to place Cursor 2 on the lowest part
of the ring.


You can see the amplitude of the ring in the Cursor Menu.


Type
Amplitude


Source
CH1


ΔV 640mV


Cursor 1
1.46V


Cursor 2
820mV


Measuring Pulse Width
If you are analyzing a pulse waveform and you want to know the width
of the pulse, follow these steps:


1. Push the CURSOR button to see the Cursor Menu.


2. Push Type► Time.


3. Push Source► CH1.


4. Push the Cursor 1 option button.


5. Turn the multipurpose knob to place a cursor on the rising edge
of the pulse.


6. Push the Cursor 2 option button.


7. Turn the multipurpose knob to place a cursor on the falling edge
of the pulse.
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You can see the following measurements in the Cursor Menu:


The time at Cursor 1, relative to the trigger.


The time at Cursor 2, relative to the trigger.


The Δ (delta) time, which is the pulse width measurement.


Type
Time


Source
CH1


Δt 500.0µs
1/Δt 2.000kHz
ΔV 1.38V


Cursor 1
0.00s
0.98V


Cursor 2
500µs
-1.00V


NOTE. The Positive Width measurement is available as an automatic
measurement in the Measure Menu. (See page 111, Taking Measurements.)


NOTE. The Positive Width measurement also displays when you select the
Single-Cycle Square option in the AUTOSET Menu. (See page 101, Square
Wave or Pulse.)
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Measuring Rise Time
After measuring the pulse width, you decide that you need to check
the rise time of the pulse. Typically, you measure rise time between
the 10% and 90% levels of the waveform. To measure the rise time,
follow these steps:


1. Turn the SEC/DIV knob to display the rising edge of the waveform.


2. Turn the VOLTS/DIV and VERTICAL POSITION knobs to set
the waveform amplitude to about five divisions.


3. Push the CH 1 MENU button.


4. Push Volts/Div► Fine.


5. Turn the VOLTS/DIV knob to set the waveform amplitude to
exactly five divisions.


6. Turn the VERTICAL POSITION knob to center the waveform;
position the baseline of the waveform 2.5 divisions below the
center graticule.


7. Push the CURSOR button to see the Cursor Menu.


8. Push Type► Time.


9. Push Source► CH1.


10. Push the Cursor 1 option button.


11. Turn the multipurpose knob to place a cursor at the point where the
waveform crosses the second graticule line below center screen.
This is the 10% level of the waveform.


12. Push the Cursor 2 option button.


13. Turn the multipurpose knob to place a cursor at the point where the
waveform crosses the second graticule line above center screen.
This is the 90% level of the waveform.


The Δt readout in the Cursor Menu is the rise time of the waveform.
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5 divisions
Type
Time


Source
CH1


Δt 140.0ns
1/Δt 7.143MHz


ΔV 2.08V
Cursor 1
-80.0ns
-1.02V


Cursor 2
60.0ns
1.06V


NOTE. The Rise Time measurement is available as an automatic
measurement in the Measure Menu. (See page 111, Taking Measurements.)


NOTE. The Rise Time measurement also displays when you select the Rising
Edge option in the AUTOSET Menu. (See page 101, Square Wave or Pulse.)


Analyzing Signal Detail
You have a noisy signal displayed on the oscilloscope and you need to
know more about it. You suspect that the signal contains much more
detail than you can now see in the display.
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Looking at a Noisy Signal
The signal appears noisy and you suspect that noise is causing problems
in your circuit. To better analyze the noise, follow these steps:


1. Push the ACQUIRE button to see the Acquire Menu.


2. Push the Peak Detect option button.


3. If necessary, push the DISPLAY button to see the Display Menu.
Use the Adjust Contrast option button with the multipurpose knob
to adjust the display to see the noise more easily.


Peak detect emphasizes noise spikes and glitches in your signal,
especially when the time base is set to a slow setting.
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Separating the Signal from Noise
Now you want to analyze the signal shape and ignore the noise. To
reduce random noise in the oscilloscope display, follow these steps:


1. Push the ACQUIRE button to see the Acquire Menu.


2. Push the Average option button.


3. Push the Averages option button to see the effects of varying the
number of running averages on the waveform display.


Averaging reduces random noise and makes it easier to see detail in a
signal. In the example below, a ring shows on the rising and falling
edges of the signal when the noise is removed.
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Capturing a Single-Shot Signal
The reliability of a reed relay in a piece of equipment has been poor and
you need to investigate the problem. You suspect that the relay contacts
arc when the relay opens. The fastest that you can open and close the
relay is about once per minute, so you need to capture the voltage across
the relay as a single-shot acquisition.


To set up for a single-shot acquisition, follow these steps:


1. Turn the vertical VOLTS/DIV and horizontal SEC/DIV knobs to
the appropriate ranges for the signal you expect to see.


2. Push the ACQUIRE button to see the Acquire Menu.


3. Push the Peak Detect option button.


4. Push the TRIG MENU button to see the Trigger Menu.


5. Push Slope► Rising.


6. Turn the LEVEL knob to adjust the trigger level to a voltage
midway between the open and closed voltages of the relay.


7. Push the SINGLE SEQ button to start the acquisition.


When the relay opens, the oscilloscope triggers and captures the event.
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Optimizing the Acquisition
The initial acquisition shows the relay contact beginning to open at the
trigger point. This is followed by a large spike that indicates contact
bounce and inductance in the circuit. The inductance can cause contact
arcing and premature relay failure.


You can use the vertical, horizontal, and trigger controls to optimize
the settings before the next single-shot event is captured. When the
next acquisition is captured with the new settings (push the SINGLE
SEQ button again), you can see that the contact bounces several times
as it opens.
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Measuring Propagation Delay
You suspect that the memory timing in a microprocessor circuit is
marginal. Set up the oscilloscope to measure the propagation delay
between the chip-select signal and the data output of the memory device.


Type
Time


Source
CH1


Δt 20.00ns
1/Δt 50.00MHz


ΔV 0.28V
Cursor 1
50.0ns
-0.20V


Cursor 2
70.0ns
0.08V
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To set up to measure propagation delay, follow these steps:


1. Push the AUTOSET button to trigger a stable display.


2. Adjust the horizontal and vertical controls to optimize the display.


3. Push the CURSOR button to see the Cursor Menu.


4. Push Type► Time.


5. Push Source► CH1.


6. Push the Cursor 1 option button.


7. Turn the multipurpose knob to place a cursor on the active edge
of the chip-select signal.


8. Push the Cursor 2 option button.


9. Turn the multipurpose knob to place the second cursor on the data
output transition.


The Δt readout in the Cursor Menu is the propagation delay between
the waveforms. The readout is valid because the two waveforms have
the same SEC/DIV setting.


Triggering on a Specific Pulse Width
You are testing the pulse widths of a signal in a circuit. It is critical that
the pulses all be a specific width, and you need to verify that they are.
Edge triggering shows that your signal is as specified, and the pulse
width measurement does not vary from the specification. However, you
think there might be a problem.
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To set up a test for pulse width aberrations, follow these steps:


1. Push the AUTOSET button to trigger a stable display.


2. Push the Single Cycle option button in the AUTOSET Menu to
view a single cycle of the signal, and to quickly take a Pulse Width
measurement.


3. Push the TRIG MENU button to see the Trigger Menu.


4. Push Type► Pulse.


5. Push Source► CH1.


6. Turn the TRIGGER LEVEL knob to set the trigger level near
the bottom of the signal.


7. PushWhen► = (equals).


8. Turn the multipurpose knob to set the pulse width to the value
reported by the Pulse Width measurement in step 2.


9. Push More► Mode► Normal.


You can achieve a stable display with the oscilloscope triggering on
normal pulses.


1. Push theWhen option button to select ≠, <, or >. If there are
any aberrant pulses that meet the specified When condition, the
oscilloscope triggers.
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NOTE. The trigger frequency readout shows the frequency of events that
the oscilloscope might consider to be a trigger, and may be less than the
frequency of the input signal in Pulse Width trigger mode.


Triggering on a Video Signal
You are testing the video circuit in a piece of medical equipment and
need to display the video output signal. The video output is an NTSC
standard signal. Use the video trigger to obtain a stable display.
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NOTE. Most video systems use 75 ohm cabling. The oscilloscope
inputs do not properly terminate low impedance cabling. To avoid
amplitude inaccuracy from improper loading and reflections, place a
75 ohm feedthrough terminator (Tektronix part number 011-0055-02 or
equivalent) between the 75 ohm coaxial cable from the signal source and
the oscilloscope BNC input.


Triggering on Video Fields


Automatic. To trigger on the video fields, follow these steps:


1. Push the AUTOSET button. When Autoset is complete, the
oscilloscope displays the video signal with sync on All Fields.
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The oscilloscope sets the Standard option when you use the Autoset
function.


1. Push the Odd Field or Even Field option buttons from the
AUTOSET Menu to sync on odd or even fields only.


Manual. An alternative method requires more steps, but may be
necessary depending on the video signal. To use the manual method,
follow these steps:


1. Push the CH 1 MENU button.


2. Push Coupling► AC.


3. Push the TRIG MENU button to see the Trigger Menu.


4. Push the top option button and select Video.


5. Push Source► CH1.


6. Push the Sync option button and select All Fields, Odd Field, or
Even Field.


7. Push Standard► NTSC.


8. Turn the horizontal SEC/DIV knob to see a complete field across
the screen.


9. Turn the vertical VOLTS/DIV knob to ensure that the entire video
signal is visible on the screen.
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Triggering on Video Lines


Automatic. You can also look at the video lines in the field. To trigger
on the video lines, follow these steps:


1. Push the AUTOSET button.


2. Push the top option button to select Line to sync on all lines. (The
AUTOSET Menu includes All Lines and Line Number options.)


Manual. An alternative method requires more steps, but may be
necessary depending on the video signal. To use this method, follow
these steps:


1. Push the TRIG MENU button to see the Trigger Menu.


2. Push the top option button and select Video.


3. Push the Sync option button and select All Lines or Line Number
and turn the multipurpose knob to set a specific line number.


4. Push Standard► NTSC.


5. Turn the SEC/DIV knob to see a complete video line across the
screen.


6. Turn the VOLTS/DIV knob to ensure that the entire video signal
is visible on the screen.
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Incoming video signal


Using the Window Function to See Waveform Details
You can use the window (zoom) function to examine a specific portion
of a waveform without changing the main display.


If you want to view the color burst in the previous waveform in more
detail without changing the main display, follow these steps:


1. Push the HORIZ MENU button to see the Horizontal Menu and
select the Main option.


2. Push theWindow Zone option button.


3. Turn the SEC/DIV knob and select 500 ns. This will be the
SEC/DIV setting of the expanded view.


4. Turn theHORIZONTAL POSITION knob to position the window
around the portion of the waveform that you want to expand.
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1. Push theWindow option button to see the expanded portion of
the waveform.


2. Turn the SEC/DIV knob to optimize viewing the expanded
waveform.


To switch between the Main and Window views, push the Main or
Window option button in the Horizontal Menu.


Analyzing a Differential Communication Signal
You are having intermittent problems with a serial data communication
link, and you suspect poor signal quality. Set up the oscilloscope to
show you a snapshot of the serial data stream so you can verify the
signal levels and transition times.


Because this is a differential signal, you use the Math function of the
oscilloscope to view a better representation of the waveform.
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NOTE. Be sure to first compensate both probes. Differences in probe
compensation appear as errors in the differential signal.
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To activate the differential signals connected to channel 1 and to channel
2, follow these steps:


1. Push the CH 1 MENU button and set the Probe► Voltage►
Attenuation option to 10X.


2. Push the CH 2 MENU button and set the Probe► Voltage►
Attenuation option to 10X.


3. Set the switches to 10X on the P2220 probes.


4. Push the AUTOSET button.


5. Push theMATH MENU button to see the Math Menu.


6. Push the Operation option button and select -.


7. Push the CH1-CH2 option button to display a new waveform that
is the difference between the displayed waveforms.


8. To adjust the vertical scale and position of the Math waveform,
follow these steps:


a. Remove the channel 1 and channel 2 waveforms from the
display.


b. Turn the CH 1 and CH 2 VOLTS/DIV and the VERTICAL
POSITION knobs to adjust the vertical scale and position of
the Math waveform.


For a more stable display, push the SINGLE SEQ button to control the
acquisition of the waveform. Each time you push the SINGLE SEQ
button, the oscilloscope acquires a snapshot of the digital data stream.
You can use the cursors or automatic measurements to analyze the
waveform, or you can store the waveform to analyze later.


Viewing Impedance Changes in a Network
You have designed a circuit that needs to operate over a wide
temperature range. You need to evaluate the change in impedance of the
circuit as the ambient temperature is changed.


Connect the oscilloscope to monitor the input and output of the circuit
and capture the changes that occur as you vary the temperature.
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To view the input and output of the circuit in an XY display, follow
these steps:


1. Push the CH 1 MENU button.


2. Push Probe► Voltage►Attenuation► 10X.


3. Push the CH 2 MENU button.


4. Push Probe► Voltage► Attenuation► 10X.


5. Set the switches to 10X on the P2220 probes.


6. Connect the channel 1 probe to the input of the network, and
connect the channel 2 probe to the output.
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7. Push the AUTOSET button.


8. Turn the VOLTS/DIV knobs to display approximately the same
amplitude signals on each channel.


9. Push the DISPLAY button to see the Display Menu.


10. Push Format ► XY.


The oscilloscope displays a Lissajous pattern representing the input
and output characteristics of the circuit.


11. Turn the VOLTS/DIV and VERTICAL POSITION knobs to
optimize the display.


12. Push Persist► Infinite.


13. Push the Adjust Contrast option button and turn the multipurpose
knob to adjust the display.


As you adjust the ambient temperature, the display persistence
captures the changes in the characteristics of the circuit.
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This chapter contains detailed information on how to use the Math FFT
(Fast Fourier Transform). You can use the FFT Math mode to convert
a time-domain (YT) signal into its frequency components (spectrum).
You can use the Math FFT mode for the following types of analysis:


Analyze harmonics in power lines


Measure harmonic content and distortion in systems


Characterize noise in DC power supplies


Test impulse response of filters and systems


Analyze vibration


To use the Math FFT mode, you need to perform the following tasks:


Set up the source (time-domain) waveform


Display the FFT spectrum


Select a type of FFT window


Adjust the sample rate to display the fundamental frequency and
harmonics without aliasing


Use zoom controls to magnify the spectrum


Use cursors to measure the spectrum


Setting Up the Time-Domain Waveform
Before you use FFT mode, you need to set up the time-domain (YT)
waveform. To do so, follow these steps:


1. Push AUTOSET to display a YT waveform.


2. Turn the VERTICAL POSITION knob to move the YT waveform
to the center vertically (zero divisions).
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This ensures that the FFT will show a true DC value.


3. Turn the HORIZONTAL POSITION knob to position the part
of the YT waveform that you want to analyze in the center eight
divisions of the screen.


The oscilloscope calculates the FFT spectrum using the center 2048
points of the time-domain waveform.


4. Turn the VOLTS/DIV knob to ensure that the entire waveform
remains on the screen. The oscilloscope may display erroneous
FFT results (by adding high frequency components) if the entire
waveform is not visible.


5. Turn the SEC/DIV knob to provide the resolution you want in the
FFT spectrum.


6. If possible, set the oscilloscope to display many signal cycles.


If you turn the SEC/DIV knob to select a faster setting (fewer
cycles), the FFT spectrum shows a larger frequency range, and
reduces the possibility of FFT aliasing. (See page 73, FFT
Aliasing.) However, the oscilloscope also displays less frequency
resolution.


To set up the FFT display, follow these steps:


1. Push theMATH MENU button to see the Math Menu.


2. Push Operation► FFT.


3. Select theMath FFT Source channel.


In many cases, the oscilloscope can produce a useful FFT spectrum
even if the YT waveform is not triggered. This is especially true if your
signal is periodic or random (noisy).


NOTE. Trigger and position any transient or burst waveforms as closely as
possible to the center of the screen.


Nyquist Frequency
The highest frequency that any real-time digitizing oscilloscope can
measure without errors is one-half the sample rate. This frequency is
called the Nyquist frequency. Frequency information above the Nyquist
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frequency is undersampled, which causes FFT aliasing. (See page 73,
FFT Aliasing.)


The math function transforms the center 2048 points of the time-domain
waveform into an FFT spectrum. The resulting FFT spectrum contains
1024 points that go from DC (0 Hz) to the Nyquist frequency.


Normally, the display compresses the FFT spectrum horizontally into
250 points, but you can use the FFT Zoom function to expand the FFT
spectrum to more clearly see the frequency components at each of the
1024 data points in the FFT spectrum.


NOTE. The oscilloscope vertical response rolls off slowly above its
bandwidth (40 MHz, 60 MHz, 100 MHz or 200 MHz, depending on the
model, or 20 MHz when the Bandwidth Limit option is ON). Therefore,
the FFT spectrum can show valid frequency information higher than the
oscilloscope bandwidth. However, the magnitude information near or above
the bandwidth will not be accurate.


Displaying the FFT Spectrum
Push the MATH MENU button to display the Math Menu. Use the
options to select the Source channel, Window algorithm, and FFT Zoom
factor. You can display only one FFT spectrum at a time.


Math FFT option Settings Comments
Source CH1, CH2, CH3 1,


CH4 1
Selects the channel used as the FFT
source


Window Hanning, Flattop,
Rectangular


Selects the FFT window type;(See
page 70, Selecting an FFT Window.)


FFT Zoom X1, X2, X5, X10 Changes the horizontal magnification
of the FFT display; (See page 74,
Magnifying and Positioning an FFT
Spectrum.)


1 Available only on a 4-channel oscilloscope.
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Fundamental
frequency
component


Frequency
component


1. Frequency at the center graticule line.


2. Vertical scale in dB per division (0 dB = 1 VRMS).


3. Horizontal scale in frequency per division.


4. Sample rate in number of samples per second.


5. FFT window type.


Selecting an FFT Window
Windows reduce spectral leakage in the FFT spectrum. The FFT
assumes that the YT waveform repeats forever. With an integral number
of cycles (1, 2, 3, ...), the YT waveform starts and ends at the same
amplitude and there are no discontinuities in the signal shape.


A non-integral number of cycles in the YT waveform causes the signal
start and end points to be at different amplitudes. The transitions
between the start and end points cause discontinuities in the signal that
introduce high-frequency transients.
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Applying a window to the YT waveform changes the waveform so
that the start and stop values are close to each other, reducing the
discontinuities.
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The Math FFT function includes three FFT Window options. There is
a trade-off between frequency resolution and amplitude accuracy with
each type of window. What you want to measure and your source signal
characteristics will help you to determine which window to use.


Window Measure Characteristics
Hanning Periodic


waveforms
Better frequency, poorer magnitude
accuracy than Flattop


Flattop Periodic
waveforms


Better magnitude, poorer frequency
accuracy than Hanning


Rectangular Pulses or
transients


Special-purpose window for
waveforms that do not have
discontinuities. This is essentially
the same as no window
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FFT Aliasing
Problems occur when the oscilloscope acquires a time-domain
waveform containing frequency components that are greater than the
Nyquist frequency. (See page 68, Nyquist Frequency.) The frequency
components that are above the Nyquist frequency are undersampled,
appearing as lower frequency components that "fold back" around the
Nyquist frequency. These incorrect components are called aliases.
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Eliminating Aliases
To eliminate aliases, try the following remedies:


Turn the SEC/DIV knob to set the sample rate to a faster setting.
Since you increase the Nyquist frequency as you increase the
sample rate, the aliased frequency components appear at their
proper frequency. If too many frequency components are shown
on the screen, you can use the FFT Zoom option to magnify the
FFT spectrum.


If you do not need to view frequency components above 20 MHz,
set the Bandwidth Limit option to On.


Put an external filter on the source signal to bandwidth limit
the source waveform to frequencies below that of the Nyquist
frequency.


Recognize and ignore the aliased frequencies.


Use zoom controls and the cursors to magnify and measure the
FFT spectrum.


Magnifying and Positioning an FFT Spectrum
You can magnify and use cursors to take measurements on the FFT
spectrum. The oscilloscope includes an FFT Zoom option to magnify
horizontally. To magnify vertically, you can use the vertical controls.


Horizontal Zoom and Position
The FFT Zoom option lets you horizontally magnify the FFT spectrum
without changing the sample rate. Zoom factors are X1 (default), X2,
X5, and X10. At zoom factor X1, and with the waveform centered in
the graticule, the left graticule line is at 0 Hz and the right graticule
line is at the Nyquist frequency.


When you change the zoom factor, the FFT spectrum is magnified
about the center graticule line. In other words, the axis of horizontal
magnification is the center graticule line.


Turn the HORIZONTAL POSITION knob clockwise to move the
FFT spectrum to the right. Push the SET TO ZERO button to position
the center of the spectrum at the center of the graticule.
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Vertical Zoom and Position
The channel vertical knobs become vertical zoom and position controls
for their respective channels when displaying the FFT spectrum. The
VOLTS/DIV knob provides zoom factors of X0.5, X1 (default), X2, X5,
and X10. The FFT spectrum is vertically magnified about the M marker
(math waveform reference point on the left edge of the screen).


Turn the VERTICAL POSITION knob clockwise to move the
spectrum up for the source channel.


Measuring an FFT Spectrum Using Cursors
You can take two measurements on FFT spectrums: magnitude (in dB),
and frequency (in Hz). Magnitude is referenced to 0 dB, where 0 dB
equals 1 VRMS.


You can use the cursors to take measurements at any zoom factor. To
do so, follow these steps:


1. Push the CURSOR button to see the Cursor Menu.


2. Push Source► MATH.


3. Push the Type option button to selectMagnitude or Frequency.


4. Use the multipurpose knob to move cursors 1 and 2.


Use horizontal cursors to measure magnitude and vertical cursors to
measure frequency. The options display the delta between the two
cursors, the value at cursor 1 position, and the value at cursor 2 position.
Delta is the absolute value of cursor 1 minus cursor 2.


Magnitude cursors Frequency cursors
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You can also take a frequency measurement without using the cursors.
To do so, turn the Horizontal Position knob to position a frequency
component on the center graticule line and read the frequency at the top
right of the display.
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USB Flash Drive and Device Ports
This chapter describes how to use the Universal Serial Bus (USB) ports
on the oscilloscope to do the following tasks:


Save and recall waveform data or setup data, or save a screen image


Print a screen image


Transfer waveform data, setup data, or a screen image to a PC


Control the oscilloscope with remote commands


To use the PC Communications software, launch and refer to the online
help from the software.


USB Flash Drive Port
The front of the oscilloscope has a USB Flash Drive port to
accommodate a USB flash drive for file storage. The oscilloscope can
save data to and retrieve data from the flash drive.


USB Flash Drive port


NOTE. The oscilloscope can only support flash drives with a storage
capacity of 2 GB or less.


To connect a USB flash drive, follow these steps:


1. Align the USB flash drive with the USB Flash Drive port on the
oscilloscope. Flash drives are shaped for proper installation.


2. Insert the flash drive into the port until the drive is fully inserted.
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For flash drives with an LED, the drive "blinks" while the
oscilloscope writes data to or reads data from the drive. The
oscilloscope also displays a clock symbol to indicate when the flash
drive is active.


After a file is saved or retrieved, the LED on the drive (if any) stops
blinking, and the oscilloscope removes the clock. A hint line also
displays to notify you that the save or recall operation is complete.


To remove a USB flash drive, wait until the LED on the drive (if any)
stops blinking or until the hint line appears that says the operation is
complete, grab the edge of the drive, and extract the drive from the port.


Flash Drive Initial Read Time
The oscilloscope reads the internal structure of a USB flash drive each
time you install a drive. The time to complete the read depends on the
size of the flash drive, how the drive is formatted, and the number of
files stored on the drive.


NOTE. To significantly shorten the initial read time of 64 MB and larger
USB flash drives, format the drive on your PC.


Formatting a Flash Drive
The Format function deletes all data on the USB flash drive. To format
a flash drive, follow these steps:


1. Insert a USB flash drive into the Flash Drive port on the front of
the oscilloscope.


2. Push the UTILITY button to see the Utility Menu.


3. Push File Utilities► More► Format.


4. Select Yes to format the flash drive.
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Flash Drive Capacities
The oscilloscope can store the following types and number of files per
1 MB of USB flash drive memory:


5 Save All operations; (See page 82, Saves All to Files.) (See
page 115, Save All.)


16 screen image files (capacity depends on the image format); (See
page 84, Saves Image to File.) (See page 115, Save Image.)


250 oscilloscope setting (.SET) files; (See page 116, Save Setup.)


18 waveform (.CSV) files; (See page 117, Save Waveform.)


File Management Conventions
The oscilloscope uses the following file management conventions for
data storage:


The oscilloscope checks for available space on the USB flash drive
before writing files, and displays a warning message if there is not
enough memory available.


The term “folder” refers to a directory location on the USB flash
drive.


The default location for the file save or file recall functions is the
current folder.


A:\ is the root folder.


The oscilloscope resets the current folder to A:\ when you power
on the oscilloscope, or when you insert a USB flash drive after
the oscilloscope is powered on.


File names can have one to eight characters, followed by a period,
and then followed with an extension of one to three characters.


The oscilloscope displays long file names created on PC operating
systems with the shortened file name from the operating system.


File names are case insensitive and are displayed in upper case.
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You can use the File Utilities menu to do the following tasks:


List the contents of the current folder


Select a file or folder


Navigate to other folders


Create, rename, and delete files and folders


Format the USB flash drive


(See page 130, File Utilities for the USB Flash Drive.)


Saving and Recalling Files With a USB Flash Drive
There are two ways to operate the USB flash drive for file storage:


through the Save/Recall menu


through the alternative Save function of the Print button


You can use the following Save/Recall menu options to write data to or
retrieve data from a USB flash drive:


Save Image


Save Setup


Save Waveform


Recall Setup


Recall Waveform


NOTE. The PRINT button can be used as a SAVE button for quick storage
of files to a flash drive. For information on how to save many files at once,
or images one after another, refer to Using the Save Functions of the Print
Button. (See page 82, Using the Save Function of the PRINT Front Panel
Button.)


Save Image, Save Setup, and Save Waveform Options
You can save a screen image, the oscilloscope settings, or waveform
data to a file on the USB flash drive through the Save/Recall menu.
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Each save option operates in a similar way. As an example, to save a
screen image file to a flash drive, follow these steps:


1. Insert a USB flash drive into the USB Flash Drive port.


2. Push UTILITY► Options► Printer Setup and set the following
options:


Ink Saver On, Off Prints the screen image on a
white background when you
select On


Layout Portrait,
Landscape


Printer output orientation


3. Access the screen you want to save.


4. Push the SAVE/RECALL front panel button.


5. Select the Action► Save Image► Save option.


The oscilloscope saves the screen image in the current folder and
automatically generates the file name. (See page 114, Save/Recall.)


Recall Setup, and Recall Waveform Options
You can recall the oscilloscope settings or waveform data from a file on
the USB flash drive through the Save/Recall menu.


Each recall option operates in a similar way. As an example, to recall a
waveform file from a USB flash drive, follow these steps:


1. Insert the USB flash drive that contains the desired waveform file
into the USB Flash Drive port on the front of the oscilloscope.


2. Push the SAVE/RECALL front panel button.


3. Select the Action► Recall Waveform► Select File option.


You can use the Change Folder option to navigate to another folder
on the flash drive.


4. Turn the multipurpose knob to select the waveform file to recall.


The name of the file in the Recall option changes as you scroll.
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5. Select the To option and specify which reference memory location
to recall the waveform to RefA or RefB. RefC and RefD are
available on 4-channel models.


6. Push the Recall FnnnnCHx.CSV option button, where
FnnnnCHx.CSV is the name of the waveform file.


NOTE. For folders on the flash drive that contain one waveform file, select
the SAVE/RECALL► Action►Recall Waveform ► To option and
specify the reference memory location to recall the waveform to. The name
of the file appears in the Recall option.(See page 114, Save/Recall.)


Using the Save Function of the PRINT Front Panel Button
You can set the PRINT front panel button to write data to the USB flash
drive as an alternative function. To set the function of the PRINT button
to save data, access one of the following options:


SAVE/RECALL► Save All► PRINT Button


UTILITY►Options► Printer Setup


NOTE. An LED by the PRINT button lights to indicate the alternative SAVE
function that writes data to the USB flash drive.


Saves All to Files
The Saves All to Files option lets you save the current oscilloscope
information to files on the USB flash drive. A single Saves All to Files
action uses less than 700 kB of space on the flash drive.


Before you can save data to the USB flash drive, you need to change
the PRINT front panel button to the alternative SAVE function. To
do so, select the SAVE/RECALL► Save All► PRINT Button►
Saves All to Files option.


To save all the oscilloscope files to a USB flash drive, follow these steps:


1. Insert a USB flash drive into the USB Flash Drive port.


2. To change the folder designated as the current folder, push the
Select Folder option button.
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The oscilloscope creates a new folder within the current folder each
time you push the PRINT front panel button, and automatically
generates the folder name.


3. Set up the oscilloscope to capture your data.


4. Push the PRINT (SAVE) button.


The oscilloscope creates a new folder on the flash drive and saves
the screen image, waveform data, and setup data in separate files
in that new folder, using the current oscilloscope and file format
settings. The oscilloscope names the folder ALLnnnn. (See
page 114, Save/Recall.)


To see a list of the files created by the Saves All To Files function,
access the UTILITY►File Utilities menu.


Source File name
CH(x) FnnnnCHx.CSV, where nnnn is an


automatically-generated number, and x is the
channel number


MATH FnnnnMTH.CSV
Ref(x) FnnnnRFx.CSV, where x is the reference memory


letter
Screen Image FnnnnTEK.???, where ??? is the current file format
Settings FnnnnTEK.SET


File type Contents and uses
.CSV Contains ASCII text strings that list the time (relative


to the trigger) and amplitude values for each of the
2500 waveform data points; you can import .CSV
files into many spreadsheet and math analysis
applications.


.SET Contains an ASCII text string listing of the
oscilloscope settings; refer to the TDS200,
TDS1000/2000, TDS1000B/2000B, and TPS2000
Series Digital Oscilloscopes Programmer Manual to
decode strings.


Screen images Import files into spreadsheet and word processing
applications; type of image file depends on the
application.
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NOTE. The oscilloscope stores these settings until you change them, even if
you push the DEFAULT SETUP button.


Saves Image to File
This option lets you save the oscilloscope screen image to a file named
TEKnnnn.???, where the .??? is the current Saves Image to File format.
The next table lists the file formats.


File format Extension Comments
BMP BMP This bitmap format uses a lossless


algorithm, and is compatible
with most word processing and
spreadsheet programs; this is the
default.


EPSIMAGE EPS Postscript format
JPEG JPG This bitmap format uses a lossy


compression algorithm, and is
commonly used by digital cameras
and by other digital photographic
applications.


PCX PCX DOS Paintbrush format
RLE RLE Run-length encoding; this format


uses a lossless compression
algorithm.


TIFF TIF Tagged Image File Format


Before you can save data to the USB flash drive, you must change the
PRINT button to the alternative SAVE function. To do so, select the
SAVE/RECALL► Save All► PRINT Button► Saves Image to
File option. The SAVE LED adjacent to the PRINT button lights to
indicate the alternative function.
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To save a screen image to a USB flash drive, follow these steps:


1. Insert a USB flash drive into the USB Flash Drive port.


2. To change the folder designated as the current folder, push the
Select Folder option button.


3. Access the screen you want to save.


4. Push the PRINT (SAVE) button.


The oscilloscope saves the screen image and automatically
generates the file name.


To see a list of the files created by the Save Image To File function, you
can access the UTILITY► File Utilities menu.


USB Device Port
You can use a USB cable to connect the oscilloscope to a PC, or to a
PictBridge compatible printer. The USB Device port is on the rear of
the oscilloscope.


USB Device port


Installing the PC Communications Software on a PC
Before you connect the oscilloscope to a PC, you must install the PC
Communications software from the CD that came with the oscilloscope.
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CAUTION. If you connect the oscilloscope to your PC before you install the
software, the PC will not recognize the oscilloscope. The PC will label
the oscilloscope as an Unknown Device and not communicate with the
oscilloscope. To avoid this, install the software on your PC before you
connect the oscilloscope to your PC.


NOTE. Be sure you have installed the same version of PC Communications
software that came with the oscilloscope or a later version.


Software for your oscilloscope is also available through the Software finder
on the Tektronix web site.


To install the PC Communications software, follow these steps:


1. Insert the CD-ROM that came with your oscilloscope into the CD
drive on the PC. The InstallShield wizard appears on the screen.


2. Follow the on-screen directions.


3. Exit the InstallShield wizard.


Connecting to a PC
After you install the software on your PC, you can connect the
oscilloscope to the PC.


NOTE. You must install the software before you connect the oscilloscope to
the PC. (See page 85, Installing the PC Communications Software on a PC.)


To connect the oscilloscope to the PC, follow these steps:


1. Power on the oscilloscope.


2. Insert one end of a USB cable into the USB Device port on the
back of the oscilloscope.


3. Power on the PC.


4. Insert the other end of the cable into the desired USB port on a PC.


5. If a Found New Hardware message appears, follow the on-screen
directions for the Found New Hardware wizard.
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Do NOT search for the hardware to install on the web.


6. For a Windows XP systems, follow these steps:


a. If you see the Tektronix PictBridge Device dialog box, click
Cancel.


b. When prompted, select the option that tells Windows NOT to
connect to Windows Update, and click Next.


c. In the next window, you should see that you are installing
software for a USB Test and Measurement Device. If you
do not see USB Test and Measurement Device software, the
software that came with your oscilloscope is not properly
installed.


d. Select the option that installs the software automatically (the
recommended option) and click Next.


Windows will install the driver for your oscilloscope.


e. If you do not see the USB Test and Measurement Device in step
c, or if Windows cannot find the software driver, the software
that came with your oscilloscope is not properly installed.


In these situations, click Cancel to exit the Found New
Hardware wizard. Do NOT allow the wizard to finish.


Unplug the USB cable from your oscilloscope and install the
software from the CD that came with your oscilloscope.


Reconnect your oscilloscope to the PC and follow steps 6a,
6b, 6c, and 6d.


f. Click Finish.


g. If a dialog labeled Test and Measurement Device appears,
select what you would like Windows to do, and click OK.


7. For Windows 2000 systems:


a. When prompted, select the option that tells Windows to display
a list of known drivers and click Next.


b. In the next window, select USB Test and Measurement Device.
If you do not see a USB Test and Measurement Device
selection, the software that came with your oscilloscope is not
properly installed.
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c. In the next window, click Next to allow Windows to install the
driver for your oscilloscope.


Windows will install the driver for your oscilloscope.


d. If you do not see the USB Test and Measurement Device in step
b, or if Windows cannot find the software driver, the software
that came with your oscilloscope is not properly installed.


In these situations, click Cancel to exit the Found New
Hardware wizard. Do NOT allow the wizard to finish.


Unplug the USB cable from your oscilloscope, and install the
software from the CD that came with your oscilloscope.


Reconnect your oscilloscope to the PC and follow steps 7a,
7b, and 7c.


8. When prompted, click Finish.


9. If Windows asks you to insert a CD, click Cancel.


10. Run the PC Communications software on your PC.


11. If the oscilloscope and PC do not communicate, refer to the PC
Communications online help and documentation.
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Connecting to a GPIB System
If you want to communicate between the oscilloscope and a GPIB
system, use a TEK-USB-488 adapter and follow these steps:


1. Connect the oscilloscope to a TEK-USB-488 adapter with a USB
cable.


The Accessories appendix has information on how to order an
adapter. (See page 153, Accessories.)


2. Connect the TEK-USB-488 adapter to your GPIB system with a
GPIB cable.


3. Push the UTILITY► Option► GPIB Setup► Address option
button to select the appropriate address for the adapter, or use the
multipurpose knob. The default GPIB address is 1.


4. Run your GPIB software on your GPIB system.


5. If the oscilloscope and your GPIB system do not communicate,
refer to the information on the software for your GPIB system,
and to the user manual for the TEK-USB-488 adapter to resolve
the problem.


Command Entry
NOTE. For complete command information, refer to the TDS200,
TDS1000/2000, TDS1000B/2000B, and TPS2000 Series Digital
Oscilloscopes Programmer Manual, 071-1075-XX.
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Connecting to a Printer
When you connect the oscilloscope to a PictBridge compatible printer,
the oscilloscope and printer can be powered on or off. To connect the
oscilloscope to a PictBridge compatible printer, follow these steps:


1. Insert one end of a USB cable into the USB Device port on the
oscilloscope.


2. Insert the other end of the cable into the PictBridge port on a
PictBridge compatible printer. Refer to the product documentation
for your printer to locate the port.


3. To test the connection, set up the oscilloscope to print as described
in the next procedure.


NOTE. The printer recognizes the oscilloscope only when the printer is
powered on.


If the oscilloscope asks you to connect to a printer and a printer is
connected, you need to power on the printer.


Printing a Screen Image
To set up a PictBridge compatible printer, follow these steps:


1. Power on the oscilloscope and the printer.


2. Push the UTILITY ► Options► Printer Setup► PRINT
Button and select the Prints option.


3. Set the Ink Saver option to On, the default setting.


4. Push the - more - page 2 of 3 and - more - page 3 of 3 option
buttons to set up the printer. The oscilloscope queries the printer,
and only displays options and values that the printer supports.


If you are not sure which setting to choose, select Default for each
option.


5. To print a screen image, push the PRINT front panel button.


The oscilloscope takes a few seconds to capture the screen image.
The settings of your printer and print speed determine how long it
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takes to print the data. Additional time may be required according
to the format selected.


NOTE. You can use the oscilloscope while the printer prints.


6. If printing fails, check that the USB cable is connected to the
PictBridge port on the printer, and try again.


NOTE. The oscilloscope stores these settings until you change them, even if
you push the DEFAULT SETUP button, or you power off the oscilloscope.


NOTE. To stop sending the screen image to the printer, push Abort Printing.
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This chapter describes the menus and operating details associated with
each front-panel menu button or control.


Acquire
Push the ACQUIRE button to set acquisition parameters.


Options Settings Comments
Sample Use to acquire and accurately


display most waveforms; this is the
default mode


Peak Detect Use to detect glitches and reduce
the possibility of aliasing


Average Use to reduce random or
uncorrelated noise in the signal
display; the number of averages is
selectable


Averages 4, 16, 64, 128 Select number of averages


Key Points
If you probe a noisy square wave signal that contains intermittent,
narrow glitches, the waveform displayed will vary depending on the
acquisition mode you choose.


Sample Peak Detect Average


Sample. Use Sample acquisition mode to acquire 2500 points and
display them at the SEC/DIV setting. Sample mode is the default mode.
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Sample acquisition intervals (2500)


• Sample points
Sample mode acquires a single sample point in each interval.


The oscilloscope samples at the following rates:


Minimum of 500 MS/s for 40 MHz models


Maximum of 1 GS/s for 60 MHz or 100 MHz models


Maximum of 2 GS/s for 200 MHz models


At 100 ns and faster settings, this sample rate does not acquire 2500
points. In this case, a Digital Signal Processor interpolates points
between the sampled points to make a 2500 point waveform record.


Peak Detect. Use Peak Detect acquisition mode to detect glitches as
narrow as 10 ns and to limit the possibility of aliasing. This mode is
effective when at the SEC/DIV setting of 5 ms/div or slower.


Peak Detect acquisition intervals (1250)


• Sample points displayed
Peak Detect mode displays the highest and lowest acquired voltage in each
interval.
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NOTE. If you set the SEC/DIV setting to 2.5 ms/div or faster, the acquisition
mode changes to Sample because the sample rate is fast enough that Peak
Detect is not necessary. The oscilloscope does not display a message to tell
you that the mode was changed to Sample.


When there is enough waveform noise, a typical peak detect display
shows large black areas. The oscilloscope displays this area with
diagonal lines to improve display performance.


Typical peak detect display TDS1000B/2000B peak detect display


Average. Use Average acquisition mode to reduce random or
uncorrelated noise in the signal you want to display. Data is acquired in
sample mode, then a number of waveforms are averaged together.


Select the number of acquisitions (4, 16, 64, or 128) to average for the
waveform.


RUN/STOP Button. Push the RUN/STOP button when you want the
oscilloscope to continuously acquire waveforms. Push the button again
to stop the acquisition.


SINGLE SEQ Button. Push the SINGLE SEQ button when you want the
oscilloscope to acquire a single waveform and then stop. Each time
you push the SINGLE SEQ button, the oscilloscope begins to acquire
another waveform. After the oscilloscope detects a trigger it completes
the acquisition and stops.


Acquisition mode SINGLE SEQ button
Sample, Peak Detect Sequence is complete when one acquisition is


acquired
Average Sequence is complete when the defined number of


acquisitions is reached; (See page 93, Acquire.)
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Scan Mode Display. You can use the Horizontal Scan acquisition mode
(also called Roll mode) to continuously monitor signals that change
slowly. The oscilloscope displays waveform updates from the left to
the right of the screen and erases old points as it displays new points.
A moving, one-division-wide blank section of the screen separates the
new waveform points from the old.


The oscilloscope changes to the Scan acquisition mode when you turn
the SEC/DIV knob to 100 ms/div or slower, and select the Auto Mode
option in the TRIGGER Menu.


To disable Scan mode, push the TRIG MENU button and set the Mode
option to Normal.


Stopping the Acquisition. While the acquisition is running, the waveform
display is live. Stopping the acquisition (when you push the RUN/STOP
button) freezes the display. In either mode, the waveform display can be
scaled or positioned with the vertical and horizontal controls.


Autorange
When you push the AUTORANGE button, the oscilloscope activates or
deactivates the Autorange function. An LED light turns on adjacent to
the AUTORANGE button that indicates when the function is active.


This function automatically adjusts setup values to track a signal. If the
signal changes, the setup continues to track the signal. When you power
on the oscilloscope, autoranging is always inactive.


Options Comment
Autoranging Activates or deactivates the Autorange function;


when activated the adjacent LED light turns on
Vertical and
Horizontal


Tracks and adjusts both axes


Vertical Only Tracks and adjusts the Vertical scale; does not
change the horizontal settings


Horizontal Only Tracks and adjusts the Horizontal scale; does not
change the vertical settings


Undo Autoranging Causes the oscilloscope to recall the previous setup
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The following conditions cause autorange to adjust settings:


Too many or too few waveform periods for a clear display of the
trigger source (except when in Vertical Only)


Waveform amplitude too large or too small (except when in
Horizontal Only)


Ideal trigger level changes


When you push the AUTORANGE button, the oscilloscope adjusts
controls to produce a usable display of the input signal.


Function Setting
Acquire mode Sample
Display format YT
Display persist Off
Horizontal position Adjusted
Horizontal view Main
RUN/STOP RUN
SEC/DIV Adjusted
Trigger coupling DC
Trigger holdoff Minimum
Trigger level Adjusted
Trigger mode Edge
Vertical bandwidth Full
Vertical BW limit Off
Vertical coupling DC
Vertical invert Off
VOLTS/DIV Adjusted
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The following changes to the setup of the oscilloscope deactivate
autorange:


VOLTS/DIV deactivates vertical autoranging


SEC/DIV deactivates horizontal autoranging


Display or remove a channel waveform


Trigger settings


Single Seq acquisition mode


Recall a setup


XY Display format


Persistence


The Autorange function is usually more useful than Autoset in the
following situations:


Analyzing a dynamically changing signal


Quickly comparing a sequence of several signals without adjusting
the oscilloscope. This is very useful if you need to use two probes
at the same time, or if you need to use a probe in one hand and are
holding something else in the other.


Controlling which settings the oscilloscope automatically adjusts


If your signals vary in frequency, but have similar amplitudes, you can
use Horizontal Only autoranging. The oscilloscope will adjust the
horizontal settings, but leave the vertical settings unchanged. This
way, you can visually estimate the amplitude of the signal without
worrying about the vertical scale changing. Vertical Only autoranging
works similarly, adjusting vertical parameters and leaving the horizontal
settings unchanged.


Autoset
When you push the AUTOSET button, the oscilloscope identifies the
type of waveform and adjusts controls to produce a usable display of
the input signal.
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Function Setting
Acquire mode Adjusted to Sample or Peak Detect
Cursors Off
Display format Set to YT
Display type Set to Dots for a video signal, set to Vectors for


an FFT spectrum; otherwise, unchanged
Horizontal position Adjusted
SEC/DIV Adjusted
Trigger coupling Adjusted to DC, Noise Reject, or HF Reject
Trigger holdoff Minimum
Trigger level Set to 50%
Trigger mode Auto
Trigger source Adjusted; refer to the information after this table;


cannot use Autoset on the EXT TRIG signal
Trigger slope Adjusted
Trigger type Edge or Video
Trigger Video Polarity Normal
Trigger Video Sync Adjusted
Trigger Video Standard Adjusted
Vertical bandwidth Full
Vertical coupling DC (if GND was previously selected); AC for a


video signal; otherwise, unchanged
VOLTS/DIV Adjusted


The Autoset function examines all channels for signals and displays
corresponding waveforms. Autoset also determines the trigger source
based on the following conditions:


If multiple channels have signals, the oscilloscope displays the
channel with the lowest frequency signal.


If no signals are found, then the oscilloscope displays the
lowest-numbered channel when Autoset was invoked.


If no signals are found and no channels are displayed, then the
oscilloscope displays and uses channel 1.
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When you use Autoset and the oscilloscope cannot determine the signal
type, the oscilloscope adjusts the horizontal and the vertical scales, then
takes the Mean and Pk-to-Pk automatic measurements.


The Autoset function is usually more useful than Autorange in the
following situations:


Troubleshooting one stable signal


Automatically seeing measurements of your signal


Easily changing how the signal is presented. For example, viewing
only one cycle of the waveform, or the rising edge of the waveform


Viewing video signals or FFT signals


Sine Wave
When you use the Autoset function and the oscilloscope determines
that the signal is similar to a sine wave, the oscilloscope displays the
following options:


Sine wave Details


Multi-cycle sine


Displays several cycles with appropriate
vertical and horizontal scaling; the oscilloscope
displays Cycle RMS, Frequency, Period, and
Peak-to-Peak automatic measurements


Single-cycle sine


Sets the horizontal scale to display about
one cycle of the waveform; the oscilloscope
displays Mean, and Peak-to-Peak automatic
measurements


FFT


Converts the input time-domain signal into its
frequency components and displays the result
as a graph of frequency versus magnitude
(spectrum); because this is a mathematical
calculation, refer to the Math FFT chapter for
more information


Undo Autoset Causes the oscilloscope to recall the previous
setup
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Square Wave or Pulse
When you use the Autoset function and the oscilloscope determines that
the signal is similar to a square wave or pulse, the oscilloscope displays
the following options:


Square wave or Details


Multi-cycle square


Displays several cycles with appropriate vertical
and horizontal scaling; the oscilloscope displays
Pk-Pk, Mean, Period, and Frequency automatic
measurements


Single-cycle square


Sets the horizontal scale to display about one
cycle of the waveform; the oscilloscope displays
Min, Max, Mean, and Positive Width automatic
measurements


Rising edge


Displays the edge, and the Rise Time and
Peak-to-Peak automatic measurements


Falling edge


Displays the edge, and the Fall Time and
Peak-to-Peak automatic measurements


Undo Autoset Causes the oscilloscope to recall the previous
setup


Video Signal
When you use the Autoset function and the oscilloscope determines
that the signal is a video signal, the oscilloscope displays the following
options:


Video signal options Details


Fields ►All Fields


Displays several fields and the oscilloscope
triggers on any field


Lines ►All Lines


Displays one complete line with parts of the
previous and next line; the oscilloscope triggers
on any line


Lines ►Number


Displays one complete line with parts of the
previous and next line; use the multipurpose
knob to select a specific line number for the
oscilloscope to use as a trigger
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Video signal options Details


Odd Fields


Displays several fields and the oscilloscope
triggers only on odd numbered fields


Even Fields


Displays several fields and the oscilloscope
triggers only on even numbered fields


Undo Autoset Causes the oscilloscope to recall the previous
setup


NOTE. Video autoset sets the Display Type option to Dot Mode.


Cursor
Push the CURSOR button to display the measurement cursors and
Cursor Menu, and then use the multipurpose knob to change the position
of a cursor.


Options Settings Comments
Type 1 Time, Amplitude, Off Select and display the


measurement cursors; Time
measures time, frequency, and
amplitude; Amplitude measures
amplitude, such as current or
voltage


Source CH1, CH2, CH3 2 ,
CH4 2 , MATH, REFA,
REFB, REFC 2,
REFD 2


Choose the waveform on which to
take the cursor measurements
Cursor readouts display the
measurement


Δ Displays the absolute value of
the difference (delta) between the
cursors


Cursor 1
Cursor 2


Displays selected cursor location
(time is referenced to the trigger
position, and amplitude to the
reference connection)


1 For a Math FFT source, measures Frequency and Magnitude.
2 Available only on a 4-channel oscilloscope.
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Delta (Δ) values vary with the following types of cursors:


Time cursors display Δt, 1/ Δt and ΔV (or ΔI, ΔVV, and so on)


Amplitude cursors, and Magnitude cursors (Math FFT source)
display ΔV, ΔI, ΔVV, and so on


Frequency cursors (Math FFT source) display 1/ΔHz and ΔdB


NOTE. The oscilloscope must display a waveform for the cursors and
cursor readouts to appear.


NOTE. The oscilloscope displays the time and amplitude values for each
waveform when you use Time cursors.


Key Points


Cursor Movement. Use the multipurpose knob to move Cursor 1 or
Cursor 2. You can move the cursors only while the Cursor Menu is
displayed. The active cursor is represented by a solid line.


Amplitude cursors Time cursors


Default Setup
Push the DEFAULT SETUP button to recall most of the factory option
and control settings, but not all. Appendix D lists the default settings
that will be recalled.


Display
Push the DISPLAY button to choose how waveforms are presented and
to change the appearance of the entire display.
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Options Settings Comments
Type Vectors, Dots Vectors fill the space between


adjacent sample points in the display
Dots display only the sample points


Persist OFF, 1 sec,
2 sec, 5 sec,
Infinite


Sets the length of time each
displayed sample point remains
displayed


Format YT, XY YT format displays the vertical
voltage in relation to time (horizontal
scale)
XY format displays a dot each time
a sample is acquired on channel 1
and channel 2
Channel 1 voltage or current
determines the X coordinate of the
dot (horizontal) and the channel 2
voltage or current determines the Y
coordinate (vertical)


Contrast 1 Makes it easier to distinguish a
channel waveform from persistence


1 Use the multipurpose knob to adjust.


Depending on the type, waveforms will be displayed in three different
styles: solid, dimmed, and broken.
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1. A solid waveform indicates a channel (live) waveform display.
The waveform remains solid when the acquisition is stopped if no
controls are changed that make the display accuracy uncertain.


Changing the vertical and horizontal controls is allowed on stopped
acquisitions.


2. For TDS1000B models (monochrome display), reference
waveforms or waveforms with persistence appear dimmed.


For TDS2000B models (color display), reference waveforms
appear white and waveforms with persistence applied appear in the
same color as the Main waveform, but with less intensity.


3. A broken line indicates the waveform display no longer matches the
controls. This happens when you stop the acquisition, and change
a control setting that the oscilloscope is not able to apply to the
displayed waveform. For example, changing the trigger controls on
a stopped acquisition causes a broken-line waveform.


Key Points


Persistence. The oscilloscope displays persistence waveform data with
less intensity than "live" waveform data. With Persistence set to Infinite,
record points accumulate until a control is changed.


Option Comments
Off Removes default or old waveforms whenever new


waveforms display
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Option Comments
Time limit Displays new waveforms at normal intensity and old


waveforms at a lower intensity; erases old waveforms
when they reach the time limit


Infinite Older waveforms become less bright but always
remain visible; use Infinite persistence to look
for infrequent events and to measure long term
peak-to-peak noise


XY Format. Use the XY format to analyze phase differences, such as
those represented by Lissajous patterns. The format plots the voltage
on channel 1 against the voltage on channel 2, where channel 1 is the
horizontal axis and channel 2 is the vertical axis. The oscilloscope uses
the untriggered Sample acquisition mode and displays data as dots. The
sampling rate is fixed at 1 MS/s.


NOTE. The oscilloscope can capture a waveform in normal YT mode at any
sampling rate. You can view the same waveform in XY mode. To do so, stop
the acquisition and change the display format to XY.


In XY format, the controls operate as follows:


The channel 1 VOLTS/DIV and VERTICAL POSITION controls
set the horizontal scale and position.


The channel 2 VOLTS/DIV and VERTICAL POSITION controls
continue to set vertical scale and position.
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The following functions do not work in XY display format:


Autoset (resets display format to YT)


Autorange


Automatic measurements


Cursors


Reference or Math waveforms


SAVE/RECALL► Save All


Time base controls


Trigger controls


Help
Push the HELP button to display the Help menu. The topics cover all
the menu options and controls of the oscilloscope. (See page xiv, Help
System.)


Horizontal
You can use the horizontal controls to set up two views of a waveform,
each with their own horizontal scale and position. The horizontal
position readout shows the time represented by the center of the screen,
using the time of the trigger as zero. When you change the horizontal
scale, the waveform will expand or contract around the screen center.


Options Comments
Main The main horizontal time base setting is used to


display the waveform
Window Zone Two cursors define a window zone


Adjust the Window Zone with the Horizontal Position
and SEC/DIV controls
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Options Comments
Window Changes the display to show the waveform segment


(expanded to screen width) within the window zone
Set Holdoff Displays the holdoff value; push the option button


and use the multipurpose knob to adjust


NOTE. You can push the horizontal option buttons to switch between an
entire waveform display and a zoomed part of it.


A readout near the top right of the screen displays the current horizontal
position in seconds. An M indicates the Main time base and aW
indicates the Window time base. The oscilloscope also indicates
horizontal position with an arrow icon at the top of the graticule.


Knobs and Buttons


HORIZONTAL POSITION Knob. Use to control the position of the trigger
relative to the center of the screen.


The trigger point can be set to the left or the right of the center of the
screen. The maximum number of divisions to the left depends on the
Horizontal Scale (time base) setting. For most scales, the maximum is
at least 100 divisions. Placing the trigger point off the screen to the left
is called Delayed Sweep.


SET TO ZERO Button. Use to set the horizontal position to zero.


SEC/DIV Knob (Horizontal Scale). Use to change the horizontal time scale
to magnify or compress the waveform.


Key Points


SEC/DIV. If waveform acquisition is stopped (using the RUN/STOP or
SINGLE SEQ button), the SEC/DIV control expands or compresses the
waveform. Use to zoom in on a detail of the waveform.


Scan Mode Display (Roll Mode). When the SEC/DIV control is set
to 100 ms/div or slower and the trigger mode is set to Auto, the
oscilloscope enters the Scan acquisition mode. In this mode, the
waveform display updates from left to right. There is no trigger or
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horizontal position control of waveforms during scan mode. (See
page 96, Scan Mode Display.)


Window Zone. Use the Window Zone option to define a segment of a
waveform to see in more detail (zoom). The Window time base setting
cannot be set slower than the Main time base setting.


Vertical bars define Window Zone


Main time base displayed Window zone displayed


Window. Expands the Window Zone to cover the entire screen. Use to
change between two time bases.


NOTE. When you change between the Main, Window Zone, and Window
views, the oscilloscope erases any waveform saved on the screen through
persistence. Persistence is erased with Horizontal menu changes.


Holdoff. Use holdoff to help stabilize the display of complex
waveforms. (See page 127, Holdoff.)


Math
Push the MATH MENU button to display waveform math operations.
Push the MATH MENU button again to remove math waveforms. (See
page 131, Vertical Controls.)


Options Comments
+, -, ×, FFT Math operations; see the next table
Sources Sources used for the operations; see the next table
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Options Comments
Position Use the multipurpose knob to set the vertical position


of the resultant Math waveform
Vertical Scale Use the multipurpose knob to set the vertical scale of


the resultant Math waveform


The Math Menu includes Sources options for each operation.


Operation Sources option Comments
CH1 + CH2 Channels 1 and 2 are added


together
+ (addition)


CH3 + CH4 1 Channels 3 and 4 are added
together


CH1 - CH2 The channel 2 waveform is
subtracted from the channel
1 waveform


CH2 - CH1 The channel 1 waveform is
subtracted from the channel
2 waveform


CH3 - CH4 1 The channel 4 waveform is
subtracted from the channel
3 waveform


- (subtraction)


CH4 - CH3 1 The channel 3 waveform is
subtracted from the channel
4 waveform


CH1×CH2 Channels 1 and 2 are
multiplied together


× (multiplication)


CH3×CH4 1 Channels 3 and 4 are
multiplied together


FFT (See page 67.)
1 Available only on a 4-channel oscilloscope.


Key Points


Waveform Units. The combination of source waveform units determine
the resulting units for the Math waveform.
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Waveform
unit


Waveform
unit Operation Resulting Math unit


V V + or - V
A A + or - A
V A + or - ?
V V × VV
A A × AA
V A × VA


Measure
Push the MEASURE button to access automatic measurements. There
are eleven types of measurements available. You can display up to five
at a time.


Push the top option button to display the Measure 1 Menu. You can
choose the channel on which to take a measurement in the Source
option. You can choose the type of measurement to take in the Type
option. Push the Back option button to return to the MEASURE Menu
and display the selected measurements.


Key Points


Taking Measurements. You can display up to five automatic
measurements at a time. The waveform channel must be on (displayed)
to make a measurement.


Automated measurements cannot be taken on reference waveforms, or
while using XY or scan mode. The measurements update about two
times per second.


Measurement
type Definition
Freq Calculates the frequency of the waveform by measuring the


first cycle
Period Calculates the time of the first cycle
Mean Calculates the arithmetic mean amplitude over the entire record
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Measurement
type Definition
Pk-Pk Calculates the absolute difference between the maximum and


minimum peaks of the entire waveform
Cyc RMS Calculates a true RMS measurement of the first complete cycle


of the waveform
Min Examines the entire 2500 point waveform record and displays


the minimum value
Max Examines the entire 2500 point waveform record and displays


the maximum value
Rise Time Measures the time between 10% and 90% of the first rising edge


of the waveform
Fall Time Measures the time between 90% and 10% of the first falling edge


of the waveform
Pos Width Measures the time between the first rising edge and the next


falling edge at the waveform 50% level
Neg Width Measures the time between the first falling edge and the next


rising edge at the waveform 50% level
None Does not take any measurement


Print
When the Save All► PRINT Button option is set to Prints, you can
push the PRINT button to send the screen image to a printer.


You can set up the oscilloscope to send a screen image to your printer
through the UTILITY► Options► Printer Setup menu.


Option Setting Comments
Ink Saver On, Off Prints the screen


image on a white
background when
you select On


Layout 1 Portrait, Landscape Printer output
orientation
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Option Setting Comments
Abort Printing Stops sending the


screen image to the
printer


Paper Size 2 Default, L, 2L, Hagaki Postcard, Card Size,
10 x 15 cm, 4" x 6", 8" x 10", Letter, 11" x
17", A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8,
A9, B0, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8,
B9, 89 mm Roll (L), 127 mm Roll (2L),
100 mm Roll (4"), 210 mm Roll (A4)


Displays settings
available on
your PictBridge
compatible printer


Image Size 2 Default, 2.5 x 3.25 in, L (3.5 x 5 in), 4 x
6 in, 2L (5 x 7 in), 8 x 10 in, 4L (7 x 10 in),
E, Card, Hagaki card, 6 x 8 cm, 7 x 10 cm,
9 x 13 cm, 10 x 15 cm, 13 x 18 cm, 15 x
21 cm, 18 x 24 cm, A4, Letter


Paper Type 2 Default, Plain, Photo, Fast Photo
Print Quality 2 Default, Normal, Draft, Fine
Date Print 2 Default, Off, On
ID Print 2 Default, Off, On
1 The printer may override your selection for best fit.
2 If your selection is not supported by the printer, the oscilloscope uses the Default setting.


The alternative function of the PRINT button is to save data to a USB
flash drive. (See page 77, USB Flash Drive and Device Ports.)


The oscilloscope was designed to print to any PictBridge compatible
printer. Refer to the product documentation for your printer to determine
if the printer is PictBridge compatible.


Probe Check
You can use the Probe Check Wizard to quickly verify that your voltage
probe is operating properly. (See page 5, Voltage Probe Check Wizard.)
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Ref Menu
The Reference menu can turn on or turn off reference memory
waveforms from the display. The waveforms are stored in the
non-volatile memory of the oscilloscope, and have the following
designations: RefA, RefB, RefC, and RefD. (RefC and RefD are only
available on 4-channel oscilloscopes.)


To display (recall) or hide a reference waveform, follow these steps:


1. Push the REF MENU front panel button.


2. Push the Ref Option option button to select a reference waveform
to display or hide.


Reference waveforms have the following characteristics:


On color models, reference waveforms are displayed in white


On monochrome models, reference waveforms are displayed at a
lower intensity than "live" channel waveforms


Two reference waveforms can be displayed at the same time


Vertical and horizontal scale readouts display at the bottom of the
screen


Reference waveforms cannot be zoomed or panned


You can display one or two reference waveforms at the same time as
"live" channel waveforms. If you display two reference waveforms, you
must hide one waveform before you can display a different one.


Refer to Save Waveform for information on how to save reference
waveforms. (See page 117, Save Waveform.)


Save/Recall
Push the SAVE/RECALL button to save oscilloscope setups, screen
images, or waveforms, or to recall oscilloscope setups or waveforms.


The Save/Recall menu is made up of many submenus which you can
access through an Action option. Each Action option displays a menu
that allows you to further define the save or recall function.
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Action options Comments
Save All Contains the option that configures the PRINT button to


send data to a printer or to save data to a USB flash drive
Save Image Saves a screen image to a file in a specified format
Save Setup Saves the current oscilloscope settings to a file in a


specified folder or in nonvolatile setup memory
Save
Waveform


Saves the specified waveform to a file or to reference
memory


Recall Setup Recalls an oscilloscope setup file from a USB flash drive
or from a location in nonvolatile setup memory


Recall
Waveform


Recalls a waveform file from a USB flash drive to
reference memory


Save All
The Save All action configures the PRINT button to save data to a USB
flash drive, or to send data to a printer.


Options
Settings or
submenus Comments
Saves All to Files 1 (See page 82.)
Saves Image to
File 1


(See page 84.)
PRINT Button


Prints (See page 90.)
Lists the contents of the current
USB flash drive folder


Change Folder
New Folder


(See page 79, File Management
Conventions.) (See page 130,
File Utilities for the USB Flash
Drive.)


Select Folder


Back Returns to the Save All menu
About Save All Displays the help topic
1 An LED lights adjacent to the PRINT button to indicate the alternative SAVE function that


sends data to a USB flash drive.


Save Image
The Save Image action saves a screen image to a file in a specified
format.
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Options
Settings or
submenus Comments


File Format BMP, PCX, TIFF,
RLE, EPSIMAGE,
JPEG


Sets the screen image graphics
file format


About Saving
Images


Displays the help topic


Lists the contents of the current
USB flash drive folder and
displays the folder options


Change Folder
New Folder


(See page 79, File Management
Conventions.) (See page 130,
File Utilities for the USB Flash
Drive.)


Layout 1 , Portrait,
Landscape


Select portrait or landscape
image layout


Select Folder


Ink Saver 1, On, Off Activates or deactivates Ink
Saver mode


Save filename (such as
TEK0000.TIF)


Saves the screen image to the
automatically generated file
name in the current USB flash
drive folder


1 (See page 112, Print.)


When the PRINT Button option is set to Saves Image to File, the
oscilloscope saves screen images to a USB flash drive when you push
the SAVE button. (See page 84, Saves Image to File.)


Save Setup
The Save Setup action saves the current oscilloscope settings to a file
named TEKnnnn.SET in a specified folder, or in nonvolatile setup
memory. A setup file contains an ASCII text string that lists the
oscilloscope settings.
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Options
Settings or
submenus Comments
Setup Saves the current oscilloscope


settings to a location in the
nonvolatile setup memory


Save To


File Saves the current oscilloscope
settings to a file on the USB
flash drive


Setup 1 to 10 Specifies which nonvolatile
setup memory location to save
to
Lists the contents of the current
USB flash drive folder


Change Folder


Select Folder


New Folder
(See page 79, File Management
Conventions.) (See page 130,
File Utilities for the USB Flash
Drive.)


Save filename (such as
TEK0000.SET)


Saves the settings to the
automatically generated file
name in the current USB flash
drive folder


When the PRINT Button option is set to Saves All to Files, the
oscilloscope saves oscilloscope setup files to a USB flash drive when
you push the SAVE button. (See page 82, Saves All to Files.)


Save Waveform
The Save Waveform action saves the specified waveform to a file
named TEKnnnn.CSV, or to reference memory. The oscilloscope saves
waveform data to files as "comma separated values" (.CSV format),
which are ASCII text strings that list the time (relative to the trigger) and
amplitude values for each of the 2500 waveform data points. You can
import .CSV files into many spreadsheet and math analysis applications.
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Options
Settings or
submenus Comments
File Specifies to save the source


waveform data to a file on a
USB flash drive


Save To


Ref Specifies to save the source
waveform data in reference
memory


Source 1 CH(x), Ref(x),
MATH


Specifies which source
waveform to save


To Ref(x) Specifies the reference memory
location in which to save the
source waveform
Lists the contents of the current
USB flash drive folder


Change Folder


Select Folder


New Folder
(See page 79, File Management
Conventions.) (See page 130,
File Utilities for the USB Flash
Drive.)


Save filename (such as
TEK0000.CSV)


Saves the waveform data to
the automatically generated file
name in the current USB flash
drive folder


1 Waveform must be displayed to save it as a reference waveform.


Recall Setup
The Recall Setup action recalls an oscilloscope setup file from a USB
flash drive or from a location in nonvolatile setup memory.


Options
Settings or
submenus Comments
Setup Specifies to recall a setup from


the nonvolatile memory
Recall From


File Specifies to recall a setup file
from a USB flash drive


Setup 1 to 10 Specifies which setup location
in nonvolatile setup memory to
recall
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Options
Settings or
submenus Comments


Lists the contents of the current
USB flash drive folder to select
a file from


Select File


Change Folder (See page 79, File Management
Conventions.) (See page 130,
File Utilities for the USB Flash
Drive.)
Recalls the settings from the
specified nonvolatile memory
location


Recall


filename (such as
TEK0000.SET)


Recalls the oscilloscope settings
from the specified USB flash
drive file


Recall Waveform
The Recall Waveform action recalls a waveform file from a USB flash
drive to a location in reference memory.


Options
Settings or
submenus Comments


To Ref(x) Specifies the reference memory
location to load the waveform to


From File Recalls the file from the USB
flash drive
Lists the contents of the current
USB flash drive folder and
displays the next folder option


Change Folder (See page 79, File Management
Conventions.) (See page 130,
File Utilities for the USB Flash
Drive.)


Select File


To Specifies the reference memory
location to recall the waveform to


Recall filename (such as
TEK0000.CSV)


Loads the waveform from the
specified file to the location in
reference memory and displays
the waveform
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Key Points


Saving and Recalling Setups. The complete setup is stored in nonvolatile
memory. When you recall the setup, the oscilloscope will be in the
mode from which the setup was saved.


The oscilloscope saves the current setup if you wait three seconds after
the last change before you power off the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope
then recalls this setup the next time you apply power.


Recalling the Default Setup. You can push the DEFAULT SETUP button
to initialize the oscilloscope to a known setup. To view option and
control settings that the oscilloscope recalls when you push this button,
refer to Appendix D: Default Setup.


Saving and Recalling Waveforms. The oscilloscope must display any
waveform that you want to save. Two-channel oscilloscopes can store
two reference waveforms in internal nonvolatile memory. Four-channel
oscilloscopes can store four, but only display two at a time.


The oscilloscope can display both reference waveforms and channel
waveform acquisitions. Reference waveforms are not adjustable, but
the oscilloscope displays the horizontal and vertical scales at the bottom
of the screen.


Trigger Controls
You can define the trigger through the Trigger Menu and front-panel
controls.


Trigger Types
Three types of triggering are available: Edge, Video, and Pulse Width.
A different set of options display for each type of trigger.


Option Details
Edge (default) Triggers the oscilloscope on the rising or falling edge


of the input signal when it crosses the trigger level
(threshold)
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Option Details
Video Displays NTSC or PAL/SECAM standard composite


video waveforms; you trigger on fields or lines of video
signals. (See page 124, Video Trigger.)


Pulse Triggers on aberrant pulses. (See page 125, Pulse
Width Trigger.)


Edge Trigger
Use Edge triggering to trigger on the edge of the oscilloscope input
signal at the trigger threshold.


Options Settings Comments
Edge With Edge highlighted, the


rising or falling edge of the
input signal is used for the
trigger


Source CH1, CH2, CH3 1 ,
CH4 1 , Ext, Ext/5, AC
Line


Select the input source as the
trigger signal (See page 122.)


Slope Rising, Falling Select to trigger on either the
rising or falling edge of the
signal


Mode Auto, Normal Select the type of triggering
(See page 122.)


Coupling AC, DC, Noise Reject,
HF Reject, LF Reject


Selects the components of
the trigger signal applied
to the trigger circuitry (See
page 123.)


1 Available only on a 4-channel oscilloscope.


Trigger Frequency Readout
The oscilloscope counts the rate at which triggerable events occur to
determine trigger frequency and displays the frequency in the lower
right corner of the screen.


NOTE. The trigger frequency readout shows the frequency of events the
oscilloscope might consider to be a trigger, and may be less than the
frequency of the input signal in Pulse Width trigger mode.
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Key Points


Mode Options. The Auto mode (default) forces the oscilloscope to
trigger when it does not detect a trigger within a certain amount of
time based on the SEC/DIV setting. You can use this mode in many
situations, such as to monitor the level of a power supply output.


Use the Auto mode to let the acquisition free-run in the absence of a
valid trigger. This mode allows an untriggered, scanning waveform at
100 ms/div or slower time base settings.


The Normal mode updates displayed waveforms only when the
oscilloscope detects a valid trigger condition. The oscilloscope displays
older waveforms until the oscilloscope replaces them with new ones.


Use the Normal mode when you want to see only valid triggered
waveforms. When you use this mode, the oscilloscope does not display
a waveform until after the first trigger.


To perform a Single Sequence acquisition, push the SINGLE SEQ
button.


Source Options.


Source option Details
CH1, CH2, CH3 1,
CH4 1


Triggers on a channel whether or not the waveform
is displayed


Ext Does not display the trigger signal; the Ext option
uses the signal connected to the EXT TRIG
front-panel BNC and allows a trigger level range
of +1.6 V to -1.6 V
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Source option Details
Ext/5 Same as Ext option, but attenuates the signal by a


factor of five, and allows a trigger level range of
+8 V to -8 V; this extends the trigger level range


AC Line 2 Uses a signal derived from the power line as the
trigger source; trigger coupling is set to DC and the
trigger level to 0 volts.
You can use the AC Line when you need to analyze
signals related to the frequency of the power line,
such as lighting equipment and power supply
devices; the oscilloscope automatically generates
the trigger, sets the Trigger Coupling to DC, and
sets the Trigger Level to zero volts.


1 Available only on a 4-channel oscilloscope.
2 Available only when you select the Edge trigger type.


NOTE. To view an Ext, Ext/5, or AC Line trigger signal, push and hold
down the TRIG VIEW button.


Coupling. Coupling allows you to filter the trigger signal used to trigger
an acquisition.


Option Details
DC Passes all components of the signal
Noise Reject Adds hysteresis to the trigger circuitry; this reduces


sensitivity which reduces the chance of falsely
triggering on noise


HF Reject Attenuates the high-frequency components above
80 kHz


LF Reject Blocks the DC component and attenuates the
low-frequency components below 300 kHz


AC Blocks DC components and attenuates signals below
10 Hz


NOTE. Trigger coupling affects only the signal passed to the trigger system.
It does not affect the bandwidth or coupling of the signal displayed on the
screen.
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Pretrigger. The trigger position is typically set at the horizontal center of
the screen. In this case, you are able to view five divisions of pretrigger
information. Adjusting the Horizontal Position of the waveform allows
you to see more or less pretrigger information.


Video Trigger


Options Settings Comments
Video With Video highlighted,


triggering occurs on an NTSC,
PAL, or SECAM standard
video signal
Trigger coupling is preset to
AC


Source CH1, CH2, CH3 1 ,
CH4 1 , Ext, Ext/5


Selects the input source as
the trigger signal; Ext and
Ext/5 selections use the signal
applied to the EXT TRIG
connector


Polarity Normal, Inverted Normal triggers on the
negative edge of the sync
pulse; Inverted triggers on the
positive edge of the sync pulse


Sync All Lines, Line
Number, Odd Field,
Even Field, All Fields


Select an appropriate video
sync
Use the multipurpose knob to
specify a line number when
you select Line Number for the
Sync option


Standard NTSC, PAL/SECAM Select the video standard for
sync and line number count


1 Available only on a 4-channel oscilloscope.


Key Points


Sync Pulses. When you choose Normal Polarity, the trigger always
occurs on negative-going sync pulses. If your video signal has
positive-going sync pulses, use the Inverted Polarity selection.
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Pulse Width Trigger
Use Pulse Width triggering to trigger on normal or aberrant pulses.


Options Settings Comments
Pulse With Pulse highlighted,


triggering occurs on pulses
that meet the trigger condition
defined by the Source, When,
and Set Pulse Width options


Source CH1, CH2, CH3 1 ,
CH 4 1, Ext, Ext/5


Select the input source as the
trigger signal


When =, ≠, <, > Select how to compare the
trigger pulse relative to the
value selected in the Pulse
Width option


Pulse Width 33 ns to 10.0 sec Use the multipurpose knob to
set a width


Polarity Positive, Negative Select to trigger on positive or
negative pulses


Mode Auto, Normal Select the type of triggering;
Normal mode is best for
most Pulse Width trigger
applications


Coupling AC, DC, Noise
Reject, HF Reject,
LF Reject


Selects the components of
the trigger signal applied to
the trigger circuitry; (See
page 121, Edge Trigger.)


More Use to switch between
submenu pages


1 Available only on a 4-channel oscilloscope.


Trigger Frequency Readout
The oscilloscope counts the rate at which trigger events occur to
determine trigger frequency and displays the frequency in the lower
right corner of the screen.
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Key Points


Trigger When. The pulse width of the source must be ≥5 ns for the
oscilloscope to detect the pulse.


When options Details
=
≠


Triggers the oscilloscope when the signal pulse width is
equal to or not equal to the specified pulse width within a
± 5% tolerance


<
>


Triggers the oscilloscope when the source signal pulse
width is less than or greater than the specified pulse width


Refer to the Application Examples chapter for an example of triggering
on aberrant pulses. (See page 54, Triggering on a Specific Pulse Width.)


Knobs and Buttons


LEVEL Knob. Use to control the Trigger Level.


SET TO 50% Button. Use the SET TO 50% button to quickly stabilize
a waveform. The oscilloscope automatically sets the Trigger Level to
be about halfway between the minimum and maximum voltage levels.
This is useful when you connect a signal to the EXT TRIG BNC and set
the trigger source to Ext, or Ext/5.
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FORCE TRIG Button. Use the FORCE TRIG button to complete the
waveform acquisition whether or not the oscilloscope detects a trigger.
This is useful for SINGLE SEQ acquisitions and Normal trigger mode.
(In Auto trigger mode, the oscilloscope automatically forces triggers
periodically if it does not detect a trigger.)


TRIG VIEW Button. Use the Trigger View mode to display the
conditioned trigger signal on the oscilloscope. You can use this mode to
see the following types of information:


Effects of the Trigger Coupling option


AC Line trigger source (Edge Trigger only)


Signal connected to the EXT TRIG BNC


NOTE. This is the only button that you must hold down to use. When you
hold down the TRIG VIEW button, the only other button you can use is the
PRINT button. The oscilloscope disables all other front-panel buttons. The
knobs continue to be active.


Holdoff. You can use the Trigger Holdoff function to produce a stable
display of complex waveforms, such as pulse trains. Holdoff is the
time between when the oscilloscope detects one trigger and when it is
ready to detect another. The oscilloscope will not trigger during the
holdoff time. For a pulse train, you can adjust the holdoff time so the
oscilloscope triggers only on the first pulse in the train.


To use Trigger Holdoff, push the HORIZ MENU ► Set Holdoff
option button and use the multipurpose knob to adjust the holdoff. The
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resolution of the trigger holdoff varies depending on the Horizontal
SEC/DIV setting.


Utility
Push the UTILITY button to display the Utility Menu.


Options Settings Comments
Summary of the oscilloscope settingsSystem Status


Misc. Displays model, manufacturer serial
number, adapters connected, GPIB
setup address, firmware version, and
other information


Display Style 1 Sets the screen data as black on white,
or as white on black


Printer Setup Changes the printer setup (See
page 90.)


GPIB Setup► Address Sets the GPIB address for the
TEK-USB-488 adapter (See page 89.)


Set Date and Time Sets the date and time (See page 129.)


Options


Error Log Displays a list of any errors logged and
the Power Cycle count
This log is useful if you contact a
Tektronix Service Center for help.


Do Self Cal Performs a self calibration
File Utilities Displays folder, file, and USB flash


drive options (See page 130.)
Language English, French,


German, Italian,
Spanish, Japanese,
Portuguese, Simplified
Chinese, Traditional
Chinese, Korean


Selects the display language of the
oscilloscope


1 Monochrome models only.
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Key Points


System Status. Selecting System Status from the Utility Menu displays
the menus available for obtaining a list of control settings for each
group of oscilloscope controls.


Push any front-panel menu button to remove the status screen.


Options Comments
Horizontal Lists horizontal parameters
Vertical Lists vertical parameters of channels
Trigger Lists trigger parameters
Misc Lists the model of the oscilloscope, the version number


of the software, and the serial number
Lists values of the communications parameters


Setting the Date and Time. You can use the Set Date and Time menu to
set the clock date and time. The oscilloscope displays this information,
and also uses it to time stamp files written to a USB flash drive. The
oscilloscope contains a built-in nonreplaceable battery to maintain the
clock settings.


The clock does not automatically adjust for seasonal time changes. The
calendar does adjust for Leap years.


Options Comments
↑
↓


Moves the field selection highlight up or down through
the list. Use the multipurpose knob to change the value
of the selected field


Set Date and
Time


Updates the oscilloscope with the specified date and time


Cancel Closes the menu and returns to the previous menu
without saving any changes


Self Calibration. The self calibration routine optimizes the oscilloscope
accuracy for the ambient temperature. For maximum accuracy, perform
a self cal if the ambient temperature changes by 5 °C (9 °F ) or more.
For accurate calibration, power on the oscilloscope and wait twenty
minutes to ensure it is warmed up. Follow the directions on the screen.
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Factory calibration uses externally-generated voltages, and requires
specialized equipment. The recommended interval is one year. See
Contacting Tektronix on the copyright page for information on having
Tektronix perform a Factory Calibration of your oscilloscope.


File Utilities for the USB Flash Drive
One folder is always designated as the current folder. The current folder
is the default location to save and recall files.


You can use the File Utilities menu to do the following tasks:


List the contents of the current folder


Select a file or folder


Navigate to other folders


Create, rename, and delete files and folders


Format a USB flash drive


Options Comments
Navigates to the selected USB flash drive folder. Use
the multipurpose knob to select a file or folder, then
select the Change Folder menu option.


Change Folder


To return to the previous folder, select the ↑Up folder
item and then select the Change Folder menu option.


New Folder Creates a new folder in the current folder location,
named NEW_FOL, and displays the Rename menu
for changing the default folder name.


Rename (filename
or folder)


Displays the Rename screen to rename a folder or
file, described next.


Delete (filename or
folder)


Deletes the selected file name or folder; a folder must
be empty before you can delete it.


Confirm Delete Displays after pressing Delete, to confirm a file delete
action. Pressing any button or knob other than
Confirm Delete cancels the file delete action.


Format Formats the USB flash drive; this deletes all data on
the USB flash drive.


Update Firmware Follow the on-screen directions to set up and push
the Update Firmware option button to start updating
firmware.
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Rename File or Folder. You can change the names of files and folders on
a USB flash drive.


Option Settings Comments
Enters the highlighted alphanumeric
character at the current Name field cursor
position


A - Z, 0 - 9,
_, .


Use the multipurpose knob to select an
alphanumeric character or the Backspace,
Delete Character, or Clear Name functions


Backspace Changes the menu button 1 option to the
Backspace function. Deletes the character
to the left of the highlighted character in the
Name field


Delete
Character


Changes the menu button 1 option to the
Delete Character function. Deletes the
highlighted character from the Name field


Enter
Character


Clear
Name


Changes the menu button 1 option to Clear
Name. Deletes all characters from the Name
field


Vertical Controls
You can use the vertical controls to display and remove waveforms,
adjust vertical scale and position, set input parameters, and for vertical
math operations. (See page 109, Math.)


Channel Vertical Menus
There is a separate vertical menu for each channel. Each option is set
individually for each channel.


Options Settings Comments
Coupling DC, AC,


Ground
DC passes both AC and DC components
of the input signal
AC blocks the DC component of the
input signal and attenuates signals
below 10 Hz
Ground disconnects the input signal
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Options Settings Comments
BW Limit 20 MHz 1 , Off Limits the bandwidth to reduce


display noise; filters the signal to
reduce noise and other unwanted
high frequency components


Volts/Div Coarse, Fine Selects the resolution of the
Volts/Div knob
Coarse defines a 1-2-5 sequence.
Fine changes the resolution to small
steps between the coarse settings


Probe See the next
table


Push to adjust Probe options


Invert On, Off Inverts (flips) the waveform with
respect to the reference level


1 Effective bandwidth is 6 MHz with a P2220 probe set to 1X.


The option for voltage and current probes is different: Attenuation or
Scale.


Probe options Settings Comments
Probe ►Voltage
►Attenuation


1X, 10X, 20X, 50X,
100X, 500X, 1000X


Set to match the
attenuation factor of
the voltage probe to
ensure correct vertical
readouts


Probe ►Current ►
Scale


5 V/A, 1 V/A,
500 mV/A, 200 mV/A,
100 mV/A, 20 mV/A,
10 mV/A, 1 mV/A


Set to match the scale
of the current probe to
ensure correct vertical
readouts


Back Returns to the
previous menu


Knobs


VERTICAL POSITION Knobs. Use the VERTICAL POSITION knobs to
move the channel waveforms up or down on the screen.


VOLTS/DIV Knobs. Use the VOLTS/DIV knobs to control how the
oscilloscope amplifies or attenuates the source signal of channel
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waveforms. When you turn a VOLTS/DIV knob, the oscilloscope
increases or decreases the vertical size of the waveform on the screen.


Vertical Measurement Overrange (Clipping). Waveforms that extend
beyond the screen (overrange) and display a ? in the measurement
readout indicates an invalid value. Adjust the vertical scaling to ensure
the readout is valid.


Key Points


Ground Coupling. Use Ground coupling to display a zero-volt waveform.
Internally, the channel input is connected to a zero-volt reference level.


Fine Resolution. The vertical scale readout displays the actual Volts/Div
setting while in the fine resolution setting. Changing the setting to
coarse does not change the vertical scale until the VOLTS/DIV control
is adjusted.


Remove Waveform. To remove a waveform from the display, push a
channel menu front panel button. For example, push the CH 1 MENU
button to display or remove the channel 1 waveform.


NOTE. You do not have to display a channel waveform to use it as a trigger
source or for math operations.


NOTE. You must display a channel waveform to take measurements from it,
use cursors on it, or to save it as a Reference waveform or to a file.
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Appendix A: Specifications
All specifications apply to the TDS1000B and TDS2000B series
models. P2220 probe specifications appear at the end of this chapter. To
verify that the oscilloscope meets specifications, the oscilloscope must
first meet the following conditions:


The oscilloscope must have been operating continuously for twenty
minutes within the specified operating temperature.


You must perform the Do Self Cal operation, accessible through
the Utility menu, if the operating temperature changes by more
than 5 °C (9 °F ).


The oscilloscope must be within the factory calibration interval.


All specifications are guaranteed unless noted “typical.”


Oscilloscope Specifications
Table 1: Acquisition Specifications


Characteristic Description
Acquisition
Modes


Sample, Peak Detect, and Average


Acquisition
Rate, typical


Up to 180 waveforms per second, per channel (Sample acquisition
mode, no measurements)
Acquisition Mode Acquisition Stops After
Sample, Peak Detect Single acquisition, all channels


simultaneously


Single
Sequence


Average N acquisitions, all channels
simultaneously, N is selectable
from 4, 16, 64, and 128


Table 2: Input Specifications


Characteristic Description
Input
Coupling


DC, AC, or Ground
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Table 2: Input Specifications (cont.)


Characteristic Description
Input
Impedance,
DC Coupled


1 MΩ ±2% in parallel with 20 pF ±3 pF


P2220 Probe
Attenuation


1X, 10X


Supported
Voltage
Probe
Attenuation
Factors


1X, 10X, 20X, 50X, 100X, 500X, 1000X


Supported
Current
Probe Scales


5 V/A, 1 V/A, 500 mV/A, 200 mV/A, 100 mV/A, 20 mV/A, 10 mV/A,
1 mV/A


Overvoltage Category Maximum Voltage
CAT I and CAT II 300 VRMS


CAT III 150 VRMS


Maximum
Voltage
Between
Signal and
Reference at
input BNC


Installation Category II; derate at 20 dB/decade above 100 kHz to
13 V peak AC at 3 MHz 1 and above. For non-sinusoidal waveforms,
peak value must be less than 450 V. Excursion above 300 V should
be less than 100 ms duration and the duty factor is limited to ≤ 44%.
RMS signal level including any DC component removed through AC
coupling must be limited to 300 V. If these values are exceeded,
damage to the instrument may result. Refer to the Overvoltage
Category description above.
TDS1001B TDS1002B,


2002B,
2004B


TDS1012B, 2012B, 2014B,
2022B, 2024B


100:1 at
60 Hz, 20:1
at 20 MHz 1 2


100:1 at
60 Hz, 20:1
at 30 MHz 1 2


100:1 at 60 Hz, 10:1 at 50 MHz 1 2


Channel
Common
Mode
Rejection,
typical


Measured on MATH Ch1 - Ch2 waveform, with test signal applied
between signal and common of both channels, and with the same
VOLTS/DIV and coupling settings on each channel
Measured on MATH Ch3 - Ch4 waveform for 4-channel models
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Table 2: Input Specifications (cont.)


Characteristic Description
TDS1001B TDS1002B,


2002B,
2004B


TDS1012B,
2012B, 2014B


TDS2022B,
2024B


≥ 100:1 at
20 MHz 1 2


≥ 100:1 at
30 MHz 1 2


≥ 100:1 at
50 MHz 1 2


≥ 100:1 at
100 MHz 1 2


Channel-to-
Channel
Crosstalk


Measured on one channel, with test signal applied between signal and
common of the other channel, and with the same VOLTS/DIV and
coupling settings on each channel


1 Bandwidth reduced to 6 MHz with a 1X probe.
2 Does not include probe related effects.


Table 3: Vertical Specifications 1


Characteristic Description
Digitizers 8-bit resolution (except when set to 2 mV/div), each channel sampled


simultaneously
VOLTS/DIV
Range


2 mV/div to 5 V/div at input BNC


Position
Range


2 mV/div to 200 mV/div ±2 V
> 200 mV/div to 5 V/div, ±50 V
TDS1001B TDS1002B,


2002B,
2004B


TDS1012B,
2012B,
2014B


TDS2022B,
2024B


40 MHz 2 3 60 MHz 2 3 100 MHz 2 3 200 MHz 2 3


0 °C to
+35 °C (32 °F
to +95 °F)
160 MHz 2 3


0 °C to
+50 °C (32 °F
to 122 °F)


Analog
Bandwidth
in Sample
and Average
modes at
BNC or with
P2220 probe
set to 10X,
DC Coupled


20 MHz 2 (when vertical scale is set to < 5 mV)
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Table 3: Vertical Specifications 1 (cont.)


Characteristic Description
TDS1001B TDS1002B,


2002B,
2004B


TDS1012B, 2012B, 2014B,
2022B, 2024B


30 MHz 2 3 50 MHz 2 3 75 MHz 2 3


Analog
Bandwidth
in Peak
Detect mode
(50 s/div to
5 μs/div 4),
typical


20 MHz 2 (when vertical scale is set to < 5 mV)


Selectable
Analog
Bandwidth
Limit, typical


20 MHz 2


Lower
Frequency
Limit, AC
Coupled


≤ 10 Hz at BNC
≤ 1 Hz when using a 10X passive probe


TDS1001B TDS1002B,
2002B,
2004B


TDS1012B,
2012B,
2014B


TDS2022B,
2024B


Rise Time at
BNC, typical


< 8.4 ns < 5.8 ns < 3.5 ns < 2.1 ns
Peak Detect
Response 4


Captures 50% or greater amplitude of pulses ≥12 ns wide typical
(50 s/div to 5 ms/div) in the center 8 vertical divisions
±3% for Sample or Average acquisition mode, 5 V/div to 10 mV/divDC Gain


Accuracy ±4% for Sample or Average acquisition mode, 5 mV/div and 2 mV/div
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Table 3: Vertical Specifications 1 (cont.)


Characteristic Description
Measurement
Type


Accuracy


Average
of ≥ 16
waveforms
with vertical
position at
zero


±(3% × reading + 0.1 div + 1 mV) when 10 mV/div
or greater is selected


DC
Measurement
Accuracy,
Average
Acquisition
Mode


Average
of ≥ 16
waveforms
with vertical
position with
Vertical Scale
2 mV/div to
200 mV/div
and –1.8 V
< Vertical
Position <
1.8V


±[3% × (reading + vertical position) + 1% of vertical
position + 0.2 div + 7 mV]
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Table 3: Vertical Specifications 1 (cont.)


Characteristic Description
Average
of ≥ 16
waveforms
with vertical
position with
Vertical Scale
> 200 mV/div
and –45 V
< Vertical
Position <
45 V


±[3% × (reading + vertical position) + 1% of vertical
position + 0.2 div + 175 mV]


Volts
Measurement
Repeatability,
Average
Acquisition
Mode


Delta volts
between any
two averages
of ≥ 16
waveforms
acquired
under the
same setup
and ambient
conditions


±(3% × reading + 0.05 div)


1 Specifications are with the Probe ►Voltage ►Attenuation option set to 1X.
2 Bandwidth reduced to 6 MHz with a 1X probe.
3 When vertical scale is set to > 5 mV.
4 The oscilloscope reverts to Sample mode when the SEC/DIV (horizontal scale) is set from 2.5 ms/div


to 5 ns/div on 1 GS/s models, or from 2.5 ms/div to 2.5 ns/div on 2 GS/s models. The Sample mode
can still capture 10 ns glitches.


Table 4: Horizontal Specifications


Characteristic Description
TDS1001B, 1002B, 1012B,
2002B, 2004B, 2012B, 2014B


TDS2022B, 2024BSample Rate
Range


5 S/s to 1 GS/s 5 S/s to 2 GS/s
Waveform
Interpolation


(sin x)/x
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Table 4: Horizontal Specifications (cont.)


Characteristic Description
Record
Length


2500 samples for each channel


TDS1001B, 1002B, 1012B,
2002B, 2004B, 2012B, 2014B


TDS2022B, 2024BSEC/DIV
Range


5 ns/div to 50 s/div, in a 1, 2.5,
5 sequence


2.5 ns/div to 50 s/div, in a 1, 2.5,
5 sequence


Sample
Rate and
Delay Time
Accuracy


±50 parts per million over any ≥1 ms time interval


Conditions Accuracy
Single-shot, Sample mode ±(1 sample interval + 100 parts


per million × reading + 0.6 ns)
> 16 averages ±(1 sample interval + 100 parts


per million × reading + 0.4 ns)


Delta Time
Measurement
Accuracy
(Full
Bandwidth)


Sample interval = s/div ÷ 250
TDS1001B, 1002B, 1012B, 2002B, 2004B, 2012B, 2014B 2022B,
2024B
5 ns/div to 10 ns/div (-4 div × s/div) to 20 ms
25 ns/div to 100 μs/div (-4 div × s/div) to 50 ms
250 ms/div to 50 s/div (-4 div × s/div) to 50 s
TDS2022B, 2024B


Position
Range


2.5 ns/div (-4 div × s/div) to 20 ms
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Table 5: Trigger Specifications


Characteristic Description
Coupling Sensitivity TDS1001B,


1002B,
1012B,
2002B,
2004B,
2012B,
2014B


TDS2022B,
2024B


EXT 200 mV
from DC to
100 MHz 1


200 mV
from DC to
100 MHz 1


350 mV from
100 MHz to
200 MHz 1


EXT/5 1 V from DC
to 100 MHz 1


1 V from DC
to 100 MHz 1


1.75 V from
100 MHz to
200 MHz 1


Trigger
Sensitivity,
Edge Trigger
Type, with a
stable display
of a trigger
event


DC


CH1, CH2,
CH3 2, CH4 2


1 div from DC
to 10 MHz 1


1.5 div from
10 MHz to
Full


1 div from DC
to 10 MHz 1


1.5 div from
10 MHz to
100 MHz
2 div from
100 MHz to
Full
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Table 5: Trigger Specifications (cont.)


Characteristic Description
Coupling Sensitivity TDS1001B,


1002B,
1012B,
2002B,
2004B,
2012B,
2014B


TDS2022B,
2024B


EXT 300 mV
from DC to
100 MHz 1


300 mV
from DC to
100 MHz 1


500 mV from
100 MHz to
200 MHz 1


EXT/5 1.5 V from
DC to
100 MHz 1


1.5 V from
DC to
100 MHz 1


3 V from
100 MHz to
200 MHz 1


Trigger
Sensitivity,
Edge Trigger
Type,
Frequency
Counter,
typical


DC


CH1, CH2,
CH3 2, CH4 2


1.5 div from DC to 10 MHz 1


3 div from 10 MHz to Full
Coupling Sensitivity
AC Same as DC at 50 Hz and above
NOISE REJ Reduces the DC-coupled trigger sensitivity by 2


times for > 10 mv/div to 5 V/div
HF REJ Same as the DC-coupled limit from DC to 7 kHz,


attenuates signals above 80 kHz


Trigger
Sensitivity,
Edge Trigger
Type, typical


LF REJ Same as the DC-coupled limits for frequencies
above 300 kHz, attenuates signals below 300 kHz
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Table 5: Trigger Specifications (cont.)


Characteristic Description
Source Range
CH1, CH2, CH3 2, CH4 2 ±8 divisions from screen center
EXT ± 1.6 V
EXT/5 ± 8 V


Trigger Level
Range,
typical


AC Line Can not be set
Accuracies are for signals having rise and fall times ≥ 20 ns
Source Accuracy
Internal ±0.2 div × volts/div within


±4 divisions from center screen
EXT ±(6% of setting + 40 mV)


Trigger Level
Accuracy,
typical


EXT/5 ±(6% of setting + 200 mV)
SET LEVEL
TO 50%,
typical


Operates with input signals ≥ 50 Hz


Default
Settings,
Video Trigger


Coupling is AC and Auto mode except for a single sequence
acquisition


Composite video signal
Source Range
Internal Pk-pk amplitude of 2 divisions
EXT 400 mV


Sensitivity,
Video Trigger
Type, typical


EXT/5 2 V
Signal
Formats and
Field Rates,
Video Trigger
Type


Supports NTSC, PAL, and SECAM broadcast systems for any field
or any line


Holdoff
Range


500 ns to 10 s


Pulse Width
Trigger
modes


Trigger when < (Less than), > (Greater than), = (Equal), or ≠ (Not
Equal); Positive pulse, Negative pulse
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Table 5: Trigger Specifications (cont.)


Characteristic Description
Pulse Width
Trigger Point


Equal: The oscilloscope triggers when the trailing edge of the pulse
crosses the trigger level.
Not Equal: If the pulse is narrower than the specified width, the trigger
point is the trailing edge. Otherwise, the oscilloscope triggers when a
pulse continues longer than the time specified as the Pulse Width.
Less than: The trigger point is the trailing edge.
Greater than (also called time-out trigger): The oscilloscope triggers
when a pulse continues longer than the time specified as the Pulse
Width.


Pulse Width
Range


Selectable from 33 ns to 10 s


Pulse Width
Resolution


16.5 ns or 1 part per thousand, whichever is larger


Equal
Guardband


t > 330 ns: ±5% ≤ guardband < ±(5.1% + 16.5 ns)
t ≤ 330 ns: guardband = ±16.5 ns


Not Equal
Guardband


t > 330 ns: ±5% ≤ guardband < ±(5.1% + 16.5 ns)
165 ns < t ≤ 330 ns: guardband = -16.5 ns/+33 ns
t ≤ 165 ns: guardband = ±16.5 ns


Trigger Frequency Counter
Readout
Resolution


6 digits


Accuracy
(typical)


±51 parts per million including all frequency reference errors and ±1
count errors
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Table 5: Trigger Specifications (cont.)


Characteristic Description
Frequency
Range


AC coupled, 10 Hz minimum to rated bandwidth


Signal
Source


Pulse Width or Edge Trigger modes: all available trigger sources
The Frequency Counter measures trigger source at all times in Pulse
Width or Edge modes, including when the oscilloscope acquisition
is halted due to changes in the run status, or acquisition of a single
shot event has completed.
Pulse Width Trigger mode: The oscilloscope counts pulses of
significant magnitude inside the 250 ms measurement window that
qualify as triggerable events, such as narrow pulses in a PWM pulse
train if set to < mode and the width is set to a relatively small time.
Edge Trigger mode: The oscilloscope counts all edges of sufficient
magnitude and correct polarity.
Video Trigger mode: The Frequency Counter does not operate.


1 Bandwidth reduced to 6 MHz with a 1X probe.
2 Available only on a 4-channel oscilloscope.


Table 6: Measurements Specifications


Characteristic Description
Cursors Amplitude difference between cursors ( ΔV, ΔA, or ΔVA)


Time difference between cursors (Δt)
Reciprocal of Δt in Hertz (1/ Δt)


Automatic
Measurements


Frequency, Period, Mean, Pk-Pk, Cycle RMS, Min, Max,
Rise Time, Fall Time, Pos Width, Neg Width


Table 7: General Specifications


Characteristic Description
Display
Display Type 5.7 in. (145 mm) diagonal liquid crystal
Display Resolution 320 horizontal by 240 vertical pixels
Display Contrast Adjustable, temperature compensated
Backlight Intensity,
typical 1


65 cd/m2
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Table 7: General Specifications (cont.)


Characteristic Description
Probe Compensator Output
Output Voltage, typical 5 V into ≥ 1 MΩ load
Frequency, typical 1 kHz
Power Source
Source Voltage 100 - 240 VACRMS (± 10%) 50/60 Hz


115 VACRMS (± 10%) 400 Hz (± 10%)
Power Consumption Less than 30 W
Environmental
Pollution Degree Pollution degree 2 2. for indoor use only. Do not operate in


an environment where conductive pollutants may be present.
Operating 32 °F to 122 °F (0 °C to


+50 °C)
Temperature


Nonoperating -40 °F to 159.8 °F (-40 °C
to +71 °C)


Cooling Method Convection
+104° F or below (+40° C
or below)


≤ 85% relative humidityHumidity


106° F to 122° F (+41° C to
+50° C)


≤ 45% relative humidity


Altitude 3,000 m (approximately 10,000 ft)
Operating 0.31 gRMS from 5 Hz to


500 Hz, 10 minutes on
each axis


Random Vibration


Nonoperating 2.46 gRMS from 5 Hz to
500 Hz, 10 minutes on
each axis


Mechanical Shock Operating 50 g, 11 ms, half sine
Mechanical


Height 158.0 mm (6.22 in.)
Width 326.3 mm (12.845 in.)


Size


Depth 124.1 mm (4.885 in.)
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Table 7: General Specifications (cont.)


Characteristic Description
Weight (approximate) Instrument only 2.0 kg (4.375 lbs)
Adjustment (Factory Calibration) Interval
The recommended calibration interval is one year
1 Adjustable through the Display menu.
2 As defined in IEC 61010-1:2001.
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P2220 Probe Specifications
P2220 Probe Specifications
Electrical chars. 10X position
Bandwidth DC to 200 MHz
Attenuation Ratio 10:1 ± 2%
Compensation
Range


15 pF-25 pF


Input Resistance 10 M Ω ± 3% at DC
Input Capacitance 13.0 pF-17.0 pF
Rise Time, typical < 2.2 ns
Maximum Input
Voltage 1 Between
Tip (Signal) and
the Reference
Lead


10X position 1X position


300 VRMS CAT II or
300 V DC CAT II
150 VRMS CAT III
or 150 V DC CAT
III
420 V peak, <50%
DF, <1 s PW
670 V peak, <20%
DF, <1 s PW


150 VRMS CAT II or
150 V DC CAT II
100 VRMS CAT III
or 100 V DC CAT
III
210 V peak, <50%
DF, <1 s PW
330 V peak, <20%
DF, <1 s PW


300 VRMS; derate at 20 dB/decade above
900 kHz to 13 V peak AC at 3 MHz and
above. For non-sinusoidal waveforms,
peak value must be less than 450 V.
Excursion above 300 V should be less
than 100 ms duration. RMS signal level
including any DC component removed
through AC coupling must be limited to
300 V. If these values are exceeded,
damage to the instrument may result.
Refer to the Overvoltage Category later
in this table.
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P2220 Probe Specifications
Maximum Input
Voltage 1 Between
Tip (Signal) and
the Earth Ground


10X position 1X position


300 VRMS CAT II or
300 V DC CAT II
150 VRMS CAT III
or 150 V DC CAT
III
420 V peak, <50%
DF, <1 s PW
670 V peak, <20%
DF, <1 s PW


150 VRMS CAT II or
150 V DC CAT II
100 VRMS CAT III
or 100 V DC CAT
III
210 V peak, <50%
DF, <1 s PW
330 V peak, <20%
DF, <1 s PW


1 As defined in IEC61010-1: 2001.


P2220 Probe Certifications and Compliances
Maximum Voltage Between the Reference
Lead and Earth Ground


30 V 1


Compliance was demonstrated to the following specification as
listed in the Official Journal of the European Communities:
Low Voltage Directive 73/23/EEC as amended by 93/68/EEC:


EC Declaration of
Conformity


EN 61010-1 2001
EN 61010-2-031
2003


Safety requirements for electrical
equipment for measurement, control, and
laboratory use
Particular requirements for hand-held
probe assemblies for electrical
measurement and test


Category Examples of Products in this CategoryOvervoltage
Category CAT III


CAT II
CAT I


Distribution-level mains, fixed installation
Local-level mains, appliances, portable
equipment
Signal levels in special equipment or
parts of equipment, telecommunications,
electronics


Pollution Degree Pollution degree 2 2 . For indoor use only. Do not operate in an
environment where conductive polluntants may be present.
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Safety UL61010-1, 2004 & UL61010B-2-031, 2003
CAN/CSA 22.22 No. 61010.1:2004
CAN/CSA 22.22 No. 61010-2-031:
IEC61010-031: 2001
EN61010-031: 2001


Environmental characteristics
Operating 0 °C to 50 °C


(32 °F to 122 °F)
Temperature


Nonoperating -40 °C to 71 °C
(-40 °F to +159.8 °F)


Cooling Method Convection
104 °F (40 °C) or
below


≤ 90% relative humidityHumidity


105 °F - 122 °F
(41 °C to +50 °C)


≤ 60% relative humidity


Operating 3,000 m (about 10,000 ft)Altitude
Nonoperating 15,000 m (40,000 ft)


1 As defined in IEC 61010-1:2001.
2 As defined in IEC 60529. 2001.
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Appendix B: Accessories
All accessories (standard and optional) are available by contacting your
local Tektronix field office.


Standard Accessories
P2220 1X, 10X Passive Voltage Probe. The P2220
probes have a 6 MHz bandwidth with a rating of 150 VRMS
CAT II when the switch is in the 1X position, and a
200 MHz bandwidth with a rating of 300 VRMS CAT II
when the switch is in the 10X position.
An English-only probe manual is included.
TDS1000B and TDS2000B Series Oscilloscope User
Manual. A single user manual is included. Refer to the
Optional Accessories for a complete list of available
language manuals.
PC Communications CD-ROM. The PC
Communications software provides easy transfer of data
from the oscilloscope to a PC.


Optional Accessories
P6101B 1X Passive Voltage Probe. The P6101B probe
has a 15 MHz bandwidth with a rating of 300 VRMS CAT II.
RM2000B Rackmount Kit. The RM2000B Rackmount
Kit lets you install a TDS1000B or TDS2000B series
oscilloscope into an industry-standard 19 inch rack. The
rackmount kit requires seven inches of vertical rack
space. You can turn the oscilloscope power on or off
from the front of the rackmount kit. The rackmount kit
does not have slide-out capability.
P2220 1X, 10X Probe Instructions The P2220 probe
manual (071-1464-XX, English) provides information on
the probe and probe accessories.
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TDS200, TDS1000/2000, TDS1000B/2000B, and
TPS2000 Series Digital Oscilloscopes Programmer
Manual . The programmer manual (071-1075-XX
English) provides command and syntax information.
TDS1000B and TDS2000B Series Digital Storage
Oscilloscope Service Manual. The service manual
(071-1828-XX, English) provides module-level repair
information.
TDS1000B and TDS2000B Series Digital Storage
Oscilloscope User Manuals. The user manual is
available in these languages:
English, 071-1817-XX
French, 071-1818-XX
Italian, 071-1819-XX
German, 071-1820-XX
Spanish, 071-1821-XX
Japanese, 071-1822-XX
Portuguese, 071-1823-XX
Simplified Chinese, 071-1824-XX
Traditional Chinese, 071-1825-XX
Korean, 071-1826-XX
Russian, 071-1827-XX
International Power Cords. In addition to the power
cord shipped with your oscilloscope, you can obtain the
following cords:
Option A0, North American 120 V, 60 Hz, 161-0066-00
Option A1, European 230 V, 50 Hz, 161-0066-09
Option A2, United Kingdom 230 V, 50 Hz, 161-0066-10
Option A3, Australian 240 V, 50 Hz, 161-0066-11
Option A5, Switzerland 230 V, 50 Hz, 161-0154-00
Option A10, China 220 V, 50 Hz, 161-0304-00
Option A11, India 230 V, 50 Hz, 161-4000-00
TEK-USB-488 Adapter. The GPIB adapter allows you
to connect your oscilloscope to a GPIB controller.
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Soft Case. The soft case (AC2100) protects the
oscilloscope from damage and provides space for
probes, a power cord, and manuals.
Transit Case. The transit case (HCTEK4321) provides
shock, vibration, impact and moisture protection for the
oscilloscope when you transport it from one place to
another. The required soft case fits inside the transit
case.
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Appendix C: Cleaning


General Care
Do not store or leave the oscilloscope where the LCD display will be
exposed to direct sunlight for long periods of time.


CAUTION. To avoid damage to the oscilloscope or probes, do not expose
them to sprays, liquids, or solvents.


Cleaning
Inspect the oscilloscope and probes as often as operating conditions
require. To clean the exterior surface, perform the following steps:


1. Remove loose dust on the outside of the oscilloscope and probes
with a lint-free cloth. Use care to avoid scratching the clear glass
display filter.


2. Use a soft cloth dampened with water to clean the oscilloscope. Use
an aqueous solution of 75% isopropyl alcohol for more efficient
cleaning.


CAUTION. To avoid damage to the surface of the oscilloscope or probes, do
not use any abrasive or chemical cleaning agents.
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Appendix D: Default Setup
This appendix describes the options, buttons and controls that change
settings when you push the DEFAULT SETUP button. The last page of
this appendix lists settings that do not change.


NOTE. When you push the DEFAULT SETUP button, the oscilloscope
displays the CH1 waveform and removes all other waveforms.


Menu or system
Option, button, or
knob Default setting
(three mode
options)


Sample


Averages 16


ACQUIRE


RUN/STOP RUN
Autorange OffAUTORANGE
Mode Vertical and Horizontal
Type Off
Source CH1
Horizontal
(amplitude)


+/- 3.2 divs


CURSOR


Vertical (time) +/- 4 divs
Type Vectors
Persist Off


DISPLAY


Format YT
Window Main
Trig Knob Level
POSITION 0.00 s
SEC/DIV 500 ms


HORIZONTAL


Window Zone 50 ms
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Menu or system
Option, button, or
knob Default setting
Operation -
Sources CH1 - CH2
Position 0 divs
Vertical Scale 2 V


MATH


FFT operation:
Source
Window
FFT Zoom


CH1
Hanning
X1


Source CH1MEASURE (all)
Type None
Type EdgeTRIGGER


(common) Source CH1
Slope Rising
Mode Auto
Coupling DC


TRIGGER (Edge)


LEVEL 0.00 V
Polarity Normal
Sync All Lines


TRIGGER (Video)


Standard NTSC
When =
Set Pulse Width 1.00 ms
Polarity Positive
Mode Auto


TRIGGER (Pulse)


Coupling DC
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Menu or system
Option, button, or
knob Default setting
Coupling DC
BW Limit Off
Volts/Div Coarse
Probe Voltage
Voltage Probe
Attenuation


10X


Current Probe
Scale


10 A/V


Invert Off
POSITION 0.00 divs (0.00 V)


Vertical system, all
channels


VOLTS/DIV 1.00 V


The DEFAULT SETUP button does not reset the following settings:


Language option


Saved setups


Saved reference waveforms


Display contrast


Calibration data


Printer setup


GPIB setup


Probe setup (type and attenuation factor)


Date and time


Current folder on the USB flash drive
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Appendix E: Font Licenses
The following license agreements cover Asian fonts used in the
TDS1000B and TDS2000B series oscilloscopes.


Copyright © 1988 The Institute of Software, Academia Sinica.


Correspondence Address: P.O.Box 8718, Beijing, China 100080.


Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notices appear in all copies and
that both those copyright notices and this permission notice appear
in supporting documentation, and that the name of "the Institute of
Software, Academia Sinica" not be used in advertising or publicity
pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior
permission. The Institute of Software, Academia Sinica, makes no
representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It
is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.


THE INSTITUTE OF SOFTWARE, ACADEMIA SINICA,
DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS
SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL
THE INSTITUTE OF SOFTWARE, ACADEMIA SINICA, BE
LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING
FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS
ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.


© Copyright 1986-2000, Hwan Design Inc.


You are hereby granted permission under all Hwan Design propriety
rights to use, copy, modify, sublicense, sell, and redistribute the 4
Baekmuk truetype outline fonts for any purpose and without restriction;
provided, that this notice is left intact on all copies of such fonts and
that Hwan Design Int.’s trademark is acknowledged as shown below on
all copies of the 4 Baekmuk truetype fonts.


BAEKMUK BATANG is a registered trademark of Hwan Design Inc.
BAEKMUK GULIM is a registered trademark of Hwan Design Inc.
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BAEKMUK DOTUM is a registered trademark of Hwan Design Inc.
BAEKMUK HEADLINE is a registered trademark of Hwan Design Inc.


© Copyright 2000-2001 /efont/ The Electronic Font Open Laboratory.
All rights reserved.


Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
met:


Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.


Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.


Neither the name of the team nor the names of its contributors may
be used to endorse or promote products derived from this font
without specific prior written permission.


THIS FONT IS PROVIDED BY THE TEAM AND CONTRIBUTORS
“AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE TEAM OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY
OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS FONT, EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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A
Abort printing, 91, 113
AC coupling,


trigger, 121
vertical, 131


Accessories, 153
ACQUIRE button, 21, 93
Acquire menu, 93
Acquire signals,


basic concepts, 29
Acquisition modes, 29, 93


Average, 29, 95
indicators, 12
Peak Detect, 29, 94
Sample, 29, 93


Acquisition,
live display, 96
single-shot example, 51
stopping, 96


Add waveforms,
Math menu, 109


Aliasing,
check for, 32
FFT, 73
time domain, 31


Amplitude cursors, 35, 102
Amplitude measurements,


using cursors, 44
Application examples,


analyzing a differential
communication signal, 61


analyzing signal detail, 48
automatic measurements, 38
autoranging to examine test


points, 43
autoset, using, 38
averaging, using, 50


calculating amplifier gain, 42
capturing a single-shot signal, 51
cursors, using, 44
looking at a noisy signal, 49
measuring propagation delay, 53
measuring pulse width, 45
measuring ring amplitude, 44
measuring ring frequency, 44
measuring rise time, 47
measuring two signals, 41
optimizing the acquisition, 52
peak detect, using, 49
reducing noise, 50
taking automatic


measurements, 39
taking cursor measurements, 44
triggering on a specific pulse


width, 54
triggering on a video signal, 56
triggering on video fields, 57
triggering on video lines, 59
using Autorange to examine test


points, 43
using persistence, 65
using the window function, 60
using XY mode, 65
viewing impedance changes in a


network, 63
Attenuation switch, 8
Attenuation,


voltage probe, 5, 8, 132
Auto trigger mode, 122
Automatic measurements, 111


basic concepts, 35
AUTORANGE button, 21
Autorange functions, 26


overview, 96
turning off, 98
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Autorange menu, 96
Autoset functions, 26


DC level, 99
FFT, 100
noise, 100
overview, 98
pulse signal, 101
sine waves, 100
square wave, 101
Undo, 100
video signal, 101
when to use, 100


Autoset menu, 98
AUTOSET,


button, 21
Average acquisition mode, 29, 95
Average mode,


icon, 12
Average,


acquisition mode, 93
Mean measurement, 111


B
Bandwidth limit,


trigger, 121
vertical, 132


Bandwidth limited,
readout, 13


Bezel buttons, xvi
BMP file format, 84
Button names, xvi
BW limit for vertical, 132


C
Calendar, 129
Calibration, 128


automatic routine, 9


CH 1, CH 2, CH 3, or CH 4,
connectors, 22
MENU buttons, 16


Channel,
coupling, 131
menu, 131
scale, 13


Cleaning, 157
Clock,


set date and time, 129
Coarse resolution, 132
Communication,


OpenChoice software
installation, 85


Compensation,
PROBE COMP connector, 22
voltage probe check wizard, 5
voltage probe manual, 7


Connectors,
CH 1, CH 2, CH 3 and CH 4, 22
EXT TRIG, 22
PROBE COMP, 22
USB Device port, 85
USB Flash Drive port, 77


Context-sensitive help topics, xiv
Contrast, 104
Conventions used in this manual, xvi
Cooling by convection, 3
Coupling,


trigger, 28, 123
vertical, 131, 133


CSV file format, 117
Current folder, 79, 130
Current probes,


scale setting, 8, 132
CURSOR button, 21, 102
Cursor menu, 102
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Cursors,
adjusting, 102
Amplitude, 35, 102
basic concepts, 34
Frequency for FFT, 102
Magnitude for FFT, 102
measurement examples, 44
measuring an FFT spectrum, 75
Time, 35, 102
using, 102


Cycle RMS measurements, 112


D
Date and time readout, 14
Date, 129
DC coupling,


trigger, 121
vertical, 131


DEFAULT SETUP button,
option and control settings, 159
retained option settings, 161


Default setup,
Edge trigger, 160
Pulse trigger, 160
recalling, 120
Video trigger, 160


Delayed sweep, 108
Deleting files or folders, 126
Deleting,


files or folders, 130
Delta readouts in Cursor menu, 103
Description,


general, 1
Diagonal lines in waveform,


peak detect, 95
Directories,


deleting, 126, 130


DISPLAY button, 21, 103
Display,


contrast, 103
intensity, 103
menu, 103
persistence, 104
readouts, 12
style (Invert), 132
style of waveforms, 104
type: vectors or dots, 104
XY format, 104
YT format, 104


Displaying waveforms, 131
reference, 114


Do Self Cal option, 9
Dots display type, 103
Dual time base, 17, 108


E
Edge trigger, 121
EPSIMAGE file format, 84
Error Log, 128
EXT TRIG connector, 22


probe compensation, 6


F
Factory calibration, 130
Factory setup, 159


recalling, 120
Fall time measurements, 112
Features,


overview, 1
FFT aliasing, 73


remedies, 74
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FFT spectrum,
applications, 67
displaying, 69
magnify, 74
measuring magnitude and


frequency with cursors, 75
Nyquist frequency, 68
process, 67
readouts, 70
Window, 70


FFT Window,
Flattop, 72
Hanning, 72
Rectangular, 72


FFT zoom,
horizontal, 69
vertical, 69


Field video trigger, 124
File formats for images, 84
File utilities, 130


creating files or folders, 130
deleting files or folders, 126, 130
navigating the directory


structure, 130
renaming files or folders, 131
selecting files or folders, 130
USB flash drive contents, 130


Fine resolution, 132
Firmware update,


Internet, xv
Firmware updates, 130
Flattop window, 72
Folders,


creating, 130
deleting, 126, 130
renaming, 131


FORCE TRIG button, 18


Format,
display, 104
image file, 84
USB flash drive, 78


Frequency cursors, 35
FFT spectrum, 75


Frequency measurements, 111
FFT cursors, 75
using cursors, 44


Frequency,
trigger readout, 14, 121


Functional check, 4


G
GPIB adapter,


ordering, 154
GPIB system,


connecting to an oscilloscope, 89
Graticule, 34, 103
Ground coupling, 131


H
Hanning window, 72
Help scroll LED, xiv
Help system, xiv
Helpful messages, 14
HOLDOFF control, 18
Holdoff, 109, 127
HORIZ MENU button, 17
Horizontal,


aliasing, time domain, 31
menu, 107
position marker, 13
position, 30
scale, 31
Scan mode, 96, 108
status, 129


Hyperlinks in help topics, xiv
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I
Icons,


acquisition modes, Average, 12
acquisition modes, Peak


Detect, 12
acquisition modes, Sample, 12
Bandwidth limited readout, 13
channel scale, 13
date and time readout, 14
horizontal position marker, 13
inverted waveform readout, 13
Reference marker, 13
reference waveforms readout, 14
time base readout, 13
trigger position marker, 13
trigger status, Acq. Complete, 13
trigger status, Armed, 13
trigger status, Auto mode, 13
trigger status, Ready, 13
trigger status, Scan mode, 13
trigger status, Stop, 13
trigger status, Trig’d, 13
trigger type, Edge, 13
trigger type, Pulse Width, 14
trigger type, Video, 14
trigger, frequency readout, 14
trigger, level marker, 13
trigger, level readout, 14
trigger, position readout, 13
trigger, source, 13
vertical scale, 13
window time base readout, 13


Image file formats, 84
Index for help topics, xv
Indicators, 12
Infrequent events,


infinite persistence, 106
Installation,


OpenChoice software on a
PC, 85


Intensity, 103
Interpolation, 94
Inverted waveform,


readout, 13


J
JPG file format, 84


L
Languages, 128
LEVEL control, 18
Level, 18, 28
Line video trigger, 124
Lissajous pattern,


XY format, 106


M
M indicator for Main time base, 108
Magnify horizontal,


window, 107
Magnitude cursors, 35


FFT spectrum, 75
Main time base, 17, 107
Manuals ordering, 154
MATH MENU button, 17
math waveform,


allowed units, 110
Math,


FFT, 67, 69
functions, 109
menu, 109


Maximum measurements, 112
MEASURE button, 21
Measure menu, 111
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Measurements,
automatic, 35, 111
basic concepts, 34
cursor, 34, 44
cycle RMS, 112
fall time, 112
FFT spectrum, 75
frequency, 111
graticule, 34
maximum, 112
mean, 111
minimum, 112
negative width, 112
peak-to-peak, 112
period, 111
positive width, 112
rise time, 112
types, 111


Memory,
screen images, 114
setups, 114
USB flash drive, 77
waveforms, 114


Menu system,
using, 15


Menus,
Acquire, 93
Autorange, 96
Autoset, 98
Cursor, 102
Display, 103
Help, 107
Horizontal, 107
Math FFT, 69
Math, 109
Measure, 111
Print, 112
Ref, 114
Save/Recall, 114
Trigger, 120
Utility, 128
Vertical, 131


Messages, 14
Minimum measurements, 112
Multiply waveforms,


Math menu, 109
Multipurpose knob, 19


N
Navigation,


file system, 130
Negative width measurements, 112
Noise reduction,


Average mode, 93
Math subtraction, 110
trigger coupling, 121
vertical bandwidth limit, 132


Nonvolatile memory,
reference waveform files, 115
setup files, 115


Normal operation,
recall default setup, 26


Normal trigger mode, 122
NTSC video standard, 124
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Nyquist,
frequency, 68


O
OpenChoice software, 153


installation, 85
Option buttons, xvi
Option types,


Action, 15
Circular List, 15
Page Selection, 15
Radio, 15


Oscilloscope,
connecting to a GPIB system, 89
connecting to a PC, 86
connecting to a printer, 90
front panels, 11
set date and time, 129
specifications, 135
understanding functions, 25


P
P2220 probe specifications, 149
PAL video standard, 124
Panning,


horizontal, 30
vertical, 30


PC,
connecting to an oscilloscope, 86


PCX file format, 84
Peak Detect acquisition mode, 29, 94
Peak Detect mode, 93


icon, 12
Peak-to-Peak measurements, 112
Peak-to-peak noise, 106
Period measurements, 111
Persistence, 104–105


Phase differences, 106
Polarity,


Pulse Width trigger, 125
Video trigger sync, 124


Ports,
USB flash drive, 77


POSITION control,
horizontal, 17
vertical, 16


Position,
horizontal, 30, 107
trigger, 124
vertical, 131


Positive width measurements, 112
Power cords, 3


ordering, 154
Power Cycle count, 128
Power, 3


specifications, 147
Pretrigger view, 124
Pretrigger, 27
PRINT Button option, 115


saving to a USB flash drive, 82
PRINT button, 22, 112
Printer,


connecting, 90
PictBridge compatible, 90
setup, 90


Printing,
abort, 91, 113
screen data, 112
screen image, 90


PROBE CHECK button, 6
Probe Check Wizard,


voltage probes, 5
PROBE COMP connections, 23
Probe manuals ordering,


P2220 1X/10X passive, 153
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Probe option,
match current probe scale, 8
match voltage probe


attenuation, 8
Probes,


Attenuation switch, 8
compensation, 23
current and scale, 8
safety, 5
specifications, 149
voltage and attenuation, 132
voltage probe check wizard, 5
voltage probe manual


compensation, 7
Programmer manual ordering, 154
Pulse signal,


Autoset function, 101
Pulse width measurements,


using cursors, 45
Pulse Width triggering, 125


R
Readouts,


FFT (Math), 70
general, 12


Recall Setup menu, 118
Recall Waveform menu, 119
Recall,


factory setup (default), 26
setups, 26, 120
waveforms, 120


Rectangular window, 72
REF button, 21
Ref menu, 114
Reference waveforms,


displaying and removing, 114
readout, 14
saving and recalling, 120


Reference,
lead for probe, 5
marker, 13
probe terminal, 5
terminal, 23


Remote control using a
GPIB interface, 89


Removable file storage,
USB flash drive, 77


Removing reference waveforms, 114
Removing waveforms, 131
Renaming files or folders, 131
Resolution,


fine, 133
Rise time measurements,


automatic, 112
using cursors, 47


RLE file format, 84
RMS measurements, 112
Roll mode, See Scan mode
RUN/STOP button, 21, 95


steps taken by the oscilloscope
when pushed, 27


S
Safety Summary, iv
Sample acquisition mode, 29, 93
Sample mode,


icon, 12
Sample rate,


maximum, 94
Save All menu, 115
Save Image menu, 115
Save Setup menu, 116
SAVE to a USB flash drive, 78
Save Waveform menu, 117
Save,


setups, 26
SAVE/RECALL button, 21
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Save/Recall menu, 114
saving to a USB flash drive, 80


Saving,
all files to a USB flash drive, 82
image files to a USB flash


drive, 84
setups, 120
waveforms, 120


Scale,
current probe, 8, 132
horizontal, 30
vertical, 30


Scaling waveforms,
basic concepts, 30


Scan mode, 96, 108
Scanning waveforms, 108
Screen buttons, xvi
Screen image,


saving to a file, 84
sending to a printer, 90


SEC/DIV control, 17, 108
SECAM video standard, 124
Security loop, 3
Self calibration, 9
Service manual ordering, 154
Service,


error log as a reference, 128
Set date and time, 129
SET TO 50% button, 18
SET TO ZERO button, 17
Setups,


basic concepts, 25
saving and recalling, 114


Side-menu buttons, xvi
Sine waves,


Autoset function, 100
SINGLE SEQ button, 95


steps taken by the oscilloscope
when pushed, 27


Single-shot signal,
application example, 51


Slope, 28
Soft case ordering, 155
Soft keys, xvi
Software,


OpenChoice, 153
Source,


AC Line, 124
Ext, 122
Ext/5, 123
trigger, 27, 121, 124–125


Specifications,
oscilloscope, 135
P2220 probe, 149


Square wave,
Autoset function, 101


Status,
miscellaneous, 129
system, 128


Subtract waveforms,
Math menu, 109


Sweep,
delayed, 108
horizontal scale, 108


Sync pulse, 124
Sync,


video polarity, 124
video trigger line or field, 124


T
TEK-USB-488 adapter,


connecting, 89
ordering, 154


TIFF file format, 84
Time base, 30


Main, 17, 107
readout, 13
Window, 17, 108


Time cursors, 35, 102
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Time domain,
waveform, 67


Time-out trigger, 145
Transit case ordering, 155
TRIG MENU button, 18
TRIG VIEW button, 18
Trigger,


coupling, 28, 121, 123
definition, 26
edge, 121
force, 126
frequency readout, 14, 121, 125
holdoff, 18, 109, 127
level marker, 13
level readout, 14
level, 18, 28, 120
menu, 120
modes, 28
modes: Auto, 122
modes: Normal, 122
polarity, 125
position marker, 13
position readout, 13
position, 28
pretrigger information, 124
slope, 28, 121
source, 13, 27, 121, 125
status indicators, 13
status, 129
sync, 124
type indicator, 13
types, 28
video, 124–125
view, 18, 127


U
USB Device port, 85
USB Flash Drive port, 77


USB flash drive,
file management, 79
File utilities, 130
formatting, 78
installation, 77
port location, 23
PRINT button, 82
Save operation indicator, 78
Save/Recall menu, 80
saving files, all, 82
saving files, images, 84
saving files, setups, 82
saving files, waveforms, 82
storage capacity, 79


UTILITY button, 21
Utility menus, 128


V
Vectors, 103
Ventilation, 3
Vertical,


menu, 131
position knob, 16
position, 30
scale, 30
status, 129


Video signal,
Autoset function, 101


Video trigger, 124
application example, 56


VOLTS/DIV control, 16
Volts/Div,


Coarse, 132
Fine, 132


W
W indicator for Window time


base, 108
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Waveforms,
acquire data, 29
compression, 108
digitized, 29
display style meaning, 104
expansion, 108
position, 30
remove from screen, 133
scale, 30
scanning, 96
take measurements, 34
time domain, 67


Window time base, 17, 108
readout, 13


Window Zone, 107, 109
Windows,


FFT spectrum, 70


X
XY,


application example, 64
display format, 104, 106


Y
YT,


display format, 104


Z
Zoom, 60


FFT, 74
HORIZ menu, 107
Window Zone, 107, 109
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                    Ohaus Corporation, 29 Hanover Road, Florham Park, New Jersey, 07932, USA


Declaration of Conformity    We, Ohaus Corporation, declare under our sole responsibility that the balance models listed below marked with “CE” - are in conformity
with the directives and standards mentioned.
Konformitätserkärung    Wir, die Ohaus Corporation, erklären in alleiniger Verantwortung, dass die untenstehenden Waagentypen, gekennzeichnet mit “CE” - mit den
genannten Richtlinien und Normen übereinstimmen.
Déclaration de conformité    Nous, Ohaus Corporation, déclarons sous notre seule responsabilité, que les types de balance ci-dessous cité - munis de la mention
«CE» - sont conformes aux directives et aux normes mentionnées ci-après.
Declaración de Conformidad   Nostras, Ohaus Corporation, declaramos bajo responsabilidad exclusiva que los modelos de balanzas indicados a continuación -
con el distintivo ,CE’ - están conformes con las directivas y normas citadas.
Dichiarazione di conformità    Noi, Ohaus Corporation, U.S.A, dichiariamo sotto nostra unica responsabilità, che i tipi di bilance specificati di seguito -
contrassegnati con la marcatura “CE” - sono conformi alle direttive e norme citate.


Balance Type/Waagentyp/Type de balance/Modelo de balanza/Tipo di biliancia Explorer and Voyager


Marked with: Directive Standard
Gekennzeichnet mit: Richtlinie Norm


   Munis de la mention: Directive Norme
   Con el distintivo: Directiva Norma
   Contrassegnati con la Direttiva Norma
   Marcatura:


EU  73/23 Low Voltage IEC1010-1 & EN60950:1992 Safety Regulations
EU  73/23 Niederspannung IEC1010-1 & EN60950:1992 Sicherheitsbestimmungen
EU  73/23 Basse tension IEC1010-1 & EN60950:1992 Consignes de sécurité
EU  73/23 Baja tensión IEC1010-1 & EN60950:1992 Disposiciones sobre seguridad
EU  73/23 Bassa tensione IEC1010-1 & EN60950:1992 Prescrizioni . di sicurezza


EU  89/336, 92/31, 93/68 EN55022:1987 Emissions
     Year of attachment of Electromagnetic compatibility EN45501:1992, EN50082-1:1992 Immunity
           the CE mark EU 89/336, 92/31, 93/68 EN55022:1987 Funkstörungen
     Jahr der ersten Elektromagnetische Verträglichkeit EN45501:1992, EN50082-1:1992 Immunität
           Eichung                                       EU 89/336, 92/31, 93/68 EN55022:1987 Emissions parasites
      Année de la premère Compatibilité électromagnétique EN45501:1992, EN50082-1:1992 Immunité
           vérification EU 89/336, 92/31, 93/68 EN55022:1987 Radiointerferencias
      Año de la primera Compatibilidad electromagnética EN45501:1992, EN50082-1:1992 Inmunidad
           verificación EU 89/336, 92/31, 93/68 EN55022:Verträglichkeit 1987 Radiointerferenze
      annodella prima Compatibilità elettromagnetica EN45501:1992, EN50082-1:1992 Immunità
           verifica


EU 90/384 NAWI EN45501:1992 Non Automatic Weighing Instruments
EU 90/384 FNSW EN45501:1992 Für nicht selbsttätige Waagen
EU 90/384 BFNA EN45501:1992 Balances à fonctionnement non automatique
EU 90/384 PBNA EN45501:1992 Para balanzas no automátäcas
EU 90.384 BFNA EN45501:1992 Per bilance a funzionamento non automatics


ISO 9001 Certificate for Ohaus Corporation.   Ohaus Corporation, USA, was examined and evaluated in 1994 by the Bureau Veritas Quality International, BVQI,
and was awarded the ISO 9001 certificate.  This certifies that Ohaus Corporation, USA, has a quality system that conforms with the international standards for quality
management and quality assurance (ISO 9000 series).  Repeat audits are carried out by BVQI at intervals to check that the quality system is operated in the proper manner.
ISO 9001-Zertifikat für Ohaus Corporation.   Die Firma Ohaus Corporation, USA, wurde 1994 durch das Bureau Veritas Quality International BVQI geprüft, und
erhielt das ISO 9001 Zertifikat.  Dieses bescheinigt, dass Ohaus Corporation, USA über ein Qualitätssystem verfügt, welches den internationalen Normen für Qualitätsmanagement
und Qualitätssicherung (ISO 9000er-Reihe) entspricht.  Anlässlich von Wiederhol-Audits durch das BVQI wird periodisch überprüft, ob das Qualitätssystem zweckmässig
gehandhabt wird.
Certificat ISO 9000 pour Ohaus Corporation.   La société Ohaus Corporation, USA, a été contrôlée en 1994 par Bureau Veritas Quality International BVQI et a
obtenu le certificat, degré ISO 9001.  Celui-ci atteste que Ohaus Corporation, USA, dispose d’un système qualité correspondant aux normes internationales pour la gestion de
la qualité et pour I’assurance qualité (degré ISO 9000).  Des audits réguliers effectués par la BVQI vérifient si le système qualité est appliqué de facon appropriée.
Certificado ISO 9001 para Ohaus Corporation.   La firma Ohaus Corporation, USA, ha sido inspeccionada por la Bureau Veritas Quality International (BVQI) y ha
obtenido el certificado ISO 9001.  Esto acredita que Ohaus Corporation, USA, dispone de un sistema de calidad que cumple las normas internacionales para gestión y garantfa
de calidad (ISO serie 9000).  Con ocasión de las inspecciones de repetibilidad por parte de la BVQI, se comprueba periódicamente si el sistema de calidad se manipula de forma
correcta.
Certificato ISO 9001 per la Ohaus Corporation.  ll sistema di garanzia della qualità della Società Ohaus Corporation, USA è certificato ISO 9001 sin dal 1994 dall
Bureau Veritas Quality International BVQI, e così fomice la dimostrazione che il suo sistema die Garanzia Qualità soddisfa i massimi requisite. ll sistema della garanzia della
qualità Ohaus Corporation viene verificato periodicamente dall BVQI, dando cosi evidenza di.
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Notice


Certified scales,scales used for legal applications have the general type designation E...5  / V...5 and EU type Approval (T2914). The year
of the initial verification is shown next to the CE mark.  Such scales are verified in the factory and carry the "M" mark on the actual scale and the packaging.  The year
of the initial verification is shown next to the CE mark.  If the letter M is shown against a solid background, the scale may be put into operation immediately.  Should the
background be partitioned and hatched, the scale must be verified at its place of use by the certified Ohaus service.  If national regulations limit the duration of the validity
of the verification certificate in individual countries, the end user of such a scale is personally responsible for arranging the repeat verification in good time.


Hinweise


Geeichte/eichpflichtige Waagen tragen die allgemeine Typenbezeichnung E... 5  /  V...5. Für sie liegt eine EU Bauartzulassung vor (T2914).  Das Jahr der ersten Eichung
ist neben dem CE Zeichen aufgeführt.  Solche Waagen sind ab Werk geeicht und tragen die Kennzeichnung "M" auf dem Gerät selbst und auf der Verpackung.  Erscheint
der Buchstabe M auf vollem Grund, darf die Waage sofort in Betrieb genommen werden.  Ist der Grund geteilt und schraffiert, muss die Waage am Verwendungsort durch
den zertifizierten Ohaus Service ortsgeeicht werden.  Sofern gemäss den nationalen Vorschriften in den einzelnen Staaten die Gültigkeitsdauer der Eichung beschränkt
ist, ist der Betreiber einer solchen Waage für die rechtzeitige Nacheichung selbst verantwortlich.


Remarques


Les balances vérifiées/admissibles à la vérification portent la désignation de modèle générale E...5  /  V ... 5. Elles font l’objet d’une approbation de modèle UE (T2914).
L’année de la vérification primitive est indiquée à côté de la marque CE.  Ces balances sont vérifidées d’origine et portent la marque "M" sur I’appareil lui-même et sur
l’emballage, Si la lettre M apparaît sur un fond totalement vert, la balance peut être mise en service immédiatement.  Si le fond est divisé et hachuré, la balance doit être
vérifiée sur le lieu d’ustilisation par le service après-vente Ohaus certifié.  Dans les pays où la durée de validité de la vérification est limitée par des prescriptions
nationales, l’utilisateur est lui-même responsable de la vérification ultérieure d’une telle balance en temps voulu.


Notas


Las balanzas verificadas/verificables llevan la designatión general E...5  / V ...5 y cuentan con una aprobación de modelo UE (T2914). EL año de la primera verficación
está indicado al lado del distintivo CE.  Estas balanzas están verificadas en fábrica y Ilevan la designatión "M" sobre el propio aparato y sobre el embalaje.  Cuando la
letra M aparece sobre fondo sólido, la balanza se puede poner inmediatamente en funcionamiento.  Si el fondo está dividido y rayado, la balanza ha de ser verificada en
el lugar de uso por el sevicio técnico Ohaus certificado.  Si la duración de la validez de la verificación está limitada de acuerdo con las normas de los distintos países,
el propio usuario de tal balanza es responsable de la verificación posterior a su debido tiempo.


Avvertenza


Le bilance approvate hanno la denominazione del modello E... 5  /  V ...5. Per esse esiste un’appprovazione CE del tipo. L’anno delia prima verifica è indicato a fianco della
marcatura CE.  I tipi marcati con un contrassegno "M" su sfondo verde pieno possono essere impiegati da subito.  I tipi marcati con ii contrassegno "M" su sfondo nero/
barrato diagonalmente dovranno essere verificati sul luogo d’installazione da parte d’un tecnico autorizzato dal Servizio Assistenza Ohaus o ispettore dell’Ufficio Metrico.
Queste bilance sono state verificate in fabbrica
e recano il contrassegno "M" sull’apparecchio stesso, e sull’imballo. É obbligo dell’untente denunciare la detenzione dello strumento all’ufficio metrico competente per
territorio e sottoporio alia prescritta verifica periodica come da disposizioni ministeriali.
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NOTE:  THIS EQUIPMENT HAS BEEN TESTED AND FOUND TO COMPLY WITH THE LIMITS FOR A CLASS A DIGITAL
DEVICE, PURSUANT TO PART 15 OF THE FCC RULES.


THESE LIMITS ARE DESIGNED TO PROVIDE REASONABLE PROTECTION AGAINST HARMFUL INTERFERENCE
WHEN THE EQUIPMENT IS OPERATED IN A COMMERCIAL ENVIRONMENT.  THIS EQUIPMENT GENERATES,
USES, AND CAN RADIATE RADIO FREQUENCY ENERGY AND, IF NOT INSTALLED AND USED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL, MAY CAUSE HARMFUL INTERFERENCE TO RADIO COMMUNICATIONS.  OP-
ERATION OF THIS EQUIPMENT IN A RESIDENTIAL AREA IS LIKELY TO CAUSE HARMFUL INTERFERENCE IN
WHICH CASE THE USER WILL BE REQUIRED TO CORRECT THE INTERFERENCE AT HIS OWN EXPENSE.


THIS DIGITAL APPARATUS DOES NOT EXCEED THE CLASS A LIMITS FOR RADIO NOISE EMISSIONS FROM
DIGITAL APPARATUS AS SET OUT IN THE INTERFERENCE-CAUSING EQUIPMENT STANDARD ENTITLED “DIGI-
TAL APPARATUS”, ICES-003 OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS.


CET APPAREIL NUMERIQUE RESPECTE LES LIMITES DE BRUITS RADIOELECTRIQUES APPLICABLES AUX
APPAREILS NUMERIQUES DE CLASSE A PRESCRITES DANS LA NORME SUR LE MATERIEL BROUILLEUR :
“APPAREILS NUMERIQUES”, NMB-003 EDICTEE PAR LE MINISTRE DES COMMUNICATIONS.


Unauthorized changes or modifications to this equipment are not permitted.
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OVERVIEW OF CONTROLS


  1


  3


 4


 2


5


6


 8


9


10


 7


12


11


 No.   Designation Function


   1   I Power on off button.


   2 Mode button Selects standard weighing, percent, parts counting and animal weighing modes.


   3 Units button Selects weighing units.


   4 Setup button Selects various submenus: calibration, date, time, readout, GLP data, GLP set, print,
RS232, LFT, function, units, global, custom.


   5   >O/T<   button When pressed, performs tare function and a center of zero function.


   6  button When pressed, travels up through submenus.


   7  button When pressed, travels down through submenus.


   8  button When pressed, travels to the left through menus.


   9  button When pressed, travels to the right through menus.


  10 Enter/Print button When in menus, selects item on display, otherwise prints data.


  11 Leveling feet Used to level the balance.


  12 Leveling indicator Indicates leveling position of the balance.
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OVERVIEW OF DISPLAY INDICATORS


 No.       Function


1


2


3


4


5


6 7 8 9 10 11


12


13


14


15161718


 No.       Function


   1 Use (Pointer Group) key to change  - used to
prompt the user while navigating through the menu
system.


   2 Standard (7) segment numeric characters.  Seven
characters are available and are used for display
ing weight values.


   3 Center of Zero  - Indicates Center of Zero in
Legal For Trade (LFT) has been selected in menu.


   4 P - This symbol is not used.


   5 T - This symbol is not used.


   6 Stable  - Indicates that the measured value has
become stable.


   7 B/G - This symbol is not used.


    8 Change  - Is displayed together with Mode , Units
or Setup  signifying that a change to balance
settings is being performed.


    9 Mode  - Is displayed when the Mode  button is
pressed.  Allows the user to know what area of the
balance menu is being addressed.


   10 Units  - Is displayed when the Units  button is
pressed. Allows the user to know what area of the
balance menu is being addressed.


  11 Setup  - Is displayed when the Setup  button is
pressed. Allows the user to know what area of the
balance menu is being addressed.


  12 (British Flag) - Are (14) segment alpha numeric
characters.  Seven characters are used to present
features and functions.


  13 Custom  - The user can input a factor to meet
unique unit measure applications.


  14 Symbols for weighing modes, include:
%  - Percent weighing.
PC  - Parts counting.
GN  - Grain.
N  - Newtons.
m  - Mommes.
mg  - Milligrams.
g  - Grams.
kg  - Kilograms.
dwt  - Pennyweight.
lb  - Pounds.
oz  - Ounces.
ct  - Carats.
t  - Taels.  Taels are available in three types;


 Hong Kong, Singapore, and  Taiwan.
ti  - Tical.
oz t  - Ounces troy.


 15 press  >O/T<   -This symbol is not used.


  16  - Differentiated digit for LFT.


 17 press Enter - Used as a prompt to the user to
press the Enter button.  The menu item displayed
is accepted/selected.


 18 NET - Not Used
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2. INSTALLATION


2.1 Unpacking and Checking the Standard Equipment
Open the package and remove the instrument and the accessories.  Check the completeness of the delivery.  The
following accessories are part of the standard equipment of your new Explorer balance.


·
   ••••• Pan  3.5 ✓✓✓✓✓


••••• Pan  4.75"           ✓   ✓   ✓   ✓   ✓


••••• Pan  6" (0.01g units)        ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓         ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓*


••••• Pan  8" (0.1g units)         ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓


••••• Draft Shield  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓           ✓          ✓          ✓          ✓          ✓


••••• Wind Shield (6" Pan Units, 0.01g)         ✓✓✓✓✓         ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓*


••••• AC Power Adapter  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓           ✓          ✓          ✓          ✓          ✓         ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓         ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓


••••• Instruction Manual  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓           ✓          ✓          ✓          ✓          ✓         ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓         ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓


••••• Warranty Card  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓           ✓          ✓          ✓          ✓          ✓         ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓         ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓        ✓


* 4100g, 6100g and 8100g balances with internal calibration are equipped with a 6" Pan and Windshield.


• Remove packing material from the instrument.


• Check the instrument for transport damage.  Immediately inform your Ohaus dealer if you have complaints or
parts are missing.


• Store all parts of the packaging.  This packaging guarantees the best possible protection for the tranport of your
instrument.


1. GETTING TO KNOW YOUR BALANCE
Please read through this section carefully, as it contains important information for safe and economical operation of
your  Explorer Balance.


1.1 Introduction
Thank you for deciding to purchase an Explorer Balance from Ohaus.  Thanks to a new modular design, your
Explorer Balance lets you adapt the balance to your changing needs.  Remote displays, upgraded displays which
can be table, wall or tower mounted  are available as accessories. It offers a high level of operating convenience and
useful functions to make accurate measurements.  A unique LCD panel has a large 7 digit, 7 segment display which
indicates the weight value of an item being measured and a 7 digit British Flag display (14 segments) which spells
out items selected in the submenus.  In addition, the display contains English words to indicate the status of the
balance. Arrow indicators in the display prompt the user as to what panel keys are to be pressed to initiate a change.
Panel controls are clearly marked as to their function with large Tare buttons on either side of the front panel.  Opera-
tion and setup of the balance is straightforward and easy.  The Explorer Balance is available in a variety of full scale
capacities ranging from 62 grams to 8,100 grams with FineRangeTM range models available.  Legal for Trade versions
are available.


Behind your instrument stands OHAUS, a leading manufacturer of precision scales and balances.  An Aftermarket
Department with trained instrument technicians is dedicated to provide you with the fastest service possible in the
event your instrument requires servicing.  OHAUS also has a Customer Service Department to answer any inquiries
regarding applications and accessories.


To ensure you make full use of the possibilities offered by your Explorer balance, we advise you to read through
these operating instructions very carefully.


Analytical      Top Loader
Equipment                    62g, 110g, 162, 210, 410,     610g, 1550g, 2100g,     6100g, 4100g,


              210g, 210/100g       410/100g       4100g, 4100/1000g           8100g
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DO NOT install the balance:


• Next to open windows or doors causing drafts or
rapid temperature changes.


• Near air conditioning or heat vents.


• Near vibrating, rotating or reciprocating equipment.


• Near magnetic fields or equipment that generates
magnetic fields.


• On an unlevel work surface.


• Allow sufficient space around the instrument for
ease of operation and keep away from radiating heat
sources.


2.2 Selecting the Location
The balance should always be used in an environment which is free from excessive air currents, corrosives, vibration,
and temperature or humidity extremes. These factors will affect displayed weight readings.


2.3 Setting Up and Leveling the Balance
Exact horizontal positioning and stable installation are prerequisites for repeatable results.  To compensate small
irregularites or inclinations at the location, the instrument can be leveled.


For exact horizontal positioning, the balance is equipped
with a level indicator located at the front on the control
panel and two leveling feet located at the rear of the
balance.


Position the balance in the intended operating location.
Adjust the leveling feet at the rear of the balance until the
air bubble in the indicator is centered.


NOTE: The instrument should be leveled each time its
location is changed.


Leveling
Indicator


 Leveling
  Foot
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Balances in the range of  62g to 410g are shipped with
the pan and the protective cover plate not installed.  On
balances equipped with a draft shield, slide open the side
door and place the cover plate into position. Then, insert
the pan into the center hole which is the measuring
transducer.  Higher capacity balances with 6" or 8" pans
do not have a cover plate.


Wind Shield


On 610g to 4100g balances with 0.01g resolution, a wind
shield is required to reduce the possibility of air currents
from disturbing the pan.  When the wind shield is in
place, air currents are deflected up over the pan.
Make sure the wind shield is firmly snapped into place.


NOTE: 4100g, 6100g and 8100g balances with internal
calibration are equipped with a 6" Pan and Windshield.


2.5 Installing Wind Shield


2.4 Installing Cover Plate and Pan


2.6 Connecting Power
Connect the AC Adapter supplied to the three pin con-
nector located at the rear of the balance.


The balance is now ready for operation.


Rear of Balance


AC Adapter Connection


Cover Plate


Pan
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                 RS232
Baud 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600
Parity None , -E-, -Odd-, -0-, -1-
Data 7,8
Stop 1, 2
Lock ON/OFF
Exit


                 MODE
Weigh ON/OFF
Percent ON/OFF
Count ON/OFF
Animal ON/OFF
Lock ON/OFF
Exit


                 PRINT
Auto Print OFF, Cont, Inter, On Stb
Interval Enter 1 seconds
Stable ON/OFF
Numeric ON/OFF
GLP Cont ON/OFF
GLP Tare ON/OFF
Reference ON/OFF
Lock ON/OFF
Exit


    LEGAL FOR TRADE
LFT LOCK ON/OFF
   (Locked using switch)


START


                    DATE
Type  m/d/y
Set Date
Exit


                      TIME
Type  12 Hour /24 Hour
Set Time
Adjust Enter xx seconds
Exit


             GLP DATA
User Number Enter 7 digits
Project Number Enter 7 digits
Lock ON/OFF
Exit


             GLP SET
Time ON/OFF
Balance ID ON/OFF
User Number ON/OFF
Project Number ON/OFF
Difference ON/OFF
Name ON/OFF
Lock ON/OFF
Exit


SETUP SUBMENUS


3 OPERATING YOUR BALANCE


3.1 The Menu (Basic Settings of the Instrument)
The Explorer balance has three basic menus; each is selected by front panel buttons marked Mode , Units  and Setup .


Mode Button
The Mode button, when pressed, permits the selection of four weighing modes which are: weigh, percent, count and
animal weighing.  These modes are controlled by an on or off selection made in the Setup menu under the submenu
Mode  as displayed.


Units Button
The Units button, when pressed, allows the balance to display values in selected measuring unit.


Setup Button
The Setup button, when pressed, allows entry into thirteen submenus which allows you to set the balance for specific
operating parameters.  Each of the thirteen submenus contain settings which are user selectable.  The table below
illustrates the various submenus and the functions which are selectable.  The items shown on the menu, which are
bolded, are the factory default settings.  In other words, if you did not enter the Setup menu, the balance would func-
tion in the basic manner shown by the various settings which are bolded.  The setup submenus shown below are
arranged in the order as displayed in the balance.


                 UNITS
Units ON/OFF
Lock ON/OFF
Exit


               GLOBAL
List NO/YES
Reset NO/YES
Version Software No.
Lock ON/OFF


 CUSTOM
Factor Enter 7 digits
Exponent Enter +3 to -3
LSD Enter .5 to 100
Lock ON/OFF
Exit


               READOUT
Filter -0-, -1-, -2-, -3-
Stable .5d, 1d, 2d, 5d
Auto 0 OFF, .5d, 1d, 5d
Lock ON/OFF
Exit


            * (If option is installed.)


           CALIBRATION
InCALTM Calibration (No Lock)*
Span Calibration
User Calibration
Linearity Calibration
Calibration Test (No Lock)
Calibration Msg ON/OFF
Calibration Adj + 100    (0)
Lock ON/OFF
Exit
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3.2  Turning On the Balance
The Explorer balance is ready to operate after the installation procedures are performed.  When the balance is first
turned on and it completes its checks, it can be used to weigh or tare materials without setting the menus.


It is recommended that you read this manual carefully and set the balance to operate for your specific applications
using the procedures in Chapter 4 Setting up Your Balance and calibrate the balance before using.


The balance is  a high precision instrument and will give you years of service if kept clean and handled carefully.  If
you have any problems operating the instrument or require additional information, please feel free to contact our
Product Service Department at  (800) 526-0659.


In this section, you will enter the menu for the first time.  Do not worry if you are unfamiliar with the function of the
buttons on the panel, the display provides the necessary coaching as you go along.


Power On/Off
To turn the balance ON, press the ON/OFF button
(circled button with an I inside) located at the upper left-
hand corner of the panel once.  To turn OFF, press button
again.


Stabilization
Before initially using the balance, allow time for it to
adjust to its new environment.  The balance  only re-
quires to be plugged in to warm up.  Recommended
warm up period is twenty (20) minutes.  Analytical Class I
balances require at least 2 hours.  The internal circuits of
the balance are powered whenever it is plugged into a
power source.


Calibration
Refer to paragraph 3.3 and calibrate the balance before
proceeding.3.3 Calibration


Explorer balances offer a choice of five calibration methods: Internal Calibration (InCALTM), Span Calibration, User
Calibration, Linearity Calibration, and  CalTestTM.


• InCal TM Internal calibration (InCALTM) of the balance is accomplished by an internal mass (If option is
installed).   When CAL MSG is selected and set ON, CAL NOW is displayed when the
balance requires calibration.  When CAL MSG is set OFF, the message CAL NOW is not
displayed.


• Span  - Span calibration ensures that the balance reads correctly within specifications using two
weight values: zero and a weight value at incremental values of full capacity and or 100% of
the balance’s full capacity.


• User - User calibration is a method where the balance can be calibrated using a mass of known
value and by entering that numeric value into the balance.


• Linearity  - Linearity calibration minimizes deviation between actual and displayed weights within the
balance’s weighing range. Three weight values are used: zero, a weight value at midpoint of
the balance's weighing range, and a weight value at or near the balance’s specified capacity.


• Cal Test - Calibration test allows the stored calibration data to be tested against the current mass being
used for the test.


• Lock  - Can be set on or off.  When set on, Span, User and Linearity are locked out and cannot be
used.
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3.3 Calibration (Cont.)


Calibration Menu Protection


NOTES:
• Calibration may be locked out to prevent unauthorized
personnel from changing calibration. If calibration has
been locked out, you can only access Cal Test and when
installed, Internal Calibration (InCALTM)  .


• To lock out calibration menu, after calibration, refer to the
section titled Menu Lock-Out Protection.


Calibration Masses
Before beginning calibration, make sure masses are
available.  If you begin calibration and realize calibration
masses are not available, exit the menu.  The balance will
retain previously stored calibration data.  Calibration
should be performed as necessary to ensure accurate
weighing.  Masses required to perform the procedures are
listed in the adjacent table.


NOTE:
Any of the calibration modes can be terminated at any
time by pressing either the Mode , Units  or Setup  buttons.


CALIBRATION MASSES


                                    LINEARITY            SPAN ONLY
        CAPACITY             MASSES           MASSES


62g 20g/50g 50g
162g 50g/150g 150g
110g 50g/100g 100g
210g 100g/200g 200g
 410g 200g/400g 400g
610g 200g/500g 500g


1550g 500g/1500g 1500g
2100g 1000g/2000g  2000g
4100g 2000g/4000g 4000g
6100g 2000g/5000g 5000g
8100g 4000g/8000g 8000g


   It is recommended that masses must meet or exceed
   ASTM Class 1 Tolerance.   Calibration masses are
   available as accessories.
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3.3.1 Internal Calibration (InCAL TM)
On Explorer balances equipped with the InCalTM feature, calibration can be accomplished using the internal calibration
mass.  When the balance requires calibration, a screen prompt of CAL NOW appears.  This display can be turned off
as described in paragraph 3.3.2.  Also, a software adjust feature is incorporated which permits the internal calibration
mass to be adjusted to +100 counts.  The adjust feature is described in paragraph 3.3.3.  Internal calibration can be
performed at any time providing the balance has warmed up to operating temperature.


• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, CAL TYPE is displayed.


• Press Enter button, CAL TYPE InCAL is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, INCAL is displayed.


Procedure


NOTE: If a weight is left on the pan, the balance will
display CLR PAN (remove the weight from the pan).
The balance automatically resumes calibration.


The internal mass is positioned several times during
calibration and  then removed, then after a few sec-
onds, CAL SET is displayed indicating a successful
calibration.  The display then returns to WEIGH mode.


IMPORTANT !
DO NOT DISTURB THE BALANCE DURING
CALIBRATION.  IF THE MESSAGE UNSTBLE
IS DISPLAYED, THE BALANCE WAS UNABLE
TO ACQUIRE STABLE DATA DURING INTER-
NAL CALIBRATION.  THE BALANCE WILL
CONTINUE TO PERFORM INTERNAL CALI-
BRATION UNTIL READINGS STABILIZE.  THE
BALANCE WILL THEN COMPLETE THE IN-
TERNAL CALIBRATION FUNCTION.


TO EXIT INTERNAL CALIBRATION MODE
BEFORE COMPLETION, PRESS ENTER OR
SETUP BUTTONS.


STABILITY CAN BE AFFECTED BY TEM-
PERATURE, AIR CURRENTS, VIBRATION,
ETC...
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3.3.2  Calibration Message
On Explorer balances equipped with the InCalTM feature, a screen prompt of CAL NOW appears when the balance
requires calibration.  This display can be turned off if it is desired not to have the balance indicate that calibration is
required.  Turning the display off has no effect on the basic balance operation.


Procedure
• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, CAL TYPE is displayed.


• Press  button, CAL MSG is displayed.


• Press Enter button, CAL MSG ON is displayed.


• Press  or  button and select either ON or


OFF.  When OFF is selected, the CAL NOW message


will not appear in the display.


   NOTE: When the balance is in a legal for trade mode,
   this option is locked ON.  In this condition, the balance
   will display the CAL NOW message when recalibration
   is required.


• Press Enter button, SAVED is momentarily displayed,
then the display indicates CAL ADJ.


   NOTE: At this point you may continue with the calibra-
   tion adjust procedure on the next page or exit.


   The calibration adjust procedure is only used when it is
   desired to calibrate the internal calibration mass to a
   known external Class I mass if a difference exits.


• Press  button until EXIT is displayed.


• Press Enter button, display returns to WEIGH
mode.
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3.3.3  Calibration Adjust
Balances with InCalTM contain software which allows the
internal calibration mass to be adjusted + 100 divisions at
full scale capacity.  This permits calibrating the balance
using an external Class I mass which is traceable to a
certified standard.


Procedure
• Perform the internal calibration procedure of para-


graph 3.3.1.


• Press >O/T< button to zero the balance.


• Place a Class I mass equal to the span calibration
value of the balance.  Note the reading on the bal-
ance and see if the balance indicates the exact
weight or indicates a higher or lower reading. If the
reading is higher or lower, proceed.


• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, CAL TYPE is displayed.
• Press  button until , CAL ADJ is displayed.
• Press Enter button, CAL ADJ 0 should be dis-


played (0 is factory setting).


NOTE:  Balance will retain last CAL ADJ setting.


• Press  or  button until desired number is


displayed.
• Press Enter button, SAVED is momentarily displayed,


then display indicates LOCK.
• Press Enter button, LOCK ON or LOCK OFF is


displayed.
• Press  or  button and select either LOCK ON


or  LOCK OFF.  LOCK ON is normally used in legal


for trade applications.  When set ON, and legal for


trade is enabled in the balance, the calibration adjust


is disabled and whatever setting was entered will


remain in the balance.


• Press Enter button, SAVED is momentarily displayed,


then EXIT is displayed.


• Press Enter button, display returns to WEIGH


mode.
• Perform the internal calibration procedure of para-


graph 3.3.1. The value entered as an adjustment is
now stored.  Place the calibration mass on the pan
and check.  Repeat procedure if further correction is
required.  The display must agree with the mass used
for calibration.


• To return to factory setting, follow procedure above
and set CAL ADJ to 0.
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3.3.4 Span Calibration
Span calibration utilizes two calibration points, one at zero and the other at full span or incremental values starting at
25% of full capacity.  As an example, an 8.1kg balance will accept either 2kg, 4kg, 6kg or 8kg for span calibration.
Values which are below or in between will not be accepted and the balance will display its maximum capacity.   When
LFT is set on, only full span calibration value can be used. Sample display illustrates an 8.1 kg balance


Procedure
• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, CAL TYPE is displayed.


• Press Enter button, CAL TYPE InCAL is displayed.


• Press   button to select SPAN calibration, CAL


TYPE SPAN is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, WORKING is displayed.


NOTE: If a weight is left on the pan, the balance will
display CLR PAN (remove the weight from the pan).
The balance automatically resumes calibration.


• Display changes to PUT WT 8000 g.  The displayed
weight is the full capacity of the balance.


• Place specified calibration mass on pan.


NOTE: For an 8.1kg balance, either 2kg, 4kg, 6kg or
8kg can be used for span calibration.  The PUT
WEIGHT message indicates the calibration mass that
is on the pan.


• Press Enter button, WORKING is displayed.  After a
few seconds CAL SET is displayed, the display then
returns to WEIGH mode.


• Span calibration is completed.


• Remove calibration mass from the pan.
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3.3.5 User Calibration
User calibration is used when it is desired to calibrate the balance using a mass of known value.  When LFT is set on,
the balance will only accept full span calibration, 25%, 50% and 75% values are disabled.  To use this calibration
feature, proceed as follows:


(FLASHING)


• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, CAL TYPE is displayed.


• Press Enter button, CAL TYPE InCAL is dis -
played.


• Press   button twice to select USER calibration,


CAL TYPE USer is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, the display indicates the last
calibration mass value which was entered with the


first digit flashing. (Sample illustrates 2000g).


• Press    and or    and enter the


desired mass value.  This number must be at least
25% of the full span value.


• Press Enter button, WORKING is displayed.


NOTE: If a weight is left on the pan, the balance will
display CLR PAN (remove the weight from the pan).
The balance automatically resumes calibration.


• Display changes to PUT WT 2000 g.


• Place specified calibration mass on pan.


• Press Enter button, WORKING is displayed.  After a
few seconds CAL SET is displayed, the display then
returns to WEIGH mode.


   • User calibration is completed.


• Remove calibration mass from the pan.


Procedure
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Procedure
• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, CAL TYPE is displayed.


• Press Enter button, CAL TYPE InCAL is displayed.


• Press   button three times to select LIN calibra-


tion, CAL TYPE Lin is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, WORKING is displayed.


NOTE: If a weight is left on the pan, the balance will
display CLR PAN (remove the weight from the pan).
The balance automatically resumes calibration.


• Display changes to PUT WT 4000 g.  The displayed
weight is half the capacity of the balance.


• Place specified calibration mass on pan.


• Press Enter button, WORKING is displayed.  After a
few seconds display changes to PUT WT 8000 g.
The displayed weight is the full capacity of the
balance.


• Place specified calibration mass on pan.


• Press Enter button, WORKING is displayed.  After a
few seconds CAL SET is displayed, the display then
returns to WEIGH mode.


   • Linearity calibration is completed.


• Remove calibration mass from the pan.


3.3.6 Linearity Calibration
Linearity calibration utilizes three calibration points, one at zero, center span and full span.  This method minimizes
deviation between actual and displayed weights within the balance's weighing range.  Three weight values are used;
zero, a weight value at midpoint of the balance's weighing range and a weight value at or near the specified capacity.
Sample display illustrates an 8.1 kg balance.
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3.3.7 Calibration Test
Calibration test feature allows a check of a known calibration mass against the last stored calibration information in
the balance.  Sample display illustrates an 8.1 kg balance.


Procedure
• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, CAL TYPE is displayed.


• Press Enter button, CAL TYPE InCAL is displayed.


• Press   button to select CALTEST calibration,


CALtESt is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, WORKING is displayed.


NOTE: If a weight is left on the pan, the balance will
display CLR PAN (remove the weight from the pan).
The balance automatically resumes calibration.


• Display changes to PUT WT 8000 g.  The displayed
weight is the full capacity of the balance.


• Place specified calibration mass on pan.


• Press Enter button, WORKING is displayed.  After a
few seconds, DIFF is displayed.  The display  now indi
cates the actual difference in weight between what
value was just placed on the pan and the previous
weight value which was stored in the balance.  After
approximately 8 seconds, the display returns to the
WEIGH mode.


• Remove calibration test mass from the pan.
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3.3.8 Calibration GLP Printout
If any option in the GLP Set Menu is turned On, GLP automatically prints data after calibration is completed.


   - - - - - SPAN CAL - - - - - -
12/01/97 1:00:00 PM
Bal Id  1234
Cal: 8000.00g
Old: 8000.00g
Dif:       0.00g
Wt. Ref......................................
USER NO 2056853
PROJ NO 100012
Name........................................


          - - - - - END - - - - -


   - - - - - INCAL - - - - - -
12/01/97 1:00:00 PM
Bal Id  1234
Cal: 8000.00g
Old: 8000.00g
Dif:       0.00g
Wt. Ref......................................
USER NO 2056853
PROJ NO 100012
Name........................................


          - - - - - END - - - - -


InCAL TM Calibration Printout
When performing InCALTMcalibration with all GLP options
turned on, a printout is automatically made after the
calibration is completed.


     - - - - - LIN CAL - - - - - -
12/01/97 1:00:00 PM
Bal Id  1234
Cal: 8000.00g
Old: 7999.08g
Dif:       0.02g
Wt. Ref......................................
USER NO 2056853
PROJ NO 100012
Name........................................


           - - - - - END - - - - -


     - - - - - CAL TEST - - - - - -
12/01/97 1:00:00 PM
Bal Id  1234
Cal: 8000.00g
Act: 8000.02g
Dif:       0.02g
Wt. Ref......................................
USER NO 2056853
PROJ NO 100012
Name........................................


        - - - - - END - - - - -


Span Calibration Printout
When performing  Span calibration with all GLP options
turned on, a printout is automatically made after the
calibration is completed.


Linearity Calibration Printout
When performing a Linearity calibration with all GLP
options turned on, a printout is automatically made after
the calibration is completed.


Calibration Test Printout
When performing a Calibration Test with all GLP options
turned on, a printout is automatically made after the
calibration is completed.
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3.4 Weighing
NOTE: The Explorer balances are shipped with grams only enabled.  When the balance is to be used with other


Type Approved/Legal for Trade units of measure, the desired unit must be enabled.  Refer to paragraph 4.9 to
enable other measuring units.


Zero/Tare
When weighing material or objects that must be held in a container, taring stores the container weight in the bal-
ance’s memory, separate from the weight of the material in the container.


(Example Material 1620g)


(Example Container 200g)


Procedure
• Press to rezero the display.


• Press Units  button to select measuring unit.


• Press   or  button for desired measuring unit.


 •Press Enter  button, balance is now ready for weigh
ing.


• Place the object(s) or material to be weighed on the
pan.  Example illustrates a 200 gram weight.


• Wait for the stability indicator to appear before read-
ing the weight.


Procedure
• Press with no load on the pan to set the


balance to zero.


• Place an empty container on the pan. Its weight is
displayed.


• Press the display blanks until stable weight
readings are received, then indicates zero.  The
container’s weight is stored in memory.


• Add material to the container.  As material is added,
its net weight is displayed.


• Removing the container and material from the plat-
form  will cause the balance to display the container’s
weight as a negative number.  The tared weight will
remain in memory until is pressed again or
the balance is turned off.


• Pressing resets the balance to zero.


NOTE: When Legal for Trade software option LFT NET
and LFT LOCK  are both set ON, the balance indicates
NET WEIGH.
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3.5 Percent Weighing
Percent Weighing is enabled only  when Percent is turned ON in the Mode submenu under Setup.  Percent weighing
permits you to place a reference load on the balance, then view other loads as a percentage of the reference. The
load you place on the pan as a reference may be displayed as any percentage you select from 5% to 100% (in 1%
increments). One hundred percent does not necessarily have to represent the reference load. Subsequent loads,
displayed as a percentage of the reference are  limited only by the capacity of the balance.  The default setting is
Reference 100%.  Refer to paragraph 4.8 to enable percent weighing.


Procedure
• Press the Mode  button.


• Press  or   button until PERCENT is dis-


played.


• Press Enter  button, PUT>PAN 100% is displayed.  If


a container is used, the balance can be tared at this


point.  The % display momentarily blanks while the


balance is taring out.


• Put the reference load on the pan.


• Press  or  button and select reference


weight percentage (Percent Range 5 to 100).  Hold


button down for fast change.


• Press Enter  button to save setting, WORKING is


displayed ... calculating reference weight.


NOTE:  The PERCENT display (number of digits) is a
function of the accuracy of the balance and the size of
the reference weight.  The display examples were with a
300g mass used with an 8.1 kilogram balance.


Balance displays reference weight for five seconds in
selected measuring unit, then displays the percentage.


• Remove the reference weight from the pan and re-


place it with another load.  The second load is dis-


played as a percentage of the reference.
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3.6 Parts Counting
Parts Counting is enabled only   when Count is turned ON in the Mode submenu under Setup and selected with the
Mode button.  In the parts counting mode, the balance displays the quantity of parts you place on the pan. Since the
balance determines the quantity based on the average weight of a single part, all parts must be reasonably uniform in
weight.


Procedure
• Press the Mode  button.


• Press   or  button until COUNT is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to save setting, PUT>PAN 10 PC
is displayed (default setting), balance will retain last
sample size saved.


• Press  >O/T< if taring is required.


• Press  or  button and select sample size.


Sample size is 5 to 1000 pieces.


• Place sample size on the pan.


• Press Enter  button to continue, display indicates
WORKING.


Balance displays the reference weight of an individual
piece part for five seconds and then displays the total
number pieces on the pan.


• Remove the sample and place parts to be counted on


the pan.  Balance displays number of pieces.


Update
Update is a function which permits placing additional
samples which are greater than the value of the original
sample but less than three times the value.  This action
increases the accuracy of the measurement.


• Place sample on the pan which is at least one but not


more than three times the original sample size.


• Press Mode  button, COUNT is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, UPDATE is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, WORKING is displayed then the


reference weight followed by the new sample size.
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Procedure


• Press the Mode  button.


• Press   or  button until ANIMAL is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to continue, LEVEL is displayed.


• Press  or  button to change animal weighing


level, 0, 1, 2 or 3.  0 level represents an inactive


subject, 3 is used for a very active subject.


• Press Enter  button to continue, AUTO is displayed.


• Press  or   button to select AUTO ON or OFF.


• Press Enter  button to continue.


When the AUTO function is set ON, different subjects can
be weighed one after another without pressing any
buttons.  When the balance displays READY, simply
place subject on pan.


3.7 Animal Weighing
Animal Weighing is enabled only  when Animal is turned ON in the Mode submenu under Setup.


Starting Animal Cycle


• Place animal container if used on pan.


• Press to tare the container.


• Place subject on pan.


• The animal cycle will automatically start if AUTO was


set to ON.


• Press Enter  button to start animal cycle if AUTO was


set to OFF.


During Animal Cycle
• Display shows countdown to AW0.


Completed Animal Cycle
• Balance displays weight until subject is removed from


the pan.
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3.8 Weigh Below
The Explorer balance is equipped with a weigh below
hook at the bottom of the balance.  To use this feature,
remove power from the balance and remove the protec-
tive cover underneath the balance.  See illustration for
location.  The balance can be supported using lab jacks
or any other convienent method.  Make sure the bal-
ance is level and secure.  Apply power and operate the
balance.  Attach items to be weighed to the hook
underneath the balance.


3.9 Printing Data
Printing data to an external computer or printer requires that the communications  parameters in the Setup menu,
Print options and communication parameters be set first.  Refer to page 25 Print menu settings and page 27 for
RS232 communication settings.


Procedure
• Press the Print  button.  Printing to an external printer


  or computer will occur each time the Print button is


pressed unless autoprint feature is turned on in which


case printing can occur in a continuous fashion, at


specified intervals or each time a stable reading is


achieved.


Sample printout is shown below with time turned on.


SAMPLE PRINTOUT


For a review of of printing samples, refer to Section 4
Setting Up Your Balance.  What is printed is controlled
by the GLP Set Menu and the selection of GLP Cont.
or GLP Tare in the Print Menu.


12/01/97 12:01:37 AM
429.5 g
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4. SETTING UP YOUR BALANCE
4.1 Setting Date and Time
Your Explorer balance provides date and time data which can be viewed on a computer or printed out on an external
printer. When you put your new instrument into operation for the first time, you should enter the current date and the
time.  These settings are retained as long as the balance remains connected to a power source.


Time
Time is a feature which enables the balance to be set to
the current time in either U.S.A. standards (12 hour
periods) or European/Military standards (24 hour periods).
The default setting is U.S.A. Standard .


Procedure
• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press  or  button and select Time from the


menu.


• Press Enter  button, TYPE is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, TYPE 12 hr is displayed.


• Press  or  button and select 12 hr or 24 hr.


• Press Enter  button, SAVED is displayed momentarily


then SET is displayed.


• Press Enter  button,SET with time is flashing.


• Using arrow buttons, enter the correct time.


• When the correct time is entered, press Enter  button,


SAVED displays momentarily and EXIT appears.


• Press Enter  button, balance returns to a weighing


mode.
Adjustments up to +60 seconds a month can be made
to the balance internal clock.  Repeat the first seven
steps, ADJUST is displayed.  Using arrow buttons,
enter time correction and press Enter  button.


Date
Date is a feature which enables the balance to be set to a
U.S.A. date standard or European date standard.  U.S.
standard has the month, date, followed by the year, each
separated by (/) in the printout.  The European date
standard has the day first, followed by the month and
then the year; each separated by a period.  The default
setting is U.S.A. Standard.


Procedure
• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press  or   button and select Date from the


menu.


• Press Enter  button, TYPE is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, SET M d y, d M y, y M d, M y d,


y d M, or d y M is displayed.


• Press  or  button and select type of date.


• Press Enter  button, SAVED is displayed, then SET is


displayed.


• Press Enter  button, first digit of date is flashing.


• Using arrow buttons, enter the correct date.


• When the correct date is entered, press Enter  button,


SAVED displays momentarily and EXIT appears.


• Press Enter  button, balance returns to a weighing


mode.
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4.2 Readout
The Readout menu is used to adapt the balance to environmental conditions.  It contains four submenus: Stable ,
Auto 0, Filter , Lock and Exit.  Lock enables you to program balance parameters and to lock the settings.


Procedure
To select any of the items in the Readout menu, proceed
as follows:


Stability
The stability range specifies the weighing results and must be within a preset  tolerance limit for a certain time to turn
the stability indicator ON.   When a displayed weight changes beyond the allowable range, the stability indicator turns
OFF, indicating an unstable condition.   Factory default setting is shown in bold type.


.5 d Smallest range: stability indicator is ON only
when displayed weight is stable within .5 divisions.
1 d Reduced range.
2 d Normal  range.
5 d Largest  range, stability indicator is ON even though displayed weight


changes slightly.


When the RS232 interface is  configured to print stable data only, the stability range also governs data output.  Dis-
played data will only be output if it is within the selected stability range.


Auto-Zero
Auto-Zero minimizes the effects of temperature changes and shift on the zero reading.  The balance maintains the
zero display until the threshold is exceeded.  Factory default setting is shown in bold type.


OFFTurns Auto-Zero OFF.
.5 d Sets threshold to .5 divisions.
1 d Sets threshold to 1 division.
3 d Sets threshold to 3 divisions.


Filter
Filter compensates for vibration or excessive air currents.  Default settings are shown bold.


-0-  reduced stability, fastest stabilization time
-1-  normal stability, normal stabilization time
-2-   more stability, slow stabilization time.
-3-   maximum stability, slowest stabilization time.


• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press  or  button until READOUT is dis-


played.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or   button until either STABLE, AUTO


0, FILTER, LOCK or EXIT is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or  button and select the desired menu


setting.


• Press Enter  button SAVED is displayed.


• Press  or   button to continue or EXIT.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


Lock
Lock ON/OFF can only be changed when the hardware Lock Switch is set OFF/disabled.  A menu is locked  when the


menu lock is set ON and the Lock switch is ON.  Lock when selected and turned on, locks all of the entries made


under the Readout menu.  In the locked condition, items may be looked at but not changed in the menu.  When set


off, entries may be changed.  OFF is the default setting.
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4.3 Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) Data
The GLP Data submenu enables the storage of a user identification number (7 digits) and/or a project number
(digits).  When entered into the balance, the identification number and project number are available when printing
providing they are turned on in the GLP Set submenu.  A lock setting is also available which locks in the user identifi-
cation and project number.


Procedure
To select any of the items in the GLP Data menu, pro-
ceed as follows:


• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press  or  button until GLP DATA is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to continue.


• Press  or  button until either USER NO,


PROJ NO, LOCK or EXIT is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to continue.


• Press   or    buttons as directed by


the display and enter a 7 digit number for the user ID


number.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or  button until either USER NO,


PROJ NO, LOCK or EXIT is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to continue.


• Press   or    buttons as directed by


the display and enter a 7 digit number for the project


number.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or  button to select next item or EXIT.


• Press Enter  button to continue.


• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press  or   button until GLP SET is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or  button until either TIME, BAL ID,


USER NO, PROJ NO, DIFF, NAME, LOCK or EXIT is


displayed.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or  button and select either ON or


OFF.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or  button to continue or EXIT.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


Procedure
To select any of the items in the GLP Set menu, proceed
as follows:


4.4 Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) Set
Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) Set submenu allows the selection and will permit printing of Time, Balance Identifi-
cation Number, User Identification Number, Project Number, Difference and Name data to be printed. When the
selected items are set to ON, these items are not displayed.  The default setting is OFF.  When an external printer is
used, and all items are set ON and the balance is calibrated, the printer will print out calibration data for audit trail
purposes and will indicate date, and time.  (It should be noted that the User ID number and Project number must be
entered in the GLP Data submenu before printed data is available).
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4.5 Print
The Print menu provides a number of options which can be turned ON or OFF. It contains eight submenus: Auto
Print,  feature which includes selection of Off, Continuous, Interval and on Stability, Inter,  specifies time interval for
automatic output of displayed data, Stable data-only feature, Numeric  only or full display data for output, GLPCont,
GLPTare ,  Reference which prints reference weight value and Lock which enable you to program balance param-
eters and to lock the settings.


Procedure
• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press  or  button until PRINT is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to continue.


• Press  or   button until either AUTOPRT,


INTER, STABLE, NUMERIC, GLPCONT, GLPTARE,


REFEREN, LOCK or EXIT is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to continue.


• Press  or   button and select either menu


setting or ON or OFF.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or   button to select next item or EXIT.


• Press Enter  button to continue.


Auto Print Feature
When enabled, the Auto Print feature causes the balance to automatically output display data in one of three ways:
continuously, at user specified time intervals, or upon stability.   Default settings are shown bold.


OFF when set on turns off the auto print feature
Cont when set on, outputs printed data continuously
Inter provides a user specified printing interval
On Stb provides printed data only when a stable reading is achieved


Interval
Can be set to provide a specified printing interval between 1 and 3600 seconds.


Print Stable Data Only
When set On , this feature permits only stable display data to be output.   OFF is the default setting.


Print Numeric Data Only
When Numeric Data Only function is turned ON, this allows the balance to output numeric data only for RS232
output.  OFF is the default setting.
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GLP Once After Tare
When the GLP Tare function is set ON, allows the balance to output the GLP selections once after tare when the
weight value is printed to the printer.  OFF is the default setting.  The following example is with GLP Once After Tare.


Reference
When the Reference function is set ON, prints the value of weight used as a reference in either Percent and Parts
Counting modes.  OFF is the default setting.


Lock
Lock ON/OFF can only be changed when the hardware Lock Switch is set OFF/unlocked.  A menu is locked  when the
menu lock is set ON and the Lock Switch is ON.  Lock when selected and turned on, locks all of the entries made
under the Print menu.  In the locked condition, items may be looked at but not changed in the menu.  When set off,
entries may be changed.  OFF is the default setting.


12/01/97 12:01:37 AM
      429.5 g


12/01/97 12:01:52 AM
Bal Id
      429.8 g


12/01/97 12:02:17 AM
Bal Id
USER NO 1000001
      429.8 g


12/01/97 12:02:43 AM
Bal Id
USER NO 1000001
PROJ NO  2000002
      429.5 g


12/01/97 12:02:43 AM
Bal Id
USER NO 1000001
PROJ NO  2000002
Name . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
      429.5 g


4.5 Print (Cont.)
GLP Continuously
When the GLP Continuously function is set ON, allows the balance to output the GLP selections each time a weight
value is printed to the printer. OFF is the default setting.  The following example is with GLP Cont On.


Time = On


Time = On
Balance ID = On


Time = On
Bal ID = On
User No. = On


Time = On
Bal ID = On
User No = On
Proj No = On


Time = On
Bal ID = On
User No = On
Proj No =
Name = On


Sample Printout GLP Set Menu
Options Turned On


12/01/97 12:01:37 AM
      429.5 g
      429.6 g
      429.7 g
      429.7 g
      429.7 g


Time = On


GLP Set Menu
Options Turned On
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4.6 RS232
The RS232 menu provides communication parameters which can be set to accommodate external printers or com-
puters. It contains five submenus: Baud rate, Parity, Data, Stop bit and Lock  ON or OFF which enable you to
program balance parameters and to lock the settings.


Baud Rate
This submenu is used to select the desired baud rate. There are five available baud rates to choose from: 300, 1200,


2400, 4800 and 9600.  The default setting is 2400.


Parity
Parity can be set to Odd, Even or None.  The default setting is None .


Data Bits
To set the number of data bits to 7 or 8. The default setting is 7.


Stop Bits
The number of stop bits can be set to 1 or 2.  The default setting is 2.


Lock
Lock ON/OFF can only be changed when the hardware Lock Switch is set OFF/disabled.  A menu is locked  when the


menu lock is set ON and the Lock Switch is ON.  Lock when selected and turned on, locks all of the entries made


under the RS232 menu.  In the locked condition, items may be looked at but not changed in the menu.  When set off,


entries may be changed.  OFF is the default setting.


Procedure
• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press  or  button until RS232 is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or  button until either BAUD, PARITY,


DATA, STOP, LOCK or EXIT is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or  button and select the desired


menu setting.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or   button to continue or EXIT.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.
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4.7 Legal for  Trade (LFT)
Legal for Trade (LFT) is a software controlled option which can be set to LFT LOCK.  When LFT LOCK is set ON,
certain items in the Calibration, Readout, Print, Mode and Units menus are automatically preset and locked to permit
the balance to operate in a legal for trade application and works in conjunction with a Lock Switch. Default setting is
UNLOCKED.  See default table.


LFT and Lock Switch Menu lock Default Value
  Date Menu Unlocked
   Time Menu Unlocked


Calibration Menu
    Span, Linearity, User Locked
    CalTest Unlocked
    Internal Calibration Unlocked
    Cal Adj Locked
    Cal Msg Locked  ON


Readout Menu
    Stability Unlocked   .5d (limited to .5d and 1d)
    Auto zero Unlocked   .5d (limited to OFF and .5d)
    Filter Level Unlocked    -1-
GLP Data Menu Unlocked
GLP Selections Unlocked
Print Options Unlocked
RS232 Menu Unlocked
LFT Menu Lockswitch Locked
Function menu Locked Weigh
Units Menu Locked Grams*
Global Menu Locked
Custom Menu Unlocked


* Units oz and oz t cannot be simultaneously enabled.


If Print Numeric Data is turned ON, then Print Stable Data Only is
locked ON.


DEFAULT TABLE


Procedure
• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press   button repeately until LFT is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, LFT LOCK is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, LFT LOCK OFF is displayed.


• Press  or   button and select either ON or OFF.


• Press Enter  button, SAVED is momentarily displayed


followed by EXIT.


• Press Enter  button, balance returns to weigh mode.


The display check countdown appears during the first
120 seconds after plugging in the balance and only when
the balance has been previously set with Type Approved/
Legal for Trade ON.


NOTE: For legal for trade applications, the balance must
be physically sealed.  Refer to section on LFT Sealing.


When the balance is first turned ON and LFT has been
previously set ON, the following display will appear if LFT
is set in the menu and the Lock Switch is set ON.


•  •  •


When the balance is first turned ON and LFT has been
previously set ON, the following display will appear if LFT
is set in the menu and Calibration menu is locked, and
the Lock Switch is set ON.


When LFT LOCK is turned ON, the weigh mode display
appears as shown below.
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4.8 Mode
The Mode submenu permits the selection of five modes which can be turned ON or OFF.  These modes are: Weigh ,
Percent , Count , Animal  and Lock .  Weigh is turned ON and all others have a default setting of OFF.  When any of
the modes are turned ON, they can be selected for operation from the Mode button.


Procedure
• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press  or  button until MODE is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or  button until either WEIGH, PER-


CENT, COUNT, ANIMAL, LOCK or EXIT is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or   button and select either ON or


OFF.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or  button to continue or EXIT.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.
Weigh
The Weigh submenu is always set to ON as a default.


Percent
Percent weighing permits you to place a reference load on the balance, then view other loads as a percentage of the
reference. Selection is made using the Mode button.  The default setting is OFF.


Count
Counting is used when counting quanties of parts.  Selection is made using the Mode  button.  The default setting is
OFF.


Animal
Animal weighing provides special settings to accommodate animal movements.  Selection is made using the Mode
button.  The default setting is OFF.


Lock
Lock ON/OFF can only be changed when the hardware Lock Switch is set OFF/disabled.  A menu is locked  when the


menu lock is set ON and the Lock Switch is ON.  Lock when selected and turned on, locks all of the entries made


under the Mode menu.  In the locked condition, items may be looked at but not changed in the menu.  When set off,


entries may be changed.  OFF is the default setting.
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4.9 Units
The Units submenu permits the selection of the measuring units which can be turned ON or OFF and locked.


Procedure
• Press the Setup  button.


• Press  or  button until GLOBAL is  displayed.


• Press Enter  button to continue.


• Press  or  button until either LIST, RESET,


VERSION, LOCK or EXIT is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to continue.


• Press  or  button and select either YES or


NO for LIST and RESET.  When either LOCK or EXIT


is selected, ON or OFF settings are available..


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press   or   button to select next item or EXIT.


• Press Enter  button to save.


4.10 Global
This menu contains two functions which can be set to either a yes or no type of operation.  These functions are: List ,
and Reset.   The default settings are NO.  Global List is a convienent method of examining which parameters are set
up in the balance.  The parameters do not show up on the display but print out when selected.  The Global menu
contains the List function.  When Version is selected, the software revision of the balance is displayed.


Procedure
• Press the Setup  button, CAL is displayed.


• Press  or  button until UNITS is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to continue.


• Press  or  button until desired measuring unit


is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to continue.


• Press  or  button and select either ON or


OFF.


• Press Enter  button to save setting.


• Press  or  button to select next item or EXIT.


• Press Enter  button to continue.


Units
Measuring units settings are made using the Units button.  This menu permits the measuring units to be turned ON or
OFF.  The default setting is OFF.


Lock
Lock when selected and turned on, locks all of the entries made under the Units button.  The default setting is OFF.
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LFT  is Off
Mode Menu


WEIGH= On
PERCENT= Off
COUNT=  Off
ANIMAL=  Off


Lock Switch is Off
Menu Locks


RS232=  Off
READOUT=  Off
GLPSET=  Off
MODE=  Off
UNITS=  Off
PRINT= Off
GLP Data = Off
CAL=  Off
GLOBAL= Off
CUSTOM= Off


Enabled Units:
g
custm


C. Units:
1.000000  E0 x 1


4.10 Global (Cont.)
List
This submenu can be used to output a listing of current menu settings via the RS232 interface. When YES is selected,
all menu settings will be output either to an external printer or computer. To use this feature, your balance must be
connected to a computer or printer.  The default setting is OFF.


EXPLORER  xxxxxx-xxx
Sr #x.xx  OS#x.xx  G#x.xx


Time= 12hr       3:19:51  PM
Date=  m/d/y      12/01/97
Function = Weigh
ReadOut  Menu


Stb= 2 d
AZT= .5 d
Filter= 1


GLP Menu
Time/Date= On
Bal  Id= On
User  No.= On
Proj  No.= On
DIFF=  On
Name=  On


Print Menu
Auto Print=  Off
Interval=  7
Stable Print=  On
NU=  On
GLP Cont =  Off
GLP on Tare =  Off
Print Ref=  On


RS232 = 2400: N: 7: 2


SAMPLE PRINTOUTS
The partial sample shown, indicates the status in the
menus.


Reset
Reset when set to YES will reset the balance to factory default settings.  The default setting is NO.


Version
Displays software revision number for servicing purposes.  This number is installed with the balance.


Lock
Lock when selected and set to ON, locks all of the entries made under the Global menu.  The default setting is OFF.
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4.11Custom Unit
Custom Unit is enabled when Custom Unit Setup under Units Menu is turned ON.  This feature can be used to create
your own custom weighing unit. It permits entering a conversion factor which the balance will use to convert grams to
the desired unit of measure.


Conversion Weight Weight
Factor x in = in


grams custom unit
Conversion factors are expressed in scientific notation and entered
into the balance in three parts:


• a number between 0.1 and 1.999999 called the mantissa
• a power of 10 called the exponent
• a least significant digit (LSD)


SCIENTIFIC NOTATION


Number
Between


Conv. 0.1 and Power Man-
Factor 1.999999 of 10 tissa Exp.


123.4 = .1234 x 1000 = .1234 x 103


12.34 = .1234 x 100 = .1234 x 102


1.234 = .1234 x 10 = .1234 x 101


.1234 = .1234 x 1 = .1234 x 100


.01234 = .1234 x .1 = .1234 x 10-1


.001234 = .1234 x  .01 = .1234 x 10-2


.000123 = .123 x .001 = .123 x 10-3


EXPONENTS


E-3 Moves decimal point 3
places to the left.


E-2 Moves decimal point 2
places to the left.


E-1 Moves decimal point 1
place to the left.


E0 Leaves decimal point
in normal position.


E1 Moves decimal point 1
place to the right.


E2 Moves decimal point 2
places to the right.


E3 Moves decimal point 3
places to the right.


Procedure
• Press the Setup  button.


• Press  or  button until CUSTOM is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to save setting, FACTOR is


displayed.


• Press Enter  button, The mantissa of the current
conversion is displayed.  The mantissa of the current
conversion factor is  displayed. This is a number
between 0.1 and 1.999999 with the first digit flashing.
For conversion  factors outside of this range, the
exponent will be used to move the decimal point.


• Press   or   buttons as directed by


the display and enter a 7 digit number for the  conver-


sion factor.


• Press Enter  button, EXP (exponent) is displayed.


• Press Enter  button, 0 (exponent) is displayed.


• Press  or  button and select exponent value


either -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, or 3.
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LSD’s


LSD .5 Adds one decimal
place display counts by
5’s.


LSD 1 Display counts by 1’s.


LSD 2 Display counts by 2’s.


LSD 5 Display counts by 5’s.


LSD 10 Display counts by 10’s.


LSD 100 Display counts by
100’s.


4.11Custom Unit (Cont.)


Procedure (Cont.)
• Press Enter  button to save setting, LSD is displayed.


There are 6 LSD  (least significant digit) settings you
can choose from (see table).


• Press Enter  button, LSD  1 is displayed.


• Press  or  button and select LSD value  either


1, 2, 5, 10 or 100.


 •Press Enter  button, SAVED is momementary dis-


played followed by LOCK.


 •Press  or  button and select ON or OFF.


 •Press Enter  button, EXIT is displayed.


• Press Enter  button to return to weighing mode.
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4.12 Menu Lock-Out Protection
Access to the various menus can be disabled setting the Lock Switch located on the PC board inside the balance to
OFF position.  The  Lock Switch locks out all menus which have had LOCK turned ON.  The default setting for the
Lock Switch is OFF.


Type Approved/Legal for Trade
Balance Sealing
All Explorer balances may be sealed for type approved/
legal for trade applications.  Type Approved balances
include a lead seal with wire and security screw as shown
in the figures.


For type approved balances consult local Weights and
Measures officials to determine sealing method require-
ments.
After the balance has been set up properly and the
menus are locked out, proceed to seal the balance.


Example of Sealing Method


Lead Seal


Switch Plate


Sealing Screw


Procedure
• Turn the display off and unplug the power cord.


• On balances with a draft shield, slide the door open
and remove the pan and cover plate.


• On balances without a draft shield, remove the pan
and cover plate.  Higher capacity balances with a 6"
or 8" pan do not have a cover plate.


• Remove the protective switch plate.


• The Lock Switch is located to the left of the pan
support hole.


• Select the desired position on the Lock Switch and
reassemble the balance.


Lock Switch
shown in Locked
Position
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5 CARE AND MAINTENANCE
To keep the balance operating properly, the housing and platform should be kept clean and free from foreign material.
If necessary, a cloth dampened with a mild detergent may be used. Keep calibration masses in a safe dry place.


5.1 Troubleshooting


SYMPTOM


Unit will not turn on.


Incorrect weight reading.


Cannot display weight in desired
unit.


Unable to store menu settings/
changes.


RS232 interface not working.


Random segments displayed or
display locks up.


Unable to change
settings.


Unstable readings.


Error message display.


Cannot access weighing mode.


REMEDY


Check power cord connections.


Press  with no weight on


the pan, then weigh item.


Recalibrate correctly.


Press Units button until desired
measuring unit is shown.


Enable units in Setup menu.


Press Enter when prompted.


Menu not locked properly.


Verify interface settings in RS232
menu correspond to those of
peripheral device.


Check cable connections.


Turn power off, then turn on again.
If condition persists, unit must be
serviced.


Set menu Lock OFF.
Set Lock Switch to OFF.


Check environmental conditions.


Place balance on a stable surface
or change averaging level.


See Error Codes list.


Press mode until desired weighing
mode is displayed.


Enable weighing mode.


PROBABLE CAUSE(S)


Power cord not plugged in or
properly connected to balance.


Balance was not re-zeroed before
weighing.


Balance not properly calibrated.


Desired unit not enabled.


Enter  was not selected.


Menu locked.


Print menu settings not properly
set up.


Cable connections.


Microprocessor locks up.


Menu locked
(Lock Switch set ON)


Excessive air currents.


Vibration on table surface.


Desired weighing mode is not
enabled.
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RS232 COMMAND TABLE
CommandCommandCommandCommandCommand
CharacterCharacterCharacterCharacterCharacter DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription


????? Print current mode


nnnnAnnnnAnnnnAnnnnAnnnnA Set Auto Print feature to “nnnn”
(see table).


Field: Mode Stab CR LF
Length: 5 1 1 1


blank if stable
“ ? ” if unstable


nnn = 0 Turns feature OFF
nnn = S Output on stability
nnn = C Output is continuous
nnnn = 1-3600 Sets Auto Print


Interval


5.2 RS232 Interface
Explorer balances are equipped with a bi-directional
RS232 compatible interface for communication with
printers and computers. When the balance is connected
directly to a printer, displayed data can be output at any
time by simply pressing PRINT, or by using the Auto Print
feature.


Connecting the balance to a computer enables you to
operate the balance from the computer, as well as
receive data such as displayed weight, weighing mode,
stability status, etc.


The following sections describe the hardware and
software provided with the balance


Hardware
On the rear of the balance, the right-hand, 9-pin male
subminiature “D” connector is provided for interfacing to
other devices. The pinout and pin connections are shown
in the adjacent illustration.
The balance will not output any data unless pin 5 (CTS)
is held in an ON state (+3 to +15 V dc). Interfaces not
utilizing the CTS handshake may tie pin 5 to pin 6 to
defeat it.


Output Formats
Data output can be initiated in one of three ways: 1) By
pressing PRINT; 2) Using the Auto Print feature; 3)
Sending a print command (“P”) from a computer.


The output format is illustrated in the RS232 command
table which follows.


RS232 Connection


1 N/C
2 Data Out (TXD)
3 Data In (RXD)
4* Tare (External signal)
5 Clear To Send (CTS)
6 Data Terminal Ready (DTR)
7 Ground
8 Request To Send (RTS)
9* Print (External signal)


* External PRINT and/or TARE


switches may be installed
as shown in the diagram.
Momentary contact
switches must be used.


PRINT *


TARE *


RS232 Commands
All communication is accomplished using standard ASCII
format.  Characters shown in the following table are
acknowledged by the balance.  Invalid command re-
sponse "ES" error indicates the balance has not recog-
nized the command.  Commands sent to the balance
must be terminated with a carriage return (CR) or
carriage return-line line feed (CRLF). For example, a tare
command should appear as shown in the adjacent
diagram. Data output by the balance is always terminated
with a carriage return - line feed (CRLF).


Rear of Balance


mg
g
kg
dwt
ct
oz
oz t


GN
tael
tael
tael
momme
lb


N
tical
custm
Pcs
%
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PPPPP Print display data
                                                           Field:  Weight       Mode  Stab   CR  LF
                                                        Length:       9      1      5         1       1    1
When "numeric only"data is
selected for output in the
RS232 menu, the Mode field
is not output.


CommandCommandCommandCommandCommand
CharacterCharacterCharacterCharacterCharacter DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription


CCCCC Begin span calibration


xDxDxDxDxD Set 1 second print delay (set x = 0 for OFF, or x = 1 for ON)


FFFFF Print current function.


xxxxxIIIII Set Averaging Filter Level to “x”,
where x = 0 to 3 (see table).
If LFT, level 0 to 1.


LLLLL Begin linearity calibration


xMxMxMxMxM Places balance in mode “x”,
where x = 1 to 17 (see table).


If unit or mode is not already
enabled, command will be ignored.


RS232 COMMAND TABLE (Cont.)


0 = minimum level
1 =
2 =
3 = maximum level


1 = milligrams
2 = grams
3 = kilo grams
4 = dwt
5 = Carats
6 = Ounces
7 = Ounces troy
8 = Grains
9 = Taels Hong Kong


10 = Taels Singapore
11 = Taels Taiwan
12 = Mommes
13 = Decimal Pounds
14 = (Not used)
15 = Newton's
16 = tical
17 = Custom Units


Same as ?
command


Displayed weight sent right justified
w/lead zero blanking.
Nine characters include:
         decimal point (1)
         weight (7 max)
         polarity (1): blank if positive


               "-" if negative


xSLxSLxSLxSLxSL Set stable data only printing (set x = 0  to 3).  If LFT 0 or 1.


TTTTT Same effect as pressing O/T button.


VVVVV Print EPROM version


Esc VEsc VEsc VEsc VEsc V Print balance ID (13 characters).


xZxZxZxZxZ Set Auto Zero to “x”,where x = 0 to 3 ). 0=Off, 1=0.5d, 2=1d, 3=5d.If LFT,
programs Auto zero level from 0 to 1.


x%x%x%x%x% Set % reference function.  Uses x (Real Number) as current Percent Reference.
Reference weigh must be entered in grams.


x#x#x#x#x# Set PC reference function.  Uses x (Real Number) as current Percent
Reference.  Reference weigh must be entered in grams.
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CommandCommandCommandCommandCommand
CharacterCharacterCharacterCharacterCharacter DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription


Esc REsc REsc REsc REsc R Resets Setup and Print menus to factory defaults.
CAUTION: This will reset RS232 configuration.


ONONONONON Turns balance on.


OFFOFFOFFOFFOFF Turns balance off.


##### Print current Parts Count Reference Weigh.


% Print current Percent Reference Weigh.


xFxFxFxFxF Set current function, set  x for  0=None (normal weigh), 1=percent, 2=parts
Counting, 3=Animal Weighing.  None


xAWxAWxAWxAWxAW Set Animal Level from 0 to 3.  0= least amount of filtering.


xExExExExE Set/Reset Auto Restart in Animal mode.  Where  x is 0=Off and 1=ON.


EEEEE Start Animal cycle.


xTxTxTxTxT Download tare, tare weight must be entered in grams.


IDIDIDIDID Print Current User ID String.


xIDxIDxIDxIDxID Program User ID String, 1-8 characters.


ACACACACAC Abort Calibration.


xUCxUCxUCxUCxUC User Weight Calibration.


ICICICICIC Internal calibration (InCALTM)


LELELELELE Show Last Error Code. Response: Err: Error Number.


SNSNSNSNSN Show Serial Number.


xSxSxSxSxS Print Stable Only. Where x =0 Off and x=1 On.


TIMETIMETIMETIMETIME Print Current Time. Note, a ? mark will follow if date or time has not been set.


mm/dd/yy SETDATEmm/dd/yy SETDATEmm/dd/yy SETDATEmm/dd/yy SETDATEmm/dd/yy SETDATE       Set Date Command and remove Invalid Indicator


hh:mm:ss SETTIMEhh:mm:ss SETTIMEhh:mm:ss SETTIMEhh:mm:ss SETTIMEhh:mm:ss SETTIME        Set Time Command and Remove Invalid Time Indicator


DATEDATEDATEDATEDATE Prints Current Date. Note, a ? mark will follow the year if date or time has not
been set.


W$TMW$TMW$TMW$TMW$TM Write Clock Trim Value.  The clock can be adjusted by + - 60 seconds a
month.


R$TMR$TMR$TMR$TMR$TM Read Clock Trim value


SETUPSETUPSETUPSETUPSETUP Program Setup menu Options


SWSWSWSWSW Show Lockswitch status.


RS232 COMMAND TABLE (Cont.)
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5.3 Error Codes List
Error Codes List
The following list describes the various error codes and which can appear on the display and the suggested remedy.


Data Errors
   1.0 Transient error (hardware error, probably static discharge).  If error persists, the balance must be


serviced.
   1.1 Balance temperature transducer hardware error.


Tare Errors
2.0 Balance is unable to stabilize within time limit after taring. Environment is too hostile or balance needs


recalibration.


Calibration Errors
3.0 Incorrect or no calibration mass used for calibration. Recalibrate with correct masses.


RS232 Errors
4.4 RS232 buffer is full.


User Errors
   7.0 User entry out of bounds.
   7.2 Number outside of display capacity.


Over-Under Load Errors
8.0 Hardware error causing an internal weight signal which is too low.  Check if pan is off. If not, the balance


must be serviced.
8.1 Hardware error caused by an internal weight signal which is too high.  Check load on the pan which may


be excessive.  If error persists, the balance must be serviced.
8.2 Power-on load out of specification (LFT only)
8.3 Rated capacity exceeded.  Remove excessive weight from pan.
8.4 Underload condition on balance.  Check that the proper pan is installed.
8.5 Internal calibration weight internal sensor indicated its weight on the pan.


CheckSum Errors


   9.1 Bad factory checksum.  If error persists, have the balance serviced.
   9.2 Bad factory checksum.  If error persists, have the balance serviced.
   9.3 Bad factory checksum.  If error persists, have the balance serviced.
   9.4 Factory internal calibration data failed checksum.  This failure will disable access to the InCALTM feature (if


installed).
   9.5 Factory calibration data  failed checksum.
   9.8 User calibration data failed checksum.
   9.9 Factory temperature compensation data failed checksum.


5.4 Information Messages
CAL NOW If InCALTM (internal calibration) is installed.  Message to recalibrate the balance.  The


message will remain until calibrated.
WARM UP The user tried to perform an internal calibration and this message will be flashed in the 14


segment field.  The balance requires a 7 minute warmup period.  During warmup the user
can not select InCALTM from the menu.


SAVED This message is flashed when an item is changed in the menu and the new value is written
to the EEPROM.


LOCKED This message is flashed when an item can not be changed in the menu because the menu
is locked and the Lock Switch is set locked.


LOW REF The message is flashed in parts counting or percent when the calculated reference weight
is very low.


UNSTBLE This message is flashed when the balance was unable to aquire stable data during internal
calibration.
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5.5 Service Information
If the Troubleshooting section does not resolve or describe your problem, you will need to contact an authorized
Ohaus Service Agent. For Service assistance in the United States, please call Aftermarket, Ohaus Corporation toll-
free at (800) 526-0659. An Ohaus Product Service Specialist will be available to help you.


5.6 Replacement parts


Description Ohaus Part No.
Power Pack, 100/120 V ac US Plug (Cord set part of power pack) 490202-01
Power Pack, (Cord set required for UK, European and Australian) 490203-01
Cord Set, 230 V ac, UK Plug 76448-00
Cord Set, 230 V ac, European Plug 76212-00
Cord Set, 230 V ac, Australian plug 76199-01


5.7 Accessories


Description Ohaus Part No.


Calibration Masses - ASTM Class 1 Tolerance:


20 g 49024-11
50 g 49054-11
100 g 49015-11
200 g 49025-11
500 g 49055-11
1 kg 49016-11
2 kg 49026-11
4 kg 49046-11


In-Use Display Cover Kit 470003-01
Security Device 470004-01
Draftshield Kit 470006-01
Density Determination Kit  470007-01
Modular Display Upgrade Kit 470008-01
Auxilliary Display Kit


(Table Mount) 470009-40
(Wall Mount) 470009-50
(Tower Mount) 470009-60


Remote Display Kit
(Table Mount) 470010-01
(Wall Mount) 470010-02
(Tower Mount) 470010-03


RS232 Interface Cable, Blunt end (user defined) AS017-01
RS232 Interface Cable, IBM® -  PC 25 Pin AS017-02
RS232 Interface Cable, (connects impact printer) AS017-06
RS232 Interface Cable, IBM® -  PC 9 Pin AS017-09
RS232 Interface Cable, Apple®   llGS/Macintosh AS017-10
Printer AS142
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5.8 Specifications


Capacity (g)    62 110 162      210  100/210 *


Readability (mg) 0.1                 0.1/1


Weighing   modes g, mg, oz , oz t,  ct, dwt, taels (3), mommes, gn, ti,  N, custom unit


Functions Parts counting, animal weighing, percent


Options         GLP, time, date, lockswitch,  LFT (U.S.)/type approved


Repeatability (Std. dev.) (mg) 0.1 0.1/0.5


Linearity (mg) (+) 0.2 0.2/0.5


Tare  range Full capacity by subtraction


Safe overload capacity 150% of capacity


Stabilization  time <4 seconds


Sensitivity drift  PPM/°C       3
(10°C - 30°C)


Operating temperature range:
          w/internal calibration 10°  to  40°C/ 50°  to  104°F
       w/o internal calibration   10°  to  30°C/50°  to  86°F


Calibration InCALTM calibration


Power  requirements External Adapter, 100 -120 V ac, 220 - 240 V ac, 50/60 Hz
Plug configuration for US, Euro, UK, Japan & Australia


Draft shield (in/cm)        10.2/25.9
(free height above platform)


Display  (in/cm)         0.6/1.5


Pan size (in/cm) 3.5/9. diameter


Dimensions 9 x 15.25 x14/22.8 x 38.7 x 35.5
(WxHxD) (in/cm)


Capacity   (g)   210 410     100/410*     610   1550     2100     4100       1000/4100*       4100**       6100**       8100**


Readability  (g) 0.001     0.001/0.01           0.01                0.01/0.1                0.1


Weighing   modes g, mg, kg,  lbs, oz , oz t,  ct, dwt, taels (3), mommes, gn, ti,  N, custom unit


Functions                 Parts counting, animal weighing, percent


Options                   GLP, time, date, lockswitch,  LFT (U.S.)/type approved


Repeatability (Std. dev.) (g)  0.0005  0.0005/0.005 0.005                          0.01/0.05                             0.05


Linearity (g) (+) 0.002   0.002/0.005 0.02                            0.02/0.05                              0.1


Tare  range Full capacity by subtraction


Stabilization  time <3 seconds


Sensitivity drift  PPM/°C 4        3 4    3        5          4             3                        4                                        3
(10°C - 30°C)


Operating temperature range:
          w/internal calibration 10°  to  40°C/50°  to  104°F
       w/o internal calibration 10°  to  30°C/50°  to  86°F


Calibration InCALTM calibration


Power  requirements External Adapter, 100 -120 V ac, 220 - 240 V ac, 50/60 Hz
Plug configuration for US, Euro, UK, Japan & Australia


Draft shield (in/cm) 10.2/25.9
(free height above platform)


Display  (in/cm)            0.6/1.5


Pan  size (in/cm) 4.7/12 Dia.          6.8 x 6.8/17.2 x 17.2  w/windshield         8 x 8/ 20.3 x 20.3 **


Dimensions 9 x 15.25 x14/22.8 x 38.7 x 35.5 8.25 x 4 x 14/20.9 x 10.1 x 35.5
(WxHxD) (in/cm)


Precision Top Loaders


Analyticals


*   Moveable FineRange TM


** Balances with internal calibration are equipped with a 6" x 6" Pan and Windshield.
NOTE: Not all weighing modes apply depending upon capacity and resolution of the balance.
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LIMITED WARRANTY


Ohaus products are warranted against defects in materials and workmanship from the date of deliv-
ery through the duration of the warranty period. During the warranty period Ohaus will repair, or, at its
option, replace any component(s) that proves to be defective at no charge, provided that the product
is returned, freight prepaid, to Ohaus.


This warranty does not apply if the product has been damaged by accident or misuse, exposed to
radioactive or corrosive materials, has foreign material penetrating to the inside of the product, or as
a result of service or modification by other than Ohaus. In lieu of a properly returned warranty
registration card, the warranty period shall begin on the date of shipment to the authorized dealer. No
other express or implied warranty is given by Ohaus Corporation. Ohaus Corporation shall not be
liable for any consequential damages.


As warranty legislation differs from state to state and country to country, please contact Ohaus or
your local Ohaus dealer for further details.
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Ohaus Corporation
29 Hanover Road,
Florham Park, NJ 07932, USA
Tel:  (973) 377-9000,
Fax: (973) 593-0359


With offices worldwide.


P/N 400040-014   © Ohaus Corporation 1999, all rights reserved.
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1 Welcome
Welcome to PicoScope 6, the PC Oscilloscope software from Pico
Technology.


With a scope device from Pico Technology, PicoScope  turns your PC
into a powerful PC Oscilloscope  with all the features and
performance of a bench-top oscilloscope  at a fraction of the cost.


How to use this manual
What's new in this version?
Using PicoScope for the first time
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2 Version 6.0 update
PicoScope 6 is a major new release of PicoScope, Pico Technology's software for PC
Oscilloscopes.


Higher performance
• Faster capture rates, making it easier to see fast-moving signals
• Faster data processing
• Better support for the latest PicoScope USB oscilloscopes including the


PicoScope 5000 Series


Improved usability and appearance
• Clearer graphics and text
• Tool tips and help messages to explain all features
• Easy point-and-click tools for panning and zooming


New features
• The latest Windows .NET technology enabling us to deliver updates sooner
• Custom probes  manager to make it easy for you to use your own probes and


sensors with PicoScope
• Multiple views of the same data, with individual zoom and pan settings for each


view
• Advanced triggering conditions
• Properties sheet  displaying all settings at a glance
• Spectrum mode  - not just a spectrum view of your scope data, but a fully


optimised spectrum analyser


See the Release Notes on our website for the latest information on your version of
PicoScope 6.
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3 Introduction
PicoScope is a comprehensive software application for Pico Technology PC
Oscilloscopes. Used with a scope device from Pico Technology, it creates a virtual
oscilloscope, spectrum analyser and multimeter on your PC.


PicoScope 6 supports the following scope devices:


PicoScope 5000 Series
PicoScope 3000 Series
PicoScope 2000 Series
ADC-212 Series (PicoScope 6 Automotive only)


PicoScope 6 runs on any 32-bit computer with Windows XP SP2 or Windows Vista.
(See System requirements  for further recommendations.)


Legal statement
Contact information
How to use this manual


How to use PicoScope 6


Getting started: see using PicoScope for the first time , and PicoScope's
Features.
For further information: see descriptions of Menus  and Toolbars , and the
Reference  section.
For step-by-step tutorials, see the "How to " section.
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3.1 Legal statement
The material contained in this release is licensed, not sold. Pico Technology grants a
licence to the person who installs this software, subject to the conditions listed below.


Access
The licensee agrees to allow access to this software only to persons who have been
informed of these conditions and agree to abide by them.


Usage
The software in this release is for use only with Pico products or with data collected
using Pico products.


Copyright
Pico Technology claims the copyright of, and retains the rights to, all material
(software, documents etc) contained in this release. You may copy and distribute the
entire release in its original state, but must not copy individual items within the
release other than for backup purposes.


Liability
Pico Technology and its agents shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury,
howsoever caused, related to the use of Pico Technology equipment or software,
unless excluded by statute.


Fitness for purpose
No two applications are the same: Pico Technology cannot guarantee that its
equipment or software is suitable for a given application. It is your responsibility,
therefore, to ensure that the product is suitable for your application.


Mission-critical applications
This software is intended for use on a computer that may be running other software
products. For this reason, one of the conditions of the licence is that it excludes usage
in mission-critical applications, for example life-support systems.


Viruses
This software was continuously monitored for viruses during production, but you are
responsible for virus-checking the software once it is installed.


Support
If you are dissatisfied with the performance of this software, please contact our
technical support staff, who will try to fix the problem within a reasonable time. If you
are still dissatisfied, please return the product and software to your supplier within 14
days of purchase for a full refund.


Upgrades
We provide upgrades, free of charge, from our web site at www.picotech.com. We
reserve the right to charge for updates or replacements sent out on physical media.


Trademarks
Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Pico Technology and
PicoScope are internationally registered trade marks.



http://www.picotech.com
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3.2 Contact information
Address: Pico Technology


James House
Colmworth Business Park
Eaton Socon
ST. NEOTS
Cambridgeshire
PE19 8YP
United Kingdom


Phone:
Fax:


+44 (0) 1480 396395
+44 (0) 1480 396296


Office hours: 09:00 to 17:00 Mon-Fri


Technical support email:
Sales email:


support@picotech.com
sales@picotech.com


Web site: www.picotech.com


3.3 How to use this manual
If you are using a PDF viewer to read this manual, you can turn the pages of the
manual as if it were a book, using the back and forward buttons in your viewer.
These buttons should look something like this:


back


forward


You can also print the entire manual for reading away from your computer. Look for a 
print button similar to this:


print


For your first introduction to PicoScope, we suggest that you start with these topics:


Using PicoScope for the first time
Oscilloscope basics
PCO basics
PicoScope basics
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3.4 System requirements
To ensure that PicoScope operates correctly, you must have a computer with at least
the minimum system requirements to run one of the supported operating systems, as
shown in the following table. The performance of the oscilloscope will be better with a
more powerful PC, and will benefit from a multi-core processor.


Item Absolute
minimum


Recommended
minimum


Recommended
full specification


Operating system Windows XP SP2
Windows Vista


Windows XP SP2
Windows Vista


Windows XP SP2
Windows Vista


Processor


As required 
by Windows


300 MHz 1 GHz


Memory 256 MB 512 MB


Free disk space 
(See note 1)


1 GB 2 GB


Ports USB 1.1 compliant port USB 2.0 compliant port


Note 1: The PicoScope software does not use all the disk space specified in the
table. The free space is required to make Windows run efficiently.
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4 Using PicoScope for the first time
We have designed PicoScope to be as easy as possible to use, even for newcomers to
oscilloscopes. Once you have followed the introductory steps listed below, you will
soon become a PicoScope expert. 


1. Install the software. Load the CD-ROM that is included with your scope
device, then click the "Install Software" link and follow the on-screen
instructions.


2. Plug in your scope device. Windows will recognise it and prepare your
computer to work with it.  Wait until Windows tells you that the device
is ready to use.


3. Click the new PicoScope icon on your Windows desktop.


4. PicoScope will detect your scope device and prepare to display a
waveform. The green Start  button will be highlighted to show that
PicoScope is ready.


5. Connect a signal to one of the scope device's input channels and see
your first waveform!  To learn more about using PicoScope, please read
the PicoScope Primer.


"Why did it do that?"


Help is at hand! Our technical support staff are always ready to answer your
telephone call during office hours (see our Contact Details ). At other times, you
can leave a message on our support forum or send us an email.
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5 PicoScope and oscilloscope primer
This chapter explains the fundamental concepts that you will need to know before
working with the PicoScope software.  If you have used an oscilloscope before, then
most of these ideas will be familiar to you.  You can skip the Oscilloscope basics
section and go straight to the PicoScope-specific information.   If you are new to
oscilloscopes, please take a few minutes to read at least the Oscilloscope basics
and PicoScope basics  topics.


5.1 Oscilloscope basics
An oscilloscope is a measuring instrument that displays a graph of voltage against
time.  For example, the picture below shows a typical display on an oscilloscope
screen when a varying voltage is connected to one of its input channels. 


Oscilloscope displays are always read from left to right. The voltage-time
characteristic of the signal is drawn as a line called the trace.  In this example, the
trace is blue and begins at point A.  If you look to the left of this point, you will see
the number "0.0" on the voltage axis,  which tells you that the voltage is 0.0 V
(volts).  If you look below point A, you will see another number "0.0", this time on the
time axis, which tells you that the time is 0.0 ms (milliseconds) at this point.


At point B, 0.25 milliseconds later, the voltage has risen to a positive peak of 0.8
volts. At point C, 0.75 milliseconds after the start, the voltage has dropped to a
negative peak of -0.8 volts. After 1 millisecond, the voltage has risen back to 0.0 volts
and a new cycle is about to begin. This type of signal is called a sine wave, and is one
of a limitless range of signal types that you will encounter.


Most oscilloscopes allow you to adjust the vertical and horizontal scales of the display.
The vertical scale is called the voltage range (in this example at least, although
scales in other units, such as milliamperes, are possible). The horizontal scale is called
the timebase and is measured in units of time - in this example, thousandths of a
second.
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5.2 PCO basics
A PCO (PC Oscilloscope) is a measuring instrument that consists of a hardware scope
device and an oscilloscope program running on a PC.  Oscilloscopes were were
originally stand-alone instruments with no signal processing or measuring abilities,
and with storage only available as an expensive extra.  Later oscilloscopes began to
use new digital technology to introduce more functions, but they remained highly
specialised and expensive instruments.  PC Oscilloscopes are the latest step in the
evolution of oscilloscopes, combining the measuring power of Pico Technology's scope
devices with the convenience of the PC that's already on your desk.


+ =
PC scope device PCO
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5.3 PicoScope basics
PicoScope can display simple waveforms such as the example we saw in the 
Oscilloscope basics  topic, but has many advanced features.  The screen shot below
shows the PicoScope window.  Click on any of the underlined labels to learn more. 
See PicoScope window  for an explanation of these important concepts.
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5.3.1 Capture modes


PicoScope can operate in three capture modes: scope mode, spectrum mode and
persistence mode.  The mode is selected by buttons in the Capture Setup Toolbar


.


In scope mode, PicoScope displays a main scope view,  optimises its settings
for use as a PC Oscilloscope, and allows you to directly set the capture time.  You
can still display one or more secondary spectrum views.


In spectrum mode, PicoScope displays a main spectrum view,  optimises its
settings for spectrum analysis, and allows you to directly set the frequency range
in a similar way to a dedicated spectrum analyser.  You can still display one or
more secondary scope views.


In persistence mode , PicoScope displays a single, modified scope view in
which old waveforms remain on the screen in faded colors while new waveforms
are drawn in brighter colors.   See also: How to find a glitch using persistence
mode  and the Persistence Options dialog .


When you save waveforms and settings,  PicoScope only saves data for the mode
that is currently in use.  If you wish to save settings for both capture modes, then you
need to switch to the other mode and save your settings again.


See also: How do capture modes work with views?
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5.3.2 How do capture modes work with views?


The capture mode  tells PicoScope whether you are mainly interested in viewing
waveforms (scope mode ) or frequency plots (spectrum mode ).  When you select
a capture mode, PicoScope sets up the hardware appropriately and then shows you a 
view that matches the capture mode (a scope view  if you selected scope mode or
persistence mode , or a spectrum view  if you selected spectrum mode).  The rest
of this section does not apply in persistence mode, which allows only a single view.


Once PicoScope has shown you the first view, you can, if you wish, add more scope or
spectrum views, regardless of the capture mode you are in.  You can add and remove
as many extra views as you wish, as long as one view remains that matches the
capture mode.


Examples showing how you might select the capture mode and open additional views in
PicoScope. Top: persistence mode (one view only). Middle: scope mode. Bottom: spectrum


mode.


When using a secondary view type (a spectrum view in scope mode, or a scope view
in spectrum mode), you may see the data compressed horizontally rather than
displayed neatly as in a primary view.  You can usually overcome this by using the
zoom tools.
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5.4 PicoScope window
The PicoScope window shows a block of data captured from the scope device .
When you first open PicoScope it contains one scope view,  but you can add more
views by clicking Add view in the Views menu.   The screen shot below shows all
the main features of the PicoScope window.  Click on the underlined labels for more
information.


To arrange the views within the PicoScope window


If the PicoScope window contains more than one view,  PicoScope arranges them in
a grid.  This is arranged automatically, but you can customize it if you wish.  Each
rectangular space in the grid is called a viewport .  You can move a view  to a
different viewport by dragging its name tab (show me ), but you cannot move it
outside the PicoScope window.  You can also put more than one view in a viewport, by
dragging a view and dropping it on top of another.


For further options, right-click on a view to obtain the View menu , or select View
from the Menu bar , then select one of the menu options to arrange the views.
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5.5 Scope view
A scope view shows the data captured from the scope as a graph of signal amplitude
against time.  (See Oscilloscope basics  for more on these concepts.)  PicoScope
opens with a single view, but you can add more views by using the views menu .
Similar to the screen of a conventional oscilloscope, a scope view shows you one or
more waveforms with a common horizontal time axis, with signal level shown on one
or more vertical axes.  Each view can have as many waveforms as the scope device
has channels.  Click on one of the labels below to learn more about a feature.


 


Scope views are available regardless of which mode - scope mode  or spectrum
mode  - is active.
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5.6 Post-trigger arrow
The post-trigger arrow is a modified form of the trigger marker  that appears
temporarily on a scope view  while you are setting up a post-trigger delay, or
dragging the trigger marker after setting up a post-trigger delay. (What is a post-
trigger delay? )


The left-hand end of the arrow indicates the trigger point, and is aligned with zero on
the time axis. If zero on the time axis is outside the scope view,  then the left-hand
end of the post-trigger arrow appears like this:


The right-hand end of the arrow (temporarily replacing the trigger marker )
indicates the trigger reference point.


Use the buttons on the Triggering toolbar  to set up a post-trigger delay.


5.7 Trigger marker
The trigger marker shows the level and timing of the trigger point.


The height of the marker on the vertical axis shows the level at which the trigger is
set, and its position on the time axis shows the time at which it occurs.


You can move the trigger marker by dragging it with the mouse or, for more accurate
control, by using the buttons on the Triggering toolbar .


Other forms of trigger marker


In post-trigger delay mode, the trigger marker is temporarily replaced by the post-
trigger arrow  while you adjust the post-trigger delay.


When some advanced trigger types  are in use, the trigger marker changes to a
window marker, which shows the upper and lower trigger thresholds.


For more information, see the section on Trigger timing.
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5.8 Spectrum view
A spectrum view is one view of the data from a scope device.  A spectrum is a
diagram of signal level on a vertical axis plotted against frequency on the horizontal
axis.  PicoScope opens with a scope view, but you can add a spectrum view by using
the views menu .  Similar to the screen of a conventional spectrum analyser, a
spectrum view shows you one or more spectra with a common frequency axis.  Each
view can have as many spectra as the scope device has channels.  Click on one of the
labels below to learn more about a feature.


 


Unlike in the scope view, in the spectrum view the data is not clipped at the limits of
the range displayed on the vertical axis, so you can apply axis scaling or offset to see
more data.  Vertical axis labels are not provided for data outside what is considered to
be the 'useful' range, but rulers will still work outside this range.


Spectrum views are available regardless of which mode - Scope Mode  or Spectrum
Mode  - is active.


For more information, see: How to set up the spectrum view  and Spectrum
Options dialog.
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5.9 Persistence mode
Persistence mode superimposes multiple waveforms on the same view, with more
frequent data or newer waveforms drawn in brighter colors than older ones.  This is
useful for spotting glitches, when you need to see a rare fault event hidden in a series
of repeated normal events.


Enable persistence mode by clicking the Persistence Mode button  on the
Capture Setup toolbar .  If you have not changed any of the persistence options


, the screen will look something like this:


The colors indicate the frequency of the data.  Red is used for the highest-frequency
data, with yellow for intermediate frequencies and blue for the least frequent data.  In
the example above, the waveform spends most of its time in the red region, but noise
causes it to wander occasionally into the blue and yellow regions.


This example shows persistence mode in its most basic form.  See the Persistence
Options dialog  for ways to modify the display to suit your application, and How to
find a glitch using persistence mode  for a worked example.
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5.10 Measurements table
A measurements table contains the automatic measurements that you have
instructed PicoScope to make on a particular view.   You can add, delete or edit
measurements from this table.


Column
heading


Explanation


Name The name of the measurement that you selected in the Add
Measurement  or Edit Measurement  dialog.  An "F" after the
name indicates that the statistics for this measurement are filtered
.


Span The section of the waveform or spectrum that you want to measure. 
This is 'Whole trace' by default.


Value The live value of the measurement, from the latest capture


Min The minimum value of the measurement since measuring began


Max The maximum value of the measurement since measuring began


Average The arithmetic mean of the measurements from the last n captures,
where n is set in the General  page of the Preferences  dialog


Standard
Deviation


The standard deviation  of the measurements from the last n
captures, where n is set in the General  page of the Preferences
dialog


Capture
Count


The number of captures used to create the statistics above.  This
starts at 0 when triggering is enabled, and counts up to the number
of captures specified in the General  page of the Preferences
dialog.


To add a measurement


Click the  Add Measurement button on the measurements toolbar .


To delete a measurement


Select a measurement in the table by clicking once on it, and then click the  Delete
Measurement button on the measurements toolbar .


To edit a measurement


If the measurement you wish to edit is selected, click the  Edit Measurement
button on the measurements toolbar . Otherwise, double-click on the
measurement.


To change the width of a measurement column


Drag the vertical separator between
columns to create the column width you
need, as shown opposite.
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To change the update rate of the statistics


The statistics (Min, Max, Average, Standard Deviation) are based on the number
of captures shown in the Capture Count column.  You can change the maximum
capture count using the Capture Size control in the General page  of the
Preferences dialog.
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5.11 Resolution enhancement
Resolution enhancement is a technique for increasing the effective vertical
resolution of the scope at the expense of high-frequency detail.  Selecting resolution
enhancement does not change the scope's sampling rate or the number of samples
available.


For this technique to work, the signal must contain a very small amount of Gaussian
noise, but for many practical applications this is generally taken care of by the scope
itself and the noise inherent in normal signals.


The resolution enhancement feature uses a flat moving-average filter.  This acts as a
low-pass filter with good step response characteristics and a very slow roll-off from
the pass-band to the stop-band.


Some side-effects will be observed when using resolution enhancement.  These are
normal and can be counteracted by reducing the amount of enhancement used,
increasing the number of samples captured or changing the timebase.  Trial and error
is usually the best way to find the optimum resolution enhancement for your
application.  The side-effects include:


Widened and flattened impulses (spikes)
Vertical edges (such as those of square waves) turned into straight-line slopes
Inversion of the signal (sometimes making it look as if the trigger point is on the
wrong edge)
A flat line (when there are not enough samples in the waveform)


Procedure


Click the Channel Options button  in the Channel Setup toolbar .
Use the Resolution Enhance control in the Advanced Options menu  to
select the effective number of bits, which can be equal to or greater than the 
vertical resolution  of your scope device.
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Quantifying Resolution Enhancement


The table below shows the size of the moving-average filter for each resolution
enhancement setting.  A bigger filter size requires a higher sampling rate to represent
a given signal without significant side-effects (as detailed above).


Resolution
enhancement


e (bits)


Number of
values


n


0.5 2


1.0 4


1.5 8


2.0 16


2.5 32


3.0 64


3.5 128


4.0 256


Example.  Your scope device is a PicoScope 5204 (resolution = 8 bits).  You have
selected an effective resolution of 9.5 bits.  The resolution enhancement is therefore:


e = 9.5 - 8.0 = 1.5 bits.


The table shows that this is achieved using a moving average of:


n = 8 samples.


This number gives a clue to what sort of filtering effect the resolution enhancement
will have on the signal.  The best way of seeing the actual low-pass filter effect is to
add a spectrum view and look at the shape of the noise floor (try dragging the axis
offset upwards to see it more clearly).


5.12 Cursor position tool tip
The cursor position tool tip is a box that displays the horizontal and vertical axis
values at the cursor location. It appears temporarily when you click the background of
a view.   In a scope view,  it shows time and signal values, and in a spectrum
view,  it shows frequency and signal values.


Cursor position tool tip
in a scope view
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5.13 Signal rulers
The signal rulers help you measure absolute and relative signal levels on a scope
view  or spectrum view .


In the scope view  above, the two colored squares to the left of the vertical axis are
the ruler drag-handles. You can drag these from the top-left corner to the positions
you want to measure on the waveform. The two horizontal dashed lines are the 
signal rulers. The signal rulers work in the same way on a spectrum view.


Ruler tool tip


If you move the mouse pointer over one of the rulers, PicoScope displays a tool tip
with the ruler number and the signal level of the ruler. You can see an example of this
in the picture above.
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5.14 Time rulers
The time rulers measure time on a scope view  or frequency on a spectrum view.


In the scope view  above, the two white squares on the time axis are the time
ruler handles. You can drag these from the bottom left corner to the positions on the
time axis you want to measure. The two vertical dashed lines are the time rulers.
The rulers work in the same way on a spectrum view,  but the ruler legend shows
their horizontal positions in units of frequency rather than time.


Ruler tool tip


If you hold the mouse pointer over one of the rulers, as we did in the example above,
PicoScope displays a tool tip with the ruler number and the time value of the ruler.


Ruler legend


The table at the top of the view is the ruler legend. In this example, the table shows
that time ruler 1 is at 148.0 microseconds, ruler 2 is at 349.0 microseconds and the
difference between them is 201.0 microseconds.


Frequency legend


The frequency legend in the bottom right-hand corner of a scope view shows 1/D,
where D is the difference between the two time rulers.  The accuracy of this
calculation depends on the accuracy with which you have positioned the rulers.  For
greater accuracy with periodic signals, use the frequency measurement  function
built in to PicoScope.
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5.15 Ruler legend
The ruler legend displays the positions of all the rulers  you have placed on the
view.   It appears automatically whenever there is a ruler on the view.


For a reminder of which row refers to which signal, point using the mouse to one of
the color-coded boxes in the left-hand margin and a label will appear, like this: 


.


See also: frequency legend.


5.16 Frequency legend


The frequency legend appears when you have placed two time rulers  on a scope
view . It shows 1/D in hertz (the SI unit of frequency, equal to cycles per second),
where D is the time difference between the two rulers. You can use this to estimate
the frequency of a periodic waveform, but you will get more accurate results by
creating a frequency measurement using the Add Measurements button on the
Measurements toolbar .
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5.17 Properties sheet
The Properties sheet is a summary of the settings that PicoScope 6 is using. It
normally appears to the right of the waveforms in the PicoScope window, but you can
move it if you wish.


Positioning the Properties sheet


The Properties sheet has a number of modes.  When you first start PicoScope 6, it is
in "hidden" mode.


Hidden.  All you can see is a tab labelled Properties at the right-hand edge of the
window.
Quick view.  To use "quick view", move the pointer over the tab but do not click
on it.  The sheet will then slide into view, and will disappear when you move the
pointer away from it.
Focused view.  To enter this mode, click on the Properties tab.  The Properties
sheet will then remain in view until you click elsewhere on the PicoScope 6 window.


Fixed view.  Click the pin icon  in the title bar of the Properties sheet. The


icon changes to 'pinned' , and the sheet remains visible while you use the other
functions of PicoScope.  In this mode, you can also move the sheet to any part of
the window by dragging its title bar.  To hide the sheet, click the pin icon again to
return to "quick view" mode.  The sheet then disappears when you move the
pointer away.


Glossary


Window.  The window function  applied to the data before computing the
spectrum.  This is selected in the Spectrum options dialog.


Time gate.  The number of samples that PicoScope uses to compute a spectrum is
equal to half the number of bins.  This number of samples is expressed as a time
interval called the time gate.  It is measured from the start of the capture.


Accumulated Captures Size.  The number of captures used to produce each
measurement in the measurements table .
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5.18 Custom probes
A probe is any connector, transducer or measuring device that you connect to an
input channel of your scope device . PicoScope has a built-in library of common
probe types, such as the x1 and x10 voltage probes used with most oscilloscopes, but
if your probe is not included in this list you can use the Custom Probes dialog  to
define a new one. Custom probes can have any voltage range within the capabilities
of the oscilloscope, display in any units, and have either linear or nonlinear
characteristics.


Custom probe definitions are particularly useful when you wish to display the probe's
output in units other than volts, or to apply linear or nonlinear corrections to the data.
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6 Menus
Menus are the quickest way to get to PicoScope's main features. The Menu bar is
always present at the top of the PicoScope main window, just below the window's title
bar. You can click any of the menu items, or press the Alt key and then navigate to
the menu using the cursor keys, or press the Alt key followed by the underlined letter
in one of the menu items.


The list of items in the menu bar may vary depending on the windows that you have
open in PicoScope.
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6.1 File menu
Click File on the Menu bar  to open the File menu.


Connect Device.  This command appears only when there is no scope
device connected.  It opens the Connect Device dialog , which allows you
to select the scope device you wish to use.


Open.  Allows you to select the file you want to open. PicoScope can open .


psdata and .psd files, which contain both waveform data and scope device


settings, and .pssettings and .pss files, which contain only scope device


settings. You can create your own files using the Save and Save As...
commands, described below. If the file was saved using a different scope
device from the one that is presently connected, PicoScope may need to
modify the saved settings to suit the present device.


Hint: Use the Page Up and Page Down keys to cycle through all the
waveform files in the same directory.


Save All Waveforms.   Saves all waveforms using the filename shown in
the title bar.


Save All Waveforms As.  Opens the Save As dialog , which allows you
to save the settings and waveforms for all views  in various formats.  Only
the waveforms for the mode currently in use (Scope Mode  or Spectrum
Mode ) will be saved.


Save Current Waveform As.  Opens the Save As dialog , which allows
you to save the settings and waveforms for all views in various formats. 
Only the waveforms for the mode currently in use (Scope Mode  or
Spectrum Mode ) will be saved.


In persistence mode , this command is called Save Persistence As and
saves only the data for this mode.


Startup Settings.  Opens the Startup Settings menu.


Print Preview.  Opens the Print Preview window, which allows you to
see how your workspace will be printed when you select the Print
command.
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Print.  Opens a standard Windows Print dialog, which allows you to choose
a printer, set printing options and then print the selected view.


1, 2...  Recently opened or saved files.  This list is compiled automatically,
but you can clear it using the Files page of the Preferences  dialog.


Exit.  Close PicoScope without saving any data.


6.1.1 Save As dialog


Go to the File menu  and click Save All Waveforms As or Save Current
Waveform As.


The Save As dialog allows you to save your waveforms and settings to a file in
various formats.


Type your chosen file name in the File name box, and then select a file format in the
Save as type box. You can save data in the following formats:


Data files (.psdata) Stores waveforms and settings from the
current scope device. Can be opened on any
computer running PicoScope.


Settings files (.pssettings) Stores all settings (but not waveforms) from
the current scope device. Can be opened on
any computer running PicoScope.
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CSV (Comma delimited) files (.csv) Stores waveforms as a text file with comma-
separated values. This format is suitable for
importing into spreadsheets such as Microsoft
Excel. The first value on each line is the time
stamp, and it is followed by one value for
each active channel.  (Details)


Text (Tab delimited) files (.txt) Stores waveforms as a text file with tab-
separated values. The values are the same as
those in the CSV format.  (Details)


Bitmap images (.bmp) Stores a picture of the waveforms, graticule
 and rulers  in Windows BMP format.


The image is 800 pixels wide by 600 pixels
high, in 16 million colors, and uncompressed.
 BMP files are suitable for importing into
Windows desktop-publishing programs.


GIF images (.gif) Stores the waveforms, graticule  and rulers
 in Compuserve GIF format. The image is


800 pixels wide by 600 pixels high, in 256
colors, and compressed. GIF files are widely
used to illustrate web pages.


PNG images (.png) Stores the graticule , rulers  and
waveforms in Portable Network Graphics
format. The image is 800 pixels wide by 600
pixels high, in 16 million colors, and
compressed.


Matlab 4 files (.mat) Stores the waveform data in Matlab 4 format
.


6.1.1.1 File formats for exported data


PicoScope 6 can export raw data in either text or binary format: -


Text-based file formats


Easy to read without special tools
Can be imported into standard spreadsheet applications
Files are very large if there are many samples in the data (so files are limited to
about 1 million values per channel)


Text file format details


Binary file format


Files remain relatively small and can even be compressed in some situations (this
means that the amount of saved data is unlimited)
Either a special application is required to read the files or the user must write a
program to read the data from the file


If you need to save more than 64 K values per channel, then you must use a binary
file format such as the Matlab® MAT-file format.


Binary file format details
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Data types for storing PicoScope 6 data


Regardless of whether the data types were loaded from a binary file or from a text-
based file, we recommend the following data formats for storing the values loaded
from a PicoScope 6 data file: -


Sampled data (such as voltages) should use 32-bit single-precision floating-point
data types.
Times should use 64-bit double-precision floating-point data types.


6.1.1.1.1 Text formats


Text-format files exported by PicoScope 6  are encoded in UTF-8 format by default.
This is a popular format which is capable of representing a huge range of characters,
whilst still retaining some compatibility with the ASCII character set if only standard
Western European characters and numbers are used in the file.


CSV (comma-separated values)


CSV files store data in the following format: -


Time, Channel A, Channel B
(µs), (V), (V)
-500.004, 5.511, 1.215
-500.002, 4.724, 2.130
-500, 5.552, 2.212
…


There is a comma after each value on a line to represent a column of data and a
carriage return at the end of the line to represent a new row of data. The 1 million
values per channel limit prevents excessively large files being created.


Note.  CSV files are not the best choice of format if you are working in a language
that uses the comma character as the decimal point.  Instead, try using the tab-
delimited format which works in almost the same way.


Tab-delimited


Tab-delimited files store data in the following format: -


Time
(µs)


Channel A
(V)


Channel B
(V)


500.004 5.511 1.215
-500.002 4.724 2.130
-500 5.552 2.212
…


The files have a tab character after each value on a line to represent a column of data
and a carriage return at the end of the line to represent a new row of data. These files
work in any language and are a good choice for sharing data internationally. The 1
million values per channel limit prevents excessively large files being created.


6.1.1.1.2 Binary formats


PicoScope 6 can export data  in version 4 of the .mat binary file format.  This is
an open format and the full specification is freely available from the www.mathworks.
com website.  PicoScope 6 saves data into the MAT-File format in a specific way,
which is detailed below.
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Importing into Matlab®


Load the file into your workspace using this syntax: -


load myfile


Each channel’s data is stored in an array variable named by the channel.  So, the
sampled data for channels A to D would be in four arrays named A, B, C and D.


There is only one set of time data for all channels and this is loaded in one of two
possible formats:


1. A start time, an interval and a length. The variables are named Tstart, Tinterval
and Tlength.


2. An array of times (sometimes used for ETS data). The time array is named T.


If the times are loaded in as Tstart, Tinterval and Tlength then you can use the
following command to create the equivalent array of times: -


T = [Tstart : Tinterval : Tstart + (Tlength – 1) * Tinterval];


Exploring the file format


The full file specification, available from www.mathworks.com, is comprehensive so
this guide does not describe the entire format. Instead, this guide describes enough of
the format to allow you to get data from the file and use it in your own program.


The variables described above (under Importing into Matlab® ) are stored in a
series of data blocks, each preceded by a header.  Each variable has its own header
and data block and the corresponding variable names are stored with them (such as 
A, B, Tstart).  The following sections describe how to read each variable from the file.


The order of the data blocks is not specified, so programs should look at the variable
names to decide which variable is currently being loaded.


The header
The file consists of a number of data blocks preceded by 20-byte headers. Each
header contains five 32-bit integers (as described in the table below).


Bytes Value


0 – 3 Data format (0, 10 or 20)


4 – 7 Number of values


8 – 11 1


12 – 15 0


16 – 19 Name length


Data format
The ‘Data format’ in the first 4-bytes describes the type of numerical data in the
array.


Value Description


0 Double (64-bit floating point)


10 Single (32-bit floating point)


20 Integer (32-bit)


Number of values
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The ‘Number of values’ is a 32-bit integer describing the number of numerical values
in the array. This value may be 1 for variables that only describe one value; but for
arrays of samples or times, expect this to be a large number.


Name length
The ‘Name length’ is the length of the name of the variable as a null-terminated 1-
byte per character ASCII string. The last null terminating character (‘\0’) is included in
the ‘Name length’ so if the variable name is “TStart” (same as ‘TStart\0’) then the
name length will be 7.


The data block
The data block begins with the name of the variable (such as A, Tinterval) and you
should read in the number of bytes described by the ‘Name length’ part of the header
(not forgetting that the last byte in the string is ‘\0’ if your programming language
needs to take account of this).


The remaining part of the data block is the actual data itself, so read in the number of
values described in the ‘Number of values’ part of the header.  Remember to take
account of the size of each value as described in the ‘Data format’ part of the header.


Channel data such as voltages, in variables such as A and B, are stored as 32-bit
single-precision floating-point data types. Times such as Tstart, Tinterval and T are
stored as 64-bit double-precision floating-point data types. Tlength is stored as a 32-
bit integer.


6.1.2 Startup Settings menu


Go to the File menu  and click Startup Settings.


The Startup Settings menu allows you to load, save and restore the PicoScope 6
startup settings. 


Save Startup Settings.  Saves your current settings ready for when you
next select Load Startup Settings. These settings are remembered from
one session of PicoScope 6 to the next.


Load Startup Settings.  Returns to the settings you created with the Save
Startup Settings command.


Reset Startup Settings.  Deletes the startup settings you created with the
Save Startup Settings command, and restores the installation default
settings.
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6.2 Edit menu
Click Edit on the Menu bar .


Copy as Image.  Copies the active view to the clipboard as a bitmap. You
can then paste the image into any application that accepts bitmap images.


Copy as Text.  Copies the data in the active view to the clipboard as text.
You can paste the data into a spreadsheet or other application. The text
format is the same as that used by the Save As dialog  when you select
the .txt format.


Notes.  Opens a Notes area  at the bottom of the PicoScope window.  You
can type or paste your own notes in this area.


6.2.1 Notes area


To display the Notes area, click the Edit  menu and select Notes.


A Notes area can be displayed at the bottom of the PicoScope window. You can enter
any text you wish in this area.  You can also copy text from another program and
paste it here.
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6.3 Views menu
Click Views on the Menu bar  or right-click on a view .


This menu controls the layout of PicoScope views .  If you have more than one
view, then they are arranged in a grid.  Each location, or viewport, in this grid may
contain a view or may be empty.


The contents of the Views menu may vary depending on where you click and how
many views are open.  The menu is sometimes combined with the Measurements
menu .


Add View: Add a view of the selected type (scope  or spectrum ).
In automatic grid layout mode (the default), PicoScope
rearranges the grid to make room for the new view, up to a
limit of four views.  Any further views will be added as tabs
in existing viewports.   If you have selected a fixed grid
layout, PicoScope will not change it.


Rename View: Change the standard 'Scope' or 'Spectrum' label to a title of
your choice.


Close View: Remove a view from the PicoScope window. In automatic
grid layout mode (the default), PicoScope rearranges the
grid to make the best use of the remaining space.  In fixed
grid layout mode (if you have selected a grid fixed layout),
PicoScope will not change the grid.


Channels: Select which channels are visible in the current view.  Each
view, when created, shows all the channels, but you can
switch them on and off using this command.  Only the
channels that are enabled (not set to "Off" in the Channel
Setup Toolbar ) are available for viewing.


Grid Layout: The grid layout defaults to "Automatic" mode, in which
PicoScope automatically arranges views in a grid.  You can
also select one of the standard grid layouts or create a
custom layout, which PicoScope will preserve as you add or
remove views.


Arrange Grid Layout: Adjust the grid layout to fit the number of views.  Moves any
tabbed views to empty viewports.  Overrides any previous
choice of grid layout.
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Reset View Sizes: If you have resized any of the views by dragging the vertical
or horizontal separator bars between viewports, this option
resets all the viewports to their original sizes.


Move View To: Lets you move a view to a specified viewport.  You can
achieve the same effect by dragging the view by its name
tab and dropping it in a new place.  See How to move a view


.


Arrange Views: Redistribute the views to fill the existing grid.


Reset View Layout: Reset the scale factor and offset of the selected view to their
default values.


6.3.1 Custom grid layout dialog


Right-click on the PicoScope window to get the Views menu , then select the Grid
Layout submenu and then the Custom layout...  command.  You can also find the
View menu on the Menu bar .


If the Grid Layout section of the Views menu  does not contain the layout you
want, this dialog allows you to lay out the view  grid with any number of rows and
columns up to 4 by 4.  You can then drag the views to different locations in the grid.
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6.4 Measurements menu
Click Measurements on the Menu bar .


Add measurement. Adds a row to the measurements table , and
opens the Edit Measurement Dialog . You can also find this button on
the Measurements toolbar .


Edit measurement. This takes you to the Edit Measurement Dialog .
You can find this button on the Measurements toolbar , or you can edit
a measurement by double-clicking on a row of the measurements Table


.


Delete measurement. Removes the selected row from the
measurements table . You can also find this button on the
Measurements toolbar .


Grid font size. Sets the font size for the entries in the measurements
table .


Column Auto-width. If this button is pressed, the columns of the
measurements table  will continually adjust to fit the contents
whenever the table changes. Click again to release the button.
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6.4.1 Add / Edit Measurement dialog


Click the  Add Measurement or  Edit Measurement button on the
Measurements toolbar  or in the Views menu , or double-click a measurement in
the measurements table .


This dialog allows you to add a measurement of a waveform to the selected view,
or edit an existing measurement. PicoScope automatically refreshes the measurement
every time it updates the waveform. If this is the first measurement for the view,
PicoScope will create a new measurements table  to display the measurement;
otherwise, it will add the new measurement to the bottom of the existing table.


Channel Which of the scope device's  channels to measure.


Type PicoScope can calculate a wide range of measurements for
waveforms. See Measurement Types  for details.


Section Measure the whole trace, just the section between rulers , or,
where appropriate, a single cycle marked by one of the rulers.


Advanced Gives access to advanced measurement settings .
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6.4.2 Advanced measurement settings


This dialog appears when you click the Advanced button in the Add Measurement
 or Edit Measurement dialog.38
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Threshold Some measurements, such as Rise Time and Fall Time, can be made
using different thresholds.  Select the appropriate ones here.  When
comparing rise and fall times with manufacturers' specifications, it is
important to use the same thresholds for all measurements.


Spectrum
span


When measuring peak-related parameters such as 'Frequency at Peak'
in a spectrum view , PicoScope can search for a peak near to the
specified ruler  location.  This option tells PicoScope how many
frequency bins to search.  The default is 5, which tell PicoScope to search
from 2 bins below to 2 bins above the ruler frequency, giving a total range
of 5 bins including the ruler frequency.


Filter
control


PicoScope can low-pass filter the statistics to produce more stable and
more accurate numbers.  Filtering is not available on all measurement
types.
Enable - check to enable low-pass filtering, if available.  An "F" will
appear after the measurement name in the measurements table .
Automatic - check to set the low-pass filter characteristics automatically


Control Cutoff Frequency - the filter cut-off frequency normalised to the
measurement rate.  Range: 0 to 0.5.
Filter Size - the number of samples used to construct the filter


Harmonic
control


This option applies only to distortion measurements in spectrum views .
 You can specify which harmonics PicoScope uses for these
measurements.
Harmonic Level - the highest harmonic to include when calculating
distortion power
Area Search - the number of frequency bins to search, centred on the
expected frequency, when looking for a harmonic peak
Harmonic Noise Floor - the level in dB above which signal peaks will be
counted as harmonics.
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6.5 Tools menu
Click Tools on the Menu bar .


Custom Probes: Opens the Custom probes  dialog, which allows you to
define new probes and copy, delete, move and edit existing ones.


Preferences: Opens the Preferences dialog , which contains various
options that control PicoScope's behaviour.
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6.5.1 Custom Probes dialog


Choose Custom Probes in the Tools menu  or click the  Channel Advanced
Options button.


This dialog allows you to define your own probes and set up custom probes . 


Understanding the probe list


All the probes that PicoScope knows about are listed under three main headings: 
Built-in, Library and Loaded. The probe list is preserved between sessions, so that
PicoScope will never forget your custom probes unless you delete them.


Built-in probes. The built-in probes are supplied by Pico Technology and do not
change unless you download an authorised update from us. As a safeguard,
PicoScope does not allow you to edit or delete these probes. If you want to modify
one of them, you can copy it to your library by clicking Duplicate, and then edit
the copy in your library.
Library probes. These are the probes that you have created using any of the
methods described in this topic. You can edit, delete or duplicate any of these
probes by clicking the appropriate button in this dialog.
Loaded probes. Probes in PicoScope data files (.psdata) or settings files (.


pssettings) that you have opened appear here until you copy them to your


library. You cannot edit or delete these probes directly, but you can click Duplicate
to copy them to your library where you can edit them. You can also import probes
from the custom ranges stored in PicoScope 5 .psd and .pss files, but these lack


some of the features provided by PicoScope 6. (See "Upgrading from PicoScope 5
" for more details.)
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Adding a new probe to your library


There are three ways to create a new probe:


1. Use the Duplicate button as described above.


2. Click New Probe... to define a new probe.


3. Click Import to load a probe definition from a *.psprobe file and add it to your


library. These files are normally supplied by Pico, but you can also create your own
by defining a new probe and then clicking Export.


The second and third methods open the Custom Probe Wizard  to guide you through
the probe definition process.
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6.5.2 Custom Probe wizard


Click New Probe in the Custom Probes dialog .


The Custom probe wizard allows you to define custom probes  and set up custom
ranges. 


The first dialog in the series is either the Create a new Custom Probe dialog  or the
Edit an existing Custom Probe dialog .


6.5.2.1 Create New Custom Probe dialog


Click the New Probe button in the Custom Probes dialog .


This dialog introduces you to the process for creating a new custom probe.


How to use the dialog


Click Next to continue to the Probe Output Units dialog .
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6.5.2.2 Edit Existing Custom Probe dialog


Get here by clicking the Edit button in the Custom Probes dialog .


This dialog introduces you to the process for editing an existing custom probe.


How to use the dialog


Click Next to continue to the Probe Output Units dialog , where you can edit the
custom probe.


Click Jump forward... if you have already set up the custom probe's basic
characteristics and want to add or change a custom range manually.
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6.5.2.3 Probe Output Units dialog


This dialog follows the Create new Custom Probe dialog . It allows you to choose
the units that PicoScope will use to display the output of your custom probe .


How to use the dialog


To choose a standard SI unit, click Use a standard unit from the list and select
one from the list.
To enter a custom unit, click Use the custom unit defined below and type the
unit name and symbol.


Click Next to continue to the Scaling Method dialog .
Click Back to return to the Create New Custom Probe dialog  if this is a new
probe, or the Edit Existing Custom Probe dialog  if this is an existing probe.
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6.5.2.4 Scaling Method dialog


This dialog follows the Probe Output Units dialog . It allows you to define the
characteristic that PicoScope will use to convert the probe's voltage output to a
measurement on the display.


How to use the dialog


If you do not require any scaling or offset, click the Don't apply any scaling
button.


If the probe requires linear scaling, click the Use a linear equation button and
enter the gradient (or scale factor) m and the offset c in the equation y = mx + c,
where y is the displayed value and x is the probe's voltage output.


If you wish to apply a nonlinear function to the probe's output, choose Use a look-
up table..., then click the Create a Lookup Table... button to create a new
lookup table. This will take you to the Lookup-table Scaling dialog .


Click Next to continue to the Range Management dialog .
Click Back to return to the Probe Output Units dialog .
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6.5.2.4.1 Lookup-table Scaling dialog


This dialog allows you to enter a look-up table to calibrate a custom probe. You can
get here by clicking the Create a Look-up Table button or Edit the Lookup
Table... button in the Scaling Method dialog .


Editing the Look-up Table


First, select suitable values in the Input units and Scaled units drop-down boxes.
For example, if your probe is a current clamp that outputs one millivolt per ampere
over the range -600 to +600 amperes, select Input units of millivolts and Output
units of amperes.


Next, enter some data in the scaling table. Click the first empty cell at the top of the
table and type "-600", then hit the Tab key and type "-600". When you are ready to
enter the next pair of values, press the Tab key again to start a new row. You can
also right-click on the table to obtain a more detailed menu of options, as shown in
the picture. In the example above, we have entered a slightly nonlinear response; if
the response had been linear then it would have been easier to use the linear option
in the Scaling Method Dialog .


Import/Export


Using the Import and Export buttons, you can fill the look-up table from data in a
comma-separated or tab-delimited text file, and save the look-up table to new file.


Finishing


Clicking OK or Cancel will return you to the Scaling Method dialog .
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6.5.2.5 Range Management dialog


This dialog follows the Scaling Method dialog . It allows you to override PicoScope's
automatic range-creation feature for custom probes. In most cases, the automatic
procedure will be ideal.


How to use the dialog


If you select Let the software manage my ranges for me automatically, then
clicking Next will take you to the Custom Probe Identification dialog .
PicoScope's automatic ranges should be ideal for most applications.


If you select I will manage the Custom Probe Ranges manually, clicking Next
will take you to the Manual Ranges Setup dialog .


Click Back to return to the Scaling Method dialog .


What is Auto-ranging?


When the Auto-ranging function is selected, PicoScope continually monitors the
input signal and adjusts the range when necessary to allow it to display the signal
with maximum resolution. This function is available on all standard ranges, and can be
used with custom ranges only if you select Let the software manage my ranges
for me automatically in this dialog.
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6.5.2.6 Manual Ranges Setup dialog


This dialog appears when you select the Advanced option in the Range Management
dialog  and then click Next >. It allows you to create ranges manually for your
custom probe.


How to use the dialog


If you wish, you can click Auto Generate Ranges and the program will create a
number of ranges for the selected device. This will create the same list of ranges that
you would have obtained by selecting Let the software manage my ranges for me
automatically in the previous dialog. When you select a range, a diagram below the
list will show its relationship to the scope device's input range — this is explained
further under Edit range dialog . You can then edit the ranges by clicking Edit, or
you can also add a new range by clicking New Range. Both of these buttons take you
to the Edit Range dialog .


Click Next to continue to the Custom Probe Identification dialog .


Click Back to return to the Range Management dialog .


How to use a new custom range


After you have created
a custom range, it will
appear in the drop-
down list of ranges in
the channels toolbar,
like this:
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6.5.2.6.1 Edit Range dialog


Get here by clicking the Edit or New Range buttons in the Manual Ranges Setup
dialog .


This dialog allows you to edit a manual range for a custom probe.


Automatic mode


If you leave the "Automatic" radio button pressed, the program will automatically
determine the best hardware input range for the device as you change the Scaled
range limits. This is the best mode to use for almost all ranges. You should set the
Scaled range limits to the maximum and minimum values you wish to see on the
vertical axis of the scope display.


Fixed range mode


If you press the "Hardware input range" radio button and select a hardware input
range from the drop-down box, PicoScope will then use that hardware input range
whatever scaled range limits you choose. Set the upper and lower scaled range limits
to the limits you wish to appear at the top and bottom of the vertical axis in
PicoScope's scope view.  


What is an input range?


An input range is the signal range, usually in volts, on the input channel of the scope
device . Your scaled range should match this as closely as possible to make the
most of the scope's resolution.


What is a scaled range?


The scaled range is the range that will appear on the vertical axis of the scope display
when the probe is selected.


The scaling that you chose on the Scaling Method  page defines the relationship
between the input range and the scaled range. This dialog enables you to set up
ranges to display the scaled data on the scope view.
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The range utilisation bar


This diagram at the bottom of the dialog represents the relationship between the


scaling and the hardware input range of the scope device.


• Green - The section of the input range that is used by the scaled range. This
should be as large as possible, to maximise the use of the scope device's
resolution.


• Blue - Areas of the input range that are not being used. These indicate wasted
resolution.


• Grey - Parts of the scaled range that are not covered by the input range. These
will result in wasted space on the graph. The range utilisation bar may not
represent these areas accurately when non-linear scaling is being used, so you
should always test the scaled range limits on the scope view.


Finishing
Clicking OK or Cancel will return you to the Manual Ranges Setup dialog .50
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6.5.2.7 Custom Probe Identification dialog


This dialog follows the Range Management dialog.   It allows you to enter text to
identify the custom probe.


How to use the dialog


Click Back to return to the Range Management dialog  (or the Manual Ranges
Setup dialog  if you chose manual setup).


The probe name will appear in the probe list.
The description is not used in the present version of the software.


Fill in the text fields and click Next to continue to the Custom Probe Finished dialog.
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6.5.2.8 Custom Probe Finished dialog


This dialog follows the Custom Probe Identification dialog . It displays a summary of
the custom probe that you have just set up.


How to use the dialog


Click Back to return to the Custom Probe Identification dialog .


Click Finish to accept your custom probe settings and return to the Custom Probes
dialog .
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6.5.3 Preferences dialog


Click the Preferences command in the Tools menu  on the Menu bar .


This dialog allows you to set miscellaneous options for the PicoScope software.  Click
one of the tabs on the screen shot above to learn more.
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6.5.3.1 General page


This page is part of the Preferences dialog .  It contains general controls for
PicoScope.


Reset 'Don't
show this
again' dialogs


Restore any missing dialogs that you asked PicoScope not to show
again.


Reset
preferences


Set all preferences back to their default values.


Waveform
Buffer


Maximum Waveforms: This is the maximum number of waveforms
that PicoScope will store in the waveform buffer .  The actual
number of waveforms stored depends on the available memory and
the number of samples in each waveform.  PicoScope allows up to
1,000 waveforms to be stored.


Collection
Time Units


Change the mode of the Timebase control in the Capture Setup
toolbar .


Times per division - the Timebase control displays time units per
division - for example, '5 ns /div'.  Most laboratory oscilloscopes
display timebase settings in this way.


Total collection time - the Timebase control displays time units
for the entire width of the scope view - for example, '50 ns'.


Measurement
Statistics


Capture Size - the number of successive captures that PicoScope
uses to calculate the statistics in the Measurements Table .  A
larger number produces more accurate statistics but causes them to
be updated less frequently.
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6.5.3.2 Power management page


This page is part of the Preferences dialog .  It controls features of the oscilloscope
that affect its power consumption.


Capture Rate


This control limits the speed at which PicoScope captures data from the scope device.
The other PicoScope settings, the type of scope device  and the speed of the
computer will all affect whether this limit can actually be reached. PicoScope
automatically selects the appropriate limit according to whether your computer is
running on batteries or on mains (line) power.


The settings are in captures per second. By default, the capture rate is set to
"Unlimited" when your computer is running on Mains (AC) power, for maximum
performance. If other applications run too slowly on your PC whilst PicoScope is
capturing, then reduce the capture rate limit. When your computer is running on 
Battery power, PicoScope imposes a performance limit to save the battery. You can
increase this limit manually, but this will cause the battery power to drain very
quickly.


Probe Light


Some PicoScope oscilloscopes have a built-in probe tip light, which is switched on by
default.  You can switch it off here to save power.
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6.5.3.3 Sampling page


This page is part of the Preferences dialog .  It controls the sampling behaviour of
the oscilloscope.


Slow Sampling Transition


In normal (fast) sampling mode, PicoScope collects enough data to fill the scope
view , then redraws the whole view at once.  This method is suitable for fast
timebases, when the whole process repeats many times each second, but with
slow timebases it can cause a unacceptable delay between the start of capture and
the data appearing on the screen.  To avoid this delay when using slow timebases,
PicoScope automatically switches to slow sampling mode, in which you can see the
scope trace being drawn across the screen from left to right as the scope device
captures data.


The Collection Time control lets you select the timebase at which PicoScope
switches to slow sampling mode.


Sin(x)/x Resampling


When the number of pixels across the scope view is greater than the number of
samples in the waveform buffer, PicoScope interpolates - that is, it fills the space
between the samples with estimated data.  It can either draw straight lines
between the samples (linear interpolation) or connect them with smooth curves
(sin(x)/x interpolation).  Linear interpolation makes it easier to see where the
samples are, which is useful for high-accuracy measurements, but results in a
jagged waveform.  Sin(x)/x interpolation gives a smoother waveform, but
disguises the true locations of the samples, so should be used with care when the
number of samples on the screen is low.


The numerical control box lets you set the number of samples below which sin(x)/
x interpolation is switched on.  Sin(x)/x interpolation is only used on the scope's
fastest timebase.
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6.5.3.4 Files page


This page is part of the Preferences dialog .  It controls features related to the File
menu .


Recent
Files


The File menu  includes a list of recently opened and saved files.  This
control allows you to specify the maximum number of files on the list. 
Click the button to clear the list.
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6.5.3.5 Languages page


This page is part of the Preferences dialog .  It lets you select the language for
PicoScope's user interface.


Language Select a language from the drop-down box.
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6.5.3.6 Printing page


This page is part of the Preferences dialog .  It lets you enter the details that will
appear at the bottom of printed output.


Default Print
Settings


When you print a view from the File menu , these details will be
added to the bottom of the page.
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6.5.3.7 Colors page


This page is part of the Preferences dialog .  It lets you set the colors for various
parts of the user interface.


Custom Colors


These controls let you specify the colors for various parts of the PicoScope screen:


Channel A - the waveform for the first scope channel  (and so on)
Grid lines - the horizontal and vertical lines on the graticule
Background - the area behind the waveforms and graticule. (In persistence


mode  this  setting can be overridden by the Persistence
Options dialog .)


Live trigger - the trigger marker  for the current trigger position
Trigger - secondary trigger marker (appears when the live trigger has


moved since the last waveform capture)
Horizontal axis - the numbers across the bottom of each view , which usually


indicate time measurements
Rulers - the horizontal and vertical rulers  that you can drag into


position to help measure features on the waveform.
Digital Color A - the three colors to use for digital color persistence mode .  The


top color is for "hot" data (new or more frequent, depending on the
mode), the middle color for intermediate data, and the bottom
color for "cold" data (old or intermittent, depending on the mode).]


Line Thickness


These controls let you specify the thickness of the lines drawn on the scope  and
spectrum  views:


Channel - the waveforms and spectrum traces for all scope channels
Grid Lines - as above
Markers - as above


Reset Colors Default


Resets all of the color and line thickness settings to their default values.
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6.6 Help menu
Click Help on the Menu bar .


Reference Manual.  This is the main help manual, containing complete
information on the program.  Contents, Index and Search are shortcuts to the
functions of the same names that can be found in the help window.


About PicoScope...  Shows information about this version of PicoScope.
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6.7 Connect Device dialog
Select the File menu  and then the Connect Device command.


When PicoScope is not sure which scope device  to use, it displays a list of all the
units attached to your computer and allows you to select which one to use.


See "How to change to a different scope device " if you wish to switch to a different
scope device later.


Procedure


To restrict the selection to a particular series of devices, click on the device drop-
down box and select a device series; otherwise, click the Find All button.
Wait for a list of devices to appear in the grid.
Select one device and click the OK button.
PicoScope will open a scope view  for the selected scope device.
Use the toolbars  to set up the scope device  and the scope view  to display
your signals.


Demonstration mode


If you start PicoScope with no scope device  connected, the Connect Device
dialog automatically appears with a list of Demonstration devices for you to choose
from.  Once you have selected a demonstration device and clicked OK, PicoScope
adds a Demo Signals toolbar  to the main window.  Use this toolbar to set up the
test signals from your demonstration device.
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7 Toolbars
A toolbar is a collection of buttons and controls with related functions. The
Measurements toolbar , for example, looks like this:


PicoScope 6 contains the following toolbars:


Buffer Navigation toolbar
Channel Setup toolbar
Demonstration Signals toolbar
Measurements toolbar
Capture Setup toolbar
Signal Generator toolbar
Start / Stop toolbar
Triggering Toolbar
Zooming and Scrolling toolbar
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7.1 Buffer Navigation toolbar
The Buffer Navigation toolbar allows you to select a waveform from the waveform
buffer.


What is the waveform buffer?


Depending on the settings you have chosen, PicoScope may store more than one
waveform in its waveform buffer.  When you click the Start  button or change a
capture setting , PicoScope clears the buffer and then adds a new waveform to it
each time the scope device captures data.  This continues until the buffer is full or you
click the Stop  button.  You can limit the number of waveforms in the buffer to a
number between 1 and 1,000 using the General preferences  page.


You can review the waveforms stored in the buffer using these buttons:


First waveform button. Display waveform 1.


Previous waveform button. Display the previous waveform in the
buffer.


Waveform number indicator. Show which waveform is currently
displayed, and how many waveforms the buffer holds. You can edit the
number in the box and press Enter, and PicoScope will jump to the
specified waveform.


Next waveform button. Display the next waveform in the buffer.


Last waveform button. Display the last waveform in the buffer.
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7.2 Channel Setup toolbar
The Channel Setup toolbar controls the settings for each vertical input channel .
The screen shot below shows the toolbar for a two-channel scope device , but
different scope devices may have different numbers of channels.


Each channel has its own set of buttons:


Scale Control. Determines the maximum and minimum signal
levels at the top and bottom of the vertical axis for this channel.
The number of options depends on the selected scope device
and probe . If you select Auto, PicoScope will continually adjust
the vertical scale so that the height of the waveform fills as much
of the view as possible.


Coupling Control. Selects AC coupling  or DC coupling .


Channel Options button. Opens the Advanced Options menu
with options for probes,  resolution enhancement  and
scaling.
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7.2.1 Advanced Options menu


The Advanced Options menu appears when you click the  Channel Options
button on the Channel Setup toolbar .


Probe list.  Indicates the probe currently in use and
allows you to select a different one.  Use it to tell
PicoScope what type of probe is connected to a
channel. By default, the probe is assumed to be x1,
which means that a one-volt signal at the input to
the probe will appear as one volt on the display.


Expand probe list.  Click this to select from a list of
probes.


Open Custom Probes dialog.  The Custom Probes
dialog  allows you to edit your library of custom
probes.


Resolution enhance.  Allows you to increase the
effective resolution of your scope device using 
Resolution enhancement .  The number in this box
is a target value that the software will attempt to use
whenever possible.


Axis Scaling.  These are the axis scaling controls
that allow you to set the scale and offset for each
vertical axis individually.
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7.2.1.1 Axis scaling controls


The axis scaling controls let you change the scale and offset of each vertical axis
individually.


There are two ways to obtain these controls: -


Click the axis tab ( ) at the bottom of a vertical axis in a view
Click the probe drop-down menu


Scale control.  Increase to magnify the waveform, decrease to reduce
it.  The vertical axis rescales accordingly so that you can always read


the correct voltage from the axis.  Click the reset button ( ) to return
to a scale of 1.0.


Offset control.  Increase to move the waveform up the display,
decrease to move it down.  The vertical axis shifts accordingly so that
you can always read the correct voltage from the axis.  Adjusting this
control is equivalent to clicking and dragging the vertical axis.  Click the


reset button ( ) to return to an offset of 0.00%.
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7.3 Measurements toolbar
The Measurements toolbar controls the measurements table . 


It contains the following buttons:


Add Measurement Adds a row to the table, and then opens the Add
Measurement dialog.


Edit Measurement Opens the Edit Measurement dialog  for the currently
selected measurement.  You can also edit a
measurement by double-clicking on a row of the 
measurements table.


Delete Measurement Deletes the currently selected row from the 
measurements table .
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7.4 Capture Setup toolbar
The Capture Setup toolbar controls the time-related or frequency-related settings of
your oscilloscope.


Scope Mode


In scope mode,  the toolbar looks like this:


(See below for different versions of the toolbar in spectrum mode  and persistence
mode .)


Scope Mode.  Sets up PicoScope to operate as an oscilloscope .
Use the Auto Setup button to optimise the settings.  If you wish,
you can add a secondary spectrum view  from the context menu
(by right-clicking on the scope view).


Persistence Mode.  Toggles persistence mode , which allows old
traces to remain on the screen in faded colors while new traces are
drawn on top in brighter colors.  The use of colors is controlled by
the Persistence Options dialog.  PicoScope will remember any
views that were open, so that you can return to them by clicking
the Persistence Mode button again.


Spectrum Mode.  Sets up PicoScope to operate as a spectrum
analyser .  Use the Auto Setup button to optimise the settings.
If you wish, you can add a secondary scope view  from the
context menu (by right-clicking on the scope view).


Auto Setup.  Searches for a signal on one of the enabled input
channels, then sets up the timebase and signal range to display the
signal correctly.


Timebase control.  Sets the time represented by a single division
of the horizontal axis when the horizontal zoom control is set to
x1.  The timebases available depend on the type of scope device
you are using.


Choosing a timebase of 200 ms/div or slower causes PicoScope to
switch to a different mode of data transfer.  The internal details of
this are taken care of by PicoScope, but the slow mode limits the
sampling rate to a maximum of 1 million samples per second.


You can change this control to display the total time across the
scope view, rather than the time per division, using the Collection
Time Units control in the General  page of the Preferences dialog


.


Horizontal zoom control.   Zooms the view, in the horizontal


direction only, by the specified amount.  Click the  and  buttons


to adjust the zoom factor, or the  button to reset.
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Samples control.  Sets the maximum number of samples that will
be captured.  If this is larger than the number of pixels across the
scope view, then you can zoom in to see more detail.  The actual
number of samples captured is displayed on the Properties sheet,
and may be different from the number requested here, depending
on which timebase is selected.


Spectrum Mode


In spectrum mode,  the Capture Setup toolbar looks like this:


Frequency range control.  Sets the frequency range across the
horizontal axis of the spectrum analyser when the horizontal zoom
control is set to x1.


Spectrum Options.  Appears if a spectrum view  is open,
regardless of whether scope mode  or spectrum mode  is
selected.  It opens the Spectrum Options dialog .


Persistence Mode


In persistence mode,  the Capture Setup toolbar looks like this:


Persistence Options.  Opens the Persistence Options dialog ,
which controls the colors used to represent old and new waveforms
in persistence mode.


7.4.1 Spectrum Options dialog


This dialog appears when you click the Spectrum Options button in the Capture
Setup toolbar .  It is available only when a spectrum view  is open.  It contains
controls that determine how PicoScope converts the source waveform in the current
scope view to a spectrum view.
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Spectrum
Bins


The number of frequency bins into which the spectrum is divided.  This
control sets the maximum number of frequency bins, which the software
may or may not be able to provide depending on other settings. The
main constraint is that the number of bins cannot greatly exceed half the
number of samples in the source waveform.


If the source waveform contains fewer samples than required (that is,
fewer than twice the number of frequency bins), then PicoScope zero-
pads the waveform up to the next power of two.  For example, if the
scope view contains 10,000 samples, and you set Spectrum Bins to
16384, then PicoScope zero-pads the waveform to 16,384 samples,
which is the nearest power of two above 10,000.  It then uses these
16,384 samples to provide 8,192 frequency bins, not the 16,384
requested.


If the source waveform contains more samples than required, then
PicoScope uses as many samples as necessary, starting from the
beginning of the waveform buffer.  For example, if the source waveform
contains 100,000 samples and you request 16,384 frequency bins,
PicoScope needs only 2 x 16,384 = 32,768 samples, so it uses the first
32,768 samples from the waveform buffer and ignores the rest.  The
amount of data actually used is displayed as the Time Gate setting in
the Properties sheet.


Window
Function


Allows you to choose one of the standard window functions to reduce the
effect of operating on a time-limited waveform.  See Window functions.


Display
Mode


You can choose Magnitude, Average or Peak Hold.


Magnitude: the spectrum view shows the frequency spectrum of the
last waveform captured, whether live or stored in the waveform buffer.


Average: the spectrum view shows an rolling average of spectra
calculated from all the waveforms in the waveform buffer . This has
the effect of reducing the noise visible in the spectrum view. To clear the
averaged data, click Stop  and then Start,  or change from
Average mode to Magnitude mode.


Peak Hold: the spectrum view shows a rolling maximum of the spectra
calculated from all the waveforms in the buffer. In this mode, the
amplitude of any frequency band in the spectrum view will either stay
the same or increase, but never decrease, over time.  To clear the peak
hold data, click Stop  and then Start,  or change from Peak Hold
mode to Magnitude mode.


Note: when you switch to Average or Peak Hold mode, there may be a
noticeable delay while PicoScope processes the entire contents of the
waveform buffer, which may contain many waveforms, to build up the
initial display. If this occurs, a progress bar appears at the bottom of the
window to show that PicoScope is busy:


Scale Specifies the labelling and scaling of the vertical (signal) axis.  This can
be one of the following:
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Linear: The vertical axis is scaled in volts.


Logarith
mic:


The vertical axis is scaled in decibels, referred to the level
selected below in the Logarithmic unit control.


dBV: Reference level is 1 volt.


dBu: Reference level is 1 milliwatt with a load
resistance of 600 ohms.  This corresponds
to a voltage of about 775 mV.


dBm: Reference level is one milliwatt into the
specified load impedance.  You can enter
the load impedance in the box below the 
Logarithmic unit control.


Arbitrary dB: Reference level is an arbitrary voltage,
which you can specify in the box below the 
Logarithmic unit control.


7.4.2 Persistence Options dialog


This dialog appears when you click the Persistence Options button  in the
Capture Setup toolbar .  It is available only when persistence mode  is
selected.  It controls the colors and fading algorithm used to distinguish new or
frequent data from old or intermittent data in the persistence view.


Mode Digital Color.  This mode uses a range of colors to indicate the
frequency of waveform data.  Red is used for the most frequent data,
and less frequent data is represented successively by yellow and blue.
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Analog Intensity.  This mode uses color intensity to indicate the age
of waveform data.  The latest data is drawn at full intensity in the
selected color for that channel, with older data being represented by
paler shades of the same color.


Advanced.  This mode opens up a Custom Options section at the
bottom of the dialog that let you customise the persistence mode
display.


Decay Time The time, in milliseconds, taken for waveform data to fade from
maximum intensity to minimum intensity or from red to blue.  The
longer the decay time, the longer the older waveforms will remain on
the screen.


Saturation The intensity or color with which new waveforms are drawn.


Decayed
Intensity


The intensity or color to which the oldest waveforms decay when the
decay time expires.  If the decayed intensity is zero, then older
waveforms will be completely erased from the display after the decay
time.  For non-zero values of decayed intensity, old waveforms will
remain indefinitely on the screen at that intensity unless overwritten by
new ones.


Custom Options
Line
Drawing


The type of line drawn between samples that are adjacent in time.
Phosphor Emulation.  Joins each pair of sample points with a line
whose intensity varies inversely with the slew rate.
Constant Density.  Joins each pair of sample points with a line of
uniform color.
Scatter.  Draws sample points as unconnected dots.


Color
Scheme


Phosphor.  Uses a single hue for each channel, with varying intensity.
Color.  Uses a color from red to blue to represent the age of each
waveform.


Background Black.  Overrides the Color Preferences dialog .  This is the
default.
White.  Overrides the Color Preferences dialog .
User Preference.  Sets the background color to the preference set in
the Colors  page of the Preferences dialog .


Data Hold This option is enabled only when Persistence Mode (see below) is set
to Time Delay.


Decay Timeout.  Old waveforms fade until they reach Decayed
Intensity and then disappear.
Infinite.  Old waveforms fade until they reach Decayed Intensity
and then remain indefinitely unless overwritten by new waveforms.


Persistence
Mode


Frequency.  Points on the display are drawn with a color or intensity
that depends on the frequency with which they are hit by waveforms.
Time Delay.  Points on the display are drawn at full intensity when hit
by a waveform, and are then allowed to decay to Decayed Intensity.
The behaviour after this depends on the Data Hold setting (see
above).
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7.5 Signal Generator toolbar
The Signal Generator toolbar allows you to set up your scope device's  test signal
output. This toolbar appears only when you are using a scope device with a built-in
signal generator.


Clicking the Signal Generator button opens the Signal Generator dialog .


7.5.1 Signal Generator dialog


Click the Signal Generator button  on the toolbar.


Signal generator dialog for the
PicoScope 5204


This dialog controls the scope device's  built-in signal generator.  Not all scope
devices have a signal generator, and those that do have a varying range of controls in
the signal generator dialog.
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How to use it


Signal On.  Tick this box to enable the signal generator.


Frequency.  Type in this box or use the spin buttons to select
the frequency. If the scope device has a frequency sweep
generator, then this box sets the start frequency of the sweep.


Signal Type.   Select the type of signal to be generated.  The
list of options depends on the capabilities of the scope device.


Import Arbitrary.   For scope units that support arbitrary
waveforms, click to import an arbitrary waveform file.


Sweep Mode Active.  Tick this box to enable sweep mode.
Otherwise, the generator will operate at a fixed frequency set by
the Start Frequency box.


Repeat Signal.  Tick this box to generate a repetitive sweep.
Otherwise, the generator will reach Stop Frequency and then
remain there.


Dual Slope.  In normal mode, the generator increases the
frequency linearly from Start Frequency to Stop Frequency,
and then immediately begins again at Start Frequency. In
Dual Slope mode, it reaches Stop Frequency and then
decreases the frequency linearly to Start Frequency before
beginning again.


Sweep Type.  Specifies the direction in which the frequency
sweeps.


Stop Frequency.  In Sweep Mode, the generator stops
increasing the frequency when it reaches Stop Frequency.


Frequency Increment.  In Sweep Mode, the generator
increases or decreases the frequency by this amount every 
Increment Time Interval.


Increment Time Interval.  In Sweep Mode, the generator
increases or decreases the frequency by Frequency Increment
once every time interval of this duration.
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7.5.2 Arbitrary waveform files


Some PicoScope PC Oscilloscopes have an arbitrary waveform generator  (AWG).
PicoScope can program this with a standard waveform, such as a sine or a square
wave, or can import an arbitrary waveform from a text file.


A text file for PicoScope 6 is a list of decimal floating-point values, as in this example:


0.0
0.3
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.0
-0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0


®


The file may have between 10 and 8,192 values, as many it needs to define the
waveform. Each line may have more than one value, in which case the values must be
separated by tabs or commas.


The values are samples between –1.0 and +1.0 and must be equally spaced in time.
The output is scaled to the amplitude selected in the Signal Generator dialog.  and
the selected offset is added if necessary.  For example, if the signal generator
amplitude is set to "1 V", then a sample value of -1.0 corresponds to an output of 
-1.0 V and a sample of +1.0 corresponds to an output of +1.0 V.


The file should contain exactly one cycle of the waveform, which will then be played
back at the speed specified in the Signal Generator dialog .  In the example above,
the signal generator was set to 1 kHz, so one cycle of the waveform lasts for 1 ms. 
There are 10 samples in the waveform, so each sample lasts for 0.1 ms.


Using files saved from PicoScope 6


As PicoScope 6 can export CSV and TXT files,  you can capture a waveform and
then play it back using the arbitrary waveform generator.  You must first modify the
file by removing the header rows and time values so that its format matches the
example above.
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7.6 Start / Stop toolbar
The Start / Stop toolbar allows you to start and stop the scope device  (the scope
device whose view  is currently in focus ). The Start button is highlighted if the
scope device is sampling; otherwise, the Stop button is highlighted.


Start button. Click to start sampling.


Stop button. Click to stop sampling.


You can also use the space bar to start and stop sampling.
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7.7 Triggering toolbar
The Triggering toolbar tells the scope device when to start capturing data.  See
also: Trigger.


Trigger Mode.


None: PicoScope acquires waveforms repeatedly without waiting
for a signal.


Auto: PicoScope waits for a trigger event before capturing data.  If
there is no trigger event within a specified time, it captures data
anyway.  It repeats this process until you click the Stop button.
 "Auto" mode does not set up the trigger level automatically; you
still need to do this yourself.


Repeat: PicoScope waits indefinitely for a trigger event before
displaying data.  It repeats this process until you click the Stop
button .  If there is no trigger event, PicoScope displays nothing.


Single: PicoScope waits once for a trigger event, then stops
sampling.  To make PicoScope repeat this process, click the Start


 button.


ETS: Equivalent Time Sampling.   PicoScope captures several
cycles of a repetitive signal, then combines the results to produce a
single waveform with higher time-resolution than a single capture. 
For accurate results, the signal must be perfectly repetitive and the
trigger must be stable.


If you select ETS when an Advanced Trigger  type is enabled, the
trigger type will revert to Simple Edge and the Advanced
Triggering button will be disabled.


Advanced Triggering.  Click to open the Advanced Triggering
dialog,  which gives you extra trigger types beyond the simple
edge trigger.  If this button is disabled, it is because either None or
ETS is selected in the trigger mode control.  If you want to enable
the Advanced Triggering button, set the control to another
trigger mode, such as Auto, Repeat or Single.


Trigger Source.  This is the channel that PicoScope monitors for
the trigger  condition.


Rising Edge.  Click to trigger on the rising edge of the waveform.


Falling Edge.  Click to trigger on the falling edge of the waveform.


Trigger Level.  Sets the trigger  level.  You can also set the
trigger level by dragging the trigger marker  up or down on the
screen.
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Pre-trigger Time (0% to 100%). This parameter controls how
much of the waveform appears before the trigger point.  It defaults
to 50%, which puts the trigger marker  in the middle of the
screen.  You can also control this parameter by dragging the trigger
marker  to the left or right.


Post-trigger Delay Enable. Click this button to toggle the Post-
trigger Delay control (see next item).


Post-trigger Delay. The post-trigger delay is the time that
PicoScope waits after the trigger point before sampling. You can
also modify this parameter by dragging the trigger marker  while
the Post-trigger Delay button is enabled. As you drag the
marker, you will see the post-trigger arrow  displayed briefly. For
this control to have an effect, you must first make sure that the 
Post-trigger Delay button is enabled. 


See the reference topic "Trigger Timing " for information on how
the Pre-trigger Time and Post-trigger Delay controls interact.
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7.7.1 Advanced Triggering dialog


This dialog appears when you click the Advanced Triggering button in the
Triggering toolbar.   It allows you to set up more complex trigger types than simple
edge-triggering.


Advanced trigger types list.  This control
lists all the available advanced trigger types.


  Click on the condition you require, and a
diagram and description will appear on the
right of the dialog.


If ETS triggering  is enabled in the triggering
toolbar , then selecting any trigger type
except Simple Edge switches off ETS mode.


Advanced triggering options.  The options
available depend on the trigger  type selected.
 See Advanced trigger types.   Instructions
and diagrams also appear in the dialog.
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7.7.2 Advanced trigger types


The advanced trigger types can be switched on in the Advanced Triggering
dialog.


For all trigger types, the first step is to select which signal the scope should use as the
trigger; so set Source to either A, B, Ext or AuxIO.  These names correspond to the
BNC input connectors on the scope device.  Then choose one of the trigger types
below.


Simple Edge.  This type provides the same Rising and Falling edge triggers
that are available from the Triggering toolbar.   It is included in this dialog as
an alternative method of setting up the Simple Edge trigger.


You can set the trigger Threshold while in the advanced triggering dialog,
 or alternatively you can drag the Trigger marker  on the scope view.


This is the only trigger type that is compatible with ETS  mode.


Advanced Edge.  This trigger type adds an extra Rising or Falling edge
trigger, and Hysteresis, to the Simple Edge trigger.  The Rising or Falling
option triggers on both edges of a waveform, and is useful for monitoring
pulses of both polarities at once.  Hysteresis  is described in a separate
topic.


Window.  This trigger type detects when the signal enters or leaves a specified
voltage window.  The Direction control specifies whether the trigger should
detect the signal entering the window, leaving it, or both.  Threshold 1 and
Threshold 2 are the upper and lower voltage limits of the window.  The order
in which you specify the two voltages does not matter.  Hysteresis  can be
set to reduce the number of false triggers on a noisy signal, and is described in
a separate topic.


Pulse Width.  This trigger type detects pulses of a specified width.


First set the Pulse Direction to either Positive or Negative according to the
polarity of the pulse you are interested in.


Next, set one of the four Condition options:


Greater than triggers on pulses wider than the specified time.


Less than triggers on pulses that are narrower (useful for finding
glitches).


Inside time range triggers on pulses that are wider than Time 1 but
no wider than Time 2 (useful for finding pulses that meet a
specification).


Outside time range does the opposite: it triggers on pulses that are
either narrower than Time 1 or wider than Time 2 (useful for finding
pulses that violate a specification).


Next, set the trigger Threshold in volts or other units, or drag the Trigger
marker  on the scope view.


Finally, set up Time 1 (and Time 2 if present) to define the pulse width.
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Interval.  This type lets you search for two successive edges of the same
polarity that are separated by a specified interval of time.


First, set the Starting edge to either Rising or Falling according to the
polarity of the edges you are interested in.


Next, select one of the four Condition options:


Greater than triggers when the second edge occurs later than Time 1
after the first edge (useful for detecting missing events).


Less than triggers when the second edge occurs earlier than Time 1
after the first edge (useful for detecting timing violations and spurious
edges).


Inside time range triggers when the second edge is later than Time 1
after the first edge and earlier than Time 2 (useful for finding valid
edges).


Outside time range triggers when the second edge is earlier than
Time 1 after the first edge or later than Time 2 (useful for finding
spurious edges).


Finally, set up Time 1 (and Time 2 if present) to define the time interval.


Window pulse width.  This is a combination of the window trigger and the
pulse width trigger.  It detects when the signal enters or leaves a voltage range
for a specified period of time.


Level dropout.  This detects an edge followed by a specified time with no
edges.  It is useful for triggering on the end of a pulse train.


Window dropout.  This is a combination of the window trigger and the
dropout trigger.  It detects when the signal enters a specified voltage range
and stays there for a specified time.  This is useful for detecting when a signal
gets stuck at a particular voltage.


Logic.  This can detect a number of logical combinations of the scope’s four
inputs: A, B, Ext and AUXIO.  The conditions that can be applied to each input
vary: A and B can be edge-, level- or window-qualified; Ext is level-qualified
with a variable threshold; and AUXIO is level-qualified with a fixed TTL
threshold.


You can choose to combine the channels with an AND, NAND, OR, NOR, XOR or
XNOR function.
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7.7.2.1 Hysteresis


Hysteresis is a feature of the advanced trigger types  in PicoScope 6 that reduces
false triggering on noisy signals.  When hysteresis is enabled, a second trigger
threshold voltage is used in addition to the main trigger threshold.  The trigger fires
only when the signal crosses the two thresholds in the correct order.  The first
threshold arms the trigger, and the second causes it to fire.  An example will help to
illustrate how this works.


Noisy signal with a single threshold


Consider the very noisy signal above.  It is difficult to trigger reliably on this signal
with a normal rising edge trigger because it crosses the trigger threshold, the red line
in this picture, several times in one cycle.  If we zoom in on the highlighted parts of
the signal, we will see how hysteresis can help.


  


Noisy signal with hysteresis threshold


In these zoomed-in views, the original threshold is the lower red line.  The upper red
line is the second threshold used by the hysteresis trigger.


The signal rises across the lower threshold at (1) and (2), arming the trigger but not
firing it.  At (3) the signal finally crosses the upper threshold, firing the trigger.  On
the falling edge of the signal, at (4) and (5), rising edges of noise pulses cause the
signal to cross the upper and lower thresholds, but in the wrong order, so the trigger
is not armed and does not fire. Thus the trigger occurs at only one well-defined point
in the cycle (3), despite the noise on the signal.


Hysteresis is enabled by default for all the advanced trigger types.  The Hysteresis
controls in the Advanced triggering dialog  let you change the hysteresis voltage as


a percentage of full scale.  The trigger marker  shows the size of the hysteresis
window.
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7.8 Zooming and Scrolling toolbar
The Zooming and Scrolling toolbar allows you to move around a scope view  or
spectrum view.   Each button has a keyboard shortcut,  as listed below.


Ctrl+S
or
Esc


Normal Selection tool.  Restores the pointer to its normal
appearance.  You can use this pointer to click buttons, drag rulers
and operate any other controls in the PicoScope window.


Ctrl+D Hand tool.  Turns the pointer into a hand ( ) that you can use to
click and drag the view to pan it vertically and horizontally when you
are zoomed in.  You can also pan using the scroll bars. Press the Esc
key to return to the Normal Selection tool.


Ctrl+M Marquee Zoom tool.  This button turns the pointer into a marquee


zoom tool: .  Use it to draw a box (called a marquee) on the view
and PicoScope will magnify that box to fill the view.  Scroll bars will
appear, which you can drag to pan around in the view, or you can
pan by using the Hand tool (see above). Press the Esc key to
return to the Normal Selection tool.


If you point to the time axis, the pointer changes into the horizontal


marquee zoom tool ( ), which restricts zooming to the horizontal
axis.  This lets you zoom in by an arbitrary amount without
disturbing the vertical zoom factor.


Ctrl+I Zoom-in tool.  Turns the pointer into a zoom-in tool:   Click on
the view with this tool to zoom in to the specified location.


If you point to the time axis, the pointer changes into the horizontal


zoom-in tool ( ), which restricts zooming to the horizontal axis.
This lets you zoom in without disturbing the vertical zoom factor.


Ctrl+O Zoom-out tool.  Turns the pointer into a zoom-out tool: .  Click
on the view with this tool to zoom out around the specified location.


If you point to the time axis, the pointer changes into the horizontal


zoom-out tool ( ), which restricts zooming to the horizontal axis.
This lets you zoom out without disturbing the vertical zoom factor.


Ctrl+U Zoom to full view.   Resets the view to normal size.  The view will
no longer have scroll bars, and panning will no longer be possible.
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7.9 Demonstration Signals toolbar
The Demonstration Signals toolbar allows you to set up test signals so that you
can experiment with PicoScope when no scope device is connected. To use this
feature, close PicoScope, unplug all scope devices and then restart the program.
PicoScope will prompt you to select a demonstration device using the Connect Device
dialog .


When you click the button, a drop-down list of all the available channels in your
demonstration device appears, like this:


Click one of the channels to open the Demonstration Signals dialog,  which will
allow you to set up a signal from that channel.
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7.9.1 Demonstration Signals dialog


Click the  button on the Demonstration Signals toolbar.  You must
have previously selected a "Demo" scope device  type in the Connect Device
dialog.


This dialog controls one channel of the demonstration signal generator, a feature of
PicoScope that creates a variety of test signals to simulate a scope device. Open it by
clicking the Demo Signals button on the Demonstration Signals toolbar  and
then selecting a channel. It is available only when you start PicoScope with no scope
device  connected to your computer, and then select a scope device type of "Demo"
in the Connect Device dialog .


Signal On: Tick this box to enable the demonstration signal
generator.


Frequency: Type your desired frequency in hertz, or use the spin
buttons.


Amplitude: Type your desired amplitude in millivolts, or use the spin
buttons.


Offset: Enter a number to add a d.c. offset to the demo signal.  By
default, the demo signals have a mean value of zero volts.
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8 How to...
This chapter explains how to perform some common tasks.


Change to a different scope device
Use rulers to measure a signal
Measure a time difference
Move a view
How to scale and offset a signal
How to set up the spectrum view
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8.1 How to change to a different scope device
Close PicoScope
Unplug the old scope device
Plug in the new scope device
Restart PicoScope


PicoScope detects that the scope device has changed and immediately starts using
the new device.  If there is more than one scope device connected, PicoScope
continues to use the device that was last selected.


8.2 How to use rulers to measure a signal
Using a single ruler for signal-to-ground measurements


Look at the Channels toolbar  to find the color code for the channel  you wish
to measure:


Find the ruler handle (the small colored square in the top-left or top-right corner of
the scope view  or spectrum view ) of this color:


Drag the ruler handle downwards. A signal ruler  (horizontal broken line) will
appear across the view.  Release the ruler handle when the ruler is where you want
it.


Look at the ruler legend  (the small table that appears on the view). It should
have a row marked by a small colored square matching the color of your ruler
handle. The first column shows the signal level of the ruler.


Using two rulers for differential measurements


Follow the steps above for "using a single ruler".
Drag the second ruler handle of the same color downwards until its ruler is at the
signal level to be measured.
Look at the ruler legend  again. The second column now shows the signal level of
the second ruler, and the third column shows the difference between the two
rulers.
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8.3 How to measure a time difference
Find the time ruler handle (the small white square in the bottom left corner of the
scope view ).


Drag the ruler handle to the right. A time ruler  (vertical broken line) will appear
on the scope view.  Release the ruler handle when the ruler is at the time you wish
to use as the reference.


Drag the second white ruler handle to the right until its ruler is at the time to be
measured.
Look at the ruler legend  (the small table that appears on the scope view). It
should have a row marked by a small white square. The first two columns show the
times of the two rulers, and the third column shows the time difference.


The frequency legend  shows 1/D, where D is the time difference.


You can use a similar method to measure a frequency difference on a spectrum view.
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8.4 How to move a view
You can easily drag a view  from one viewport  to another.  This example shows
four viewports, which contain scope views  called "Scope 1" to "Scope 4".  Suppose
that you wish to move the "Scope 4" view to the top left viewport.


1. Click on the name tab of the "Scope 4" view and
hold the mouse button down.


2. Drag the mouse pointer to the new location next
to the name tab of the "Scope 1" view.


3. Release the mouse button, and the view will
move to the new location.
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8.5 How to scale and offset a signal
PicoScope offers two ways to change the size and position of a signal during or after
capture.  These methods apply equally to scope views  and spectrum views.
 They do not change the stored data, only the way in which it is displayed.


Global zooming and scrolling


This is usually the quickest way to get a closer look at the fine detail on your signals. 
The global zooming and scrolling tools move all the signals at once and are found on
the zooming and scrolling toolbar.


When a view is zoomed in, it has vertical and horizontal scroll bars that let you move
the signals around as a group.  You can also use the hand tool to scroll around the
graph.


Axis scaling and offset


Use these tools to position individual signals on the graph (unlike the global zooming
and scrolling tools, which are applied to all of the signals at the same time).  Axis
scaling and offset tools are ideal when a signal on one channel is smaller than on
another or when you just want to make the best use of available screen space. 
Common uses are: -


Aligning signals that have different amplitudes or offsets, for an overlay
comparison:
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Arranging the signals in their own rows for side-by-side comparison:


Click the axis tab   at the bottom of the axis you wish to modify, and the axis
scaling controls  will appear.  To adjust the offset without using the axis scaling
controls, click on the vertical axis and drag it up or down.


How to use these tools together


These global and axis-specific tools work smoothly together and make it easy to move
around your data once you know how.  We will take a look at a common example of
usage to explain how the tools can be used together.


Consider this common setup where all 4 channels are being displayed on the
centreline of the graph.
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Step 1.  Arrange the signals into rows using the axis offset tool, so we can clearly
see them all side by side.


Step 2.  Scale the signals so that they have roughly equal amplitudes.  This
eliminates the overlap and makes the smaller signal easier to read.
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Step 3.  Now we want to take a closer look at a specific time range of the signal in
greater detail.  We don’t want to mess around with the neat axis scaling and offset
that we have spent time creating, so instead we use the global windowed-zoom
tool to select a specific section of the entire graph to zoom.


We can of course use the scrollbars or the hand tool to navigate around this zoomed
view without ever changing our carefully arranged signals.  Clicking the Zoom 100%
button will take us back to the full view of our data; and again, this happens without
affecting our axis scaling and offset set-up.
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How is this different from scaling my data with a Custom Probe?


You can create a Custom Probe  to apply scaling to the raw data.  A Custom Probe
may change the scale and position of data on the graph but it has a few important
differences from the other scaling methods.


Custom Probe scaling is a permanent transformation. The scaling is applied when
the data is captured and cannot be changed afterwards.
The actual data values themselves are changed so the graph axes may no longer
display the voltage range of the device.
Custom Probe scaling can be nonlinear and so may alter the shape of the signal.


Custom Probes are useful when you want to represent the characteristics of a physical
probe or transducer that you plug into your scope device.  All of the zooming,
scrolling, scaling and offset tools still apply to data that has been scaled with a
Custom Probe in exactly the same way that they would apply to the raw data.
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8.6 How to set up the spectrum view
Creating a spectrum view


First, ensure that the trigger mode  is not set to ETS,  as it is not possible to
open a spectrum view in ETS trigger mode.


There are three ways to open a spectrum view:


Click the Spectrum Mode button in the Capture Setup toolbar.   We
recommend using this method to get the best spectrum analysis performance from
your scope.  Once in Spectrum Mode, you can still open a scope view to see your
data in the time domain, but PicoScope optimizes the settings for the spectrum
view.


Go to the Views menu  select Add view, then select Spectrum.


This method opens a spectrum view in the currently selected mode, whether this is
Scope Mode or Spectrum Mode.  For best results, we recommend that you switch
to Spectrum Mode, as described in the method immediately above.


Right-click on any view , select Add view, then select Spectrum.  The menu is
similar to the Views menu  shown above.


Configuring the spectrum view


See Spectrum Settings dialog.


Selecting the source data


PicoScope can produce a spectrum view  based on either live or stored data.  If
PicoScope is running (the Start  button is pressed in), the spectrum view
represents live data.  Otherwise, with PicoScope stopped (the Stop  button pressed
in), the view represents data stored in the currently selected page of the waveform
buffer.  When PicoScope is stopped, you can use the buffer controls  to scroll
through the buffer and the spectrum view will be recalculated from the waveform
currently selected.
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8.7 How to find a glitch using persistence mode
Persistence mode  is designed to help you find rare events hidden in otherwise
repetitive waveforms.  In normal scope mode, such an event may appear on the
display for a fraction of a second, too quickly for you to press the space bar to freeze
it on the screen.  Persistence mode keeps the event on the display for a
predetermined time, allowing you to set up the trigger options to capture it more
reliably.


Step-by-step guide


Set up the scope to trigger on a repetitive waveform like the one below.  We
suspect that there are occasional glitches but we can see nothing wrong yet, so we
shall use persistence mode to investigate.
Click the Persistence Mode button  to continue.
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Our original scope view is replaced by a persistence view, as shown below.
Immediately, we can see three pulses with different shapes.  At this point we have
the Saturation control in Persistence Options  turned up to maximum to help
us spot the various waveforms easily.
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Now that we have found some glitches, we will turn the Saturation control down
to minimum.  Click the Persistence options button to open the Persistence
Options dialog , and then use the slider to adjust the saturation.  The display
then appears as below.


The waveforms are now darker but have a wider range of colors and shades.  The
most frequently occurring waveform is shown in red, and is the normal shape of
the pulse.  A second waveform is drawn in light blue to shows that it occurs less
frequently, and it shows us that there is an occasional jitter of about 10 ns in the
pulse width.  The third waveform is drawn in dark blue because it occurs less
frequently than the other two, and indicates that there is an occasional runt pulse
about 300 mV lower in amplitude than normal.


74
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Persistence mode has done its job.  We have found our glitches, and now we want
to examine them in more detail.  The best way to do this is to switch back to
normal scope mode , so that we can use the advanced triggering  and
automatic measurement  functions built in to PicoScope.


Click the Scope Mode button.  Set up an advanced pulse-width trigger to look for a
pulse wider than 60 ns.  PicoScope then finds the runt pulse straight away.


We can now add automatic measurements or drag the rulers into place to analyse the
runt pulse in detail.


11 83
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9 Reference
This is where you can find detailed information on the operation of PicoScope.


 Measurement types
 Trigger timing
 Keyboard shortcuts
 Glossary


9.1 Measurement types
The Edit Measurement dialog  allows you to select one of a range of measurements
that PicoScope can calculate for the selected view. The list of measurements available
depends on whether the view is a scope view  (see scope measurements ) or a
spectrum view  (see spectrum measurements ).
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9.1.1 Scope measurements


AC RMS: The root mean square (RMS) value of the AC component of the
waveform. This measurement subtracts any DC offset from the
waveform. It is equivalent to a ripple measurement.


Cycle Time: PicoScope will attempt to find a repeated pattern in the
waveform and measure the duration of one cycle.


DC Average: The mean value of the waveform.


Duty Cycle: The amount of time that a signal spends above its mean value,
expressed as a percentage of the signal period. A duty cycle of
50% means that the high time is equal to the low time.


Falling Rate: The rate at which the signal level falls, in signal units per
second. Click the Advanced button in the Add Measurement
or Edit Measurement dialog to specify the signal level
thresholds for the measurement.


Fall Time: The time the signal takes to fall from the upper threshold to the
lower threshold.  Click the Advanced button in the Add
Measurement or Edit Measurement dialog to specify the
signal level thresholds for the measurement.


Frequency: The number of cycles of the waveform per second.


High Pulse Width: The amount of time that the signal spends above its mean
value.


Low Pulse Width: The amount of time that the signal spends below its mean
value.


Maximum: The highest level reached by the signal.


Minimum: The lowest level reached by the signal.


Peak To Peak: The difference between maximum and minimum.


Rise Time: The time the signal takes to rise from the lower threshold to the
upper threshold.  Click the Advanced button in the Add
Measurement or Edit Measurement dialog to specify the
signal level thresholds for the measurement.


Rising Rate: The rate at which the signal level rises, in signal units per
second.  Click the Advanced button in the Add Measurement
or Edit Measurement dialog to specify the signal level
thresholds for the measurement.
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9.1.2 Automotive scope measurements


These measurements are available only in PicoScope Automotive.


Burn Time: For a secondary ignition waveform, the duration of the spark.


Burn Voltage: For a secondary ignition waveform, the voltage across the spark
gap during the burn time.


Crank RPM: The turning rate of the crankshaft, as measured by the
crankshaft sensor. Expressed in revolutions per minute.


Dwell Angle: In a primary ignition waveform, dwell time converted to an
angle, using the formula:


dwell angle = (dwell time x crankshaft RPM / 60) x 360
degrees


Dwell Time: In a primary ignition waveform, the time during which battery
current flows in the ignition coil, as the magnetic field builds up
in its winding.


Injector Duration: The duration of the fuel injector pulse, as battery current flows
through the injector coil.


Peak Burn Voltage: For a secondary ignition waveform, the voltage of the initial
peak as the spark begins.


See also: Scope measurements 104



http://www.picotech.com/auto/picoscope-automotive.html
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9.1.3 Spectrum measurements


To add a spectrum measurement, open a spectrum view  and then click the Add
Measurement  button.  You can use these measurements in either scope mode
or spectrum mode .


Frequency at peak


The frequency at which the peak signal value appears.


Amplitude at peak


The amplitude of the peak signal value.


Total power


The power of the whole signal captured in the spectrum view.


The total power P is given by:


where b is the number of spectrum bins and pn is the power in the nth bin.


Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)


The ratio of the harmonic power to the power at the specified frequency.


Total Harmonic Distortion plus Noise (THD+N)


The ratio of the harmonic power plus noise to the fundamental power.  THD+N values
are almost be greater than the THD values for the same signal.


Spurious-free Dynamic Range (SFDR)


This is the ratio of the amplitude of the specified point (normally the peak frequency
component) and the frequency component with the second largest amplitude (call it
"SFDR frequency"). The component at the "SFDR frequency" is not necessarily a
harmonic of the fundamental frequency component. For example, it might be a
strong, independent noise signal.


Signal+Noise+Distortion to Signal+Noise Ratio (SINAD)


The ratio, in decibels, of the signal-plus-noise-plus-distortion to noise-plus-distortion.


16
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Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)


The ratio, in decibels, of the mean signal power to the mean noise power.  Hanning or
Blackman windows are recommended because of their low noise.


Intermodulation Distortion (IMD)


A measure of the distortion caused by the nonlinear mixing of two tones. When
multiple signals are injected into a device, modulation or nonlinear mixing of these
two signals can occur. For input signals at frequencies f1 and f2, the two second-order
distortion signals will be found at frequencies: f3 = (f1 + f2) and f4 = (f1 - f2).


IMD is expressed as the dB ratio of the RMS sum of the distortion terms to the RMS
sum of the two input tones. IMD can be measured for distortion terms of any order,
but the second-order terms are most commonly used. In the second-order case, the
intermodulation distortion is given by:


where


F3 and F4 are the amplitudes of the two second-order distortion terms (at
frequencies f3 and f4 defined above)


and


F1 and F2 are the amplitudes of the input tones (at frequencies f1 and f2, as
marked by the frequency rulers in the spectrum window).


For reference, the third-order terms are at frequencies (2F1 + F2), (2F1 - F2), (F1 +
2F2) and (F1 - 2F2).


Note: Hanning or Blackman windows are recommended because of their low noise. An
FFT size of 4096 or greater is recommended in order to provide adequate spectral
resolution for the IMD measurements.
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9.2 Window functions
To create a spectrum view,  PicoScope uses a Fast Fourier Transform to compute
the spectrum of a block of sampled data.  A block of sampled data has a beginning
and an end, and these sharp boundaries have an effect on the computed spectrum,
creating unwanted artefacts such as ripple and gain errors.  To reduce these artefacts,
the signal can be smoothed so it tapers off to zero at the start and end of the block. 
A number of different types of smoothing, called window functions, can be applied
depending on the type of signal and the purpose of the measurement.  The
rectangular window is simply the unsmoothed, truncated version of the data.


The Window Functions control in the Spectrum Options dialog  lets you select
one of the standard window functions for spectrum analysis.  The following table
shows some of the figures of merit used to compare window functions.


Window Main peak
width (bins
@ -3 dB)


Highest 
side lobe
(dB)


Side lobe 
roll-off
(dB/octave)


Notes


Blackman 1.68 -58 18 often used for audio work


Gaussian 1.33 to 1.79 -42 to -69 6 gives minimal time and
frequency errors


Triangular 1.28 -27 12 also called Bartlett window


Hamming 1.30 -41.9 6 also called raised sine-squared;
used in speech analysis


Hann 1.20 to 1.86 -23 to -47 12 to 30 also called sine-squared; used
for audio & vibration


Blackman-Harris 1.90 -92 6 general-purpose


Flat-top 2.94 -44 6 negligible pass-band ripple;
used mainly for calibration


Rectangular 0.89 -13.2 6 maximal sharpness; used for
short transients


16
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9.3 Trigger timing (part 1)
The pre-trigger time control and post-trigger delay control functions are
described individually under "Triggering toolbar",  but the interaction between the
two controls is also important to understand. Here is a screen shot of a scope view
with post-trigger delay enabled:


Note 1. The trigger reference point ( ) does not lie on the waveform. This is because
the post-trigger delay is set to 3.3 ms, which means that the trigger occurred
3.3 ms before the reference point, somewhere off the left-hand edge of the 
scope view.  The time axis is aligned so that the trigger reference point is
at 3.3 ms.


Note 2. The pre-trigger delay is set to 30%, which makes the trigger reference point
appear 30% of the way across the scope view from the left-hand edge.


Note 3. PicoScope limits the trigger-to-reference-point delay to a multiple of the total
capture time. Once you have reached this limit, the program will not let you
increase the pre-trigger delay, and if you increase the post-trigger delay,
PicoScope will reduce the pre-trigger delay to stop the total exceeding the
limit.  The multiple is typically 100 in most trigger modes, and 1 in ETS
mode.
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9.4 Trigger timing (part 2)
"Trigger timing (part 1) " introduced the concepts of pre-trigger delay  and the
post-trigger delay . This diagram below shows how they are related.


The pre-trigger delay positions the scope view  in relation to the trigger reference
point so that you can choose how much of the waveform should be before the
reference point, and how much after it.


The post-trigger delay is like the delayed trigger of a conventional oscilloscope.
PicoScope waits for this time after the trigger event before drawing the trigger
reference point.  Scope devices have a limit to the number of sampling intervals that
can elapse between the trigger event and the end of the capture, so the software may
adjust the pre-trigger delay to keep within this limit.


Tip


If you have set up a post-trigger delay, you can click the post-trigger delay button
while the scope is running whenever you want to switch between viewing the trigger
event and the trigger reference point.
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9.5 Keyboard shortcuts
You can activate most of PicoScope's functions using the menu system, but some
functions also have keyboard shortcuts.  These can save time on tasks that you
repeat often.


Ctrl-C Copy the current view  or note  to the Windows clipboard. You can
then switch to another application and paste the contents of the
clipboard as a picture. The method for doing this varies, but many
applications use the Ctrl-V key or a "Paste" button.


Ctrl-D Hand tool. Use to pan the waveform when zoomed in. Equivalent to the
"Hand tool" button on the Zooming and Scrolling toolbar.


Ctrl-I Zoom-in tool. Click on the waveform to zoom in. Equivalent to the
"Zoom-in tool" button on the Zooming and Scrolling toolbar.


Ctrl-M Marquee zoom tool. Click on the waveform and drag to draw a box (a
marquee), and PicoScope will zoom in to make the box fill the view.
Equivalent to the "Marquee zoom tool" button on the Zooming and
Scrolling toolbar.


Ctrl-O Zoom-out tool. Click on the waveform to zoom out. Equivalent to the
"Zoom-out tool" button on the Zooming and Scrolling toolbar.


Ctrl-S
or
Esc


Cancel a zoom or pan mode and restore the pointer to a standard
selection tool. Equivalent to the "Normal selection tool" button on the 
Zooming and Scrolling toolbar.


Ctrl-U Zoom to 100% scale. Restores a view to its normal state. Equivalent to
the "Zoom to 100% scale" button on the Zooming and Scrolling toolbar.


Page Up Load the previous waveform file (*.psdata) in the same directory as the
currently loaded file.


Page Down Load the next waveform file (*.psdata) in the same directory as the
currently loaded file.


Space Starts and stops the scope device.
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9.6 Glossary
AC coupling.  In this mode, the scope device rejects very low signal frequencies
below about 1 hertz. This allows you to use the full resolution of the scope to measure
a.c. signals accurately, ignoring any d.c. offset. You cannot measure the signal level
with respect to ground in this mode.


AWG.  An arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) is a circuit that can generate a
waveform of almost any shape.  It is programmed with a data file, supplied by the
user, which defines the output voltage at a number of equally spaced points in time. 
The circuit uses this data to reconstruct the waveform with a specified amplitude and
frequency.


Axis.  A line marked with measurements.  PicoScope shows one vertical axis for each
channel that is enabled in a view, giving measurements in volts or other units.  Each
view also has a single horizontal axis, which is marked in units of time for a scope
view, or units of frequency for a spectrum view.


Channel.  A scope device has one or more channels, each of which can sample one
signal. High-speed scope devices typically have one BNC connector per channel.


DC coupling.  In this mode, the scope device measures the signal level relative to
signal ground. This shows both d.c. and a.c. components.


ETS.  Equivalent Time Sampling.  A method of increasing the effective sampling rate
of the scope.  In a scope view, the program captures several cycles of a repetitive
signal, then combines the results to produce a single waveform with higher time-
resolution than a single capture.  For accurate results, the signal must be perfectly
repetitive and the trigger must be stable.


Graticule.  The horizontal and vertical dashed lines in every view.  These help you
estimate the amplitude and time or frequency of features on the waveform.


Grid.  The arrangement of viewports.  The number of grid rows and the number of
grid columns can each be either 1, 2, 3 or 4.


In focus.  PicoScope can display several views, but only one view is in focus at any
time.  When you click a toolbar button, it will usually affect only the view that is in
focus.  To bring a view into focus, click on it.


Probe.  An accessory that attaches to your oscilloscope and picks up a signal to be
measured. Probes are available to pick up any form of signal, but they always deliver
a voltage signal to the oscilloscope.  PicoScope has built-in definitions of standard
probes, but also allows you to define custom probes.


Progressive mode.  Normally, PicoScope redraws the waveform in a scope view
many times every second.  At timebases slower than 200 ms/div, however, it
switches to progressive mode.  In this mode, PicoScope updates the scope view
continuously as each capture progresses, rather than waiting for a complete capture
before updating the view.


Resolution enhancement.  Collecting samples at a faster rate than requested, then
combining the excess samples by averaging.  This technique can increase the
effective resolution of a scope device when there is a small amount of noise on the
signal.  (More details.) 20
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Ruler.  A vertical or horizontal dashed line that can be dragged into place on a
waveform in a view. PicoScope displays the signal level, time value or frequency value
of all rulers in the Ruler Legend box.


Scope device.  A box of electronics that, with the help of the PicoScope software,
turns your computer into a PC Oscilloscope.


Standard deviation.  A statistical measure of the spread of a set of samples.  The
standard deviation of the set  is defined as:


,


where is the arithmetic mean of all the samples.  The units of the standard
deviation value are the same as those of the original samples.


Tool tip.  A label that appears when you move the mouse pointer over some parts of
the PicoScope screen, such as buttons, controls and rulers.


Trigger.  The part of an oscilloscope that monitors an incoming signal and decides
when to begin a capture.  Depending on the trigger condition that you set, the scope
may trigger when the signal crosses a threshold, or may wait until a more complex
condition is satisfied.


Vertical resolution.  The number of bits that the scope device uses to represent the
signal level.  This number is fixed by the design of the device, but a greater effective
number can be obtained in some cases by using resolution enhancement .


View.  A presentation of data from a scope device.  A view may be a scope view or
a spectrum view.


Viewport.  The views in the PicoScope window  are arranged in a grid,  and each
rectangular area in the grid is called a viewport.


20
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Index


.
.bmp files, saving    29


.csv files, saving    29


.gif files, saving    29


.png files, saving    29


.psdata files, saving    29


.pssettings files, saving    29


.txt files, saving    29


A
AC mains power    57


Access    4


Add Measurement dialog    38


Adding a measurement    18, 37, 38


Address    5


Advanced measurement settings    39


Advanced Options menu    68


Advanced trigger types    83


Advanced triggering    80, 82


Analog intensity    74


Arbitrary waveform files    78


Arbitrary waveform generator    76


Automotive measurements    


Burn time    105


Burn voltage    105


Crank RPM    105


Dwell angle    105


Dwell time    105


Injector duration    105


Peak burn voltage    105


Average (statistics)    18


Axis    


horizontal    14, 16


vertical    14, 16


Axis offset    93


Axis scaling    93


Axis scaling controls    69


B
Battery power    57


Binary files, exporting    31


Buffer Navigation toolbar    66


C
Capture count    18


Capture modes    11, 12


Capture rate preference    57


Capture Setup toolbar    71


Capture Size preference    56


Channel Options button    67


Channel Setup toolbar    67


Channels    


selecting in a view    35


Clipboard    34


Close file    28


Collection time units    56


Color preferences    62


Column auto-width    37


Connect Device dialog    28, 64


Contact information    5


Converter, how to change    90


Copy as image    34


Copy as text    34


Copyright    4


Coupling control    67


Create New Custom Probe dialog    44


CSV files, exporting    31


Cursor position tool tip    21


Custom grid layout dialog    36


Custom Probe wizard    44


Create New Custom Probe dialog    44


Edit Existing Custom Probe dialog    45


Edit Range dialog    51


Finished dialog    54


Lookup-table Scaling dialog    48


Manual Ranges Setup dialog    50


Probe ID dialog    53


Probe Output Units dialog    46


Range Management dialog    49


Scaling Method dialog    47


Custom probes    26, 42


Custom Probes dialog    42


D
Default Print Settings    61


Deleting a measurement    18, 37


Demonstration mode    87, 88


Demonstration Signals dialog    88


Demonstration Signals toolbar    87


Digital color    74


Display elements    8


Dropout trigger    83


E
Edge trigger    83
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Edit Existing Custom Probe dialog    45


Edit menu    34


Edit Range dialog    51


Editing a measurement    18, 37


Effective resolution    20


Email addresses    5


Equivalent-time sampling    80


Escape key    111


ETS    80


and Advanced Triggering    82


Exit    28


Exporting data    30


binary format    31


text format    31


F
Fall time    


threshold    39


Falling edge button    80


Fax number    5


File menu    28


File menu preferences    59


Filter control for statistics    39


Filtering    


of measurements    18


Fitness for purpose    4


Frequency difference, how to measure    91


Frequency legend    23, 24


Frequency rulers    23


G
General preferences    56


Glitches, finding    83


Glossary    112


Graticule    14, 16


Grid    


custom layout    36


layout    35


H
Hand tool    86


Harmonic control for measurements    39


Help menu    63


Horizontal axis    14, 16


Hysteresis    85


I
Image, saving as    29


Interpolation    


linear    58


sin(x)/x    58


Interval trigger    82, 83


Introduction    3


K
Keyboard shortcuts    86, 111


L
Language preferences    60


Legal statement    4


Liability    4


Light    57


Line thicknesses    62


Logic trigger    83


Lookup-Table Scaling dialog    48


M
Mains power    57


Manual Ranges Setup dialog    50


Marquee Zoom tool    86


Matlab 4 files, exporting    31


Max (statistics)    18


Maximum Waveforms preference    56


Measurement statistics    


capture size    56


Measurements    


adding    18, 38


advanced settings    39


automotive    105


deleting    18


editing    18


filtering    18


font size    37


list of types    103


menu    37


scope    104


spectrum    106


statistics    18


table    18


toolbar    70


Menus    27


Min (statistics)    18


Missing events, finding    83


Mission-critical applications    4


N
New features    2


Normal Selection tool    86
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Notes area    34


O
Offset    93


Open file    28


Oscilloscope    8


P
Page Down key    28


Page Up key    28


PC Oscilloscope    9


PCO    9


Persistence mode    17


Persistence Mode button    71


Persistence options    74


PicoScope    10


how to use    3, 7, 8


version 6.0    1, 2


PicoScope window    13


Post-trigger delay    109


arrow    15


control    80, 109


Power Management preferences    57


Preferences    41


capture rate    57


colours    62


Default Print Settings    61


dialog    55


files    59


general    56


language    60


power management    57


sampling    58


Pre-trigger delay    109


control    80, 109


Print    28


Print preview    28


Printing preferences    61


Probe ID dialog    53


Probe light    57


Probe Manager    41


Probe Output Units dialog    46


Probes    


custom    26


Progress bar    72


Properties sheet    25


Pulse width trigger    82, 83


R
Range Management dialog    49


Recent files list    59


Reference manual    63


Reset 'Don't show this again' dialogs    56


Resolution enhancement    20, 68


Rise time    


threshold    39


Rising edge button    80


Ruler legend    24


Rulers    


handles    14, 16


time    14, 16


voltage    14, 16


S
Sales email address    5


Sampling preferences    58


Sampling rate    71


Save As    28


dialog    29


Save file    28


Scale control    67


Scaling    10, 93


Scaling Method dialog    47


Scope measurements    


AC volts    104


Cycle time    104


DC volts    104


Duty cycle    104


Fall time    104


Falling rate    104


Frequency    104


High pulse width    104


Low pulse width    104


Maximum    104


Minimum    104


Peak to peak    104


Rise time    104


Rising rate    104


Scope mode    11


Scope Mode button    71


Scope view    12, 14


Scrolling    93


Selection tool, normal    86


Signal difference, how to measure    90


Signal Generator    


dialog    76


toolbar    76


Signal rulers    14, 16, 22


Sinx(x)/x preferences    58


Slow sampling transition    58


Smoothing    58
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Software version    1


Space bar    79, 111


Spectrum measurements    


Amplitude at peak    106


Frequency at peak    106


Intermodulation Distortion (IMD)    106


Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)    106


Spurious-free Dynamic Range (SFDR)    106


Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)    106
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 106
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Spectrum mode    11


Spectrum Mode button    71


Spectrum options    


bins    72


dialog    72


display mode    72


scale    72


Spectrum view    12, 16


how to set up    98


Spreadsheet, exporting to    29


Spurious edges, finding    83


Standard deviation    18


Start/Stop toolbar    79


Startup Settings menu    33


Statistics    18


filtering    39


Support    4


System requirements    6


T
Technical support email address    5
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Text files, exporting    31


Text, exporting as    29


Threshold for measurements    39


Time difference, how to measure    91


Time gate    25


Time rulers    14, 16, 23


Timebase controls    71


Toolbars    65


Tools menu    41


Trace    8


Trademarks    4


Trigger    


advanced    80, 82


dropout    83


dual-edge    82


edge    83


glitches    83
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marker    15


missing events    83


mode control    80


pulse width    82, 83


reference point    109


timing    109


toolbar    80


window    83
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Usage    4


V
Valid edges, finding    83
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Version 6.0 update    2


Vertical axis    14, 16


Views    


how to move    92


menu    35


scope view    14
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spectrum view    16
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W
Waveform    8, 14
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Window trigger    83
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Section 1 
Introduction 


 
UNDERSTANDING FLUX DENSITY 
 
Magnetic fields surrounding permanent magnets or electrical 
conductors can be visualized as a collection of magnetic flux 
lines; lines of force existing in the material that is being subjected 
to a magnetizing influence.  Unlike light, which travels away from 
its source indefinitely, magnetic flux lines must eventually return 
to the source.  Thus all magnetic sources are said to have two 
poles.  Flux lines are said to emanate from the “north” pole and 
return to the “south” pole, as depicted in Figure 1-1. 
 


 
 


Figure 1-1 
Flux Lines of a Permanent Magnet 


 
One line of flux in the CGS measurement system is called a 
maxwell (M), but the weber (W), which is 108  lines, is more 
commonly used. 
 
Flux density, also called magnetic induction, is the number of flux 
lines passing through a given area.  It is commonly assigned the 
symbol “B” in scientific documents.  In the CGS system a gauss 
(G) is one line of flux passing through a 1 cm2 area.  The more 
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commonly used term is the tesla (T), which is 10,000 lines per 
cm2 .  Thus  
 


1 tesla = 10,000 gauss 
1 gauss = 0.0001 tesla 


 
Magnetic field strength is a measure of force produced by an 
electric current or a permanent magnet.  It is the ability to induce 
a magnetic field “B”. It is commonly assigned the symbol “H” in 
scientific documents.  The unit of “H” in the CGS system is an 
oersted (Oe), but the ampere-meter (Am) is more commonly 
used.  The relationship is 
 


1 oersted = 79.6 ampere-meter 
1 ampere-meter = 0.01256 oersted 


 
It is important to know that magnetic field strength and magnetic 
flux density are not the same.  Magnetic field strength deals with 
the physical characteristics of magnetic materials whereas flux 
density does not.  The only time the two are considered equal is 
in free space (air).  Only in free space is the following relationship 
true: 
 


1 G = 1 Oe = 0.0001 T = 79.6 Am 
 
 
MEASUREMENT OF FLUX DENSITY 
 
A device commonly used to measure flux density is the Hall 
generator.  A Hall generator is a thin slice of a semiconductor 
material to which four leads are attached at the midpoint of each 
edge, as shown in Figure 1-2. 
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Figure 1-2 


Hall Generator 
 


A constant current (Ic) is forced through the material.  In a zero 
magnetic field there is no voltage difference between the other  
two edges.  When flux lines pass through the material the path of 
the current bends closer to one edge, creating a voltage 
difference known as the Hall voltage (Vh).  In an ideal Hall 
generator there is a linear relationship between the number of 
flux lines passing through the material (flux density) and the Hall 
voltage.   
 
The Hall voltage is also a function of the direction in which the 
flux lines pass through the material, producing a positive voltage 
in one direction and a negative voltage in the other.  If the same 
number of flux lines pass through the material in either direction, 
the net result is zero volts.  This sensitivity to flux direction makes 
it possible to measure both static (dc) and alternating (ac) 
magnetic fields. 
 
The Hall voltage is also a function of the angle at which the flux 
lines pass through the material.  The greatest Hall voltage occurs 
when the flux lines pass perpendicularly through the material.  
Otherwise the output is related to the cosine of the difference 
between 90° and the actual angle. 
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The sensitive area of the Hall generator is generally defined as 
the largest circular area within the actual slice of the material.  
This active area  can range in size from 0.2 mm (0.008”) to 19 
mm (0.75”) in diameter.  Often the Hall generator assembly is too 
fragile to use by itself so it is often mounted in a  protective tube 
and terminated with a flexible cable and a connector.  This 
assembly, known as a Hall probe, is generally provided in two 
configurations: 


 
 


Figure 1-3 
Hall Probe Configurations 


 
In “transverse” probes the Hall generator is mounted in a thin, flat 
stem whereas in “axial” probes the Hall generator is mounted in a 
cylindrical stem.  The axis of sensitivity is the primary difference, 
as shown by “B” in Figure 1-3.  Generally transverse probes are 
used to make measurements between two magnetic poles such 
as those in audio speakers, electric motors and imaging 
machines.  Axial probes are often used to measure the magnetic 
field along the axis of a coil, solenoid or traveling wave tube.  
Either probe can be used where there are few physical space 
limitations, such as in geomagnetic or electromagnetic 
interference surveys. 
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Handle the Hall probe with care.  Do not bend the stem or 


apply pressure to the probe tip as damage may result.  Use 
the protective cover when the probe is not in use. 


 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
 
The MODEL 5080 GAUSS / TESLAMETER is a portable 
instrument that utilizes a Hall probe to measure magnetic flux 
density in terms of gauss, tesla or ampere-meter.  The 
measurement range is from 0.01 mT (0.1 G or 0.01 kAm) to 
2.999T (29.99 kG or 2387 kAm).  The instrument is capable of 
measuring static (dc) magnetic fields and alternating (ac) fields. 
 
The MODEL 5080 consists of a palm-sized meter and various 
detachable Hall probes.  The meter operates on standard 9 volt 
alkaline batteries or can be operated with an external ac-to-dc 
power supply.  A retractable bail allows the meter to stand upright 
on a flat surface.  A notch in the bail allows the meter to be wall 
mounted when bench space is at a premium.  The large display is 
visible at considerable distances.  The instrument is easily 
configured using a single rotary selector and two pushbuttons. 
 
Three measurement ranges can be selected or the meter can 
automatically select the best range based on the present flux 
density being measured.  A “zero” function allows the user to 
remove undesirable readings from nearby magnetic fields 
(including earth’s) or false readings caused by initial electrical 
offsets in the probe and meter. Included is a “zero flux chamber” 
which allows the probe to be shielded from external magnetic 
fields during this operation.  Another feature called “relative 
mode” allows large flux readings to be suppressed so that small 
variations within the larger field can be observed directly.  Both 
the “zero” and “relative” adjustments can be made manually or 
automatically. 
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Other features include three “hold” modes, allowing either the 
arithmetic maximum, minimum or true peak values to be held 
indefinitely until reset by the user.  An analog signal is available 
from a standard BNC connector that is representative of the 
magnetic flux density signal and is calibrated to ± 3 volts full scale 
in dc mode or 3 Vrms in ac mode.  This output can be connected 
to a voltmeter, oscilloscope, recorder or external analog-to-digital 
converter. 
 
The meter can be fully configured and flux density readings 
acquired from a remote computer or PLC using the RS-232 
communications port.  This is a standard 9-pin “D” connector 
commonly used in personal computers.  The commands follow 
widely accepted protocols established by the IEEE-488.2 and 
SCPI-1991 standards. 
 
The meter, probes and accessories are protected when not in 
use by a sturdy carrying case. 
 
APPLICATIONS 
•  Sorting or performing incoming inspection on permanent 


 magnets, particularly multi-pole magnets. 
•  Testing audio speaker magnet assemblies, electric motor 


 armatures and stators, transformer lamination stacks, 
 cut toroidal cores, coils and solenoids. 


•  Determining the location of stray fields around medical 
 diagnostic equipment. 


•  Determining sources of electromagnetic interference. 
•  Locating flaws in welded joints. 
•  Inspection of ferrous materials. 
•  3-dimensional field mapping. 
•  Inspection of magnetic recording heads.
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Section 2 
Specifications 


 
INSTRUMENT 


 
RANGE RESOLUTION 


      
GAUSS TESLA Am GAUSS TESLA Am 


      
300  G 30 mT 23 kAm 0.1 G 0.01 mT 0.01 kAm 


3 kG 300 mT 238 kAm 1 G 0.1 mT 0.1 kAm 
30 kG 3    T 2388 kAm 10 G 1 mT 1 kAm 


 
ACCURACY (reading on display and from RS-232 port,  
  including probe) 
 
 dc mode:    ± 1 % of reading, ± 3 counts 
 
 ac mode: 
  20 - 10,000 Hz:  ± 2.5 % of reading, ± 5 counts 
  10,000 - 20,000 Hz: ± 5 % of reading, ± 5 counts 
 
ACCURACY (analog output, including probe) 
 
 dc mode:    ± 1 % of reading, ± 5 mV. 
 
 ac mode, low range: 
  20 - 2000 Hz:  ± 3 % of reading, ± 5 mV 
  7,000 Hz:  - 3 dB  (typical) 
 
 ac mode, mid and high range: 
  20 - 3500 Hz:  ± 3 % of reading, ± 5 mV 
  13,000 Hz:  - 3 dB  (typical) 
 
WARMUP TIME TO RATED 
ACCURACY:    15 minutes 
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MIN / MAX HOLD ACQUISITION TIME:    
 
 dc mode:   180 ms typical 
 ac mode:   300 ms typical 
 
PEAK HOLD ACQUISITION TIME:  
 
 dc mode:   1 ms typical 
 ac mode:   1 ms typical 
 
ANALOG OUTPUT SCALING:   
 dc mode:   ± 3 Vdc 
 ac mode:    3 Vrms 
 
ANALOG OUTPUT NOISE:  4 mV rms typical 
 
ANALOG OUTPUT LOAD:  10 kohm min., 100 pF max. 
 
ACCURACY CHANGE WITH 
TEMPERATURE 
(not including probe):   ± 0.02 % / ºC typical 
 
BATTERY TYPE:     9 Vdc alkaline (NEDA 1640A)  
 
BATTERY LIFE:     8 hours typical (two batteries,  
     analog output and RS-232 port  
     not used) 
 
AUXILIARY POWER: 9 Vdc, 300 mA,  
 
AUXILIARY POWER CONNECTOR:  Standard 2.5 mm I.D. / 5.5 mm  
     O.D. connector.  Center post is  
     positive (+) polarity.  
 
ANALOG OUTPUT CONNECTOR:   BNC 
 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE:  0 to +50ºC (+32 to +122ºF) 
 
STORAGE TEMPERATURE:  -25 to +70ºC (-13 to +158ºF) 
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METER DIMENSIONS:  
 
 Length:   13.2 cm (5.2 in) 
 Width:    13.5 cm (5.3 in) 
 Height:       3.8 cm (1.5 in) 
 
WEIGHT:  
   
 Meter w/batteries:  400 g (14 oz.) 
 Shipping:   1.59 kg (3 lb., 8 oz.) 
 
REGULATORY INFORMATION:  
  
 Compliance was demonstrated to the following specifications as 
 listed in the official Journal of the European Communities: 
 
 EN 50082-1:1992  Generic Immunity 
 
  IEC 801-2:1991  Electrostatic Discharge   
  Second Edition  Immunity 
  IEC 1000-4-2:1995 
 
  ENV 50140:1993 Radiated Electromagnetic 
  IEC 1000-4-3:1995 Field Immunity 
 
 EN 50081-1:1992  Generic Emissions 
 
  EN 55011:1991  Radiated and Conducted 
     Emissions 
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COMMUNICATIONS PORT:  
  
 Format:    RS-232C 
 Lines supported:  Transmit, receive, common. 
 Connector type:      9-pin “D” female 
 Cable length:   3 m (9.8 ft.) maximum 
 Receive input resistance: 3 kohm minimum 
 Receive voltage limit:  ± 30 V maximum 
 Transmit output voltage: ± 5 V min, ± 8 V typical 
 Baud rate:   2400 
 Stop bits:   1 
 Character length:  8 
 Parity:    None 
 Standards supported:  IEEE-1987.2, SCPI-1991 
  


EMC APPLICATION NOTE 
 


 Use only high quality, double shielded cables for RS-232 
 connection.  Keep the length of the cables less than  
 3 meters (9.8 ft.).  Long cables (>3m) with insufficient EMI 
 shielding can cause excessive emissions or may be 
 susceptible to  external interference. 
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STANDARD TRANSVERSE PROBE 
 


MODEL NUMBER:     STD58-0404 
 
FLUX DENSITY RANGE:  0 to ± 3 T (0 to ± 30 kG) 
 
FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH:  0 - 20 kHz 
 
OFFSET CHANGE WITH   
TEMPERATURE:   ± 30 µT  (300 mG) / ºC typical 
 
ACCURACY CHANGE WITH   
TEMPERATURE:   - 0.05% / ºC typical 
 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: 0 to +75ºC (+32 to +167ºF) 
 
STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE: -25 to +75ºC (-13 to +167ºF) 
 


 
Figure 2-1 


Standard Transverse Probe 
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STANDARD AXIAL PROBE 
 


MODEL NUMBER:     SAD58-1904 
 
FLUX DENSITY RANGE:  0 to ± 3 T (0 to ± 30 kG) 
 
FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH:  0 - 20 kHz 
 
OFFSET CHANGE WITH   
TEMPERATURE:   ± 30 µT  (300 mG) / ºC typical 
 
ACCURACY CHANGE WITH   
TEMPERATURE:   - 0.05% / ºC typical 
 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: 0 to +75ºC (+32 to +167ºF) 
 
STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE: -25 to +75ºC (-13 to +167ºF) 


 
Figure 2-2 


Standard Axial Probe 
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OPTIONAL PROBE EXTENSION CABLE 
 


MODEL NUMBER:     X5000-0006 
 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: 0 to +75ºC (+32 to +167ºF) 
 
STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE: -25 to +75ºC (-13 to +167ºF) 
 


 
 


 
 


Figure 2-3 
Optional Probe Extension Cable 
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ZERO FLUX CHAMBER 
 


MODEL NUMBER:     YA-111 
 
CAVITY DIMENSIONS: 
 
 Length:    50.8 mm (2”) 
 Diameter:   8.7 mm (0.343”) 
  
ATTENUATION:   80 dB to 30 mT (300 G) 
 
PURPOSE:     To shield the probe from  
     external magnetic fields during  
     the ZERO or RELATIVE  
     operations. 
 
 


 
 


Figure 2-4 
Zero Flux Chamber 
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Section 3 
Operating Instructions 


 
OPERATOR SAFETY 
 


 
Do not connect the auxiliary power connector to an ac power 


source.  Do not exceed 15 Vdc regulated or 9 Vdc 
unregulated .  Do not reverse polarity.  Use only a regulated 


ac-to-dc power supply certified for country of use. 
 


 
 
 
 


Figure 3-1 
Auxiliary Power Connector Warnings 
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Do not allow the probe to come in contact with any voltage 


source greater than 30 Vrms or 60 Vdc.   
 


 
Figure 3-2 


Probe Electrical Warning 
 


 
Batteries contain ferrous materials that are attracted to 


magnetic fields.  Be careful when operating the instrument 
near large magnetic fields, as it may move without warning.  
Extension cables are available to increase the probe cable 
length, so that the instrument can remain in a safe position 


with respect to the field being measured with the probe. 
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OPERATING FEATURES 
 


 
 


Figure 3-3 
Operating Features 


 
1 Display.  Liquid crystal display (LCD). 
 
2 Manual ZERO / RELATIVE Control.  In the ZERO and 
 RELATIVE modes of operation the user can manually 
 adjust the zero or relative point using this control. 
 
3 Function Selector.  This control allows the operator to 
 change the meter’s range, units of measure, ac or dc  
 measurement, hold modes and operation of the analog 
 output.  It also engages the ZERO, RELATIVE and 
 MEASURE modes of operation. 
 
4 RS-232 Port.  Shielded 9-pin “D” connector supporting 
 RS-232-C serial communications. 
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5 Battery Compartment Cover.  This cover slides open to 
 allow one or two 9 volt batteries to be installed. 
 
 
 
6 Power Switch.  Push-on / push-off type switch to apply 
 power to the meter. 
 
7 SELECT Switch.   Momentary pushbutton used in 
 conjunction with the Function Selector   3   to configure 
 the meter’s range, units of measure, ac or dc 
 measurement, hold modes and operation of the analog 
 output. 
 
8 AUTO/HOLD RESET Switch.   Momentary pushbutton 
 used to reset the held reading when one of the HOLD 
 modes is being used, or to start an automatic ZERO or 
 RELATIVE operation when in the ZERO or RELATIVE 
 modes. 
 
9 Auxiliary Power Connector.  This is an industry standard 


2.5 mm I.D. / 5.5 mm O.D. dc power connector.  The 
meter will accept a regulated dc voltage in the range of 6 - 
15 Vdc at 300 mA minimum current or unregulated 9 Vdc.  
The center pin is positive (+).  The internal batteries are 
disconnected when using this connector. 


 


 
Do not connect the auxiliary power connector to an ac power 


source.  Do not exceed 15 Vdc regulated or 9 Vdc 
unregulated.  Do not reverse polarity. Use only a regulated 


ac-to-dc power supply certified for country of use. 



jmchan
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10 Analog Output Connector.  A voltage signal 
 representative of the magnetic flux density being 
 measured is available at this BNC connector.  Calibration 
 is set to ± 3.0 V full scale dc or 3.0 Vrms ac, depending 
 upon the mode of operation .  Minimum load is 10 kohm.   
 The analog output will be active when the ANALOG 
 ON/OFF function has been turned ON using the Function 
 Selector   3  . 
 
11 Probe Connector.  The Hall probe or probe extension 
 cable plugs into this connector and locks in place.  To 
 disconnect, pull on the body of the plug, not the cable ! 
 
12 Meter Stand.  Retractable stand that allows the meter to 
 stand upright when placed on a flat surface.  A notch in 
 the stand allows the meter to be mounted to a vertical 
 surface. 
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INSTRUMENT PREPARATION 
 
1) With the power switch turned off (POWER pushbutton in the 
full up position) apply pressure to the battery compartment cover 
at the two points shown in  Figure 3-4.  Slide the cover open and 
remove. 
 
2) Install one or two 9 volt alkaline batteries (two batteries will 
provide longer operating life).  The battery compartment is 
designed so that the battery polarity cannot be reversed.  
Reinstall the battery compartment cover. 
 


 
 


Figure 3-4 
Battery Installation 
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3) If using an ac-to-dc power supply review Figure 3-1 for safety 
notes and the SPECIFICATIONS section for voltage and current 
ratings.  When using a power supply the batteries are 
automatically disconnected. 
 
4) Install the probe or probe extension cable by matching the key 
way in the connector to that in the mating socket in the meter.  
The connector will lock in place. To disconnect, pull on the body 
of the plug, not the cable! 
 


 
 


Figure 3-5 
Probe Connection 
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POWER-UP 
 
Depress the POWER switch.  There will be a momentary audible 
beep and all display segments will appear on the display.   
 


 
 


Figure 3-6 
Power-Up Display 


 
The instrument will conduct a self test before measurements 
begin. If a problem is detected the phrase “Err” will appear on the 
display followed by a 3-digit code.  The circuitry that failed will be 
retested and the error code will appear after each failure.  This 
process will continue indefinitely or until the circuitry passes the 
test.  A condition in which a circuit fails and then passes should 
not be ignored because it indicates an intermittent problem that 
should be corrected. 
 
If the self test is successful the meter will perform a self 
calibration.  During this phase the meter will display the software 
revision number, such as “r 1.0”.  Calibration will halt if there is no 
Hall probe connected.  Until the probe is connected the phrase 
“Err” will appear accompanied by a flashing “PROBE” annunciator 
as shown in Figure 3-7. 
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Figure 3-7 
Missing Probe Indication 


 
After power-up the position of the FUNCTION selector switch will 
determine what happens next.  For instance if the selector is in 
the RANGE position the meter will wait for the user to change the 
present range.  If in the MEASURE position flux density 
measurements will begin. 
 
Allow adequate time for the meter and probe to reach a stable 
temperature.  See the SPECIFICATIONS section for specific 
information. 
 
 
POWER-UP SETTINGS 
 
The meter permanently saves certain aspects of the instrument’s 
setup and restores them the next time the meter is turned on.  
The conditions that are saved are: 
 
 RANGE setting (including AUTO range) 
 MODE (ac or dc) 
 UNITS of measure (gauss, tesla or ampere-meter) 
 HOLD mode (min, max or peak) 
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Other aspects are not saved and default to these conditions: 
 
 RELATIVE mode (turned OFF) 
 RELATIVE value (set to 0) 
 ZERO mode (inactive) 
 OUTPUT function (turned OFF and output set to 0 Vdc) 
  
 
NOTE:  The present setup of the instrument is saved only when 
the FUNCTION selector is returned to the MEASURE position.  
For example assume the meter is in the MEASURE mode on the 
30 mT range.  The FUNCTION selector is now turned to the 
RANGE position and the 300 mT range is selected.  The meter is 
turned off and on again.  The meter will be restored to the 30 mT 
range because the FUNCTION selector was never returned to the 
MEASURE mode prior to turning it off. 
 
LOW BATTERY CONDITION 
 
The meter is designed to use one or two standard 9V alkaline 
batteries (two batteries will provide longer operating life).  When 
the battery voltage becomes too low the battery symbol on the 
display will flash, as shown in Figure 3-8.  Replace the batteries 
or use an external ac-to-dc power supply. 
 


 
Instrument specifications are not guaranteed when a low 


battery condition exists ! 
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Figure 3-8 
Low Battery Indication 


 
OVERRANGE CONDITION 
 
If the magnitude of the magnetic flux density exceeds the limit of 
the selected range the meter will display a flashing value of 
“2999” (gauss or tesla mode)  or “2387” (ampere-meter mode).  
The next highest range should be selected.  If already on the 
highest range then the flux density is too great to be measured 
with this instrument. 


 
 


Figure 3-9 
Overrange Indication 
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AC OR DC MEASUREMENT SELECTION 
 
The meter is capable of measuring either static (dc) or alternating 
(ac) magnetic fields.  To choose the desired mode rotate the 
function selector to the MODE setting, then press the SELECT 
pushbutton to select AC or DC on the display.   
 
The dc and ac modes is discussed in more detail later in this 
section. 
 
This setting is saved and will be restored the next time the meter 
is turned on. 
 


 
 


Figure 3-10 
MODE (AC-DC) Function 
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UNITS OF MEASUREMENT SELECTION 
 
The meter is capable of providing flux density measurements in 
terms of gauss (G), tesla (T) or ampere-meters (Am). To choose 
the desired units, rotate the function selector to the UNITS 
position.   Press the SELECT pushbutton to select G, T or Am on 
the display.   
 
This setting is saved and will be restored the next time the meter 
is turned on. 
 


 
 


Figure 3-11 
UNITS Function 
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RANGE SELECTION 
 
The meter is capable of providing flux density measurements on 
one of three fixed ranges, or it can be programmed to 
automatically select the best range for the present flux density. 
The available ranges are listed in the SPECIFICATIONS section 
of this manual.  The ranges advance in decade steps.  The 
lowest range offers the best resolution while the highest range 
allows higher flux levels to be measured. 
 
In the AUTO range mode the range is advanced if the reading 
reaches the full scale of the present range.  This is 2999 if in the  
gauss or tesla mode (such as 299.9 G or 299.9 mT), or 2387 if in 
the ampere-meter mode (such as 23.87 kAm).  The range is 
lowered if the present reading falls below 10% of full scale for the 
present range.  The speed at which the readings are updated 
decreases slightly when AUTO ranging is used. 
 
NOTE:  The AUTO range selection will be canceled if the 
RELATIVE mode is turned on. 
 
To choose the desired range rotate the function selector to the 
RANGE position.  The “RANGE” legend will flash.  Press the 
SELECT pushbutton to select the desired range or AUTO 
RANGE on the display. 
 
This setting is saved and will be restored the next time the meter 
is turned on. 
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Figure 3-12 
RANGE Function 
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HOLD MODE SELECTION 
 
In some applications it may be desirable to hold a reading that is 
either greater than or less than all previous readings, or which 
has the greatest peak value whether positive or negative. 
 
The MAX HOLD function holds the reading that is arithmetically 
greater than all previous readings.  For instance a reading of 
+125.0 is greater than +99.0 or -150.0. 
 
The MIN HOLD function holds the reading that is arithmetically 
less than all previous readings.  For instance a reading of -125.0 
is less than -99.0 or +150.0. 
 
The PEAK HOLD function captures and holds the peak value of 
the flux density waveform within the response time capabilities of 
the meter. See the SPECIFICATIONS section of this manual for 
more information.  The peak can be either positive or negative, 
whichever has the greatest magnitude.  For instance a peak 
value of -100.0 is greater than a peak value of +90.0. 
 
To choose the desired hold mode rotate the function selector to 
the HOLD position.  Press the SELECT pushbutton to select the 
desired mode on the display.  MAX HOLD is indicated by “MX”.  
MIN HOLD is indicated by “MN”.  PEAK HOLD is indicated by 
“PK”.  The “OFF” legend will appear when all HOLD modes are 
turned off. 
 
This setting is saved and will be restored the next time the meter 
is turned on. 
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Figure 3-13 
HOLD Function 


 
MIN / MAX HOLD USAGE 
 
See the SPECIFICATIONS section for response time information. 
 
The MAX HOLD function holds the reading that is arithmetically 
greater than all previous readings.  The MIN HOLD function holds 
the reading that is arithmetically less than all previous readings. 
These modes are useful in determining the maximum or minimum 
value of magnetic events that occur over a period of time. 
 
The MIN or MAX HOLD operation begins when the function 
selector is returned to the MEASURE position.  If the reading 
exceeds the range limit the meter will hold a flashing value of 
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“2999” (gauss or tesla mode),  “2387” (ampere-meter mode) or 
the maximum value allowed in the RELATIVE mode. 
 
The held value can be reset by pressing the HOLD RESET 
pushbutton.  The next value displayed after a reset will be the 
present value of flux density.  For instance if the held reading is 
200.0 G and the present flux density is -100.0 G, the meter will 
display -100.0 G after the reset. 
 
If the analog output is being used the output signal will continue 
to represent the real time flux density as seen by the probe.  It is 
not affected by the HOLD function. 
 
 
PEAK HOLD USAGE 
 
See the SPECIFICATIONS section for response time and 
accuracy information. 
 
In the PEAK HOLD mode the input signal is sampled many times 
each second.  Each sample is compared to all previous samples 
and that which has the greatest amplitude (regardless of polarity) 
is held on the display.  This mode can be used to capture the 
peak value of a fast, one-time magnetic event such as a 
magnetizing pulse. 
 
The PEAK HOLD operation begins when the function selector is 
returned to the MEASURE position.  If the reading exceeds the 
range limit the meter will hold a flashing value of “2999” (gauss or 
tesla mode),  “2387” (ampere-meter mode) or the maximum value 
allowed in the RELATIVE mode.  The held value can be reset by 
pressing the HOLD RESET pushbutton. 
 
These are the differences between the PEAK HOLD mode and 
the MIN / MAX HOLD modes: 
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 - The PEAK HOLD mode considers only the magnitude of  
  the reading and not the polarity. 
 
 - The response time of the PEAK HOLD mode is much  
  faster but final accuracy is less. 
 
If the analog output is being used the output signal will continue 
to represent the real time flux density as seen by the probe.  It is 
not affected by the HOLD function.
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ZERO FUNCTION 
 
“Zeroing” the probe and meter is one of the most important steps 
to obtaining accurate dc flux density measurements.  The ideal 
Hall generator produces zero output in the absence of a magnetic 
field, but actual devices are subject to variations in materials, 
construction and temperature.  Therefore most Hall generators 
produce some output even in a zero field.  This will be interpreted 
by the meter as a flux density signal. 
 
Also, the circuits within the meter can produce a signal even 
when there is no signal present at the input.  This will be 
interpreted as a flux density signal.  Lastly magnetic sources 
close to the actual field being measured, such as those from 
electric motors, permanent magnets and the earth (roughly 0.5 
gauss or 50 µT ), can induce errors in the final reading.   
 
It is vital to remove these sources of error prior to making actual 
measurements.  The process of “zeroing” removes all of these 
errors in one operation.  The meter cancels the combined dc 
error signal by introducing another signal of equal magnitude with 
opposite polarity.  After zeroing the only dc signal that remains is 
that produced by the probe when exposed to magnetic flux. 
 
NOTE: Zeroing the meter and probe affects only the static (dc) 
component of the flux density signal. 
 
NOTE: The process of zeroing also affects the analog signal. 
 
There may be situations when the user prefers to shield the 
probe from all external magnetic fields prior to zeroing.  Provided 
with the meter is a ZERO FLUX CHAMBER which is capable of 
shielding against fields as high as 30 mT (300 G or 23.88 kAm).  
The probe is simply inserted into the chamber before the zeroing 
process begins. 
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Handle the Hall probe with care.  Do not bend the stem or 


apply pressure to the probe tip as damage may result. 
 


In other situations the user may want the probe to be exposed to 
a specific magnetic field during the zeroing process so that all 
future readings do not include that reading (such as the earth’s 
field).  This is possible with the following restrictions: 
 
1) The external field must not exceed 30 mT (300 G or  
 23.88 kAm). 
 
2) The field must be stable during the zeroing process.  It should 
 not contain alternating (ac) components. 
 
 
AUTOMATIC ZERO FUNCTION 
 
The meter provides two methods to zero the probe.  The first is 
completely automatic.  Prepare the probe for zeroing, then rotate 
the function selector to the ZERO position. The “ZERO” legend 
will flash and actual dc flux density readings will appear on the 
display. The meter will select the lowest range regardless of 
which range was in use prior to using the ZERO function.  Recall 
that the maximum flux density level that can be zeroed is 30 mT 
(300 G or 23.88 kAm).  If the existing field is too large consider 
using the RELATIVE mode (discussed later in this section).  The 
meter will switch over to the dc mode of operation during zeroing.  
Recall that the zeroing operation affects dc errors only.  If you 
wish to suppress an ac field consider using the RELATIVE mode. 
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Figure 3-14 
Automatic ZERO Function 


 
Press the AUTO pushbutton and the process will begin.  The 
“AUTO” legend will also flash. Once automatic zeroing begins it 
must be allowed to complete. During this time all controls are 
disabled except for the POWER switch.  The process normally 
takes from 5 to 15 seconds. 
 
The meter selects the lowest range and adjusts the nulling signal  
until the net result reaches zero.  If the existing field is too large 
or unstable the meter will sound a double beep and the phrase 
“OVER” will appear momentarily on the display.  At this point the 
automatic process is terminated and the flashing “AUTO” legend 
will disappear.  The “ZERO” legend will continue to flash to 
remind the user that the ZERO mode is still active. 
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If the nulling process is successful, the next highest range is 
selected.   No further electronic adjustments are made, but at this 
stage a reading is acquired which will be mathematically 
subtracted from all future readings on this range.  This process is 
then repeated for the highest range.  When finished, the meter 
will sound an audible beep and the flashing “AUTO” legend will 
disappear.  The “ZERO” legend will continue to flash to remind 
the user that the ZERO mode is still active.  At this point the 
automatic process can be repeated or a manual adjustment can 
be performed (see “Manual Zeroing”). 
 
The final zero values will remain in effect until the meter and 
probe are zeroed again, if the probe is disconnected or if the 
meter is turned off and back on again. 
 
NOTE: Zeroing the probe cancels the RELATIVE mode if it was 
turned on. 


 
 
MANUAL ZERO FUNCTION 
 
The second zeroing method is a manual adjustment.  This 
feature also allows the user to set the “zero” point to something 
other than zero, if desired.  Position the probe for zeroing, then 
rotate the function selector to the ZERO position.  The “ZERO” 
legend will flash and actual dc flux density readings will appear 
on the display. The meter will select the lowest range regardless 
of which range was in use prior to selecting the ZERO function.  
Recall that the maximum flux density level that can be zeroed is 
30 mT (300 G or 23.88 kAm).  If the existing field is too large, 
consider using the RELATIVE mode (discussed later in this 
section).  The meter will switch over to the dc mode of operation 
during zeroing.  Recall that the zeroing operation affects dc errors 
only.  If you wish to suppress an ac field consider using the 
RELATIVE mode. 
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Figure 3-15 
Manual ZERO Function 


 
By turning the MANUAL control in either direction the reading will 
be altered.  Turning the control clockwise adds to the reading, 
turning it counterclockwise subtracts from the reading.  Turning it 
slowly results in a fine adjustment, turning it quickly results in a 
coarse adjustment. 
 
NOTE: Making a manual ZERO adjustment not only affects the  
lowest range but also the higher ranges, though to a lesser 
extent.  For example, assume an automatic ZERO has already 
been performed, after which all three ranges should read zero.  
Now a manual adjustment is made that causes the reading on 
the lowest range to be non-zero.  The reading on the other 
ranges may also be non-zero depending upon the magnitude of 
the change.  The adjustment has 10 times less effect on the 
middle range and 100 times less effect on the highest range. 
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NOTE: Zeroing the probe cancels the RELATIVE mode if it was 
turned on. 
 
 
RELATIVE MODE 


 
The RELATIVE mode allows a specific flux density value to be 
subtracted from all future readings.  Thus all future readings will 
be “relative” to that value.  For instance if the relative value is 
+100.0 gauss, and the present flux density is +112.0 gauss, the 
actual displayed value will be +12.0 gauss.  If the flux density 
drops to +77.0 gauss, the actual displayed value will be -23.0.  
Thus the RELATIVE mode allows for the direct readout of 
variations around a given field, whether static (dc) or alternating 
(ac). 
 
There are two ways to generate a relative value.  In the automatic 
mode the meter uses the present flux density reading from the 
probe as the relative value.  In the manual mode, the user can 
specify a value using the MANUAL control.  Each mode will be 
discussed in more detail. 
 
There are three restrictions when using the RELATIVE mode: 
 
1) The RELATIVE mode can only be used on a fixed range. If the 
AUTO range feature is in use and then the RELATIVE mode is 
turned on the AUTO range feature is canceled.  Conversely, if the 
RELATIVE mode is turned on and then the AUTO range feature 
is turned on, the RELATIVE mode is canceled. 
 
2) If the RELATIVE mode has been turned ON and the probe is 
zeroed via the ZERO function, the RELATIVE mode is canceled.   
 
3) The point at which the meter declares an OVERRANGE 
condition changes when using the RELATIVE mode.  Normally 
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an overrange occurs when the reading reaches the full scale limit 
of ± 2999 in the gauss or tesla mode (such as ± 299.9 G, ± 29.99 
mT, etc.) or  ± 2387 if in the ampere-meter mode (such as 23.87 
kAm).  At that point the digits will remain at “2999” or “2387” and 
will flash to indicate an overrange condition (see Figure 3.9). 
 
In the RELATIVE mode this limit can be exceeded by about 35% 
to a maximum value of ± 4095 as seen by the probe. 
 
To clarify this, suppose the meter is set to the 300 mT range and 
the probe is in a +350.0 mT field.  Under normal conditions this 
would have resulted in an overrange condition (a flashing reading 
of +299.9 mT).  Now the RELATIVE mode is turned on with an 
initial relative value of 0.  In this mode the meter is able to 
measure flux density up to ± 409.5 mT.  A non-flashing reading of 
+350.0 mT will now appear on the display. 
 
Now the probe is inserted into the zero flux chamber and a 
relative value is set to +200.0 mT.  The probe is now inserted 
back into the original +350.0 mT field.  The displayed value will 
now be +150.0 mT (+350.0 - 200.0 = +150.0).  The field then 
increases to +420.0 mT.  This is an overrange condition because 
the limit of 409.5 mT (as seen by the probe) has been exceeded.  
A flashing reading of +209.5 will appear on the display to indicate 
an overrange condition (+409.5 - 200.0 = +209.5). 
 
There may be situations when the user may prefer to shield the 
probe from all external magnetic fields prior to performing a 
RELATIVE operation.  Provided with the meter is a ZERO FLUX 
CHAMBER which is capable of shielding against fields as high as 
30 mT (300 G or 23.88 kAm).  The probe is simply inserted into 
the chamber before the RELATIVE operation begins. 
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Handle the Hall probe with care.  Do not bend the stem or 


apply pressure to the probe tip as damage may result. 
 
To activate or deactivate the RELATIVE mode rotate the function 
selector to the RELATIVE position.  The RELATIVE legend will 
flash and actual flux density readings will appear on the display.  
Press the SELECT pushbutton to turn the mode ON or OFF.  
Then set the relative point using either the automatic or manual 
mode. 
 
NOTE: The RELATIVE mode is canceled if the probe and meter 
are zeroed, if the probe is disconnected, if the meter’s range is 
changed or if the meter is turned off and back on again. 
 
NOTE: If the analog output is being used the output signal will 
continue to represent the flux density as seen by the probe.  It is 
not affected by the RELATIVE operation. 
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Figure 3-16 
RELATIVE Function 


 
 
AUTOMATIC RELATIVE MODE 
 
In the automatic mode, the present flux density as seen by the 
probe is used as the relative value.   Prepare the probe and 
select an appropriate range and mode (ac or dc) as needed 
(AUTO range is deactivated when RELATIVE mode is used).  
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Figure 3-17 
Automatic RELATIVE Function 


 
Press the AUTO pushbutton.  The “AUTO” legend will flash for a 
moment and a reading will be acquired.  This now becomes the 
new relative value.  The meter will sound a single beep and the 
“AUTO” legend will disappear.  The reading should now be zero.  
From this point the relative value will be subtracted from all future 
readings.   The “RELATIVE” legend will continue to flash to 
remind the user that the RELATIVE mode is still active.  At this 
point, the automatic process can be repeated, or a manual 
adjustment can be made (see “Manual Relative Mode”).  When 
returning to the MEASURE mode, the “RELATIVE” legend will 
remain on to remind the user that the displayed value is a relative 
value, not an absolute value. 
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MANUAL RELATIVE MODE 
 
The second method by which to set a relative value is a manual 
adjustment.  In some cases the user will wish to set an absolute 
relative value.  To do this, insert the probe in the ZERO FLUX 
CHAMBER provided with the meter. 
 


 
Handle the Hall probe with care.  Do not bend the stem or 


apply pressure to the probe tip as damage may result. 
 
At this point the “RELATIVE” legend will be flashing and actual 
flux density readings will be displayed.  By turning the MANUAL 
control in either direction the reading will be altered.  Turning the 
control clockwise adds to the reading, turning it counterclockwise 
subtracts from the reading.  Turning it slowly results in a fine 
adjustment.  Turning it quickly results in a coarse adjustment.  
Once the desired relative value has been reached, the probe can 
be removed from the ZERO FLUX CHAMBER and measure-
ments can begin.  The final relative value will be subtracted from 
all future readings. 
 
In other cases, the probe may be positioned in a stable dc or ac 
magnetic field that does not exceed the present range limit (see 
the prior discussion on overrange conditions in the RELATIVE 
mode).  In most cases the reading will be adjusted to zero so that 
the value of the reference is subtracted from all future readings. 
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Figure 3-18 
Manual RELATIVE Function 


 
ANALOG OUTPUT FUNCTION 
 
The meter is capable of providing an analog voltage signal 
proportional to the present flux density level.   Calibration is set to 
± 3.0 V full scale dc or 3.0 Vrms ac, depending upon the mode of 
operation.  This signal, available at the BNC connector, can be 
connected to a voltmeter, oscilloscope, recorder or external 
analog-to-digital converter. 
 
Power consumption increases when using the analog output.  For 
this reason the analog output is set to zero volts upon power-up 
and the analog function is turned OFF.  To activate or deactivate 
the output, rotate the function selector to the OUTPUT position, 
then press the SELECT pushbutton to select the desired setting. 
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There are two modes of operation that affect the upper frequency 
limit of the output signal (see Figure 3-19).  The LO setting has 
an upper frequency limit of 1 kHz.  When returning to the 
MEASURE mode the user will be provided with both an analog 
output signal and flux density readings on the display.  The use 
of the LO mode will reduce the rate at which the display is 
updated with new readings. 
 
The HI setting has an upper frequency limit of 20 kHz. When 
returning to the MEASURE mode the user will be provided only 
with an analog output signal.  In this mode the only legends that 
will appear will be “ANALOG ON” and “HI” (see Figure 3-20). 
 
 


 
 


Figure 3-19 
OUTPUT Function 
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ANALOG OUTPUT USAGE 
 
See the SPECIFICATIONS section for frequency range and 
accuracy of the analog output. 
 
The analog output signal is calibrated to ± 3 Vdc or 3 Vrms, 
depending upon the selected mode.  For instance on the 30 mT 
range a reading of -12.3 mT relates to a output voltage of -1.23 
Vdc whereas on the 3 T range a reading of -1.23 T produces the 
same output.   The analog output can reach a maximum output of 
about ± 4.25 Vdc in order to accommodate the peak value of a  
3 Vrms ac signal.  This means that the analog output can be 
used to measure flux density levels that exceed the normal range 
of the displayed readings.  For instance a level of 36.5 mT on the 
30 mT range would normally result in a flashing “29.99” mT 
overrange condition, but the output will still be +3.65 Vdc. 
 
There are two modes of operation that affect the upper frequency 
limit of the output signal.  The LO setting provides the user with 
flux density readings on the display or from the communications 
port as well as an analog output signal from the output connector.  
The use of the LO mode will reduce the rate at which the display 
is updated with new readings.   The LO setting is usable at 
frequencies from 0 - 1 kHz. 
 
In the HI setting the display is disabled, showing only the  
“ANALOG ON” and “HI” legends (see Figure 3-20).  Only an 
analog output signal is available in this mode but the accuracy of 
this signal is much better at higher frequencies. 
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Figure 3-20 
LO and HI Analog Output Displays 


 
When using the AUTO range and the analog output features 
together the following situation can occur.  Suppose the present 
range is 3 kG and the present reading is +2.8 kG.  The analog 
output will be +2.8 Vdc.  The signal then increases to +3.2 kG, 
which would force an automatic change to the 30 kG range 
setting.  The analog output will now be +0.32 Vdc because of the 
range change.  This can lead to problems if the analog signal is 
being used to make decisions because there is no indication that 
a range change has occurred.  In these situations it is best to 
select a fixed range that covers the expected flux density span. 
 
The analog output will be set to 0 Vdc whenever the FUNCTION 
selector is turned to the RANGE, HOLD, MODE, UNITS or 
OUTPUT position.  
 
The analog output signal contains both the dc and ac 
components of the flux density signal.  This means that it will also 
contain any initial dc offsets in the probe and the meter’s circuitry.  
These offsets can be removed by the ZERO function.   
 
The ZERO function can also be used to introduce a dc offset if 
desired.  This is useful when observing ac waveforms in which 
one portion of the waveform is being clipped because it exceeds 
the ± 4.25 Vdc limit of the meter.  Using the ZERO function the 
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center of the waveform can be moved to reduce or eliminate the 
clipping, as depicted in the next figure. 
 


 
 


Figure 3-21 
Adjusting the DC Offset of the Analog Output 


 
 


SOURCES OF MEASUREMENT ERRORS 
 
When making flux density measurements there are several 
conditions that can introduce errors: 
 
1) Operating the meter while the LOW BATTERY symbol 
appears.  


 
Instrument specifications are not guaranteed when a low 


battery condition exists ! 
 
2) Failure to zero the error signals from the meter, probe and 
nearby sources of magnetic interference. 
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3) Subjecting the probe to physical abuse. 
 


 
Handle the Hall probe with care.  Do not bend the stem or 
apply pressure to the probe tip as damage may result. Use 


the protective cover when the probe is not in use. 
 
4) One of the most common sources of error is the angular 
position of the probe with respect to the field being measured.  
As mentioned in Section-1, a Hall generator is not only sensitive 
to the number of flux lines passing through it but also the angle at 
which they pass through it.  The Hall generator produces the 
greatest signal when the flux lines are perpendicular to the 
sensor as shown in Figure 3-22. 


 
 


Figure 3-22 
Probe Output versus Flux Angle 


 
 


 
The probe is calibrated and specified with flux lines passing 


perpendicularly through the Hall generator. 
 
5) As shown in Figure 3-23 the greater the distance between the 
magnetic source and the Hall probe the fewer flux lines will pass 
through the probe, causing the probe’s output to decrease. 
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Figure 3-23 
Probe Output versus Distance 


 
6) Flux density can vary considerably across the pole face of a 
permanent magnet.  This can be caused by internal physical 
flaws such as hairline cracks or bubbles, or an inconsistent mix of 
materials.  Generally the sensitive area of a Hall generator is 
much smaller than the surface area of the magnet, so the flux 
density variations are very apparent.  Figure 3-24 illustrates this 
situation. 


 
Figure 3-24 


Flux Density Variations in a Magnet 
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7) Using more than one extension cable can result in 
measurement errors.  In some cases the meter may report an 
error.  Total cable length between the meter and the probe 
connector should not exceed 2.1 m (7 ft). 
 


 
The use of more than one extension cable can result in 


measurement errors and increase susceptibility to radio 
frequency interference (RFI). 


 
8) The accuracies of the meter and probe are effected by 
temperature variations.  Refer to the SPECIFICATIONS section 
for specific information. 
 
 
MORE DETAILS ON AC MODE OPERATION 
 
It is possible for the flux density signal to contain both a dc 
component and an ac component.  In the ac mode the value 
displayed is the true rms value of the waveform with its dc 
component removed.  However if the dc component is too high it 
may force the peak value of the waveform to exceed the 
electrical limits of the meter, causing the waveform to clip and 
introducing errors in the final reading.  This can also lead to an 
overrange condition on the display and can  lead to erratic 
behavior if the AUTO range feature is being used.  The presence 
of a clipped ac signal can be verified by observing the analog 
output signal. 
 
As stated in the SPECIFICATIONS section the accuracy of the 
true rms reading is only guaranteed for readings greater than 
about 3.3% of the full scale range.  For example this would be 
1mT on the 300 mT range.  When the reading falls below 3.3% of 
full scale the “AC” legend on the display will flash, as shown in 
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Figure 3-25.  This is intended to remind the user that the reading 
may not be accurate.   Select a lower range if possible to regain 
accuracy. 
 


 
 


Figure 3-25 
Low AC Signal Indication 


 
An ac reading, being a true rms value, has no polarity.  However 
when using the RELATIVE function in the ac mode readings can 
be negative.  A negative ac reading means that the present 
reading is less than the RELATIVE value.  An unsigned value 
means the present reading is greater than or equal to the 
RELATIVE value.  For example if the original RELATIVE value 
was 100 mT and the present field is 80 mT the result will be  
-20 mT. 
 
When using the MIN HOLD function without the RELATIVE 
function turned on the minimum reading will be 0.0.  With the 
RELATIVE function turned on the minimum reading can reach the 
negative full scale limit of the meter. 
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MORE DETAILS ON DC MODE OPERATION 
 
It is possible for the flux density signal to contain both a dc 
component and an ac component.  In the dc mode this can lead 
to instable readings.  If the peak value of the ac component 
reaches the electrical limits of the meter, even though the 
average dc level is within the limits, an overrange condition may 
appear on the display.  This situation can also lead to erratic 
behavior if the AUTO range feature is being used. 
 
The presence of an ac signal can be verified by observing the 
analog output signal or by using the ac mode to determine the 
magnitude of the ac component. 
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Section 4 
Remote Operation 


 
RS-232 INTERFACE PARAMETERS 
 
Prior to using the RS-232 serial port several parameters such as 
baud rate and character length must be set on the computer or 
PLC  to match that of the meter.  The meter’s parameters cannot 
be changed.  These are: 
 
  BAUD RATE:   2400 
  CHARACTER LENGTH: 8 
  PARITY:   NONE 
  STOP BITS:   1 
 
 
RS-232 INTERFACE CONNECTION 
 


EMC APPLICATION NOTE: 
 


Use only high quality, double shielded cables for RS-232 
connection.  Keep the length of the cables less than 3 meters.  
Long cables (>3m) with insufficient EMI shielding can cause 
excessive emissions or may be susceptible to external 
interference. 


 
The interface connector is a standard 9-pin “D” type connector 
commonly used on personal computers.  Five signals are 
supported as shown in Figure 4-1. One of these is the common 
(ground) connection.   Pins-1,4,6 and 9 are not connected. 
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Figure 4-1 
9-Pin Interface Connector 


 
Data is transmitted to the meter on the receive (RX) line.  Data is 
transmitted from the meter on the transmit (TX) line.  This is 
known as a “full duplex” link. 
 
In some RS-232 applications two lines called Clear-To-Send 
(CTS) and Request-To-Send (RTS) are used to control the flow 
of data between devices.  This is often referred to as “hardware 
handshaking”.  However, although these signals are connected 
electrically within the meter, the signals are not presently used.  
The user’s computer or PLC should be configured to ignore 
hardware handshaking lines. 
 
In most cases a straight-through cable can be used between the 
meter and a personal computer.  In other words Pin-1 on the 
meter would attach to Pin-1 on the computer, Pin-2 to Pin-2, etc. 
Figure 4-2 depicts two possible connection schemes.  
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Figure 4-2 


Serial Port Connection Schemes 
 


Generally most communications problems are caused by 
incorrect wiring or failure to match the characteristics (baud rate, 
parity, etc.).  Consult the documentation for the computer or PLC 
to determine the signal assignments for its communication 
connector.  Again, the hardware handshake lines RTS and CTS 
are not supported and should be ignored. 


 
 
REMOTE COMMAND STANDARDS 
 
Prior to 1987 most instruments that featured RS-232 communi-
cations interfaces had their own unique commands for 
exchanging information. Eventually some manufacturers began 
offering models that recognized other manufacturer’s commands 
so that customers could easily switch over without making 
extensive changes to their programs. 
 
The IEEE-488-1987.2 standard (also called “IEEE-488.2”) was 
one step toward creating a universal way to communicate with 
any instrument, regardless of the manufacturer or the type of 
instrument used.  This was later enhanced by the SCPI-1991 
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standard (Software Commands for Programmable Instruments), 
which defined specific commands and responses that covered a 
broad range of applications.  Though these standards were 
targeted for use with the IEEE-488 instrumentation bus they are 
commonly used with serial (RS-232) interfaces as well. 
 
The Model 5080 supports many of the IEEE-488-1987.2 
“common” commands as well as a subset of the SCPI-1991 
commands. 
 
COMMAND FORMAT 
 
All commands consist of ASCII character strings.  Some 
commands contain numeric parameters that are used to set or 
reset individual bits within binary registers.   For instance a value 
of 45 decimal is the same as binary 101101, thus setting bits 5, 3, 
2 and 0 in the register and resetting all others.  Sending the value 
“00101101” would be interpretted as the number 101,101. 
 
NOTE: No more than 500 characters can be sent in one 
command string. 
 
 
MESSAGE TERMINATORS 
 
When transmitting a string to the instrument the message must 
be “terminated” properly to notify the instrument that the message 
is complete.  This is done by appending an ASCII line feed (LF) 
character as the final character in the string, which is a 0A hex or 
00001010 binary.  Note that 0A hex is equivalent to 10 decimal, 
but sending the two ASCII characters “10” will not work.  It must 
be the single byte representation of the LF control character. 
 
The meter will always send the LF character every time it 
transmits a message to the host system. 
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ERROR BUFFER 
 
Errors are generated by a variety of sources, such as hardware 
errors or errors in the command syntax.  If an error occurs a 
message is stored in an ERROR BUFFER.  The message can be 
retrieved by a specific command discussed later in this section. 
 
STATUS REGISTERS 
 
There are four register sets that indicate the status of the 
instrument, such as errors or the present state of the meter.  
These are 8-bit registers, but in many cases not all of the bits are 
used.  The four register sets are called 
 


MEASUREMENT EVENT 
OPERATION EVENT 
STANDARD EVENT 


QUESTIONABLE EVENT 
 
There is also an 8-bit register that provides a 1-bit summary for 
each of the four register sets.  This is called the STATUS BYTE. 
 
Each register set consists of three individual registers, as 
depicted in Figure 4-3. 
 
1) The CONDITION register is a real time, read-only register that 
is constantly updated to reflect current operating conditions. 
 
2) The EVENT register is fed by the CONDITION register, but 
operates as a latch.  Whenever any bit in the CONDITION 
register goes to “1”, a corresponding “1” is latched into the 
EVENT register and remains that way until cleared by a specific 
command. 
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3) The ENABLE register is a mask register that is used to 
generate the single status bit for the STATUS BYTE.  Setting any 
bit in the ENABLE register to “1” will allow a corresponding “1” in 
the EVENT register to set the summary bit in the STATUS BYTE.   
 


 
 


Figure 4-3 
Condition, Event and Enable registers 


 
STATUS BYTE AND REQUEST FOR SERVICE (RQS) 
 
A bit in the STATUS BYTE called RQS (request for service) sets 
whenever an event occurs that requires the attention of the 
computer. The RQS bit can set if any of the summary bits from 
the MEASUREMENT EVENT, OPERATION EVENT, STANDARD 
EVENT or QUESTIONABLE EVENT registers are set, or if an 
error message exists. The STATUS ENABLE register is a mask 
register that is used to allow any of these conditions to set the 
RQS bit.   Setting any bit in the STATUS ENABLE register to “1” 
will allow a corresponding “1” in the STATUS BYTE register to set 
the RQS bit.  These registers are depicted in Figure 4-4. 
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Figure 4-4 
Status Byte and Enable registers 


 
 
OSB -  
Operation                 
Summary Bit:  


If any of the bits in the OPERATION 
EVENT register set, and their respective 
enable bits are set, the Operation 
Summary Bit (OSB) will set. 
 


ESB -  
Event  
Summary Bit: 


If any of the bits in the STANDARD 
EVENT register set, and their respective 
enable bits are set, the Event Summary 
Bit (ESB) will set. 
 


QSB -  
Questionable  


If any of the bits in the QUESTIONABLE 
EVENT register set, and their respective 
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Summary Bit: enable bits are set, the Questionable 
Summary Bit (QSB) will set. 
 


MSB -  
Measurement  
Summary Bit: 


If any of the bits in the MEASUREMENT 
EVENT register set, and their respective 
enable bits are set, the Measurement 
Summary Bit (MSB) will set.   
 


EAV -  
Error Available: 


This bit sets any time there is an error 
message available in the error buffer. 
  


RSQ -  
Request For  
Service: 


If any of the other bits in the STATUS 
BYTE are set, and their respective 
enable bits are set in the STATUS 
ENABLE register, the Request For 
Service (RQS) will set. 
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STANDARD EVENT REGISTER 
 
If any of these bits set, and their respective enable bits are set, 
the Event Summary Bit (ESB) will set in the STATUS BYTE. 
 


 
Figure 4-5 


Standard Event register 
 
 


PON -  
Power On: 


Indicates that the meter was turned off 
and on since the last communication. 
 


CME -  
Command Error: 


Indicates that there was a syntax or 
spelling error in the command, or the 
command received is not supported. 
 


EXE -  
Execution Error: 


Indicates that the meter detected an 
error while attempting to execute a 
command. 
 


DDE -  
Device Dependent 
Error: 


Indicates that the meter did not operate 
properly due to some internal error. 
 
 


OPC -  
Operation Complete: 


Indicates that all requested operations 
have been completed. 
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MEASUREMENT EVENT REGISTER 
 
If any of these bits set, and their respective enable bits are set, 
the Measurement Summary Bit (MSB) will set in the STATUS 
BYTE. 
 


 
Figure 4-6 


Measurement Event register 
 


ROF -  
Reading Overflow: 


Indicates that the present reading 
exceeds the present measurement 
range. 
 


RAV -  
Reading Available: 


Indicates a reading was acquired and 
processed. 


  
OPERATION EVENT REGISTER 
 
If any of these bits set, and their respective enable bits are set, 
the Operation Summary Bit (OSB) will set in the STATUS BYTE. 
 


 
Figure 4-7 


Operation Event register 
 
MEAS -  
Measure mode: 


Indicates the meter is in the process of 
acquiring and processing a reading. 
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QUESTIONABLE EVENT REGISTER 
 
If any of these bits set, and their respective enable bits are set, 
the Questionable Summary Bit (QSB) will set in the STATUS 
BYTE. 
 


 
Figure 4-8 


Questionable Event register 
 
 
CAL -  
Calibration summary: 


Indicates that an invalid calibration 
constant was detected during power up 
or when the probe was installed.  The 
instrument will instead use a default 
parameter.  This bit will clear once the 
meter and probe have been successfully 
calibrated. 
 
NOTE:  Meter specifications are not 
guaranteed when the CAL bit is set ! 


 
“COMMON” COMMAND SYNTAX 
 
The “common” commands are recognized and acted upon in a 
similar manner by all instruments that follow the IEEE-488.2 
standard, whether a DVM, scope, frequency meter, gaussmeter, 
etc.  These are the syntax rules: 
 
1) A common command always begins with an asterisk character 
(*) followed by a three or four character acronym and possibly 
one other parameter.  For instance the command to clear the 
event registers is *CLS. 
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2) The commands are not case sensitive.  For instance the *CLS, 
*cls and *cLS commands are identical. 
 
3) If there is a fourth character in the acronym it will always be a 
question mark (?) and indicates that information is being 
requested from the instrument.  For instance a command to read 
the model number and manufacturer of the instrument is *IDN?. 
 
4) If a parameter follows a command it must be separated from 
the acronym by one space.  The parameter is the ASCII 
representation of an integer.  For instance if the parameter to be 
sent is binary 1100, the actual parameter sent would be the two 
ASCII characters 12, since binary 1100 = decimal 12.  If you were 
to send the four ASCII characters 1100 it would be interpreted as 
decimal 1100 (eleven hundred). 
 
5) A number returned from the instrument is an ASCII 
representation of a number.  For instance if the instrument 
returns the ASCII string 345 the number is decimal 345 (three 
hundred forty five), which translates to 159 hex. 
 
6) Multiple commands can be sent in one string.  The commands 
must be separated by semicolons (;).  For instance, *CLS;*IDN? 
first clears the event registers and then requests model and 
manufacturer information.  If more than one of the commands in 
the string requests information from the instrument, the 
instrument’s response will also have semicolons separating the 
responses, such as 345;0;10. 
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“COMMON” COMMANDS 
 
ACRONYM NAME BRIEF DESCRIPTION 


*CLS Clear status Clear all event registers 
and error buffer. 


*ESE <NRf> Program event 
enable 


Program standard event 
enable register. 


*ESE? Event enable query Read standard event 
enable register. 


*ESR? Event status query Read standard event 
register and clear it. 


*IDN? Identification query Return manufacturer, 
model number, software 
version number. 


*OPC Set operation 
complete 


Set the Operation 
Complete bit in the 
standard event register 
after all commands have 
been executed. 


*OPC? Operation complete 
query 


Returns an ASCII “1” after 
all commands have been 
executed. 


*OPT? Option identification 
query 


Returns information about 
the attached Hall probe. 


*SRE <NRf> Program Status 
enable 


Program STATUS enable 
register. 


*SRE? Status enable query Read STATUS enable 
register. 


*STB? Status byte query  Read status byte register. 
 


Table 4-1 
Common command summary 
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*CLS -  
CLEAR STATUS 


Clears the MEASUREMENT EVENT, 
OPERATION EVENT, STANDARD 
EVENT and QUESTIONABLE EVENT  
registers, but not their enable registers.  It 
also clears the error buffer. 
 


*ESE <NRf> - 
PROGRAM  
STANDARD EVENT 
ENABLE 
REGISTER 


A set bit in the STANDARD EVENT 
ENABLE register allows its corresponding 
event to set the ESB (event summary bit) 
in the STATUS BYTE register.  <NRf> is 
an ASCII string representing an integer 
mask.  For instance a value of 45 decimal 
is the same as binary 00101101, thus 
setting bits 5, 3, 2 and 0 in the enable 
register. 
 


*ESE? - 
STANDARD EVENT 
ENABLE 
REGISTER QUERY 
 


Returns the contents of the STANDARD 
EVENT ENABLE register. 
 


*ESR? - 
STANDARD EVENT 
REGISTER QUERY 


Returns the contents of the STANDARD 
EVENT register. 
 
NOTE: The STANDARD EVENT register 
is cleared after an *ESR? command. 
 


*IDN? - 
IDENTIFICATION 
QUERY 


Returns the following string: F.W.BELL, 
MODEL 5080,Rx.x.  The Rx.x string is the 
firmware revision level, where x.x is a 
decimal number, such as 1.1. 
 


*OPC - SET 
OPERATION 
COMPLETE 


Causes the OPC (operation complete) bit 
to set in the STANDARD EVENT register 
when all commands have been executed. 
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*OPC? - 
OPERATION 
COMPLETE 
QUERY 


Causes the OPC (operation complete) bit 
to set in the STANDARD EVENT register 
and returns an ASCII “1” when all 
commands have been executed. 
 


*OPT? -  
OPTION 
IDENTIFICATION 
QUERY 


Returns a string that identifies the model 
number and serial number of the Hall 
probe. The model number will always be 
12 characters in length including trailing 
spaces, such as STD58-0404.  Following 
the model number will be a comma (,).  
Next will be the serial number, which will 
always be ten characters in length 
including trailing spaces, such as 
9623004.  If no probe is attached or can’t 
be identified the string will default to  
“UNDEFINED  ,0”. 
 


*SRE <NRf> - 
PROGRAM  
STATUS ENABLE 
REGISTER 


A set bit in the STATUS ENABLE register 
allows its corresponding event to set the 
RQS (request for service) in the STATUS 
BYTE register.  <NRf> is an ASCII string 
representing an integer mask.  For 
instance a value of 45 decimal is the 
same as binary 00101101, thus setting 
bits 5, 3, 2 and 0 in the enable register. 
 


*SRE? -  
STATUS ENABLE 
REGISTER QUERY 


Returns the contents of the STATUS 
ENABLE register. 
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*STB? -  
STATUS BYTE 
QUERY 


Returns the contents of the STATUS 
BYTE register. 
 
NOTE: The STATUS BYTE register is not 
cleared after an *STB? command.  Other 
registers and buffers must be cleared for 
the bits in the STATUS BYTE register to 
be cleared. 
 


 
 
SCPI COMMAND SYNTAX 
 
The SCPI commands go one step farther than IEEE-488.2 and 
provide a language protocol and defines a standard set of 
commands to program every aspect of the instrument. These are 
the syntax rules: 
 
1) The first character of any command string is a colon (:). 
 
2) The commands are not case sensitive.  For instance the 
:MEASURE, :measure and :MEASure commands are identical. 
 
3) A question mark (?) in a command means that the command is 
requesting information from the instrument.  This is called a query 
command. 
 
4) For any command there is a short and long spelling of the 
command.  Use the following rules for the short version: 
  
 a) If the length of the command is four letters or less, 
there is no short version. 
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 b) If the command has more than four letters and the 
fourth letter is a vowel, drop it and all letters that follow it.  For 
instance the command :RESET can be shortened to :RES. 
 
 c) If the command has more than four letters and the 
fourth letter is a consonant, drop all letters that follow it.  For 
instance the command :MEASURE can be shortened to :MEAS. 
 
 d) If the command contains a question mark (?) or a non-
optional parameter it must be included after the short form 
version.  For instance a query command of :CONDITION? can be 
shortened to :COND?. 
 
 e) The use of anything other than the short or long version 
of a command is not permitted.  For instance both the 
:MEASURE and :MEAS commands are acceptable, but :MEASU 
is not. 
 
5) If a parameter follows a command it must be separated from 
the command by one space. 
 
6) Multiple commands can be sent in one string.  The commands 
must be separated by semicolons (;).  A colon (:) must still 
precede each command.   If more than one of the commands in 
the string requests information from the instrument, the 
instrument’s response will also have semicolons separating the 
responses, such as 345;0;10. 
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SCPI COMMANDS 
 
In the following discussion the commands are written such that 
the short form of the command is written in UPPER CASE letters 
and the remainder of the command is written in lower case 
letters.   Either form can be used. 
 
If parameters are required they will appear within <> brackets.  
An <n> parameter is a single ASCII digit.  <NRf> is usually a 
multiple digit number. 
 
The meter supports a subset of the available SCPI commands.  
However, there are some functions that are not supported with 
standard SCPI commands.  In these cases these special 
commands are patterned after other SCPI commands that are 
similar in function. 
 


ERROR MESSAGE COMMANDS DESCRIPTION 
:SYSTem:ERRor? Retrieve error 


message 
:SYSTem:CLEar Clear error message 
 


STATUS REGISTER COMMANDS DESCRIPTION 
:STATus:MEASurement:EVENt? Query Measurement 


Event reg. 
:STATus:OPERation:EVENt? Query Operation Event 


reg. 
:STATus:QUEStionable:EVENt? Query Questionable 


Event reg. 
:STATus:MEASurement:ENABle <NRf> Program Measurement 


Event Enable reg. 
 


Table 4-2  
SCPI Command summary 
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:STATus:OPERation:ENABle <NRf> Program Operation 


Event Enable reg. 
:STATus:QUEStionable:ENABle <NRf> Program Questionable 


Event Enable reg. 
:STATus:MEASurement:ENABle? Query Measurement 


Event Enable reg. 
:STATus:OPERation:ENABle? Query Operation Event 


Enable reg. 
:STATus:QUEStionable:ENABle? Query Questionable 


Event Enable reg. 
:STATus:MEASurement:CONDition? Query Measurement 


Condition reg. 
:STATus:OPERation:CONDition? Query Operation 


Condition reg. 
:STATus:QUEStionable:CONDition? Query Questionable 


Condition reg. 
:STATus:PRESet Clear all event 


registers. 
 


MODE COMMANDS DESCRIPTION 
:UNIT:FLUX:AC:GAUSs Program ac gauss 


mode 
:UNIT:FLUX:AC:TESLa Program ac tesla mode 
:UNIT:FLUX:AC:AM Program ac amp-meter 


mode 
:UNIT:FLUX:DC:GAUSs Program dc gauss 


mode 
:UNIT:FLUX:DC:TESLa Program dc tesla mode 


 
Table 4-2 (cont.) 


SCPI Command summary 
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:UNIT:FLUX:DC:AM Program dc A-M mode 
:UNIT:FLUX? Query mode setting 
 


RANGE COMMANDS DESCRIPTION 
:SENSe:FLUX:RANGe:AUTO Program auto range 
:SENSe:FLUX:RANGe <n> Program fixed range 
:SENSe:FLUX:RANGe? Query range setting 
 


HOLD COMMANDS DESCRIPTION 
:SENSe:HOLD:STATe <n> Program hold mode 
:SENSe:HOLD:STATe? Query hold mode 


setting 
:SENSe:HOLD:RESet Reset presently held  


value 
 


ZERO / RELATIVE COMMANDS DESCRIPTION 
:SYSTem:AZERo Initiates an automatic  


zero operation 
:SYSTem:ARELative:STATe <n> Program relative mode 
:SYSTem:ARELative:STATe? Query relative mode 


setting 
 


MEASUREMENT COMMANDS DESCRIPTION 
:MEASure:FLUX? Obtain flux density 


reading. 
 


ANALOG OUTPUT COMMANDS DESCRIPTION 
:SYSTem:OUT <n> Enable / disable 


analog output. 
 


Table 4-2 (cont.) 
SCPI Command summary 
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ERROR MESSAGES AND COMMANDS 
 
If an error occurs a message is placed in the error buffer.  The 
message will contain a number, a comma (,) and a brief 
description of the error.  Negative (-) numbers are used for SCPI 
defined messages while positive (+) numbers relate specifically to 
the meter. 
 
Each time the buffer is read the error message is removed from 
the buffer.  If no error exists the message “0, No error” will be 
returned.  However, if the buffer contains any other message, 
and a new error occurs before the old one is read or cleared, the 
new message will be lost. 
 
There are certain error status bits that will set in the STANDARD 
EVENT register.  These bits provide general error indications.  
The error message will provide more detailed information about 
the errors. 
 
The error buffer can be read and cleared with the following 
commands: 
 
:SYSTem:ERRor? Returns the error message and clears the 


error buffer. 
 


:SYSTem:CLEar Clears the error buffer. 
 
 If the meter detects an error in the command string (a spelling 
error, a command that is not supported or a numerical value that 
is incorrect) the meter will not execute the command.  If the error 
is detected in the middle of a multiple command string the 
command that contains the error and all commands that follow 
will not be executed. The user’s program should always check 
the STATUS BYTE to determine if an error has occurred. 
 
The possible error messages are: 
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 0, NO ERROR 
 -201, NOT IN MEASURE MODE 
 -120, NUMERIC DATA ERROR 
 -224, ILLEGAL PARAMETER ERROR 
 -363, INPUT BUFFER OVERRUN 
 -103, INVALID SEPARATOR 
 -102, SYNTAX ERROR 
 -100, COMMAND ERROR 
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STATUS COMMANDS 
 
The STATUS commands control and query the MEASUREMENT 
EVENT, OPERATION EVENT and QUESTIONABLE EVENT 
registers.  
 
:STATus:MEASurement:EVENt? 
:STATus:OPERation:EVENt?  
:STATus:QUEStionable:EVENt? 


Returns the contents 
of the specified 
EVENT register, then 
clears the register 
contents. 
 


:STATus:MEASurement:ENABle <NRf> 
:STATus:OPERation:ENABle <NRf> 
:STATus:QUEStionable:ENABle <NRf> 


Programs the 
specified EVENT 
ENABLE register 
with the value 
<NRf>.  <NRf> is an 
ASCII string 
representing an 
integer mask.  For 
instance a value of 
45 decimal is the 
same as binary 
00101101, thus 
setting bits 5, 3, 2 
and 0 in the enable 
register. 
 


:STATus:MEASurement:ENABle? 
:STATus:OPERation:ENABle? 
:STATus:QUEStionable:ENABle? 
 


Returns the contents 
of the specified 
EVENT ENABLE 
register. 
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:STATus:MEASurement:CONDition? 
:STATus:OPERation:CONDition? 
:STATus:QUEStionable:CONDition? 
 


Returns the contents 
of the specified 
EVENT CONDITION 
register.  The EVENT 
CONDITION register 
is a real-time register 
reflecting the state of 
the meter at the time 
of the read.  Some 
conditions could 
happen very quickly 
and could be missed 
by this query.  It is 
often better to rely on 
the contents of the 
EVENT register since 
it latches the event 
until cleared by a 
specific command. 
 


:STATus:PRESet 
 


Clears all EVENT 
ENABLE registers. 
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MODE COMMANDS 
 
These commands select readings in either GAUSS, TESLA  or 
AMP-METERS, and flux density readings for either static fields 
(dc) or alternating fields (ac).  See Section-3 for more information. 
 
NOTE:  These commands will not be executed unless the 
function selector switch is in the MEASURE position. 
 
:UNIT:FLUX:AC:GAUSs 
 


Specifies ac flux density readings in 
gauss. 
 


:UNIT:FLUX:AC:TESLa 
 


Specifies ac flux density readings in 
tesla. 
 


:UNIT:FLUX:AC:AM 
 


Specifies ac flux density readings in 
amp-meters. 
 


:UNIT:FLUX:DC:GAUSs 
 


Specifies dc flux density readings in 
gauss. 
 


:UNIT:FLUX:DC:TESLa 
 


Specifies dc flux density readings in 
tesla. 
 


:UNIT:FLUX:DC:AM 
 


Specifies dc flux density readings in 
amp-meters. 
 


:UNIT:FLUX? 
 


Returns an ASCII string 
representing the present mode 
setting for the meter.  The ASCII 
string can be DC GAUSS, AC 
GAUSS, DC TESLA, AC TESLA, 
AC AM or DC AM. 
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RANGE COMMANDS 
 
These commands select either a fixed range or AUTO range. See 
Section-3 for more information. 
 
NOTE:  These commands will not be executed unless the 
function selector switch is in the MEASURE position. 
 
:SENSe:FLUX:RANGe:AUTO 
 


Selects the AUTO RANGE 
function. 
 


:SENSe:FLUX:RANGe <n> 
 


Selects a fixed range <n>, 
where n =  
 
0 for 300 G / 30 mT / 23.88 kAm 
 
1 for 3 kG / 300 mT / 238.8 kAm 
 
2 for 30 kG / 3 T / 2388 kAm 
 


:SENSe:FLUX:RANGe? 
 


Returns an ASCII digit 
representing the present range 
setting for the meter, as follows: 
 
0 for 300 G / 30 mT / 23.88 kAm 
 
1 for 3 kG / 300 mT / 238.8 kAm 
 
2 for 30 kG / 3 T / 2388 kAm 
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HOLD COMMANDS 
 
These commands select one of the HOLD modes or resets the 
presently held reading.  See Section-3 for more information. 
 
NOTE:  These commands will not be executed unless the 
function selector switch is in the MEASURE position. 
 
:SENSe:HOLD:STATe <n> 
 


Selects the HOLD function, where 
<n> is a single ASCII digit, as 
follows: 
 
0 = All HOLD modes turned off. 
 
1 = MIN HOLD on. 
 
2 = MAX HOLD on. 
 
3 = PEAK HOLD on. 
 


:SENSe:HOLD:STATe? 
 


Returns an ASCII digit 
representing the present HOLD 
mode setting, as follows: 
 
0 = All HOLD modes turned off. 
 
1 = MIN HOLD on. 
 
2 = MAX HOLD on. 
 
3 = PEAK HOLD on. 
 


:SENSe:HOLD:RESet 
 


This command resets the presently 
held reading. 
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ZERO COMMAND 
 
This command initiates an automatic ZERO operation.  See  
Section-3 for more information. 
 
NOTE:  This command will not be executed unless the 
function selector switch is in the MEASURE position. 
 
 
:SYSTem:AZERo 
 
 


Automatic zeroing is initiated upon receipt 
of this command. 


 
RELATIVE COMMANDS 
 
These commands control the RELATIVE function.  See  
Section-3 for more information. 
 
NOTE:  These commands will not be executed unless the 
function selector switch is in the MEASURE position. 
 
 
:SYSTem:ARELative:STATe <n> 
 


The relative function is turned 
off when <n> is 0.  When 
<n> is 1 the relative function 
is turned on, using the 
previously generated relative 
value, if any.  When <n> is 2 
the relative function is turned 
on and an automatic relative 
operation is initiated. 
 


:SYSTem:ARELative:STATe? 
 


Returns a single ASCII digit 
indicating the on / off state of 
the relative function.   A 0 
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indicates the relative function 
is turned off.   A 1 indicates 
the relative function is turned 
on. 
 


 
 
MEASUREMENT COMMAND 
 
This command acquires a new flux density reading. 
 
NOTE:  This command will not be executed unless the 
function selector switch is in the MEASURE position. 
 
:MEASure:FLUX? 
 


This command returns the latest flux density 
reading.  The returned string will contain a 
signed real number and a unit indicator (G,  
T, or Am).  If in the ac mode the reading will 
not contain a polarity character (+ or -). 
 
The ranges of possible readings for the 
various units of measure are: 
 
                      0.0G to 29990G 
                  0.00000T to 2.999T 
                 0Am to 2,388,000Am 
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ANALOG OUTPUT COMMAND 
 
This command enables or disables the ANALOG OUTPUT.  See 
Section-3 for more information. 
 
NOTE:  This command will not be executed unless the 
function selector switch is in the MEASURE position. 
 
:SYSTem:OUT <n> 
 


Enables or disables the ANALOG 
OUTPUT, where <n> is a single 
ASCII digit, as follows: 
 
0 = Analog output turned off. 
 
1 = Analog output turned on, low 
frequency mode. 
 
2 = Analog output turned on, high 
frequency mode. 
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INTERMIXING “COMMON” AND SCPI COMMANDS 
 
As mentioned earlier a string sent to the instrument can contain 
more than one command as long as the commands are 
separated by semicolons(;).  “Common” and SCPI commands can 
be intermixed.  For instance the string 
      


*CLS;:UNIT:FLUX:DC:TESLA;:MEASure:FLUX? 
 
is valid, first clearing the instrument’s event and error registers, 
then programming it to supply readings in tesla in the dc mode 
and requesting the latest reading.  The host system should be 
prepared to receive the reading immediately after transmitting this 
command string to the meter. 
 
 
USING QUERY COMMANDS 
 
When any query command is issued the meter will send its 
response back immediately.  However if a query command is part 
of a multiple command string the meter will transmit the response 
after all commands within the string have been executed.  For 
instance here is such a string: 
 
:UNIT:FLUX:DC:GAUSS;:MEAS:FLUX?;:UNIT:FLUX:DC:TESLA; 
:MEAS:FLUX? <LF> 
 
In this string the meter is programmed for DC GAUSS mode and 
a measurement is requested.  Then the meter is programmed for 
DC TESLA mode and another measurement is requested.  When 
the meter has finished executing the entire command string it will 
transmit a string similar to this: 
 


+1892G;+0.1892T;<LF> 
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USING THE OPERATION COMPLETE STATUS 
 
There are several ways to determine if the meter has executed a 
command.  If the command string contains a query command the 
program can simply wait for the meter to transmit its response.  
But if the query command contains an error the command may 
never be executed.  Further, some commands do not require a 
response. The best way to handle all situations is to issue the 
*OPC? command once prior to sending any other commands.  
This will cause the meter to always transmit an ASCII “1” each 
time it executes a command string.  If the command string 
contains one or more query commands, the “1” will be appended 
to the end of the response separated by a semicolon (;).  For 
instance the response to the command string 
 
 *OPC?;:UNIT:FLUX:AC:GAUSS <LF> 
 
would be “1;<LF>”, whereas the response to a command string 
containing a query  
 
  *OPC?;:MEAS:FLUX? <LF> 
 
might be “+221.3G;1;<LF>”. 
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EXAMPLE PROGRAM 
 
Of the many programming languages available such as C, 
Pascal, BASIC, Fortran, etc., BASIC is probably the best known 
and understood by the most people. For this reason the following 
example program was written in Microsoft MS-DOS Q-BASIC 
for 80x86 style personal computers.   
 
The following program is provided as a guide for programmers 
who wish to develop their own programs.  It was written for clarity 
and is not necessarily the most efficient in terms of speed or size.  
Not all of the commands are demonstrated, but enough are used 
to serve as a general guide for using the other commands. 
 
DECLARE SUB METER.I.O (expect.response%, timeout%) 
DIM SHARED METER.CMD$, METER.RESP$, METER.ERROR% 
 
CLS 
PRINT "*********************************************************************" 
PRINT "                  RS-232 DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM FOR" 
PRINT "              F.W.BELL MODEL-5080 GAUSS / TESLA METER" 
PRINT "*********************************************************************" 
PRINT "This program demonstrates the use of the RS-232 serial port on an" 
PRINT " F.W.BELL Model-5080 gauss / tesla meter.  This Q-BASIC program" 
PRINT " was intended for use on any 80x86 PC using the COM-2 serial port." 
PRINT " To use another comm port change the OPEN statement near the start" 
PRINT " of the program." 
PRINT "" 
PRINT "This program can be used to verify the connection between the meter" 
PRINT " and computer as well as provide a template for system programmers" 
PRINT " who wish to create their own programs.  You can use a straight-thru" 
PRINT " cable from the meter to the PC. See the user's manual for more" 
PRINT " information." 
PRINT 
PRINT "Turn the meter on and place the function selector to the MEASURE " 
PRINT " position.  Press any key to continue..."; 
 
DO: LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ <> "": CLS 
 
PRINT "Initializing COM2 port..." 
OPEN "COM2:2400,N,8,1,CS,DS,CD" FOR RANDOM AS #1 
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Now that the COM-2 port has been opened an attempt is made to 
communicate with the meter.  The *OPC? command is sent 
which should cause the meter to send back a “1;”.  If no response 
is received an error message is displayed and the program is 
terminated. 
 
ON ERROR GOTO TRY.AGAIN 
 
'============================ 
'Attempt to communicate with meter. 
'============================ 
PRINT "Verifying interface..." 
METER.CMD$ = "*OPC?": CALL METER.I.O(1, 1) 
 
IF METER.ERROR% = 1 THEN 
    PRINT "Meter did not respond as requested.  Please check your" 
    PRINT " interface cable.  Make sure it is connected to the COM2" 
    PRINT " port on your computer." 
    END 
END IF 
 
Now that the communications link between meter and computer 
has been established the I.D. information for the meter and probe 
is requested and displayed. 
 
'========================================== 
'Request meter / probe I.D. information and display it. 
'========================================== 
PRINT "Retrieving meter I.D. information...": PRINT 
METER.CMD$ = "*IDN?;*OPT?": CALL METER.I.O(1, 1) 
 
POS1% = INSTR(METER.RESP$, ",") 
PRINT "Manufacturer = "; LEFT$(METER.RESP$, POS1% - 1); 
POS2% = INSTR(POS1% + 1, METER.RESP$, ",") 
PRINT "  Model = "; MID$(METER.RESP$, POS1%+1, (POS2% - POS1% - 1)); 
POS1% = INSTR(POS2% + 1, METER.RESP$, ";") 
PRINT "  Revision = "; MID$(METER.RESP$, POS2%+1, (POS1%-POS2%- 1)) 
POS2% = INSTR(POS1% + 1, METER.RESP$, ",") 
PRINT "Probe Model = ";  
PRINT MID$(METER.RESP$, POS1% + 1, (POS2% - POS1% - 1)); 
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POS1% = INSTR(POS2% + 1, METER.RESP$, ";") 
PRINT "  Probe Serial = ";  
PRINT MID$(METER.RESP$, POS2% + 1, (POS1% - POS2% - 1)) 
PRINT 
 
PRINT "Press any key to continue....." 
DO: LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ <> "": CLS 
 
The user is now instructed to insert the probe into the zero flux 
chamber or any dc field lower than 30 mT (300G).  The meter will 
be instructed to perform an automatic zeroing, which will take 
several seconds to complete.  If the meter reports an error the 
error message will be displayed. 
 
'=============================== 
'Demonstrate the AUTO-ZERO function. 
'=============================== 
PRINT "The automatic zeroing function will now be demonstrated." 
PRINT 
PRINT "Insert the probe into the zero flux chamber or in any magnetic" 
PRINT " field less than 30 mT (300 G)." 
PRINT  
PRINT "Press any key when ready.....": PRINT 
 
DO: LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ <> "" 
 
PRINT "AUTO ZERO is in process...please wait...." 
METER.CMD$ = ":SYSTEM:AZERO" 
CALL METER.I.O(1, 15) 
METER.CMD$ = ":SYSTEM:ERR?": CALL METER.I.O(1, 1) 
POS1% = INSTR(METER.RESP$, ",") 
IF VAL(LEFT$(METER.RESP$, POS1% - 1)) <> 0 THEN 
   CLS:BEEP 
    PRINT "The meter has reported an error of "; METER.RESP$ 
    PRINT  
    PRINT "Press any key to continue....." 
    DO: LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ <> "": CLS 
END IF 
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The meter is now set to the dc tesla mode with a fixed range of 
300 mT 
. 
'===================================================== 
'Program meter for DC-TESLA measurement on the 300 mT range. 
'===================================================== 
 
CLS 
PRINT "Programming meter for DC-TESLA mode, 300 mT range..." 
METER.CMD$ = ":SYSTEM:CLEAR": CALL METER.I.O(1, 1) 
METER.CMD$ = ":UNIT:FLUX:DC:TESLA;:SENSE:FLUX:RANGE 1" 
CALL METER.I.O(1, 2) 
 
Flux density readings are acquired and displayed on a continuous 
basis.  The user can move the probe in and out of a magnetic 
field in order to observe the changes in the flux density readings. 
 
'====================================================== 
‘Acquire measurements and display them until the user presses a key. 
‘====================================================== 
 
LOCATE 10, 1 
PRINT "Move the probe near a dc magnetic field and observe the 
PRINT " change in the present flux density reading." 
PRINT  
PRINT "Press any key when finished....." 
     
DO 
    METER.CMD$ = "MEAS:FLUX?": CALL METER.I.O(1, 2) 
     POS1% = INSTR(METER.RESP$, ";") 
     LOCATE 15, 15 
     PRINT "Present flux density = "; LEFT$(METER.RESP$, POS1% - 1) 
 
     METER.CMD$ = ":SYSTEM:ERR?": CALL METER.I.O(1, 1) 
     POS1% = INSTR(METER.RESP$, ",") 
     IF VAL(LEFT$(METER.RESP$, POS1% - 1)) <> 0 THEN 
          CLS: BEEP 
          POS1% = INSTR(METER.RESP$, ";") 
          PRINT "The meter has reported an error of "; 
          PRINT LEFT$(METER.RESP$, POS1% - 1) 
          PRINT  
          PRINT "Press any key to continue....." 
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          DO: LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ <> "" 
          EXIT DO 
     END IF 
 
LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ <> "" 
END 
     
TRY.AGAIN: 
     RESUME NEXT                                      ‘Comm error trap. 
 
 
This subroutine handles the communications between the meter 
and the computer.  The header contains specific information. 
 
SUB METER.I.O (expect.response%, timeout%) 
'===================================================== 
'                     METER INPUT / OUTPUT SUBROUTINE 
'===================================================== 
' This subroutine transmits the contents of the global buffer 
' <METER.CMD$> to the meter, followed by the line feed terminator. 
' 
' If the variable <expect.response%> is non-zero, the subroutine will 
' wait for a response from the meter and store it in the global buffer 
' <METER.RESP$>.  The program will wait for <timeout%> seconds for  
' a response.  If no response is received the command will be issued 
' again.  If still no response the global variable <METER.ERROR%> will 
' be set to 1 and a normal return will be made. 
'===================================================== 
RETRY = 2: METER.ERROR% = 0              'Clear  error flag. 
 
DO UNTIL EOF(1) = -1 
     METER.RESP$ = INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)   'Remove any residual bytes 
 LOOP                                                          ' from the input buffer. 
 
SEND.COMMAND: 
     METER.RESP$ = ""                                 'Null response buffer. 
     PRINT #1, METER.CMD$ + CHR$(10);   'Send command string  
                                                                     ' followed by a line feed. 
 
IF expect.response% = 0 THEN EXIT SUB   'Return if no response                                 
     ‘ expected. 
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RESET.TIMER: 
     START.TIME = TIMER 
 
'Store as many characters as are in the input buffer.  If one of them 
' is the line feed character return to caller with the response in the 
' <METER.RESP$> buffer.  If no response is received within ‘<timeout%> 
seconds, try again.  If still no response, set ‘<METER.ERROR%> to non-zero 
and return. 
 
LOOK.FOR.INPUT: 
 
     IF EOF(1) = -1 THEN 
         IF (TIMER - START.TIME) > timeout% THEN 
             RETRY = RETRY - 1 
             IF RETRY <> 0 THEN              'Send command one more time. 
                 GOTO SEND.COMMAND 
             ELSE 
                 METER.ERROR% = 1          'Report an error if no response. 
                 EXIT SUB 
             END IF 
         ELSE 
             GOTO LOOK.FOR.INPUT 
         END IF 
 
     ELSE 
         METER.RESP$ = METER.RESP$ + INPUT$(LOC(1), #1) 
         IF (INSTR(METER.RESP$, CHR$(10))) = 0 THEN GOTO   
  RESET.TIMER 
         EXIT SUB 
     END IF 
 
END SUB 
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WARRANTY 
This instrument  is warranted to be free of defects in material and workmanship.  
Sypris Test & Measurement’s obligation under this warranty is limited to 
servicing or adjusting any instrument returned to the factory for that purpose, 
and to replace any defective parts thereof.  This warranty covers instruments 
which, within one year after delivery to the original purchaser, shall be returned 
with transportation charges prepaid by the original purchaser, and which upon 
examination shall disclose to Sypris Test & Measurement’s satisfaction to be 
defective.  If it is determined that the defect has been caused by misuse or 
abnormal conditions of operation, repairs will be billed at cost after submitting 
an estimate to the purchaser. 
 
Sypris Test & Measurement reserves the right to make changes in design at any 
time without incurring any obligation to install same on units previously 
purchased.  
 
THE ABOVE WARRANTY IS EXPRESSLY IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER 
WARRANTIES EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED AND ALL OTHER OBLIGATIONS 
AND LIABILITIES ON THE PART OF SYPRIS TEST & MEASUREMENT, AND 
NO PERSON INCLUDING ANY DISTRIBUTOR, AGENT OR 
REPRESENTATIVE OF SYPRIS TEST & MEASUREMENT IS AUTHORIZED 
TO ASSUME FOR  SYPRIS TEST & MEASUREMENT ANY LIABILITY ON ITS 
BEHALF OR ITS NAME, EXCEPT TO REFER THE PURCHASER TO THIS 
WARRANTY.  THE ABOVE EXPRESS WARRANTY IS THE ONLY 
WARRANTY MADE BY  SYPRIS TEST & MEASUREMENT.  SYPRIS TEST & 
MEASUREMENT DOES NOT MAKE AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY 
OTHER WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING 
WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR 
ARISING BY STATUE OR OTHERWISE IN LAW OR FROM A COURSE OF  
DEALING OR USAGE OR TRADE.  THE EXPRESS WARRANTY STATED 
ABOVE IS MADE IN LIEU OF ALL LIABILITIES FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, LOST PROFITS OR 
THE LIKE ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SALE, 
DELIVERY, USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE GOODS.  IN NO EVENT WILL 
SYPRIS TEST & MEASUREMENT BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES EVEN IF SYPRIS TEST & MEASUREMENT 
HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 
 
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights 
that vary from state to state. 
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Safety and Preparation for Use 
 
 
WARNING:  Dangerous voltages, capable of causing death, are present in this instrument.  
Use extreme caution whenever the instrument covers are removed. 
 
 
This instrument may be damaged if 
operated with the LINE VOLTAGE 
SELECTOR set for the wrong ac line 
voltage or if the wrong fuse is installed.  
 


 
 
 
 


LINE VOLTAGE SELECTION 
 
The DS345 operates from a 100V, 120V, 
220V, or 240V nominal ac power source 
having a line frequency of 50 or 60 Hz. 
Before connecting the power cord to a 
power source, verify that the LINE 
VOLTAGE SELECTOR card, located in the 
rear panel fuse holder, is set so that the 
correct ac input voltage value is visible.  
 
Conversion to other ac input voltages 
requires a change in the fuse holder voltage 
card position and fuse value.  Disconnect 
the power cord, open the fuse holder cover 
door and rotate the fuse-pull lever to remove 
the fuse.  Remove the small printed circuit 
board and select the operating voltage by 
orienting the board so that the desired 
voltage is visible when it is pushed firmly 
back into its slot. Rotate the fuse-pull lever 
back into its normal position and insert the 
correct fuse into the fuse holder.  
 


LINE FUSE 
 
Verify that the correct line fuse is installed 
before connecting the line cord. For 
100V/120V, use a    1 Amp fuse and for 
220V/240V, use a 1/2 Amp fuse.  
 
LINE CORD 
 
The DS345 has a detachable, three-wire 
power cord for connection to the power 
source and to a protective ground. The 
exposed metal parts of the instrument are 
connected to the outlet ground to protect 
against electrical shock. Always use an 
outlet which has a properly connected 
protective ground.  
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SPECIFICATIONS 
 
 
FREQUENCY RANGE  
 
 Waveform Maximum Freq  Resolution 
 Sine 30.2 MHz 1 µHz 
 Square 30.2 MHz 1 µHz 
 Ramp 100 KHz 1 µHz 
 Triangle  100 KHz 1 µHz 
 Noise 10 MHz (Gaussian Weighting) 
 Arbitrary 10 MHz 40 MHz sample rate 
 
OUTPUT 
  
 Source Impedance    50 Ω 
 Output may float up to ±40V (AC + DC) relative to earth ground. 
 
AMPLITUDE 
 
 Range into 50Ω load (limited such that |Vac peak| + |Vdc|  ≤ 5 V)  
    


 Vpp Vrms dBm (50Ω) 


Function Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. 


Sine 
Square 
Triangle 
Ramp 
Noise 
Arbitrary 


10V 
10V 
10V 
10V 
10V 
10V 


10 mV 
10 mV 
10 mV 
10 mV 
10 mV 
10 mV 


3.54V 
5V 
2.89V 
2.89V 
2.09V 
n.a. 


3.54 mV 
5 mV 
2.89 mV 
2.89 mV 
2.09 mV 
n.a. 


+23.98 
+26.99 
+22.22 
+22.22 
+19.41 
n.a. 


-36.02 
-33.0 
-37.78 
-37.78 
-40.59 
n.a. 


 
 Resolution 3 digits (DC offset = 0V) 
 
 Accuracy (with 0V DC Offset) 
 
 Sine:   1µHz  100 kHz   20 MHz   30.2 MHz 
  10Vpp    


±0.2 dB ±0.2dB ±0.3dB 


  5Vpp 


±0.4 dB ±0.4dB ±0.5dB 


  0.01Vpp  
 
 
 Square:    1µHz  100 kHz   20 MHz   30.2 MHz 
  10Vpp    


±3 % ±6% ±15% 


  5Vpp 


±5% ±8% ±18% 


  0.01Vpp  
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 Triangle, Ramp, Arbitrary:     ±3%   > 5Vpp 
        ±5%   < 5Vpp 
 
DC OFFSET 
 Range: ±5V (limited such that |Vac peak| + |Vdc|  ≤ 5 V)  
 Resolution: 3 digits (VAC = 0) 
 Accuracy: 1.5% of setting + 0.2 mV  (DC only) 
  ±0.8 mV to ±80 mV depending on AC and DC settings 
 
WAVEFORMS 
 
 Sinewave Spectral Purity 
 
 Spurious: < -50 dBc  (non-harmonic) 
 Phase Noise:  < -55 dBc in a 30 KHz band centered on the carrier, exclusive of 


discrete spurious signals  
 Subharmonic: < -50 dBc 
 Harmonic Distortion: Harmonically related signals will be less than: 
 


Level Frequency Range 


< -55 dBc  
< -45 dBc 
< -35 dBc 
< -25 dBc 


DC  to 100 KHz 
.1    to 1  MHz 
1      to 10  MHz 
10    to 30  MHz 


   
 Square Wave 
 
  Rise/Fall Time: < 15 nS (10  to 90%), at full output 
  Asymmetry: < 1% of period  +  4nS 
  Overshoot: < 5% of peak to peak amplitude at full output 
 
 Ramps, Triangle and Arbitrary 
  
  Rise/Fall Time  35 nS  (10 MHz Bessel Filter) 
  Linearity ±0.5% of full scale output 
  Settling Time < 1 µs to settle within 0.1% of final value at full output 
 
 Arbitrary Function 
 
  Sample Rate:  40 MHz/N, N = 1 to 234-1. 
  Memory Length: 8  to 16,300 points 
  Resolution: 12 bits  (0.025% of full scale) 
 
PHASE 
  
 Range: ±7199.999° with respect to arbitrary starting phase 
 Resolution: 0.001° 
 
AMPLITUDE MODULATION 
  
 Source: Internal (sine, square, triangle, or ramp) or External 
 Depth: 0 to 100% AM or DSBSC 
 Rate: 0.001 Hz to 10 kHz internal, 20 kHz max external 
 Distortion: < -35dB at 1kHz, 80% depth 
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 DSB Carrier: < -35db typical at 1 kHz modulation rate (DSBSC) 
 Ext Input: ±5V for 100% modulation, 100 kW impedance. 
  
FREQUENCY MODULATION 
 
 Source: Internal (sine, square, triangle, ramp) 
 Rate: 0.001 Hz to 10 kHz 
 Span: 1 µHz to 30.2 MHz (100 kHz for triangle or ramp) 
 
PHASE  MODULATION 
 
 Source: Internal (sine, square, triangle, ramp) 
 Rate: 0.001 Hz to 10 kHz 
 Span: ±7199.999° 
 
FREQUENCY SWEEP 
 
 Type:  Linear or Log, phase continuous 
 Waveform: up, down, up-down, single sweep 
 Time: 0.001s to 1000s 
 Span: 1 µHz to 30.2 MHz (100 kHz for triangle,ramp) 
 Markers: Two markers may be set at any sweep point (TTL output) 
 Sweep Output: 0 - 10 V linear ramp signal, syncronized to sweep  
 
BURST MODULATION 
 
 Waveform: any waveform except NOISE may be BURST 
 Frequency: Sine, square to 1 MHz; triangle, ramp to 100 kHz; arbitrary to 40 MHz 


sample rate  
 Count: 1 to 30,000 cycles/burst (1µs to 500s burst time limits) 
 
TRIGGER GENERATOR 
 
 Source: Single, Internal, External, Line 
 Rate: 0.001 Hz to 10 kHz internal (2 digit resolution) 
 External: Positive or Negative edge, TTL input 
 Output: TTL output 
 
TIMEBASE 
 
 Accuracy  ±5 ppm (20 to 30° C) 
 Aging 5 ppm/year 
 Input 10 MHz/N ± 2 ppm.  N = 1 to 8. 1V pk-pk minimum input level. 
 Output 10 MHz, >1 Vpp sine into 50 Ω 
 
 Optional  Timebase 
 Type: Ovenized AT-cut oscillator   
 Stability: < 0.01ppm, 20 - 60°C 
 Aging:  < 0.001ppm/day 
 Short Term: < 5 x 10-11 1s Allan Variance 
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GENERAL 
 
 Interfaces RS232-C (300 to 19200 Baud, DCE) and  IEEE-488.2 with free   DOS 


Based Arbitrary Waveform Software 
  All instrument functions are controllable over the interfaces. 
 
 Weight 10  lbs 
 Dimensions 8.5" x 3.5" x 13" (WHL) 
 Power 50 VA, 100/120/220/240 Vac 50/60 Hz 
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Syntax 
 
 
Variables i,j are integers.  Variable x is a real number in integer, real, or exponential notation. 
 
Commands which may be queried have a ? in parentheses (?) after the mnemonic. The ( ) are not sent.  
Commands that may only be queried have a '?' after the mnemonic. Commands which may not be queried 
have no '?'.  Optional parameters are enclosed by {}. 
 
Function Output Control Commands 
 
AECL Sets the output amplitude/offset to ECL levels (1Vpp, -1.3V offset). 
AMPL(?) x Sets the output amplitude to x. x is a value plus units indicator.  The units can be VP 


(Vpp), VR (Vrms), or DB (dBm).  Example: AMPL 1.00VR sets 1.00 Vrms. 
ATTL Sets the output amplitude/offset to TTL levels (5 Vpp, 2.5 V offset). 
FREQ(?) x Sets the output frequency to x Hz. 
FSMP(?) x Sets the arbitrary waveform sampling frequency to x Hz. 
FUNC(?) i Sets the output function. 0 = sine, 1 = square, 2 = triangle, 3 = ramp, 4 = noise,           


5= arbitrary. 
INVT(?)i Set output inversion on (i=1) or off (i=0). 
OFFS(?)x Sets the output offset to x volts. 
PCLR Sets the current waveform phase to zero. 
PHSE(?) x Sets the waveform output phase to x degrees. 
 
Modulation control commands 
 
*TRG Triggers bursts/single sweeps if in single trigger mode. 
BCNT(?) i Sets the burst count to i. 
DPTH(?) i Sets the AM modulation depth to i %. If i is negative sets DSBSC with i % modulation. 
FDEV(?) x Sets the FM span to x Hz. 
MDWF(?) i Sets the modulation waveform. 0 = single sweep, 1 = ramp, 2 = triangle, 3 = sine,        


4 = square, 5 = arbitrary, 6 = none. 
MENA(?) i Turns modulation on (i=1) or off (i=0). 
MKSP Sets  the sweep markers to the extremes to the sweep span. 
MRKF(?) i ,x Sets marker frequency i to x Hz. 0 = mrk start  freq, 1 = stop freq, 2  = center freq,        


3 = span. 
MTYP(?) i Sets the modulation type. 0 = lin sweep, 1 = log sweep, 2 = AM, 3 = FM, 4 = PM,         


5 = Burst. 
PDEV(?) x Sets the phase modulation span to x degrees. 
RATE(?) x Sets the modulation rate to x Hz. 
SPAN(?) x Sets the sweep span to x Hz. 
SPCF(?) x Sets the sweep center frequency to x Hz. 
SPFR(?) x Sets the sweep stop frequency to x Hz. 
SPMK Sets the sweep span to the sweep marker positions. 
STFR(?) x Sets the sweep start frequency to x Hz. 
TRAT(?) x Sets the internal trigger rate to x Hz. 
TSRC(?) i Sets the trigger source. 0 = single, 1 = internal, 2 = + Ext, 3 = - Ext, 4 = line. 
 
Arbitrary Waveform and Modulation commands 
 
AMRT(?) i Sets the arbitrary modulation rate divider to i. 
AMOD? i Allows downloading a i point arbitrary modulation waveform if the modulation type is 


AM, FM, or PM.  After execution of this query the DS345 will return the  ASCII value 1.  
The binary waveform data may now be downloaded. 
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LDWF? i,j Allows downloading a j point arbitrary waveform of format i. i = 0 = point format, i= 1 = 
vector format.  After execution of this query the DS345 will return the ascii value 1.  The 
binary waveform data may now be downloaded. 


 
Setup Control Commands 
 
*IDN? Returns the device identification . 
*RCL i Recalls stored setting i. 
*RST Clears instrument to default settings. 
*SAV i Stores the current settings in storage location i. 
 
Status Reporting Commands 
 
*CLS Clears all status registers. 
*ESE(?)  j Sets/reads the standard status byte enable register. 
*ESR? {j} Reads the standard status register, or just bit j of register. 
*PSC(?) j Sets the power on status clear bit. This allows SRQ's on power up if desired. 
*SRE(?) j Sets/reads the serial poll enable register. 
*STB?  {j} Reads the serial poll register, or just bit n of register. 
STAT?  {j} Reads the DDS status register, or just bit n of register. 
DENA(?) j Sets/reads the DDS status enable register. 
 
Hardware Test and Calibration Control    
 
*CAL? Starts autocal and returns status when done. 
*TST? Starts self-test and returns status when done. 
 
Status Byte Definitions 
 
Serial Poll Status Byte 
 


 bit name usage 
  0 Sweep Done set when no sweeps in 


progress 
  1 Mod Enable set when modulation is 


enabled 
  2 User SRQ set when the user issues a 


front panel SRQ 
  3 DDS set when an unmasked bit in 


DDS status byte is set 
  4 MAV set when GPIB output queue is 


non-empty 
  5 ESB set when an unmasked bit in 


std event status byte is set 
  6 RQS SRQ bit 
  7 No Command set when there are no 


unexecuted commands in input 
queue 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Standard Event Status Byte 
 


bit name usage 
 0  unused  
 1  unused 
 2  Query Error set on output queue overflow 
 3  unused 
 4  Execution Err set on error in command 


execution 
 5  Command Err set on command syntax error 
 6  URQ set on any front panel key 


press 
 7  PON set on power on 
 
DDS Status Byte 
 


bit name usage 
 0  Trig'd set on burst/sweep trigger 
 1  Trig Error set on trigger error 
 2  Ext Clock set when locked to an external 


clock 
 3  Clk Error set when an external clock 


error occurs 
 4  Warmup set when the DS345 is warmed 


up 
 5  Test Error set when self test fails 
 6  Cal Error set when autocal fails 
 7  mem err set on power up memory error 
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Introduction


 


This section is designed to familiarize you with the operation of the DS345


 


Synthesized Function Generator. The DS345 is a powerful, flexible generator


 


capable of producing both continuous and modulated waveforms of excep-


 


tional purity and resolution. The DS345 is also relatively simple to use, the


 


following examples take the user step by step through some typical uses.


  


Data Entry


 


Setting the DS345's operating parameters is done by first pressing the key


 


with the desired parameter's name on it (FREQ, for example, to set the fre-


 


quency). Some parameters are labelled above the keys in light gray. To dis-


 


play these values first press the SHIFT key and then the labelled key.


 


[SHIFT][SWP CF] for example, displays the sweep center frequency. Values


 


are changed through the numeric keypad or the MODIFY keys. To enter a


 


value simply type the new value using the keypad and complete the entry by


 


hitting one of the UNITS keys. If the entry does not have units,  any of the


 


UNITS keys may be pressed. If an error is made, pressing the CLR key re-


 


turns the previous value. The current parameter value may also be increased


 


or decreased with the MODIFY keys. Pressing the UP ARROW key will in-


 


crease the value by the current step size, while pressing the DOWN ARROW


 


key will decrease the value by the current step size. If the entered value is


 


outside of the allowable limits for the parameter the DS345 will beep and dis-


 


play an error message.


  


Step Size


 


Each parameter has an associated step size which may be an exact power


 


of 10 (1 Hz, 10 Hz or 100 Hz for example), or may be an arbitrary value. If


 


the step size is an exact power of 10, that digit of the display will flash. Press-


 


ing [STEP SIZE] displays the step size for the current parameter (the STEP


 


LED will be lit). Pressing [STEP SIZE] again returns the display to the previ-


 


ously displayed parameter. The step size may be changed by typing a new


 


value while the STEP LED is lit. Pressing the MODIFY UP ARROW key while


 


the step size is displayed increases the step size to the next larger decade,


 


while pressing the MODIFY DOWN ARROW key will decrease the step size


 


to the next smaller decade.


  


CW Function Generation


 


Our first example demonstrates generating CW waveforms and the DS345's


 


data entry functions. Connect the front panel FUNCTION output to an oscillo-


 


scope, terminating the output into 50 ohms. Turn the DS345 on and wait until


 


the message "TEST PASS" is displayed.


  


1


 


1)


 


Press [SHIFT][DEFAULTS].


  


2)


 


Press [AMPL]. Then press [5][Vpp].


   


3)


 


Press [FUNCTION DOWN ARROW] twice.


   


4)


 


Press [FREQ] and then [1][0][kHz].


  


This recalls  the DS345's default settings.


  


Displays the amplitude and sets it to 5 Vpp.  The


 


scope should show a 5 Vpp 1 kHz sine wave.


  


The function should change to a square wave and


 


then a triangle wave.


  


Displays the frequency and sets it to 10 kHz.  The


 


scope should now display a 10 kHz triangle wave.
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5) Press [MODIFY UP ARROW].


   


6) Press [STEP SIZE].


   


7) Press [1][2][3][Hz]. Then press [STEP SIZE].


   


8) Press [MODIFY DOWN ARROW].


   


9) Press [STEP SIZE] then [MODIFY UP ARROW]


   


10) Press [STEP SIZE].


   


11) Press [MODIFY UP ARROW].


   


The frequency will increment to 10.1 kHz.  The


 


flashing digit indicates a step size of 100 Hz.


  


Observe that the step size is indeed 100 Hz.  The


 


STEP LED should be on.


  


We've changed the step size to 123 Hz and dis-


 


played the output frequency again.


  


The frequency is decreased by 123 Hz to


 


9977 Hz.


  


The step size is displayed and is increased from


 


123 Hz to the next larger decade–1 kHz.


  


The frequency is displayed again.  The flashing


 


digit indicates that the step size is 1 kHz.


  


The frequency is incremented to 10.977 kHz.


   


Frequency Sweep


 


The next example sets up a linear frequency sweep with markers. The


 


DS345 can sweep the output frequency of any function over any range of al-


 


lowable output frequencies. There are no restrictions on minimum or maxi-


 


mum sweep span. The sweep time may range from 1 ms to 1000 s. The


 


DS345 also has two independent rear-panel markers that may be used indi-


 


cate specific frequencies in the sweep. The MARKER output goes high at the


 


start marker position and low at the stop marker position.


  


An oscilloscope that can display three channels is required. Attach the


 


FUNCTION output BNC to the oscilloscope, terminating the output into 50


 


ohms. Set the scope to 2V/div. Attach the SWEEP rear-panel BNC to the


 


scope and set it to 2V/div. The scope should be set to trigger on the falling


 


edge of this signal. Attach the MARKER rear-panel BNC to the scope's third


 


channel. This signal will have TTL levels.


 


1) Press [SHIFT][DEFAULTS].


  


2) Press [AMPL] then [5][Vpp].


  


3) Press [SWEEP MODE UP ARROW] twice.


  


4) Press [RATE] then [1][0][0][Hz].


    


5) Press [START FREQ] then [1][0][0][kHz].


 


This recalls the DS345's default settings.


  


Set the amplitude to 5Vpp.


  


Set the modulation type to linear sweep.


  


Set the sweep rate to 100 Hz.  The sweep will take


 


10 ms (1/100Hz). Set the scope time base to


 


1ms/div.


  


Set the sweep start frequency to 100 kHz.
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6) Press [SHIFT][STOP F] then [1][MHz].


  


7) Press [SWEEP ON/OFF].


         


8) Press [SHIFT][MRK STOP] then [9][0][0][kHz].


      


9) Press [SHIFT][MRK START] then [2][0][0][kHz].


       


10) Press [SHIFT][SPAN=MRK].


      


Set the stop frequency to 1 MHz.


  


This starts the sweep. The MOD/SWP LED will


 


light, indicating that the DS345 is sweeping.  The


 


scope should show the SWEEP output as a 0V to


 


10 V sawtooth wave.  The sweep starts at 100kHz


 


when the sawtooth is at 0 V and moves to 1MHz


 


when the sawtooth is at 10 V.  The FUNCTION


 


output is the swept sine wave.  The markers are


 


not yet active.


  


Display the stop marker position and set the stop


 


marker to 900 kHz.  The marker should now be


 


high from the start of the sweep to 900kHz (9V on


 


the sweep sawtooth), then the marker should go


 


low.


  


Set the start marker to 200 kHz.  The marker is


 


now low from the beginning of the sweep until the


 


200 kHz start marker (2V on the sawtooth).  The


 


marker stays high until the 900 kHz stop marker.


 


The markers allows designating any two frequen-


 


cies in the sweep.


  


This sets the sweep span to the marker positions.


 


The sweep now goes from 200 kHz to 900 kHz.


 


This function allows zooming in on any feature in


 


the sweep without entering the frequencies.


  


Tone Bursts


 


This example demonstrates the DS345's tone burst capability. The DS345


 


can produce a burst of 1 to 30,000 cycles of any of its output functions. The


 


bursts may be triggered by the internal rate generator, the line frequency, a


 


front panel button, or an external rising or falling edge. The TRIGGER output


 


goes high when the burst is triggered and low when the burst is over.


  


Connect the DS345's FUNCTION output to an oscilloscope, terminating the


 


output into 50 ohms. Set the sensitivity to 2V/div. Connect the rear-panel


 


TRIGGER output to the scope and set 2V/div. Trigger the scope on the rising


 


edge of the TRIGGER output. Set the scope timebase to 0.5ms/div.


 


1) Press [SHIFT][DEFAULTS].


  


2) Press [AMPL] then [5][Vpp].


  


3) Press [FREQ] then [1][0][kHz].


   


This recalls the DS345's default settings.


  


Set the amplitude to 5Vpp.


  


Set the output frequency to 10 kHz.  This will be


 


the frequency of the tone.
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4) Press [SWEEP MODE DOWN ARROW] three


 


times.


  


5) Press [SHIFT][BRST CNT]. Then [1][0][Hz].


    


6) Press [SHIFT][TRIG SOURCE] Then press  


 


[MODIFY UP ARROW].


    


7) Press [SHIFT][TRIG RATE] then [4][0][0][Hz].


  


8) Press [SWEEP ON/OFF].


    


9) Press [SHIFT][BRST CNT].


  


10) Press [MODIFY DOWN ARROW] twice.


 


Set the modulation type to BURST.


   


Set the number of pulses in the burst to 10.  Any


 


of the units keys may be used to terminate the en-


 


try.


  


Display the burst trigger source.  Then change the


 


source from single trigger to the internal trigger


 


rate generator.


   


Set the internal trigger rate generator to 400 Hz.


  


Enable the burst.  The MOD/SWP LED will light.


 


The scope should show two bursts of 10 cycles of


 


a sine wave.


  


Display the burst count again.


  


There should now be 8 pulses in each burst.







 


Introduction to Direct Digital Synthesis


 
Introduction


 


Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS) is a method of generating very pure wave-
forms with extraordinary frequency resolution, low frequency switching time,
crystal clock-like phase noise, and flexible modulation. As an introduction to
DDS let's review how traditional function generators work.


Traditional Generators Frequency synthesized function generators typically use a phase-locked loop
(PLL) to lock an oscillator to a stable reference. Wave-shaping circuits are
used to produce the desired function. It is difficult to make a very high resolu-
tion PLL so the frequency resolution is usually limited to about 1:106 (some
sophisticated fractional-N PLLs do have much higher resolution). Due to the
action of the PLL loop filter, these synthesizers typically have poor phase jit-
ter and frequency switching response. In addition, a separate wave-shaping
circuit is needed for each type of waveform desired, and these often produce
large amounts of waveform distortion. 


Arbitrary Waveforms Arbitrary function generators bypass the need for wave-shaping circuitry.
Usually, a PLL is used to create a variable frequency clock that increments
an address counter. The counter addresses memory locations in waveform
RAM, and the RAM output is converted by a high speed digital-to-analog
converter (DAC) to produce an analog waveform. The waveform RAM can be
filled with any pattern to produce "arbitrary" functions as well as the usual
sine, triangle, etc. The sampling theorem states that, as long as the sampling
rate is greater than twice the frequency of the waveform being produced, with
an appropriate filter the desired waveform can be perfectly reproduced. Since
the frequency of the waveform is adjusted by changing the clock rate, the
output filter frequency must also be variable. Arbitrary generators with a PLL
suffer the same phase jitter, transient response, and resolution problems as
synthesizers.


DDS DDS also works by generating addresses to a waveform RAM to produce
data for a DAC. However, unlike earlier techniques, the clock is a fixed fre-
quency reference. Instead of using a counter to generate addresses, an ad-
der is used. On each clock cycle, the contents of a Phase Increment Register
are added to the contents of the Phase Accumulator. The Phase Accumula-
tor output is the address to the waveform RAM (see diagram below). By
changing the Phase Increment the number of clock cycles needed to step


Phase
Increment
Register
48 Bits


Phase
Accumulator


48 bits


Modulation CPU
External Control


Modulation RAM


Waveform
RAM


16k points
DAC


Fixed
Frequency


Filter


Fixed
Frequency
Reference


DDS ASIC
Direct Digital Synthesis


+


 


Figure 1: Block diagram
of SRS DDS ASIC
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through the entire waveform RAM changes, thus changing the output fre-


 


quency.


 


Frequency changes now can be accomplished phase continuously in only


 


one clock cycle. And the fixed clock eliminates phase jitter and requires only


 


a simple fixed frequency anti-aliasing filter at the output.


 


The DS345 uses a custom Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) to


 


implement the address generation in a single component. The frequency res-


 


olution is equal to the resolution with which the Phase Increment can be set.


 


In the DS345, the phase registers are 48 bits long, resulting in an impressive


 


1:10


 


14


 


 frequency resolution. The ASIC also contains a modulation control


 


CPU that operates on the Phase Accumulator, Phase Increment, and exter-


 


nal circuitry to allow digital synthesis and control of waveform modulation.


 


The Modulation CPU uses data stored in the Modulation RAM to produce


 


amplitude, frequency, phase, and burst modulation, as well as frequency


 


sweeps. All modulation parameters, such as rate, frequency deviation, and


 


modulation index, are digitally programmed. 


 


DDS gives the DS345 greater flexibility and power than conventional synthe-


 


sizers or arbitrary waveform generators without the drawbacks inherent in


 


PLL designs.


 


DS345 Description


40MHz Clock


DDS345 ASIC


Modulation RAM


Waveform
RAM


12 bit
DAC


10 MHz Bessel Filter


Cauer Filter x2


Amplitude DAC Amplitude
Control


Output
Amp


Attenuators


Function
Output


Square Wave
Comparator


Sync
Output


AM Input


Figure 2:  DS345 Block Diagram


A block diagram of the DS345 is shown in Figure 2.  The heart of the  DS345
is a 40 MHz crystal clock.  This clock is internally provided, but may be phase
locked to an external reference.  The 40 MHz clock controls the DDS345
ASIC, waveform RAM, and high-speed 12bit DAC.  Sampling theory limits
the frequency of the waveform output from the DAC to about 40% of 40 MHz,
or 15 MHz.  The 48 bit length of the DDS345's PIR's sets the frequency reso-
lution to about 146 nHz.  These parameters and the DAC's 12 bit resolution
define the performance limits of the DS345.
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The reconstruction filter is key to accurately reproducing a waveform in a


 


sampled data system. The DS345 contains two separate filters. For sine


 


w


 


ave generation the output of the DAC goes through a 9


 


th


 


 order Cauer filter,


 


while ramps, triangles, and arbitrary waveforms pass instead through a


 


10 


 


MHz 7


 


th


 


 


 


order Bessel filter. The Cauer filter has a cutoff frequency of 16.5


 


MHz and a stopband attenuation of 85dB, and also includes a peaking circuit


 


to correct for the sine(x)/x amplitude response characteristic of a sampled


 


system. This filter eliminates any alias frequencies from the waveform output


 


and allows generation of extremely pure sine waves. The output of the Cauer


 


filter is then frequency doubled by an analog multiplier. This multiplies the


 


DAC's 0 - 15 MHz output frequency range to the final 0 - 30 MHz range. How-


 


ever, the Cauer filter has very poor time response and is only useful for CW


 


waveforms. Therefore, the Bessel filter was chosen for its ideal time re-


 


sponse, eliminating rings and overshoots from stepped waveform outputs.


 


This filter limits the frequency of arbitrary waveforms to 10 MHz and rise


 


times to 35 ns.


  


The output of the filters pass to an analog multiplier that controls the ampli-


 


tude of the waveform. This multiplier controls the waveform amplitude with an


 


AM signal that may come from either the ASIC or the external AM input. This


 


allows both internally and externally controlled amplitude modulation. The


 


amplitude control is followed with a wide bandwidth power amplifier that out-


 


puts 10 V peak-to-peak into a 50 ohm load with a rise time of less than 15 ns.


 


The output of the power amplifier passes through a series of three step atten-


 


uators (6, 12, and 24 dB) that set the DS345's final output amplitude. The


 


post amplifier attenuators allow internal signal levels to remain as large as


 


possible, minimizing output noise and signal degradation.


  


Square waves and waveform sync signals are generated by discriminating


 


the function waveform with a high-speed comparator. The output of the com-


 


parator passes to the SYNC OUTPUT and, in the case of square waves, to


 


the amplitude control multiplier input. Generating square waves by discrimi-


 


nating the sine wave signal produces a square wave output with rise and fall


 


times much faster than allowed by either of the signal filters.
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1) Power Switch


 


The power switch turns the DS345 on and off. In the STBY position power is


 


maintained to the DS345's internal oscillator, minimizing warmup time.


  


2) MODIFY Keys


 


The modify keys permit the operator to increase or decrease the displayed


 


parameter value. The step size may be determined by pressing the STEP


 


SIZE key (the STEP LED will light). Every displayed parameter has an asso-


 


ciated step size, pressing the MODIFY UP arrow key adds the step size to


 


the current value, while pressing the MODIFY DOWN arrow key subtracts


 


the step size from the current value. If the step size is set to an exact power


 


of 10 (1, 10, or 100, for example) the corresponding digit of the display will


 


flash. To change the step size, display the step size and then either enter a


 


new value with the ENTRY keys or the MODIFY keys. Pressing the MODIFY


 


UP arrow while the step LED is lit will increase the step size to the next larger


 


decade, while pressing the MODIFY DOWN arrow will decrease the step size


 


to the next smaller decade. The MODIFY UP/DOWN arrows also select be-


 


tween different menu selections (ie., trigger source). Sometimes the parame-


 


ter display will have more than one parameter displayed at a time, and the


 


[SHIFT][LEFT] and [SHIFT][RIGHT] keys will select between these values.


  


3) ENTRY Keys


 


The numeric keypad allows for direct entry of the DS345's parameters. To


 


change a parameter value simply type the new value using the keypad. The


 


value is entered by terminating the entry with one of the UNITS keys. A typ-


 


ing error may be corrected by using the CLR key. The +/- key may be select-


 


ed at any time during number entry.


  


4) Units Keys


 


The UNITS keys are used to terminate numeric entries. Simply press the key


 


with the desired units to enter the typed value. Some parameters don't have
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any associated units and 


 


any


 


 of the units keys may be used to enter the value. When the amplitude is dis-


 


played, pressing a units key without entering a new value will displayed the amplitude in the new units. This


 


allows the am


 


plitude display to be switched between Vpp, Vrms, and dBm without entering 


 


a new value.


  


5) Shift Key


 


The shift key is used to select the functions printed in gray above the keys.


 


Press [SHIFT] and then [key] to select the desired function (for example


 


[SHIFT][SWP CF] to display the sweep center frequency). When the SHIFT


 


key is pressed the SHIFT LED will light. This indicates that the keyboard is in


 


shift mode. Pressing [SHIFT] a second time will deactivate shift mode.


  


6) Modulation Keys


 


These keys control the DS345's modulation capabilities. The MODULATION


 


TYPE up/down arrow keys select the modulation type. The MODULATION


 


WAVEFORM up/down arrow keys select the waveform of the modulating


 


function. The [SWEEP ON/OFF] key turns the modulation on and off. When


 


the modulation is turned on the MOD/SWP LED will light. If the modulation


 


parameters are not permitted for the selected output function, an error mes-


 


sage will be displayed and modulation will not be turned on. Some modula-


 


tion parameters are not relevant to all modulation types (start frequency is


 


not relevant to AM, for example), and the message "NOT APPLIC" will be


 


displayed if they are selected.


  


7) Function Keys


 


These keys choose the main function output. The FUNCTION up/down arrow


 


keys select between the output functions. If the output frequency is set be-


 


yond of the range allowed for a waveform (> 100 kHz for triangle and ramp) a


 


message will be displayed and the frequency will be set to the maximum al-


 


lowed for that function.


  


8) Main Function BNC


 


This output has an impedance of 50


 


Ω


 


. If it is terminated into an impedance


 


other than 50


 


Ω


 


 the output amplitude will be incorrect and may exhibit in-


 


creased distortion. The shield of this output may be floated up to ±40V rela-


 


tive to earth ground.


  


9) Sync Output BNC


 


This output is a TTL square wave synchronized to the main function output


 


and has a 50


 


Ω


 


 output impedance. The shield of this output may be floated up


 


to ±40V relative to earth ground.


  


10) Status LEDs


 


These six LEDs indicate the DS345's status. The LED functions are:


 


name


 


function


 


REM


 


The DS345 is in GPIB remote state. The STEP SIZE key re-


 


turns local control.


 


SRQ


 


The DS345 has requested service on the GPIB interface.


 


ACT


 


Flashes on RS232/GPIB activity.


 


ERR


 


Flashes on an error in the execution of a remote command.


 


EXT CLOCK


 


The DS345 has detected a signal at its TIMEBASE input and


 


is trying to phase lock to it.


 


CLOCK ERR


 


The DS345 is unable to lock to the signal at the TIMEBASE


 


input. This is usually because the signal is too far (>2ppm)


 


from the nominal values of 10, 5, 3.33, 2.5 or 1.25 MHz. 


  


11) Parameter Display


 


This 12 digit display shows the value of the currently displayed parameter.


 


The LEDs below the display indicate which parameter is being viewed. Error


 


messages may also appear on the display. When an error message is dis-


 


played you can return to the normal operation by pressing any key.
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12) Units LEDs


 


These LEDs indicate the units of the displayed value. If no LED is lit the num-


 


ber displayed has no units.


 


Rear Panel Features


   


FUSE:  3/4A (100/120VAC) or 3/8A (220/240VAC)


TRIGGER AM(EXT) TIMEBASE


TRIGGER MODULATION 10MHz


SWEEP MARKER BLANK/LIFT


TTL 0-5V 10MHz


TTL 0-5V 1V


TTLTTL0-10V


INPUTS


OUTPUTS


WARNING:  No user serviceable parts inside.
Refer to operation manual for safety notice.
For use by qualified laboratory personnel only.! IEEE-488 STD PORT (GPIB) RS232 (DCE, 8d, 0p, 2s bits)


 


1


 


2


 


3


 


4


 


5


 


1) Power Entry Module


 


This contains the DS345's fuse and line voltage selector. Use a 3/4 amp fuse


 


for 100/120 volt operation, and a 3/8 amp fuse for 220/240 volt operation. To


 


set the line voltage selector for the correct line voltage first remove the fuse.


 


Then, remove the line voltage selector card and rotate the card so that the


 


correct line voltage is displayed when the card is reinserted. Replace the


 


fuse.


  


2) External Inputs


  


Trigger Input


 


The trigger input is a TTL compatible input used to trigger modulation sweeps


 


and bursts. This input has a 10 k


 


Ω 


 


input impedance. The shield of this input is


 


tied to that of the function output and may be floated up to ±40V relative to


 


earth ground.


  


AM Input


 


The AM input controls the amplitude of the function output. This input has a


 


100 k


 


Ω


 


 input impedance and a ±5V range, where +5V sets the output to


 


100% of the front panel setting, 0V sets the output to 0, and -5V sets the out-


 


put to 


 


-


 


100% of the setting. The 0 to 5V range is used for normal AM opera-


 


tion, while the ±5V range is used for DSBSC modulation.


 


 


 


This input is always


 


active and should 


 


only 


 


be be connected if AM is desired. The shield of this in-


 


put is tied to the shield of the function output and may be floated up to ±40V


 


relative to earth ground.
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Timebase Input


 


This 1k


 


Ω


 


 impedance input allows the DS345 to lock to an external timebase.


 


The external source should be greater than 1V pk-to-pk and should be within


 


±2 ppm of 10 MHz or any subharmonic down to 1.25 MHz. 


 


The shield of


 


this input is connected to earth ground.


  


3) Auxiliary Outputs


  


10 MHz Output


 


This output produces a >1V pk-pk 10 MHz sinewave from the DS345's inter-


 


nal oscillator. It expects a 50


 


Ω


 


 termination. 


 


The shield of this output is


 


connected to earth ground.


  


Modulation Out


 


This output generates a 0 - 5V representation of the current modulation func-


 


tion. The shield of this output is tied to that of the function output and may be


 


floated up to ±40V relative to earth ground.


  


Trigger Output


 


This TTL compatible output goes high when a triggered sweep or burst be-


 


gins, and goes low when it ends. This may be used to synchronize an exter-


 


nal device to the sweep/burst. The shield of this output is tied to that of the


 


function output and may be floated up to ±40V relative to earth ground.


  


Sweep Output


 


This output generates a 0 - 10 V ramp that is synchronous with the DS345's


 


frequency sweep. The shield of this output is tied to that of the function out-


 


put and may be floated up to ±40V relative to earth ground.


  


Marker Output


 


This TTL compatible output goes high when the DS345's frequency sweep


 


passes the start marker frequency, and goes low when the sweep passes the


 


stop marker frequency. The shield of this output is tied to that of the function


 


output and may be floated up to ±40V relative to earth ground.


  


Blank/Lift Out


 


This TTL compatible output is low during the upsweep of a frequency sweep,


 


and is high during the sweep retrace. The shield of this output is tied to that


 


of the function output and may be floated up to ±40V relative to earth ground.


  


4) GPIB Connector


 


If the DS345 has the optional GPIB/RS232 interface this connector is used


 


for IEEE-488.1 and .2 compatible communications. 


 


The shield of this con-


 


nector is connected to earth ground.


  


5) RS232 Connector


 


If the DS345 has the optional GPIB/RS232 interface this connector is used


 


for RS232 communication. The DS345 is a DCE and accepts 8 bits, no pari-


 


ty, 2 stop bits and 300 and 19.2k Baud. 


 


The shield of this connector is


 


connected to earth ground.


  







  


Introduction The following sections describe the operation of the DS345. The first section
describes the basics of setting the function, frequency, amplitude, and offset.
The second section explains sweeps and modulation. The third section ex-
plains storing and recalling setups, running self-test and autocalibration, and
setting the computer interfaces. The fourth and last section describes front
panel editing of arbitrary waveforms.


Power-On When the power is first applied to the DS345 the unit will display its serial
number and ROM version for about three seconds. The DS345 will then ini-
tiate a series of self-tests of the circuitry and stored data. The test should
take about three seconds and end with the message "TEST PASS". If the
self test fails the DS345 will display an error message indicating the nature of
the problem (see the TROUBLESHOOTING  section for more details, page 4-
1). The DS345 will attempt to operate normally after a self-test failure, (press-
ing any key will erase the error message).


DS345 OPERATION


SETTING THE FUNCTION


SYNC


FUNCTION


40V max 50 Ω


TTL
NOISE


TRIG'D


FREQ


AMPL


TTL


ECL


OFFST


REL=O


PHASE


ARB


OUTPUTS The FUNCTION and SYNC BNCs are the DS345's main outputs. Both of
these outputs are fully floating, and their shields may be floated relative to
earth ground by up to ±40V. Both outputs also have a 50Ω output impe-
dance. If the outputs are terminated into high impedance instead of 50Ω the
signal levels will be twice those programmed (the FUNCTION output may
also show an increase in waveform distortion). The programmed waveform
comes from the FUNCTION output, while the SYNC output generates a TTL
compatible (2.5 V into 50Ω) signal that is synchronous with the function out-
put. The SYNC signal is suppressed if the function is set to NOISE or
BURST modulation. If the function is set to ARB the SYNC signal is a 25ns
negative going pulse at the start of each waveform.
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FUNCTION SELECTION


 


The DS345's output function is selected using the FUNCTION UP/DOWN ar-


 


row keys. Simply press the keys until the desired function LED is lit. If the


 


programmed frequency is outside of the range allowed for the selected func-


 


tion, an error message will be displayed and the frequency will be set to the


 


maximum allowed for that function. If modulation is enabled and the modula-


 


tion type or parameters are incompatible with the new function, an error mes-


 


sage will be displayed and the modulation will be turned off (the parameters


 


will not be altered).


  


Ramps


 


Ramp functions usually ramp up in voltage, however, downward ramps may


 


be programmed with the output invert function (see AMPLITUDE section).


  


Arbitrary Functions


 


Arbitrary functions may be created on a computer and downloaded to the


 


DS345 via the computer interfaces, or they may be created using the


 


DS345's front panel editing functions. Arbitrary waveforms normally repeat


 


continuously, single triggering and burst triggering of arbitrary waveforms is


 


accomplished using the DS345's BURST modulation function. (See the AR-


 


BITRARY WAVEFORM EDITING section for more detail.)


  


FREQUENCY


 


To display the DS345's output frequency press [FREQ]. The frequency is al-


 


ways displayed in units of Hz. The DS345 has 1 


 


µ


 


Hz frequency resolution at


 


all fre


 


quencies, for all functions. The maximum frequency depends on the


 


Function


 


Frequency Range


  


Sine


 


1 


 


µ


 


Hz 


 


→ 


 


30.200000000000 MHz


 


Square


 


1 


 


µ


 


Hz 


 


→ 


 


30.200000000000 MHz


 


Triangle


 


1 


 


µ


 


Hz 


 


→ 


 


100,000.000000 Hz


 


Ramp


 


1 


 


µ


 


Hz 


 


→ 


 


100,000.000000 Hz


 


Noise


 


10 MHz White Noise (fixed)


 


Arbitrary


 


0.002329Hz 


 


→


 


 40.0 MHz sampling


 


function selected as listed below:


 


Frequency is usually displayed by the DS345 with 1 mHz resolution. Howev-


 


er, if the frequency is below 1 MHz and the microhertz digits are not zero the


 


DS345 will display the frequency with 1 


 


µ


 


Hz resolution. At frequencies great-


 


er than 1 MHz the digits below 1 mHz cannot be displayed, but the frequency


 


still has 1 


 


µ


 


Hz resolution and may be set via the computer interfaces or by


 


using the MODIFY keys with a step size less than 1 mHz.


  


If the function is set to NOISE the character of the noise is fixed with a band


 


limit of 10 MHz. The frequency is not adjustable and the FREQ display will


 


read "noise" instead of a numerical value.


  


If the function is set to ARB the frequency displayed is the 


 


sampling fre-


 


quency


 


 of the arbitrary waveform. This number is independent of the usual


 


frequency; it is the dwell time that the DS345 spends on each point in an ar-


 


bitrary waveform. This sampling frequency must be an integer submultiple 


 


of


 


the the 40 MHz clock frequency. That is, 40 MHz/N where N = 1,2,3... 2


 


34


 


-1


 


(40 MHz, 20 MHz, 13.3333 MHz, 10 MHz, ...). The DS345 will spend
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1/


 


Fsample


 


 on each point. When a new sampling frequency value is entered


 


the DS345 will round the value to the nearest integer submultiple of 40 MHz.


 


Note that the frequency for the standard functions is 


 


never


 


 rounded.


  


Setting the Frequency


 


 


 


To set the frequency of any function simply type a new value on the keypad


 


and complete the entry with the appropriate units (Hz, kHz, or MHz). The


 


MODIFY keys may be used to increase or decrease the frequency by the cur-


 


rent step size. Press [STEP SIZE] key to display and change the step size.


  


AMPLITUDE


 


Pressing [AMPL] displays the amplitude of the output function. The amplitude


 


may be set and displayed in units of V


 


pp


 


, V


 


rms


 


, and dBm. The current units


 


are indicated by the LEDs at the right of the display. The amplitude range is


 


limited by the DC offset setting since |V


 


ac peak


 


| + |V


 


dc


 


| ≤ 5 V. If the DC offset


 


is zero the amplitude range for each of the functions is shown below:


  


note


 


: The rms and dBm values for NOISE are based on the total power in the


 


output bandwidth (about 10 MHz) at a given peak to peak setting.


 


V


 


pp


 


V


 


rms


 


dBm (50


 


Ω


 


)


  


Function


 


Max.


 


Min.


 


Max.


 


Min.


 


Max.


 


Min.


  


Sine


 


10V


 


10 mV


 


3.54V


 


3.54 mV


 


+23.98


 


-36.02


 


Square


 


10V


 


10 mV


 


5V


 


5 mV


 


+26.99


 


-33.0


 


Triangle


 


10V


 


10 mV


 


2.89V


 


2.89 mV


 


+22.22


 


-37.78


 


Ramp


 


10V


 


10 mV


 


2.89V


 


2.89 mV


 


+22.22


 


-37.78


 


Noise


 


10V


 


10 mV


 


2.09V


 


2.09 mV


 


+19.41


 


-40.59


 


Arbitrary


 


10V


 


10 mV


 


n.a.


 


n.a.


 


n.a.


 


n.a.


  


Arbitrary function amplitude may 


 


only


 


 be set in units of V


 


pp


 


. The output sig-


 


nal will briefly go to zero as the output attenuators are switched.


  


The units of the amplitude display may be switched between V


 


pp


 


, V


 


rms


 


, and


 


dBm without changing the actual amplitude by pressing the corresponding


 


units 


 


key. When the DS345 is switched from one function to another the


 


peak-to-peak amplitude is held constant. If the DC offset is zero, the ampli-


 


tude may be set with three digits of resolution. If the DC offset is not zero the


 


larger of the amplitude and the offset determines the resolution of both pa-


 


rameters. The amplitude display is automatically adjusted such that all of the


 


digits that may be changed are displayed.


  


Output Inversion


 


For ramp and arbitrary functions the DS345's output may be inverted. This is


 


useful for turning positive ramps into negative ramps, or inverting arbitrary


 


waveforms. Pressing [AMPL] two times displays the invert enable option.


 


Use the UP/DOWN MODIFY keys to enable or disable the inversion.


  


D.C. Only


 


The output of the DS345 may be set to a DC level by entering an amplitude


 


of 0V. When the amplitude is set to zero the A.C. waveform will be off and


 


the DS345 may be used as a DC voltage source. If the amplitude is zero the


 


display will read "no AC" when the units are set to dBm.


  


TTL Settings


 


Pressing [SHIFT][TTL] sets the output amplitude and offset to TTL values.
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TTL levels are 5 V


 


pp 


 


with a 2.5V offset (the output will swing between 0 and


 


+5V).


  


ECL Settings


 


Pressing [SHIFT][ECL] sets the output amplitude and offset to ECL values.


 


ECL levels are 1 V


 


pp


 


 with a -1.3V offset (the output will swing between -1.8V


 


and -0.8V).


  


DC OFFSET


 


 The DC offset may range between ±5V, but is restricted such that |V


 


ac peak


 


|


 


+ |V


 


dc


 


| ≤ 5 V. When [OFFST] is pressed a new value may be entered using


 


any amplitude unit key, the V


 


pp


 


 indicator LED will be lit . When the offset is


 


changed the output signal will 


 


briefly go to zero as the output attenuators are


 


switched. If the amplitude is zero, the offset may be set with three digits of


 


resolution. If the amplitude is not zero the larger of the amplitude and offset


 


determines the resolution of both parameters. The offset display is automati-


 


cally adjusted such that all of the digits that may be changed are displayed.


  


PHASE


 


Press [PHASE] to display and modify the phase of the FUNCTION output.


 


Phase is always measured with respect to the internal timebase, 


 


not


 


 the


 


SYNC output. The phase may be changed with the keypad and the DEG 


 


unit


 


key, or using the MODIFY keys. The range of the phase setting is


 


±7199.999° and may be set with 0.001° resolution. If the function is set to


 


NOISE, ARB, or modulation is enabled in SWEEP, FM, or PM modes the


 


phase cannot be changed and the message "no Phase" will be displayed. In


 


BURST modulation mode the PHASE function will set the waveform phase


 


at the start of the burst. This is quite useful for starting the burst at a particu-


 


lar point in the waveform.


  


Zero Phase


 


The current phase may be assigned the value zero by pressing [SHIFT]


 


[REL=0]. Subsequent changes to phase will be relative to this value.


 


  







 


Introduction


 


This section of the manual describes the DS345's modulation capabilities.
The DS345 has extremely powerful and flexible built-in modulation functions.
It is capable of AM (both simple and double sideband suppressed carrier
(DSBSC)), FM, PM, tone bursts, and frequency sweeps. The modulation
waveform may be a sine, square, ramp, or triangle wave. Frequency can be
swept up or down at a linear or logarithmic rate. A built-in trigger generator al-
lows triggering of single sweeps and bursts. For additional flexibility the
DS345 can also modulate the output waveform with an arbitrary pattern of
amplitude, frequency, or phase values.


SWEEPS AND MODULATION


MODULATION ON/OFF The SWEEP ON/OFF key enables the DS345's modulation functions. Press-
ing the key toggles the modulation status. When modulation is on the
[MOD/SWP] LED will light. When modulation is enabled the modulation type
and modulation parameters are checked for consistency with the selected
output function. If the selected modulation is illegal (for example, FM frequen-
cy out of range for the function) the DS345 will display an error message and
not enable the modulation. The erroneous value must be changed before the
modulation is turned on.


MODULATION TYPE The type of modulation is selected using the MODULATION TYPE [UP/
DOWN] arrow keys. Most of the output functions can be modulated by any
type of modulation. However, NOISE can only be modulated by the external
AM input, and ARB waveforms can only be modulated by AM and BURST
modulations. If an invalid choice is selected the message "funct error" is dis-
played.


MODULATION WAVEFORM The waveform of the modulating function is selected with MODULATION
WAVEFORM UP/DOWN arrow keys. If no LEDs are lit the selected modula-
tion type has no associated waveform (BURST, for example, has no modula-
tion waveform). Not all modulation types may use all modulation waveforms.
The allowable combinations are listed on the following page. Note that ARB
modulation waveforms can only be downloaded via the computer interfaces.
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SWEEP/MODULATE
LIN SWP SINGLE MOD/SWP


SWEEP
ON/OFF


BURST RATE


BRST CNT


SWP CF


SPAN
(DEPTH)


STOP f


START
FREQ


ARB


TRIG


FM


AM (INT)


LOG SWP


mI
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If no waveform has been downloaded when this modulation is enabled the


 


message "arb corrupt" will be displayed (see the ARBITRARY MODULATION


 


section).


  


WF


 


Single


 


Ramp


 


Triangle


 


Sine


 


Square


 


Arb


 


None


 


Type


  


Linear Swp


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


No


 


No


 


No


 


No


 


Log Swp


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


No


 


No


 


No


 


No


 


AM


 


No


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


No


 


FM


 


No


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


No


 


PM


 


No


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


Yes


 


No


 


Burst


 


No


 


No


 


No


 


No


 


No


 


No


 


Yes


 


Table 1: Allowed modulation waveforms for each modulation type


 


MODULATION RATE


 


Pressing [RATE] displays and sets the modulation rate. Use the keypad and


 


unit indicators of Hz, kHz, or MHz (or the MODIFY up/down keys) to set the


 


modulation rate.


  


The modulation rate is the frequency of the modulation waveform. For exam-


 


ple, if the modulation type is AM, the waveform a sine wave, and the rate


 


1 kHz the modulating waveform will be a 1 kHz sine wave. For sweeps the


 


modulation rate is the inverse of the sweep time (ie., a 10ms sweep would be


 


entered as 100 Hz). Burst modulation has no associated modulation rate and


 


the message "not applic" is displayed if [RATE] is pushed.


  


The modulation rate has a range of 0.001 Hz to 10 kHz for AM, FM, and PM.


 


The range for sweeps is 0.001 Hz to 1 kHz (1000s to 0.001s sweep time).


 


The modulation rate may be set with two digits of resolution. If the modulation


 


waveform is set to ARB (AM ARB, FM ARB, or PM ARB) the modulation rate


 


has a different meaning. See the ARBITRARY MODULATION section for


 


more details.
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AMPLITUDE MODULATION


   


Introduction


 


The DS345 has the ability to amplitude modulate its function output with both


 


the internal modulation generator and an external analog voltage. The inter-


 


nal modulation generator may modulate the output with a sine, square (pulse


 


modulation), triangle, ramp, or arbitrary modulation pattern. The external


 


modulation may be either simple AM or Double Sideband Suppressed Carri-


 


er (DSBSC) modulation.


   


External AM Source


 


The rear-panel AM INPUT is active at 


 


all


 


 times (even in concert with any oth-


 


er modulation type). The AM INPUT has an input voltage range of ±5V. A


 


+5V input produces an output that is 100% of the programmed value, a 0V


 


input turns the output will off (0%), and at -5V input produces an output that


 


is -100% of the programmed output (a 180° phase change). Applying voltag-


 


es from 0 to 5V will result in simple AM. If the voltages are balanced around


 


zero (from -5V to +5V) DSBSC modulation will result (for good carrier sup-


 


pression the modulating signal must have an average value of zero). The AM


 


INPUT has a bandwidth of about 20 kHz. 


  


INTERNAL AM


 


The internal modulation generator can modulate any of the DS345's output


 


functions except NOISE. The modulating waveform may be a sine, square,


 


triangle, ramp, or arbitrary pattern. The rear-panel MODULATION OUTPUT


 


outputs a signal corresponding to the amplitude control voltage. 100% of the


 


output amplitude will produce an output of +5V, zero output will produce 0V,


 


and -100% output will produce -5V out.


  


Modulation Depth


 


Press [DEPTH] to display and set to the AM modulation depth. The value


 


may be set using the keypad and % units key, or the MODIFY keys. This val-


 


ue has a range of ±100% with 1% resolution. Positive values (0 to100%) will


 


set simple AM with a modulation percentage equal to the DEPTH. Zero per-


 


cent depth corresponds to no modulation, while 100% depth corresponds to


 


modulating the output from full off to full on. Negative values (-1% to 


 


-100%


 


)


 


will set DSBSC modulation with a modulation percentage equal to the depth.


  


Modulation Rate


 


Press [RATE] to display and to set the frequency of the modulating function.


 


The frequency may be set with two digits of resolution from 0.001 Hz to


 


10 kHz


 


.
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FREQUENCY MODULATION


   


Introduction


 


The DS345 is capable of frequency modulating any of its output functions,


 


except NOISE and ARB, using its internal modulation generator. The modu-


 


lation waveform may be a sine, square (FSK), triangle, ramp, or an arbitrary


 


pattern. The rear-panel MODULATION OUTPUT outputs a signal with 0V


 


corresponding to the smallest frequency output and +5V corresponding to


 


the largest frequency output.


  


Frequency Span


 


During FM the DS345 outputs a signal whose frequency range is centered


 


about the programmed frequency. SPAN sets the amount that the frequency


 


varies from the center frequency. The minimum frequency output will be the


 


center frequency - SPAN/2, while the maximum frequency will be the center


 


frequency + SPAN/2. The value SPAN/2 is commonly called the 


 


deviation


 


(that is, SPAN = Deviation x 2). The SPAN is displayed and set by pressing


 


[SPAN]. The SPAN may be set with 1 


 


µ


 


Hz resolution, and has a limited


 


range such that the output frequency is always greater than zero and less


 


than or equal to the maximum allowed for the function selected (30.2 MHz for


 


sine and square, 100 kHz for triangle and ramp).


  


Modulation Rate


 


Pressing [RATE] displays and sets the frequency of the modulating function.


 


The frequency may be set with two digits of resolution from 0.001 Hz to


 


10 kHz.
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PHASE MODULATION


   


Introduction


 


The DS345 is capable of phase modulating any of its output functions, ex-


 


cept NOISE and ARB, using its internal modulation generator. The modula-


 


tion waveform may be a sine, square (PSK), triangle, ramp, or arbitrary pat-


 


tern (see ARBITRARY MODULATION section for information about ARB


 


patterns). The rear-panel MODULATION OUTPUT outputs a signal with 0V


 


corresponding to the largest negative phase deviation and +5V correspond-


 


ing to the largest positive phase deviation.


  


Phase Span


 


During PM the DS345 outputs a signal whose frequency is centered about


 


the programmed frequency. SPAN sets the amount that the phase varies rel-


 


ative to zero phase. The minimum phase shift output will be -SPAN/2, while


 


the maximum phase shift output will be +SPAN/2. The value SPAN/2 is com-


 


monly called the 


 


deviation


 


 (that is, SPAN = Deviation x 2). The SPAN is dis-


 


played and set by pressing [SPAN]. The value of the SPAN may be set with


 


0.001° resolution with a range of 0° to 7199.999°.


  


Modulation Rate


 


Press [RATE] to display and set the frequency of the modulating function.


 


The frequency may be set with two digits of resolution in the 0.001 Hz to 10


 


kHz range.
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BURST MODULATION


   


Introduction


 


The DS345 generates tone bursts of any of its periodic output functions. The


 


frequency of the output function is limited to 1 MHz for sine and square


 


waves, 100 kHz for triangles and ramps, and no limits for ARBs. When a trig-


 


ger signal is received the DS345 initiates a burst starting at a specific point


 


(phase) in the output waveform, outputs the exact number of programmed


 


waveform cycles, and then stops. The rear-panel TRIGGER OUTPUT gener-


 


ates a TTL compatible signal that goes high when the burst is triggered and


 


low when the burst is complete. This signal may be used to synchronize ex-


 


ternal equipment to the burst. The SYNC output is not active during tone


 


bursts.


  


Burst Count


 


The number of complete cycles in a burst is set by pressing [SHIFT][BRST


 


CNT]. The number may be set from 1 to 30000 cycles. The maximum time


 


for a complete burst is 500s, the time for a burst is easily computed from the


 


following formulas:


 


Burst Time = Burst Count
Frequency


for sine, square, triangle, ramp


Burst Time = Burst Count× # Waveform Points
Sampling Frequency


for ARB


 


Waveform Starting Point The point in the waveform at which the burst starts (the phase) may be ad-
justed for sine, square, triangle, and ramp waves. For ARBs the burst always
starts on the first waveform point. Changing the PHASE changes the point at
which the burst starts. 0.000 degrees phase corresponds to the positive zero
crossing of the function, and values up to 359.999 degrees increment
through the waveform. PHASE values larger than 360 degrees are set to
modulo 360 degrees.


Triggering a Burst Burst modulation is a triggered function, and therefore a signal needs to ini-
tiate the burst. The trigger generator can initiate a burst from the front panel
[TRIG] key, the internal rate generator, the external trigger input, or the pow-
er line frequency. Setting the trigger generator is detailed in the TRIGGER
GENERATOR section (2-22). The TRIG'D LED flashes green each time a
burst is triggered. If the DS345 is triggered before the previous burst is com-
plete the TRIG'D LED flashes red, indicating a trigger error. At high trigger
rates a combination of triggers (green) and trigger errors (red) can make the
TRIG'D LED appear orange. Once a burst is triggered the DS345 will ignore
all other triggers until the burst is complete.
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FREQUENCY SWEEPS


   


Introduction


 


The DS345 can frequency sweep its function output for sine, square, triangle,


 


and ramp waves. The sweeps may be up or down in frequency, and may be


 


linear or log in nature. The frequency changes during the sweep are phase


 


continuous and the sweep time may be set between 0.001 and 1000 sec-


 


onds. The DS345 has an analog SWEEP output that may be used to drive an


 


x-y recorder or oscilloscope, a TTL BLANK/LIFT output that can lift a chart


 


recorder pen during the sweep retrace, and a TTL MARKER output that may


 


be set to make transitions at two programmable frequencies during the


 


sweep.


  


Sweep Type


 


Pressing the MODULATION TYPE UP/DOWN ARROW keys sets the sweep


 


to either a linear or log sweep. The output frequency in a linear sweep chang-


 


es linearly during the sweep time. The output frequency in a log sweep


 


changes exponentially during the sweep time, spending an equal amount of


 


time in each decade of frequency. For example, in a sweep from 1 kHz to


 


100 kHz, the sweep will spend half the time in the 1 kHz to 10 kHz range and


 


half the time in the 10 kHz to 100 kHz range). It should be noted that these


 


are digital sweeps, and that the sweep is actually composed of 1500 to 3000


 


discrete frequency points, depending on the sweep rate.


  


Sweep Waveform


 


The DS345's sweep waveform may be set to single, triangle, or ramp using


 


the MODULATION WAVEFORM UP/DOWN arrow keys. With the SINGLE


 


setting the DS345's output frequency will be the sweep start frequency until a


 


trigger is received. The output will then sweep to the stop frequency, reset to


 


the start frequency and wait for another trigger (see the TRIGGER GENERA-


 


TOR section for setting the trigger source). If the waveform is set to a RAMP


 


the DS345 will sweep from the start to the stop frequency, jump back to the


 


start frequency, and repeat continuously. If the waveform is a TRIANGLE the


 


DS345 will sweep from the start to the stop frequency, sweep back from the


 


stop frequency to the start frequency, and repeat continuously.


  


Sweep RATE/Time


 


The duration of the sweep is set by [RATE], and the value is entered or modi-


 


fied with the keypad. The sweep rate may be set over the range of 0.001 Hz


 


to1 kHz. The sweep rate is the inverse of the sweep time, a 0.001 Hz rate is


 


equal to a 1000s sweep time, and a1 kHz rate is equal to a 1 ms sweep time.


 


For a TRIANGLE sweep the sweep time is the total time to sweep up and


 


down.


  


SWEEP FREQUENCIES


 


The DS345 may sweep over any portion of its frequency range:1 


 


µ


 


Hz to


 


30.2 MHz for sine and square waves, and 1


 


 µ


 


Hz to 100 kHz for triangle and


 


ramp waves. There are no restrictions on minimum or maximum sweep span.


 


The DS345's sweep range may be set by entering either the start and stop


 


frequencies, or the center frequency and span. The relationships between


 


the frequencies are:


  


Center Frequency 


 


= (Stop Frequency + Start Frequency) / 2


 


Span 


 


= Stop Frequency - Start Frequency


 


Start Frequency 


 


= Center Frequency - Span/2


 


Stop Frequency


 


= Center Frequency + Span/2
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Start and Stop Frequencies


 


To enter the sweep start frequency press [START FREQ]. Set the stop fre-


 


quency by pressing [SHIFT][STOP F]. The start and stop frequencies may


 


have any values that are allowed for the displayed waveform. If the stop fre-


 


quency is greater than the start frequency the DS345 will sweep up, while if


 


the start frequency is larger the DS345 will sweep down.


  


Center Frequency and Span


 


To set the sweep center frequency press [SHIFT][SWP CF]. The center fre-


 


quency may be set to any value allowed for the displayed waveform. Set the


 


sweep span by pressing [SPAN]. The span value is restricted to sweep fre-


 


quencies greater than zero and less than or equal to the maximum allowed


 


frequency. If the span is positive the DS345 will sweep up, if it is negative the


 


DS345 will sweep down. The MODIFY keys may be used to change the


 


span: pressing [MODIFY UP] will double the span, while pressing [MODIFY


 


DOWN] divides the span in half. The MODIFY keys affect the span in oc-


 


taves–the size of the step is the value displayed by the step size. When the


 


center frequency is changed the span is held constant, while changing the


 


span holds the center frequency constant. If the center frequency or span is


 


changed such that the sweep frequencies are out of the allowed range an er-


 


ror will be displayed on the front panel.


  


SWEEP MARKERS


 


The DS345 has two sweep markers that may be used to indicate any two fre-


 


quencies in the sweep. The MARKER output is a TTL compatible signal that


 


goes high when the sweep frequency crosses the start marker frequency and


 


low when the sweep frequency crosses the stop marker frequency. In a trian-


 


gle sweep the markers are only active on the up sweep. The marker positions


 


may be set by entering the marker start and stop frequencies, or the center


 


frequency and span.


  


Marker Start and Stop


 


The marker start and stop frequencies are independent of each other and are


 


set by pressing [SHIFT][MRK START] and [SHIFT][MRK STOP] respectively.


 


The frequencies can be set to any value from 1 


 


µ


 


Hz to 30.2 MHz. If the 


 


mark-


 


er start frequency is lower than the marker stop frequency the MARKER out-


 


put will initially be low, go high when the sweep crosses the start marker posi-


 


tion, and go low again when the sweep crosses the stop marker position. If


 


the marker start frequency is greater than the marker stop frequency the


 


MARKER output will be initially high, go low when the sweep crosses the


 


stop marker position, and go high again when the sweep crosses the start


 


marker position. If either of the marker positions are outside of the sweep


 


range the marker output will behave as if the sweep had crossed its position.


 


These cases are shown in the diagram below:
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Marker Center and Span


 


The markers may also be set by the center frequency and span (width) of the


 


marked region. Pressing [SHIFT][MRK CF] and [SHIFT][MRK SPAN] respec-


 


tively sets the center frequency and span. The center frequency may have


 


any value from 1 


 


µ


 


Hz to 30.2 MHz range. The span may be any value such


 


that the marker frequencies are greater than zero and less than or equal to


 


30.2 MHz. If the span is positive the marker start position will be below the


 


stop position, while if the span is negative the marker start position will be


 


greater than the stop position. If the MODIFY keys are used to change the


 


span- pressing [MODIFY UP] will double the span, and pressing [MODIFY


 


DOWN] will divide the span in half. When the center frequency is changed


 


the span is held constant, while changing the span holds the center frequen-


 


cy constant. If the center frequency or span is changed such that the marker


 


frequencies are out of the allowed range an error will be displayed.


  


Marker to Span


 


Pressing [SHIFT][MRK=SPAN] sets the positions of the markers to the ex-


 


tremes of the sweep span. The marker start frequency will be set to the


 


sweep start frequency, and the marker stop frequency will be set to the


 


sweep stop frequency. This function is useful for finding the markers when


 


setting up a sweep.


  


Span to Marker


 


Press [SHIFT][SPAN=MRK] to set the sweep span to the marker positions.


 


Now the sweep start frequency will be set to the marker start frequency, and


 


the sweep stop frequency will be set to the marker stop frequency. This func-


 


tion can be used to "zoom in" on a marked section of the sweep. If this func-


 


tion sets the sweep frequencies to a value not allowed for the selected wave-


 


form, an error will be generated and the sweep disabled.


   


SWEEP OUTPUT


 


The rear-panel SWEEP output is a 0–10 V analog output that ramps linearly


 


during a sweep. The output voltage is 0V at the sweep start frequency, and


 


10V at the sweep stop frequency (during TRIANGLE sweeps the SWEEP


 


output will go from 0V to 10V to 0V). This output may be used to drive a chart


 


recorder or x-y oscilloscope.


  


BLANK/LIFT OUTPUT


 


This is a TTL compatible output that is low during the upsweep of a sweep


 


and high during the during the downsweep or sweep reset. This output may


 


be used to blank the retrace of an x-y oscilloscope, or lift the pen on a chart


 


recorder.


0V


10V


Sweep Output


Blank/Lift Output


RAMP and SINGLE Sweep


0V


10V


Sweep Output


Blank/Lift Output


TRIANGLE Sweep


Figure 2: Auxilliary output waveforms
during different types of sweeps.
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TRIGGER GENERATOR


   


Introduction


 


The DS345 has an internal trigger generator that triggers BURSTS and SIN-


 


GLE sweeps from a wide variety of sources. Once a BURST/SWEEP is trig-


 


gered the DS345 will ignore all triggers until the BURST/SWEEP is complete.


 


Therefore, a BURST/SWEEP cannot be affected by accidentally triggering


 


too rapidly.


   


Trigger Source


 


Press [SHIFT][TRIG SOURCE] to display the trigger source. Use the MODI-


 


FY keys to change the source. The choices are:


  


Source


 


Function


 


SINGLE


 


The front-panel TRIG key starts the BURST/SWEEP.


 


RATE


 


The internal rate generator starts the BURST/SWEEP.


 


POS IN


 


The rising edge of the TRIGGER input starts the BURST/


 


SWEEP


 


NEG IN


 


The falling edge of the TRIGGER input starts the BURST/


 


SWEEP.


 


LINE


 


The power line frequency starts the BURST/SWEEP.


  


Trigger Rate


 


The frequency of the internal trigger rate generator is set by pressing


 


[SHIFT][TRIG RATE]. The rate may be set to any value in the range 0.001 Hz


 


to 10 kHz with two digits of resolution.


  


TRIG'D LED


 


The TRIG'D LED indicates the DS345's trigger status. Each time a trigger is


 


accepted the TRIG'D LED flashes green. If the DS345 is triggered again be-


 


fore the previous BURST/SWEEP is complete, the TRIG'D LED will flash red,


 


indicating a trigger error. At higher trigger rates a combination of triggers


 


(green) and trigger errors (red) can make the TRIG'D LED appear orange.


  


Trigger Input


 


The rear-panel TRIGGER input is a TTL compatible input. An edge at this in-


 


put will trigger a BURST/SWEEP if the trigger source is set to POS IN or


 


NEG IN.


  


Trigger Output


 


The rear-panel TRIGGER output is a TTL compatible output that goes high


 


when the DS345 triggers a BURST/SWEEP, and goes low again when the


 


BURST/SWEEP is complete. This output is operational for all trigger sources.
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ARBITRARY MODULATION PATTERNS


   


Introduction


 


In addition to the usual sine, square, triangle, and ramp waveforms the


 


DS345's AM, FM, and PM functions can modulate the output waveform with


 


an arbitrary modulation pattern. The arbitrary modulation pattern can only be


 


set using a computer interface and the AMOD? query command. The com-


 


puter downloads a list of amplitude percentages, frequencies, or phase shifts


 


to the DS345. The DS345 then modulates the waveform using these values.


 


To use arbitrary modulation, the modulation type must be set to AM, FM, or


 


PM, and an arbitrary pattern must then be sent to the DS345. If no pattern


 


has been loaded the DS345 will display the message "arb corrupt". [SWEEP


 


ON/OFF] enables the arbitrary modulation. Switching to a different modula-


 


tion type or waveform after a pattern has been downloaded to the DS345 will


 


erase the donwloaded pattern.


  


Modulation Rate


 


Pressing [RATE] sets the modulation rate. The value displayed when the


 


modulation waveform is set to ARB is different than the usual modulation


 


rate. The value displayed is the value of the 


 


modulation rate divider


 


(MRD)


 


, which can be set between 1 and 2


 


23


 


-1 (8,388,607). This value sets


 


the 


 


time 


 


the DS345 spends at each point in the arbitrary modulation wave-


 


form. The time at each point is given by:


  


Type of Arb Modulation


 


Time


  


AM


 


150ns * MRD


 


FM


 


1 


 


µ


 


s * MRD


 


PM


 


250ns * MRD


  


Waveform List


 


The ARB waveform is created by downloading a list of values via the comput-


 


er interface. For ARB AM the values are percentages of the programmed am-


 


plitude. The waveform may have up to 10,000 AM points. For ARB FM the


 


values are the frequencies to be output, and must be a valid frequency for


 


the selected function. The waveform may have up to 1500 FM points. For


 


ARB PM the values are phase 


 


shifts


 


 (relative to the current phase) in the


 


range ±180°. The waveform may contain up to 4000 PM points.


  


Downloading


 


The waveform list may be downloaded to the DS345 via the RS232 or the


 


GPIB interface. The data format is discussed in the PROGRAMMING section


 


under the AMOD? command. The PROGRAM EXAMPLES section (pgs. 3-5)


 


provides examples of generating and downloading waveform data.
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DS345 AS A PULSE GENERATOR


   


Introduction


 


The DS345 can be easily used as a pulse generator. Pulse widths down to


 


500 ns with rise/fall times of 30 ns and repetition rates up to 10 kHz internally


 


and 500 kHz externally triggered are possible. You can even do bursts of


 


groups of pulses (each pulse has to be the same width and separated by 1


 


pulse width).


  


Procedure


 


S


 


tart with a square wave as the main waveform, selecting the square wave


 


frequency (1 MHz max. for this purpose) so that half of a period is the width


 


of the pulse you want. Then choose burst modulation, with a burst count of 1


 


and turn on sweep mode. Use the phase control to adjust the phase of the


 


square wave within the burst so that only a positive going or negative going


 


half cycle is visible (generally a phase shift of 180 degrees for a positive


 


pulse). Note that by varying the phase you can also delay a pulse by up to


 


one half a period of the frequency with respect to an external trigger. Finally,


 


use the offset control to adjust the baseline of the pulse to be 0 Volts. You will


 


have to start with a square wave amplitude of at most one half of the maxi-


 


mum DS345 peak to peak amplitude. This gives a maximum pulse amplitude


 


of 10 Volts into high impedance or 5 Volts into 50 Ohms. 


  


After setting this up, changing the burst rate will change the pulse repetition


 


rate, and changing the square wave frequency will change the pulse width.


 


To do groups of pulses, simply increase the burst count to the number of


 


pulses you want in the burst. Use the trigger input connector and set the trig-


 


ger control to external (positive or negative) for externally triggered bursts. If


 


the source of the trigger has a 10 MHz clock input, connecting this to the


 


DS345 clock output will reduce pulse to pulse jitter.


  


Arbitrary Waveform


 


T


 


he other way to create pulses is using arbitrary waveforms, which can be


 


done from the front panel using vector entry mode, or through the AWC soft-


 


ware. This technique is a little more complicated and does not allow the same


 


ease of changing pulse width or repetition rates, but pulse widths down to 50


 


ns and externally triggered repetition rates up to 2 MHz are possible.See oth-


 


er sections of this manual for instructions for arbitrary waveform generation


 


and AWC software.







 


Introduction


 


This section details the DS345's default settings, storing and recalling set-
tings, setting the computer interfaces, and running self-test and autocal.


Default Settings Pressing [SHIFT][DEFAULTS] recalls the DS345's default settings and clears
any stored arbitrary waveforms. The DS345's default settings are listed be-
low:


INSTRUMENT SETUP


 


Setting


 


Default Value


  


Frequency


 


1.0 kHz


 


Arb Sampling Frequency


 


40.0 MHz


  


Amplitude


 


0.01 Vpp


 


Offset


 


0.0 V


 


Inversion


 


Off


  


Phase


 


0.0°


  


Modulation Enable


 


Off


 


Modulation Rate


 


1.0 kHz


 


Modulation Type


 


AM


 


Modulation Waveform


 


Sine


  


Sweep Parameters


 


1.0 Hz start frequency and start marker ,


 


100.0 kHz stop frequency and stop marker


 


AM Parameters


 


50% depth, sine wave


 


FM Parameters


 


1.0 kHz span, sine wave


 


PM Parameters


 


45.0° span, sine wave


 


Burst Parameters


 


1 cycle


  


Trigger Source


 


SINGLE


 


Trigger Rate


 


1.0 kHz


  


Interface


 


RS232


 


Baud Rate


 


9600


 


GPIB Address


 


19


 


Power on Status Clear


 


On


  


Storing Setups


 


To store the DS345's current setup press [STO] followed by a location num-


 


ber in the range of 0 to 9. Pressing any of the UNITS key to enter the loca-


 


tion number, the message "Store Done" indicates that all of the settings have


 


been stored.


  


Recalling Stored Settings


 


To recall a stored setting press [RCL] followed by the location number (0 - 9).


 


Pressing any UNITS key enters the location number, and the message "re-


 


call done" indicates that the complete settings have been recalled. If nothing


 


is stored in the selected location or the settings have become corrupted, the


 


DS345 will display "rcl error".
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GPIB Setup


 


To set the DS345's GPIB interface press [SHIFT][GPIB]. Use the MODIFY


 


up/down keys to enable the GPIB interface. Pressing [SHIFT][GPIB] again


 


displays the GPIB address. Enter the desired address using the keypad or


 


MODIFY keys. The range of valid addresses is 0 to 30.


  


NOTE: 


 


If the DS345 does not have the optional GPIB/RS232 interfaces the


 


message "no interface" will be displayed when the GPIB menu is accessed.


 


The GPIB and RS232 interfaces are exclusive, only one may be active at a


 


given time (the RS232 interface is automatically disabled when GPIB is ena-


 


bled).


  


RS232 Setup


 


To set the DS345's RS232 interface press [SHIFT][RS232]. Use the MODIFY


 


up/down keys to enable the RS232 interface. Pressing [SHIFT][RS232] again


 


displays the RS232 baud rate selection. Baud rates of 300, 600, 1200, 2400,


 


4800, 9600, or 19200 are set with the MODIFY keys.


  


NOTE: 


 


If no interface option is present the message "no interface" will be dis-


 


played when the RS232 menu is accessed. The GPIB and RS232 interfaces


 


are exclusive, only one may be active at a given time (the GPIB interface is


 


automatically disabled when RS232 is enabled).


  


User Service Requests


 


While GPIB is enabled the user may issue a service request (SRQ) by press-


 


ing [SHIFT][SRQ] followed by any of the UNITS keys. The message "srq


 


sent" will be displayed, and the SRQ LED will light. The SRQ LED will go off


 


after the host computer does a serial poll of the DS345. The user service re-


 


quest is in addition to the usual service requests based on status conditions


 


(see PROGRAMMING section for details).


  


Communications Data


 


Press [SHIFT][DATA] to display the last 256 characters of data that the


 


DS345 has received. This display is a scrollable 4 character window into the


 


DS345's input data queue. The data is displayed in ASCII hex format, with


 


each input character represented by 2 hexadecimal digits. The most recently


 


received character has a decimal point indicator. Pressing [MODIFY DOWN


 


ARROW] scrolls the display earlier in the queue, and [MODIFY UP ARROW]


 


scrolls later in the queue. The display cannot be moved later than the last


 


character received.
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AUTO-TEST AND CALIBRATION


  


Introduction


 


The DS345 has built-in test and calibration routines that allow the user to


 


quickly and easily test and calibrate virtually the entire instrument. [SHIFT]


 


[CALIBRATE] cycles the DS345 through the calibration menu. Self-test and


 


autocal are started by pressing any UNITS keys while the menu line is dis-


 


played.


  


SELF-TEST


 


The DS345's always executes a self-test on power-up, self-tests can also be


 


initiated from the test menu. These tests check most of the analog and digital


 


signal generation circuitry in the DS345. Pressing any UNITS key when the


 


SELF-TEST menu item is displayed starts the self-tests. The tests take about


 


three seconds to execute, and should end with the display "test pass". If the


 


self-test encounters a problem it will immediately stop and display a warning


 


message. See the 


 


TROUBLESHOOTING


 


 section for a list and explanation of


 


the error messages. If the DS345 fails any test it still may be operated, sim-


 


ply press any key to erase the error message.


  


note:


 


 the error "Gain FS Err" can occur if a signal is applied to the external


 


AM input during self-test. Disconnect any signals at this input during self-test.


  


The DS345 tests its CPU and data memory, ROM program memory, calibra-


 


tion constant integrity, ASIC waveform memory, modulation program memo-


 


ry, 12-bit waveform DAC, analog-to-digital converter, output amplifier, offset


 


and amplitude control circuits, frequency doubler, and square wave compara-


 


tor.


  


Items 


 


not


 


 tested are the connections from the PC boards to the BNC connec-


 


tors, the output attenuators, the 40 MHz clock and phase locking circuitry, the


 


computer interfaces, and the SYNC output driver.


  


AUTOCAL


 


The DS345's autocal routine calibrates the majority of the signal generation


 


path, including the DC offsets of the output amplifier, the signal path offsets,


 


the offset and gain of the amplitude controls, and the gain of the output am-


 


plifier. These calibrations correct for any aging and temperature dependen-


 


cies of the DS345's circuits. Pressing any UNITS key when the AUTOCAL


 


menu item is displayed starts the calibration. Autocal is disabled during the


 


first two minutes after power on to allow the DS345 to warm up (an error will


 


be displayed if autocal is started before this time). 


  


Autocal takes about two minutes to execute and should end with the mes-


 


sage "cal done". 


 


note: 


 


Be sure to have disconnected any signals from the


 


External AM input during Autocal. If AUTOCAL encounters a problem it will


 


immediately stop and display an error message. See the 


 


TROUBLESHOOT-


 


ING


 


 section (pg. 4-1) for a list and explanation of the error messages. If the


 


DS345 fails its AUTOCAL it still may be operated, simply press any key to


 


erase the error message. However, the error may be indicating a hardware


 


problem that probably should be addressed. 


  


The items 


 


not


 


 calibrated by the autocal procedure are the frequency depen-


 


dent amplitude corrections, the doubler carrier null, the attenuator ratios, and


 


the clock frequency. These values are stable and should not need adjust-


 


ment except during an annual recalibration.


  


note:


 


 Disconnect any signals from the External AM input during Autocal
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The items 


 


not 


 


calibrated are the frequency dependent amplitude corrections, the


 


doubler carrier null, the attenuator ratios, and the clock frequency. These values are


 


stable and should not need adjustment except during the yearly recalibration.







 


Introduction


 


This section describes the DS345's arbitrary waveform capabilities, and how
to edit those waveforms from the front panel. The DS345 can store arbitrary
waveforms in two formats: point and vector. In point  format the DS345
stores only a list of amplitude values to load into the waveform RAM. This list
can be up to 16,300 points long, with each memory point representing a point
in the output waveform. In vector  format the data stored is a list of vertices–
x,y pairs of values (up to 6144 pairs). Each data pair specifies an address in
waveform RAM (the x value), and the amplitude at that point (the y value).
The waveform RAM locations between successive vertices are automatically
filled in by connecting the vertices with straight lines.


Note:  Front panel editing can be very tedious. Large or complex waveforms
are easily created using the Arbitrary Waveform Composer Software.


Sampling Rate When the function is set to ARB the displayed frequency is the arbitrary
waveform sampling frequency. This number is not related to the normal
waveform frequency, but is the time that the DS345 dwells at each point in
the arbitrary waveform. This sampling frequency must be an integer submulti-
ple of the the 40 MHz clock frequency. That is, 40 MHz/N where N = 1,2,3...
234-1 (for example 40 MHz, 20 MHz, 13.3333 MHz, 10 MHz,...). The DS345
will spend 1/Fsample on each point (40 MHz = 25 ns, 20 MHz = 50 ns, etc.).
When a new sampling frequency value is entered the DS345 will round the
value to the nearest integer submultiple of 40 MHz. The time needed to re-
peat a complete waveform is simply: # points in waveform/Fsample.


SYNC Output During arbitrary waveform generation the front-panel SYNC output generates
a negative going (5V to 0V) 25ns pulse at the start of the arbitrary waveform.


EDIT MENU Pressing [SHIFT][ARB EDIT] repeatedly cycles through the three lines of the
EDIT menu.


Storage Format The first menu line allows selecting the ARB waveform storage mode. Simply
select POINT or VECTOR using the MODIFY up/down keys. The arbitrary
waveform must be cleared before the storage mode can be changed (see be-
low).


Clearing Current Waveform The third line of the EDIT menu allows the current ARB waveform to be
cleared. Pressing any of the UNITS keys with this line displayed clears the
current waveform.


EDITING The second line of the EDIT menu allows editing of actual waveform data.
The editing process is interactive, the waveform RAM is updated any time an
editing operation takes place. Displaying the FUNCTION output on an oscillo-
scope allows the user to see the waveform change as the data is modified. 
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Data Display


 


The format of the data display is shown below for both point and vector for-


 


mat. The data line has two values in both formats. The left value is the point/


 


vertex number, indicating which point/vertex is being edited. The right hand


 


value is the data for that point. Only one value is active (flashing) at any


 


time. The active value is selected by pressing [SHIFT][RIGHT ARROW] or


 


[SHIFT][LEFT ARROW]. The active value may be changed with the keypad


 


or MODIFY up/down keys. In vector format the x/y indicator denotes that the


 


data value is either the x value (h) or y value (y) for the given vertex. The


 


display is switched between x and y by pressing [STEP SIZE].


Point Format:   00123              1234


Point # Point Value


Vector Format:   0123    h          1234


Vertex # data Valuex/y indicator


  


POINT EDITING


 


The following section describes editing point format arbitrary waveforms.


  


Point Number


 


The point number may be set to any value between 0 and the total number of


 


points in the current waveform. The point number is set by either the keypad


 


or the MODIFY up/down keys. The maximum point number is 16,299 (there


 


must more than 8 and less than 16,300 points in a waveform).  If the point


 


number is set to a value greater than the maximum (where there is no data),


 


an "edit error" will result. Also, if the waveform has fewer than 8 points the re-


 


maining points will automatically be filled with zeroes to bring the number of


 


output points to 8.


  


Point Value


 


Each point may have an amplitude value ranging between -2048 and +2047


 


(12 bit DAC). If a point has no value (before a value has been entered, for ex-


 


ample) the data will be displayed as five dashes (-----).


  


Adding a point to the


 


end of the waveform


 


To add a point to the end of a waveform set the point number to the last point


 


+ 1. The value will be displayed as ----- prior to entering a value. Enter a new


 


value for the point value.


  


Deleting a Point


 


To delete a point, enter the point number to be removed. Then, with the point


 


number active (flashing), press [CLR]. The remaining points will automatically


 


be renumbered as necessary.


  


Duplicating a Point


 


To duplicate a point, enter the point number to be copied. While the point


 


number is active (flashing) press any UNITS key. The point will be duplicated


 


and the point number incremented to display the new point.


  


Inserting a Point


 


To insert a point in the middle of a waveform, duplicate the point currently at


 


the insertion point. It is easy to modify this new point to the desired value.
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POINT EDIT EXAMPLE


 


The following is a step-by-step example for creating a point format waveform.


 


We will create an 8 point waveform with the values 0,400,800,1200,0,0,0,0.


 


Along the way we will make some mistakes that we will fix using the editing


 


facilities. To watch the waveform grow, display the FUNCTION output on an


 


oscilloscope. Trigger the scope on the SYNC output.  


 


 


 


1) Press [FUNCTION DOWN ARROW] until ARB


 


LED is lit.


  


2)  Press [SHIFT][ARB EDIT] three times to dis-


 


play Arb clear line, then press any [UNITS] key.


  


3) Press [SHIFT][ARB EDIT] and use MODIFY


 


keys to set "Entry" to POINT.


  


4) Press [SHIFT][ARB EDIT].


   


5) Press [SHIFT][RIGHT ARROW].  Then [0]


 


[UNITS].


  


6) Press [SHIFT][LEFT ARROW]. Then any


 


[UNITS] key.


  


7) Press [SHIFT][RIGHT ARROW], then [4][0][0]


 


[UNITS].


  


8) Press [SHIFT][LEFT ARROW], [MODIFY UP


 


ARROW].


   


9) Press [SHIFT][RIGHT ARROW], then [8][0][0]


 


[UNITS].


  


10) Press [SHIFT][LEFT ARROW]. Then press


 


[UNITS] twice.


   


11) Press [MODIFY DOWN ARROW], [SHIFT]


 


[RIGHT ARROW], and [1][2][0][0][UNITS].


  


12) Press [SHIFT][LEFT ARROW], [MODIFY UP


 


ARROW].


  


13) Press [CLR].


  


14) DONE!


 


Set output function to ARB.


   


Set point entry mode if necessary.


   


Clear arb function.  The message "arb cleared" will


 


be displayed.


  


Display edit line.  It should read "00000  ------".


 


Point number 0 (the first point) has no data.


  


Activate point value field and set y value for point


 


zero to 0.


  


Activate point number.  Duplicate point by press-


 


ing UNITS key.  Point # 1 now has y = 0.


  


Activate y value. Set point # 1 y value to 400.


   


Set display to point #2. Y value currently is ------.


 


We will add a point to the end of the waveform


  


Activate point #2 y value and set to 800.


   


Activate point number.  Duplicate point number 2


 


twice.  Display shows point number 4 (last point


 


made).  Points 2,3, and 4 now have y value 800.


  


Decrement point number to point #3.  Activate y


 


value and set to 1200.  Oops! Point #4 is extra!


  


Activate point number and increment to point #4.


   


Delete point #4. y value becomes ------ (no data).


  


We only entered 4 data points.  The DS345 will


 


automatically fill in the 4 trailing zero values when


 


it loads the waveform RAM.  The DS345 only adds


 


enough zeroes to make the total number of points


 


equal to 8, and none if there are 8 or more points.
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VECTOR EDITING


 


Described below are the methods for editing vector format arbitrary wave-


 


forms. Each stored data value (vertex) contains an x value (address in wave-


 


form RAM) and y value (amplitude). The vertices in the data list are connect-


 


ed by straight lines when the DS345 loads the waveform RAM. For a given


 


vertex, the display is switched between x and y values by pressing [STEP


 


SIZE].


  


Vertex Number


 


The vertex number can be set to any value between 0 and the number of ver-


 


tices in the current waveform. The absolute maximum vertex number is 6143


 


(there can only be 6144 vertices in a waveform). The vertex number may be


 


set using either the keypad or the MODIFY up/down keys. If the vertex num-


 


ber is set past the end of the waveform (where there is no data) an "edit er-


 


ror" will result.


  


x Value


 


The vertex x value is the location of the vertex in waveform RAM. This value


 


may range from 0 to 16299. Each vertex must have a x value equal to or


 


greater than that of the previous vertex, and if two or more vertices have the


 


same x value only the first is loaded (the rest are ignored). If the first vertex


 


of the waveform does not have an x value of 0 (the start of memory) the


 


DS345 will automatically add a vertex at 0,0. If the x value has no data (be-


 


fore a value has been entered, for example) the data will be displayed as five


 


dashes (-----).


  


 y Value


 


Each vertex may have an amplitude value ranging between -2048 and +2047


 


(12 bit DAC). If a vertex has no value (before a value has been entered) the


 


data will be displayed as five dashes (-----).


  


Adding a vertex at the


 


end of the waveform


 


To add a vertex at the end of the waveform set the vertex number to the last


 


vertex + 1 (vertex 4, for example, if 0,1,2,3 are filled). The value will be dis-


 


played as ----- (indicating no data yet). Enter a new value for either x or y. If x


 


is entered first y will be set to 0, while if y is entered first x will be set to the


 


value of the previous vertex (0 for the first vertex).


  


Deleting a Vertex


 


To delete a vertex, enter the vertex number of the vertex to be removed.


 


Then, with the vertex number active (flashing) press [CLR]. The remaining


 


vertices will be renumbered if necessary.


  


Duplicating a Vertex


 


To duplicate a vertex, enter the vertex number of the vertex to be copied.


 


Then, with the vertex number active (flashing) press any UNITS key. The ver-


 


tex will be duplicated (both x and y) and the vertex number incremented to


 


display the new vertex.


  


Inserting a Vertex


 


To insert a vertex in the middle of a waveform, duplicate the vertex currently


 


at the insertion point. Then, modify the new vertex to the desired value.
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VECTOR EDIT EXAMPLE


 


The following is a step-by-step example of creating a vector format wave-


 


form. We will create a "heartbeat" waveform with 9 vertices. The vertices will


 


be (0,0), (50,200), (150,0), (175,-300), (225,2000), (275,-50), (425,225),


 


(500,0), (800,0). In the example [UNITS] refers to 


 


any


 


 UNITS key. To watch


 


the waveform grow, display the FUNCTION output on an oscilloscope. Trig-


 


ger the scope on the SYNC output. The waveform should look like the dia-


 


gram below when done.


(0,0)


(50,200)


(150,0)


(175,-300)


(225,2000)


(275,-50)


(425,225)


(500,0) (800,0)


Heartbeat Arbitrary Waveform


  


1) Press [FUNCTION DOWN ARROW] until ARB


 


LED is lit.


  


2) Press [SHIFT][ARB EDIT] three times to display


 


Arb clear line, then press any [UNITS] key.


  


3) Press [SHIFT][ARB EDIT] and use MODIFY


 


keys to set "Entry" to VECTOR.


  


4) Press [SHIFT][ARB EDIT] once.


   


5) Press [SHIFT][RIGHT ARROW] then [5][0]


 


[UNITS].


  


6) Press [STEP SIZE] then [2][0][0][UNITS].


  


7) Press [SHIFT][LEFT ARROW] then [MODIFY


 


UP ARROW].


  


8) Press [SHIFT][RIGHT ARROW], [0][UNITS],


 


[STEP SIZE], and [1][5][0][UNITS].


  


9) Press [SHIFT][LEFT ARROW], [MODIFY UP


 


ARROW], [SHIFT][RIGHT ARROW], [1][7][5]


 


[UNITS].


  


10) Press [STEP SIZE], then [-][3][0][0][UNITS].


  


Set output function to ARB.


   


Set vector entry mode if necessary.


   


Clear arb function.  The message "arb cleared" will


 


be displayed.


  


Display edit line.  It should read "00000  ------".


 


Vertex number 0 (the first vertex) has no data.


  


Activate x value and set to 50.  We will let the


 


DS345 add the 0,0 vertex automatically.


  


Switch to y value and set to 200.


  


Select vertex number and increment to vertex #1.


   


Select y value and set to 0, then select x value


 


and set to 150.


  


Select vertex # and increment to 2, then select x


 


value and set to 175.


   


Select y value and set to -300.
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11) Press [SHIFT][LEFT ARROW], [MODIFY UP


 


ARROW], [SHIFT][RIGHT ARROW], [2][0][0][0]


 


[UNITS].


  


12) Press [STEP SIZE], then [2][2][5][UNITS].


  


13) Press [SHIFT][LEFT ARROW], [MODIFY UP


 


ARROW], [SHIFT][RIGHT ARROW], [2][7][5]


 


[UNITS].


  


14) Press [STEP SIZE], then [-][5][0][UNITS].


  


15) Press [SHIFT][LEFT ARROW], [MODIFY UP


 


ARROW], [SHIFT][RIGHT ARROW], [2][2][5]


 


[UNITS].


  


16) Press [STEP SIZE], then [4][2][5][UNITS].


  


17) Press [SHIFT][LEFT ARROW], [MODIFY UP


 


ARROW], [SHIFT][RIGHT ARROW], [5][0][0]


 


[UNITS].


  


18) Press [SHIFT][LEFT ARROW] then [UNITS].


   


19) Press [SHIFT][RIGHT ARROW], [STEP SIZE],


 


and [8][0][0][UNITS].


  


20) DONE!


    


Select vertex # and increment to 3, then select y


 


value and set to 2000.


   


Select x value and set to 225.


  


Select vertex # and increment to 4, then select x


 


value and set to 275.


   


Select y value and set to -50.


  


Select vertex # and increment to 5, then select y


 


value and set to 225.


   


Select x value and set to 425.


  


Select vertex # and increment to 6, then select x


 


value and set to 500. The y value is automatically


 


set to 0.


  


Select vertex number and duplicate vertex.  Vertex


 


7 created with value (500,0).


  


Select the x value of vertex #7 and set to 800.


   


The scope should now show a heartbeat wave-


 


form.







 


The DS345 Function Generator may be remotely programmed via the RS232
or GPIB (IEEE-488) interfaces. Any computer supporting one of these inter-
faces may be used to program the DS345. Only one interface is active at a
time. The active interface may be set by entering either the GPIB or RS232
menu and turning the interface ON. The interfaces are exclusive, so while
one is on the other will always be off (not responsive). All front and rear panel
features (except power) may be controlled.


 


GPIB Communications The DS345 supports the IEEE-488.1 (1978) interface standard. It also sup-
ports the required common commands of the IEEE-488.2 (1987) standard.
Before attempting to communicate with the DS345 over the GPIB interface,
the DS345's device address must be set. The address is set in the second
line of the GPIB menu (type [SHIFT][GPIB] twice) and can be set between 0
and 30.


RS232 Communications The DS345 is configured as a DCE ( transmit on pin 3, receive on pin 2) and
supports CTS/DTR hardware handshaking. The CTS signal (pin 5) is an out-
put indicating that the DS345 is ready, while the DTR signal (pin 20) is an in-
put that is used to control the DS345's transmitting. If desired, the handshake
pins may be ignored and a simple 3 wire interface (pins 2,3 and 7) may be
used. The RS232 interface baud rate may be set in the second line of the
RS232 menu (type [SHIFT][RS232] twice). The interface is fixed at 8 data
bits, no parity, and 2 stop bits.


Front Panel LEDs To assist in programming, the DS345 has 3 front panel status LEDs. The
ACT LED flashes whenever a character is received or sent over either inter-
face. The ERR LED flashes when an error has been detected, such as an il-
legal command, or an out of range parameter. The REM LED is lit whenever
the DS345 is in a remote state (front panel locked out).


Data Window To help find program errors, the DS345 has an input data window which dis-
plays the data received over either the GPIB or RS232 interfaces. This win-
dow is the DATA menu and displays the received data in hexadecimal for-
mat. Scroll back and forth through the last 256 characters received using the
MODIFY up/down arrow keys. A decimal point indicates the most recently re-
ceived character.


Command Syntax Communication with the DS345 uses ASCII characters. Commands may be
in either UPPER or lower case and may contain any number of embedded
space characters. A command to the DS345 consists of a four character
command mnemonic, arguments if necessary, and a command terminator.
The terminator may be either a carriage return <cr> or linefeed <lf> on
RS232, or a linefeed <lf> or EOI on GPIB. No command processing occurs
until a command terminator is received. All commands function identically on
GPIB and RS232. Command mnemonics beginning with an asterisk "*" are
IEEE-488.2 (1987) defined common commands. These commands also func-
tion identically on RS232.  Commands may require one or more parameters.
Multiple parameters are separated by commas ",".


Multiple commands may be sent on one command line by separating them
by semicolons ";".  The difference between sending several commands on
the same line and sending several independent commands is that when a
command line is parsed and executed the entire line is executed before any
other device action proceeds.
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There is no need to wait between commands.  The DS345 has a 256 charac-


 


ter input buffer and processes commands in the order received.  If the buffer


 


fills up the DS345 will hold off handshaking on the GPIB and attempt to hold


 


off handshaking on RS232.  If the buffer overflows the buffer will be cleared


 


and an error reported.  Similarly, the DS345 has a 256 character output buf-


 


fer to store output until the host computer is ready to receive it.  If the output


 


buffer fills up it is cleared and an  error reported.  The GPIB output buffer


 


may be cleared by using the Device Clear universal command.


  


The present value of a particular parameter may be determined by querying


 


the DS345 for its value.  A query is formed by appending a question mark "?"


 


to the command mnemonic and omitting the desired parameter from the


 


command.  If multiple queries are sent on one command line (separated by


 


semicolons, of course) the answers will be returned in a single response line


 


with the individual responses separated by semicolons.  The default re-


 


sponse terminator that the DS345 sends with any answer to a query is car-


 


riage return-linefeed <cr><lf> on RS232, and linefeed plus EOI on GPIB.  All


 


commands return integer results except as noted in individual command de-


 


scriptions.


  


Examples of Command Formats


  


MRKF1, 1000.0 <lf>


 


Sets the stop marker to 1000 Hz (2 parame-


 


ters).


 


MRKF? 1 <lf>


 


Queries the stop marker frequency (query of 2


 


parameter command ).


 


.


 


*IDN? <lf>


 


Queries the device identification (query, no pa-


 


rameters).


 


*TRG <lf>


 


Triggers a sweep  (no parameters).


 


FUNC 1 ;FUNC? <lf>  


 


Sets function to square wave(1) then queries


 


the function.


  


Programming Errors


 


The DS345 reports two types of errors that may occur during command exe-


 


cution:  command errors and execution errors. For example, unrecognized


 


commands, illegal queries, lack of terminators, and non-numeric arguments


 


are examples of command errors.  Execution errors are errors that occur dur-


 


ing the execution of syntactically correct commands.  For example, out of


 


range parameters and commands that are illegal for a particular mode of op-


 


eration are classified as execution errors


 


.


   


No Command Bit


 


The NO COMMAND bit in the serial poll register indicates that there no com-


 


mands waiting to be executed in the input queue.  This bit is reset when a


 


complete command is received in the input queue and is set when all of the


 


commands in the queue have been executed.  This bit is useful in determin-


 


ing when all of the commands sent to the DS345 have been executed.  This


 


is convenient because some commands, such as setting the function, modu-


 


lation, or autocalibration, take a long time to execute and there is no other


 


way of determining when they are done.  The NO COMMAND bit may be


 


read while commands are being executed by doing a GPIB serial poll.  There


 


is no way to read this bit over RS232.  Note that using the *STB? query to


 


read this bit will always return the value 0 because it will always return an an-


 


swer while a command is executing- the *STB? command itself!
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DETAILED COMMAND LIST


 


The four letter mnemonic in each command sequence specifies the com-


 


mand.  The rest of the sequence consists of parameters.  Multiple parame-


 


ters are separated by commas.  Parameters shown in {} are optional or may


 


be queried while those not in {} are required.  Commands that may be quer-


 


ied have a question mark ? in parentheses (?) after the mnemonic.  Com-


 


mands that may ONLY be queried have a ? after the mnemonic.  Commands


 


that MAY NOT be queried have no ?. Do  not send ( ) or { }  as part of the


 


command.


  


All variables may be expressed in integer, floating point or exponential for-


 


mats ( ie., the number five can be either 5, 5.0, or .5E1).  The variables i and


 


j usually take integer values, while the variable x takes real number values.


  


Function Output Control Commands


  


AECL


 


The AECL command sets the output to the ECL levels of 1 V peak-to-peak


 


with a -1.3 V offset.  That is, from -1.8V to -0.8V.


   


AMPL (?) x


 


The AMPL command sets the output amplitude to x.  The value x must con-


 


sist of the numerical value and a units indicator.  The units may be VP (Vpp),


 


VR (Vrms), or DB (dBm).  For example, the command  AMPL 1.00DB will set


 


the output to 1.0 dBm.  For arbitrary waveforms the amplitude may 


 


only


 


 be


 


set in terms of peak-to-peak value.  Note that the peak AC voltage (Vpp/2)


 


plus the DC offset voltage must be less than 5 Volts.  Setting the amplitude


 


to 0 Volts will produce a DC only (no AC function) output controlled by the


 


OFFS command.


  


The AMPL? query will return the amplitude in the currently displayed units. 


 


For example, if the display is 3.0 Vrms the AMPL? query will return 3.0VR.  If


 


a units indicator is sent with the AMPL? query (such as, AMPL? VP) the dis-


 


played units will be changed to match the units indicator and the amplitude


 


returned in those units.


  


ATTL


 


The ATTL command sets the TTL output levels of 5 V peak-to-peak with a


 


2.5 V offset.  That is, from 0V to 5V.


  


FREQ (?) x


 


The FREQ command sets the output frequency to x Hertz.  The FREQ?


 


query returns the current output frequency.  The frequency is set and re-


 


turned with 1


 


µ


 


Hz resolution.  If the current waveform is NOISE an error will


 


be generated and the frequency will not be changed.  This command does


 


not


 


 set the sampling frequency for arbitrary waveforms- see the FSMP com-


 


mand.


  


FSMP (?) x


 


The FSMP command sets the arbitrary waveform sampling frequency to x. 


 


This frequency determines the rate at which each arbitrary waveform point is


 


output.  That is, each point in the waveform is played for a time equal to 1/


 


FSMP.  The allowed values are 40 MHz/N where N is an integer between 1


 


and 2


 


34


 


-1.  If x is not an exact divisor of 40 MHz the value will be rounded to


 


the nearest exact frequency..  The FSMP? query returns the current arbitrary


 


waveform sampling frequency.


  


FUNC (?) i


 


The FUNC command sets the output function type to i.  The correspondence


 


of i and function type is shown in the table below.  If the currently selected


 


frequency is incompatible with the selected function an error will be generat-
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ed and the frequency will be set to the maximum allowed for the new func-


 


tion.  If modulation is enabled and the current modulation parameters are in-


 


compatible with the selected function the modulation will be disabled and


 


then the function will be set.  The FUNC? query returns the current function.


 


i


 


Function


 


0


 


SINE


 


1


 


SQUARE


 


2


 


TRIANGLE


 


3


 


RAMP


 


4


 


NOISE


 


5


 


ARBITRARY


  


INVT (?) i


 


The INVT command turns output inversion on (i = 1) and off (i=0).  The


 


INVT? query returns the current inversion status.


  


OFFS (?) x


 


The OFFS command sets the output's DC offset to x volts.  The OFFS?


 


query returns the current value of the DC offset.  The DC offset voltage plus


 


the peak AC voltage must be less than 5 Volts.


  


PCLR


 


The PCLR command sets the waveform phase value to 0 degrees.


  


PHSE (?) x


 


The PHSE command sets the waveform output phase to x degrees.  X has


 


0.001 degree resolution and may range from 0.001 to 7199.999 degrees.


 


This command will produce an error if the function is set to either NOISE or


 


ARB, or if a frequency sweep, FM, or phase modulation is enabled.  The


 


PHSE? query returns the current waveform phase.


   


Modulation Control Commands


   


note:


 


 All modulation parameters may be set at any time.  For the changes to have an effect be sure that the


 


modulation type is set correctly and that modulation is enabled (see the MTYP and MENA commands).


  


*TRG


 


The *TRG command triggers a burst or single sweep.  The trigger source


 


must be set to SINGLE.


   


BCNT (?) i


 


The BCNT command sets the burst count to i (1 to 30000).  The maximum


 


value of i is limited such that the burst time does not exceed 500s (that is, the


 


burst count * waveform period <= 500s).  The BCNT? query returns the cur-


 


rent burst count.


  


DPTH (?) i


 


The DPTH command sets the AM modulation depth to i percent ( 0 to 100


 


%).  If i is 


 


negative


 


 the modulation is set to double sideband suppressed car-


 


rier modulation (DSBSC) with i % modulation.  The DPTH? query returns the


 


current modulation depth.


  


FDEV (?) x


 


The FDEV command sets the FM span to x Hertz.  The maximum value of x


 


is limited so that the frequency is never less than or equal to zero or greater


 


than that allowed for the selected function.  The FM waveform will be cen-


 


tered at the front panel frequency and have a deviation of ±span/2.  The


 


FDEV? query returns the current span.


  


MDWF (?) i


 


The MDWF command sets the modulation waveform to i.  The correspon-


 


dence of i to waveform is shown in the table below.  If i is a value not allowed


 


by the current modulation type an error will be generated.  The MDWF?
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query returns the current modulation waveform.


  


i


 


Waveform


 


0


 


SINGLE SWEEP


 


1


 


RAMP


 


2


 


TRIANGLE


 


3


 


SINE


 


4


 


SQUARE


 


5


 


ARB


 


6


 


NONE


 


The value i = 5 = ARB may only be set for AM, FM, and PM.  The arbitrary


 


waveform must be downloaded via the AMOD? query.  If no waveform has


 


been downloaded and modulation is enabled with the waveform set to ARB


 


an error will be generated.  Once the waveform has been loaded changing


 


the modulation type or waveform will erase that pattern.  The value i = 6 =


 


none will be returned for modulation types that don't have an associated


 


waveform, such as burst mode.  The waveform 


 


may not 


 


be set to i=6=none.


  


MENA (?) i


 


The MENA command enables modulation if i=1 and disables modulation if i =


 


0.  If any of the modulation parameters are incompatible with the current in-


 


strument settings an error will be generated.  The MENA? query returns the


 


current modulation enable status.


  


MKSP


 


The MKSP command sets the sweep markers to the extremes of the sweep


 


span.  That is, the marker start frequency is set to the sweep start frequency


 


and the marker stop frequency is set to the sweep stop frequency.


  


MRKF (?) i{,x}


 


The MRKF command sets the sweep marker frequency to x.  If i = 0 the


 


marker start frequency will be set, if i = 1 the stop frequency will be set, if i =


 


2 the marker center frequency will be set, and if i=3 the marker span will be


 


set.  The MRKF? i query will return marker frequency i.


  


MTYP (?) i


 


The MTYP command sets the modulation type to i.  The correspondence of i


 


to type is shown in the table below.  The MTYP? query returns the current


 


modulation type.


  


i


 


Waveform


 


0


 


LIN SWEEP


 


1


 


LOG SWEEP


 


2


 


INTERNAL AM


 


3


 


FM


 


4


 


φ


 


m


 


5


 


BURST


  


PDEV(?) x


 


The PDEV command sets the span of the phase modulation to x degrees. x


 


may range from 0 to 7199.999 degrees. Note that the phase shift ranges


 


from 


 


-span/2


 


 to span/2.  The PDEV? query returns the current phase shift.


  


RATE (?) x


 


The RATE command sets the modulation rate to x Hertz.  x is rounded to 2


 


significant digits and may range from 0.001 Hz to 10 kHz.  The RATE? query


 


returns the current modulation rate.


  


SPAN (?) x


 


The SPAN command sets the sweep span to x Hertz.  An error will be gener-


 


ated if the sweep frequency is less than or equal to zero or greater than al-


 


lowed by the current function.  The sweep will be from center freq - span/2 to
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center freq + span/2. A negative span will generate a downward sweep, from


 


maximum to minimum frequency.  The SPAN? query returns the current


 


sweep span.


  


SPCF (?) x


 


The SPCF command sets the sweep center frequency to x Hertz.  An error


 


will be generated if the sweep frequency is less than or equal to zero or


 


greater than allowed by the current function.  The SPCF? query returns the


 


current sweep center frequency.


 


  


 


SPFR (?) x


 


The SPFR command sets the sweep stop frequency to x Hertz.  An error will


 


be generated if the sweep frequency is less than or equal to zero or greater


 


than allowed by the current function.  The SPFR? query returns the current


 


sweep stop frequency.  If the stop frequency is less than the start frequency


 


(the STFR command) a downward sweep from maximum to minimum fre-


 


quency will be generated.


  


SPMK


 


The SPMK command sets the sweep span to the sweep marker frequency. 


 


That is, sets the start frequency to the start marker frequency, and the stop


 


frequency to the stop marker frequency.


 


  


 


STFR (?) x


 


The STFR command sets the sweep start frequency to x Hertz.  An error will


 


be generated if the sweep frequency is less than or equal to zero or greater


 


than allowed by the current function.  The STFR? query returns the current


 


sweep start frequency.  If the start frequency is greater than the stop frequen-


 


cy (the SPFR command) a downward sweep from maximum to minimum fre-


 


quency will be generated.


  


TRAT (?) x


 


The TRAT command sets the trigger rate for internally triggered single


 


sweeps and bursts to x Hertz.  x is rounded to two significant digits and may


 


range from 0.001 Hz to 10 kHz.  The TRAT? query returns the current trigger


 


rate.


  


TSRC (?) i


 


The TSRC command sets the trigger source for bursts and sweeps to i.  The


 


correspondence of i to source is shown in the table below.  The TSRC?


 


query returns the current trigger source.


  


i


 


Waveform


 


0


 


SINGLE


 


1


 


INTERNAL RATE


 


2


 


+ SLOPE EXTERNAL


 


3


 


- SLOPE EXTERNAL


 


4


 


LINE


  


For single sweeps and bursts the *TRG command triggers the sweep.


  


Arbitrary Waveform and Modulation Commands


  


AMRT(?) i


 


The AMRT command sets the arbitrary modulation rate divider to i.  i may


 


range from 1 to 2


 


23


 


-1.  This controls the rate at which arbitrary modulations


 


are generated.  Arbitrary AM takes 0.3 


 


µ


 


s per point, arb FM takes 2 


 


µ


 


s per


 


point, and arb PM takes 0.5 


 


µ


 


s per point.  The AMRT? query returns the cur-


 


rent divider.
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The following commands allow downloading arbitrary waveform and modulation patterns.  The commands


 


have several things in common: First, the data are sent as multi-byte 


 


binary


 


 (not ASCII) data and the binary


 


data is followed by a checksum to ensure data integrity.  The data is sent least significant byte 


 


first


 


.  The


 


checksum is just the sum of the data values sent, ignoring carries.  Second, the commands are 


 


queries-


 


 that


 


is, after the command is received and processed the DS345 will return the ascii value 1 indicating that it is


 


ready to receive the binary data stream.  When using these commands the program should wait for return val-


 


ue before sending the binary data.  During the downloading of the binary data there is a 10 second receive


 


data timeout.  That is, if more than 10 seconds elapses between successive data values an error will be gen-


 


erated and downloading aborted.


  


AMOD? i


 


The AMOD? query allows downloading arbitrary modulation patterns.  The


 


modulation type must be set to AM, FM, or PM.  i is the number of points to


 


be downloaded and is limited to 10000 AM points, 1500 FM points, and 4000


 


PM points.  To generate an arbitrary modulation follow the following steps:


  


1) Send the query AMOD? i where i is the number of points in the waveform.


  


2) Wait until the DS345 returns "1" indicating that it is ready to receive data.


  


3) Send the modulation data (discussed below).  The i data points are sent


 


least significant byte first.  There should be i data points sent.


  


4) Send the checksum (the sum of i data points) least significant byte first.


  


Arbitrary AM:


 


Each arbitrary AM point is a 16bit integer value.  This value is the fraction of


 


front panel amplitude to be output.  The values range from 32767 = 1.0 * full


 


amplitude to -32767 = -1.0 * amplitude.  The value for a desired modulation


 


fraction is easily calculated from the formula: value = 32767 * fraction.  For


 


normal AM the values should range from 0 to 32767 (1.0), while for DSBSC


 


the -32767 (-1.0) to 32767 (1.0) range is used.  The i data values should be


 


followed by a 16-bit checksum- simply the 16-bit sum of the data values.


 


Thus, a total of i+1 16-bit values will be sent.  When modulation is enabled


 


each modulation point takes N*0.3


 


µ


 


s to execute, where N is the arbitrary


 


modulation rate divider (see the AMRT command).  The MODULATION


 


OUTPUT will output the modulation waveform when modulation is enabled,


 


+5.0 V corresponds to 100% output and -5.0V corresponds to -100% modu-


 


lation.


  


Arbitrary FM:


 


Each arbitrary FM point is a 32 bit integer value.  This value is the frequency


 


to be output.  If the frequency is not allowed for the currently selected wave-


 


form an error will be generated.  The 32 bit value is calculated from the for-


 


mula:  value = 2


 


32


 


*(frequency/40 MHz).  Thus, the j data points form a list of j


 


frequencies to be output.  The i data values should be followed by a 32-bit


 


checksum- simply the 32-bit sum of the data values.  Thus, a total of i +1 32-


 


bit values will be sent.  When modulation is enabled each modulation point


 


takes N*2.0


 


µ


 


s to execute, where N is the arbitrary modulation rate divider


 


(see the AMRT command).  The MODULATION OUTPUT will output the


 


modulation waveform when modulation is enabled, with 0 V corresponding to


 


the minimum frequency and 5.0 V corresponding to the maximum frequency


 


in the modulation pattern.
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Arbitrary PM:


 


Each arbitrary PM point is a 32 bit integer value.  This value is the phase shift


 


to be made relative to the current phase.  The values may range from -180°


 


to +180°.  The 32 bit value is calculated from the formula:  value = 2


 


31


 


*


 


(phase shift/180°). Negative values are expected in 2's complement format


 


(bit 31 is the sign bit).  Thus, the i data points form a list of i phase shifts to


 


be executed.  The i data values should be followed by a 32-bit checksum-


 


simply the 32-bit sum of the data values.  Thus, a total of i+1 32-bit values


 


will be sent.  When modulation is enabled each modulation point takes


 


N*0.5


 


µ


 


s to execute, where N is the arbitrary modulation rate divider (see the


 


AMRT command).  The MODULATION OUTPUT will output the modulation


 


waveform when modulation is enabled, with 0 V corresponding to the mini-


 


mum phase shift and 5.0 V corresponding to the maximum phase shift in the


 


modulation pattern.


  


 


  


LDWF? i,j


 


The LDWF? query allows downloading arbitrary waveforms in either point


 


(i=0) or vector (i=1) format.  In point mode j is the number of points in the


 


waveform (16300 maximum), while in vector format j is the number of vertic-


 


es (6144 maximum).  The data is sent as 16 bit binary data words.  The data


 


must be followed by a 16 bit checksum to ensure data integrity.  The check-


 


sum is the 16bit sum of the data words that have been sent.  If the checksum


 


sent does not match the one calculated by the DS345 an error will be gener-


 


ated.  If the data sent is valid and the DS345's function is set to ARB the


 


waveform will automatically be output.  Otherwise, the function must be set to


 


ARB to output the downloaded waveform.  To load a waveform follow these


 


steps:


  


1) Send the query LDWF? i,j where i and j are appropriate for the waveform


 


type and number of points desired.


  


2) Wait until the DS345 returns "1" indicating that it is ready to receive data.


  


3) Send the waveform data (discussed below).  There should be j data points


 


sent.


  


4) Send the 16 bit checksum (the sum of j data points).


  


The waveform data is send as 16 bit 


 


binary


 


 data.  In point mode each data


 


point consists of a 16 bit amplitude word.  Each value should be in the range


 


-2047to +2047.  In vector mode each data point consists of a 16 bit x vertex


 


word and a 16 bit y vertex word (for a total of 2*j 16 bit words).  Each x value


 


must be in the range 0 to 16299 and must be greater than or equal to the val-


 


ue of the previous x value.  Each y value must be in the range -2047 to


 


+2047.  The checksum is the 16 bit sum of the j words sent in point mode or


 


the 2*j words sent in vector mode.
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Setup Control Commands


   


*IDN?


 


The *IDN common query returns the DS345's device configuration.  This


 


string is in the format: StanfordResearchSystems,DS345,serial num-


 


ber,version number.  Where "serial number" is the five digit serial number of


 


the particular unit, and "version number" is the 3 digit firmware version num-


 


ber.


   


*RCL i


 


The *RCL command recalls stored setting number i, where i may range from


 


0 to 9.  If the stored setting is corrupt or has never been stored an execution


 


error will be generated.


   


*RST


 


The *RST common command resets the DS345 to its default configurations.


   


*SAV i


 


The *SAV command saves the current instrument settings as setting number


 


i.


  


Status Reporting Commands


   


(See tables at the end of the Programming section for Status Byte definitions.)


  


*CLS


 


The *CLS common command clears all status registers.  This command


 


does not affect the status enable registers.


  


*ESE (?) i


 


The *ESE command sets the standard event status byte enable register to


 


the decimal value i.


   


*ESR? {i}


 


The *ESR common command reads the value of the standard event status


 


register.  If the parameter  i is present the value of bit i is returned (0 or 1).


 


Reading this register will clear it while reading bit i will clear just bit i.


  


*PSC (?) i


 


The *PSC common command sets the value of the power-on status clear bit. 


 


If i = 1 the power on status clear bit is set and all status registers and enable


 


registers are cleared on power up.  If i = 0 the bit is cleared and the status


 


enable registers maintain their values at power down.  This allows the pro-


 


duction of a service request at power up.


  


*SRE (?) i


 


The *SRE common command sets the serial poll enable register to  the deci-


 


mal value of the parameter i.


  


*STB? {i}


 


The *STB? common query reads the value of the serial poll byte.  If the pa-


 


rameter i is present the value of bit i is returned (0 or 1).  Reading this regis-


 


ter has no effect on its value as it is a summary of the other status registers.


  


DENA (?) i


 


The DENA command sets the DDS status enable register  to the decimal val-


 


ue i.


  


STAT? {i}


 


The STAT? query reads the value of the DDS status byte.  If the parameter i


 


is present the value of bit i is returned.  Reading this register will clear it while


 


reading bit i will clear just bit i.
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Hardware Test and Calibration Commands


   


NOTE:  


 


These commands are primarily intended for factory calibration use and should never be needed dur-


 


ing normal operation.  


 


Incorrect use of some of these commands can destroy the calibration of the


 


DS345.


  


*CAL?


 


The *CAL? common query initiates the DS345's self calibration routines. 


 


When the calibration is complete the status of the calibration is returned.


 


The status may have the following values (see 


 


TROUBLESHOOTING 


 


sec-


 


tion for more detail):


 


Status value


 


Meaning


 


0


 


No Error


 


1


 


DS345 not warmed up. At least 2 minutes must elapse


 


between power on and calibration.


 


2


 


Self-Test Fail.  The DS345 must pass its self tests be-


 


fore calibration.


 


3


 


A/D Cal Error. The DS345's A to D converter could not


 


be calibrated.


 


4


 


DC Offset Fail.  The DS345 was unable to calibrate its


 


DC offset.


 


5


 


Amplitude Cal Fail.  The DS345 was unable to calibrate


 


its amplitude control circuitry.


 


6


 


Doubler Cal Fail.  The DS345 was unable to calibrate


 


the doubler offset or the gain of the doubler/square wave


 


signal path.


  


*TST?


 


The *TST? common query runs the DS345 internal self-tests. After the tests


 


are complete the test status is returned.  The status may have the following


 


values (see the 


 


TROUBLESHOOTING


 


 section for more details): 


 


Status value


 


Meaning


 


0


 


No Error


 


1


 


CPU Error.  The DS345 has detected a problem in its


 


CPU.


 


2


 


Code Error.  The DS345's ROM firmware has a check-


 


sum error.


 


3


 


Sys RAM Error.  The system RAM failed its test.


 


4


 


Cal Data Error. The DS345's calibration data has be-


 


come corrupt.


 


5


 


Function Data Error.  The waveform RAM failed its test.


 


6


 


Program Data Error. The modulation program RAM


 


failed its test.


 


7


 


Trigger Error.  The trigger detection circuits failed their


 


test.


 


8


 


A/D D/A Error.  Either the A/D or one of the D/A's failed


 


its test.  The front panel message is more specific.


 


9


 


Signal Error.  Either the waveform DAC, amplitude con-


 


trol, or the output amplifier has failed.


 


10


 


Sync Error. The sync signal generator has failed.


 


11


 


Doubler Error.  The frequency doubler has failed.


  


$ATD? i,j


 


The $ATD? query uses the DS345 A/D converter to measure the voltage on


 


analog channel i.  The parameter j = 0 returns the raw data value, j=1 returns


 


the value corrected for the A/D's offset, and j=2 returns the value corrected


 


for the A/D's offset and gain errors.
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$ATN(?) i


 


The $ATN command sets the DS345's output attenuators to range i. The


 


ranges go for 0dB attenuation (i=0) to 42dB attenuation (i=7) in 6dB steps.


 


Resetting the amplitude will return the attenuators to their normal position.


 


The $ATN? query returns the current attenuator position.


  


$FCL


 


The $FCL command recalls the factory calibration bytes.  This command will


 


generate an error if calibration is not enabled.


  


$MDC i


 


The $MDC command sets the mimic DAC to the value i (0 to 255).  If the


 


DS345 has modulation enabled this command will have no effect.


  


$WRD (?) j{,k}


 


The $WRD command sets the value of calibration word j to k.  Parameter j


 


may have a value from 0 to 509, while k may range from -32768 to +32767.


 


This command will generate an error if calibration is not enabled.  


 


NOTE:


 


 this


 


command will alter the calibration of the the DS345.  To correct the calibra-


 


tion the factory calibration bytes may be recalled (see the $FCL command).
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STATUS BYTE DEFINITIONS


  


Status Reporting


  


The DS345 reports on its status by means of three status bytes: the serial poll byte, the standard status byte,


 


and the DDS status byte.


  


On power on the DS345 may either clear all of its status enable registers or maintain them in the state they


 


were in on power down. The action taken is set by the *PSC command and allows things such as SRQ on


 


power up .


  


Serial Poll Status Byte:


   


bit


 


name


 


usage


  


0


 


Sweep Done


 


set when no sweeps are in progress


  


1


 


Mod Enable


 


set when modulation is enabled


  


2


 


User SRQ


 


set if the user sends a SRQ from the front panel


 


 


  


3


 


DDS


 


An unmasked bit in the DDS status register has been set.


  


4


 


MAV


 


The gpib output queue is non-empty


  


5


 


ESB


 


An unmasked bit in the standard status byte has been set.


  


6


 


RQS/MSS


 


SRQ (Service Request)bit.


  


7


 


No Command


 


There are no unexecuted commands in the input queue


   


The  DDS and ESB bits are set whenever any unmasked bit (bit with the corresponding bit in the byte enable


 


register set) in their respective status registers is set.  They are not cleared until the condition which set the bit


 


is cleared.  Thus, these bits give a constant summary of the enabled status bits.  A service request will be


 


generated whenever an unmasked bit in the serial poll register is set.  Note that service requests are only pro-


 


duced when the bit is first set and thus any condition will only produce one service request.  Accordingly, if a


 


service request is desired every time an event occurs the status bit must be cleared between events.


  


Standard Event Status Byte:


   


bit


 


name


 


usage


  


0


 


unused


   


1


 


unused


  


2


 


Query Error


 


Set on output queue overflow


  


3


 


unused
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4


 


Execution err


 


Set by an out of range parameter, or non-completion of


 


some command due a condition such as an incorrect wave-


 


form type.


  


5


 


Command err


 


Set by a command syntax error, or unrecognized command


  


6


 


URQ


 


Set by any key press


  


7


 


PON


 


Set by power on


     


This status byte is defined by IEEE-488.2 (1987) and is used primarily to report errors in commands received


 


over the communications interfaces. The bits in this register stay set once set and are cleared by reading


 


them or by the *CLS command.


   


DDS Status Byte:


  


bit


 


name


 


usage


  


0


 


Trig'd


 


Set when a burst or sweep is triggered.


  


1


 


Trig Error


 


Set when a trigger rate error occurs.


  


2


 


Ext Clock


 


Set when the DS345 is using an external clock source


  


3


 


Clk Error


 


Set when a external clock error occurs.


  


4


 


Warmup


 


Set after the warmup period has expired.


  


5


 


Test Error


 


Set if a self test error occurs.


  


6


 


Cal Error


 


Set if a self cal error occurs


  


7


 


mem err


 


the stored setting were corrupt on power up.


  


The Ext Clk bit will be set whenever the DS345 is locked to an external clock source.  The Warmup bit will be


 


set and remain set after the warmup period has expired.  The rest of the bits in this register are set when the


 


corresponding event occurs and remain set until cleared by reading this status byte or by the *CLS command.
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Introduction The following examples demonstrate interfacing the DS345 via the GPIB in-
terface using the National Instruments GPIB card.  Using a different brand of
card or the RS232 interface would be similar except for the program lines
that actually send the data.  These examples are intended to demonstrate
the syntax of the DS345's command set.


To successfully interface the DS345 to a PC via the GPIB interface, the in-
strument, interface card, and interface drivers must all be configured proper-
ly. To configure the DS345, the GPIB address must be set in the GPIB menu.
The default GPIB address is 19; use this address unless a conflict occurs
with other instruments in your system.


Make sure that you follow all the instructions for installing the GPIB card. The
National Instruments card cannot be simply unpacked and put into your com-
puter. To configure the card you must set jumpers and switches on the card
to set the I/O address and interrupt levels. You must run the program "IB-
CONF" to configure the resident GPIB driver for you GPIB card. Please refer
to the National Instruments manual for information. In this example, the fol-
lowing options must be set with IBCONF:


Device name: ds345
Device address: 19
EOS character: 0Ah (linefeed)


Once all the hardware and GPIB drivers are configured, use "IBIC". This ter-
minal emulation program allows you to send commands to the DS345 direct-
ly from your computer's keyboard. If you cannot talk to the DS345 via "IBIC",
then your programs will not run.


Use the simple commands provided by National Instruments. Use "IBWRT"
and "IBRD" to write and read from the DS345. After you are familiar with
these simple commands, you can explore more complex programming com-
mands.
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EXAMPLE 1:


 


 


 


Arbitrary Amplitude Modulation.


   


This program downloads an arbitrary AM pattern to the DS345.  The modulating waveform is a sine wave.


 


The range of amplitude values will be -100% to +100% of full output, making DSBSC modulation.  The pro-


 


gram calculates the AM pattern values, sets the modulation type to AM, modulation waveform to ARB, down-


 


loads the pattern, and enables modulation.  The program is written in C.


  


/* program to demonstrate arbitrary AM modulation.  Will generate a


 


DSBSC sine wave signal.  Written in Microsoft C and uses National 


 


Instruments GPIB card.  Assumes DS345 is installed as device name


 


DS345. */


  


#include <stdio.h>


 


#include <string.h>


 


#include <stdlib.h>


 


#include <dos.h>


 


#include <math.h>


 


#include <float.h>


  


#include <decl.h> /* National Instruments header file */


  


void main(void); /* function declaration */


  


int ds345;


 


unsigned data[10000];  /* up to 10000 points 2 bytes each */


  


void main ()


 


    {


 


    char cmd[40];


 


    int i,number,sum;


 


    double t;


  


    if ((ds345 = ibfind("DS345")) < 0)  /* open National driver */


 


    {


 


    printf ("Cannot find DS345\n");


 


    exit(1);


 


 }


  


    number = 1000; /* 1000 points */


 


    sum = 0; /* initialize checksum */


 


    


 


    /* now we will calculate 2-byte amplitude data, each point is


 


    given by value = 32767 * % full amplitude */


 


    for (i = 0 ; i < number ; i++)


 


{


 


t = 32767.0 * sin ((6.2831853*(double)i)/(double)number); /* sine wave */


 


data[i] = (int)(t + 0.5);                        /* convert to int */


 


sum += data[i];                                  /* add to checksum */


 


}


 


data[number] = sum;                                       /* store checksum */


  


    sprintf (cmd,"MENA0;MTYP2;MDWF5\n"); /* make sure modulation off until after


 


        loading, set AM, arb WF */


 


ibwrt (ds345,cmd,strlen(cmd)); /* send commands */


 


     


 


sprintf (cmd,"AMOD?%d\n",number);         /* arb modulation command */


 


ibwrt (ds345,cmd,strlen(cmd));


  


ibrd (ds345,cmd,40); /* read back reply before sending data */


 


ibwrt (ds345,(char *)data,(long)2*number+2); /* number of bytes = 2 per data


 


point + 2 for checksum */
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sprintf (cmd,"MENA1\n");                  /* turn modulation on */


 


ibwrt (ds345,cmd,strlen(cmd));


 


}


  


EXAMPLE 2:


 


 


 


Arbitrary Frequency Modulation.


   


This program downloads an arbitrary FM pattern to the DS345.  The modulating waveform is a sine wave.


 


The program calculates the FM pattern values, sets the modulation type to FM, modulation waveform to ARB,


 


downloads the pattern, and enables modulation.  The program is written in C.


  


/* program to demonstrate arbitrary FM modulation.  Will generate a 


 


sine wave FM of 50kHz carrier with 10 kHz span.  Written in Microsoft C 


 


and uses National Instruments GPIB card.  Assumes DS345 is installed


 


as device name DS345. */


  


#include <stdio.h>


 


#include <string.h>


 


#include <stdlib.h>


 


#include <dos.h>


 


#include <math.h>


 


#include <float.h>


  


#include <decl.h> /* National Instruments header file */


  


void main(void);


  


int ds345;


 


unsigned long data[1500];  /* up to 1500 points 4 bytes each */


  


void main ()


 


    {


 


    char cmd[40];


 


    int i,number;


 


    long sum;


 


    double t,center,span,s;


  


    if ((ds345 = ibfind("DS345")) < 0)  /* open National driver */


 


    {


 


    printf ("Cannot find DS345\n");


 


    exit(1);


 


}


  


    number = 1000; /* 1000 points */


 


    sum = 0l; /* initialize checksum */


 


    s = pow (2.0,32.0); /* scale factor */


 


    center = 50.0E3; /* 50 kHz center freq */


 


    span = 10.0E3; /* 10 kHz span */


 


    


 


    /* now we will calculate 4-byte frequency data, each point is


 


    given by value = 2^32 * ( freq/40 MHz) */


 


    for (i = 0 ; i < number ; i++)


 


{


 


t = span/2.0 * sin ((6.2831853*(double)i)/(double)number); /* delta freq */


 


t += center; /* + center freq = output frequency */


 


t /= 40.0E6;        /* ratio to 40 MHz */


 


data[i] = (long)(s*t);


 


sum += data[i];


 


}


  


data[number] = sum;                                     /* store checksum */


  


     sprintf (cmd,"MENA0;MTYP3;MDWF5\n"); /* make sure modulation off until after


 


        loading, set FM, arb WF */
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ibwrt (ds345,cmd,strlen(cmd)); /* send commands */


 


     


 


sprintf (cmd,"AMOD?%d\n",number);         /* arb modulation command */


 


ibwrt (ds345,cmd,strlen(cmd));


  


ibrd (ds345,cmd,40); /* read back reply before sending data */


 


ibwrt (ds345,(char *)data,(long)4*number+4); /* number of bytes = 4 per data


 


point + 4 for checksum */


  


sprintf (cmd,"MENA1\n");                  /* turn modulation on */


 


ibwrt (ds345,cmd,strlen(cmd));


 


}


   


EXAMPLE 3:


 


 


 


Arbitrary Phase Modulation.


   


This program downloads an arbitrary PM pattern to the DS345.  The modulating waveform is a sine wave.


 


Since the DS345 expects a list of phase 


 


changes


 


 we calculate the initial phase of the waveform and then


 


take differences from that phase.    The program calculates the PM pattern values, sets the modulation type


 


to PM, modulation waveform to ARB, downloads the pattern, and enables modulation.  The program is written


 


in C.


  


/* program to demonstrate arbitrary PM modulation.  Will generate a 


 


sine wave with span of 90deg (-45 deg to +45 deg).  Written in Microsoft C 


 


and uses National Instruments GPIB card.  Assumes DS345 is installed


 


as device name DS345. */


   


#include <stdio.h>


 


#include <string.h>


 


#include <stdlib.h>


 


#include <dos.h>


 


#include <math.h>


 


#include <float.h>


  


#include <decl.h> /* National Instruments header file */


  


void main(void);


  


int ds345;


 


unsigned long data[4000];  /* up to 4000 points 4 bytes each */


  


void main ()


 


    {


 


    char cmd[40];


 


    int i,number;


 


    long sum;


 


    double t,s,span,old,new;


  


    if ((ds345 = ibfind("DS345")) < 0)  /* open National driver */


 


    {


 


    printf ("Cannot find DS345\n");


 


    exit(1);


 


 }


   


    number = 1000; /* 1000 points */


 


    sum = 0l; /* initialize checksum */


 


    s = pow (2.0,16.0); /* scale factor */


 


    span = 90.0; /* 90 deg span */
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    /* since list is of phase CHANGES need to calculate initial phase of


 


     waveform and then calculate phase shifts */


 


    old = 0.0; /* initial sine wave value = 0 = sin (0) */


 


    


 


    /* calculate 4-byte data values. each value = 2^16 * delta phase */


 


    for (i = 0 ; i < number ; i++)


 


{


 


new = span * sin ((6.2831853*(double)(i+1))/(double)number)/2.0;/*new phase */


 


t = new - old;        /* phase change */


 


old = new;   /* save new phase for next time */


 


data[i] = (long)(s*t);


 


sum += data[i];   /* update checksum */


 


}


  


data[number] = sum;         /* store checksum */


  


    sprintf (cmd,"MENA0;MTYP4;MDWF5\n"); /* make sure modulation off until after


 


        loading, set PM, arb WF */


 


ibwrt (ds345,cmd,strlen(cmd)); /* send commands */


 


     


 


sprintf (cmd,"AMOD?%d\n",number);         /* arb modulation command */


 


ibwrt (ds345,cmd,strlen(cmd));


  


ibrd (ds345,cmd,40); /* read back reply before sending data */


 


ibwrt (ds345,(char *)data,(long)4*number+4); /* number of bytes = 4 per data


 


point + 4 for checksum */


  


sprintf (cmd,"MENA1\n");                  /* turn modulation on */


 


ibwrt (ds345,cmd,strlen(cmd));


 


}


   


EXAMPLE 4:


 


 


 


Point Mode Arbitrary Waveform.


   


This program downloads an arbitrary in point edit mode.  The data is just a list of the amplitude value at each


 


waveform RAM point.  The program is written in C.


  


/* program to donwload point mode arb wf to DS345.   


 


The waveform is a simple ramp.  Written in


 


Microsoft C and uses National Instrument GPIB card.  Expects DS345


 


to be installed as DS345 in IBCONF */


  


#include <stdio.h>


 


#include <string.h>


 


#include <stdlib.h>


 


#include <dos.h>


  


#include <decl.h> /* National Instruments header file */


  


void main(void);


  


int ds345;


 


int data[10000];  /* up to 10000 points */


  


void main ()


 


    {


 


    char cmd[40];


 


    int i,sum,j,number;
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if ((ds345 = ibfind("DS345")) < 0)  /* open National driver */


 


    {


 


    printf ("Cannot find DS345\n");


 


    exit(1);


 


 }


   


    sum = 0; /* initialize checksum */


 


    j = -2048; /* initial ramp value (-full scale)*/


 


    number = 8192; /* number of points in waveform */


 


    


 


    /* will make a 8192 point ramp, increment y value every other point */


 


    for (i = 0 ; i < number ; i++)


 


{


 


data[i] = j; /* y value */


 


sum += data[i]; /* add to checksum */


 


if (i&1)j++; /* increment y value if i is odd */


 


}


  


data[number] = sum;         /* checksum */


  


sprintf (cmd,"LDWF?0,%d\n",number); /* command to load waveform */


 


ibwrt (ds345,cmd,strlen(cmd));


  


ibrd (ds345,cmd,40); /* read back reply before sending data */


 


ibwrt (ds345,(char *)data,(long)2*number+2); /* number of bytes = 2 per data


 


point + 2 for checksum */


  


sprintf (cmd,"FUNC5\n");                  /* arb wf output */


 


ibwrt (ds345,cmd,strlen(cmd));


 


}


  


EXAMPLE 5:


 


 


 


Vector Mode Arbitrary Waveform.


   


This program downloads an arbitrary in vector edit mode.  The data is just a list of x values (waveform RAM


 


addresses) and  amplitude values.  The program generates a triangle wave whose amplitude linearly grows in


 


time (the vertex y values grow and alternate in sign).  The program is written in C.


  


/* program to donwload vector mode arb wf to DS345.   


 


The waveform is a triangle wave linearly increasing in


 


amplitude (a "christmas tree" on its side).  Written in


 


Microsoft C and uses National Instrument GPIB card.  Expects DS345


 


to be installed as DS345 in IBCONF */


  


#include <stdio.h>


 


#include <string.h>


 


#include <stdlib.h>


 


#include <dos.h>


  


#include <decl.h> /* National Instruments header file */


  


void main(void);


  


int ds345;


 


int data[10000];  /* up to 10000 points */


  


void main ()


 


    {


 


    char cmd[40];


 


    int i,sum,number;
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if ((ds345 = ibfind("DS345")) < 0)  /* open National driver */


 


    {


 


    printf ("Cannot find DS345\n");


 


    exit(1);


 


 }


   


    sum = 0; /* initialize checksum */


 


    number = 250; /* 250 verteces */


 


    


 


    /* each vertex has an x and y value, we will step x in increments of 50


 


    and y in increments of 8 with alternating sign (zig-zag up and down */


 


    


 


    for (i = 0 ; i < number ; i++)


 


{


 


data[2*i] = 50*i; /* x */


 


data[2*i+1] = 8*i*(-1 + 2*(i%2));  /* y */


 


sum += (data[2*i] + data[2*i+1]);  /* add x and y to checksum */


 


}


  


data[2*number] = sum;         /* checksum */


  


sprintf (cmd,"LDWF?1,%d\n",number); /* command to load waveform */


 


ibwrt (ds345,cmd,strlen(cmd));


  


ibrd (ds345,cmd,40); /* read back reply before sending data */


 


ibwrt (ds345,(char *)data,(long)4*number+2); /* number of bytes = 4 per data


 


point(x and y) + 2 for checksum */


  


sprintf (cmd,"FUNC5\n");                  /* arb wf output */


 


ibwrt (ds345,cmd,strlen(cmd));


 


}
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If Nothing Happens on
Power On


 


Make sure that the power entry module on the rear panel is set for the proper
ac line voltage for your location, that the correct fuse is installed, and that the
line cord is inserted all  the way into the power entry module. The selected
line voltage may be seen through the clear window, just below the fuse.


When the unit is plugged in and turned "ON", the unit's firmware version num-
ber and serial number will be briefly displayed. The self tests should then ex-
ecute. 


Cold Boot If the unit displays no sensible message, the "cold boot" procedure may fix
the problem. To do a "cold boot", turn the unit off. Then, while holding the
"CLR" button, turn the unit "ON". This procedure initializes the RAM and re-
calls all factory calibration values. The "Autocal" procedure should be run af-
ter the unit warms up (see INSTRUMENT SETUP section).


ERROR MESSAGES The following lists explain all of the error messages that the DS345 can gen-
erate.  The messages are divided into operational errors, self-test errors, and
autocal errors.  The messages are listed alphabetically.


Operational Errors These error messages may appear during normal front panel operation and
generally are warnings of illegal parameter entries.


 


Message


 


Meaning


 


AC-DC Error


 


The output |V


 


ac


 


| + |V


 


dc


 


| > 5V.  Adjust either the offset or amplitude.


  


Arb Corrupt


 


The stored arbitrary modulation pattern is corrupt.  The pattern is automatical-


 


ly erased by power down, self-test, autocal, or changing the modulation type


 


or waveform.


  


Arb Edit Err


 


An out of range value during editing of an arbitrary waveform.   Such as y val-


 


ue out of -2048 to +2047 range, vertex x value < previous vertex x value, or


 


vertex x value > 16299.


  


Arb Error


 


Tried to download more than 16300 points or 6144 vectors.


  


Arb Fn Bad


 


The stored arbitrary waveform has been corrupted.  Not a problem unless oc-


 


curs frequently.  Can be due to faulty battery or memory glitch.


  


Arb Not Clr


 


The arbitrary waveform must be cleared before the edit mode can be


 


changed.


  


Burst Error


 


The programmed burst time is outside of 1 


 


µ


 


s 


 


→


 


 500 s range.  Also if the fre-


 


quency of a burst waveform is > 1 MHz.


  


Cntr F Error


 


The programmed center sweep frequency would put the sweep frequencies


 


either below zero or greater than that allowed for the current function.


  


Count Error


 


Attempt to set burst count to 0 or greater than 30000.
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Depth Error


 


Attempt to set AM depth outside of -100 % to +100% range.


  


Edit Error


 


Attempt to set front-panel edit point value past end of arb waveform.  Can


 


only edit the existing waveform points + 1 new one.


  


Freq Error


 


Attempt to set output frequency outside of range allowed for current function, 


 


set sweep markers <= 0 Hz or > 30.2 MHz, or attempting to set frequency for


 


NOISE function.


  


Funct Error


 


Attempting to modulate NOISE; attempting to download ARB modulation pat-


 


tern if not AM, FM, or PM; or attempting sweeps, FM, or PM of ARB wave-


 


forms.


  


Load Error


 


Timeout during loading of ARB waveform or modulation.   The can be no


 


more than 10s between successive data points.  Check that the correct num-


 


ber of bytes are sent.


  


Load CS Error


 


The checksum calculated by the DS345 is different than that received from


 


the computer on downloading of ARB waveform or modulation.  Check that


 


the computer is sending the correct # points and calculating sum correctly.


  


Load Rng Error


 


Arb AM value outside of ±32767 range (-32768 is illegal).  Arb FM frequency


 


> 30.2 MHz.  Arb PM phase shift > ±180 degrees.  Arb waveform y value out-


 


side of -2048 to + 2047 range.  Arb waveform vertex x value < previous ver-


 


tex x value.  Arb waveform vertex x value > 16299.


  


No Interface


 


Cannot access GPIB and RS232 menus if option board is not installed.


  


Offset Error


 


DC output offset outside of ±5V range.


  


Phase Error


 


Phase or PM deviation set outside of ±7199.999° range.


  


Range Error


 


Parameter in command is out of allowed range for that command.


  


Rate Error


 


Modulation rate out of range (0.001 Hz to 1kHz for sweeps, 0.001 Hz to 10


 


kHz for other). Trigger rate out of range (0.001Hz to 10kHz).


  


Recall Error


 


Parameter memory corrupt on power up, stored setting corrupt.  Not a worry


 


unless this error occurs frequently.  Check the battery if so.


  


Span F Error


 


Sweep or FM span set so that frequency is <= 0 Hz or > max allowed for the


 


current function.  Also if SPAN=MRK function has same effect.


  


Strt F Error


 


The sweep start frequency is out of range ( 0 < Freq < max  for function).


  


Stop F Error


 


The sweep stop frequency is out of range ( 0 < Freq < max  for function).


  


Syn Error


 


The command syntax is invalid.  See PROGRAMMING section for correct


 


command syntax.


  


UART Error


 


The DS345 has detected an error on its computer interface option board.
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Units Error


 


The units set with AMPL command are not V


 


pp


 


,V


 


rms


 


, or dBm.


  


Volt Error


 


The output voltage is outside of 0.01V


 


pp


 


 to 10V


 


pp 


 


range.


   


Self-Test Errors


 


These errors may occur during the DS345's self- test.  In general, these mes-


 


sages indicate DS345 hardware problems.  If the errors occur repeatedly the


 


unit may have an electrical problem.  The messages are listed alphabetically,


 


also listed is the status value returned by the *TST? command.


  


Message


 


Status Value


 


Meaning


 


AD Offs Err


 


8


 


The DS345's A/D converter has an excessive DC offset (> ± 75mV).  This


 


can mean a problem with the D/A or A/D circuits.


  


AD Gain Err


 


8


 


The DS345's A/D converter has the wrong gain (A/D measures the 5.00V ref-


 


erence voltage).  Can be a problem with the D/A or the A/D multiplexer.


  


Cal Data Err


 


4


 


The RAM calibration data has become corrupt.  The factory values will be re-


 


loaded from ROM.  This message is not a problem unless it occurs frequent-


 


ly, which could indicate a problem with the battery backup circuits.


  


Code Err XX


 


2


 


The DS345's ROM has a checksum error.  XX is the checksum value.


  


CPU Error


 


1


 


The DS345 has detected a problem in its Z8800 Cpu.


  


DAC OFF Err


 


10


 


The waveform DAC output offset control (carrier null) doesn't work (should


 


have 75mV to 225mV range at output BNC).


  


DDS DAC 1 Er


 


4


 


Error in linearity of ASIC controlled gain DAC (U412A).  Checked at full, 1/2,


 


1/4, and 1/8 scale.


  


DDS DAC 2 Er


 


4


 


Error of ASIC controlled offset DAC (U412B).  Checked at 0V, ±full scale.


  


DDS DAC 3 Er


 


4


 


Error in linearity of mimic DAC (U401).  Checked at full, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8


 


scale.


  


Doubler Error


 


12


 


Error in frequency doubler circuitry or Cauer filter.


  


Fn Data Err x


 


5


 


Error in read/write to waveform RAM. x = 1 = U305, 2 = U306, 3 = U307.


 


Can indicate problem with RAMs, ASIC, or bus interface circuits.


  


Func DAC Err


 


10


 


The waveform DAC (U500) cannot generate ±full scale output.


  


Func Off Err


 


10


 


The waveform DAC or amplitude control multiplier (U500 and U702) have ex-


 


cessive DC offset (> ±200mV or ±450mV respectively).


  


Gain Ctl Err


 


10


 


The amplitude control multiplier (U702) has linearity problem. Checked at


 


full, 1/2, and 1/4 scale.


  


Gain FS Err


 


8


 


Amplitude control DACs (U109B and U412A) full scale output is > ±20% from


 


nominal.  


 


note:


 


 this error can be caused by a signal being applied to the ex-


 


ternal AM input.
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Gain Off Err


 


8


 


Amplitude control DAC's (U109B and U412A) have excessive DC offset (>


 


±100mV).


  


Offset G Error


 


9


 


The DC offset function gain is more than ±10% from nominal.  Can be a


 


problem with DAC or output amplifier.


  


Offset O Err


 


9


 


Output has excessive DC offset when set to 0 (>±100mV). Can be a problem


 


with offset control or output amplifier.


  


Out Gain Err


 


10


 


Full scale output is more than ±30% from nominal.  Can be due to incorrectly


 


set waveform DAC reference voltage (VR500 should output -1.00V), bad


 


Bessel filter, bad amplitude control multiplier, or output amplifier problem.


  


Prg Data Err


 


6


 


Read/write test of modulation RAM (U301) failed.  Can be bad RAM, ASIC,


 


or bus problem.


  


Sync Cpr Err


 


12


 


Sync generator does not produce ±full scale output.


  


Sys Data Err


 


3


 


CPU RAM (U204) failed read/write test.


  


Sys G DAC Err


 


8


 


System amplitude control DAC (U109B) linearity error.  Checked at full, 1/2,


 


1/4, and 1/8 scale.


  


Trig Error X


 


7


 


Error in trigger detection circuits. If x = 1 = triggered signal error, x = 2 = trig-


 


ger error signal error, and x = 3 = sweeping signal error.


  


Autocal Errors


 


These errors messages can be generated by autocal.  If the DS345 fails au-


 


tocal try running the procedure again.  Repeated failure can indicate a hard-


 


ware problem.  The parameter limits and number of iteration allowed by auto-


 


cal are fixed and are set so that all units should easily calibrate within those


 


limits.  The messages are listed alphabetically, also listed is the status value


 


returned by the *CAL? command.


  


Message


 


Status Value


 


Meaning


 


AD Gain Err


 


3


 


The A/D converter gain is more than ±5% from nominal.


  


AD Offs Err


 


3


 


The A/D converter offset is too large.


  


Bes G Cal Er


 


5


 


The DC gain of Bessel signal path is outside of -40% to +25% from nominal,


 


or the calibration did not converge after the maximum allowed number of iter-


 


ations.


  


Cal Dly Err


 


1


 


The DS345 is not warmed up.  Wait until warmed up for at least two minutes


 


befor starting autocal.


  


DAC Off Err


 


4


 


The waveform DAC's output offset calibration did not converge or went out-


 


side the ±50mV allowed range.


  


DBL ERR xx


 


6


 


The frequency doubler output offset calibration failed at frequency xx.  Out-


 


put frequency = 312500 Hz * xx.


  


Offset Cal Err1


 


4


 


The dc output offset control offset calibration did not converge, or went out of


 


range.
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Offset Cal Err2


 


4


 


The dc output offset control gain calibration did not converge, or went out of


 


range.


  


Offset Cal Err3


 


5


 


The ASIC amplitude DAC (U412A) offset calibration did not converge.


  


Offset Cal Err4


 


5


 


The system amplitude DAC(U109B) offset calibration did not converge.


  


Sine DC G Er


 


6


 


The sine wave path DC gain is outside of -40% to +25% from nominal, or the


 


calibration did not converge after the maximum allowed number of iterations.


  


Sqr DC G Err


 


6


 


The square wave path DC gain is outside of -40% to +25% from nominal, or


 


the calibration did not converge after the maximum allowed number of itera-


 


tions.


   


GPIB PROBLEMS


 


First, make sure that the GPIB interface is enabled.  Press [SHIFT][GPIB] to


 


display the enable status line.  GPIB should be "ON".  If not, turn GPIB on us-


 


ing the MODIFY keys. Second, the GPIB address of the DS345 must be set


 


to match that expected by the controlling computer. The default GPIB ad-


 


dress is 19, and so it is a good idea to use this address when writing pro-


 


grams for the DS345. Any address from 0 to 30 may be set in the GPIB


 


menu. To check the GPIB address, press [SHIFT][GPIB] twice to view the


 


GPIB address. The entry keys or MODIFY keys may be used to set the GPIB


 


address.


  


The DS345 will ignore its front panel key pad when Remote Enable (REN)


 


has been asserted by the GPIB. This "REMOTE" state is indicated by the


 


REM LED. To return to LOCAL operation (ie. to enable the front panel) press


 


[STEP SIZE]. Controlling programs may inhibit the ability to return to LOCAL


 


operation by asserting the Local-Lockout state (LLO).


  


A linefeed character is sent with and End or Identify (EOI) to terminate strings


 


from the DS345. Be certain that your GPIB controller has been configured to


 


accept this sequence.


  


RS-232 PROBLEMS


 


First, make sure that the RS232 interface is enabled.  Press [SHIFT][RS232]


 


to display the enable status line.  RS232 should be "ON".  If not, turn RS232


 


on using the MODIFY keys.  Second, the RS-232 baud rate must be set to


 


match that expected by the controlling computer. The default baud rate is


 


9600 baud. The DS345 always sends two stop bits, 8 data bits, and no parity,


 


and will correctly receive data sent with either one or two stop bits. 


  


When connecting to a PC, use a standard PC serial cable, not a "null-


 


modem" cable. The DS345 is a DCE (Data Communications Equipment) de-


 


vice, and so should be connected with a "straight" cable to a DTE device


 


(Data Terminal Equipment). The "minimum" cable will pass pins 2,3 and 7.


 


For hardware handshaking, pins 5 and 20 (CTS and DTR) should be passed.


 


Occasionally, pins 6 and 8 (DSR and CD) will be needed: these lines are al-


 


ways asserted by the DS345. 
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INTRODUCTION


 


The procedures in this section test the performance of the DS345 and com-
pare it to the specifications in the front of this manual.  The first set of tests
test the basic functionality of the DS345 from the front panel.  The second set
of tests actually measure the DS345's specifications.  The results of each
test may be recorded on the test sheet at the end of this section.


NECESSARY EQUIPMENT The following equipment is necessary to complete the tests.  The suggested
equipment or its equivalent may be used.


Instrument Critical Specifications Recommended Model


  Analog Oscilloscope 350 MHz Bandwidth Tektronix 2465


  Time Interval Counter Frequency Range: 20 MHz min. SRS SR620
Time Interval Accuracy: 1ns min


  FFT Spectrum Analyzer Frequency Range: DC to 100 kHz SRS SR760
Amplitude Accuracy: ±0.2 dB
Distortion: < 75 dB below reference


  RF Spectrum Analyzer Frequency Range: 1 kHz to 100 MHz Anritsu MS2601/ HP4195A
Amplitude: ±0.5 dB
Distortion and Spurious: < -70 dB


  DC/AC Voltmeter 5 1/2 Digit DC accuracy Fluke 8840A
True RMS AC to 100 kHz


  Thermal Converter Input Impedance: 50 


 


Ω Ballantine 1395A-3-09
Input Voltage: 3 Vrms
Frequency: DC to 30 MHz
Accuracy: ±0.05dB


 10 MHz Frequency Standard Frequency: 10 MHz ± .001 ppm SRS FS700
Phase Noise: < -130 dBc @ 100Hz 


  50 Ω Terminator 50 Ω ± 0.2 %, 1 Watt HP 11048C


  Doubly Balanced Mixer Impedance: 50 Ω Mini-Circuits ZAD-3SH
Frequency: 1 - 20 MHz


  1 MHz Lowpass Filter -50 dB min at f > 15 MHz TTE, Inc. Model J85


  15 kHz Lowpass Filter 11.0 kΩ, 0.0015 µF Homemade
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FUNCTIONAL TESTS


  


These simple tests verify that the DS345's circuitry is functional.  They are not intended to verify the DS345's


 


specifications.


  


Front Panel Test


 


This test verifies the functionality of the front panel digits, LED's, and buttons.


  


1) Turn on the DS345 while holding down [FREQ].  A single segment of the


 


leftmost digit should light.


  


2) Use [MODIFY DOWN ARROW] to light each segment (7 of them) and the


 


decimal point of the leftmost two digits.  Only a single segment should be on


 


at a time.  [MODIFY UP ARROW] will step backward through the pattern.  


  


3) Push the down arrow key again and all of the segments of all 12 digits


 


should light.


  


4) Press the down arrow key repeatedly to light each front panel indicator


 


LED in turn, top to bottom, left to right.  At any time only a single LED should


 


be on.


  


5) After all of the LEDs have been lit further pressing of the front panel keys


 


will display the key code associated with each key.  Each key should have a


 


different keycode.


  


Internal Self-Tests


 


The internal self tests test the functionality of the DS345 circuitry.


  


1) Turn on the DS345. The ROM firmware version number, and the serial


 


number should be displayed for about 3 seconds.  The self tests will execute


 


and the message "TEST PASS" should be displayed.  If an error message


 


appears see the TROUBLESHOOTING section for a description of the er-


 


rors.


  


Sine Wave


 


This procedure visually checks the sine wave output for the correct frequency


 


and any visible irregularities.


  


1) Connect the DS345's output to the oscilloscope input and terminate in


 


50


 


Ω


 


.


  


2) Set the DS345 to sine, 10 MHz, 10 Vpp.  Set the scope to 2 V/div vertical,


 


and 100ns/div horizontal.


  


3) The scope should display a sine wave with one cycle per horizontal divi-


 


sion and about five divisions peak-to-peak.  There should be no visible irreg-


 


ularities in the waveform.


  


Square Wave


 


This procedure checks the square wave output for frequency, rise time, and


 


aberrations.


  


1) Connect the DS345's output to the oscilloscope input and terminate in


 


50


 


Ω


 


.


  


2) Set the DS345 to square wave, 1 MHz, 10 Vpp.  Set the scope to 2V/div
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vertical, and 200ns/div horizontal.


  


3) The scope should show two square waves about 5 division peak-to-peak.


  


4) Increase the scope sensitivity to 1V/div and measure the size of the over-


 


shoot at the beginning of the square wave.  It should be less than 0.5V peak-


 


to-peak.


  


5) Adjust the scope to 2 V/div and 5ns/div.  Measure the 10% to 90% rise


 


time of the square wave.  It should be less than 15ns.


   


Amplitude Flatness


 


This test provides a visual indication of the sine wave amplitude flatness.


  


1) Connect the DS345's output to the oscilloscope input and terminate in


 


50


 


Ω


 


.


  


2) Set the DS345 to sine wave, 10Vpp.  Modulation to linear sweep with a


 


sawtooth waveform.  Set the start frequency to 1Hz, stop frequency to


 


30MHz, and the rate to 100Hz.  Turn the DS345's sweep ON.


  


3) Set the scope to 2V/div vertical, and 1ms/div horizontal. Trigger the scope


 


on the falling edge of the DS345's SWEEP output.


  


4) The scope should show a sweep that is essentially flat.  The peak-to-peak


 


variations should be less than ±3.3%.  Ignore any dc variations, using the


 


peak-to-peak measurements for flatness comparison.


   


Output Level


 


This test provides a visual check of the DS345's output level control.


  


1) Connect the DS345's output to the oscilloscope input and terminate in


 


50


 


Ω


 


.


  


2) Set the DS345 to sine wave, 1MHz, 10Vpp. Set the scope to 2V/div verti-


 


cal and 1


 


µ


 


s/div horizontal.


  


3) Verify that the DS345's output is about 10V pk-to-pk.


  


4) Set the DS345 to 5Vpp verify the output.


  


5) repeat step 4 at 1Vpp, 0.5 Vpp, 0.1 Vpp, and 0.05 Vpp. Adjust the scope


 


as necessary.


   


This completes the functional tests
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PERFORMANCE TESTS


   


These tests are intended to measure the DS345's conformance to its published specifications.  The test re-


 


sults may be recorded on the test sheet at the end of this section.  Allow the DS345 at least 1/2 hour to warm


 


up, run the DS345's autocal procedure, and proceed with the tests.


  


FREQUENCY ACCURACY


 


This test measures the accuracy of the DS345's frequency.  If the frequency


 


is out of specification the DS345's timebase frequency should be adjusted


 


(see CALIBRATION section).


  


specification:  ± 5 ppm of selected frequency


  


1) Turn the DS345 on and allow it to warm up for at least 1/2 hour.  Set the


 


DS345 for sine wave, 10 MHz, 1 Vpp.


  


2) Attach the output of the DS345 to the frequency counter.  Terminate into


 


50


 


Ω


 


.  Attach the reference frequency input of the counter to the frequency


 


standard.  Set the counter for a 1s frequency measurement.


  


3) The counter should read 10MHz ± 50Hz. Record the result.


   


AMPLITUDE ACCURACY


 


The following tests measure the accuracy of the DS345 output amplitude. 


 


There are separate tests for sine, square, and ramp/triangle.  The tests


 


measure the accuracy of the amplitude as a function of frequency.  The sine


 


wave test also measures the performance of the attenuators.  There is only a


 


single test for triangle and ramp functions because they have the same sig-


 


nal path. 


  


     


 


Frequency < 100 kHz


 


Connect the DS345 output to the voltmeter through the 50


 


Ω


 


 terminator.  After


 


the DS345 has had at least 1/2 hour to warm up, run the autocal procedure.


 


Then perform the following tests.


   


Sine Wave


  


specification:  ±0.2 dB (±2.3%), amplitude > 5V


 


                       ±0.3 dB (±3.4%), amplitude < 5V


  


1) Set the DS345 to sine wave, 100Hz, 3.54 Vrms (10Vpp).


  


2) Read the AC voltage on the voltmeter. Repeat at 1kHz and 10kHz, and


 


100 kHz.  The readings should be between 3.459 and 3.621 Vrms (± 2.3%).


 


Record the results.


  


3) Set the DS345 to 1 kHz.  Set the amplitude to 1 Vrms.  Read the voltmeter


 


and record the results.  The amplitude should be between 0.966 and 1.034


 


Vrms.  Repeat at 0.5 Vrms, 0.25 Vrms, 125 mVrms, 75 mVrms, 40 mVrms,


 


and 25 mVrms.  Record the results.  They should be within ±3.4% of the set


 


values.
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Square Wave


  


specification:  ±3%


  


1) Set the DS345 to square wave, 100Hz, 5Vrms (10 Vpp).


  


2) Read the AC voltage on the voltmeter. Repeat at 1 kHz and 10kHz.  The


 


readings should be between 4.85 and 5.15 Vrms.


  


Triangle/Ramp Waves


  


specification: ±3%


  


1) Set the DS345 to triangle wave, 100Hz, 2.89Vrms (10 Vpp).


  


2) Read the AC voltage on the voltmeter. Repeat at 1 kHz and 10kHz.  The


 


readings should be between 2.80 and 2.97 Vrms.


   


         


 


Frequency > 100 kHz


  


Sine Waves


  


specification: ±0.2 dB (±2.3%), frequency < 20 MHz


 


                     ±0.3 dB (±3.4%), frequency > 20 MHz


  


1) Connect the DS345's output to the thermal converter (because the conver-


 


tor has a 50


 


Ω


 


 impedance no terminator is needed).  Connect the thermal


 


converter output to the voltmeter using the most sensitive voltmeter range


 


since the nominal signal level is about 7mV DC.  Allow the DS345 at least 1/


 


2 hour to warm up.


  


2) Set the DS345 to sine wave, 1 kHz, 3.00 Vrms.  Allow the thermal convert-


 


er 15 seconds to stabilize and record the result as the 1kHz reference value.


  


3) Step the DS345's frequency in 2 MHz steps from 1kHz to 30.001 MHz.  Al-


 


low the thermal converter to stabilize at each frequency and record the re-


 


sults.


  


4) Verify that the readings are within ±4.2 % of the 1 kHz reading for frequen-


 


cies below 20 MHz and within ±6.3% for frequencies above 20 MHz.


  


Square Waves


  


specification: ±6%, frequency < 20 MHz


 


                     ±15%, frequency > 20 MHz


  


1) Connect the DS345's output to the oscilloscope with a 50


 


Ω


 


 terminator. 


 


Set the DS345 to square wave, 1 kHz, 10Vpp.  Set the scope to 2V/div and


 


0.1ms/div.


  


2) Step the DS345's frequency in 2 MHz steps from 1kHz to 30.001 MHz.
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3) Verify that the DS345's output is within ±6% of the 1kHz amplitude for fre-


 


quencies less than 20 MHz, and within ±15% for frequencies from 20 to 30


 


MHz.


   


DC OFFSET ACCURACY


 


This test measures the accuracy to the DS345's DC offset function.


    


        DC Only


  


specification: 1.5% of setting + 0.2mV


  


1) Connect the DS345's output to the voltmeter with a 50


 


Ω


 


 terminator.  Set


 


the DS345 to 0.0V amplitude


  


2) Set the DS345 to 5V offset.  Read the voltmeter and record the result. 


 


The result should be between +4.925V and +5.075V.


  


3) Set the DS345 to -5V offset. Read the voltmeter and record the result. 


 


The result should be between -5.075V and -4.925V.


  


4) Set the DS345 to 0V offset.  Read the voltmeter and record the result. 


 


The result should be between -0.2 mV and +0.2mV.


  


        


 


DC+AC


   


specification: < ±80mV at full output


  


1) Connect the DS345's output to the voltmeter with a 50


 


Ω


 


 terminator.  Set


 


the DS345 to sine wave, 1 kHz, 10Vpp, 0V offset.  Set the voltmeter to meas-


 


ure DC voltage.


  


2) Measure the offset voltage and verify that it is between -80mV and


 


+80mV.  Record the result.


  


3) Repeat step 2 at 100kHz, 1MHz, 10 MHz, 20MHz, and 30MHz.  Record


 


the results and verify that the offset is between -80mV and +80mV at all of


 


the frequencies.


   


SUBHARMONICS


 


This test measures the subharmonic content of the DS345's sinewave out-


 


put.  This is residual carrier feedthrough from the DS345's frequency doubler.


 


The frequencies in this test are picked such that spurious frequencies from


 


the DDS process do not fall on the carrier position.


  


specification: <-50 dBc


  


1) Connect the DS345 to the RF spectrum analyzer.  Set the DS345 to sine


 


wave, +23.98dBm (10Vpp), 0V offset.


  


2) Set the DS345 to to 102 kHz.  Set the spectrum analyzer to 51 kHz center


 


frequency, 10 kHz span.  The carrier amplitude at 51 kHz should be less than


 


-26.02 dBm.  Record the result.
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3) Set the DS345 to 1.002 MHz, and the spectrum analyzer to 501 kHz. 


 


Measure and record the amplitude of the 501 kHz carrier.  It should be less


 


that -26.02 dBm.


  


4) Repeat step 3 with the DS345 and spectrum analyzer set to the following


 


frequencies: 10.002 MHz and 5.001 MHz, 20.002 MHz and 10.001 MHz, and


 


30.002 MHz and 15.001 MHz.  Record the results and verify that the carrier


 


levels are below -26.02 dBm.


   


SPURIOUS SIGNALS


 


These tests measure the spurious signals on the DS345's sine wave outputs.


 


They check both close-in and wide band spurs.


  


specification: < -50 dBc at full output


  


1) Connect the DS345 to the RF spectrum analyzer.  Set the DS345 to sine


 


wave, +23.98dBm (10Vpp), 0V offset.


  


2) Set the DS345 to 26.662 MHz.  Set the spectrum analyzer to 26.662 MHz


 


center frequency, 100 kHz span.  Measure the amplitude of the spurious sig-


 


nals and verify that they are < -50 dBc.


  


3) Set the DS345 to 20.004 MHz. Set the spectrum analyzer to 20.004 MHz,


 


100 kHz span.  Measure the amplitude of the spurious signals and verify that


 


they are < -50 dBc.


  


4) Set the DS345 to 18 MHz.  Set the spectrum analyzer to sweep from 1kHz


 


to 100 MHz.  Ignoring the harmonics of the fundamental at 36MHz, 54 MHz,


 


72 MHz, and 90 MHz, measure the amplitude of the spurious signals and


 


verify that they are < -50 dBc.


  


HARMONIC DISTORTION


 


This test measures the DS345's sine wave harmonic distortion.


  


specification: < -55 dBc, frequency < 100 kHz


 


                      < -45 dBc, frequency  0.1 to 1 MHz


 


                      < -35 dBc, frequency 1 to 10 MHz


 


                      < -25 dBc, frequency 10 to 30 MHz


  


1) Connect the DS345 output to the FFT analyzer input with a 50


 


Ω


 


 termina-


 


tor.  Set the DS345 to sine wave, 100Hz, 1 Vpp.


  


2) Adjust the FFT analyzer to view the fundamental and its harmonics.  Verify


 


that all harmonics are below -55 dBc.


  


3) Repeat step 3 at 1 kHz and 10 kHz.


  


4) Connect the DS345 output to the RF spectrum analyzer input.  Set the


 


DS345 to 50 kHz.  Verify that the harmonics are at least -55 dBc.


  


5) Set the DS345 to 500 kHz, 5 MHz, 15 MHz, and 30 MHz and verify that all


 


harmonics are at least -45 dBc, -35 dBc, -25 dBc, and -25 dBc respectively.


 


Record the results.
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PHASE NOISE


 


This test measures the integrated phase noise of the DS345's output in a 15


 


kHz band about carrier.  This test is performed at 10 MHz to minimize the


 


contribution of discrete spurs to the measurement.


  


specification: < -50 dBc in a 15 kHz band centered about the carrier, exclu-


 


sive of discrete spurious signals.


  


1) Connect the equipment as shown in the diagram below.  The 1 MHz filter


 


removes the sum frequency mixer output, and the 15 kHz filter sets the noise


 


bandwidth of the measurement.


  


2) Set the DS345 to sine wave, 10.001 MHz, +13 dBm.  The frequency stan-


 


dard should be 10 MHz, > +10 dBm.


  


3) Record the AC voltage reading.


  


4) Set the DS345 to 10.0 MHz.  Measure the DC signal from the mixer.  Use


 


the DS345's PHASE control to minimize the DC voltage value.


  


5) Set the voltmeter to AC and measure the mixer output.  Calculate the ratio


 


of this voltage to that obtained in step 3 ( dB = 20 log (V


 


5


 


/V


 


3


 


)).  Add -6 dB to


 


this value to compensate for the mixer. This value should be less than -55


 


dB.  Record the result.
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Figure 6-1.  Phase Noise Measurement
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SQUARE WAVE RISE TIME


 


This test measures the rise time and aberrations of the square wave output.


  


specification: rise time < 15 ns


 


                     overshoot < 5% of peak-to-peak output


  


1) Connect the output of the DS345 to the 350 MHz oscilloscope with a 50


 


Ω


 


terminator.  Set the DS345 to square wave , 1 MHz, 10 Vpp.


  


2) Set the oscilloscope to 2 V/div vertical and 5 ns/div horizontal.  Measure


 


the time between the 10% and 90% points and verify that it is less than 15ns.


 


Record the results.


  


3) Set the oscilloscope to 1 V/div vertical and 100 ns/div horizontal.  Verify


 


that the overshoots and undershoots are less than ± 500 mV.  Record the re-


 


sults. 


   


SQUARE WAVE SYMMETRY


 


This test measures the symmetry of the square wave output.


  


specification: < 1% of period + 4ns


  


1) Connect the output of the DS345 to the A input of the time interval counter


 


and terminate into 50


 


Ω.


 


  Set the DS345 to square wave, 1 MHz, 5 Vpp.


  


2) Set the time interval counter to measure the positive width of the A input. 


 


Record the reading.


  


3) Set the time interval counter to measure the negative width of the A input. 


 


This reading should be equal to the reading in step 2 < ±14 ns.  Record the


 


result.


   


AM ENVELOPE DISTORTION


 


This test measures the distortion of the envelope when the DS345 is ampli-


 


tude modulating its output.


  


specification: < -35 dB at 1 kHz


  


1) Connect the DS345's output to the RF spectrum analyzer.  Set the DS345


 


to sinewave, 1 MHz, 10 Vpp.  Set the modulation to AM, sine wave, 1 kHz


 


rate, 80% depth.  Turn the modulation on.


  


2) Set the spectrum analyzer to 1 MHz center frequency, 20 kHz span.


  


3) The 1 MHz fundamental output and the two modulation sidebands1 kHz


 


away should be visible.  Verify than any harmonics of the sidebands (at


 


2kHz, 3 kHz, ... offset) are less than -35 dB down.  Record the results.


   


THIS COMPLETES THE PERFORMANCE TESTS
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 DS345 PERFORMANCE TEST RECORD


  


Serial Number: __________


 


Date:____________


 


Tested By:______________


  


Comments:


   


Pass


 


Fail


 


   Functional Tests


  


Front Panel Test


 


_____


 


_____


 


Self Tests


 


_____


 


_____


 


Sine Wave


 


_____


 


_____


 


Square Wave


 


_____


 


_____


 


Amplitude Flatness


 


_____


 


_____


 


Output Level


 


_____


 


_____


   


Minimum


 


Actual


 


Maximum


  


  Performance Tests


  


Frequency Accuracy


 


9,999,950 Hz


 


____________


 


10,000,050 Hz


  


Amplitude Accuracy


 


sine, 100 Hz, 3.54 Vrms


 


3.459 Vrms


 


____________


 


3.621 Vrms


 


sine, 1 kHz, 3.54 Vrms


 


3.459 Vrms


 


____________


 


3.621 Vrms


 


sine, 10 kHz, 3.54 Vrms


 


3.459 Vrms


 


____________


 


3.621 Vrms


 


sine, 100 kHz, 3.54 Vrms


 


3.459 Vrms


 


____________


 


3.621 Vrms


  


sine, 1 kHz, 1 Vrms


 


0.966 Vrms


 


____________


 


1.034 Vrms


 


sine, 1 kHz, 0.5 Vrms


 


0.483 Vrms


 


____________


 


0.517 Vrms


 


sine, 1 kHz, 0.25 Vrms


 


0.242 Vrms


 


____________


 


0.259 Vrms


 


sine, 1 kHz, 125 mVrms


 


121 mVrms


 


____________


 


129 mVrms


 


sine, 1 kHz, 75 mVrms


 


72.5 mVrms


 


____________


 


77.6 mVrms


 


sine, 1 kHz, 40 mVrms


 


38.6 mVrms


 


____________


 


41.4 mVrms


 


sine, 1 kHz, 25 mVrms


 


24.15 mVrms


 


____________


 


25.85 mVrms


  


square, 100 Hz, 5 Vrms


 


4.85 Vrms


 


____________


 


5.15 Vrms


 


square, 1 kHz, 5 Vrms


 


4.85 Vrms


 


____________


 


5.15 Vrms


 


square, 10 kHz, 5 Vrms


 


4.85 Vrms


 


____________


 


5.15 Vrms


  


triangle, 100 Hz,2.89 Vrms


 


2.80 Vrms


 


____________


 


2.97 Vrms


 


triangle, 1 kHz, 2.89 Vrms


 


2.80 Vrms


 


____________


 


2.97 Vrms


 


triangle, 10 kHz, 2.89 Vrms


 


2.80 Vrms


 


____________


 


2.97 Vrms


  


sine, 1 kHz, 3 Vrms reference = X


 


____________


  


Tolerance ±4.2% of X


 


___________


 


__________


 


(0.958X)


 


(1.042X)


 


sine, 2.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________


 


sine, 4.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________


 


sine, 6.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________
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sine, 8.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________


 


sine, 10.001 MHz, 3Vrms


 


____________


 


sine, 12.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________


 


sine, 14.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________


 


sine, 16.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________


 


sine, 18.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________


  


Tolerance ±6.3% of X


 


___________


 


__________


 


(0.937X)


 


(1.063X)


 


sine, 20.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________


 


sine, 22.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________


 


sine, 24.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________


 


sine, 26.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________


 


sine, 28.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________


 


sine, 30.001 MHz, 3 Vrms


 


____________


  


square, 10 Vpp


 


____________


 


___________


 


Pass


 


Fail


   


DC Offset Accuracy (DC only)


 


5.0 V


 


4.925 V


 


___________


 


5.075 V


 


-5.0 V


 


-5.075 V


 


___________


 


-4.925 V


 


0.0 V


 


-0.0002 V


 


___________


 


0.0002 V


   


DC Offset Accuracy (DC + AC)


 


1 kHz, 10 Vpp, 0 Vdc


 


-0.08 V


 


___________


 


0.08 V


 


100 kHz, 10 Vpp, 0 Vdc


 


-0.08 V


 


___________


 


0.08 V


 


1 MHz, 10 Vpp, 0 Vdc


 


-0.08 V


 


___________


 


0.08 V


 


10 MHz, 10 Vpp, 0 Vdc


 


-0.08 V


 


___________


 


0.08 V


 


20 MHz, 10 Vpp, 0 Vdc


 


-0.08 V


 


___________


 


0.08 V


 


30 MHz, 10 Vpp, 0 Vdc


 


-0.08 V


 


___________


 


0.08 V


   


Subharmonics


 


sine, 102 kHz, 23.98 dBm


 


___________


 


-26.02 dBm


 


sine, 1.002 MHz,23.98 dBm


 


___________


 


-26.02 dBm


 


sine, 10.002 MHz, 23.98 dBm


 


___________


 


-26.02 dBm


 


sine, 20.002 MHz, 23.98 dBm


 


___________


 


-26.02 dBm


 


sine, 30.002 MHz, 23.98 dBm


 


___________


 


-26.02 dBm


   


Spurious Signals


 


sine, 26.662 MHz


 


___________


 


-50 dBc


 


sine, 20.004 MHz


 


___________


 


-50 dBc


 


sine, 18 MHz


 


___________


 


-50 dBc


  


Harmonic Distortion


 


sine, 100 Hz, 1 Vpp


 


___________


 


-55 dBc


 


sine, 1 kHz, 1 Vpp


 


___________


 


-55 dBc


 


sine, 10 kHz, 1 Vpp


 


___________


 


-55 dBc


 


sine, 50 kHz, 1 Vpp


 


___________


 


-55 dBc


 


sine, 500 kHz, 1 Vpp


 


___________


 


-45 dBc
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sine, 5 MHz, 1 Vpp


 


____________


 


-35 dBc


 


sine, 15 MHz, 1 Vpp


 


____________


 


-25 dBc


 


sine, 30 MHz, 1 Vpp


 


____________


 


-25 dBc


  


Phase Noise


 


sine, 10.001 MHz, 13 dBm = V1


 


____________


  


sine, 10.0 MHz, 13 dBm     = V2


 


____________


 


noise = 20 log (V2/V1) - 6 dB


 


____________


 


-55 db


  


Square Wave Rise Time


 


square, 1 MHz, 10 Vpp. 10% to 90% rise time


 


____________


 


15 ns


 


square, 1 MHz, 10 Vpp. Overshoots


 


____________


 


±500 mV


  


Square Wave Symmetry


 


square, 1 MHz, 5 Vpp. + pulse width


 


____________


 


square, 1 MHz, 5 Vpp. - pulse width


 


____________


 


asymmetry = (+ width) - (- width)


 


____________


 


14 ns


  


AM Envelope Distortion


 


80% depth, 1 kHz


 


__________


 


__________


 


Pass


 


Fail







 


Introduction


 


The calibration of the DS345 is composed of two parts: adjustment and cali-
bration.  Adjustments are actual physical adjustments to variable resistors, in-
ductors, and capacitors to correct the DS345's oscillator, filters, and output
amplifier response.  Calibration is the process of determining the calibration
constants ("calbytes") that the DS345 firmware uses to correct the output am-
plitude, etc..  The DS345's autocal procedure automatically determines the
most important of these calbytes.


The settings of the adjustments are, in general, very stable and should rarely
require change.  If the adjustments are changed the corresponding calibra-
tions must  be performed.  However, the DS345 should need only routine
running of the autocal procedure and occasional complete recalibration to
maintain its performance.


Calibration Enable The DS345 is shipped with calibration disabled.  When calibration is disabled
only autocal is allowed, and direct access to the calbytes is prevented.  The
internal calibration enable switch must be set to enable calibration.  To set
the switch remove the DS345's top cover by removing its four retaining
screws (this will break the calibration seal).  On units with an optional oscilla-
tor remove the mounting screw half way back on the left side of the chassis.
Next, remove the two left hand screws securing the top circuit board.  This
board will hinge open (the optional oscillator hinges with the circuit board).  In
the center of the bottom circuit board is a four position DIP switch labelled
SW300.  Set SW300 switch 2 ON to enable calibration, and OFF to disable
calibration.


Calbytes The DS345's calibration is controlled by calibration constants ("calbytes") that
the firmware uses to adjust the various output parameters.  These calbytes
are stored in the DS345's RAM.  Recalibration of the DS345 involves deter-
mining the values of the calbytes and storing the new values in RAM.  The
calbyte values at the time of the DS345's production are also stored in ROM
and may be recalled at any time.


Direct access to the DS345's calbytes is allowed from both the front panel
and computer interfaces after calibration is enabled.  From the front panel
press [SHIFT][CALIBRATE] three times to display the calbyte menu line.
There are two displayed parameters: on the left is the calbyte number, and
on the right is the calbyte value.  The calbyte number and value may be mod-
ified with either the keypad or the MODIFY keys.  To select an item use the
[SHIFT][RIGHT ARROW] and [SHIFT][LEFT ARROW] keys.  The calbyte
number may be set between 0 and 509.  The calbyte value may be set be-
tween -32768 and 32767.  The complete set of factory calbyte values may be
recalled by pressing [CLR] any time a value is not being entered.  The table
on the next page lists the DS345 calbytes.  Shown is the calbyte number,
name, and meaning.  The chart also indicates which calbytes are automati-
cally adjusted by autocal.
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DS345 CALBYTES


  


Number


 


Name


 


Autocal


 


Meaning


  


0


 


Oscillator Cal


 


N


 


Tunes Oscillator. Range = 0 - 4095


  


1


 


+5 V Ref Cal


 


N


 


Value of +5 ref voltage. Value = 32768 *(Vref/5.00)


 


2


 


ADC Gain


 


Y


 


ADC Gain correction. 


 


3


 


ADC Offset


 


Y


 


ADC Offset correction.


  


4


 


DC Offset Gain


 


Y


 


DC ouput offset gain fix.


 


5


 


DC Offset offset


 


Y


 


DC output offset offset fix.


  


6


 


Attenuator 0 dB


 


N


 


Gain correction for 0 dB attenuator 


 


7


 


Attenuator 6 dB


 


N


 


Gain correction for 6 dB attenuator


 


8


 


Attenuator 12 dB


 


N


 


Gain correction for 12 dB attenuator 


 


9


 


Attenuator 18 dB


 


N


 


Gain correction for 18 dB attenuator 


 


10


 


Attenuator 24 dB


 


N


 


Gain correction for 24 dB attenuator 


 


11


 


Attenuator 30 dB


 


N


 


Gain correction for 30 dB attenuator


 


12


 


Attenuator 36 dB


 


N


 


Gain correction for 36 dB attenuator 


 


13


 


Attenuator 42 dB


 


N


 


Gain correction for 42 dB attenuator


  


14


 


System amp DAC 


 


Y


 


Offset of system amplitude DAC


 


15


 


ASIC amp DAC


 


Y


 


Offset of ASIC amplitude DAC


 


16


 


Sine DC gain


 


Y


 


Sets the sinewave DC gain


 


17


 


Square DC gain


 


Y


 


Sets the squarewave DC gain


 


18


 


Bessel DC gain


 


Y


 


Sets the Bessel (tri, ramp, arb) DC gain


 


19


 


Waveform DAC offset


 


Y


 


Offset of waveform DAC


  


 NOTE: The following calbytes are frequency dependent.  The table value for a particular frequency is given


 


by:  TABLE BASE NUMBER + Frequency (Hz)/312500.   


  


20-117


 


Sine Amplitude


 


N


 


Sine wave amplitude correction


 


118-215


 


Square Amplitude


 


N


 


Square wave amplitude correction


 


216-313


 


Doubler Offset


 


Y


 


Frequency doubler offset fix


 


314-411


 


Carrier Null


 


N


 


Sine wave carrier null correction


 


412-509


 


Square Symmetry


 


N


 


Square symmetry fix
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NECESSARY EQUIPMENT


 


The following equipment is necessary to complete the adjustments and cali-


 


brations.  The suggested equipment or its equivalent may be used.


  


Instrument


 


Critical Specifications


 


Recommended Model


  


  Analog Oscilloscope


 


350 MHz Bandwidth


 


Tektronix 2465


  


  Time Interval Counter


 


Frequency Range: 20 MHz min.


 


SRS SR620


 


Time Interval Accuracy: 1ns max


  


  FFT Spectrum Analyzer


 


Frequency Range: DC to 100 kHz


 


SRS SR760


 


Amplitude Accuracy: ±0.2 dB


 


Distortion: < 75 dB below reference


  


  RF Spectrum Analyzer


 


Frequency Range: 1 kHz to 100 MHz


 


Anritsu MS2601/ HP4195A


 


Amplitude: ±0.5 dB


 


Distortion and Spurious: < -70 dB


  


  DC/AC Voltmeter


 


51/2 Digit DC accuracy


 


Fluke 8840A


 


True RMS AC to 100 kHz


  


  Thermal Converter


 


Input Impedance: 50 


 


Ω


 


Ballantine 1395A-3-09


 


Input Voltage: 3 Vrms


 


Frequency: DC to 30 MHz


 


Accuracy: ±0.05dB


  


 10 MHz Frequency Standard


 


Frequency: 10 MHz ± .001 ppm


 


SRS FS700


 


Phase Noise: < -130 dBc @ 100Hz 


  


  50 


 


Ω


 


 Terminator


 


50 


 


Ω


 


 ± 0.2 %, 1 Watt


 


HP 11048C


    


ADJUSTMENTS


 


The following adjustments set the values of all of the variable components in


 


the DS345.  After an adjustment has been made the associated calibrations


 


must


 


 be made.  All adjustments must be complete before calibration is start-


 


ed.  First, remove the DS345's top cover by removing the four retaining


 


screws.


 


  On units with an optional oscillator remove the mounting screw half


 


way back on the left side of the chassis.  Next, remove the two left hand


 


screws securing the top circuit board.  This board will hinge open (the option-


 


al oscillator hinges with the circuit board).  Set the "cal enable" switch


 


(SW300 switch 2) to ON.


  


NOTE: The chassis ground and circuit ground float relative to each other. 


 


For voltage measurements use the FUNCTION output BNC shield as a


 


ground reference.


  


Clock Adjustment


 


This adjustment sets the DS345's internal 40 MHz oscillator.  Instructions for


 


both standard and optional oscillators are given below.  The oscillator calibra-


 


tion should be done after this adjustment.


  


1) Connect the DS345's 10 MHz output to the frequency counter input.  The


 


counter should use the frequency standard for its timebase.  Be sure that the
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DS345 has had at least 1/2 hour to warm up.


  


2) Set calbyte number 0 to 2980.  For a unit with an optional oscillator set


 


SW300 switch 1 (bottom board) to OFF.


  


3) Adjust L203 (top board) so that the output U205 pin 6 is closest to 0 V DC.


 


 Adjust L204 (top board) so that the oscillator frequency is within 1 Hz of 10.0


 


MHz.  


  


if the unit has an optional oscillator:


  


4) Set SW300 switch 1 to ON.  Set calbyte 0 to 2048.


  


5) If necessary, adjust the optional oscillator coarse adjustment screw so that


 


the frequency is within 1 Hz of 10 MHz.


   


Output Amplifier Bandwidth


 


These adjustments correct the bandwidth of the output amplifier.  A complete


 


calibration must be performed if these adjustments are changed.  All of the


 


adjustments are on the bottom PCB and may be reached through holes in


 


the shield.  Use an insulated adjusting screwdriver.


  


1)  Set the DS345 for square wave, 8 Vpp, 10 kHz.  Measure the DC voltage


 


at the output of U600 pin 6.  Adjust P600 to until this voltage is 0.0V.


  


2) Connect the output of the DS345 to the oscilloscope with a 50


 


Ω


 


 termina-


 


tor.  Set the DS345 to square wave, 8 Vpp, 100 Hz.  Set the scope to 2 V/div


 


vertical and 5 ms/div horizontal.  Adjust R639 for the squarest output wave-


 


form.


  


3) Set the DS345 to 500 kHz.  Set the scope to 1 


 


µ


 


s/div.  Adjust P601 for the


 


squarest output waveform.


  


4) Set the scope to 200ns/div.  Adjust C611 for the fastest output risetime


 


without excessive overshoots.


  


5) Do a complete calibration of the DS345


   


Bessel Filter Adjustment


 


This adjustment sets the bandpass of the DS345's Bessel waveform filter. 


 


The adjustments are on the top board.  Run autocal after these adjustments.


  


1) Press [SHIFT][DEFAULTS].  This will recall the DS345's default arbitrary


 


waveform- a square wave.  Set the DS345 to ARB waveform, 8 Vpp, 2 MHz


 


sampling frequency.  Connect the DS345's output to an oscilloscope with a


 


50


 


Ω


 


 terminator.  Set the scope to 2 V/div vertical and 200 ns/div horizontal.


  


2) Starting with C645, adjust C645, C644,C643, and C642 to make the out-


 


put rise time as fast as possible while minimizing the peak-to-peak ripple.


 


Several iterations of the capacitors may be needed to acheive optimum re-


 


sponse.


  


3) Run autocal.
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Harmonic Distortion Adjust


 


This adjustment minimizes the DS345's 2nd, 3rd, and 5th harmonic distor-


 


tion.  A complete calibration is necessary after this adjustment.


  


1) Set the DS345 to sine wave, 8 Vpp, 15 kHz.  Connect the DS345's output


 


to the FFT analyzer with a 50


 


Ω


 


 terminator.  Set the FFT analyzer to display


 


from DC to 100 kHz.


  


2) Adjust P602 (bottom board) to minimize the levels of the third harmonic at


 


45 kHz and the 5th harmonic at 75 kHz.


  


3) Readjust the AC-DCgain balance of the output amplifier (see Output Am-


 


plifier Bandwidth adjustment, step 2).


  


4) Recalibrate the DS345.
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CALIBRATION


 


The following procedures determine the values of the DS345's calbytes.  Any


 


adjustments should be done before starting calibration.  Allow the DS345 at


 


least 1/2 hour warmup before beginning calibration.  The first calibration (the


 


5.00 V reference calibration) requires the DS345's top cover be removed.  All


 


other calibrations should be done with the DS345 completely assembled and


 


1/2 hour of warmup after reassembly.  When the new calbyte values are de-


 


termined they should be entered into the DS345's RAM.  In cases where the


 


calbyte value is determined to be greater than 32767 enter the value = cal-


 


byte value - 65536.


   


5.00 V Reference Calibration


 


This procedure measures the value of the 5.0 V reference voltage that the


 


DS345 uses for its internal A/D converter (calbyte # 1).


  


1) Measure the DC voltage at U103 pin 1 (top board).


  


2) The new value for calbyte 1 is Calbyte 1 = 32768 * (DC voltage/5.00).


   


Clock Calibration


 


This procedure sets the frequency of the DS345's internal 10 MHz clock. 


 


The procedure is identical for standard and optional oscillators.  Be sure that


 


the DS345 has been completely reassembled and warmed up for at least 1/2


 


hour before this calibration is started.


  


1) Connect the DS345's 10 MHz output to the frequency counter input with a


 


50


 


Ω


 


 terminator.  Use the frequency standard as the counter's timebase.


  


2) Adjust the value of calbyte 0 so that the frequency is within 1 Hz of 10


 


MHz (0.01 Hz for optional oscillators).  The range of calbyte 0 is 0 to 4095.  If


 


the clock cannot be calibrated with a value in this range do the clock adjust-


 


ment procedure.


   


Attenuator Calibration


 


This procedure calibrates the DC value of the DS345's output attenuators.  If


 


the current calbyte value is negative use the value = old calbyte + 65536 in


 


the following calculations.


  


1) Connect the output of the DS345 to a DC voltmeter.  Do 


 


not


 


 use a 50


 


Ω


 


terminator.  Set the DS345 to sine wave, 1 kHz, 0 Vpp, 5 V offset.


  


2) Record the DC voltage.  Record this value, with a high impedance termi-


 


nation, as Vref.


  


3) Connect the 50


 


Ω


 


 terminator and measure the DC voltage.  The new value


 


for calbyte 6 = old calbyte 6 * Vref/(2 * Vdc).


  


4) Set the DS345 to 2.5 V offset.  Measure the DC output value. The new val-


 


ue for calbyte 7 = old calbyte 7 *Vref/ (4 * Vdc).


  


5) Set the DS345 to 1.25 V offset.  Measure the DC output value.  The new


 


value for calbyte 8 = old calbyte 8 * Vref/(8 * Vdc).
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6) Set the DS345 to 625mV  offset.  Measure the DC voltage.  The new value


 


for calbyte 9 = old calbyte 9 * Vref/(16 * Vdc).


  


7) Set the DS345 to 312mV  offset.  Measure the DC voltage.  The new value


 


for calbyte 10 = old calbyte 10 * Vref/(32.05 * Vdc).


  


8) Set the DS345 to 156mV offset.  Measure the DC voltage.  The new value


 


for calbyte 11 = old calbyte 11 * Vref/(64.1 * Vdc).


  


9) Set the DS345 to 78mV offset.  Measure the DC voltage.  The new value


 


for calbyte 12 = old calbyte 12 * Vref/(128.21 * Vdc).


  


10) Set the DS345 to 39mV offset.  Measure the DC voltage.  The new value


 


for calbyte 13 = old calbyte 13 * Vref/(256.41 * Vdc).


   


Carrier Null Calibration


 


This calibration nulls the carrier feedthrough of the DS345's frequency dou-


 


bler.  This calibration depends on frequency and is calibrated at 98 frequency


 


points in the DS345's frequency range.  This calibration must be done before


 


the amplitude calibrations.


  


1) Set the DS345 to sine wave, 1 kHz, 8 Vpp, 0 V offset.  Connect the


 


DS345's output to the FFT spectrum analyzer using a 50


 


Ω


 


  terminator.  Set


 


the analyzer to display 0 to 2 kHz.


  


2) Adjust calbyte 314 to minimize the 1 kHz carrier amplitude.


  


3) Connect the DS345's output to the RF spectrum analyzer.  Set the


 


DS345's frequency step size to 312500 Hz.  Set the frequency to 313500 Hz.


  


At 96 frequencies between 313500 Hz and 30,001,000 Hz in 312500 Hz


 


steps repeat the following procedure.


  


4) Set the spectrum analyzer center frequency to the programmed frequency/


 


2.  Set the span to 100 kHz.


  


5) Adjust the appropriate calbyte to minimize the carrier frequency compo-


 


nent at f/2 (ignore any nearby spurs).  The calbyte has a range of 0 to 4095.


 


The calbyte number for a particular frequency is: 314 + (f - 1000Hz)/312500


 


Hz (that is 313500 Hz = 315, 626000 Hz = 316, etc.).


  


6) Step to the next frequency, and reset the analyzer.  Continue until


 


30,001,000 Hz and calbyte 410.


  


7) Set calbyte 411 to the same value as calbyte 410.
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Sinewave Amplitude


 


This calibration corrects the flatness of the DS345's sinewave output.  This


 


calibration depends on frequency and is calibrated at 98 frequency points in


 


the DS345's frequency range.  The carrier null calibration should be done be-


 


fore this calibration.


  


1) Set the DS345 to sine wave, 1 kHz, 3 Vrms, 0 V offset.  Set the frequency


 


step size to 312500 Hz.  Connect the DS345's output to the thermal convert-


 


er and the thermal conveter output to the DC voltmeter.


  


2) Set calbyte 20 to 16384.


  


3) Allow the thermal converter output to settle (about 10 - 15 seconds) and


 


record the voltage as Vref (the voltage should be about 7 mV).


  


At 96 frequencies between 313500 Hz and 30,001,000 Hz in 312500 Hz


 


steps repeat the following procedure.


  


4)  Set the DS345's output frequency and allow the converter to settle.  The


 


new calbyte for this frequency is given by:


 


The calbyte should be in the range 8000 to 23000.  The calbyte number for a


 


given frequency is:  number = 20 + (f - 1000Hz)/312500 Hz  (that is 313500


 


Hz = 21, 626000 Hz = 22, etc.).


  


5) Set calbyte 117 to the same value as calbyte 116.


   


Square Wave Amplitude


 


This calibration corrects the DS345's square wave amplitude response.  This


 


calibration depends on frequency and is calibrated at 98 frequency points in


 


the DS345's frequency range.  The square wave symmetry calibration should


 


be done after this calibration.


  


1) Set the DS345 to square wave, 1 kHz, 10 Vpp.  Connect the DS345's out-


 


put to the oscilloscope with a 50


 


Ω


 


 terminator.  Set the DS345's frequency


 


step size to 312500 Hz.  Set the oscilloscope to 2 V/div vertical and 1 ms/div


 


horizontal.


  


2) Set calbyte 118 to 16384.


  


3) Measure the peak-to-peak amplitude of the square wave and record as


 


Vref.


  


At 96 frequencies between 313500 Hz and 30,001,000 Hz in 312500 Hz


 


steps repeat the following procedure.


  


4) Set the DS345's output frequency and measure the peak-to-peak ampli-


 


tude.  The new calbyte value for this frequency is: new calbyte = old calbyte *


 


(Vref/Vpp).  The calbyte should be in the range 8000 to 23000.  The calbyte


new calbyte= old calbyte×
V


ref


V
dc














0.556
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number for a given frequency is:  number = 118 + (f - 1000Hz)/312500 Hz


 


(that is 313500 Hz = 119, 626000 Hz = 120, etc.).


  


5) Set calbyte 215 to the same value as calbyte 214


  


Square Wave Symmetry


 


This calibration corrects the symmetry of the DS345's square wave output. 


 


This calibration depends on frequency and is calibrated at 98 frequency


 


points in the DS345's frequency range.  This calibration should be done after


 


the square wave amplitude calibration.


  


1) Set the DS345 to square wave, 1 kHz, 10 Vpp.  Connect the DS345's out-


 


put to the counter with a 50


 


Ω


 


 terminator.  Set the DS345's frequency step


 


size to 312500 Hz.  Set the counter to measure the pulse width of the square


 


wave input.


  


At 97 frequencies between 1000 Hz and 30,001,000 Hz in 312500 Hz steps


 


repeat the following procedure.


  


4) Set the DS345's output frequency.  Adjust the calbyte for this frequency so


 


that the positive pulse width of the square wave is equal to the negative


 


pulse width.  The calbyte should be in the range 0 to 4095.  The calbyte num-


 


ber for a given frequency is:  number = 412 + (f - 1000Hz)/312500 Hz  (that is


 


1000 Hz = 412, 313500 Hz = 413, etc.).


  


5) Set calbyte 509 to the same value as calbyte 508.
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ARBITRARY WAVEFORM COMPOSER SOFTWARE 
 
 
Introduction The Arbitrary Waveform Composer (AWC) is a program that allows the user to 


create or import arbitrary waveforms and then download the waveform to the 
DS345.  AWC has the ability to create arbitrary waveforms, store waveforms to 
disk, edit stored waveforms, and download waveforms to the DS345. AWC can 
edit and download waveforms that it has created or waveforms created from 
other sources and then stored as an ASCII text file.   


 
AWC is designed to run on Windows systems running XP/2000/Me/98.  
Monitor resolution should be set at 800x600 or higher.  AWC communicates 
with the DS345 though the RS232 interface or a National Instruments 
hardware implementation of the GPIB interface.   


 
 
Installing AWC Install AWC ZIP file, which you can download from the SRS website, 


www.thinksrs.com.  Use unzip software to extract the contents of the ZIP 
archive. Install as follows: 


 
1)  The AWC software requires National Instruments (NI) VISA version 2.6 or 


higher installed on your computer. If you have version 2.6 or higher, skip to 
step 3 below. 


 
2)  Inside the unzipped temporary directory, navigate to the VISA Run-Time 


Engine 2.6 folder. Inside this folder, run NIvisa260runtime.exe and follow 
the on-screen instructions.  


 
3)  If you have LabView version 6.1 installed on your computer, skip step 4 


below. Just run Arbitrary Waveform Composer.exe. If you have any other 
version of LabView installed on your computer, or do not have LabView 
installed at all, continue with step 4 below. 


 
4)  Inside the unzipped temporary directory, navigate to the INSTALLER 


directory. Inside this folder, run SETUP.EXE and follow the on-screen 
instructions.  


 
  
Getting Started With AWC This section gives a quick introduction to using AWC. The details of the menus 


and other functions are explained in succeeding sections.  
 
1) Double Click on the AWC icon  The AWC display should appear. This display consists of a menu 


bar and a graph screen. The menu bar allows selection of various 
program options and functions. The graph display shows the 
current arbitrary waveform with voltage on the vertical axis and 
point number on the horizontal axis. 


 
2) Select the Waveform menu Select a menu by placing the arrow cursor on that menu title and 


clicking the left mouse button.  Some of the menus are "grayed" 
and may not be selected because there is no waveform to edit and 
the communications parameters have not been set. 


 
3) Select Sine  The arbitrary function will be a sine wave.  AWC will ask for the 


number of points in the waveform. 
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4) Enter 1000.  Any number of points between 8 and 16300 may be entered.  
AWC will ask for the number of complete periods in the waveform. 


 
5) Enter 10.  Ten complete sine periods in the 1000 points.  AWC will now ask 


for the amplitude of the waveform. 
 
6) Enter 10.  The amplitude will be 10 Vpp.  After a brief calculation AWC will 


draw the waveform on the screen.  The display should show 10 
sine periods along with new axis labels.  The screen shows the 
Peak-to-Peak amplitude of the waveform in Volts, the minimum 
and maximum voltages of the waveform, and  the current file 
name.  The vertical scale is calculated automatically.  The 
horizontal scale has units of waveform points.  The numbers Min 
and Max in the corners of the screen are the minimum and 
maximum point number being displayed,  these units correspond 
to the RAM addresses in the DS345's waveform memory.  The 
total number of points displayed is listed, as are the total number 
of points in the waveform. 


 
7) Select the Edit menu We are going to edit this waveform.  We want to invert it and then 


multiply by an exponential damping factor. 
 
8) Select Mirror  The waveform will be mirrored (inverted). 
 
9) Select the Waveform menu  
 
10) Select math Math allows mathematical operations on the waveform.  Make sure 


that there is a check mark in the Exp box and that multiply is 
selected. 


 
11) Select multiply, and Exp We will multiply by an exponential damping. 
 
12) Click Okay. The choices are ok.  AWC will ask for the damping factor. 
 
13) Enter -4. The sine wave will be damped by exp(-4) at its endpoint.  After a 


brief calculation AWC will draw the new waveform. 
 
14) DONE !  
 
 Throughout this example the Send Data and Trigger menus were disabled. 


This is because the communications parameters have not been set.  Select the 
RS232/GPIB submenu from the Set DS345 menu to set the communication 
parameters according to your specific hardware configuration.  See the Set 
DS345 menu description for more information on establishing communication 
with the DS345.  Once communication is established use these menu 
selections to send the data to the DS345. 
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USERS GUIDE 
 
Hardware Requirements AWC is designed to run on Windows systems running XP/2000/Me/98.  The 


DS345 Synthesized Function Generator must be equipped with option 01, 
GPIB and RS232 interfaces. AWC communicates with the DS345 though an 
RS232 interface or a National Instruments hardware implementation of the 
GPIB interface.  Since the AWC software was written with National Instruments 
LabVIEW software development tools and utilizes the Virtual Instrument 
Software Architecture (VISA) interface, running it requires that both the NI 
LabVIEW Run-Time Engine version 6.1 as well as NI-VISA version 2.6 or later 
be installed on your computer system.  See installation instructions for details.   


 
 AWC runs on all CGA/EGA/VGA/HGC compatible graphics display hardware.  


The display type is automatically determined when the program starts. 
 
 
MENUS 
 
File Menu The file menu allows the user to store and recall arbitrary waveforms from disk. 
 


New  New clears the current arbitrary waveform. AWC will check with the user to be 
sure that the current waveform should be discarded. 


 
Open Open recalls a previously stored arbitrary waveform, using a standard 


Windows open file dialog box.  The default extension for waveform files is .txt, 
however, any other extension may be used.  Stored data file should contain all 
information necessary to restore AWC's state: the waveform data, sampling 
rate, and trigger conditions.  Once a file is selected, it will be loaded from the 
disk and displayed. If the selected file has a form that is incompatible with 
AWC, it will not be loaded and an error message will be displayed.  


 
note: Loading a file with an improper format may yield unpredictable results 
and/or may cause the program to hang. Refer to DATA FILE FORMAT on 
page 7-7 for the correct file format. Note also that data files must use a period 
as the decimal point specifier (e.g., 3.14159, not 3,14159). 


 
 


Save Save stores the displayed arbitrary waveform to disk using a standard 
Windows save file dialog box.  The data file stores the complete state of AWC: 
the waveform data, sampling rate, and trigger parameters. Recalling the file will 
completely restore AWC's state (except communication parameters).  


 
 


Quit  Quit exits the program.  
 


 
Edit Menu The Edit menu is used to modify existing waveforms.  This menu is enabled 


only when there is an arbitrary waveform displayed on the screen. 
 


Clear  Clears the current waveform from the graph and memory.  
  


 
Set (x1, x2) to DC This sets a segment within the waveform to a DC value.  There are three 


parameters for this selection.  The first is the starting point number of the 
segment. The second is the length of the segment in points, and the third is the 
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DC value (in Volts) to which the segment should be set.   The segment can be 
as short as one point and as long as the whole waveform.  


 
Redraw Redraws the waveform and zooms out to display the full waveform. 


  
Mirror Mirrors the waveform about 0 Volts (multiplies every data point by -1). 


  
Amplitude Sets the amplitude of the waveform.  Any value in the range 0.01 Vpp to 10 


Vpp may be entered.  To add an offset to the waveform, the Math selection in 
the waveform menu should be used.  Note that |Vac peak| + |Vdc|  ≤ 5 V.  This 
command only changes the data in AWC's waveform database.  The waveform 
must be reloaded into the DS345 for the change to take effect.   


 
Waveform menu The Waveform menu is the key to creating new waveforms and modifying 


existing ones.  Seven conventional waveforms can be created: Sine, Square, 
Triangle, Saw, Exponential, Exponentially Damped Sine wave, and Pulses.  
The Math menu allows the user to perform math operations on any waveform 
on the screen.  All waveforms are created with zero DC offset.  An offset may 
be added to the waveform using the math function.  Waveform creation may be 
aborted by pressing escape (ESC) on the keyboard. 


 
Sine 
Square 
Triangle 
Saw Three parameters must be entered for these waveforms.  The waveform can 


be between 8 and 16300 points long, and can contain a specified number of 
complete sine wave cycles.  The maximum number of cycles is limited so that 
each cycle has at least 8 points.  The waveform amplitude in Volts peak-to-
peak is also entered.  The waveform will have zero DC offset. 


 
Exponential Produces an exponentially shaped pulse.  The user is asked for three 


parameters.  The waveform can be between 8 and 16300 points long.  The 
exponential damping factor (b) is then set.  The waveform will be reduced or 
increased by a factor exp(b) at its endpoint, where b is limited to the range -50 
to 50.  The waveform amplitude in Volts peak-to-peak is entered.  The 
waveform will have zero DC offset level. 


 
Damped Sine This selection produces an exponentially damped sinewave.  Four parameters 


are entered. The number of points, number of cycles, and amplitude are the 
same as for the normal sine function.  The fourth parameter is the damping 
factor (b).  The waveform will be reduced or increased by a factor exp(b) at its 
endpoint, where b is limited to the range -50 to 50. 


 
Pulse This selection generates a pulse train.  The pulse train can have between 1 


and 100 transitions (state changes).  AWC first asks for the number of points in 
the waveform, and the waveform amplitude.  The user is then asked for the 
transition locations (pulse edges) in the waveform. The first transition always 
has a positive slope.  If a negative starting transition is needed, apply the 
mirror function after the waveform is created.  


 
Math The math selection applies mathematical operations to the current waveform. 


This selection is disabled when there is no waveform.  The user may mirror the 
waveform (multiply by -1), or may add, subtract, or multiply the waveform by a 
constant, sine, square, triangle, sawtooth, or exponential wave.  These 
operations may take place over the entire waveform or just a segment. 
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 Use the math functions by selecting the desired function with the mouse, and 


clicking Okay.  Several parameters must be entered: the starting point number 
on which the operation should take place,  the number of points over which the 
function should operate, and the amplitude of the function.  Exponentials also 
require that the damping factor b be entered.  If the amplitude of the resultant 
waveform exceeds the range of the DS345 an error message will be displayed. 


  
 
Send Data Menu The selections in the send data menu allow transmitting the arbitrary waveform 


to the DS345.  The Send Data menu is enabled only when the communications 
parameters have been set in the Set DS345. 


 
Waveform This selection sends the current arbitrary waveform to the DS345. When the 


waveform is sent to the DS345 the state of the DS345 is set to match that of 
AWC. That is, the DS345's sampling rate and trigger parameters are set to 
match the settings in AWC. This selection is disabled if no waveform has been 
generated. While sending the data, the message "Sending data points to 
DS345. Please wait..." is displayed. At the same time the DS345 should 
display the message "loading..". Using the GPIB interface, a 16000 point 
waveform takes about 7 seconds to transmit.  Using RS232, transfer times are 
longer and depend on the Baud rate.  After loading is complete the arbitrary 
wave can be observed at the output of the DS345 by selecting the ARB 
function from the front panel or through the trigger menu in AWC (see below).   


 
 


ASCII file This selection sends an ASCII file directly from disk to the DS345.  There is no 
processing of the file contents- the user must ensure that the contents will be 
recognized by the DS345.  A file selection box is displayed to select the proper 
file.  The ASCII file can be used to send a series of commands to the DS345. It 
can also be used as a macro facility to perform a series of commands on the 
unit. 


 
Warning:  The ASCII File command does not perform any error checking 
(syntax or otherwise) on the commands that the user is sending to the DS345.  
Double checking the ASCII file is a good idea since an error could yield 
unpredictable results. 


 
 
Set DS345 Menu The Set DS345 menu is used to remotely set the sampling frequency of the 


DS345 and to set communication parameters. 
 


Sampling Frequency This selection sets the DS345's arbitrary waveform sampling frequency. The 
selection is disabled when no waveform is displayed on the screen.  The 
frequency range is from .001Hz to 40,000,000.0MHz.  Note that the sampling 
frequency can only be 40MHz/N where N is an integer.  If a   frequency is 
entered where N is not an integer,  the DS345 will round it to the closest 
40MHz/N value. 


 
RS232/GPIB This selection is used to set communication parameters for the interface 


between AWC and the DS345.  When you select this menu item, the program 
checks for available VISA resources on your system.  Depending on your 
system, this may take several seconds.  
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RS232 - For serial communication, click the RS232 box. Select the Baud rate 
and the serial port (COM1, COM2, etc) from their respective menu rings. The 
baud rate must correspond to that of the DS345. Be sure that the DS345's 
RS232 interface is enabled.  


 
GPIB - If the GPIB button is pressed, the available GPIB addresses found on 
the system are displayed in the menu ring.  Select the GPIB address that 
corresponds to the GPIB address set on the DS345.  


 
  


Enable Local This selection takes the DS345 out of remote mode and enables local front 
panel control. 


 
 
Trigger Menu The Trigger menu allows setting the DS345's trigger generator parameters for 


triggered bursts of arbitrary waveforms.  When one of the trigger choices is 
selected the DS345 will automatically be set to BURST modulation, the burst 
count to one, and the modulation enabled.  If all of the trigger choices are 
deselected the DS345's modulation will be turned off (continuous waveforms).  
The default setting is continuous waveforms.  The six trigger choices are the 
five that are internal to the DS345 plus the PC mouse.  If PC mouse is selected 
a trigger button will appear on the AWC screen.  The DS345 will trigger each 
time the button is clicked. 


 
  
Zoom Menu The zoom menu allows the AWC display to zoom in and out on features of the 


arbitrary waveform.  This is useful when the waveform has a many points.  This 
menu is disabled when there is no waveform on screen. 


 
Zoom This selection sets the AWC display to any portion of the current waveform.  


There are two parameters: the starting and ending point numbers to be 
displayed. 


 
Zoom In  Magnifies the center 50% of the waveform by a factor of two. 


 
Zoom Out Zooms out from the center of the screen by a factor of two. 


  
Pan Right Pans to the right by 50% of the screen width. 


 
Pan Left Pans to the left by 50% of the screen width. 


 
Full View Zooms out to display the entire waveform. 


 
Help Menu The selections in this menu provide some useful information about AWC. 
  


AWC Help Selecting this menu item brings up a window with general information about 
the AWC program and about each of the menu items, as well as some 
troubleshooting tips.  


 
SRS/AWC Info Displays the current version of AWC and general information about SRS. 


 
Notes Provides information about the numerical coding of the trigger source line of 


the data file format. 
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DATA FILE FORMAT AWC data is saved as ASCII text. Each line of the file consists of a single 
numerical value followed by a carriage return/linefeed. The first line is the 
number of data points in the waveform. The second line is the sampling 
frequency in Hz. The third line is the trigger source, and the fourth line the 
internal trigger rate. The remainder of the lines are the waveform amplitude 
points. There is one line for each point. There must be a minimum of 8 points 
and a maximum of 16,300 points for each waveform. The value of the data is 
the waveform amplitude in volts at that data point. Sample files with extension 
.txt are included with the AWC program distribution.  


 
 
FOR MORE INFO Be sure to read the readme.txt file included in the AWC zip file for any changes 


in the software. Some examples of waveform files (e.g., sample1.txt) are also 
included for reference.  
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POWER SUPPLIES (SHEET 1 OF 7)


All of the DS345 circuitry is referenced to an internal ground that is floating
from the chassis ground.  The interface board (see sheet 5) contains the only
circuitry that is earth-ground referenced.


The +/- 15 volt unswitched power supplies are regulated by 3-terminal regu-
lators U100 and U101.  The remaining supplies are referenced to a precision
5-volt reference, U108.  When shut down, the regulators are still active, but
regulating to near zero volts.  The following description is of the +15 volt reg-
ulator, but the other regulators function in an analogous manner.  The heart
of the regulators is a three terminal regulator, in this case U103.  The adjust
pin of the regulator is controlled by op-amp U109, which compares the divid-
ed output of U103 to the 5-volt reference.  The op-amp is heavily compensat-
ed, so the work of regulation falls primarily on the regulator.


The logic supply for the interface board is provided by 3-terminal regulator
U107, and comes from a separate, chassis-ground referenced winding of the
power supply transformer T100.


A line-synchronous TTL signal is provided for triggering by U110A.


MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEM (SHEET 2 OF 7)


Instrument control is provided by U200, a Z8800 microprocessor with 64k
bytes of ROM and 32k bytes of RAM.  The RAM is backed-up by battery
BT200 to store instrument settings.  U201 is the buffered data bus transceiv-
er, and U205 generates the system port strobes.  U210A is a one-shot that
enables the front-panel LEDs as long as the processor is running and writing
to port 18H.  This shuts off the multiplexed front-panel LEDs and prevents
their failure if the processor should stop for any reason.


Power up/down reset is provided by the reset circuit consisting of Q201 and
Q202.  On power up, reset is released only after C204 charges through R210
from the 5-volt logic supply.  On power down, Q202 discharges C204 through
R211.  Q202 is turned on by Q201, which uses the stored energy in C205 to
operate as the 5-volt logic supply goes away.


JP500 is the interface connector to the communication board. (see sheet 5)


DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD (SHEET 3 OF 7)


Input port U302 provides input from the strobed front panel keypad.  Input
port U301 provides input for dip switch SW300, as well as misc. input bits for
HOST ACKNOWLEDGE, TRIGGER ERROR, and A/D COMPARE.


  
The LED strobe lines come from U306 and are buffered by Q301-Q306. 
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U306 also provides an output for the key-click speaker, S300.  U303, U304,


 


and U305 provide output bits for all of the front panel LEDs.  


  


RIBBON CABLE, TRIGGER, AND SYNC SELECT (SHEET 4 OF 7)


  


JP401 is the connector for the ribbon cable carrying all of the signals to and


 


from the top PC board.  Every signal line is alternated with a ground or power


 


line to minimize crosstalk.


  


U401 is the trigger multiplexer, and selects the DDS trigger source.  A trigger


 


error is indicated if U211B detects that the unit is already triggered or sweep-


 


ing when a trigger occurs.


  


U402 and U403 provide drive for the SYNC, TRIG, BLANK, and MARKER


 


outputs.  


  


JP400 is the connector for the top board power supplies, with the exception


 


of the 5 volt logic supply, which is carried on JP401.


  


GPIB AND RS232 INTERFACES (SHEET 5 OF 7)


   


The field installable interface PCB offers RS232 and GPIB communications


 


that are optically isolated from the DS345's floating circuitry.  All connections


 


are made via JP501.


  


The RS232 interface is handled by U512, which generates the required


 


RS232 levels from the 5-volt interface supply.  The RS232 data in and out as


 


well as DTR signals are optically coupled directly to the Z8800 processor


 


UART during RS232 communication through U523, U520, and U522, respec-


 


tively.


  


During GPIB communications, the parallel GPIB data is handled by shifting


 


the data and control information in and out through shift registers U503 and


 


U504.  Along with the data clock (through opto-coupler U521), the circuit


 


communicates through the Z8800 UART at 1x clock frequency, or 1.25


 


MBaud.  U515B detects the serial start bit and forces an output queue start


 


bit through U518A.  The SHIFT_CLK then begins after a one bit delay by


 


U518B.  U506 generates eight clock cycles, after which the RCO output of


 


this counter resets the start bit detect flip-flop, disables the SHIFT_CLK, and


 


generates an output queue stop bit by presetting U518A.


  


The first incoming 8 data bits are shifted into U504, the command register, af-


 


ter which they are cascaded into U503,the data register.  U503 transfers data


 


to and from the GPIB controller U500, and U504 sets the appropriate bits to


 


define the direction of data flow, etc..  U517A and RC delay R501/C501 gen-


 


erate a delayed clock to clock data in the reverse direction (parallel in) into


 


U503, along with mode bit S0 (from COMMAND STROBE).  In other words,


 


when COM_STB goes high (setting S0 on U503 high), the delayed clock


 


from U517A  latches the input data into U503 from the GPIB controller.  
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OUTPUT AMPLIFIER (SHEET 6 of 7)


   


The output amplifier takes the differential signal from the DDS top board and


 


generates the single-ended 20-volt P-P signal that is fed to the output attenu-


 


ators.  The amplifier has a rise time of about 10 ns (35 MHz bandwidth) to


 


preserve pulse shapes, and after series 50-ohm resistor R636 can deliver +/-


 


10 volts into a 50-ohm load. 


 


 


 


The output from the top board is a +/- 4 mA current swing on an 8 mA bias. 


 


This current across R615 and R616 develops voltage swings of 400 mV at


 


the input of the amplifier at the bases of Q615 and Q616 (2 x 4 mA = 8 mA


 


times 57.6 ohms equals 460 mV max, or 400 mV nom.).


 


  


 


The amplifier is symmetrical for the positive and negative halves of the cir-


 


cuit, so the following description will follow the negative path only. The cur-


 


rent through R629 determines the output voltage swing, and this current is


 


determined by the drive at the base of Q612 along with the current injected


 


into the R620/R629 junction via the feedback path through R630, R639, and


 


R620.  The open-loop gain of the output is very high due to the Q604 stage,


 


as its emitter load is 100 ohms and its effective collector load is very high


 


(the collector of Q605).  Q609 and Q600 are just emitter followers which sup-


 


ply the final output drive current.  The closed-loop gain of the amp is fixed at


 


25 by the feedback (effective feedback R of 500 ohms over R629 which is 20


 


ohms).


  


To correct the AC response of the amplifier, C601/R623 and P601/C600 are


 


present in the feedback path.  The former decreases gain at high frequen-


 


cies, and the latter increases it.  C611 is an adjustment for the overall band-


 


width of the amplifier.


  


At DC, op-amp U600 injects current into the feedback node via the Q618/


 


Q619 buffer to ensure that the output DC level matches that of the input.  An


 


output offset is also injected via the inverting input of U600 through R626.


 


  


 


Trimmer pot P600 is a balance control designed to trim the DC current bal-


 


ance and 3rd harmonic distortion.  P602 also affects 3rd harmonic distortion


 


by increasing the gain (by decreasing feedback) during peak excursions of


 


the output.


 


  


 


The signal at J602 is a filtered sample of the output which is sent to the top


 


board ADC for amplitude and offset control.


  


OUTPUT ATTENUATOR (SHEET 7 OF 7)


   


The amplifier output passes through a three-stage, 50 ohm attenuator con-


 


sisting of resistors and relays K701, K702, and K703.  This configuration al-


 


lows up to 42 dB of attenuation in steps of 6, 12 and 24 dB.  
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TOP PC BOARD


 


        


  


RIBBON CABLE, ADCs, and DACs (SHEET 1 OF 7)


   


JP100 and JP101 are the system interface and top board power supply con-


 


nectors to the bottom board, respectively.  U109A is half of a 12-bit DAC that


 


is used to generate analog voltages for system control.  The current output of


 


the DAC is converted to voltage and level shifted by op-amp U110 to a +/-


 


5.5 volt range.  Five multiplexed (sampled and held) voltages are made avail-


 


able from MUX U100 and sample/hold buffers U107A-D and U111A.


  


System A to D conversion is accomplished by successive approximation, us-


 


ing the system DAC voltage at the output of U110B as the comparison refer-


 


ence.  The voltage to be converted is compared to the DAC output by U102


 


and the compare result is sent to the system processor on the bottom board.


 


One of eight analog voltages to be converted is selected by U103 and pre-


 


sented to sample-and-hold capacitor C113 and buffer U108A. 


 


 


 


U104 generates port strobes to be used on the top PCB.


  


CLOCKS (SHEET 2 OF 7)


   


The main system clock source is a 40 MHz varactor-tuned crystal oscillator. 


 


The oscillator configuration is a Butler emitter follower consisting of Q203,


 


crystal X200, and tank circuit L204/L205 and C202, C208, and the varactor


 


U201.  The emitter follower configuration provides the low impedance of the


 


emitter to drive the crystal, and the capacitive tap into the tank circuit pro-


 


vides a high impedance at the transistor base.  The resonant frequency of


 


the oscillator is fixed at the third harmonic of the crystal primarily by L204/


 


L205 and C202.  R233 keeps the Q of the tank low enough to avoid spurious


 


oscillation off the crystal resonance.  The crystal drive amplitude is fixed by


 


an AGC circuit consisting of detector D207 and buffer U205.  The current


 


through Q203 is controlled by U205 based on the output amplitude across


 


the L203/C204 tank.  This signal is discriminated by comparator U200 which


 


provides the 40 MHz differential ECL clock used throughout the system.


 


  


 


The ECL output of comparator U200 is sent directly to the waveform DAC


 


clock inputs.  This is to ensure that the clock at the DAC is very pure, as the


 


quality of the DDS output is a direct reflection of the purity of the clock used


 


for the DAC.  The rest of the system uses TTL clocks that are provided by


 


ECL to TTL converters U209A and U209B.  U208, a FAST octal buffer, is


 


used to delay the TTL clock in 3-5 ns steps in order to provide variable clock


 


timing for the DDS DAC data latches and the DDS ASIC.


 


 


 


U405B divides the 40 MHz by two to generate the 20 MHz clock used for the


 


system microprocessor.  This signal is also sent to counter U202 to generate


 


the system 2.5 and 10 MHz, as well as the 1.25 MHz output to drive the sam-


 


pling phase detector used to lock the unit to an external clock source.


 


  


 


U207 buffers the 10 MHz output which is coupled to the rear-panel 10 MHz


 


output via tuned circuit L206 and C219 and transformer T202.  U207 also


 


buffers the input signals from either the optional internal oscillator (at pin 12),


 


or an external input at J201, before the signals pass to the sampling gate
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U206.


 


The sampling phase detector is made up primarily of U206.  The selected in-


 


put at U206 pin 1 or 13 is chopped by the RCO output of U202, which serves


 


as a sampling gate.  The gated output at pin 4 is then filtered by R235, C220,


 


R236 and C221 to form a control voltage to be presented to the oscillator va-


 


ractor.  The nominal system tuning is accomplished by the system DAC volt-


 


age via R248.  D210 clamps the varactor voltage range to near ground. 


 


 


 


The external timebase input and the optional internal oscillator inputs are dis-


 


criminated by ECL converters U209C and U209D, respectively.  An external


 


input is sensed by the voltage at the R245/C225 junction.


   


DDS ASIC AND MEMORY (SHEET 3 OF 7)


   


The DDS ASIC, U300, is the heart of the DDS process.  The DDS ASIC is to


 


generates the addresses for the external waveform and modulation RAM,


 


along with a few control bits.  The DDS process works essentially by storing


 


a sine table in the waveform RAM and then stepping the RAM addresses in


 


order to output the sine values to a DAC which creates the analog output.


 


The modulation RAM serves a similar purpose, except it contains data and


 


opcodes which control the internal registers in the ASIC to accomplish modu-


 


lation of the output.  U302 is the modulation RAM transceiver, and interfaces


 


the system processor's buffered data bus to the ASIC and modulation RAMS.


 


U303 and U304 serve a similar purpose for the waveform RAMS.  U312,


 


U313, and U313 are glue logic to control writes and chip enables, etc..


 


Three external chip select outputs from the ASIC, -WR_EXT0, 1, and 2 con-


 


trol the writing of modulation data to DACS for output amplitude control, and


 


a modulation output "mimic".  


   


AMPLITUDE AND SWEEP DACS (SHEET 4 OF 7)


   


U401 is the modulation mimic output DAC, and generates an analog repre-


 


sentation of the modulation being used.  This is necessary because wave-


 


form modulation is handled digitally in the ASIC, so no analog modulation


 


waveforms are actually used.  U412A performs fast amplitude control (modu-


 


lation) based on DDS modulation data.  The analog output of this DAC, after


 


being converted to a voltage output by op-amp U410A, is filtered by the 7th


 


degree Bessel anti-aliasing filter connected to U410B pin 7.  This filter en-


 


sures that frequencies higher than 50 kHz do not appear in the modulation


 


control output.  12-bit DAC U109B provides the reference input to DAC


 


U412A, which is multiplied in U412A to set the system amplitude output.  For


 


external amplitude control, an analog voltage between +/- 5 volts at rear pan-


 


el input J402 provides the reference to U109B after being buffered by


 


U417A.  R428 pulls this input to the 5 volt reference when an external signal


 


is not present.


  


The 5th degree Bessel filter at the output of U406A pin 1 performs the anti-


 


aliasing function for the modulation mimic output.  U409 selects the outputs


 


that are presented to the SWEEP OUT and MOD OUT rear panel BNCs, as


 


well as the test signal applied to the system ADC input from U409 pin 4.
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U412B generates a 12-bit resolution analog output that is used to fix up the


 


offset present in the frequency doubler multiplier (see sheet 6).  The 50 kHz


 


Bessel filter at the output of U413A pin 1 again is an anti-aliasing filter for this


 


output. 


 


 


 


U403 generates control bits for the DACs and also for relays on sheet 6. 


 


U415 generates the proper write and chip select logic for DAC U412 from the


 


outputs of U403 pins 15 and 16.


  


DDS WAVEFORM DAC (SHEET 5 OF 7)


   


The DDS waveforms are generated by U500, a 12 bit ECL DAC.  The TTL


 


waveform data from the ASIC waveform RAMS is latched (to eliminate data


 


timing skew) by U505 and U506, and converted to ECL levels by U502,


 


U503, and U504.  N500, N501, and N502 serve to limit the input edge rates


 


to the DAC in order to reduce data feedthrough to the DAC analog circuitry,


 


which is a source of output contamination.  U501 produces a -1.0 volt refer-


 


ence for U500, and the differential outputs at pins 6 and 7 are sent to the


 


waveform output anti-aliasing filters.


  


Bypass caps for the various power supplies are also listed on this sheet, and


 


are spread throughout the printed circuit board.  


   


DDS OUTPUT FILTERS AND DOUBLER (SHEET 6 OF 7)


   


There are two filters for the DDS waveform DAC output, selected by relays


 


U602 and U603.  The 10 MHz, 7th degree Bessel filter is used for arbitrary


 


functions (and ramps and triangles), and the 9th degree, 16.5 MHz Cauer fil-


 


ter filters the sine outputs.  The Bessel filter's group delay characteristics are


 


desirable for functions that require a step response.  The 9th order Cauer


 


provides optimum sine reconstruction.


 


  


 


The filters are balanced differential filters, and are constructed with inductors


 


on common toroidal forms.  This and the balanced balanced output of the


 


waveform DAC improve the common mode noise rejection of the signal path.


  


U600 is a multiplier configured as a frequency doubler which extends the


 


DAC's 15 MHz output up to the 30 MHz final output range.  The network and


 


quad transistor array U604 converts the current output of the multiplier to a


 


level-shifted output to drive the output amplitude control multiplier.  Op-amp


 


U111B serves to correct the output DC levels, and the voltage summed at


 


U604B's emitter via R614 nulls the mixer's DC offset (which is proportional to


 


the square of the RF amplitude).  Peaking inductors in series with R607 and


 


R608 provide some gain boost to account for output roll-off above 20 MHz.


   


SYNC AND GAIN ADJUST (SHEET 7 OF 7)


   


Multiplier U702 controls the output signal amplitude before the differential sig-


 


nal is sent to the bottom PC board output amplifier via J700 and J701.  Po-


 


tentiometer P700 feeds a little bit of variable input signal into the multiplier X1


 


input (the X inputs being the DC multiplying term and the Y inputs being the
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signal inputs) to help cancel out the 2f component in the output.  The network


 


of resistors connected to the multiplier X inputs serves to offset the control


 


voltage so that the compliance of the multiplier inputs is not approached,


 


minimizing distortion.  


  


For square-wave outputs, the DDS sine-wave output is buffered by Q700 and


 


Q701 and discriminated by comparator U704.  This method is used to gener-


 


ate square-waves because the DDS output cannot contain frequency compo-


 


nents higher than half of the sampling clock frequency.  The fast edges on


 


the square-wave output must contain very high frequency components in or-


 


der to maintain the square-wave pulse shape.  The output of U704 is level-


 


shifted by differential pair Q702 and Q703.  U703 serves as a reference for


 


Q705, the current source for Q702/Q703.  Comparator U704 always runs to


 


provide a front panel sync output via U313F, which buffers the sync signal to


 


the bottom board.  Current source Q705 is shut down to disable the square-


 


wave output when not in use via Q704, which also actuates relay U700 to de-


 


select the square-wave output.
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Bottom PC Board and Front Panel Parts List 
    
Ref No. SRS Part No. Value Description 


BT200  6-00001-612 BR-2/3A 2PIN PC Battery                                  
C 100  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 101  5-00192-542 22U MIN         Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 50V, 20% Radial  
C 102  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 103  5-00192-542 22U MIN         Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 50V, 20% Radial  
C 104  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 105  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 106  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 107  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 108  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 109  5-00027-503 .01U            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 110  5-00125-520 12000U          Capacitor, Electrolytic, 16V, 20%, Rad   
C 111  5-00125-520 12000U          Capacitor, Electrolytic, 16V, 20%, Rad   
C 112  5-00201-526 2200U           Capacitor, Electrolytic, 35V, 20%, Rad   
C 113  5-00201-526 2200U           Capacitor, Electrolytic, 35V, 20%, Rad   
C 114  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 115  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 116  5-00192-542 22U MIN         Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 50V, 20% Radial  
C 117  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 118  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 119  5-00192-542 22U MIN         Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 50V, 20% Radial  
C 120  5-00192-542 22U MIN         Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 50V, 20% Radial  
C 121  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 122  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 123  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 124  5-00192-542 22U MIN         Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 50V, 20% Radial  
C 125  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 126  5-00030-520 2200U           Capacitor, Electrolytic, 16V, 20%, Rad   
C 127  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 128  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 129  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 130  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 131  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 132  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 133  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 134  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 135  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 136  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 137  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 138  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 139  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 140  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 141  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 142  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 143  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 144  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 145  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
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C 146  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 147  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 148  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 149  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 150  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 151  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 152  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 153  5-00192-542 22U MIN         Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 50V, 20% Radial  
C 154  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 155  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 156  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 157  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 158  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 159  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 200  5-00066-513 .022U           Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 5%, Rad      
C 201  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 204  5-00040-509 1.0U            Capacitor, Electrolytic, 50V, 20%, Rad   
C 205  5-00192-542 22U MIN         Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 50V, 20% Radial  
C 400  5-00027-503 .01U            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 401  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 402  5-00027-503 .01U            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 403  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 600  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 601  5-00022-501 .001U           Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 602  5-00022-501 .001U           Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 603  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 604  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 605  5-00022-501 .001U           Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 606  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 607  5-00098-517 10U             Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 608  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 609  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 610  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 611  5-00106-530 9.0-50P         Capacitor, Variable, Misc.               
C 612  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 613  5-00172-544 1000U           Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 25V, 20%, Radial 
C 614  5-00098-517 10U             Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 615  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 616  5-00172-544 1000U           Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 25V, 20%, Radial 
C 617  5-00098-517 10U             Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 618  5-00098-517 10U             Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 619  5-00074-515 .015U           Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 10%, Rad     
C 620  5-00074-515 .015U           Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 10%, Rad     
C 700  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 701  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
CU516  5-00016-501 470P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
D 1  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 2  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 3  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 4  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
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D 5  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 6  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 7  3-00377-305 GL9ED2          LED, Rectangular, Bicolor                
D 8  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 9  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 10  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 11  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 12  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 13  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 14  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 16  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 17  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 18  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 19  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 20  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 21  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 22  3-00012-306 GREEN           LED, Rectangular                         
D 23  3-00885-306 YELLOW          LED, Rectangular                         
D 24  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 25  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 26  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 27  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 28  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 29  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 30  3-00885-306 YELLOW          LED, Rectangular                         
D 31  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 32  3-00547-310 RED COATED      LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 33  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 34  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 35  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 36  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 37  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 39  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 40  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 41  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 42  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 43  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 44  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 45  3-00455-310 GREEN COATED    LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 48  3-00547-310 RED COATED      LED, Coated Rectangular                  
D 49  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 50  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 51  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 52  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 53  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 54  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 100  3-00226-301 1N5822          Diode                                    
D 101  3-00226-301 1N5822          Diode                                    
D 102  3-00226-301 1N5822          Diode                                    
D 103  3-00226-301 1N5822          Diode                                    
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D 105  3-00062-340 KBP201G/BR-81D  Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
D 106  3-00011-303 RED             LED, T1 Package                          
D 108  3-00062-340 KBP201G/BR-81D  Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
D 109  3-00226-301 1N5822          Diode                                    
D 110  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 111  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 112  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 200  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 201  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 202  3-00203-301 1N5711          Diode                                    
D 203  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 601  3-00293-301 1N5226B         Diode                                    
D 602  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 603  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 604  3-00198-301 1N5231B         Diode                                    
D 605  3-00198-301 1N5231B         Diode                                    
J 1  1-00038-130 40 PIN DIL      Connector, Male                          
J 300  1-00038-130 40 PIN DIL      Connector, Male                          
J 401  1-00003-120 BNC             Connector, BNC                           
J 402  1-00003-120 BNC             Connector, BNC                           
J 403  1-00003-120 BNC             Connector, BNC                           
J 404  1-00003-120 BNC             Connector, BNC                           
J 405  1-00003-120 BNC             Connector, BNC                           
J 600  1-00003-120 BNC             Connector, BNC                           
J 601  1-00003-120 BNC             Connector, BNC                           
J 602  1-00003-120 BNC             Connector, BNC                           
J 700  1-00003-120 BNC             Connector, BNC                           
JP401  1-00166-130 60 PIN DIL      Connector, Male                          
JP500  1-00037-130 16 PIN DIL      Connector, Male                          
K 701  3-00422-335 RG2ET-DC5V      Relay                                    
K 702  3-00422-335 RG2ET-DC5V      Relay                                    
K 703  3-00422-335 RG2ET-DC5V      Relay                                    
L 400  6-00055-630 FB43-1801       Ferrite Beads                            
L 401  6-00055-630 FB43-1801       Ferrite Beads                            
L 700  6-00055-630 FB43-1801       Ferrite Beads                            
N 200  4-00334-425 10KX5           Resistor Network SIP 1/4W 2% (Common)    
N 300  4-00420-420 390X8           Resistor Network, DIP, 1/4W,2%,8 Ind     
N 301  4-00420-420 390X8           Resistor Network, DIP, 1/4W,2%,8 Ind     
N 302  4-00289-420 470X8           Resistor Network, DIP, 1/4W,2%,8 Ind     
N 303  4-00551-420 12X8            Resistor Network, DIP, 1/4W,2%,8 Ind     
N 304  4-00707-425 2.2KX7          Resistor Network SIP 1/4W 2% (Common)    
N 400  4-00255-421 100X3           Res. Network, SIP, 1/4W,2% (Isolated)    
N 401  4-00255-421 100X3           Res. Network, SIP, 1/4W,2% (Isolated)    
N 402  4-00255-421 100X3           Res. Network, SIP, 1/4W,2% (Isolated)    
N 403  4-00255-421 100X3           Res. Network, SIP, 1/4W,2% (Isolated)    
N 404  4-00255-421 100X3           Res. Network, SIP, 1/4W,2% (Isolated)    
N 405  4-00255-421 100X3           Res. Network, SIP, 1/4W,2% (Isolated)    
P 600  4-00012-441 20K             Pot, Multi-Turn Trim, 3/8" Square Top Ad 
P 601  4-00012-441 20K             Pot, Multi-Turn Trim, 3/8" Square Top Ad 
P 602  4-00011-441 10K             Pot, Multi-Turn Trim, 3/8" Square Top Ad 
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PC1  7-00366-701 DS345 BOTTOM    Printed Circuit Board                    
PC2  7-00368-701 DS345 FP        Printed Circuit Board                    
Q 100  3-00177-321 2N2222          Transistor, TO-18 Package                
Q 200  3-00140-325 2N2369A         Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 201  3-00026-325 2N5210          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 202  3-00026-325 2N5210          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 300  3-00021-325 2N3904          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 301  3-00480-322 MPS6652         Transistor, TO-39 Package                
Q 302  3-00480-322 MPS6652         Transistor, TO-39 Package                
Q 303  3-00480-322 MPS6652         Transistor, TO-39 Package                
Q 304  3-00480-322 MPS6652         Transistor, TO-39 Package                
Q 305  3-00480-322 MPS6652         Transistor, TO-39 Package                
Q 306  3-00480-322 MPS6652         Transistor, TO-39 Package                
Q 600  3-00015-322 2N5583          Transistor, TO-39 Package                
Q 601  3-00447-322 2N5943          Transistor, TO-39 Package                
Q 602  3-00021-325 2N3904          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 603  3-00022-325 2N3906          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 604  3-00021-325 2N3904          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 605  3-00022-325 2N3906          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 606  3-00028-325 2N5771          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 607  3-00027-325 2N5770          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 608  3-00022-325 2N3906          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 609  3-00021-325 2N3904          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 610  3-00022-325 2N3906          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 611  3-00021-325 2N3904          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 612  3-00028-325 2N5771          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 613  3-00027-325 2N5770          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 614  3-00017-324 MM4049          Transistor, TO-72 Package                
Q 615  3-00027-325 2N5770          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 616  3-00027-325 2N5770          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 617  3-00028-325 2N5771          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 618  3-00021-325 2N3904          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 619  3-00022-325 2N3906          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 700  3-00022-325 2N3906          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 701  3-00022-325 2N3906          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 702  3-00022-325 2N3906          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
R 100  4-00081-401 470 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 101  4-00138-407 10.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 102  4-00188-407 4.99K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 103  4-00057-401 220 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 104  4-00057-401 220 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 105  4-00179-407 30.1K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 106  4-00138-407 10.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 107  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 108  4-00024-401 1.2K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 109  4-00024-401 1.2K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 110  4-00022-401 1.0M            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 111  4-00138-407 10.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 112  4-00470-407 10.5K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 113  4-00057-401 220 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
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R 114  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 115  4-00032-401 100K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 118  4-00032-401 100K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 119  4-00081-401 470 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 120  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 200  4-00079-401 4.7K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 201  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 203  4-00722-401 43K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 204  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 205  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 206  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 207  4-00032-401 100K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 208  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 209  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 210  4-00032-401 100K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 211  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 212  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 213  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 214  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 215  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 300  4-00041-401 150 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 301  4-00041-401 150 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 302  4-00041-401 150 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 303  4-00041-401 150 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 304  4-00041-401 150 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 305  4-00041-401 150 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 306  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 307  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 308  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 309  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 310  4-00086-401 51 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 311  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 419  4-00053-401 200 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 420  4-00053-401 200 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 421  4-00053-401 200 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 422  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 423  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 424  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 425  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 426  4-00471-401 82 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 427  4-00112-402 47 Resistor, Carbon Comp, 1/2W, 5%          
R 428  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 600  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 601  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 602  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 603  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 604  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 605  4-00048-401 2.2K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 606  4-00714-401 2.7 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 607  4-00714-401 2.7 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
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R 609  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 610  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 611  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 612  4-00714-401 2.7 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 613  4-00714-401 2.7 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 614  4-00191-407 49.9 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 615  4-00726-407 57.6 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 616  4-00726-407 57.6 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 617  4-00191-407 49.9 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 618  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 619  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 620  4-00193-407 499 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 621  4-00193-407 499 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 623  4-00164-407 20.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 624  4-00177-407 3.48K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 625  4-00177-407 3.48K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 626  4-00142-407 100K            Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 627  4-00142-407 100K            Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 628  4-00356-407 20 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 629  4-00356-407 20 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 630  4-00724-407 226 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 631  4-00057-401 220 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 632  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 633  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 634  4-00743-407 536 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 635  4-00483-407 1.05K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 636  4-00427-449 49.9 Resistor, Metal Film 1/2W, 1%, 50ppm     
R 637  4-00217-408 1.000K          Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 0.1%, 25ppm  
R 638  4-00217-408 1.000K          Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 0.1%, 25ppm  
R 639  4-00370-441 500 Pot, Multi-Turn Trim, 3/8" Square Top Ad 
R 640  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 641  4-00149-407 121 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 642  4-00522-407 243 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 643  4-00525-407 7.50 - 100PPM   Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 644  4-00525-407 7.50 - 100PPM   Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 645  4-00051-401 2.7K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 646  4-00083-401 47K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 647  4-00083-401 47K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 648  4-00130-407 1.00K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 649  4-00130-407 1.00K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 701  4-00708-449 150 Resistor, Metal Film 1/2W, 1%, 50ppm     
R 702  4-00709-449 37.4 Resistor, Metal Film 1/2W, 1%, 50ppm     
R 703  4-00708-449 150 Resistor, Metal Film 1/2W, 1%, 50ppm     
R 704  4-00710-449 165 Resistor, Metal Film 1/2W, 1%, 50ppm     
R 705  4-00710-449 165 Resistor, Metal Film 1/2W, 1%, 50ppm     
R 706  4-00711-449 93.1 Resistor, Metal Film 1/2W, 1%, 50ppm     
R 707  4-00710-449 165 Resistor, Metal Film 1/2W, 1%, 50ppm     
R 708  4-00710-449 165 Resistor, Metal Film 1/2W, 1%, 50ppm     
R 709  4-00712-449 113 Resistor, Metal Film 1/2W, 1%, 50ppm     
R 710  4-00712-449 113 Resistor, Metal Film 1/2W, 1%, 50ppm     
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R 711  4-00713-407 392 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 712  4-00712-449 113 Resistor, Metal Film 1/2W, 1%, 50ppm     
R 713  4-00712-449 113 Resistor, Metal Film 1/2W, 1%, 50ppm     
S 300  6-00096-600 MINI            Misc. Components                         
SO202  1-00026-150 28 PIN 600 MIL  Socket, THRU-HOLE                        
SW1  7-00340-740 DS345-1         Keypad, Conductive Rubber                
SW10
0  2-00023-218 DPDT            Switch, Panel Mount, Power, Rocker       
SW30
0  2-00008-207 SPSTX4          Switch, DIP                              
T 100  6-00092-610 DS345           Transformer                              
U 1  3-00290-340 HDSP-A101       Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 2  3-00290-340 HDSP-A101       Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 3  3-00290-340 HDSP-A101       Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 4  3-00290-340 HDSP-A101       Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 5  3-00290-340 HDSP-A101       Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 6  3-00290-340 HDSP-A101       Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 7  3-00290-340 HDSP-A101       Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 8  3-00290-340 HDSP-A101       Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 9  3-00290-340 HDSP-A101       Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 10  3-00290-340 HDSP-A101       Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 11  3-00290-340 HDSP-A101       Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 12  3-00290-340 HDSP-A101       Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 100  3-00114-329 7815 Voltage Reg., TO-220 (TAB) Package       
U 101  3-00120-329 7915 Voltage Reg., TO-220 (TAB) Package       
U 102  3-00149-329 LM317T          Voltage Reg., TO-220 (TAB) Package       
U 103  3-00149-329 LM317T          Voltage Reg., TO-220 (TAB) Package       
U 104  3-00141-329 LM337T          Voltage Reg., TO-220 (TAB) Package       
U 105  3-00149-329 LM317T          Voltage Reg., TO-220 (TAB) Package       
U 106  3-00141-329 LM337T          Voltage Reg., TO-220 (TAB) Package       
U 107  3-00112-329 7805 Voltage Reg., TO-220 (TAB) Package       
U 108  3-00319-340 AD586JN         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 109  3-00088-340 LF353           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 110  3-00039-340 74HC14          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 111  3-00088-340 LF353           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 200  3-00216-340 Z8800           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 201  3-00261-340 74LS245         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 203  3-00259-340 74HCT373        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 204  3-00299-341 32KX8-70L       STATIC RAM, I.C.                         
U 205  3-00158-340 74HC154N        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 207  3-00155-340 74HC04          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 208  3-00396-340 74HCT04         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 209  3-00400-340 74HCT32         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 210  3-00199-340 74HC4538        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 211  3-00049-340 74HC74          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 214  3-00400-340 74HCT32         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 300  3-00064-340 CA3081          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 301  3-00401-340 74HCT244        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 302  3-00401-340 74HCT244        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 303  3-00406-340 74HCT374        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 304  3-00406-340 74HCT374        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
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U 305  3-00406-340 74HCT374        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 306  3-00406-340 74HCT374        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 400  3-00166-340 74HC153         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 401  3-00316-340 74HC151         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 402  3-00044-340 74HC244         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 403  3-00044-340 74HC244         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 600  3-00429-340 LT1008          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 601  3-00141-329 LM337T          Voltage Reg., TO-220 (TAB) Package       
U 602  3-00149-329 LM317T          Voltage Reg., TO-220 (TAB) Package       
VR100  4-00355-435 56V/500A        Varistor, Zinc Oxide Nonlinear Resistor  
Z 0  0-00014-002 6J4             Power Entry Hardware                     
Z 0  0-00017-002 TRANSCOVER      Power Entry Hardware                     
Z 0  0-00025-005 3/8"            Lugs                                     
Z 0  0-00043-011 4-40 KEP        Nut, Kep                                 
Z 0  0-00048-011 6-32 KEP        Nut, Kep                                 
Z 0  0-00081-032 320882 Termination                              
Z 0  0-00089-033 4"              Tie                                      
Z 0  0-00096-041 #4 SPLIT        Washer, Split                            
Z 0  0-00109-050 1-1/2" #18      Wire #18 UL1007 Stripped 3/8x3/8 No Tin  
Z 0  0-00150-026 4-40X1/4PF      Screw, Black, All Types                  
Z 0  0-00153-057 GROMMET2        Grommet                                  
Z 0  0-00163-007 TO-5            Heat Sinks                               
Z 0  0-00165-003 TO-18           Insulators                               
Z 0  0-00187-021 4-40X1/4PP      Screw, Panhead Phillips                  
Z 0  0-00208-020 4-40X3/8PF      Screw, Flathead Phillips                 
Z 0  0-00209-021 4-40X3/8PP      Screw, Panhead Phillips                  
Z 0  0-00231-043 1-32, #4 SHOULD Washer, nylon                            
Z 0  0-00233-000 HANDLE1         Hardware, Misc.                          
Z 0  0-00237-016 F1404           Power Button                             
Z 0  0-00238-026 6-32X1/4PF      Screw, Black, All Types                  
Z 0  0-00241-021 4-40X3/16PP     Screw, Panhead Phillips                  
Z 0  0-00243-003 TO-220          Insulators                               
Z 0  0-00244-021 6-32X1-1/8PP    Screw, Panhead Phillips                  
Z 0  0-00249-021 6-32X1-1/2PP    Screw, Panhead Phillips                  
Z 0  0-00256-043 #6 SHOULDER     Washer, nylon                            
Z 0  0-00259-021 4-40X1/2"PP     Screw, Panhead Phillips                  
Z 0  0-00267-052 6-1/2" #22 RED  Wire #22 UL1007                          
Z 0  0-00268-052 6-1/2" #22 BL   Wire #22 UL1007                          
Z 0  0-00284-025 10-32X1/2       Screw, Allen Head                        
Z 0  0-00299-000 1/8" ADHES TAPE Hardware, Misc.                          
Z 0  0-00314-040 #8 18-8 SS      Washer, Flat                             
Z 0  0-00386-003 BNC BUSHING     Insulators                               
Z 0  0-00387-031 4-40 HINGED     Standoff                                 
Z 0  0-00407-032 SOLDR SLV RG174 Termination                              
Z 0  0-00414-033 #4 CLAMP        Tie                                      
Z 0  0-00435-000 #30 - 1/8 DRILL Hardware, Misc.                          
Z 0  0-00447-007 TO-220          Heat Sinks                               
Z 0  0-00524-048 8-1/4" #18      Wire, #18 UL1015 Strip 3/8 x 3/8 No Tin  
Z 0  0-00893-026 8-32X3/8PF      Screw, Black, All Types                  
Z 0  1-00066-112 7 PIN; 24AWG/WH Connector, Amp, MTA-100                  
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Z 0  1-00073-120 INSL            Connector, BNC                           
Z 0  1-00133-171 40 COND         Cable Assembly, Ribbon                   
Z 0  1-00161-171 60 COND         Cable Assembly, Ribbon                   
Z 0  1-00163-130 5 PIN SI        Connector, Male                          
Z 0  1-00172-170 9535 Cable Assembly, Multiconductor           
Z 0  4-00541-435 130V/1200A      Varistor, Zinc Oxide Nonlinear Resistor  
Z 0  6-00004-611 1A 3AG          Fuse                                     
Z 0  6-00099-622 10 MHZ MINI     Ovenized Crystal Oscillator              
Z 0  6-00119-614 FT82-77         Iron Powder Core                         
Z 0  6-00120-630 FB64-101        Ferrite Beads                            
Z 0  7-00194-715 PS300-38        Bracket                                  
Z 0  7-00257-720 SR560-20        Fabricated Part                          
Z 0  7-00258-720 SR560-26        Fabricated Part                          
Z 0  7-00343-709 DS345-2         Lexan Overlay                            
Z 0  7-00344-720 DS345-9         Fabricated Part                          
Z 0  7-00345-720 DS345-10        Fabricated Part                          
Z 0  7-00347-720 DS345-12/-13    Fabricated Part                          
Z 0  7-00348-720 DS345-14        Fabricated Part                          
Z 0  7-00440-701 DS345 RR PANEL  Printed Circuit Board                    
Z 0  7-00680-720 PS300-52        Fabricated Part                          
Z 0  7-00721-709 DS345-19        Lexan Overlay                            
Z 0  9-00458-917 DS335/340/345   Product Labels                           
Z 100  0-00158-070 60MM 24V        Fans, & Hardware                         


 
 
Top PC Board Parts List 
    
Ref No. SRS Part No. Value Description 


C 1  5-00472-569 4.7U/T35        Cap, Tantalum, SMT (all case sizes)      
C 2  5-00472-569 4.7U/T35        Cap, Tantalum, SMT (all case sizes)      
C 3  5-00299-568 .1U             Cap, Ceramic 50V SMT (1206) +/-10% X7R   
C 4  5-00299-568 .1U             Cap, Ceramic 50V SMT (1206) +/-10% X7R   
C 5  5-00299-568 .1U             Cap, Ceramic 50V SMT (1206) +/-10% X7R   
C 6  5-00387-552 1000P           Capacitor, Chip (SMT1206), 50V, 5%, NPO  
C 7  5-00299-568 .1U             Cap, Ceramic 50V SMT (1206) +/-10% X7R   
C 8  5-00387-552 1000P           Capacitor, Chip (SMT1206), 50V, 5%, NPO  
C 9  5-00375-552 100P            Capacitor, Chip (SMT1206), 50V, 5%, NPO  
C 10  5-00375-552 100P            Capacitor, Chip (SMT1206), 50V, 5%, NPO  
C 11  5-00365-552 15P             Capacitor, Chip (SMT1206), 50V, 5%, NPO  
C 12  5-00365-552 15P             Capacitor, Chip (SMT1206), 50V, 5%, NPO  
C 13  5-00299-568 .1U             Cap, Ceramic 50V SMT (1206) +/-10% X7R   
C 15  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 16  5-00299-568 .1U             Cap, Ceramic 50V SMT (1206) +/-10% X7R   
C 17  5-00387-552 1000P           Capacitor, Chip (SMT1206), 50V, 5%, NPO  
C 18  5-00299-568 .1U             Cap, Ceramic 50V SMT (1206) +/-10% X7R   
C 19  5-00387-552 1000P           Capacitor, Chip (SMT1206), 50V, 5%, NPO  
C 100  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 101  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 102  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 103  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
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C 104  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 105  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 106  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 107  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 108  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 109  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 110  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 111  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 112  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 113  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 117  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 150  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 167  5-00013-501 33P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 168  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 169  5-00074-515 .015U           Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 10%, Rad     
C 170  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 171  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 172  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 173  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 174  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 202  5-00179-532 15P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10% NPO    
C 203  5-00027-503 .01U            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 204  5-00179-532 15P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10% NPO    
C 205  5-00027-503 .01U            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 206  5-00027-503 .01U            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 207  5-00008-501 22P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 208  5-00250-532 82P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10% NPO    
C 215  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 216  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 217  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 218  5-00016-501 470P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 219  5-00132-501 56P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 220  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 221  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 223  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 224  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 225  5-00027-503 .01U            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 226  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 227  5-00061-513 .001U           Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 5%, Rad      
C 400  5-00008-501 22P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 403  5-00151-501 680P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 404  5-00063-513 .0033U          Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 5%, Rad      
C 405  5-00261-513 .0056U          Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 5%, Rad      
C 406  5-00263-513 .0012U          Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 5%, Rad      
C 407  5-00064-513 .0047U          Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 5%, Rad      
C 408  5-00074-515 .015U           Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 10%, Rad     
C 409  5-00013-501 33P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 410  5-00013-501 33P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 411  5-00013-501 33P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 412  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
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C 413  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 414  5-00074-515 .015U           Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 10%, Rad     
C 415  5-00064-513 .0047U          Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 5%, Rad      
C 416  5-00263-513 .0012U          Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 5%, Rad      
C 417  5-00074-515 .015U           Capacitor, Mylar/Poly, 50V, 10%, Rad     
C 508  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 509  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 510  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 512  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 513  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 514  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 515  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 516  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 517  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 518  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 519  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 520  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 521  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 522  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 523  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 524  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 525  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 526  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 527  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 528  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 529  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 530  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 531  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 532  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 533  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 534  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 535  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 536  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 537  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 538  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 539  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 540  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 541  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 542  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 555  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 556  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 557  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 558  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 559  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 564  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 565  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 566  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 567  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 572  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 573  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
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C 574  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 575  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 576  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 580  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 581  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 586  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 587  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 588  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 589  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 590  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 591  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 592  5-00262-548 .01U AXIAL      Capacitor, Ceramic, 50V,+80/-20% Z5U AX  
C 593  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 595  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 596  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 597  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 598  5-00100-517 2.2U            Capacitor, Tantalum, 35V, 20%, Rad       
C 600  5-00249-501 180P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 601  5-00249-501 180P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 604  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 605  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 606  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 607  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 608  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 609  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 610  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 611  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 612  5-00007-501 220P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 613  5-00007-501 220P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 614  5-00249-501 180P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 615  5-00249-501 180P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 616  5-00249-501 180P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 617  5-00249-501 180P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 618  5-00132-501 56P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 619  5-00132-501 56P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 620  5-00019-501 68P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 621  5-00019-501 68P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 622  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 623  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 624  5-00021-501 82P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 625  5-00021-501 82P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 626  5-00017-501 47P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 627  5-00008-501 22P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 628  5-00017-501 47P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 629  5-00008-501 22P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 630  5-00004-501 12P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 631  5-00004-501 12P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 632  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 633  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 634  5-00017-501 47P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
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C 635  5-00017-501 47P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 640  5-00019-501 68P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 641  5-00019-501 68P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 642  5-00256-530 2.8-12.5P       Capacitor, Variable, Misc.               
C 643  5-00106-530 9.0-50P         Capacitor, Variable, Misc.               
C 644  5-00106-530 9.0-50P         Capacitor, Variable, Misc.               
C 645  5-00257-530 20-90P          Capacitor, Variable, Misc.               
C 646  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 647  5-00002-501 100P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 648  5-00007-501 220P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 649  5-00007-501 220P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 650  5-00016-501 470P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 651  5-00016-501 470P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 652  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 653  5-00015-501 39P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 654  5-00008-501 22P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 655  5-00008-501 22P             Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 656  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 700  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 701  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 702  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 703  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 704  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 705  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 707  5-00219-529 .01U            Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 708  5-00219-529 .01U            Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 709  5-00219-529 .01U            Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
D 100  3-00011-303 RED             LED, T1 Package                          
D 207  3-00203-301 1N5711          Diode                                    
D 208  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 209  3-00203-301 1N5711          Diode                                    
D 210  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 401  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 402  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 600  3-00443-301 1N5238B         Diode                                    
D 700  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
D 701  3-00004-301 1N4148          Diode                                    
J 100  1-00143-101 TEST JACK       Vertical Test Jack                       
J 101  1-00143-101 TEST JACK       Vertical Test Jack                       
J 102  1-00143-101 TEST JACK       Vertical Test Jack                       
J 103  1-00143-101 TEST JACK       Vertical Test Jack                       
J 205  1-00143-101 TEST JACK       Vertical Test Jack                       
J 213  1-00143-101 TEST JACK       Vertical Test Jack                       
J 215  1-00143-101 TEST JACK       Vertical Test Jack                       
J 216  1-00143-101 TEST JACK       Vertical Test Jack                       
J 217  1-00143-101 TEST JACK       Vertical Test Jack                       
JP100  1-00166-130 60 PIN DIL      Connector, Male                          
JP101  1-00065-114 7 PIN; WHITE    Header, Amp, MTA-100                     
JP102  1-00065-114 7 PIN; WHITE    Header, Amp, MTA-100                     
L 1  6-00236-631 FR47            Ferrite bead, SMT                        
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L 2  6-00236-631 FR47            Ferrite bead, SMT                        
L 3  6-00236-631 FR47            Ferrite bead, SMT                        
L 4  6-00416-630 FR73            Ferrite Beads                            
L 4A 6-00416-630 FR73            Ferrite Beads                            
L 5  6-00236-631 FR47            Ferrite bead, SMT                        
L 202  6-00108-603 2.2UH           Inductor, Axial                          
L 203  6-00112-606 .47UH           Inductor, Variable                       
L 204  6-00106-606 1.0UH - 7KMM    Inductor, Variable                       
L 205  6-00124-603 .68UH           Inductor, Axial                          
L 206  6-00048-603 4.7UH           Inductor, Axial                          
L 400  6-00116-603 3.3MH           Inductor, Axial                          
L 401  6-00115-603 6.8MH           Inductor, Axial                          
L 402  6-00117-603 2.2MH           Inductor, Axial                          
L 403  6-00118-603 4.7MH           Inductor, Axial                          
L 404  6-00116-603 3.3MH           Inductor, Axial                          
L 405  6-00115-603 6.8MH           Inductor, Axial                          
L 406  6-00115-603 6.8MH           Inductor, Axial                          
L 500  6-00055-630 FB43-1801       Ferrite Beads                            
L 601  6-00055-630 FB43-1801       Ferrite Beads                            
L 603  6-00122-603 .82UH           Inductor, Axial                          
L 604  6-00122-603 .82UH           Inductor, Axial                          
N 600  4-00717-421 22X4            Res. Network, SIP, 1/4W,2% (Isolated)    
P 700  4-00011-441 10K             Pot, Multi-Turn Trim, 3/8" Square Top Ad 
P 701  4-00013-441 50K             Pot, Multi-Turn Trim, 3/8" Square Top Ad 
PC1  7-00365-701 DS345 TOP       Printed Circuit Board                    
PC2  7-00819-701 DDS FIX         Printed Circuit Board                    
Q 203  3-00018-324 MRF904          Transistor, TO-72 Package                
Q 604  3-00022-325 2N3906          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 700  3-00021-325 2N3904          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 701  3-00021-325 2N3904          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 702  3-00022-325 2N3906          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 703  3-00022-325 2N3906          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 704  3-00022-325 2N3906          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
Q 705  3-00022-325 2N3906          Transistor, TO-92 Package                
R 1  4-01455-461 100 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 2  4-01455-461 100 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 3  4-01461-461 180 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 4  4-01447-461 47 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 5  4-01169-462 3.48K           Thin Film, 1%, 50 ppm, MELF Resistor     
R 7  4-01463-461 220 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 8  4-01463-461 220 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 9  4-01463-461 220 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 10  4-01463-461 220 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 11  4-01463-461 220 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 12  4-01463-461 220 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 13  4-01463-461 220 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 14  4-01463-461 220 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 15  4-01463-461 220 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 16  4-01463-461 220 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 17  4-01463-461 220 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
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R 18  4-01463-461 220 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 20  4-01439-461 22 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 21  4-01439-461 22 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 22  4-01439-461 22 Thick Film, 5%, 200 ppm, Chip Resistor   
R 100  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 101  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 102  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 103  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 105  4-00048-401 2.2K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 106  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 107  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 108  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 109  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 110  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 111  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 112  4-00471-401 82 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 113  4-00471-401 82 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 114  4-00471-401 82 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 115  4-00471-401 82 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 116  4-00048-401 2.2K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 117  4-00218-408 10.00K          Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 0.1%, 25ppm  
R 118  4-00218-408 10.00K          Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 0.1%, 25ppm  
R 119  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 120  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 121  4-00471-401 82 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 122  4-00471-401 82 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 123  4-00471-401 82 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 124  4-00471-401 82 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 125  4-00471-401 82 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 126  4-00138-407 10.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 129  4-00715-407 22.1K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 130  4-00164-407 20.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 131  4-00281-407 11.8K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 132  4-00138-407 10.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 133  4-00083-401 47K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 134  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 135  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 136  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 137  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 138  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 204  4-00030-401 10 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 205  4-00030-401 10 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 206  4-00075-401 39 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 214  4-00088-401 51K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 220  4-00130-407 1.00K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 221  4-00130-407 1.00K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 222  4-00071-401 33 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 223  4-00071-401 33 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 224  4-00071-401 33 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 230  4-00032-401 100K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
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R 231  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 232  4-00072-401 330 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 233  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 235  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 236  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 237  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 238  4-00090-401 560 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 239  4-00103-401 820 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 240  4-00068-401 300 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 241  4-00079-401 4.7K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 242  4-00130-407 1.00K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 243  4-00725-407 191 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 244  4-00079-401 4.7K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 245  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 246  4-00079-401 4.7K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 247  4-00079-401 4.7K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 248  4-00032-401 100K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 249  4-00089-401 56 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 250  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 251  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 252  4-00043-401 180 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 253  4-00088-401 51K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 255  4-00029-401 1.8K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 301  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 302  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 303  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 304  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 400  4-00433-407 931 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 401  4-00130-407 1.00K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 402  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 409  4-00783-407 34.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 410  4-00138-407 10.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 420  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 421  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 422  4-00138-407 10.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 423  4-00218-408 10.00K          Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 0.1%, 25ppm  
R 426  4-00188-407 4.99K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 428  4-00684-408 100.0K          Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 0.1%, 25ppm  
R 432  4-00176-407 3.01K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 433  4-00185-407 4.02K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 434  4-00718-407 23.7K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 435  4-00164-407 20.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 436  4-00418-407 7.32K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 438  4-00738-407 442 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 439  4-00329-407 402 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 440  4-00414-407 549 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 441  4-00557-407 40.2K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 442  4-00666-407 73.2K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 443  4-00032-401 100K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 444  4-00032-401 100K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
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R 445  4-00032-401 100K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 446  4-00239-407 953 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 447  4-00239-407 953 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 600  4-00204-407 750 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 601  4-00204-407 750 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 602  4-00141-407 100 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 603  4-00141-407 100 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 604  4-00141-407 100 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 605  4-00141-407 100 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 606  4-00191-407 49.9 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 607  4-00169-407 249 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 608  4-00169-407 249 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 609  4-00138-407 10.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 610  4-00138-407 10.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 611  4-00030-401 10 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 612  4-00158-407 2.00K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 613  4-00158-407 2.00K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 614  4-00185-407 4.02K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 615  4-00193-407 499 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 616  4-00193-407 499 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 617  4-00193-407 499 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 618  4-00193-407 499 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 619  4-00193-407 499 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 620  4-00193-407 499 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 621  4-00030-401 10 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 622  4-00191-407 49.9 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 623  4-00188-407 4.99K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 624  4-00191-407 49.9 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 625  4-00191-407 49.9 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 626  4-00719-401 4.7 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 627  4-00719-401 4.7 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 628  4-00734-407 118 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 629  4-00720-407 115 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 630  4-00185-407 4.02K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 631  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 632  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 633  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 634  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 700  4-00215-407 909 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 701  4-00215-407 909 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 702  4-00141-407 100 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 703  4-00141-407 100 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 704  4-00081-401 470 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 705  4-00081-401 470 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 706  4-00685-408 100 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 0.1%, 25ppm  
R 707  4-00685-408 100 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 0.1%, 25ppm  
R 708  4-00081-401 470 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 709  4-00081-401 470 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 710  4-00217-408 1.000K          Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 0.1%, 25ppm  
R 711  4-00217-408 1.000K          Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 0.1%, 25ppm  
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R 712  4-00097-401 68 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 713  4-00097-401 68 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 714  4-00030-401 10 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 715  4-00130-407 1.00K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 716  4-00130-407 1.00K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 717  4-00138-407 10.0K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 718  4-00188-407 4.99K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 719  4-00739-407 113 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 720  4-00030-401 10 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 721  4-00132-407 1.10K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 722  4-00132-407 1.10K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 723  4-00065-401 3.3K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 724  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 725  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 726  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 727  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 728  4-00075-401 39 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 729  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 730  4-00031-401 100 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 731  4-00030-401 10 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 732  4-00030-401 10 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 734  4-00356-407 20 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 735  4-00130-407 1.00K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 736  4-00130-407 1.00K           Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 737  4-00356-407 20 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
R 738  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 739  4-00193-407 499 Resistor, Metal Film, 1/8W, 1%, 50PPM    
SO300  1-00108-150 PLCC 68 TH      Socket, THRU-HOLE                        
T 201  6-00009-610 T1-1-X65        Transformer                              
T 202  6-00101-601 T37-10-10T      Inductor                                 
T 600  6-00100-601 T37-10-5T       Inductor                                 
T 601  6-00101-601 T37-10-10T      Inductor                                 
T 602  6-00101-601 T37-10-10T      Inductor                                 
T 603  6-00102-601 T37-6-13T       Inductor                                 
T 604  6-00103-601 T37-10-9T       Inductor                                 
T 605  6-00103-601 T37-10-9T       Inductor                                 
T 606  6-00103-601 T37-10-9T       Inductor                                 
T 607  6-00101-601 T37-10-10T      Inductor                                 
T 608  6-00104-601 T37-10-7T       Inductor                                 
U 1  3-00853-360 MC10ELT25       Integrated Circuit (Surface Mount Pkg)   
U 2  3-00852-360 SPT5300         Integrated Circuit (Surface Mount Pkg)   
U 100  3-00270-340 74HC4051        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 102  3-00094-340 LM311           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 103  3-00270-340 74HC4051        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 104  3-00037-340 74HC138         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 105  3-00411-340 74HC273         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 106  3-00411-340 74HC273         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 107  3-00087-340 LF347           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 108  3-00088-340 LF353           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 109  3-00430-340 AD7547JN        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
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U 110  3-00088-340 LF353           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 111  3-00088-340 LF353           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 200  3-00294-340 AD96685         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 201  3-00442-301 MV104           Diode                                    
U 202  3-00333-340 74HC161         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 205  3-00105-340 LM741           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 206  3-00385-340 74HC4053        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 207  3-00144-340 74HC366         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 208  3-00432-340 74F244          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 209  3-00151-340 MC10125         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 300  3-00421-340 F107563FN       Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 301  3-01116-341 71256SA20TP     STATIC RAM, I.C.                         
U 302  3-00261-340 74LS245         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 303  3-00387-340 74HC245         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 304  3-00387-340 74HC245         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 305  3-00433-341 16KX4-20        STATIC RAM, I.C.                         
U 306  3-00433-341 16KX4-20        STATIC RAM, I.C.                         
U 307  3-00433-341 16KX4-20        STATIC RAM, I.C.                         
U 312  3-00165-340 74HC08          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 313  3-00396-340 74HCT04         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 314  3-00045-340 74HC32          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 401  3-00058-340 AD7524          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 403  3-00411-340 74HC273         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 404  3-00411-340 74HC273         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 405  3-00238-340 74F74           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 406  3-00087-340 LF347           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 409  3-00385-340 74HC4053        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 410  3-00091-340 LF412           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 411  3-00088-340 LF353           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 412  3-00430-340 AD7547JN        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 413  3-00088-340 LF353           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 414  3-00411-340 74HC273         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 415  3-00049-340 74HC74          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 416  3-00411-340 74HC273         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 417  3-00088-340 LF353           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 505  3-00356-340 74F374          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 506  3-00356-340 74F374          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 600  3-00436-340 AD834JN         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 602  3-00196-335 HS-212S-5       Relay                                    
U 603  3-00196-335 HS-212S-5       Relay                                    
U 604  3-00332-340 MPQ3906         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 700  3-00196-335 HS-212S-5       Relay                                    
U 702  3-00436-340 AD834JN         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 703  3-00096-340 LM317L          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 704  3-00437-340 AD9696KN        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
X 200  6-00454-620 40.000MHZ       Crystal                                  
Z 0  0-00514-030 TUBULAR NYLON   Spacer                                   
Z 0  0-00772-000 1.5" WIRE       Hardware, Misc.                          
Z 0  1-00389-100 4 PIN STRIP     Connector, Misc.                         
Z 0  6-00097-614 T37-10          Iron Powder Core                         
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Z 0  6-00098-614 T37-6           Iron Powder Core                         


Optional PC Board Parts List  
    
Ref No. SRS Part No. Value Description 


C 500  5-00192-542 22U MIN         Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 50V, 20% Radial  
C 501  5-00010-501 270P            Capacitor, Ceramic Disc, 50V, 10%, SL    
C 502  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 503  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 504  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 505  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 506  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 507  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 508  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 509  5-00192-542 22U MIN         Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 50V, 20% Radial  
C 510  5-00192-542 22U MIN         Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 50V, 20% Radial  
C 511  5-00192-542 22U MIN         Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 50V, 20% Radial  
C 512  5-00192-542 22U MIN         Cap, Mini Electrolytic, 50V, 20% Radial  
C 513  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 514  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 515  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 516  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
C 517  5-00023-529 .1U             Cap, Monolythic Ceramic, 50V, 20%, Z5U   
J 500  1-00238-161 GPIB SHIELDED   Connector, IEEE488, Reverse, R/A, Female 
P 500  1-00016-160 RS232 25 PIN D  Connector, D-Sub, Right Angle PC, Female 
R 500  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 501  4-00021-401 1.0K            Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 502  4-00076-401 390 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 503  4-00076-401 390 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 504  4-00076-401 390 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 505  4-00076-401 390 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 506  4-00076-401 390 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 507  4-00081-401 470 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 508  4-00081-401 470 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 509  4-00081-401 470 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 510  4-00081-401 470 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 511  4-00081-401 470 Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 512  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 513  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
R 514  4-00034-401 10K             Resistor, Carbon Film, 1/4W, 5%          
U 500  3-00645-340 NAT9914BPD      Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 501  3-00078-340 DS75160A        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 502  3-00079-340 DS75161A        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 503  3-00351-340 74HCT299        Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 504  3-00303-340 74HC164         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 505  3-00040-340 74HC157         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 506  3-00333-340 74HC161         Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 512  3-00217-340 MAX232          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 513  3-00155-340 74HC04          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 514  3-00036-340 74HC00          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 515  3-00049-340 74HC74          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
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U 516  3-00165-340 74HC08          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 517  3-00045-340 74HC32          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 518  3-00049-340 74HC74          Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 519  3-00446-340 6N137           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 520  3-00446-340 6N137           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 521  3-00446-340 6N137           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 522  3-00446-340 6N137           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
U 523  3-00446-340 6N137           Integrated Circuit (Thru-hole Pkg)       
Z 0  0-00079-031 4-40X3/16 M/F   Standoff                                 
Z 0  0-00500-000 554808-1        Hardware, Misc.                          
Z 0  7-00720-709 DS345-18        Lexan Overlay                            


 
 
Miscellaneous and Chassis Assembly Parts List 
    
Ref No. SRS Part No. Value Description 


U 202  3-00345-342 27C512-120      EPROM/PROM, I.C.                         
Z 0  0-00150-026 4-40X1/4PF      Screw, Black, All Types                  
Z 0  0-00179-000 RIGHT FOOT      Hardware, Misc.                          
Z 0  0-00180-000 LEFT FOOT       Hardware, Misc.                          
Z 0  0-00187-021 4-40X1/4PP      Screw, Panhead Phillips                  
Z 0  0-00204-000 REAR FOOT       Hardware, Misc.                          
Z 0  0-00248-026 10-32X3/8TRUSSP Screw, Black, All Types                  
Z 0  0-00271-000 BUMPER          Hardware, Misc.                          
Z 0  0-00315-021 6-32X7/16 PP    Screw, Panhead Phillips                  
Z 0  0-00326-026 8-32X1/4PP      Screw, Black, All Types                  
Z 0  0-00590-066 CU TAPE SWTH    Copper Foil Tape, Self Adhesive          
Z 0  7-00122-720 DG535-36        Fabricated Part                          
Z 0  7-00217-735 PS300-40        Injection Molded Plastic                 
Z 0  7-00259-720 SR560-28        Fabricated Part                          
Z 0  7-00260-720 SR560-27        Fabricated Part                          
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CERTIFICATION 
Agilent Technologies certifies that this product met its published specifications at time of shipment from the 
factory. Agilent Technologies further certifies that its calibration measurements are traceable to the United 
States National Bureau of Standards, to the extent allowed by the Bureau's calibration facility, and to the 
calibration facilities of other International Standards Organization members. 
 


WARRANTY 
This Agilent Technologies hardware product is warranted against defects in material and workmanship for a 
period of three years from date of delivery. Agilent software and firmware products, which are designated by 
Agilent for use with a hardware product and when properly installed on that hardware product, are warranted not 
to fail to execute their programming instructions due to defects in material and workmanship for a period of 90 
days from date of delivery. During the warranty period Agilent Technologies will, at its option, either repair or 
replace products which prove to be defective. Agilent does not warrant that the operation for the software 
firmware, or hardware shall be uninterrupted or error free. 
 
For warranty service, with the exception of warranty options, this product must be returned to a service facility 
designated by Agilent. Customer shall prepay shipping charges by (and shall pay all duty and taxes) for 
products returned to Agilent for warranty service. Except for products returned to Customer from another 
country, Agilent shall pay for return of products to Customer. 
 
Warranty services outside the country of initial purchase are included in Agilent's product price, only if 
Customer pays Agilent international prices (defined as destination local currency price, or U.S. or Geneva Export 
price). 
 
If Agilent is unable, within a reasonable time to repair or replace any product to condition as warranted, the 
Customer shall be entitled to a refund of the purchase price upon return of the product to Agilent. 
 


LIMITATION OF WARRANTY 
The foregoing warranty shall not apply to defects resulting from improper or inadequate maintenance by the 
Customer, Customer-supplied software or interfacing, unauthorized modification or misuse, operation outside of 
the environmental specifications for the product, or improper site preparation and maintenance. NO OTHER 
WARRANTY IS EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. AGILENT SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
 


EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES 
THE REMEDIES PROVIDED HEREIN ARE THE CUSTOMER'S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES. AGILENT 
SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, 
WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT, OR ANY OTHER LEGAL THEORY. 
 


ASSISTANCE 
The above statements apply only to the standard product warranty. Warranty options, extended support 
contacts, product maintenance agreements and customer assistance agreements are also available. Contact 
your nearest Agilent Technologies Sales and Service office for further information on Agilent's full line of 
Support Programs. 
 
 


 
© Copyright 2000, 2004 Agilent Technologies       Edition 1__September, 1990 
           Edition 2__January, 1992 
           Update 1__February, 2000 
           Update 2__September, 2004 
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Safety Summary
The following general safety precautions must be observed during all phases of operation of this instrument. Failure to
comply with these precautions or with specific warnings elsewhere in this manual violates safety standards of design,
manufacture, and intended use of the instrument. Agilent Technologies assumes no liability for the customer’s failure to
comply with these requirements.


GENERAL
This product is a Safety Class 1 instrument (provided with a protective earth terminal). The protective features of this
product may be impaired if it is used in a manner not specified in the operating instructions.
Any LEDs used in this product are Class 1 LEDs as per IEC 825-1.


ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS


This instrument is intended for indoor use in an installation category II, pollution degree 2 environment. It is designed to
operate at a maximum relative humidity of 95% and at altitudes of up to 2000 meters. Refer to the specifications tables for
the ac mains voltage requirements and ambient operating temperature range.


BEFORE APPLYING POWER


Verify that the product is set to match the available line voltage, the correct fuse is installed, and all safety precautions are
taken.  Note the instrument’s external markings described under "Safety Symbols".


GROUND THE INSTRUMENT
To minimize shock hazard, the instrument chassis and cabinet must be connected to an electrical ground. The instrument
must be connected to the ac power supply mains through a three-conductor power cable, with the third wire firmly
connected to an electrical ground (safety ground) at the power outlet. For instruments designed to be hard-wired to the ac
power lines (supply mains), connect the protective earth terminal to a protective conductor before any other connection is
made. Any interruption of the protective (grounding) conductor or disconnection of the protective earth terminal will cause
a potential shock hazard that could result in personal injury. If the instrument is to be energized via an external
autotransformer for voltage reduction, be certain that the autotransformer common terminal is connected to the neutral
(earthed pole) of the ac power lines (supply mains).


ATTENTION: Un circuit de terre continu est essentiel en vue du fonctionnement sécuritaire de l’appareil. Ne
jamais mettre l’appareil en marche lorsque le  conducteur de mise … la terre est d‚branch‚.


FUSES


Only fuses with the required rated current, voltage, and specified type (normal blow, time delay, etc.) should be used. Do
not use repaired fuses or short-circuited fuseholders. To do so could cause a shock or fire hazard.


DO NOT OPERATE IN AN EXPLOSIVE ATMOSPHERE


Do not operate the instrument in the presence of flammable gases or fumes.


KEEP AWAY FROM LIVE CIRCUITS
Operating personnel must not remove instrument covers. Component replacement and internal adjustments must be made
by qualified service personnel. Do not replace components with power cable connected. Under certain conditions,
dangerous voltages may exist even with the power cable removed. To avoid injuries, always disconnect power, discharge
circuits and remove external voltage sources before touching components.


DO NOT SERVICE OR ADJUST ALONE
Do not attempt internal service or adjustment unless another person, capable of rendering first aid and resuscitation, is
present.


DO NOT EXCEED INPUT RATINGS


This instrument may be equipped with a line filter to reduce electromagnetic interference and must be connected to a
properly grounded receptacle to minimize electric shock hazard. Operation at line voltages or frequencies in excess of
those stated on the data plate may cause leakage currents in excess of 5.0 mA peak.


DO NOT SUBSTITUTE PARTS OR MODIFY INSTRUMENT


Because of the danger of introducing additional hazards, do not install substitute parts or perform any unauthorized
modifications to the instrument. Return the instrument to an Agilent Technologies Sales and Service Office for service and
repair to ensure that safety features are maintained.


Instruments that appear damaged or defective should be made inoperative and secured against unintended operation until
they can be repaired by qualified service personnel.


This ISM device complies with Canadian ICES-001.  Cet appareil ISM est conforme à la norme NMB-001 du Canada.
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SAFETY SYMBOLS


Direct current


Alternating current


Both direct and alternating current


Three-phase alternating current


Earth (ground) terminal


Protective earth (ground) terminal


Frame or chassis terminal


Terminal is at earth potential. Used for measurement and control circuits designed to be operated with
one terminal at earth potential.


Terminal for Neutral conductor on permanently installed equipment


Terminal for Line conductor on permanently installed equipment


On (supply)


Off (supply)


Standby (supply). Units with this symbol are not completely disconnected from ac mains when this
switch is off. To completely disconnect the unit from ac mains, either disconnect the power cord or have
a qualified electrician install an external switch.


In position of a bi-stable push control


Out position of a bi-stable push control


Caution, risk of electric shock


Caution, hot surface


Caution (refer to accompanying documents)


WARNING The WARNING sign denotes a hazard. It calls attention to a procedure, practice, or the like, which, if not
correctly performed or adhered to, could result in personal injury. Do not proceed beyond a WARNING
sign until the indicated conditions are fully understood and met.


Caution The CAUTION sign denotes a hazard. It calls attention to an operating procedure, or the like, which, if
not correctly performed or adhered to, could result in damage to or destruction of part or all of the
product. Do not proceed beyond a CAUTION sign until the indicated conditions are fully understood and
met.
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 DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
According to ISO/IEC Guide 22 and CEN/CENELEC EN 45014 


 


 
 
Manufacturer’s Name and Address 
Responsible Party Alternate Manufacturing Site 
Agilent Technologies, Inc. Agilent Technologies (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd 
550 Clark Drive, Suite 101 
Budd Lake, New Jersey  07828 
USA 


Malaysia Manufacturing 
Bayan Lepas Free Industrial Zone, PH III 
11900  Penang,   
Malaysia 
 


Declares under sole responsibility that the product as originally delivered 
 
Product Names  a)  1 kW Single Output System dc Power Supplies 


b)  1 kW Single Output dc Power Supplies 
c) 200 W Single Output System dc Power Supplies 
 


Model Numbers                 a)  6030A; 6031A; 6032A; 6035A 
                                                b)  6010A; 6011A; 6012B; 6015A 
                                                c)  6033A 6038A 
                                                (and other customized products based upon the above) 
 
Product Options This declaration covers all options and customized products based on the above products. 
 


Complies with the essential requirements of the Low Voltage Directive 73/23/EEC and the EMC Directive 89/336/EEC  
(including 93/68/EEC) and carries the CE Marking accordingly. 


 
EMC Information ISM Group 1 Class A Emissions 
 


As detailed in  Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC), Certificate of Conformance Number 
CC/TCF/00/078 based on Technical Construction File (TCF)  HPNJ5, dated  Oct. 29, 1997 


 
Assessed by: Celestica Ltd, Appointed Competent Body 


Westfields House, West Avenue 
Kidsgrove, Stoke-on-Trent 
Straffordshire, ST7 1TL 
United Kingdom 


 
Safety Information and Conforms to the following safety standards. 
 


 IEC 61010-1:2001 / EN 61010-1:2001 
 UL 1244 
 CSA C22.2 No. 1010.1:1992 


 
This DoC applies to above-listed products placed on the EU market after:   
 
 
January 1, 2004     
Date  Bill Darcy/ Regulations Manager 


 
For further information, please contact your local Agilent Technologies sales office, agent or distributor, or 
Agilent Technologies Deutschland GmbH, Herrenberger Straβe 130, D71034 Böblingen, Germany 
 
 
 
Revision: B.00.00 Issue Date: Created on 11/24/2003 3:35 


PM 
Document No. 60xyA.11.24.doc 


To obtain the latest Declaration of Conformity, go to http://regulations.corporate.agilent.com and click on “Declarations of Conformity.”  
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Acoustic Noise Statement


Herstellerbescheinigung


Diese Information steht im Zusammenhang mit den Anforderungen der
Maschinenlärminformationsverordnung vom 18 Januar 1991.


* Schalldruckpegel Lp < 70 dB(A) * Am Arbeitsplatz * Normaler Betrieb * Nach DIN 45635
T. 19 (Typprüfung)


Manufacturer’s Declaration


This statement is provided to comply with the requirements of the German Sound Emission
Directive, from 18 January 1991. This product has a sound pressure emission (at the operator
position) < 70 dB.


* Sound Pressure Lp < 70 dB(A) * At Operator Position * Normal Operation * According to
ISO 7779 (Type Test).
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1
General Information


Introduction


This manual contains specifications, installation instructions, and operating instructions for System Power Supply Models:
Agilent 6030A, 6031A, 6032A, 6033A, 6035A, and 6038A. Refer to "Related Documents" for other information
concerning these products.


Description


This system power supply is an autoranging GP-IB power supply. It uses power MOSFETs in a 20 kHz switching converter
to provide an autoranging output characteristic with laboratory performance. Output voltage and current are continuously
indicated on individual meters. LED indicators show the complete operating state of the unit. Front-panel controls allow the
user to set output voltage, current and overvoltage protection trip levels. Overvoltage protection (OVP) protects the load by
quickly and automatically interrupting energy transfer if a preset trip voltage is exceeded. Foldback protection can be
selected to disable the power supply output if the unit switches from Constant Voltage (CV) to Constant Current (CC) mode
or vice-versa.


The power supply can be both a listener and talker on the GP-IB, and can be programmed directly in volts and amps. Power
supply status can be read over the GP-IB, and the power supply can be instructed to request service for any of ten
conditions. Upon command, the power supply will measure its output voltage, output current, or OVP trip voltage and put
the value on the GP-IB. New output values can be put on hold and triggered later, allowing the controller to synchronize
multiple power supplies at one time.


The following parameters and features can be controlled via the GP-IB:


• Output voltage setting (12 bits)
• Output current setting (12 bits)
• Trigger (update output)
• Output disable/enable
• OVP reset
• "Soft" voltage and current limits
• Status reporting
• Service request capability
• Foldback protection
• Output voltage measurement (12 bits)
• Output current measurement (12 bits)
• OVP setting measurement
• Machine state initialization
• 16 machine state presets
• Self test


Output connections are made to rear-panel screw-on terminals. Either the positive or negative output terminal may be
grounded or the output may be floated up to + 550 Vdc (including output voltage) from chassis ground. Output voltage can
be locally or remotely sensed.


The power supply is fan cooled and is packaged in an Agilent Technologies System ll-compatible modular enclosure which
is sturdy, attractive and provides easy access for servicing.
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A fault indicator (FLT) and remote inhibit (INH) circuit provides additional shutdown protection, should either the GP-IB
and/or controller fail.


The FLT circuit provides the user with a means of knowing the status of any unmasked fault register bit independently of
the SRQ function available through the GP-IB. You don’t have to rely on the controller to inform you of a fault within the
power supply.


The INH circuit (which is also independent of the GP-IB) controls the RI bit in the fault registers, and provides a way to
disable the supply remotely (i.e. a "panic button’’).  This gives you a means to bypass the controller and/or GP-IB to disable
the supply.


Safety Considerations


This product is a Safety Class 1 instrument (provided with a protective earth terminal). The instrument and this manual
should be reviewed for safety markings and instructions before operation. Refer to the Safety Summary page at the
beginning of this manual for a summary of general safety information. Safety information for specific procedures is located
at appropriate places in this manual.


Options


Options are standard factory modifications or accessories that are delivered with the supply. The following options are
available. Note lower output power and voltage specifications for Option 100, which is described in Appendix A.


Option Description
001 Blank Front Panel for line Options 120, 220, and 240 Vdc
100 Input power: 100 Vac + 6%, -10%;


                     48-63 Hz single phase.
120 Input power: 120 Vac +6%, -13%.


                     48-63 Hz single phase.
220 Input Power: 220 Vac +6%, -13%;


                     48-63 Hz, single phase.
240 Input power: 240 Vac +6%, -13%;


                     48-63 Hz, single phase.
800 Rack mount kit for two units side by side


             (Agilent 6033A and Agilent 6038A only)
908 Rack mounting kit
909 Flanges with Handles


Accessories


The System-II cabinet accessories listed below may be ordered with the power supply or separately from your local Agilent
Technologies Sales and Support Office (see list of addresses at rear of this manual).


For 6030A, Agilent 603lA, Agilent 6032A, Agilent 6035A only
Agilent Part No Description


 5062-3989 Front handle kit for 5-1/4 inch high cabinets
 1460-1345 Tilt stand (1) snaps into standard foot on; must be used in pairs
 5062-3977 Rack flange kit for 5-1/4 inch high cabinet (will be shipped with supply if ordered as


Option 908)
 5062-3983 Rack mount flange kit with handles


0L2  One additional Operating Manual
0B3  Service Manual
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 1494-0060 Rack slide kit, non tilting
 5060-2865 Service kit, includes extenders for control and power mesh boards, three cables to


allow GP-IB and PSI boards to lie on table outside unit, and control board test
connector.


 5060-2866 FET service kit. Includes FETs and all components that should be replaced with FETs.
 59510A Relay Accessory
 59511A Relay Accessory (Polarity Reversing)
 5062-3960 Rack mounting adapter kit for side mounting one 7-inch high cabinet, includes one


rack flange and one half-module width extension adapter. (Will be shipped with
instrument if ordered as Option 908). This rack mounting adapter kit is not compatible
with front handle kit Agilent P/N 5061-3990).


 5062-3961 Rack mounting adapter kit for center mounting one 7-inch high cabinet, includes one
rack flange and one quarter-module width extension adapter (two kits required), there
will be surplus of hardware.


5062-3978 Rack flange kit for 7-inch high cabinet. Must be used with another half-module width
unit of equal depth with lock link kit 5061-9694. (Will be shipped if instrument is
ordered as Option 800).


5061-9694 Lock link kit for joining units of equal depth, contains hardware for three side-by-side
joints (four units) and two over-under joints (three units). Locking cabinets together
horizontally in a configuration wider than one full module is not recommended. 5062-
3978 and 5061-9694 will be shipped if Option 800 is ordered.


5062-3990 Front handle kit for 7-inch high cabinets. Corresponding flange kit is 5061-2072. This
front handle kit is not compatible with rack mounting adapter kit (Agilent PIN 5062-
3960) or Option 908.


5061-2072 Flange kit to be used with front handle kit 5062-3990.
5062-3984 Rack mounting flange kit with handles for 7-inch high cabinet. Must be used with


another half-module width unit of equal depth with lock link kit 5061-9694.
5062-4003 Bail handle kit for carrying 7-inch high, half-module width cabinet.
1460-1345 Tilt stand (1) snaps into standard foot on instrument, must be used in pairs.
5062-3998 Support shelf bit for mounting on or more 7-inch high cabinets of any depth to 20


inches.
5062-4027 Front filler panel, half-module width, for 7-inch high cabinet on support shelf.
1494-0065 Slide kit for 5061-0098 support shelf.
06033-60005 Service kit, includes extenders for control and power mesh boards, three cables to


allow GP-IB and PSI boards to lie on table outside unit, and control board test
connector.


5060-0138 GP-IB connector non-metric to metric conversion kit.
5060-2860 FET service kit, includes FETs and all components that should be replaced with FETs.
59510A Relay Accessory
59511A Relay Accessory (Polarity Reversing)


Instrument and Manual Identification


Agilent Technologies power supplies are identified by a unique two-part serial number, such as 3023A-06181. The first part
is the prefix, which denotes the date of the last significant design change and the country of manufacture. Adding 1960 to
the first two digits gives the year of the change (30 = 1990, 31 = 1991, etc.) and the second two digits identify the week of
that year. The letter indicates the country of manufacture (A = U.S.A.). The second part of the serial number consists of a 5-
digit number sequentially assigned to each power supply.
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The serial number prefixes listed on the front of this manual indicate the versions of the supplies that were available when
the manual was issued. If the serial prefix of your supply is not listed in this manual, the manual may include a yellow
"Manual Change’’ sheet. That sheet updates this manual by defining any differences between the version of your supply and
the versions included here, and may also include information for correcting any manual errors. Note that because not all
changes to the product require changes to the manual, there may be no update information required for your version of the
supply.


GP-IB Interconnection Cables and Connectors


Cables for interconnecting GP-IB devices are available in four different lengths. The connector block at both ends of each
GP-IB cable has a plug on one side and a matching receptacle on the other, so that several cables may be connected in
parallel, thus simplifying system interconnection. Lock screws provide secure mounting of each connector block to a GP-IB
instrument, or to another cable connector block.


Model
Agilent 10833A GP-IB Cable, 1 m (3.3 ft.)
Agilent 10833B GP-IB Cable, 2 m (6.6 ft.)
Agilent 10833C GP-IB Cable, 4 m (13.2 ft.)
Agilent 10833D GP-IB Cable, 0.5 m (1.6 ft.)
Agilent 10834A GP-IB Connector Extender
Agilent 5080-2148 Serial Link Cable, 2 m (6.6 ft)


The Agilent 10834A extender was designed to help in cases where rear panel space results in difficult cabling situations.
The extender provides clearance by extending the first connector block 2.3 cm away from the rear panel of the instrument.


Serial link cables may be used to connect power supplies together when programming with SCPI. With serial link cables,
you can connect up to 15 additional power supplies per GP-IB address. See Appendix C for more information


GP-IB Compatibility


The system power supplies implement the following GP-IB interface functions:


 SH1(Source Handshake) RL1(Remote Local)
 AH1(Acceptor Handshake) PP1(Parallel Poll)
 T6(Talker) DC1(Device Clear)
 L4(Listener) DT1(Device Trigger)
 SR1(Service Request)


Ordering Additional Manuals


One Operating manual is shipped with each power supply. Additional manuals may be purchased directly from your local
Agilent Technologies Sales office. Specify the model number, serial number prefix, and the manual part number provided
on the title page. (When ordered at the same time as the power supply, additional manuals may be purchased by adding
Option 910 to the order. Each Option 910 includes one Operating and one Service Manual).
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Related Documents


The following documents may be useful for your GP-IB systems. The Agilent documents can be ordered from your local
Agilent Sales Office.


 Agilent 6033A/38A Service Manual, Agilent part number 5959-3346.


 Agilent 6030A/31A/32A/35A Service Manual, Agilent part number 5959-3344.


 Tutorial Description of the Agilent Technologies Interface Bus, Agilent Part Number 5952-0156, November 1987


 ANSI/IEEE Std 488.1-1987, IEEE Standard Digital Interface for Programmable Instrumentation, available from:


 IEEE
 345 East 47th Street
 New York NY 10017 USA


Specifications


Specifications for the power supply fall into two major categories: performance specifications and supplemental
characteristics. Performance specifications (see Table 1-1) describe the supply’s warranted performance. The power supply
Service Manual has procedures for verifying the performance specifications.


Supplemental characteristics (see Table 1-2) give typical but nonwarranted performance parameters.  Supplemental
characteristics are useful in accessing applications for the power supply.
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Table 1-1. Performance Specifications
Agilent Technologies Model 6033A 6038A


DC Output: Voltage, current and power spans indicate range Volts 0-20 V 0-60 V
over output may be varied using front panel controls. Amps 0-30 A 0-10 A


Maximum Power 200-240 W 200-240 W
Load Effect (Load Regulation) Voltage load effect is given for a load
current change equal to the current rating of the supply.  Current load


Voltage 0.01%  + 2 mV 0.01%  + 3 mV


effect is given for a load voltage change equal to the voltage rating of the
supply.


Current 0.01%  + 9 mA 0.01%  + 5 mA


Source Effect (Line Regulation): Given for a change within the rated line
voltage for any output within the rated output voltage, current and


Voltage 0.01%  + 1 mV 0.01%  + 2 mV


power of the supply Current 0.01%  + 6 mA 0.01%  + 2 mA


PARD (Ripple and Noise): Measured at any line voltage and under any
load condition within rating (rms 10 Hz to 10 Mhz/p-p 10 Hz to


Voltage 3 mV/30 mV 3 mV/30 mV


20 MHz) Current 30 mA/1 5 mA/1


Load Effect Transient Recovery: Maximum time required for output
voltage to recover with the specified band around the nominal output


Time 1 ms 1 ms


voltage following a 10% step change in output current while operating in
the constant voltage mode


Level 50 mV 75 mV


Programming: (25 ± 5°C) Given for control of the Voltage Accuracy 0.035% + 9 mV 0.035% + 40 mV
output over the GP-IB or with front panel controls Current Accuracy 0.15% +20 mA 0.085% +  10 mA
Remote Voltmeter: (25 ± 5°C) Refers to data read back to the controller
over the GP-IB


Accuracy 0.07% + 6 mV 0.07% + 50 mV


Remote Ammeter: (25 ± 5°C) Refers to data read back to the controller
over the GP-IB.


Accuracy 0.3% + 25 mA 0.2% + 11 mA


Front Panel Voltmeter: (25 ± 5°C) Range 2 V, 20 V, 200 V 2 V, 20 V, 200 V
Accuracy 0.07% +6 mV, 11


mV, 56 mV
0.07% + 50 mV, 55
mV, 100 mV)


Front Panel Ammeter: (25 ± 5°C) Range 20 A, 200 A 20 A
Accuracy 0.3% + (20 mA, 65


mA)
0.2% + 11 mA


Table 1-2. Supplemental Characteristics
Agilent Technologies Model 6033A 6038A
Programming: (25 ± 5°C) Given for control of the Voltage Resolution 5 mV 15 mV
output over the GP-IB or with front panel controls Current Resolution 7.5 mA 2.5 mA
Remote Voltmeter: (25 ± 5°C) Refers to data read back to the controller
over the GP-IB


Resolution 5 mV 15 mV


Remote Ammeter: (25 ± 5°C) Refers to data read back to the controller
over the GP-IB.


Resolution 7.5 mA 2.5 mA


Front Panel Voltmeter: (25 ± 5°C) Resolution 5 mV, 10 mV, 100
mV


15 mV, 15 mV, 100
mV


Front Panel Ammeter: (25 ± 5°C) Resolution 10 mA, 100 mA 10 mA
Maximum AC Input Current: +6% -13% (48-63) Hz 100 Vac (Opt.100) 6.0 A 6.0 A


120 Vac (Std.) 6.5 A 6.5 A
220 Vac (Opt.220) 3.8 A 3.8 A
240 Vac (Opt.240) 3.6 A 3.6 A


Temperature Coefficient: Output change per degree Celsius change Voltage 50 ppm + 0.6 mV 50 ppm + 3 mV
in ambient following 30 minute warm-up. Current 100 ppm + 2 mA 90 ppm + 0.3 mA
Drift (Stability): Change in output (dc to 20 Hz) over 8-hour internal Voltage 0.02 % + 1 mV 0.02% +  2 mV
under constant line, load, and ambient following 30-minute warm-up Current 0.03% +  10 mA 0.03% +  3 mA
Programming Response Time: The maximum time required Settling Band 5 mV 15 mV
to change from zero volts to full scale voltage or from full Up Full Load 100 ms 150 ms
scale voltage to 2 volts ( 5 volts for Agilent 6035A) and settle No Load 100 ms 120 ms
within the specified band. Full load is defined as the   Down Full Load 200 ms 150 ms
resistance equal to Vp1/Ip1. Light load is as specified Light Load 500 ms (50 Ω) 750 ms (400 Ω)
Overvoltage Protection: Trip voltage adjustable via front Range 0-23 V 0-63 V
panel control using the Display OVP function Resolution 100 mV 100 mV


Accuracy 0.3% + 200 mV 0.25% +  300 mV
Typical input power at rated output power: (see point P2 on Figure 1-1) 340 W 325 W
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6030A 6031A 6032A 6035A NOTES.
0-200 V 0-20 V 0-60 V 0-500 V 1.  Not specified
0-17 A 0-120 A 0-50 A 0-5 A 2.  Initially, for each degree
1000-1200 W 840-1072 W 1000-1200 W 1000-1050 W      below 20°C the ripple
0.0l% + 5 mV  0.0l%  + 3 mV 0.0l%   + 5 mV 0.0l% + 40 mV      increases 2.4  mV/°C.


     After loadis applied
0.0l% + l0 mA 0.0l%  + l5 mA 0.0l%  +  l0 mA 0.03%+34 mA      for 15 minutes, the increase


     becomes 1.4 mV/°C.
0.0l% + 5 mV  0.0l%  + 2 mV 0.0l%  +  3 mV  0.0l% + l3 mV 3  After a five-minute wait.


0.0l% + 5 mA  0.0l%  + 25 mA 0.0l%  +  l0 mA 0.03%+l7 mA


22 mV/50 mV2  8 mV/50 mV 5 mV + 0.005% Vout/40
mV


50 mV/160 mV


 l5 mA/1 l20 mA/1 25 mA/1 50 mA1


 2 ms 2 ms 2 ms 5 ms


 l50 mV  l00 mV l00 mV 200 mV


 0.035% +  l45 mV  0.035% +  l5 mV 0.035% + 40 mV 0.25%+400 mV
 0.2% + 25 mA 0.25% +   250 mA3   0.2% + 85 mA 0.3%+85 mA
 0.08% + 80 mV 0.08% +  7 mV  0.08% + 20 mV 0.5%+200 mV


 0.36% +   l5 mA 0.4% + 100 mA3 0.36% + 35 mA 0.5%+50 mA


 20V, 200V, 2000V 2V,20V,200V 20V,200V 200V, 2000V
0.08%+(65mV,110m
V,560mV)


0.08%+(7mV,12mV,57
mV)


0.08% + (20 mV, 70 mV) 0.5%±(300mV,
1.0V)


 2 A, 20 A   20 A, 200 A 20 A, 200 A 10 A
 0.36%  +  (l5 mA,
20 mA)


0.7% +  300 mA 0.36% + (40 mA, 90 mA) 0.5%+60 mA


6030A 6031A  6032A 6035A
50 mV 5 mV l5 mV l25 mV
 4.25 mA  30 mA l2.5 mA 1.25 mA
 50 mV 5 mV l5 mV l25 mV


 4.25 mA 30 mA l2.5 mA l.25 mA


50 mV, 100 mV, 1 V 5 mV, l0 mV, l00 mV l0 mV, l00 mV l00 mV, l V
 5 mA, l0 mA l0 mA, l00 mA l0 mA, l00 mA 20 mA
 24A 24A 24A 24A
 24 A 24 A 24 A 24A
 l5 A l5 A l5 A l5 A
 l4 A l4 A l4 A l4 A
 50 ppm + 12mV 70 ppm + 2 mV 50 ppm + 4 mV l00 ppm+30 mV
 l00 ppm  3 mA l80 ppm + l5 mA l00 ppm + 8 mA l00 ppm+7 mA
 0.03% + l5 mV 0.03% + 3 mV 0.03% + 5 mV 0.03%+40 mV
 0.03% + 5 mA 0.l% + 25 mA 0.03% + l0 mA 0.03%+l7 mA
 300 mV 30 mV 90 mV 750 mV
 300 ms (40 Ω) 300 ms 300 ms 350 ms (250Ω)
 300 ms 300 ms 300 ms 250 ms
 600 ms (40 Ω) 500 ms 2.0 sec 600 ms (250Ω)
 3.5 sec (∞ Ω) l.5 sec (50 Ω) 3.0 sec (100 Ω) 7.0 sec (∞ Ω)
 0-2l4 V 02-22 V  0-64 V 0-535 V
 600 mV l00 mV 200 mV 1 V
 0.3% + l.25 V 0.3% + 350 mV 0.3%+350 mA l.0%+3.l3 V
 l435 W l375W  l450 W l256 W
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Table 1-2. Supplemental Characteristics (continued)
DC Floating Voltage: Either output terminal may be floated up to the following voltage (including the output voltage) from
earth ground:
± 240 Vdc on Models 6031A, 6032A, 6033A, and 6038A
± 550 Vdc on Models 6030A and 6035A
Exceeding these voltage can result in damage to the equipment.


 Remote Sensing: The power supply maintains specifications at the load with up to 0.5 volt drop per  load lead. Operation
with up to 2 volts per load lead is possible with some degradation of the load effect specification.


 Absolute maximum ratings
• between FLT Terminals 1 and 2 is 17.5 Volts dc. (external resistor required to limit current to 1.25 mA max)
• between INH Terminals 3 and 4 is 5.5 Volts dc.
• between Terminals 1 or 2 to 4 or chassis to ground is 42 Volts dc.


 Fault (FLT) levels (Terminals 1 and 2) (All models)
• Ioh (Low Level Output Current) is + 1.2 mA maximum
• Vol (Low Level Output Voltage) is 0.5 Volts Maximum


 Inhibit (INH) Levels (Terminals 3 and 4) (All models)
• Vih (High Level Input Voltage) is 2 Volts
• Vil (Low Level Input Voltage) 0.5 Volts Maximum
• tw (Pulse Width) (minimum) = 50 ms (2 ms typ)
• td (Delay Time) = 2 ms typ
• Iil (Low Level Input Current) = -1.25 mA maximum


 Multiple Operations: Up to two similar units may be connected in series or auto-parallel, to provide increased output
capabilities. Mixing supplies with dissimilar output capabilities is not recommended because under certain conditions, the
lower output supply may be stressed beyond its maximum voltage and or current capabilities by the higher output supply.


 Temperature Rating  (°C):
• Operating is 0-50 (Agilent 6030/6031/6032/6035); 0-55 (Agilent 6033/6038)
• Storage is - 40 + 75 (all models)


 Weight kg. (Ibs)


 Model   Agilent 6030A  Agilent 6031A Agilent6032A Agilent 6033A   Agilent 6035A Agilent 6038A
 Net    16.3 (36) 17.2 (38) 16.3 (36) 9.6 (21)   16.3 (36) 9.6 (21)
 Shipping 21.7 (48) 22.7 (50) 21.8 (48) 11.4 (25) 21.7 (48) 11.4 (25)


 Dimensions: See Figure 2-1.


 Certification:
 The unit is designed to comply with these requirements:
•   ICE 348-Safety Requirements for Electronic Measuring Apparatus.
• CSA Electrical Bulletin 556B-Electronic Instruments and Scientific Apparatus for Special Use and Applications.
• VDE 0871.6.78 Level B-RFI Suppression of Radio Frequency Equipment for Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM)


and similar purposes.
• VDE 0411-Electronic Measuring Instruments and Automatic Controls.
• UL 1244-Electrical and Electronic Measuring & Testing Equipment.
• ANSI C39.5 Part 0 Draft 8-Electrical Testing, Measurement, and Control Equipment.
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Figure 1-1. Output Characteristic Curve


Agilent Model 6030A 6031A 6032A 6033a 6035A 6038A
Vp1 200 V 20 V 60 V 20 V 500 V 60 V
Ip1 5 A 50 A 17.5 A 10 A 2 A 3.3 A
Vp2 120 V 14 V 40 V 14 V 350 V 40 V
Ip2 10 A 76 A 30 A 17.2 A 3 A 6 A
Vp3 60 V 7 V 20 V 6.7 V 200 V 20 V
Ip3 17 A 120 A 50 A 30 A 5 A 10 A
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2
Installation


Introduction


This section contains instructions for checking and repacking the supply, bench or rack mounting, connecting the supply to
ac input power, and converting the supply from one line voltage to another if required. Instructions for connecting load and
GP-IB cables, and for setting the GP-IB address are given in Section III.


Note  Agilent 603xA power supplies generate magnetic fields which may affect the operation of other
instruments.  If your instrument is susceptible to operating magnetic fields, do not locate it in the
immediate vicinity of the Agilent 603xA power supply.  Typically, at three inches from the supply, the
electromagnetic field is less than 5 gauss.


Initial Inspection


Before shipment, this supply was inspected and found to be free of mechanical and electrical defects. As soon as the supply
is unpacked, inspect for any damage that may have occurred in transit. Save all packing materials until the inspection is
completed. If damage is found, file claim with carrier immediately. The Agilent Technologies Sales and Support office
should be notified as soon as possible.


Mechanical Check


This check should confirm that there are no broken knobs or connectors, that the cabinet and panel surfaces are free of dents
and scratches, and that the meter face and rear-panel plastic covers are not scratched or cracked.


Electrical Check


Section III contains an abbreviated check which can be used quickly to place the supply into operation. Refer to the inside
front cover of the manual for Certification and Warranty statements.


Preparation For Use


In order to be put into service, the power supply must be connected to an appropriate ac input power source.  Also, the line
voltage for which the supply is set must be checked. Additional steps may include line voltage conversion and rack
mounting. Do not apply power to the supply before reading Input Power Requirements paragraph on the following page.


Location and Cooling


The supply is fan cooled and must be installed with sufficient space in the rear and on sides for air flow. It should be used in
an area where the ambient temperature does not exceed + 50 °C.


Outline Diagram


Figure 2-1 illustrates the outline shape and dimensions of the cabinet.
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Figure 2-1. Outline Diagram


Bench Operation


The supply cabinet has plastic feet, which are shaped to ensure self aligning when stacked with other Agilent Technologies
System II cabinets.


Rack Mounting


The supply can be mounted in a standard 19-inch rack enclosure. Rack mounting accessories for this unit are listed in the
ACCESSORIES paragraph in Section I.  Complete installation instructions are included with each rack mounting kit.
Support rails are also required for rack mounting. These are usually supplied with the system cabinet.


Input Power Requirements


This supply may be operated from a nominal 120 V, 220 V or 240 V single-phase ac power source (48-63 Hz). The input
voltage range and input current required for each of the nominal inputs are listed in Table 1-1. A label on the rear panel
indicates the nominal line voltage for which the supply was set at the factory. If necessary, the user can convert the
instrument from one line voltage option to another by following the instructions in the Line Voltage Option Conversion
section of this chapter.


Power Connection


Connection of this supply to an ac power source should be done only by an electrician or other
qualified personnel. Before connecting the supply to the ac power source, check the label on the rear 


    panel to ensure that the supply is set for the ac voltage to be used. If necessary, convert the supply 
    from one line voltage to another by following the instructions under “Line Voltage Conversion.”
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Agilent Models 6033A, 6031A, 6032A, 6036A. Figure 2-2 illustrates the standard configuration of power-cord plugs used by
Agilent Technologies. To connect input power, to the instrument proceed as follows:


a. Remove the AC filter assembly cover by unscrewing the four locating screws.


b. Insert the power cord through the strain relief clamp located on the cover.


c. Connect the wires to the terminal block in accordance with the prevailing color codes.


 Green or green/yellow to the terminal labeled "  ’’
 White or blue wire to the terminal labeled "N’’
 Black or brown wire to the terminal labeled ’’L"


For proper protection by the instrument circuit breaker, the wire connected to the "L’’ terminal on the
instrument must be connected to the "L’’ side of the line (hot); the wire connected to the ’’N" terminal
must be connected to the "N" side of the line (neutral or common).


Figure 2-2. Power-Cord Plug Configurations


 To protect operating personnel, the wire connected to the terminal must be connected to earth ground.  In no event shall this
instrument be operated without adequate ground connection.
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d. Replace the cover, tighten all four screws and tighten the strain relief clamp. (All four screws must be tightened for unit
to meet RFI specifications.)


e. Connect the other end of the power cord to an appropriate power source.


Note Connections to the ac power line must be made in accordance with applicable electrical codes. The
international color code for identifying mains supply conductors is green/yellow, blue, and brown for
earth, neutral, and line respectively. Corresponding USA/Canadian codes are green, white, and black.


Before applying power to the instrument, check to see that the rear-panel circuit breaker CB1 is on
(breaker may trip because of rough handling during transit).  If the breaker trips while power is on, or 


    if the breaker is found to be tripped at any time for unknown reasons, refer to troubleshooting 
    procedures in the Service Manual.


Agilent Models 6033A, 6038A.  The power supply is shipped from the factory with a power-cord plug appropriate for the
user’s location.  Figure 2-2 illustrates the standard configuration of power-cord plugs used by Agilent Technologies.  With
each drawing is the Agilent Part Number for a replacement power cord equipped with a plug of that configuration.  If a
different power cord is required, contact the nearest Agilent Technologies Sales and Service office.


To protect operating personnel, the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) recommends that the instrument
panel and cabinet be grounded. This supply is equipped with a three-conductor power cable; the third conductor is the
ground conductor. When the cable is plugged into an appropriate receptacle the supply is grounded. In no event shall this
supply be operated without an adequate cabinet ground connection.


The offset pin on the standard power cable three-prong connector is the ground connection. If a two-contact receptacle is
encountered, it must be replaced with a properly grounded three-contact receptacle in accordance with the National
Electrical Code, local codes and ordinances. The work should be done by a qualified electrician.


Note  Generally, it is good practice to keep the ac input lines separated from signal lines.


Line Voltage Option Conversion


Conversion to or from 100 V operation requires recalibration and replacement of internal components
in addition to the line voltage components, and is to be done only at the factory. Failure to reconfigure 


    and recalibrate the power supply may result in damage to the unit.


Agilent Models 6030A, 6031A, 6032A, 6035A.  Line voltage conversion is accomplished by adjusting three components:
a two-section line select switch, and a line-voltage jumper. To convert the supply from one line voltage option to another,
proceed as follows:


Some components and circuits are at ac line voltage even with the LINE switch off. To avoid electric
shock hazard, disconnect line cord and load, and wait two minutes before removing cover.


a. Remove the outside cover by removing the four screws that hold the carrying straps, spread the bottom of the cover
slightly and carefully slide the cover to the rear of the supply until it is clear. Next remove the top inside cover by
removing the nine screws, four on top, three on right side, and two on left side, which connect the top inside cover to
the supply chassis.
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b. Use a small-blade screwdriver to set the two switch sections of S2 to match the pattern silk-screened on main board for
nominal line voltage to be used.  For example, to set switches for 120 V operation, move forward switch section so that
its white slot is toward front of supply and move rearward switch section so that its white slot is toward rear of the
instrument.


c. Set switch S1 to match the rearward section of S2, i.e., toward the rear for 100/120 V operation, toward the front for
220/240 V operation.


d. One end of W1 is soldered to the main board; the other end has a female quick-connect terminal that fits onto one of
two terminals soldered to the main board. For 100 V or 120 V operation, W1 must be connected to terminal J9; for 220
V or 240 V operation, W1 must be connected to terminal J10. Be certain that jumper is firmly mated with connector on
main board. Do not grip jumper insulation with pliers; either grip jumper wire by hand or grip jumper terminal with
pliers.


e. Replace the inside top cover and the outside top cover. Mark the unit clearly with a tag or label indicating correct line
voltage to be used.


f. Change line label.


Agilent Models 6033A, Agilent 6038A. Line voltage conversion is accomplished via three components; a two-section line
select switch, line voltage jumper, and a rear panel fuse.


To convert the supply from one voltage to another, proceed as follows:


a. Remove the outside cover by removing the rear screw that holds the carrying strap, then carefully slide the cover to the
rear of the supply until it is clear.


b. The line voltage select switch (S2) is located in the front left corner of the supply (see Figure 2-3). Use a small-blade
screwdriver to set the two switch sections to match the pattern silk-screened on p.c. main board as shown in Figure 2-3.
For example, to set switches for 120 V operation (as illustrated), move forward switch section so that its white slot is
toward front of supply and move rearward switch section so its white slot is toward rear of supply.


 c. One end of W5 is soldered to motherboard; the other end has a female right-angle quick-connect terminal that fits onto
one of two terminals soldered to motherboard. For 100 V or 120 V operation, W5 must be connected to terminal closer
to center of supply; for 220 V or 240 V operation, W5 must be connected to terminal closer to side of supply. Be
certain that jumper is firmly mated with terminal on motherboard. Do not grip jumper insulation with pliers; either grip
jumper wire by hand or grip jumper terminal with pliers.


d. Check rating of fuse installed in rear-panel fuseholder.  It should be 8 A for 100 or 120 Vac line voltages, or 4 A for
220 or 240 Vac line voltages. If necessary, replace the fuse with one of correct value. Do not use time-delay fuses.


 8 AM fuse, Agilent part number 2110-0383
 4 AM fuse, Agilent part number 2110-0055


e. Replace covers and mark the supply clearly with a tag or label indicated correct line voltage and fuse to be used.
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Figure 2-3. Line Voltage Conversion Components
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AC Line Impedance Check


The power supply is designed for proper operation with line impedance typically found in ac power lines.  However, if the
supply is connected to an ac power line having high impedance combined with line voltage near the minimum specified
value, (e.g., 104 Vac for nominal 120 Vac), the unit will go out of regulation if it is asked to provide full rated output power.
Such a situation might occur if the supply is connected to ac power an extended distance from the main ac distribution
terminals and/or if the ac power wires from the main ac distribution terminals are of relatively small gauge.


Measurement of ac line voltage at the supply input terminals typically is not a reliable indication of the actual ac line voltage
because of the peak clipping effect of the power supply and the averaging effect of the voltmeter.  Symptoms of excessive
line impedance may include erratic or no output from the supply and/or inability of the supply to provide full output power.
If there is reason to suspect the ac power lines to the supply may have high impedance, perform the following check:


This check should be performed only by service-trained personnel who are aware of the hazards
involved (for example, fire and electrical shock). Turn power supply off before making or breaking
connections to power supply. Hazardous voltages are present within the unit even when power switch 


    is turned off.


a. Connect a variable load to the supply.  Using the OUTPUT ADJUST controls and DISPLAY SETTINGS, set voltage
and current (see Section III for detailed description) to maximum rating.


b. Set the load to the maximum rated output current for the power supply (see Table 1-1). The power supply output
voltage should be greater than:
 65 V for Agilent 6030A           6 V for Agilent 6033A
   8 V for Agilent 6031A          220 V for Agilent 6035A
22 V for Agilent 6032A           20 V for Agilent 6038A


c. If the supply voltage is less than specified, perform the power limit calibration given in the Service Manual.  If the
power limit is calibrated correctly, but the unit still does not provide the required output, then the power supply is not
receiving adequate ac line input.


Repackaging For Shipment


To insure safe shipment of the instrument, it is recommended that the package designed for the instrument be used. The
original packaging material is reusable. If it is not available, contact your local Agilent Technologies Sales and Support
office to obtain the materials. This office will also furnish the address of the nearest service office to which the instrument
can be shipped. Be sure to attach a tag to the instrument specifying the owner, model number, full serial number, and service
required or a brief description of the trouble.


Rear Panel Screw Sizes and Part Numbers


Refer to the following list if you need to replace any of the rear panel connection hardware. Figure 2-4 identifies the part
number location.


Agilent Models 6030A, 6031A, 6032A, 6035A
 Item Description Agilent Part number
ac input cover 5060-3237
ac input cover screws M4 X 0.7 X 60 mm   (qty 4) 0515-0156
ac input barrier block 3-terminal barrier block 0360-2217
ac input barrier block screws 8-32 X 5/16   (qty 3) included with ac input barrier block
dc output cover 5040-1626
dc output cover screws M4 X 0.7 X 10 mm  (qty 3) 0515-0414 (washer 3050-1053)
control signal barrier block 6 - terminal barrier block 0360-2195
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sense barrier block 2 - terminal barrier block 0360-2192
barrier block screws M3.5 X 0.6 X 6 mm  (qty 8) 0515-0212
FLT/INH connector 4 - terminal removable connector 1252-1488
output buss bar screws M5 X 0.8 X 12 mm   (qty 4) 0515-0155
output buss bar sense screws M2 X 0.4 X 8 mm   (qty 2) 0515-0212
red/black sense wires wire kit 5060-2913


Agilent Model 6033A
 Item Description Agilent Part number
barrier block cover 06023-00009
control signal barrier block 6 - terminal barrier block 0360-2195
sense barrier block 2 - terminal barrier block 0360-2192
barrier block screws M3.5 X 0.6 X 6 mm  (qty 8) included with dc barrier blocks
FLT/INH connector 4 - terminal removable connector 1252-1488
dc output cover 0360-2191
dc output cover screws M4 X 0.7 X 8 mm  (qty 2) 0515-1085
output buss bar screws (large) M4 X 0.7 X 8 mm   (qty 2) 0515-0885
output buss bar screws (small) M3 X 0.5 X 6 mm   (qty 2) 0515-0886
sense jumpers 0360-2190


Agilent Model 6038A
 Item Description Agilent Part number
barrier block cover 06023-00009
control signal barrier block 6 - terminal barrier block 0360-2195
barrier block screws M3.5 X 0.6 X 6 mm  (qty 6) included with dc barrier block
FLT/INH connector 4 - terminal removable connector 1252-1488
dc output cover 0360-2191
output barrier block 6 - terminal barrier block 0360-1833
output cover screws M5 X 0.7 X 8 mm  (qty 2) 0515-1085
output barrier block screws M3 X 0.6 X 6 mm  (qty 8) included with dc barrier blocks
sense jumpers 0360-2190


Figure 2-4. Part Number Location
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3
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS


Introduction


This section describes the operating controls and indicators, turn-on checkout procedures, and operating procedures and
considerations for the power supply. Local (front-panel) and remote (via GP-IB) operation are described separately, but the
user should become familiar with both methods of operation. Information in pages 1-43 of this section applies to both local
and remote operation.


Standard Commands for Programming Instruments (SCPI) programming is described in Appendix C at the rear of this
manual.


Programming examples for specific Agilent Technologies computers are given in Appendix D. More theoretical
descriptions regarding the operational features of power supplies in general are given in the DC Power Supply Handbook,
Application Note 90B (available at no charge from your local Agilent Technologies Sales Support Office).


Figure 3-1. Front-Panel Controls and Indicators
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Before the instrument is turned on, all protective earth terminals, extension cords, and devices
connected to the power supply should be connected to a protective earth ground. Any interruption of the
protective earth grounding will cause a potential shock hazard that could result in personal injury.


 This instrument can be damaged by electrostatic discharge into the GP-IB and control connectors, or the 
switches on the rear panel while the unit is turned on. Do not cause an electrostatic discharge into these 
connectors and switches (which may occur when they are touched) while the unit is turned on.
Also, consistent with good engineering practice, leads attached to customer accessible signal/monitoring 
ports should be twisted and shielded to maintain the instruments specified performance.


Controls and Indicators


The front-panel controls and indicators are shown in Figure 3-1 and described in Table 3-1. Table 3-1 also lists the
paragraphs, in which, use of the controls and indicators is described.


Output Range For An Autoranging Power Supply


The power supply can operate as a constant voltage (CV) or constant current (CC) source over a wide range of output
voltage and current combinations. The specifications table contains a graph showing the overall output range of the power
supply. Figure 3-2 shows a rectangular operating locus that is defined by voltage and current settings of the power supply.
The point on that locus at which the power supply actually operates is determined by the load resistance.  Three load-
resistance lines are shown on Figure 3-2. The line representing load resistance A, the highest load resistance shown on the
graph, crosses the operating locus at point 1.  Point 1 is on the part of the operating locus defined by the voltage setting, so
the power supply operates in CV mode.


Figure 3-2. Determining Operating Point


Similarly, the line representing load resistance C, the lowest load resistance shown on the graph, crosses the operating locus
at point 3. Point 3 is on the part of the operating locus defined by the current setting, so the power supply operates in CC
mode.
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Load Resistance B equals the crossover resistance for the particular combination of voltage and current settings shown on
the graph. Either the CV or CC LED will light.  If the load resistance increases, the voltage setting decreases, or the current
setting increases, the power supply will operate in CV mode. Conversely, if the load resistance decreases, voltage setting
increases, or current setting decreases, the power supply will operate in CC mode.


In Figure 3-2 the entire rectangular operating locus falls within the output range of the power supply. Figure 3-3 shows a
situation in which the voltage and current settings are high enough that the rectangular operating locus is cut off by the
maximum output power boundary of the power supply. For the load resistance A, the power supply operates in CV mode at
the voltage and current values for point 1. Similarly, for load resistance D the power supply operates in CC mode at point 4.


For load resistances between B and C, the operating point will be on the maximum output-power boundary between points 2
and 3, and the OVERRANGE LED will be on. The VOLTS and AMPS displays will indicate the voltage and current being
supplied to the output. (The product of the two readings will exceed rated output power of the supply.) Note that the actual
boundary is beyond the specified minimum boundary. The OVERRANGE LED will light only if the actual boundary is
exceeded.


The supply can operate in the overrange region for sustained periods without being damaged. However, the supply is not
guaranteed to meet specifications in overrange.  Output ripple increases substantially and regulation is seriously degraded.


Figure 3-3. Overrange Operation


Table 3-1. Controls and Indicators
 Number Controls/Indicators Description Page


1 LCL Pushbutton Returns unit to local control (unless local lockout has been received
via GP-IB). In local, power supply remains subject to remotely
programmed soft limits and delays.  When held in for one second,
LCL causes GP-IB address to be displayed for up to two seconds or
until LCL switch is released.


44
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Table 3-1. Controls and Indicators (continued)
 Number Controls/Indicators Description Page


2 GP-IB Status Indicators


These four LEDs indicate
the status of the power
supply on the GP-IB.


RMT (green) indicates that power supply is
 under remote (GP-IB) control.


LSN (green) indicates that power supply is addressed to listen.


TLK (green) indicates that power supply is addressed to talk.


SRQ (green) indicates that power supply is requesting service from
controller.


43


45


45


45
3 Power Supply Status


Indicators (Primary)


These four LEDS
indicate the operating
state of the power supply.
One and only one LED
will be on at all times.


CV (green) indicates that the power supply is regulating its output
at a constant voltage.


CC (green) indicates that the power supply is regulating its output
at a constant current.


OVERRANGE (yellow) indicates that the power supply is
operating beyond its maximum output power specification and that
the output is not regulated.


DISABLED (yellow) indicates that the power supply output has
been turned off for one of these reasons:
     a. command from controller
     b. overvoltage protection
     c. overtemperature protection
     d. foldback protection
     e. low or high ac input voltage
     f. remote inhibit (INH)


35


35


31


42


4 Power Supply Status
Indicators (Secondary)


These four LEDs indicate
the state of protective
circuits within the power
supply.


OV (yellow) indicates that the overvoltage protection circuit has
disabled the output and is latched.


OT (yellow) indicates that the overtemperature protection circuit
has disabled the output.


FOLDBACK (yellow) indicates that the foldback protection circuit
has disabled the output and is latched.


ERROR (yellow) indicates that the power supply has detected a
programming error.


If user attempts to exceed soft limits locally (using RPG), ERROR
will light while RPG is being rotated and will remain on for
approximately 1 second after rotation stops.


For remote programming error, ERROR will turn off when error
query is received.


35


42


39


35
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Table 3-1. Controls and Indicators (continued)
 Number Controls/Indicators Description Page


5 Numeric Display Two 3-1/2 digit alphanumeric displays with automatically
positioned decimal point that ordinarily indicate output VOLTS
and AMPS (see items 6 & 7). When power supply is turned on all
segments light for approximately 1 second. During an error
condition, power supply output may exceed display range; displays
will indicate + OL or - OL.


33


6 DISPLAYS SETTINGS
Pushbutton Switch


Causes numeric displays to indicate programmed voltage and
current values, rather than actual output values; allows both settings
to be made without the necessity of opening or shorting load.


35


7 DISPLAY OVP
Pushbutton Switch


Causes VOLTS display to indicate OVP trip voltage, AMPS
display is blanked; allows setting to be made without changing
output settings or load connections.


38


8 OUTPUT ADJUST
Controls - Rotary Pulse
Generator (RPG) and
pushbutton switch


OUTPUT ADJUST knob functions either as a voltage control or a
current control, as determined by the pushbutton switch and
indicated by whichever (green) indicator, VOLTAGE or
CURRENT, is on. Knob functions as a two-speed device; faster
rotation causes greater rate of change per revolution. OUTPUT
ADJUST controls operate only when unit is under local control.


38


9 FOLDBACK Control The pushbutton switch toggles foldback protection on and off in
local operation; has no effect if power supply is not in CV or CC
(ERROR LED flashes), or is in remote. Switch also resets foldback
protection circuit if it has disabled power supply output.
FOLDBACK ENABLED LED (green) operates in either local or
remote.


39


10 OVP ADJUST The recessed, single-turn screwdriver control sets the overvoltage
protection trip voltage.


43


11 LINE Switch Turns ac power on and off. 34


 NOTE  Under certain conditions of line and load, it is possible for the supply to provide more than rated output
power and still maintain regulation. If this occurs, the unit will operate normally and the OVERRANGE
indicator will be off. However, the slightest change in either line or load may cause the unit to go out of
regulation.  Operation of the unit beyond the rated-output-power boundary is not recommended under any
circumstances.


Turn-On Checkout Procedure


The power supply performs a series of self tests each time power is turned on. All front-panel LEDs, including all meter
segments, are also turned on. The tests take approximately one second to complete, and all indicators remain on while the
tests are running. This alerts the operator that self tests are running, and allows the operator to note if any indicators are
inoperative.


After the self tests are completed all front-panel indicators are turned off for one-half second, allowing the operator to note
if any are stuck on. If the operator suspects that any indicator may be malfunctioning he should turn power off and back on
again while observing that indicator.
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Once the all-indicators-off period is over, the GP-IB address switch setting is displayed on the meter displays for one
second. For example, if the address switches were set for address 5, the display would be: Adr 5


If the unit fails any of the self tests an error code is displayed on the meter displays. The unit will not respond to any
commands, either from the front panel or GP-IB, and it should be removed for service. See the Service manual for a listing
of the self test failure codes.


NOTE  Because the power supply is testing itself, it is not possible to guarantee that the unit will provide an
unambiguous indication of all possible failures. For example, a failure in the core of the microcomputer or
in the hardware used to light the front-panel display may prevent the unit from indicating that it has failed
a test.


The following procedure ensures that the supply is operational, and may be used as an incoming inspection check. Ensure
that the rear-panel mode switches are set as shown in Figure 3-4, and that the sensing jumpers are tightened securely. Check
that the rear-panel label indicates that the supply is set for the line voltage to be used. There should be no cables connected
to the rear panel GP-IB connector. Check that the recessed OVP ADJUST control on the front panel is fully clockwise. The
GP-IB address switches may be set to any address from 0 to 30 for this procedure.


NOTE  +Sense lead is jumpered to + out and - sense lead is jumpered to - out lead at the factory.


Figure 3-4. Factory Settings, Mode Switch


a. Press top of LINE rocker switch in to turn supply on.  Fan should operate. Check that display shows GP-IB address set
by rear-panel switches. After address display, CURRENT indicator should remain on and either CV or CC indicator
should remain on. (SRQ indicator will remain on if rear-panel PON SRQ switch has been set to 1.)


b. Press momentary-contact DISPLAY SETTINGS pushbutton switch and check that VOLTS display indicates 0.00 and
AMPS display indicates 0.00.


c. Press momentary-contact DISPLAY OVP pushbutton switch and check that VOLTS display indicates maximum OVP
for the power supply.
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d. Turn OUTPUT ADJUST knob clockwise, press DISPLAY SETTINGS switch, and check that AMPS setting has
increased. CV indicator should be on and CC indicator should be off.


e. Press momentary-contact OUTPUT ADJUST pushbutton switch once; VOLTAGE indicator should turn on and
CURRENT indicator should turn off.


f. Turn OUTPUT ADJUST knob clockwise and check that output voltage increases from zero to full output voltage as
indicated on VOLTS display. Continued clockwise rotation may cause VOLTS display to indicate + OL, and ERROR
indicator will light (turns off one second after clockwise rotation stops).


g. Check overvoltage protection circuit by turning OVP ADJUST control counterclockwise until OVP circuit trips. Output
should drop to 0 V, CV indicator turns off, and DISABLED and OV indicators turn on (SRQ and VOLTAGE
indicators remain on).


h. Reset OVP circuit by turning OVP ADJUST control fully clockwise and turning unit off and back on.  Output voltage
should come on at 0 volts.


i. To check constant current circuit, turn power supply off and short rear panel + and - output terminals with a wire of
sufficient gauge to carry the supply’s maximum current output (see Table 3-3).


j. Turn power supply on and press OUTPUT ADJUST switch once to turn on VOLTAGE indicator. Turn OUTPUT
ADJUST knob clockwise, press DISPLAY SETTINGS switch, and check that VOLTS setting has increased. CC
indicator should be on and CV indicator should be off.


k. Press OUTPUT ADJUST switch once; CURRENT indicator should turn on and VOLTAGE indicator should turn off.


1. Turn OUTPUT ADJUST knob clockwise and check that output current increases from zero to full output current as
indicated on AMPS display. Continued clockwise rotation may cause AMPS display to indicate + OL, and ERROR
indicator will light (turns off one second after clockwise rotation stops).


m. Turn off power supply, remove short from output, and read following instructions before connecting load to supply.


Initial Setup and Interconnections


Turn off input ac power before changing any rear-panel connection and make certain all wires and
straps are properly connected and terminal block screws are securely tightened before reapplying
power. Be certain to replace both terminal block covers before reapplying power to avoid exposing


                                hazardous voltage.


Connecting the Load


Load connections to the power supply are made at the + and - terminals on the rear panel. Two factors must be considered
when selecting wire size for load connections, conductor temperature and voltage drop.


To satisfy safety requirements, the wires to the load should be at least heavy enough not to overheat while carrying the
power supply output current that would flow if the load were shorted. Use Tables 3-2 and 3-3 to determine the proper wire
gauge for load connections to the power supply.


The wires must be properly terminated with connectors securely attached. Do not connect unterminated wires to the power
supply.


The minimum wire size required to prevent overheating will not usually be large enough to provide good voltage regulation
at the load. For proper regulation the load wires should be large enough to limit the voltage drop to no more than 0.5 volts
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per lead. Table 3-2 lists resistivity for various wire sizes and the maximum lengths that may be used to limit voltage drop to
0.5 volts for various currents.  Lengths listed are the sum of the lengths of the ( + ) and ( - ) load wires. Lengths are given in
meters and (feet).


To determine maximum lengths (in meters or feet) for currents not listed, use the formula:


 maximum length =  
500


current x resistivity


 where current is expressed in amps and resistivity is expressed in ohms/kilometer or ohms/1000 feet. If load regulation is
critical, read Remote Voltage Sensing in the following section.


Table 3-2. Maximum Wire Lengths To Limit Voltage Drops
 Wire Size Resistivity Maximum Length In Meters (Feet)To


Limit Voltage Drop To 0.5V Or Less


AWG
Cross-


Section Area
In mm2


Ω/kft Ω/km 5 A 10A 17 A


22 16.15 (6.19) (3.09 (1.82)
0,5 40.1 2,5 1.2 .73


20 10.16 (9.8) (5) (2.8)
0,75 26,7 3,7 1,8 1.1


18 6.388 (15.6) (7.8) (4.6)
1 20,0 5,0 2,5 1.4


16 4.018 (24.8) (12.4) (7.3)
1,5 13,7 7,3 3,64 2.1


14 2.526 (40) (19.7) (11.6)
2,5 8,21 12,2 6,1 3.5


12 1.589 (62.9) 13.46) (18.5)
4 5,09 19.6 9,8 5.7


10 .9994 (100) (50) (29.4)
6 3,39 29.5 14,7 8.6


8 0.6285 (160) (79.5) (46.7)
10 1,95 51,2 25,6 15


6 0.3953 (252) (126.5) (74.4)
16 1,24 80.6 40,3 23.7


4 0.2486 (402) (201) (118)
25 0,795 125.7 62.8 37


2 0.1564 (639) (319) (188)
35 0,565 176.9 88.5 52
50 0,393 254.4 127 74.8


0 0.09832 (1017) (508) (299)
Wire sizes of AWG #14 (2,5mm2) or smaller are normally used only for sense leads.


Remember while calculating load wire size that the wire must be large enough not to overheat while
carrying the current that would flow if the load were shorted.


Table 3-3 lists current-carrying capacity (ampacity) for various sizes of stranded copper wire.


The bus bars are covered by an impact-resistant plastic cover, which is secured to the unit with four M4 x 8 screws. Be
certain to replace the cover after making connections.
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If multiple loads are connected to one supply, each load should be connected to the supply’s output terminals using separate
pairs of connecting wires. This minimizes mutual coupling effects and takes full advantage of the supply’s low output
impedance. Each pair of connecting wires should be as short as possible and twisted or shielded to reduce noise pickup and
radiation.


If load considerations require the use of output distribution terminals that are located remotely from the supply, then the
power supply output terminals should be connected to the remote distribution terminals by a pair of twisted or shielded
wires and each load should be separately connected to the remote distribution terminals. Remote voltage sensing is required
under these circumstances (page 39). Sense either at the remote distribution terminals, or (if one load is more sensitive than
the others) directly at the most critical load.


Table 3-3. Stranded Copper Wire Ampacity
 Wire Size


AWG Cross Section
Area in mm2


Ampacity NOTES:


22 5.0 1. Ratings for AWG-sized wires are
20


18
0,75


8.33
10
15.4


    derived from MIL-W-5088B.
    Ratings for metric-sized wires are
    derived from IEC Publication 335-1.


1 13.5 2. Ampacity of aluminum wire is
16 19.4     approximately 84% of that listed


1.5 16     for copper wire.
4 31.2 3. When two or more wires are bundled


2.5 25 together, ampacity for each wire
12 40 must be reduced to the following percentages:


4 32 2 conductors 94%
10 55 3 conductors 89%
6 40 4 conductors 83%
8 75 5 conductors 76%


10 63
6 100 4. Maximum temperatures: Ambient, 50°C;
4 135 Conductor, 105°C


2 180
0 245


Either positive or negative voltages can be obtained from the supply by grounding one of the output terminals.  It is best to
avoid grounding the output at any point other than the power supply output terminals to avoid noise problems caused by
common-mode current flowing through the load leads to ground. Always use two wires to connect the load to the supply
regardless of where or how the system is grounded. Never ground the system at more than one point. The maximum
potential (including output voltage) that either output terminal is from ground must not exceed that specified on the output
label on the rear chassis.


The PARD specifications in Table 1-1 apply at the power supply output terminals. However, noise spikes induced in the
load leads at or near the load may affect the load although the spikes are inductively isolated from the power supply. To
minimize voltage spikes at the load, connect a bypass capacitor as shown in Figure 3-5. With this setup, peak-to-peak noise
at the load can actually be reduced to a level well below the value specified at the power supply output terminals.
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Figure 3-5. Connecting a Bypass Capacitor


Overvoltage Protection (OVP)


The overvoltage trip point is adjusted at the front panel. The approximate trip voltage range is from zero volts to
approximately 107% of maximum rated voltage of the power supply. When the OVP circuit trips, the power supply output
is disabled and delivers no output power, and the OVP and DISABLED indicators turn on.


Adjustment. OVP is set by the recessed single-turn OVP ADJUST potentiometer on the front panel. Rotating the control
clockwise sets the trip voltage higher. (It is set to maximum at the factory.) When adjusting the OVP trip point, the
possibility of false tripping must be considered. If the trip voltage is set too close to the supply’s operating voltage, a
transient in the output would falsely trip the OVP. For this reason it is recommended that the OVP trip voltage be set higher
than the output voltage by at least 1 volt (see NOTE on the following page). To adjust the OVP trip voltage, proceed as
follows:


a. Turn on supply and hold DISPLAY OVP pushbutton in.


b. Insert a small-blade screwdriver through hole in front panel and adjust OVP trip voltage to desired level.


OVP Reset. To reset OVP locally, turn the LINE switch off and then back on. OVP can also be reset via GP-IB by sending
RST. The cause of the overvoltage must be removed before the OVP circuit is reset or the circuit will trip again
immediately. If the OVP circuit trips continuously check the load and the trip voltage.
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Foldback Protection


In some applications either CV or CC mode may be regarded as an error condition. The foldback protection feature protects
sensitive loads by disabling the power supply output if the unit switches to the prohibited mode.


In local control, foldback protection is toggled on or off by the FOLDBACK pushbutton switch. The output will be disabled
if the power supply switches from whichever mode (CV or CC) is in operation when foldback is enabled to the other mode.
In addition to turning foldback protection on and off, the FOLDBACK pushbutton switch also resets the foldback protection
circuit if it has tripped. The conditions which caused foldback should be corrected before the circuit is reset, or the foldback
protection circuit will trip again after reset.


NOTE If the foldback protection circuit has tripped and you want both to reset the circuit and disable foldback
protection, you must press the FOLDBACK switch twice in rapid succession, once to reset the foldback
protection circuit and the second time to turn off foldback protection before it trips again.


The green FOLDBACK ENABLED LED lights to indicate that foldback protection is enabled; the yellow FOLDBACK
LED lights to indicate that the foldback protection circuit has tripped. Note the ERROR LED will light if an attempt is made
to turn on foldback protection while the power supply is not in CV or CC mode.


When enabled via GP-IB foldback protection can be enabled for either mode, regardless of the operating state of the power
supply when the command is received.


Remote Voltage Sensing


Because of the unavoidable voltage drop developed in the load leads, the strapping pattern shown in Figure 3-4 will not
provide the best possible voltage regulation at the load. The remote sensing connections shown in Figure 3-6 improve the
voltage regulation at the load by monitoring the voltage there instead of at the supply’s output terminals.  Remote sensing
allows the power supply to automatically increase the output voltage and compensate for the voltage drops in the load leads.
This improves the voltage regulation at the load, and is especially useful for CV operation with loads that vary and have
significant load-lead resistance. Note that with remote sensing, voltage readback is at the load.  Remote sensing has no
effect during CC operation. When using remote sensing, turn off the power supply before changing the rear-panel straps,
sense leads, or load leads.  Connect the unit for remote voltage sensing by connecting load leads from + OUT and - OUT
terminals to the load, disconnecting straps between + Out and + S and between - Out and - S, and connecting sense leads
from the + S and - S terminals to the load as shown in Figure 3-6.


NOTE Sensing is independent of other power supply functions; either local or remote sensing can be used
regardless of how the power supply is programmed.


The load leads should be of the heaviest practical wire gauge, at least heavy enough to limit the voltage drop m each lead to
0.5 volts. The power supply has been designed to minimize the effects of long load-lead inductance, but best results will be
obtained by using the shortest load leads practical.


NOTE Remote voltage sensing compensates for a voltage drop of up to 0.5 V in each lead, and there may be up
to a 0.12 V drop between the -output terminal and the internal sensing resistor, at which point the OVP
circuit is connected. Therefore, the voltage sensed by the OVP circuit could be as much as 1.12 V more
than the voltage being regulated at the load. It may be necessary to readjust the OVP trip voltage when
using remote sensing.
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Figure 3-6. Remote Voltage Sensing


Because the sensing leads carry only a few milliamperes, the wires used for sensing can be much lighter than the load leads.
Each sense lead should have no more than 0.2 ohms resistance. Use the resistivity columns in Table 3-2 to determine the
minimum wire size for the length of sense leads being used. The sense leads should be a shielded, twisted pair to minimize
the pickup of external noise. Any noise picked up on the sensing leads will appear at the supply’s output, and CV load
regulation may be adversely affected. The shield should be grounded at the power supply end only, and should not be used
as one of the sensing conductors. The sensing leads should be connected as close to the load as possible.


If slightly degraded CV load regulation can be tolerated, the power supply will provide remote voltage sensing with up to 2
Vdc drop in each load lead and with more than 0.2 ohms resistance in each sense lead. As the voltage drop in the load leads
increases, the load voltage error due to sense-lead resistance increases according to the formula:


 (2Rs +.5) V1
  1000


where Rs is the resistance in ohms of each sense lead and Vl is the voltage drop in each load lead. For example, if the
resistance in each sense lead is 1 ohm and the voltage drop in each load lead is 2 Vdc, the load voltage might differ by [2(1)
+.5]2/1000 = 5 mVdc from that with no sense-lead.


The sensing leads are part of the supply’s programming circuits, so they should be connected in such a way as to make it
unlikely that they might inadvertently become open circuited. If the sense leads open during operation, the voltage at the
load will rise slightly above its programmed value.


NOTE The power supply includes protection resistors which reduce the effect of open sense leads during remote-
sensing operation. If the + S lead opens, the output voltage is sensed between the + OUT terminal and the
negative side of the load. If the - S lead opens the output voltage is sensed between the positive side of the
load and - OUT. If both sense leads open, the output voltage is sensed locally.


Mode Switches


Figure 3-4 shows six switches on the rear panel that configure the power supply for digital programming (either GP-IB or
front-panel RPG) or analog programming (resistance or voltage). (Note that front panel programming is digital; the rotary
pulse generator (RPG) produces pulses that are monitored by the microprocessor, which then raises or lowers the digital
input to the DACs that control the power supply output.)  Table 3-4 shows the proper switch settings for each programming
mode. When shipped from the factory the switches are set for GP-IB/front-panel-RPG programming, which is the normal
operating mode for this power supply. The two analog programming modes are available for use in special circumstances.
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Table 3-4. Mode Switches
 Mode Programming Mode


Switches GP-IB/RPG Voltage Resistance
B6 0 0 1


CV                    B5 0 0 0
Circuits             B4 1 0 0


B3 0 0 1
CC                    B2 0 0 0
Circuits             B1 1 0 0


Typically, only one programming mode is used for both output parameters (voltage and current). However, the mode
switches allow voltage and current to be programmed independently. For example, voltage could be programmed digitally,
either via GP-IB or front panel, while current is resistance programmed. Note that only one programming mode can be used
for each parameter at one time. (For example, it is not permissible to superimpose an analog programming voltage on the
digital programming signal. To do so will cause programming errors.)


GP-IB Connection


Connections between the power supply and the GP-IB are made via the GP-IB connector on the rear panel.  Figure 3-7
shows the signals at each of the GP-IB connector pins. The GP-IB connectors table in Section 1 lists cables and cable
accessories that are available from Agilent. The GP-IB connector uses metric threads.


 


Figure 3-7. GP-IB Connector


An GP-IB system may be connected together in any configuration (star, linear or combination) as long as the following rules
are followed:
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 1. The total number of devices is no more than 15.
 2. The total length of all the cables used is no more than two meters times the number of devices connected together, up to


an absolute maximum of 20 meters.  (The length between adjacent devices is not critical as long as the total
accumulated cable length is no more than the maximum allowed.)


NOTE  IEEE Std 488.1-1987 states that caution should be taken if individual cable length exceeds 4m.


It is recommended that no more than three connector blocks be stacked together, as the resultant leverage can exert
excessive force on the mounting panels. Be certain that all connectors are full seated and that the lock screws are firmly
finger tightened. Do not use a screwdriver. The screwdriver slots in the lock screws are provided for removal only.


Page 44 provides information for operating the power supply in a GP-IB system. The Tutorial Description of the Agilent
Technologies Interface Bus and other documents listed in Section 1 provide additional information that may be helpful
when designing a GP-IB system.


Monitor Signals


Amplified and buffered voltage and current monitor output signals are available at the rear-panel terminal strip.  These
signals can be connected to remote meters to indicate output voltage and current. The signals vary from 0 to 5 volts to
indicate a zero to full-scale output. Both monitor-output terminals are referenced to the monitor-common terminal.  Output
impedance of the monitor terminals is 10.2 k ± 5%; a load of 1 megohm will maintain 1% reading accuracy.


The common terminal (  M) is internally connected to the minus (-) output terminal.


 Protective Circuits


Protective circuits within the power supply may limit or turn off the output in case of abnormal conditions. The cause of the
protective action can be determined by observing the front panel indicators (lights and meters).


Overrange. If an overrange condition exists (load tries to draw more power than the supply can deliver), the OVERRANGE
indicator turns on and both the CV and CC indicators are off. The product of the VOLTS and AMPS displays will exceed
the maximum output power of the supply.


Disabled. If the power supply output is disabled, either by a command from GP-IB, by protective circuits within the supply,
or by the INH input, the power supply output drops to zero and the DISABLED indicator turns on.  The power supply can
be disabled by overvoltage, overtemperature, or foldback (indicated by front-panel LEDs), by low or high ac line (mains)
voltage, or externally via the remote inhibit (INH) input, by command from the controller (see Page 58).


Overvoltage. If the voltage across the power supply output terminals rises above a preset level, possibly because of a
hardware malfunction, the overvoltage protection (OVP) circuit will trip. If this occurs, the power supply will be disabled
and the OV indicator turned on. To reset the OVP circuit, first ensure that the condition that caused the overvoltage is
corrected. Then turn the power supply off and back on. or reset OVP via the GP-IB.


Overtemperature. If the overtemperature protection circuit trips, the power supply will be disabled and the OT indicator
turned on. The overtemperature circuit will reset automatically and the power supply output will be restored when the
temperature drops sufficiently for safe operation.


AC Line Over/Under Voltage. If the ac line (mains) input voltage increases or decreases beyond the range for safe operation
the power supply output may be disabled.  The power supply output will be restored when the input voltage is within range.
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Foldback. If foldback protection is enabled (FOLDBACK ENABLED LED on) and the power supply switches to the
prohibited mode (CV or CC), the power supply output will be disabled and the FOLDBACK indicator turned on. Press the
FOLDBACK pushbutton switch to reset the foldback protection circuit and restore the power supply output. Unless the
conditions (voltage setting, current setting, load resistance) that caused foldback are changed, the circuit will trip again
when the output is restored.  Pressing the FOLDBACK switch a second time after resetting foldback will turn off foldback
protection if desired.


Error. If the power supply receives an invalid command (syntax error, out of range), either locally or via GP-IB, the
ERROR indicator turns on. The power supply ignores the invalid command and remains at previously set values. If the error
was an attempt to exceed output limits using the front-panel OUTPUT ADJUST control (RPG), ERROR will turn off one
second after RPG rotation stops.


Local Operation


The power supply is configured for local operation when the unit is turned on. Output voltage and current are both set to
zero, and the OUTPUT ADJUST knob is configured to adjust output current (CURRENT indicator is on). Pressing the
OUTPUT ADJUST pushbutton switch alternately configures the OUTPUT ADJUST knob to adjust output voltage and
current, as indicated by the VOLTAGE and CURRENT indicators. Note that the OUTPUT ADJUST knob will vary
whichever output parameter, voltage or current, is indicated by the VOLTAGE and CURRENT indicators, even when the
other parameter is limiting the output.


By pressing the DISPLAY SETTINGS pushbutton switch the operator can observe the setting (limits) of both output
parameters, rather than the actual output values. This allows the operator to set the current limit when the power supply is
operating m CV mode, or set the voltage limit while in CC mode, without the necessity of disconnecting or adjusting the
load.


When the power supply is under remote control (RMT indicator on), neither the VOLTAGE or CURRENT indicator is on
and the OUTPUT ADJUST knob has no effect.


Constant Voltage Operation


To set up the power supply for constant voltage operation:


a. With power supply turned off, connect load to output terminals.


b. Turn on power supply. Hold in DISPLAY OVP pushbutton switch and set OVP ADJUST potentiometer for desired
OVP trip voltage.


c. Ensure that CURRENT indicator is on, hold DISPLAY SETTINGS pushbutton switch in and rotate OUTPUT
ADJUST knob to set desired current limit.


d. Press OUTPUT ADJUST switch once so that OUTPUT ADJUST knob controls voltage, and adjust output voltage to
desired level.


e. If foldback protection is desired, press FOLDBACK pushbutton switch to enable this feature.


f. If a load change causes the current limit to be exceeded, the power supply automatically crosses over to constant
current operation and the output voltage drops proportionately. If foldback protection is enabled, mode crossover
causes the power supply output to be disabled. In setting the current limit, make adequate allowance for high current
peaks that could cause unwanted mode crossover.
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Constant Current Operation


To set up the power supply for constant current operation:


a. With power supply turned off, connect load to output terminals.


b. Turn on power supply. Hold in DISPLAY OVP pushbutton switch and set OVP ADJUST potentiometer for desired
OVP trip voltage. In CC mode the voltage setting will limit output voltage under quiescent conditions, and the OVP
circuit provides added protection against hardware faults.


c. Press OUTPUT ADJUST pushbutton switch once so that VOLTAGE indicator turns on, hold DISPLAY SETTINGS
pushbutton switch in, and rotate OUTPUT ADJUST knob to set desired voltage limit.


d. Press OUTPUT ADJUST switch once so that OUTPUT ADJUST knob controls current, and adjust output current to
desired level.


e. If foldback protection is desired, press FOLDBACK pushbutton switch to enable this feature.


f. If a load change causes the voltage limit to be exceeded, the power supply automatically crosses over to constant
voltage operation and the output current drops proportionately. If foldback protection is enabled, mode crossover
causes the power supply output to be disabled. In setting the voltage limit, make adequate allowance for voltage peaks
that could cause unwanted mode crossover.


Return to Local


If the power supply is under remote control (RMT indicator on) and local lockout has not been sent (see Page 46), pressing
the LCL pushbutton switch will return the unit to local (front panel) control. Holding the LCL switch in will prevent the
power supply from returning to remote control for as long as the LCL switch is held in or until local lockout is sent.


If the power supply has been disabled via GP-IB, or remote inhibit (DISABLED indicator on), the LCL switch will not
restore the output. The only way to re-enable locally is to turn the LINE switch off and then back on. The OUTPUT
ADJUST controls continue to operate in local control even if the power supply is disabled.


NOTE Once the soft limits have been set by the controller via GP-IB, the OUTPUT ADJUST knob cannot be
used to obtain a higher output beyond these limits. This condition is true for both local and GP-IB control.


GP-IB Operation


Interface Functions


The power supply implements the following GP-IB interface functions, which are defined by IEEE standard 488:


SH1 (Source Handshake)
AH1 (Acceptor Handshake)
T6 (Talker)
L4 (Listener)
SR1 (Service Request)
RL1 (Remote Local)
PP1 (Parallel Poll)
DC1 (Device Clear)
DT1 (Device Trigger)
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Multiline Message Control Functions. The Acceptor Handshake, Source Handshake, Listener, and Talker functions are
implemented by the interface circuits of the power supply and the controller and require no action by the user. The LSN or
TLK indicators turn on when the power supply is addressed to listen or talk. (The talker function includes serial poll, see
below).


Service Request. Service request is a uniline message that can be asserted by the power supply to interrupt the controller.
Service request can be generated by a power supply fault condition. The operator defines which of eight power supply
conditions are defined as faults. Enabling or disabling a condition from asserting service request does not affect the
condition within the power supply, nor does it affect the front-panel status indicators. Page 62 provides instructions for
unmasking service request capability.


A service request can also be generated at power on (PON), depending on the setting of the rear-panel PON SRQ switch.
Therefore, with PON SRQ enabled, if a momentary power dropout causes the power supply memory to lose its programmed
values, PON alerts the operator that the power supply has been initialized (see Page 47).


If the power supply fails self test at power on it will not respond to serial poll or any other commands on GP-IB.  The user
should include a time-out in his program after which the controller will not wait for the power supply to respond. If the time-
out occurs, the power supply can be assumed to be malfunctioning and should be removed for service.


The SRQ indicator turns on whenever the power supply is requesting service from the controller, and remains on until the
controller conducts a serial poll. Serial poll resets the SRQ bit and turns off the SRQ indicator, regardless of whether the
fault that caused service request continues to exist.


Serial Poll. In a serial poll the controller can poll each device on the bus, one at a time. The power supply responds by
placing the contents of the eight-bit serial poll register on the GP-IB data lines. Table 3-5 defines each of the bits in the
serial poll register and defines what causes each bit to be set and reset. Bit positions 0 through 7 are placed on DIO lines 1
through 8. Note that the serial poll register represents only the power supply connected to the GP-IB, not other power
supplies that may be slaved to the GP-IB connected unit.


Parallel Poll. Parallel poll allows the controller to receive one bit of data from each of many or all instruments on the bus at
the same time. In Agilent Technologies power supplies this bit corresponds to bit 6, the RQS bit, of the serial poll register.
Because the controller can receive this bit from at least eight instruments at one time, the controller can determine quickly
which of a number of instruments on the bus requested service. The controller can then query that instrument to determine
the cause of the service request.  Parallel poll does not reset the service request bit in the power supply. The power supply’s
response to parallel poll can be configured remotely from the controller, or it can be configured locally.


Unless configured remotely, the power supply responds to a parallel poll with a "1" on one of the DIO lines (if requesting
service), as determined by the setting of its address switches. Addresses 0 through 7 correspond to DIO lines 1 through 8
(decimal weight 20 through 27). If the address switches are set to 8 or higher, the power supply will not respond to a parallel
poll unless the unit is configured remotely. The power supply can not return a "0" to indicate it was requesting service
unless it has been configured remotely.


The power supply can be configured remotely to respond to a parallel poll with either a ’’1’’ or a ’’0’’ on one of the DIO lines
if the unit is requesting service. Configuration statements with a decimal value of 0 through 7 will configure the unit to
respond with a "0" on one of the DIO lines 1 through 8; decimal values of 8 through 15 configure the unit to respond with a
"1" on one of DIO lines 1 through 8. By configuring the power supply remotely, the address switches may be set to any
address from 0 through  30 without affecting the parallel poll response. The capability to configure either a "0" or "1"
response allows the user to AND or OR two or more instruments on one DIO line.
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Remote/Local. The remote/local function allows the power supply to operate in either local (front panel) or remote (via
GP-IB) control. The user can send Local Lockout to the power supply via GP-IB to disable the front-panel LCL switch
only. With Local Lockout, the controller determines if the unit operates in local or remote control; this enables the
controller to prevent anyone else from returning the power supply to local control.


Device Clear. Device Clear is implemented in the power supply as Clear (see Page 63). The difference between Clear and
Device Clear is that Device Clear can be an unaddressed or addressed command. Device Clear is typically used in systems
to send all devices in the system to a known state with a single command (which could be generated by a "panic" button).


 Table 3-5. Serial Poll Register
 Bit Position 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Bit Weight 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1
Condition - RQS ERR RDY - - PON FAU


RQS Requesting Service
ERR Remote Programming Error
RDY Ready to Process Commands
PON Power On Reset
FAU Fault Condition


RQS is set when power supply generates a service request, and is reset immediately after a serial poll is conducted.


 ERR follows ERR bit in Status Register, which is set whenever power supply detects a remote programming error.
 ERR is reset by ERR? query.


 RDY is set whenever power supply finishes processing a command, and is reset when power supply starts to process a
new command. Note that power supply input buffer can accept new commands via GP-IB even while unit is busy
processing previously received commands.


 PON is set when ac input power is turned on and is reset by CLR command or Device Clear interface message.
 PON is set in serial poll register regardless of whether PON SRQ is enabled by rear-panel switch.


 FAU is set when any bit is set in Fault Register and is reset by FAULT? query.


Device Trigger. Device Trigger is implemented in the power supply as Trigger (see Page 59). Each device that is to
respond to Device Trigger must be addressed. Device Trigger is typically used in systems to synchronize the operation of a
number of addressed devices.


GP-IB Address Selection


The five GP-IB address switches are located on the rear panel. The GP-IB address is set in binary, with A1 the least
significant bit and A5 the most significant bit. Figure 3-8 shows the factory-set address of "5" (binary 00101). The raised
portion of the switch is shown in black.  Any address from 00 to 30 decimal (00000 to 11110 binary) is a valid GP-IB
address. The power supply will operate on whatever valid address is set on the address switches.  Address 31 will cause a
self-test error.


The operator should be aware that some other instruments on the GP-IB may initialize at a particular address although they
can be programmed subsequently to respond to a different address. If the system includes instruments with this
characteristic and they are programmed for addresses other than their initialized address, a momentary input power dropout
may cause them to re-initialize their address. If another instrument, such as the power supply, is hardware set to that address,
the system will not function properly. Therefore, the system program should be written to monitor any re-initialization. Any
programmed data, such as addresses, that may have been lost will then have to be reset.
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Holding the LCL switch in for one second causes the power supply’s GP-IB address to be displayed on the front panel until
the switch is released or two seconds elapse.


The address switches are also used during troubleshooting to select which self tests are run in test mode.  If the power
supply has been serviced be certain to check the GP-IB address switches. Note that the top two switches are not address
switches. Be careful to use only the five bottom switches for setting the address.


Power-On Service Request


The power supply can request service from the controller when power is turned on. Power-on service request (PON SRQ) is
enabled or disabled by the rear-panel PON SRQ switch, and cannot be controlled by commands via GP-IB. The service
request bit is reset by a serial poll, regardless of whether set by power-on or some other cause.  To enable power-on to
request service, set the PON SRQ switch to "1", as shown in Figure 3-8. If enabled, PON SRQ will request service when the
power supply is turned on or any time a momentary input power dropout causes the power supply to re-initialize.


Figure 3-8. GP-IB Address/PON SRQ Switches


INH-FLT or RLY LNK Operation


The four-pin connector on the GP-IB board can be configured for either Fault Input (FLT) and Remote Inhibit (INH)
operation or for operation with the Agilent 59510A or 59511A Relay Accessory. Setting the INH-FLT/RLY LNK switch to
"0" (see Figure 3-8) selects INH-FLT operation as described on page 70. Setting the switch to "1" selects RLY LNK
operation (see instructions supplied with the relay accessory and also Appendix C in this manual).


Initial Conditions


The power supply initializes at power on programmed with the values listed in Table 3-6.
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Table 3-6. Initial Conditions
  Voltage                            0 Volts
 Current                             0 Amps
 OUTPUT ADJUST          Enabled to adjust CURRENT
    Control
 OVP                                 determined by setting of OVP ADJUST potentiometer on front panel
 Soft Voltage Limit          Agilent 6030A - 204.750 volts
                                         Agilent 6031A - 20.475 volts
                                         Agilent 6032A - 61.425 volts
                                         Agilent 6033A - 20.475 volts
                                         Agilent 6035A - 511.875
                                         Agilent 6038A - 61.425 volts


 Soft Current Limit           Agilent 6030 A -17.403 amperes
                                         Agilent 6031A -122.85 amperes
                                         Agilent 6032A - 51.1875 amperes
                                         Agilent 6033A - 30.7125 amperes
                                         Agilent 6035A - 5.119
                                         Agilent 6038A -10.2375 amperes


Delay                                 0.5 seconds
Foldback Protection           off
 Output                              on
 Unmask                            none
 Hold                                 off
 Store/Recall                      all storage registers loaded with initial conditions of supply (output
                                           on/off is not stored)


Programming Syntax


The following paragraphs describe how to program the power supply via the GP-IB. These instructions concern device-
dependent messages, such as setting output voltage.  Interface management messages, such as serial poll, have been
described previously on Page 44, Interface Functions.


Table 3-7 lists each of the device-dependent commands, the range of each parameter sent to the power supply or the
response of the power supply to a query from the controller, and a brief description of each command. Also included is the
number of the paragraph in which each command is described more fully. If no unit is specified where appropriate in data
sent to the power supply, the power supply selects S.I. units (V,A,s).


NOTE Lower-case alpha characters sent to the power supply are treated as upper-case alpha characters.


Numbers Sent to Power Supply. Numbers can be sent to the power supply either with implicit or explicit decimal point
notation, and with or without a scale factor (scientific notation), allowing use with controllers having a wide variety of
output formats.


Numbers written in implicit point notation do not contain a decimal point; for example, 123 for one hundred twenty three.
Numbers written in explicit point notation contain a decimal point, such as 1.23.


In scientific notation the letter ’’E" stands for "10 raised to". For example, 1.23E4 would be read as 1.23 times 104, which
equals 12,300.
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Plus and minus signs are considered numeric characters. All numeric data fields may contain an optional plus or minus sign
on both the number itself and the scale factor, such as +1.23E-2.


All numeric data fields may contain leading spaces, and embedded spaces will be accepted between optional signs and
digits, digits and E, decimal point and E, and E and optional sign. The following two examples contain one embedded space
in each position in which they are allowed:


 + 1.23 E + 4   + 123. E + 4


Embedded spaces will not be accepted between digits or between digits and decimal point.


At least one digit must precede E. For example, 1E 4 is correct, E + 4 is incorrect. Lower case e is treated the same as upper
case E.


Numbers Returned To Controller. The format of numbers returned to the controller depends upon the type of data
requested, and is given in Table 3-8.


Leading zeroes are sent as spaces, except that the first digit to the left of a decimal point is never sent as a space.


All numeric data sent to the controller are preceded by a header consisting of alpha characters that identify the type of data,
such as VOUT or ISET. The header consists  of upper case characters only, with no embedded spaces. No suffixes are
attached to numeric data.


Separators For Data Sent To Power Supply.  Separators are used by the power supply to break up commands into
pieces, called tokens, which it can interpret.  Separation of commands into tokens is accomplished either explicitly by the
insertion of separator characters or implicitly by noting a change from one class of input to another.


The explicit separators are commas and spaces. An explicit separator is required between tokens consisting of alpha
characters. For example, SRQ ON is correct, SRQON  is not correct. Commas are used only to separate parameters in the
UNMASK command. Only one comma is allowed, and it may be preceded or followed by any number of spaces.  For
example, both these commands are correct.


UNMASK CC,OR,FOLD
UNMASK CC, OR, FOLD


 but this command is incorrect


UNMASK CC OR FOLD


Spaces are used in all other cases requiring explicit separators. Any number of consecutive spaces is treated as one space.


Implicit separation occurs when the received characters change from upper or low case alpha (A...Z, a...z) to numeric ( +, -
,0...9). Spaces may also be used where implicit separation takes places. For example, both the following commands are
correct:


 VSET 5 V    VSET5V


The question mark is implicitly separated from alpha characters, for example:


 VMAX?    VMAX ?


 are both correct.
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Table 3-7 GP-IB Commands


Command
*Range or **Response
To Query Description Page


VSET x
VSET xV


Agilent 6030A *0--204.75 V
Agilent 6031A *0--20.475 V
Agilent 6032A *0--61.425 V
Agilent 6033A *0--20.475 V
Agilent 6035A *0--511.88 V
Agilent 6038A *0--61.425 V


Any of these commands is used to program
output voltage. Initial Condition: 0 V


55


VSET xMV Agilent 6030A *0--204750 mV
Agilent 6031A *0--20475 mV
Agilent 6032A *0--61425 mV
Agilent 6033A *0--20475 mV
Agilent 6035A *0--511880 mV
Agilent 6038A *0--61425 mV


ISET x
ISET xA


Agilent 6030A *0--17.403 A
Agilent 6031A *0--122.85 A
Agilent 6032A *0--51.1875 A
Agilent 6033A *0--30.7125 A
Agilent 6035A *0--5.119 A
Agilent 6038A *0--10.2375 A


Any of these commands is used to program
output current. Initial Condition: 0 A


56


ISEFT xMA Agilent 6030A *0--17403 mA
Agilent 6031A *0--122850 mA
Agilent 6032A *0--51187.5 mA
Agilent 6033A *0--30712.5 mA
Agilent 6035A *0--5119 mA
Agilent 6038A *0--10237.5 mA


VSET?
 ISET?


**VSET xx.xxx
**ISET xx.xxx


Used to read voltage and current settings 56


VOUT?
 IOUT?


**VOUT xx.xxx
**IOUT xx.xxx


Used to measure and read output voltage
or current.


56


OVP? **OVP xx.xx Causes power supply to measure OVP
setting (which is hardware set at front panel).


57


VMAX x
VMAX xV


VMAX xMV


(Same as VSET) Any of these commands is used to program an
upper limit (soft limit) on the voltage
programming value that the power supply will
accept.


57


IMAX x
IMAX xA


IMAX xMA


(Same as ISET) Any of these commands is used to program an
upper limit (soft limit) on the current
programming value that the power supply will
accept.


57


VMAX?
IMAX?


**VMAX xx.xxx
**IMAX xx.xxx


Used to read voltage and current limits (soft
limits).


57
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Table 3-7 GP-IB Commands (continued)


Command
*Range or **Response
To Query Description


Page


DLY x
DLY xS


DLY xMS


*0--31.999 s


*0--31999 ms


Any of these commands is used to program the
delay time after a new output voltage or current is
implemented, or RST or OUT ON command is
received. During delay power supply disables CV,
CC, and OR conditions from being labeled as
faults, and disables foldback protection.


57


DLY? **DLY xx.xxx Used to read delay time setting. 57


OUT OFF
OUT 0


.Enables or disables power supply output. Power
supply remains able to implement commands
even while output is disabled


58


OUT ON
OUT 1


Initial Condition: OUT ON


OUT? **OUT 0 or
**OUT 1


Used to read OUTPUT ON/OFF setting 58


FOLD OFF,
FOLD 0


FOLD CV
FOLD 1


FOLD CC
FOLD 2


Enables or disables foldback protection which
will disable power supply output if power supply
switches to whichever mode, CV or CC, is
defined as the fold (error) condition. Foldback
protection is inhibited during DELAY period.
Initial Condition: FOLD OFF.


58


FOLD? **FOLD 0 or
**FOLD 1 or
**FOLD 2


Used to read FOLDBACK setting.
58


RST Used to reset power supply if output is disabled
by overvoltage, remote inhibit, or foldback
protection circuits. Power supply resets to present
voltage and current settings (values can be
changed while unit is disabled).


59


HOLD OFF
HOLD 0


HOLD ON HOLD
1


Determine if certain newly received commands
are implemented by power supply upon receipt or
are held for later
implementation while power supply
continues to operate with previously received
values. HOLD ON can be used to synchronize
power supply changes with actions taken by other
devices on the GP-IB. See TRG command. Initial
Condition: HOLD OFF


59


HOLD? **HOLD 0 or
**HOLD 1


Used to read HOLD setting 59
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Table 3-7 GP-IB Commands (continued)


Command
*Range or **Response
To Query Description


Page


T
TRG


Used to implement commands that have been sent
to and held by the power supply (power supply
continues to operate with previous values until
trigger command is received). See HOLD
command. The device trigger interface message
performs the same function.


59


STO x
RCL x


*0-15 Cause power supply to store and recall up to 16
sets of the complete machine state except for
output on/off. Machine state consists of:
programmed voltage (first and second rank),
programmed current (first and second rank), soft
voltage limit, soft current limit, delay time,
service request on/off, foldback (first and second
rank), mask (first and second rank), and hold.
Initial Condition: Each storage register is
initialized to the turn-on values.


60


STS? **STS xxx Used to read the contents of the status register,
which maintains the present status of the power
supply. See Table 3-9 for a description of each bit
in the status register, and the bit weight for each
condition.


60


ASTS? **ASTS xxx Used to read the contents of the accumulated-
status register, which stores any bit that was
entered in the status register since the
accumulated-status register was last read,
regardless of whether the condition still exists.
The bit descriptions and weights are the same as
in the status register, see Table 3-9.


61


UNMASK
 mnemonics


UNMASK xxx


Determines which conditions are capable of
setting bits in the FAULT register; therefore,
allows operator to define which conditions are
fault conditions. Conditions can be enabled either
by sending a string of mnemonics after the
command UNMASK, or by sending the decimal
equivalent of the total bit weight for all conditions
to be enabled. The mnemonics and bit weights are
the same as in the status register, see Table 3-9.
Mnemonics are separated from each other by
commas, and may be sent in any combination and
in any order. The command UNMASK NONE
disables all conditions from setting bits in fault
register. Initial Condition: UNMASK NONE


62
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Table 3-7 GP-IB Commands (continued)


Command
*Range or **Response
To Query Description


Page


UNMASK? **UNMASK xxx
Used to read which bits in the status register have
been enabled to set bits in the fault register
(i.e.,which power supply conditions are defined as
faults). xxx is decoded using bit weights in Table
3-9.


62


FAULT? **FAULT xxx Used to read which bits have been set in the fault
register. A bit is set in the fault register when the
corresponding bit in the status register changes
from inactive to active AND the corresponding
bit in the mask register is set. Bits in the fault
register are reset only after the fault register is
read. xxx is decoded using bit weights in Table 3-
9.


62


SRQ OFF
 SRQ 0


SRQ ON
SRQ 1


Enable or disable power supply’s ability to request
service from the controller for fault conditions.
UNMASK command defines which power supply
conditions are defined as faults. Initial Condition:
SRQ OFF


62


SRQ? **SRQ 0 or
**SRQ 1


Used to read SRQ setting. 63


CLR Used to initialize power supply to power-on state;
also resets the PON bit in the serial poll register.
The device clear interface message performs the
same function.


63


ERR? **ERR xx Used to determine type of programming error
detected by power supply. A remote programming
error will set the ERR bit in the status register,
which can be enabled by UNMASK to request
service. See Table 3-10 for descriptions of error
codes.


63
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Table 3-7 GP-IB Commands (continued)


Command
*Range or **Response
To Query Description


Page


TEST? **TEST xx Causes power supply to run selftests and report
any failures. Type of tests run depends on whether
power supply output is on or off.


63


ID? **Agilent 603xA or


 **Agilent 603xA, OPT 100


Causes power supply to report its model number
and any options that affect the unit’s output
capability.


65


[Bracketed commands are equivalent.
x = any digit (within range)
MV = millivolt
MA = milliamp
MS = millisecond


 ** Query causes power supply to clear output buffer, gather requested data, and store it in output buffer. Data will be put
on GP-IB when power supply is addressed to talk and ATN goes false. Only most recently requested data is stored, and it
is not saved after being put on GP-IB.


Terminators For Data Sent To Power Supply. Terminators mark the end of a command string, and they instruct the power
supply that the command it has just received should be executed. The terminator characters are the line feed and semicolon.


Line feed is sent by all Agilent controllers automatically after OUTPUT statements unless deliberately suppressed, so the
user need not include a terminator when only one command is sent per line. If the user wishes to send more than one
command per line the commands must be separated by semicolon.


Any number of consecutive terminators is treated as one. A terminator may be preceded or followed by any number of
spaces, for example:


VOUT 15V;IOUT 5A
VOUT 15V ;  IOUT 5A


 are both correct


The carriage return character by itself is not sufficient to terminate a command, but it will be accepted without error in all
cases where a terminator is expected.


Commands may also be terminated by asserting EOI on the GP-IB concurrently with the last character of the command. For
example:


VSET 1.23
               E
               O
               I


requires no semicolon or linefeed. Asserting EOI in conjunction with a terminator will have no adverse effect.
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Table 3-8. Format of Numbers Sent from Power Supply
 For these query commands:
 VSET?        ISET?        DLY?
 VOUT?       IOUT?
 VMAX?       IMAX?


 the response consists of a header followed by a space* followed by 5 decimal digits with an embedded decimal point,
 in this format:


<header> <space>d.dddd
to
< header > < space > dddd. d


 The header consists of the query alpha characters without the question mark. Leading zeroes are sent as spaces,
 except that the first digit to the left of the decimal point is never sent as a space.
 *A minus sign can be sent instead of a space for VOUT, IOUT, and OVP.


For these query commands:


 STS?         FAULT?
 ASTS?        ERR?
 UNMASK?     TEST?


 the response consists of a header followed by a space followed by three decimal digits with an implicit decimal point, in
this format:


 < header > < space > ddd
 The header consists of the query alpha characters without the question mark. Leading zeroes are sent as spaces.


For these query commands:


 FOLD?       HOLD?
 OUT?        SRQ?
 the response consists of a header followed by a space followed by a single digit, in this format:
 < header > < space > d


 The header consists of the query alpha characters without the question mark.


Termination for Data Sent to Controller. All data returned to the controller are terminated by a carriage return character
followed immediately by a linefeed character. EOI is asserted concurrently with linefeed.


Voltage Setting. Voltage is programmed in either volts or millivolts using any of the following codes (the value 20 is used
as an example):


VSET 20


VSET 20 V


VSET 20 MV


The programmed voltage is the actual output if the power supply is in CV mode, or the voltage limit if the power supply is
in CC mode.


The voltage setting may be read by sending:
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VSET?


 and addressing the power supply to talk.


The power supply can be instructed to measure its actual output voltage by sending:


VOUT?


The results are placed on the GP-IB when the power supply is addressed to talk, in this format (using 20 as an example):
VOUT 20.000


NOTE The programming resolution (LSB) for the VSET and ISET commands are specified in Table 1-1. The
power supply will round off settings received to the nearest multiple of these values.


Current Setting. Current is programmed in either amps or milliamps using any of the following codes (the value 5 is used as
an example):


ISET 5


ISET 5 A


ISET 5 MA


The programmed current is the actual output if the power supply is in CC mode, or the current limit if the power supply is in
CV mode.


The current setting may be read by sending:


ISET?


 and addressing the power supply to talk.


The power supply can be instructed to measure its actual output current by sending:


IOUT?


The results are placed on the GP-IB when the power supply is addressed to talk, in this format (using 5 as an example):


IOUT 5.000


OVP Measurement. OVP trip voltage is hardware set at the power supply front panel. The power supply can be instructed
to measure the OVP trip voltage by sending:


OVP?


The results are placed on the GP-IB when the power supply is addressed to talk, in this format (using 20 as an example):
OVP 20.000
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Soft Limits. The power supply can be sent soft limit values that place maximum limits on the voltage and current
programming values that will be accepted. If the power supply receives a programming value that exceeds the soft limit, it
will ignore the command, turn on the ERROR indicator, and set the ERR bits in the status register and in the serial poll
register. The power supply will not accept soft limit values that are lower than present output values or values that are being
held.


Soft limits are programmed using any of the following codes (the values 15 and 5 are used as examples):


 VMAX 15          IMAX 5


 VMAX 15 V       IMAX 5 A


 VMAX 15 MV   IMAX 5 MA


The soft limits may be read by sending:


                                    VMAX?       IMAX?


and addressing the power supply to talk. The response from the power supply is in this format (using 15 and 5 as examples):


                                     VMAX 15.000   IMAX 5.000


Delay. The power supply may switch modes or be unregulated momentarily after a new output value is programmed or the
output is reset from zero. In most cases this temporary condition would not be considered a fault, and foldback or a service
request would be a nuisance. Delay operates to mask CV, CC, and OR conditions from the fault register for a specific
period after a new output value is implemented. The delay is initiated after the following commands:


OUT ON


RST


T, TRG, or Device Trigger


VSET OR ISET if hold is off


The power supply initializes with a delay of 0.5 seconds, which is appropriate in most cases. In some cases a longer or
shorter delay may be required. For example, when up-programming output voltage with a very low current limit, CC mode
may persist longer than 0.5 seconds.


Factors that influence how long the mode change or unregulated condition may last include: difference between old output
value and new output value, current or voltage limit, and output (load) capacitance (for CV mode) or output inductance (for
CC mode). The delay required must be determined empirically; the programming-response times in the specifications table,
Section I, can be used as guidelines.


Delay can be programmed in 1 ms increments using either of the following codes (31999 used as an example):


DLY 31.999S


DLY 31999MS


Delay value may be read by sending:


DLY?


 and addressing the power supply to talk. The response from the power supply is in this format (using 0.5 as an example):
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DLY 0.500


Note that during the delay period CV and CC are masked from the foldback protection feature also. Delay does not affect
the setting of the CV, CC, or OR bits in the status register or accumulated status register; delay affects only the setting of
those bits in the fault register. Delay does not affect conditions other than CV, CC, or OR that may cause service request,
nor will delay affect CV, CC, or OR if they occur at any time other than after a programmed output change.


Output On/Off. The power supply output can be turned on and off using these commands-
OUT OFF or OUT 0:


 OUT ON or OUT 1


OUT OFF does not affect the voltage and current settings. OUT ON enables the power supply and returns the output to the
present voltage and current settings, which can be changed while the output is off. OUT ON will not reset OVP, foldback
protection, remote inhibit (INH), or fault indicator (FLT).


Output on/off is particularly useful when storing values for later recall. (Note that output on/off is the only programmable
state that is not stored.) With the output off, the user can set up and store as many as 16 versions of the complete machine
state without having the output change to a particular set of values until that setup is required.


The state of the output on/off function may be read by sending:
OUT ?


and addressing the power supply to talk. The response from the power supply is in this format:
OUT 0 or OUT 1


in which 0 indicates that the power supply output is off, and I indicates it is on.


Foldback Protection. As described on page 39, foldback protection can be enabled to turn off the power supply output if the
power supply switches from the protected operating mode (either CV or CC) to the other mode. If the power supply changes
to the specified mode, the output will be turned off and the DISABLED and FOLDBACK indicators will turn on. To
prevent nuisance tripping while the output is being reprogrammed, foldback protection is inhibited during the delay period.


Foldback protection is programmed using these codes:


 FOLD OFF or FOLD 0


 FOLD CV or FOLD 1


 FOLD CC or FOLD 2


FOLD CV means that the power supply should be operating in CC Mode, and foldback protection will turn off the output if
the power supply switches to CV mode. FOLD CC means that foldback occurs if the power supply switches to CC mode.


The state of the foldback protection function may be read by sending:


FOLD?


and addressing the power supply to talk. The response from the power supply is in this format:
FOLD 0 or FOLD 1 or FOLD 2


in which 0 indicates that foldback protection is off, 1 indicates foldback protection will trip if the power supply switches to
CV mode, and 2 indicates that foldback protection will trip if the power supply switches to CC mode.
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Reset. Reset restores the power supply output if it has been disabled by OVP, foldback, or remote inhibit. The output returns
to the present voltage and current settings; the values may be changed while the output is disabled. The power supply is
reset with the command:


RST


Note that if the condition which caused OVP or foldback remains, the power supply output will be disabled again after reset.
If a condition which tripped the INH input (set the RI bit true (1)) remains after a RST command is issued, the supply will
not be re-enabled. The condition which tripped the INH input must be removed and the RI bit must become false before the
supply can be returned to its previous settings. If the power supply output is disabled repeatedly, check that the OVP setting
and delay time are appropriate for the application.


Hold and Trigger. The power supply contains first-rank and second-rank storage registers for values of voltage setting,
current setting, foldback, and mask. The operating values are stored in the second rank, but the first rank can receive and
hold different values for later implementation.  With hold turned on, values in first rank are moved to second rank only upon
receipt of a trigger or device trigger command.


This feature allows synchronization of multiple instruments on the GP-IB, and also ensures that new values are implemented
at the same time within a single instrument. With hold turned off, values are loaded into both first and second rank when
received.


Hold is turned on and off using these codes:


HOLD OFF or HOLD 0
HOLD ON or HOLD 1


The state of the hold on/off function may be read by sending:


HOLD?


and addressing the power supply to talk. The response from the power supply is in this format:


HOLD 0 or HOLD 1


in which 0 indicates that hold is turned off, and 1 indicates that hold is turned on.


Values that are held in first rank can be shifted to second rank (operating values) using either of these commands:


TRG or T


The device trigger interface command will also shift data from first rank to second rank.


Voltage and current values are compared to soft limits before being loaded into either first or second rank, and new soft
limits are compared to values already programmed in both first and second rank. Any discrepancy between first and second
rank voltage or current settings and voltage or current soft limits will result in an error condition.


The power supply has been designed to allow it to enforce sequential device command processing, which means that a
second instrument on the GP-IB will not begin to receive commands until the power supply has finished processing its
commands. The power supply can accept data much faster than it can process data. Therefore, if a second instrument had
less data to process than the first had, the second instrument could start changing its output before the first instrument output
started changing, even though the first instrument may have accepted all of its data before the second instrument began to
receive its data. When using device trigger (a GP-IB interface function), the GP-IB interface circuit in the power supply will
not finish the handshake of the GET message (group Execute Trigger) until all commands have been processed and the
trigger action has been completed. The controller cannot send commands to a second instrument until the handshake is
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completed with the first. Therefore, sending device trigger after sending a command assures that the second instrument
cannot begin to receive commands until the first instrument has processed its commands.


For example, assume the following commands are sent to four power supplies assigned to addresses called PS1, PS2, PS3,
and PS4:


OUTPUT PS1; "HOLD ON’’ 5A’’
OUTPUT PS2; "HOLD ON; lA"
TRIGGER PS1
TRIGGER PS2
OUTPUT PS3; "HOLD OFF; 10A"
TRIGGER PS3
OUTPUT PS4; "HOLD OFF. 2A"


Power supply 2 will start to change only after power supply 1 has started to change, and power supply 4 will start to change
only after power supply 3 has started to change. Note that this feature concerns only the processing of the GP-IB command.
The time required for the power supplies to settle at their new values depends on the load and on the direction and amount
of change.


Store/Recall. The power supply can store up to 16 complete power supply states except for output on/off. This allows the
operator to preset frequently used values, which can then be recalled when needed with a single command. Preset values are
stored and recalled using these codes (3 and 1 used as examples):


STO 3
RCL 11


Sending a store command causes a "snapshot" of the present machine state to be stored. The power supply can then be
programmed with new values. Note that only those values to be changed need be reprogrammed. For example, if the
following command strings were sent in listed order to the power supply, the string stored in register 1 would include a
current setting of 2 A and CC foldback in
addition to a voltage setting of 6 V. The string stored in register 2 would include a voltage setting of 8 V in addition to a
current setting of 5 A and CV foldback. Note that the stored because the output was turned off. The store/recall designators
need not be assigned in consecutive order, but they must be in the range of 0 to 15.


OUT OFF
VSET 5V; ISET 2A; FOLD CC; STO 0
VSET 8V; STO 1
ISET 5A; FOLD CV; STO 2


Status Register. The power supply maintains an 9-bit status register that reflects the present state of the unit. Each of the
nine bits represents a separate condition; when the condition is true the corresponding bit is 1. Bits are assigned as shown in
Table 3-9.


The status register can be read by sending:


STS?


and addressing the power supply to talk. The response from the power supply is in this format:


STS xxx


 where xxx is a string of ASCII decimal digits. These digits specify an integer which is equal to the sum of the bit weights of
the true conditions.
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For example, if bits for both ERR (128) and CC (2) are set, the power supply would send ASCII digits 1 3 0 (128 +2 =
130).


Bits remain set in the status register as long as the corresponding conditions are true.


 Table 3-9. Status Register
Bit Position 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Bit Weight 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1
Condition RI ERR FOLD AC OT OV OR CC CV


CV       Constant Voltage Mode
CC       Constant Current Mode
OR       Overrange
OV      Overvoltage Protection Circuit Tripped
OT       Overtemperature Protection Circuit Tripped
AC       AC Line Dropout or Out of Range
FOLD   Foldback Protection Circuit Tripped
ERR     Remote Programming Error
RI         Remote Inhibit (INH)


Accumulated Status Register. Reading the status register provides the controller only the state of the power supply at the
time STS? was received. A condition that lasts only momentarily may not be observed even with frequent polling of the
status register. To ensure that a temporary change can be noted by the controller, the power supply  maintains an
accumulated status (astatus) register. Table 3-9 describes the astatus register as well as the status register. A bit in the astatus
register will be 1 if the corresponding bit in the status register has been 1 at any time since the astatus register was last read.


The astatus register can be read by sending:


ASTS?


and addressing the power supply to talk. The response from the power supply is in this format:


ASTS xxx


where xxx is decoded the same way as in the status register readback.


The astatus register is reset to the present value of the status register immediately after it is read by the ASTS?
query.


Mask and Fault Registers. The power supply has two additional registers, the mask register and the fault register, both of
which are arranged like the status register (Table 3-9). The mask register is maintained by the user, and is used to specify
which bits in the status register are enabled (unmasked) to set bits in the fault register. A bit is set in the fault register when
the corresponding bit in the status register changes from 0 to 1 and the corresponding bit in the mask register is 1. Whenever
any bit is set in the fault register the FAU bit is set in the serial poll register.
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Note that bits can be set in the fault register only when there is a change in either the status register or the mask register.
Therefore, if a bit is set in the mask register (unmasked) after the corresponding condition becomes true in the status
register, the associated bit will also be set in the fault register.


Bits may be set in the mask register (conditions unmasked) in either of two ways. The UNMASK command may be
followed by mnemonics which specify which conditions are unmasked (enabled to set bits in the fault register), or the
UNMASK command may be followed by a decimal number that is the sum of the weights of the bits to be set. The
mnemonics and bit weights are the same as in Table 3-9. The mnemonic NONE or decimal number 0 will clear all bits in
the mask register.


Bits are set in the mask register with either of the following codes (ERR/128, OR/4, and CC/2 used as examples):


UNMASK CC, OR, ERR
or


UNMASK 134


Mnemonics may be sent in any order, and they must be separated by commas. Note that the mask register does not affect the
status register, it simply determines which bits in the status register can set bits in the fault register.


The mask register may be read by sending:


UNMASK?


and addressing the power supply to talk. The response from the power supply will be in this format (using 34 as an
example):


UNMASK 134


The fault register may be read by sending:


FAULT?


and addressing the power supply to talk. The response from the power supply will be in this format (using 134 as an
example):


FAULT 134


The fault register is cleared immediately after it is read by the FAULT? query.


Service Request. In some applications it may be desirable to interrupt the controller when a power supply fault condition
occurs. The power supply interrupts the controller by asserting the service request (SRQ) line on the GP-IB. The ability to
generate service requests for fault conditions can be turned on and off using the following commands:


SRQ OFF or SRQ 0


SRQ ON or SRQ 1


The service request function allows use of either polling or interrupt programming. With SRQ on, the SRQ line will be
asserted true whenever the FAU bit in the serial poll register changes from 0 to 1. Therefore, the mask register, in addition
to specifying which conditions set the FAU bit, also determines which conditions can generate service requests. Use of the
FAULT? query will tell the user which condition caused the service request (except for PON, which is indicated by a
separate bit in the serial poll register).


The state of the service request on/off function may be read by sending:
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SRQ?


and addressing the power supply to talk. The response from the power supply is in this format:


SRQ 0 or SRQ 1


in which 0 indicates that service request capability is disabled, and 1 indicates it is enabled.


Note that service request capability for power on is controlled by the rear-panel PON SRQ switch, the setting of which will
not be indicated in response to an SRQ? query.


Clear. The power supply can be returned to its power-on state with the command:


CLR


or by sending a device clear interface command. Clear is typically used to initialize the power supply to a known state at the
beginning of a program. Clear also resets the PON bit in the serial poll register.


The clear command does not complete until the power supply control circuits have had time to settle. This prevents
perturbations on the power supply output, regardless of the state before the clear command was sent. The clear command
takes about 500 ms to execute.


Note that stored preset states (as many as 16) are not changed by the clear command.


Error. When the power supply detects a remote programming error it sets the ERR bit in the status register, which can be
unmasked to request service, and it turns on the front-panel ERROR indicator. The ERR bit is also available in the serial
poll response. Programming errors are usually the result of misspelled words or forgotten separators. When the power
supply detects a programming error it dumps whatever portion of the command it has received and ignores all further
characters until a terminator is received.


The type of error detected can be determined by sending:


ERR?


and addressing the power supply to talk. The response from the power supply is in this format:


ERR x


where x is a decimal digit from 0 to 8.


Table 3-10 lists the error codes with descriptions of each.


Test. The power supply runs a series of self tests when it is turned on, and selected tests can be run for troubleshooting.
Either of two subsets of the self tests can be run by command from the controller. Self tests can be invoked via the GP-IB by
sending the command:


TEST?


The type of self tests performed depends on whether the power supply output is turned on or off.
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Table 3-10. Status Register Errors
Error # Description


0


1


2


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


No Errors


Unrecognized Character—A character like ! " # was received


Improper Number—A numeric character ( + -. 0...9) was received but the following characters did not
represent a proper number. For example, ± 5 V or .V or + V. Examples of errors that are not error 2 are:  E +
04 is error 3 because E is not a numeric character and is not used in any command; 12. 34E~1 is error 4
because it is treated as 12 followed by 3.4, and no commands have two numbers separated by spaces.


Unrecognized String—A string of consecutive alpha characters that could not be found in the table of
command words was received. Cause could be a spelling error or missing separator. For example, OUTON
would be seen as one word, and would be an error.


Syntax Error—A word, number, terminator, or separator was incorrectly placed. For example, ON OUT,
UNMASK,CC, or VOUT 5 V IOUT 5 A. A syntax error will also result if more than the maximum number of
parameters are specified in the UNMASK mnemonic-form command.


Number Out Of Range—A number was received that is too large for the command with which it was
received, for example, VOUT 5E + 5, RCL 200, or DLY 100S. Any negative number will also cause error 5.
Note that soft limit errors are error 6.


Attempt To Exceed Soft Limits—An attempt was made to program a voltage or current greater than the soft
limit. Note that if the programmed voltage or current is greater than the maximum rating of the supply, error 5
will result.


Improper Soft Limit—An attempt was made to program a soft limit less than the associated output value in
either first or second rank. Note that if an attempt is made to program a soft limit greater than the maximum
soft limit of the power supply, error 5 will result.


Data Requested Without A Query Being Sent—A query command, for example VOUT?, instructs the power
supply to ready data for transmission to the controller. A query command must precede each request for data
by the controller. If the controller requests data from the power supply (with ENTER statement) without first
having sent a query, error 8 will result.


Relay Error—The relay accessory is not connected or is incorrectly configured, or the INH-FLT/RLY LNK
switch is in the wrong position.


If the power supply output is disabled (OUT OFF command has been sent), the following tests are performed:


RAM Test #2
ROM Test
Real-Time Clock Test
Serializer Test
PSI Digital I/O Test
PSI DAC/ADC Test


If the power supply output is enabled (output is on), only these tests are performed:


RAM Test #2
ROM Test
Real-Time Clock Test
Serializer Test
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When the power supply is addressed to talk after and addressing the power supply to talk. The response from TEST? has
been received, it responds in this format:  the power supply will be either:


 TEST x


 where x is a decimal number from 0 to 22. See the Service Manual for a listing of the selftest failure
codes. TEST 0 indicates that all tests passed.


The test command does not complete until the power supply control circuits have had time to settle. This prevents
perturbations on the power supply output. The test command takes about 500 ms to execute.


Note that the test command in no way changes the supply can be remotely programmed state or the output of the power
supply


Model Identification. The power supply model number can be determined from the controller by sending the command:


ID?


and addressing the power supply to talk.  The response from the power supply will be either:


ID Agilent 603xA    or     ID Agilent 603xA, OPT100


with the option 100 identification indicating that the power supply has a reduced output-power capability.


Analog Programming


The output voltage and/or current of the power supply can be remotely programmed by an external resistance or voltage.
The power supply is configured for analog programming with rear-panel slide switches: the analog programming signals are
connected to rear-panel screw-on terminals. Both voltage and current programming can be done at the same time.


The common terminal (  P) is internally connected to the minus (-) output terminal.


For resistance programming, internal CV and CC current sources supply 1.25 mA currents through the programming
resistors to create programming voltages for the power supply. Resistances of  0 to 4 kilohms program the output from 0 to
full scale. A variable resistor can control the output over its entire range. Or, a variable resistor connected in series and/or
parallel with a fixed resistor can have its control restricted to a limited portion of the output range. Alternatively, a switch
can be used to select fixed values of programming resistance to obtain a set of discrete voltages or currents.


NOTE The switching configuration used may require make before-break contacts to avoid producing the output
voltage transients caused by momentarily opening the programming terminals.


To maintain the temperature and stability specifications of the power supply, any resistors used for programming must be
stable, low-noise resistors with a temperature coefficient of less than 25ppm per °C and a power rating of at least 1/2 watt.


Both voltage and current outputs can also be controlled by a voltage source. A voltage of 0 to 5 volts programs the output
from zero to full scale. Voltage sources of more than 5 volts can be scaled down to the proper range.


Setting the power supply for analog programming of voltage and/or current disables digital programming (front-panel or
GP-IB) for that parameter.
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The following paragraphs discuss in greater detail the methods of remotely programming the output voltage or current using
either a resistance or voltage input. Whichever method is used, the wires connecting the programming device must be
shielded to reduce noise pickup. The outer shield of the cable should not be used as a conductor, and should be connected to
ground at one end only.


Refer to Table 3-4 for mode-switch settings for voltage or resistance programming.


Although the following setup drawings (Figure 3-9 through 3-13) show the supply strapped for local sensing, analog
programming and remote voltage sensing do not interact and may be used simultaneously.


Constant Voltage Output, Resistance Control.  The setup shown in Figure 3-9 allows the output voltage to be varied by
using an external resistor to program the power supply. A programming resistor variable from 0 to 4000 ohms produces a
proportional output voltage from zero to full scale. Note that fixed resistors may be connected in series and/or parallel with
the variable programming resistor to set lower and/or upper output voltage limits. The resultant programming resistance is
the sum of the series/parallel resistor combination, and must be between 0 and 4000 ohms.  For example, a 2000 ohm
resistor connected in series with the variable programming resistor will set the lower limit for output voltage at one-half full
scale.


NOTE If the programming terminals (VP to P) become open circuited during resistance programming, the
output voltage will tend to rise above rating. The supply will not be damaged if this occurs, but the
overvoltage trip point should be properly adjusted to protect the user’s load.


 Figure 3-9. Resistance Programming of Output Voltage


 Constant Voltage Output, Voltage Control. The setup shown in Figure 3-10 allows the output voltage to be varied by using
an external voltage source to program the supply. A voltage source variable from 0 to + 5 volts produces a proportional
output voltage from zero to full scale. The static load on the programming voltage source is less than 5 µA. A source
resistance of less than 10 k is necessary to avoid degradation of offset and drift specifications.


 NOTE If external resistors are used to limit the remote-programming voltage to 5 Vdc, the resulting high
programming-source resistance can degrade the power supply’s programming speed, offset and drift
performance. Limit the equivalent source resistance to 10 k ohm maximum. Figure 3-11 shows a
convenient way to calculate suitable voltage-divider resistance values for a 5 k ohm source resistance.
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Figure 3-10. Voltage Programming of Output Voltage


Constant Current Output, Resistance Control. The setup shown in Figure 3-12 allows the output current to be varied by
using an external resistor to program the supply. The discussion on Page 56 for constant voltage operation also applies for
constant current operation.


If the programming terminals (IP to  P) become open circuited during resistance programming the
output current will tend to rise above rating. The power supply will not be damaged if this occurs, but
the user’s load may be damaged. If there is a possibility that the programming leads may be opened, it
is suggested that the optional resistor be connected directly across terminals IP and  P, as shown in
Figure 3-12. The value of this resistor should be selected to limit the output current to the maximum
that the load can handle without damage. For example, if the load can handle half the full current
rating of the power supply, a 2000 ohm resistor should be connected from IP to  P. Of course, if
this resistor is used, the resistance value actually programming the supply is the parallel combination
of the programming resistor and the optional resistor.


Constant Current Output, Voltage Control. The setup shown in Figure 3-13 allows the output current to be varied by using
an external voltage to program the supply.  The discussions on the previous page also apply for constant current operation.
The previous note also applies also to programming output current.


Multiple-Supply Operation


The power supply can be operated in combination with other power supplies to provide increased output capability. Auto-
parallel operation of two power supplies can provide up to twice the output current. Other configurations are possible.
Contact Agilent Technologies, Power Products Division for specific application assistance.


 
Figure 3-11. Optional Voltage Divide for Program Source
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 Figure 3-12. Resistance Programming of Output Current


Figure 3-13. Voltage Programming of Output Current


Auto-Parallel Operation


Two units can be connected in an auto-parallel combination to provide twice the output current capability. One of the power
supplies, the master, is programmed normally via the GP-IB. The other power supply, the slave, is analog programmed by
the master. The slave may be connected to the GP-IB for readback, status, etc., but the mode switches of the slave must be
set so that the slave is analog programmed by the master.


Foldback protection, if desired, may only be used with the master power supply.


Figure 3-14 shows the rear-panel mode switch settings and terminal connections for auto-parallel operation.
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Figure 3-14. Auto-Parallel Operation


Setting Voltage and Current. Program the slave unit’s output voltage above the master’s to avoid interference with master-
unit CV control. The slave unit’s mode switches disable the slave unit’s digital current setting from having any effect in auto-
parallel operation. Program the master unit to the desired output voltage and 50% of total current. Verify that the slave is in
CC operation.


When in CV operation, the master unit’s voltage setting is the output voltage of the auto-parallel combination. The output
current is the total current from all units. The fraction of total current that each unit provides is the same as the ratio of that
unit’s output current capability to the total output current capability of the auto-parallel combination.


In CC operation, the user must add up the current outputs from each unit and adjust the master until the total equals the
desired load current.


Overvoltage Protection. Adjust the desired OVP shutdown limit using the master unit’s OVP ADJUST control. Set the slave
unit’s OVP limit above the master’s. When the master unit shuts down, the master programs the slave unit to zero voltage
output. If a slave unit shuts down (because its OVP shutdown limit is set lower than the master’s), it shuts down only itself,
and the other unit supplies all the load current. The shut-down slave unit will draw some current through its down
programming circuit. The extra current required from the master unit may cause the master to switch from CV to CC mode.


Remote Sensing. To remote sense with auto-parallel operation, connect remote-sense leads only to the
master unit according to the remote-sensing instructions on Page 39.


NOTE Down-programming speed is slower with auto-parallel operation because only the master unit’s down
programmer operates.


Series Operation


Up to two supplies can have their outputs connected in series to provide increased output voltage. Each power supply is
programmed via GP-IB with hold on, and then all units are triggered at once. Multiple loads may be connected in series, and
the combination may be grounded at any one point to provide both positive and negative outputs. Regardless of whether or
where the load is grounded, no point may be at a greater potential (+ or-) from ground than that specified on the output label
on the rear chassis.
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It is not recommended that Agilent 6035A supplies be connected in series. if you do so, the common
connection between the two supplies must be connected to earth ground (see Figure 3-15).


Add the voltage settings of each power supply together to determine the total output voltage. Set the current limits for each
power supply to the maximum that the load can handle without damage.


When two supplies are operated in series, they should be programmed to the same voltage to prevent
possible damage to the lower voltage supply during short circuit conditions. Contact the factory if this is not possible.


Fault Input (FLT) and Remote Inhibit (INH) Connections


The connections for FLT and INH are made through a connector which is located on the rear of the power supply just below
the GP-IB address/PON selection switches. The connector is supplied with its mating plug which provides a convenient way
to access the FLT and INH circuitry (see Figure 3-16). To remove the plug grip it firmly, then pull it straight out of the
connector. With a small screwdriver, loosen the terminal screws on the plug; connect the external FLT and/or INH circuitry,
then install the plug back into the connector. Note that in order to prevent radio frequency interference (RFI), shielded or
twisted pair wiring should be used for the FLT and INH connections. To prevent ground loops (if shielded wire is used)
connect only one end of the shield to chassis ground. Several examples follow.


Figure 3-15. Series Operation


In Figure 3-17 shows a way to protect a load if the controller is halted during a debugging session. An externally, normally
open switch (S1) is mounted on a hinged protection hood which covers the device under test. The terminals of the switch are
connected to the INH input line.  When the hood is lifted, the switch closes and the following simultaneous actions are taken
by the power supply:


1. The power supply is disabled (as it is when an OUT  OFF or OUT 0 is issued).


2. The RI bit in the status and astatus registers is set true (1).


3. The FLT line goes true (1) (provided the RI bit in the unmasked register has been set true (1)).


4. If the RI bit in the unmasked register has been set true (1) then the RI bit in the fault register will be set true (1) and
the FAU bit in the serial poll register will be set true (1).
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Figure 3-16. FLT/INH Connections


Figure 3-17. INH Example


Figure 3-18. FLT Example
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Figure 3-19a. FLT and INH with Multiple Supplies


Figure 3-19b. Typical INH Setup


Closing the hood will not re-enable the supply, and during a serial poll the controller would be made aware that a fault exists
via the FAU bit in the serial poll register. The fault  register must now be read to reset the FLT and RI bit. Finally sending
CLR will initialize the supply to its power on state (see Table 3-6).


Figure 3-18 shows an example of how to physically isolate the output of the supply from the load. The FLT output will go
true for any unmasked fault condition (see Table 3-9), and it is used to trigger a relay driver circuit. When it is tripped, the
relay driver circuit energizes the relay and the supply is then disconnected from the load. The fault line can be reset by
reading the fault register and the power supply can be initialized to its power-on-state (see Table 3-6) by sending a CLR.


The setup in Figure 3-19a chains the FLT output of one supply to the INH input of the next. In this case a fault condition in
any of the supplies would cause all of the supplies to be disabled simultaneously without controller involvement or external
circuitry. The controller can be made aware of the fault via a service request (SRQ). Sending a FAULT? and then a RST
will restore the outputs of the supplies to their programmed values before the INH circuit was tripped. Sending a CLR will
initialize the supply to its power-on-state (see Table 3-6). To provide proper operation, correct polarity must be observed
when connecting external circuitry to the INH input. A typical example is shown in Figure 3-19b.
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In Figure 3-21 the FLT output drives not only the INH input, but also triggers a sequential down programmer circuit. This
would allow any supply in the system to trigger the sequential down programmer (via their FLT outputs) and disable the
supplies in a predetermined order (via their INH inputs). Timing relationships for FLT and INH are shown in Figure 3-20.


Figure 3-20.  Timing Diagram


Figure 3-21.  FLT & INH Example
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A
100 VAC Input Power Option 100


General Information


Description


Option 100 is a modification of the power supply that involves changing the values of resistors located in the Overvoltage
Protection and Power Limit Circuits. It also entails recalibrating the unit and changing the Front Panel These changes allow
the unit to operate at a lower line voltage of 90-105 Vac, while operating on the same line frequency of 48-63 Hz. The
reduced input voltage limits the output power, while retaining the standard unit’s output current rating. Other parameters
that change due to Option 100 include the Overvoltage Trip Range and the Remote Analog Programming Specification.


Scope of Appendix A


This appendix contains all the information necessary to support the power supply when it is equipped with Option 100. The
appendix describes only the changes pertaining to Option 100 and how they affect the other portions of this manual. Unless
otherwise specified in Appendix A, all other portions of the manual apply to both the standard supply and Option 100
supply.


Using Appendix A


The Option 100 changes are listed sequentially, starting with Section I in the main body of the manual and working back
through Section III. It is recommended that the user mark all the necessary changes directly into the manual using Appendix
A as a guide. This will update the manual for Option 100 and eliminate the need for constant referrals back to Appendix A.


Manual Changes


Section I Manual Changes
In Table 1-1, change the following table Specifications.


Table A-1. Output Boundary Specifications
Agilent
Model


6030A 6031A 6032A 6033A 6035A 6038A


VPl 170 20 50 17 425 50
IP1 4.7 35 16 10 1.38 3.7
VP2 90 12 35 11.1 225 35
IP2 10.8 73 26 18 3.20 5.7
VP3 42 5.2 13.5 5 150 15
IP3 17 120 50 30 5.0 10
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Section ll Manual Changes


For Agilent Models 6030A, 6031A, 6032A and 6035A: on page 2-7 (AC line Impedance Check, step b), where the
maximum output voltages are tabulated, change the voltages as shown below:


6030A change 65 V to 50 V
6031A change 8 V to 6 V
6032A change 22 V to 13.5 V
6035A change 220 V to 150 V


Section lll Manual Changes


On page 3-10 (Overvoltage Protection), change 107% to 90%.
On page 3-11 (Monitor Signals), change “0-5 Volts” to ‘’0-4.5 Volts’ ‘ .
In Table 3-6, change the soft voltage limits as follows:


Model from:  to:
6030A 204.75 174.03
6031A 20.475 17.40
6032A 61.425 52.21
6035A 511.875 435.10
6033A 20.475 17.40
6038A 61.425 52.21


In table 3-7, GP-IB Commands, change the boxes in the second column (*Range **Response) with voltages tabulated in
tables a, b, c, or d as shown below.


Change the column for VSETx, VSETxV, VMAXx, and VMAXxV to set a.
Change the column for VSETxmV, and VMAXxmV to set b.
Change the column for ISETxA, ISETxA, IMAXx, and IMAXxA to set c.


Change the column for ISETxmA, and IMAXxmA to set d.


Agilent Model Set a Set b Set c Set d
 6030A 0-175.00 V 0-175000 mV 0-17.403 A 0-17403 mA
 6031A 020.45 V 0-20425 mV 0-122.85 A 0-122850 mA
 6032A 0-51.495 V 0-51495 mV 0-51.1875 A 0-51187.5 mA
 6033A 0-17.500 V 0-17500 mV 0-30.7125 A 0-30712.5 mA
 6035A 0-437.50 V 0-437500 mV 0-5.119 A 0-5119 mA
 6038A 0-51.495 V 0-51495 mV 0-10.2375 A 0-10237.5 mA
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On page 65 (Analog Programming, 2nd paragraph), change the second sentence to read: “Resistance of 0 to 3.33 K ohms
programs the output voltage from 0 to full scale. and a resistance of 0 to 4 K ohms programs the output current from 0 to
full scale.”.


On page 65 (Analog Programming, 4th paragraph), change the second sentence to read, “A voltage of 0 to 4.25 V programs
the output voltage from 0 to full scale and a voltage of 0 to 5 volts programs the output current from 0 to full scale.”.


On page 66 (Constant Voltage Output, Resistance Control), in the second sentence, change 4000 ohms to 3.33k ohms.


On page 66 (Constant Voltage Output, Voltage Control), change “0 to + 5 volts” to “0 to 4.25 volts”.


In Figures 3-10 and 3-11, where 5 Vdc, 5 E or 5 appear, change them to read +4.25 Vdc, 4.25E, or 4.25 respectfully.
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B


Blank Front Panel Option 001
Introduction


This appendix describes the blank front panel option (Option 001) for the power supply. Option 001 is designed for
applications in which front panel operation and monitoring are unnecessary. It has no front-panel controls and indicators
except for the LINE switch and OVP ADJUST control found on the standard unit, and a pilot light to indicate when ac input
power is turned on. All other characteristics of the standard power supply are retained.


Except for references to front-panel controls and indicators, most of the information in the manual applies to Option-001
units. No attempt has been made in this appendix to change every reference to the front-panel controls and indicators. In
general, information in this appendix replaces only those procedures whose modification may not be obvious to the user.
When reading the manual, the user can usually skip over references to front panel controls and indicators other than the
LINE switch and OVP ADJUST control.


Description


The front panel printed-circuit assembly of the standard unit is not used in the Option-001 unit. Instead, the LINE switch,
pilot light, and 10-turn OVP ADJUST potentiometer are mounted directly to the front chassis.  Cables from the pilot light
and the OVP ADJUST potentiometer plug onto the control board. Wires from the main board plug onto the back of the
LINE switch.


Turn-On Check Out Procedure


The following procedure ensures that the unit is operational, and may be used as an incoming inspection check.


You should know how to operate the computer and send commands over the GP-IB. Read pages 44 through 65 to
familiarize yourself with GP-IB control of the power supply; pay particular attention to the description of programming
syntax (starting on page 48). Table 3-7 provides a summary of each of the GP-IB commands.


Refer to the Introductory Operating Guide specified in Section I for programming examples you can use to familiarize
yourself with the power supply and its capabilities.


Before starting this procedure, ensure that the rear panel mode switches are set as shown in Figure 3-4, and that the sensing
jumpers are tightened securely. Check that the rear-panel label indicates that the unit is set for the line voltage to be used.
Check that the recessed OVP ADJUST control on the front panel is fully clockwise. Connect GP-IB cable from computer to
rear-panel GP-IB connector.


The power supply performs a series of self tests each time power is turned On. The tests take approximately one second to
complete. If the unit fails any of the self tests it will not respond to any commands from the GP-IB, and it should be
removed for service.


NOTE  Because the power supply is testing itself, it is not possible to guarantee that the unit will find every
possible failure.


a. Press top of LINE rocker switch to turn unit on. Pilot light should turn on, and fan should operate.
b. Send string:


ID?


and address the power supply to talk. The response should be shown in Table B-1.
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Table B-1. ID Query Response
Agilent Model Response


Agilent 6030A ID Agilent 6030A or ID Agilent 6030A, Opt 100
Agilent 6031A ID Agilent 6031A or ID Agilent 6031A, Opt 100
Agilent 6032A ID Agilent 6032A or ID Agilent 6032A, Opt 100
Agilent 6033A ID Agilent 6033A or ID Agilent 6033A, Opt 100


If the power supply responds correctly, the microcomputer, associated circuits and software are almost certainly functioning
properly.


The most common cause of failure of the power supply to respond to commands sent from the controller is typing errors. To
determine if the power supply has detected an error, send string:


ERR?


and address the power supply to talk. The response should be:


ERR x


where x is a decimal digit from 0 to 8. See Table 3-10 for a description of error codes. If the power supply still fails to
respond, check that you are using the appropriate format for sending GP-IB commands from your controller. Check that the
GP-IB address switches on the rear panel of the power supply are set for the address being used. Substitute another GP-IB
instrument for the suspect power supply to determine that a fault exists in the power supply and not in the controller,
interface, or cables.


The following steps check the CV and CC loops and the OVP circuit. Remember that measured responses
(VOUT,IOUT,OVP) may vary within specified tolerances from the expected response.


a. To check the CV loop, send string:


VSET 20; ISET 1


and wait one second for power supply to settle. Send string:


STS?


and address the power supply to talk. The response should be:


STS 1


indicating that the power supply is in the CV mode. Send string:


VOUT?


and address the power supply to talk. The response should be;


VOUT 20.000
b. To check the OVP circuit, send string:


VSET 10


To run the following program (Agilent-85 format is used here.
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Use format appropriate for your computer.):


10 OUTPUT 705; “VOUT?”
20 ENTER 705; A$ 30 OUTPUT 705; “OVP?”
40 ENTER 705; B$
50 DISP A$,B$
60 GOTO 10
70 END


Turn OVP ADJUST potentiometer counterclockwise while observing VOUT and OVP readings on computer display.
VOUT should drop to about 0 volts as OVP is adjusted below 10 volts. Stop program. Send string:


STS?


And address the power supply to talk. The response should be:


STS 8


indicating that the OVP circuit has tripped. Turn OVP ADJUST potentiometer fully clockwise. Send String:


RST


Restart program. VOUT should read 10 volts. Stop program.


c. To check constant current circuit, turn power supply off and connect a wire capable of handling the full current of the
power supply across + and - terminals on rear panel.


d. Turn power supply on and send the appropriate string in Table B-2.


Table B-2. CC Check Command String
Agilent Model String


Agilent 6030A ISET 17   VSET 2
Agilent 6031A ISET 120  VSET.2
Agilent 6032A ISET 50   VSET.6
Agilent 6033A ISET 30   VSET.2
Agilent 6035A ISET 5 VSET 5
Agilent 6038A ISET 10 VSET.6


Wait one second for power supply to settle. Send string:


STS?


and address the power supply to talk. The response should be:


STS 2


indicating that power supply is in the CC mode. Send string:


IOUT?


and address the power supply to talk. The response should be: the ISET value set in step d. above.


e. Turn off power supply, remove short from output, and read remainder of Section 3, except for LOCAL OPERATION,
before connecting load to supply.


Overvoltage Protection Setting


For ease in setting the OVP trip voltage, use a looping program such as that listed in the check out procedure. This enables
you to read the OVP trip voltage on the computer display while adjusting OVP at the power supply front panel.
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Standard Commands for Programmable Instruments (SCPI)


ABOUT THIS APPENDIX


IF YOU WILL NOT BE PROGRAMMING USING SCPI COMMANDS, YOU DO NOT HAVE TO READ THIS
APPENDIX.


This appendix documents the Standard Commands for Programmable Instruments (SCPI), formerly known as TMSL, and
applies to Agilent Models 603xA Series Autoranging System DC Power Supplies with the serial numbers shown on the
cover page of this manual.


READER PATH


All readers should read the "INTRODUCTION" of this appendix.


If you are unfamiliar with the Agilent 603xA power supplies, read through Section 3 of this Operating manual first, then
return to this appendix.


If you are unfamiliar with SCPI, see "References", in this appendix.


NOTE TMSL (Test and Measurement Systems Language) and HPSL
are earlier versions of SCPI. If you have used either of these languages, you probably will have no
difficulty using SCPI.


If you are familiar with SCPI, but unfamiliar with programming this power supply, read the ’’Language Dictionary" and
"Status Reporting" in this appendix.


REFERENCES


The following documents will assist you with programming in SCPI


• .1Beginner’s Guide to SCPI Agilent Part No. H2325-90001.
Highly recommended for anyone who is not a programmer and who has not had previous
SCPI (or TMSL) programming experience.


• ·1Tutorial Description of the Agilent Technologies Interface Bus Agilent Part No. 5952-0156.
Highly recommended for those not experienced with the IEEE 488.1 and 488.2 standards.


• These are two formal documents concerning the GP-IB interface:


2ANSI/IEEE Std 488.1-1987. IEEE Standard Digital Interface for Programmable Instrumentation.
 Defines the technical details of the GP-IB interface. While much of the information is beyond


the need of most programmers, it can be used to clarify formal definitions of terms used in this
and related documents.
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2ANSI/IEEE Std 488.2-1987. IEEE Standard Codes, Formats, Protocols, and Common Commands. Recommended
as a reference if you will do fairly sophisticated programming. Helpful for finding the precise definitions of certain
types of SCPI message formats, data types, or common commands.


1To obtain a copy, contact your local Agilent Sales Office.
2Available from IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers), 345 East 47th Street, New York, NY 10017, USA.


INTRODUCTION


The Agilent 603xA power supplies can now be programmed using either the original language commands (i.e. VSET, ISET,
etc.) as documented in Section III of this manual, or the Standard Commands for Programming Instruments (SCPI) as
documented in this appendix.


Local operation, analog remote programming, and all original language commands remain exactly the same except for the
following:


• When using SCPI commands, the GP-IB parallel poll interface function (PP) is not implemented by the Agilent 603xA
power supplies.


• When using the SCPI commands, the Foldback key on the front panel of the Agilent 603xA power supplies will toggle
overcurrent protection on and off. Refer to CURR:PROT:STAT in the "Language Dictionary" for more details.


Note that all existing software written in the original language commands will still execute correctly with the new 603xA
power supplies.


LANGUAGE SWITCHING


Both the original language commands (COMP for compatibility) and SCPI/TMSL commands are contained in ROM.
Individually, either may be used to program the power supply. Two commands have been added to both languages to let you
switch from one language to the other, and also query the power supply to determine the active language.


SYSTem:LANGuage < TMSL/COMP >
SYSTem:LANGuage?


For Agilent 603xA power supplies, the original language commands (ARPS) are described in Section III of this manual. For
information about the SYST:LANG command as well as the other SCPI commands, refer to the "Language Dictionary’’ in
this appendix.


When shipped from the factory, Agilent 603xA supplies are set to operate using the original ARPS language commands
(COMP for compatibility).


STAND-ALONE CONNECTIONS


See Figure C-la. Each stand-alone power supply has its own primary GP-IB bus address. Stand-alone power supplies may be
connected to the bus in series configuration, star configuration, or a combination of the two. You may connect from 1 to 15
stand-alone power supplies to a GP-IB interface.
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LINKED CONNECTIONS


When programming with SCPI commands, it is possible to connect up to 15 additional power supplies per GP-IB address
using linked connections, and still communicate with each supply individually.


Installation


As shown in Figure C-lb, the first power supply in a linked connection is connected directly to the controller via a GP-IB
cable. It is the only power supply connected directly to the bus and has a unique primary bus address. You may connect
from 1 to 15 direct power supplies to a GP-IB interface.


The remaining power supplies are connected to the "direct" power supply via a serial-link cable. Each ’’linked" supply has a
unique secondary GP-IB address but derives its primary address from the direct power supply. You may connect from 1 to
15 linked power supplies to each direct power supply.


NOTE Either serial link connector on the rear of the GP-IB Board can be used for “input” or “output”'. In other
words, either jack can be used to connect to the next linked supply.


Figure C-1 Linked Connections
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Setting the Address


NOTE The primary and secondary addresses cannot be selected over the GP-IB. However, there are important
differences in addressing power supplies over the bus depending on if only primary or a combination of
primary and secondary addresses are used. (See ’’Addressing Over the Bus’’).


Primary Address--is set using the switches A1 through A5 on the rear panel of the GP-IB Board as explained in Section III
of this manual. All power supplies connected directly to the GP-IB interface must be set to a unique primary address. This
applies whether they are "stand-alone" power supplies or "direct" supplies in a linked configuration.


Secondary Address--is only used when programming in SCPI using linked connections, and is set with the output adjust
rotary pulse generator (RPG) in conjunction with the front panel LCL Key. To set the secondary address proceed as follows:


• Press and hold the LCL button until the secondary address is displayed. The primary address is displayed first, and after
two seconds the secondary address is displayed until the key is released.


• Turn the RPG while the secondary address is being displayed to change the secondary address.


The secondary address can be set from 0 to 15 or null. A null is shown as a ’’- - -" on the front panel LED. Secondary
addresses are used as follows:


- - - Select null "- - -’’ if you are using stand-alone connections only.


0 Select zero as the secondary address for the direct supply only.


1 thru 15 Select 1-15 as secondary addresses for linked supplies only. For linked supplies, the
primary address is displayed as a null "- - -" when the LCL key is pressed. Note that
the primary address switch settings are ignored on linked supplies.


Addressing Over the Bus


The following examples show how to address the power supply over the bus using stand-alone and linked connections. The
examples assume that the GP-IB select code is 7 and the power supply primary address is 5. They also show the front panel
display of the GP-IB Address.


GP-IB  Type of Front Panel Display
Address Connection primary secondary


705 STAND-ALONE 5 ---
70500   DIRECT 5 0
70501  LINKED --- 1


70515  LINKED --- 15
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LANGUAGE DICTIONARY


This section gives the syntax and parameters for all the IEEE 488.2 common commands and SCPI commands used by the
Agilent Series 603xA power supplies. It is assumed that you are familiar with the introductory reference material (see
"Related Documents" in Section I), which explains the terms, symbols, and syntactical structures used here and gives an
introduction to programming. Original language (ARPS) commands are covered in Section III of this manual.


The programming examples are simple applications of the commands. A SCPI command functions the same way in all
Agilent Series 603xA power supplies. Since SCPI syntax remains the same for all programming languages, the examples are
generic.


Keywords


Syntax definitions use the long form, but both long and short form keywords appear in the examples. If you have any
concern that the meaning of a keyword in your program listing will not be obvious at some later time, then use the long form
to help make your program self-documenting.


Parameters


Most commands require a parameter and all queries will return a parameter. The range for a parameter may vary according
to the model of power supply. For consistency, the examples use parameters for the Agilent 6033A. Parameters for all
current models are listed in Table 3-7 of Section III.


Order of Presentation


The dictionary is organized as follows:


• IEEE 488.2 common commands, in alphabetical order
• Subsystem commands


COMMON Commands


Common commands are defined by the IEEE 488.2 standard to perform some common interface functions. Agilent Series
603xA power supplies respond to the 13 required common commands that control status reporting, synchronization, and
internal operations. The supplies also respond to five optional common commands controlling triggers, power-on
conditions, and stored operating parameters. The description for each common command or query specifies any status
registers affected. In order to make use of this information, you must refer to "Status Reporting", which explains how to
read specific register bits and use the information that they return.


Figure C-2 shows the common commands and queries, which are presented in alphabetical order. If a command has a
corresponding query that simply returns the data or status specified by the command, then both command and query are
included under the explanation for the command. If a query does not have a corresponding command or is functionally
different from the command, then the query is listed separately.


Subsystem Commands


Subsystem commands are those that are specific to Agilent Series 603xA power supply functions. They consist of single
commands and subsystems. Single commands and subsystems are listed together in alphabetical order. Individual
commands within a subsystem are listed in alphabetical order under the subsystem.
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Figure C-2. Common Command Syntax Diagram


Figure C-3 is a tree diagram of the subsystem commands. Commands starting at the root direction are listed as either single
commands or command subsystems. Command subsystems may consist of a single command, but usually are comprised of a
set of commands that extend two or more levels below the root. Commands followed by a question mark (?) take only the
query form. Except as noted in the syntax descriptions, all other commands take both command and the query form.


Figure C-3. Agilent Series 663xA Subsystem Tree Diagram
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*CLS


Meaning and Type


Clear Status   Device Status


Description


This command causes the following actions (see "Status Reporting" for descriptions of all registers):
♦ Clears the following registers without affecting any corresponding Enable Registers or Transition Filters:


◊ Standard Event Status Event Register
◊ Operation Status Event Register
◊ Questionable Status Event Register
◊ Status Byte Register


♦ Clears the Error Queue
♦ Forces a previously executed *OPC command to appear as if it had been completed. It does not do this with the *OPC?


command (see *OPC? for more details).
♦ If *CLS immediately follows a program message terminator (<NL>), then the output queue and the MAV bit are also


cleared.


Command Syntax *CLS


*ESE


Meaning and Type


Event Status Enable Device Status


Description


This command programs the Standard Event Status Enable register bits. The programming determines which events of the
Standard Event Status Event register (see *ESR?) are allowed to set the ESB (Event Summary Bit) of the Status Byte
register. A "1" in the bit position enables the corresponding event. All of the enabled events of the Standard Event Status
Event Register are logically ORed to cause the ESB (bit 5) of the Status Byte Register to be set. See "Status Reporting" for
descriptions of all three registers.


Bit Configuration of Standard Event Status Enable Register
Bit Position 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Condition PON 0 CME EXE DDE QYE 0 OPC
Bit Weight 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1


CME = Command error; DDE = Device-dependent error; EXE = Execution error; OPC = Operation complete; PON =
Power-on; QRY = Query error


If *PSC is programmed to zero, *ESE causes a write cycle to nonvolatile memory. Non volatile memory has
a finite maximum number of write cycles. Programs that repeatedly cause write cycles to nonvolatile
memory can eventually exceed the maximum number of write cycles and cause the memory to fail.
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 Command Syntax   *ESE <NRf> 
 Parameters    0 to 255 
 Default Value   (See *PSC) 
 *RST Value  0 
 Example   *ESE 129 
 Query Syntax   *ESE? 
 Returned Parameters <NRl> (Register value) 
 Related Commands *ESR?   *PSC   *STB? 
 


*ESR? 
 
Meaning and Type 
 
Event Status Register   Device Status 
 
Description 
 
This query reads the Standard Event Status Event register. Reading the register clears it. The bit configuration of this 
register is the same as the Standard Event Status Enable register (*ESE). See "TMSL - Status Reporting" for a detailed 
explanation of this register. 
 
 Query Syntax  *ESR? 
 Returned Parameters <NRl> (Register binary value) 
 


*IDN?  
 
Identification Query  
 
Meaning and Type  
 
Identification  System Interface  
 
Description  
 
This query requests the power supply to identify itself. 
 
Query Syntax    *IDN? 
Returned Parameters <AARD>  
   Information 
   Manufacturer 
   4-digit model number followed by a letter suffix 
   10-character serial number or 0 
   Revision levels of firmware 
Example   Hewlett-Packard,6632A,0,sA.00.05,pA.01.01 
 


*OPC 
 
Meaning and Type 
 
Operation Complete  Device Status 
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Description


This command causes the interface to set the OPC bit (bit 0) of the Standard Event Status register when the power supply
has completed all pending operations. (See *ESE for the bit configuration of the Standard Event Status register.)


Pending operations are complete when:
♦ all previous commands have been executed
♦ any change in the output level caused by previous commands has been completed (completion of settling time, relay


bounce, etc.)
♦ no pending trigger level operations are set


*OPC does not prevent processing of subsequent commands but Bit 0 will not be set until all pending operations are
completed.


Command Syntax *OPC


*OPC?


Meaning and Type


Operation Complete Device Status


Description


This query causes the interface to place an ASCII "1" in the Output Queue when all pending operations are completed.
Pending operations are as defined for *OPC. Unlike *OPC, *OPC? prevents processing of all subsequent commands.
*OPC? is intended to be used at the end of a command line so that the application program can then monitor the bus for
data until it receives the "1" from the power supply Output Queue.


Do not follow *OPC? with *TRG or GP-IB bus triggers. Such triggers sent after *OPC? will be prevented
from executing and will stop system operation. If this occurs, the only programmable way to restore
operation is by sending the power supply a GP-IB DC1 (Device Clear) command.


Query Syntax *OPC?
Returned Parameters <NR1> ASCII 1 is placed in the Output Queue when the 


power supply has completed operations.


*PSC


Meaning and Type


Power-on Status Clear Device Initialization


Description


This command controls the automatic clearing at power turn on of:


♦ the Service Request Enable register
♦ the Standard Event Status Enable register
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If the command parameter = 0, then the above registers are not cleared at power turn on, but are programmed to their last
previous state. This can enable the power supply to request service at turn on. Any non-zero parameter causes both registers
to be cleared at turn on, preventing the power supply from being capable of requesting service at that time. See "Status
Reporting" for details of these registers.


*PSC causes a write cycle to nonvolatile memory. Non volatile memory has a finite maximum number of
write cycles. Programs that repeatedly cause write cycles to nonvolatile memory can eventually exceed the
maximum number of write cycles and cause the memory to fail.


Command Syntax *PSC <bool>
 Parameters 0 or l


Default Value 0
Example *PSC 0     *PSC 1
Query Syntax *PSC?
Returned Parameters  <NR1>     0 or 1


*RCL


Meaning and Type


Recall Device State


Recalling a previously stored state may place a hazardous voltage at the power supply output.


Description


This command restores the power supply to a state that was previously stored in memory with the *SAV command to the
specified location. The following parameters are affected by *RCL:


CURR[:LEV][:IMM] OUTP[:STAT] OUTP:REL:POL
CURR:PROT:STAT OUTP:PROT:DEL VOLT[:LEV][:IMM]
OUTP:RE~[:STAT]


Sending *RCL also does the following:


♦ forces an ABORt command before resetting any parameters (this removes all pending trigger levels)
♦ forces an OUT:PROT:CLE command before resetting any parameters (this clears all status conditions)
♦ sets INIT:CONT to OFF
♦ sets TRIG:SOUR to BUS


Command Syntax *RCL <NRf>
Parameters 0 through 4
Example *RCL 3
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*RST


Meaning and Type


Reset  Device State


Description


This command reset the power supply to a factory-defined state as defined below. *RST also
forces an ABORt and an OUT:PROT:CLE command.


CURR[:LEV] [:IMM] * OUTP OFF VOLT[:LEV][:IMM]*
CURR[:LEV]:TRIG* OUTP:PROT:DEL* VOLT[:LEV][:TRIG]*
CURR:PROT:STAT OFF OUTP:REL OFF
INIT:CONT OFF OUTP:REL:POL NORM


*Model-dependent value. See ISET, DI,Y, and VSET in Table 3-7 of Section III..


Command Syntax *RST


*SAV


Meaning and Type


SAVE  Device State


Description


This command stores the present state of the power supply to the specified location in memory. Up to five states can be
stored. Because the memory locations are volatile, all saved states are lost when the power supply is turned off. When the
power supply is turned on, all memory locations are initialized to the factory defined state (see the *RST command).


The following power supply parameters are stored by *SAV:


  CURR[:LEV][:IMM]     OUTP[:STAT] OUTP:REL:POL
  CURR:PROT:STAT     OUTP:PROT:DEL VOLT[:LEV][:IMM]
  OUTP:REL[:STAT]


*SAV causes a write cycle to nonvolatile memory. Non volatile memory has a finite maximum number of
write cycles. Programs that repeatedly cause write cycles to nonvolatile memory can eventually exceed the
maximum number of write cycles and cause the memory to fail.


Command Syntax*SAV <NRf>
Parameters 0 to 4
Example SAV 3
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*SRE


Meaning and Type


Service Request Enable Device Interface


Description


This command sets the condition of the Service Request Enable Register. This register determines which events of the
Status Byte Register (see *STB for its bit configuration) are summed into the MSS (Master Status Summary) and RQS
(Request for Service) bits. RQS is the service request bit that is cleared by a serial poll; the MSS is not cleared when read.


A 1 in any Service Request Enable Register bit position enables the corresponding Status Byte bit to set the RQS and MSS
bits. All the enabled Service Request Enable Register bits then are logically ORed to cause Bit 6 of the Status Byte Register
to be set. See "Status Reporting" for more details concerning this process.


If *PSC is programmed to zero, *SRE causes a write cycle to nonvolatile memory. Non volatile memory has
a finite maximum number of write cycles. Programs that repeatedly cause write cycles to nonvolatile
memory can eventually exceed the maximum number of write cycles and cause the memory to fail.


Command Syntax *SRE <NRf>
Parameters 0 to 255
Default Value (See *PSC)
Example *SRE 20
Query Syntax *SRE?
Returned Parameters <NR1> (Register binary value)


*STB?


Meaning and Type


Status Byte  Device Status


Description


This query reads the Status Byte register without clearing it. The register is cleared only when subsequent action clears all
its set bits. See "Status Reporting" for more information about the Status Byte register.


A serial poll also returns the value of the Status Byte register, except that bit 6 returns RQS instead of MSS. A serial poll
clears RQS, but not MSS. When MSS is set, it indicates that the power supply has one or more reasons for requesting
service.


Bit Configuration of Status Byte Register
Bit Position 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Condition OPER 1MSS ESB MAV QUES 2


Bit Weight 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1
ESB = Event status byte summary; MAV = Message available; MSS = Master status summary; OPER = Operation status
summary; QUES = Questionable status summary
lAIso represents RQS (Request for service). 2These bits are always zero.


Query Syntax *STB?
Returned Parameters  <NR1> (Register binary value)
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*TRG


Meaning and Type


Trigger Device Trigger


Description


This command, which is essentially the same as the Group Execute Trigger (<GET>) and the subsystem TRIG[:IMM]
signals, generates a trigger to the power supply.


Command Syntax *TRG


*TST?


Meaning and Type


Test Device Test


Description


This query causes the power supply to do a self test and report any errors.


Query Syntax *TST?
Returned Paramters  <NR1>


0 Indicates power supply passed self-test.
Nonzero  Indicates a self-test failure.


*WAI


Meaning and Type


Wait to Continue Device Status


Description


This command instructs the power supply not to process any further commands until all pending operations are completed.
"Pending operations" are as defined under the *OPC command. *WAI can be aborted only by sending the power supply a
GP-IB DCL (Device Clear) command.


Command Syntax *WAI


ABOR


This command cancels any pending triggered levels stored by the CURR:TRIG or VOLT:TRIG commands. The pending
level is set equal to the corresponding immediate value. ABORt also resets the WTG bit in the Operation Condition status
register (see "Status Reporting"). If INIT:CONT ON has been programmed, the trigger system rearms itself immediately
after ABORt, thereby setting WTG. ABORt is executed at power turn on.


Command Syntax ABORt
Examples ABOR ABORT
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Current Subsystem


This subsystem programs the output current of the power supply.


CURR[:LEV]


Sets the immediate current level or the pending triggered current level of the power supply. The immediate level is the
current programmed for the output terminals. The pending triggered current level is a stored value that will be transferred to
the output when a trigger occurs. If no pending triggered level has been programmed, then the immediate command
programs both levels to the same value. Once a trigger level is programmed, it is unaffected by subsequent changes to the
immediate level.


Command Syntax [SOURce]:CURRent[:LEVel] [:IMMediate][:AMPLitude] <NRf+> 
[SOURce][:CURRent[:LEVel]:TRIGgered [:AMPLitude] <NRf+>


Parameters See "ISET" in Table 3-7 of Section III.
Default Sufflx A
Examples CURR 200 MA    CURRENT:LEVEL 200 MA


CURRENT:LEVEL:IMMEDIATE:AMPLITUDE2.5
CURR:TRIG 20      CURRENT:LEVEL:TRIGGERED 20


Query Syntax [SOURce]:CURRent[:LEVel] [:IMMediate][:AMPLitude]?
[SOURce]:CURRent[:LEVel] [:IMMediate][:AMPLitude]? MAX
[SOURce]:CURRent[:LEVel] [:IMMediate][:AMPLitude]? MIN
[SOURce]:CURRent[LEVel]:TRIGger [:AMPLitude]?
[SOURce]:CURRent[LEVel]:TRIGger [:AMPLitude]? MAX
[SOURcel:CURRent[:LEVell:TRIGger [:AMPLitude]? MIN


 Returned Parameters <NR3> CURR? and CURR:TRIG? return presently programmed current levels. If the TRIG level is
not programmed, both returned values are the same.
CURR? MAX and CURR? MIN return the maximum and minimum programmable immediate current levels.
CURR:TRIG? MAX and CURR:TRIG? MIN return the maximum and minimum programmable triggered current levels.


CURR:PROT:STAT


Enables or disables the power supply overcurrent protection function (OCP). If the OCP function is enabled and the output
current exceeds the programmed immediate level then:


♦ the power supply output is disabled
♦ the Questionable Condition status register OC bit is set (see "Status Reporting").


An overcurrent condition can be cleared with the OUTP:PROT:CLE command after the condition that caused the OCP trip
is removed.


Command Syntax  [SOURce][:CURRent:PROTection:STATe <bool>
Parameters 0 or OFF 1 or ON
*RST Value OFF
Examples  CURR: PROT: STAT 0 CURRENT: PROTECTION: STATE OFF


CURR:PROT:STAT 1 CURRENT:PROTECTION:STATE ON
 Query Syntax [SOURce]:CURRent:PROTection:STATe?
Returned Parameters <NRl> 0 or 1
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Initiate Subsystem


This subsystem enables the trigger system. When a trigger is enabled, the triggering action will occur upon receipt of a
<GET>, *TRG, or TRIGger command. If a trigger circuit is not enabled, all trigger commands are ignored. The actions of
the two initiate commands are:


♦ If INIT:CONT is OFF, then INIT[:IMM] arms the trigger system for a single trigger.
♦ If INIT:CONT is ON, then the trigger system is continuously armed and INIT[:IMM] is redundant.


Command Syntax INITiate[:IMMediate]
INITiate:CONTinuous <bool>


Parameters For INIT[:IMM] (None)
 For INIT:CONT 0 or OFF 1 or ON


*RST Value OFF
Examples INIT INITIATE: IMMEDIATE


INIT:CONT 1 INITIATE:CONTINUOUS 1
Query Syntax For INIT[:IMM] (None)


For INIT:CONT INIT:CONT?
Returned Parameters  <NR1> 0 or 1


Measure Subsystem


This query subsystem returns the voltage and current measured at the power supply’s sense


Query Syntax MEASure:CURRent[:DC?]  MEASure:VOLTage[:DC?] Default Suffix 
A for MEAS:CURR V for MEAS:VOLT
Examples MEAS: CURR?  MEAS: VOLT?


MEASURE: VOLTAGE: DC? MV
Returned Parameters <NR3>


Output Subsystem


This subsystem controls the power supply’s voltage and current outputs and the optional Agilent 59510A/59511A Relay
Accessory.


OUTP[:STAT]


Enables or disables the power supply’s output. The exact state of a disabled output is model dependent, but it generally is in
a condition of minimum output voltage and source current. If the power supply is configured with the Agilent
59510A/59511A Relay Accessory, the command will open the relay contacts when the output is disabled and close them
when it is enabled. Use of the second (NORelay) parameter prevents the command from having any effect on the relay; it
remains in its existing state when OUTPut is executed. The query form returns the output state, excluding that of the relay
(see OUTP:REL?).


Command Syntax OUTPut[:STATe] <NRf>[,NORelay]
Parameters {O/OFF}[,NORelay] {I/ON}[,NORelay]
*RST Value 0
Examples OUTP 1 OUTPUT: STATE ON, NORELAY
Query Syntax  OUTPut[:STATe]?
Returned Parameters <NRl>   0 or 1
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OUTP:PROT


There are two output protection commands that do the following:


OUTP:PROT:CLE     Clears any OV (overvoltage), OC (overcurrent, unless set via external voltage control),OT
(overtemperature), or RI (remote inhibit) status conditions. If the power supply is configured with
the Agilent 59510A/llA Relay Accessory, it will be restored to the state it was in before the
protection circuit tripped.


OUTP:PROT:DEL      Sets the time that a change in CV, CC, or UNREG condition must appear at the output before that
change is recorded in the Status Operation Condition register. The delay prevents momentary output
changes that can occur during reprogramming from being registered as events by the status
subsystem.


Command Syntax OUTPut:PROTection:CLEar
OUTPut:PROTection:DELlay <NRf+>


Parameters OUTP:PROT:CLE (None)
OUTP:PROT:DEL See "DI,Y" in Table 3-7 of Section III.


Default Sufflx S
Examples OUTP: PROT: CLE OUTPUT: PROTECTION: CLEAR


OUTPUT:PROTECTION:DELAY 75E-l
OUTP:PROT:DELMIN OUTPUT:PROT:DELAY MAX


Query Syntax OUTP:PROT:CIE (None) OUTP:PROT:DEL?
OUTP:PROT:DEL? MIN OUTP:PROT:DEL? MAX


Returned Parameters <NR3> OUTP:PROT:DEL returns value of programmed delay.
OUTP:PROT:DEL? MIN and OUTP:PROT:DEL? MAX return the minimum and maximum 
programmable delays.


OUTP:REL[:STAT]


This command is valid only if the power supply is configured for the optional Agilent 59510A and Agilent 59511A Relay
Accessory. Programming ON closes the relay; programming OFF opens it. If the power supply is not configured for either
device, the command generates an error.


Command Syntax OUTPut:RELay[:STATe] <bool>
Parameters  0 or OFF  I or ON
*RST Value 0
Examples OUTP: REL 1 OUTPUT: RELAY OFF OUTPUT: RELAY: STATE OFF
Query Syntax OUTP:REL?
Returned Parameters  <NR.1>    0 or 1


OUTP:REL:POL


This command is valid only if the power supply is configured for the Agilent 59511A Relay Accessory. The NORMal
command causes the device output polarity to agree with that of the power supply. Programming REV causes the polarity of
the device to be opposite to that of the power supply. If the power supply is not configured for the Agilent 59511A, either
command generates an error.


Command Syntax  OUTPut:RELay:POLarity {NORMalREVerse}
Parameters <CRD> NORMal or REVerse
*RST Value NORM
Examples OUTP: REL: POL NORM OUTPUT: RELAY: POLARITY REVERSE
Query Syntax OUTP:REL:POL?
Returned Parameters <CRD>   NORM or REV
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Status Subsystem


This subsystem programs the power supply status registers. The power supply has two groups of status registers; Operation
and Questionable. Each group consists of the following five registers:


Condition Enable Event NTR Filter PTR Filter


Status Operation Registers


The bit configuration of all Status Operation registers is shown in the following table:


Bit Configuration of Operation Registers
Bit Position 15-12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Condition NU NU CC NU CV NU NU WTG NU NU NU NU NU
Bit Weight 2048 1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1
CC = Power supply is sourcing current in CC mode; CV = Power supply is in constant voltage mode; NU = (Not used);
WTG = Interface is waiting for a trigger.


See "Status Reporting" for more explanation of these registers.


STAT:OPER:COND?


Returns the value of the Operation Condition register. That is a read-only register which holds the real-time (unlatched)
operational status of the power supply.


Query Syntax  STATus:OPERation:CONDition?
Examples  STAT: OPER: COND? STATUS: OPERATION: CONDITION?
Returned Parameters  <NRl>    (Register value)


STAT:OPER:ENAB


Sets or reads the value of the Operation Enable register. The Operation Enable register is a mask for enabling specific bits
in the Operation Event register that can cause the operation summary bit of the Status Byte register to be set. The operation
summary bit (bit 7) is the logical OR of all the enabled bits in the Operation Event register.


Command Syntax STATus:OPERation:ENABle <NRf>
Parameters 0 to 32727
Default Value 0
Examples STAT: OPER: ENAB 1312 STAT: OPER: ENAB 1 STATUS:OPERATION:ENABLE? Query
Syntax STAT:OPER:ENAB?
Returned Parameters <NRl> (Register value)


STAT:OPER:EVEN?


Returns the value of the Operation Event register. The Event register is a read-only register
 which holds (latches) all events that:


♦ are enabled by the Operation Enable register.
♦ are passed by the Operation NTR and/or PTR filter.


Reading the Operation Event register clears it.
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Query Syntax STATus:OPERtion:EVENt?
Returned Parameters <NR1> (Register Value)
 Examples  STAT: OPER: EVEN? STATUS: OPERATIONAL: EVENT?


NTR/PTR Commands


These commands allow you to set or read the value of the Operation NTR (Negative-
Transition) and PTR (Positive-Transistion) registers. These registers serve as polarity filters
 between the Operation Enable and Operation Event registers to cause the following actions:


♦ When a bit of the Operation NTR register is set to 1 then a 1-to-0 transition of a corresponding enabled bit of Operation
Condition register will cause that bit to be set in the Operation Event register.


♦ When a bit of the Operation PTR register is set to 1 then a 0-to-1 transition of a corresponding enabled bit of Operation
Condition register will cause that bit to be set in the Operation Event register.


♦ If the same bits in both NTR and PTR registers are set to 1, then any transition of that bit (if enabled) at the Operation
Condition register will set the corresponding bit in the Operation Event register.


♦ If the same bits in both NTR and PTR registers are set to 0, then no transition of that bit (even if enabled) at the
Operation Condition register can set the corresponding bit in the Operation Event register.


NOTE  If a Operation bit is in the proper state, then programming the corresponding1 PTR or NTR filter bit to 1
will set the associated Event Register bit.


Command Syntax STATus:OPERtion:NTRansition <NRf>
STATus:OPERtion:PTRansition <NRf>


Parameters 0 to 32727
Default Value 0
Examples STAT:OPER:NTR32 STATUS:OPERATION:PTR 1312
Query Syntax STAT:OPER:NTR? STAT:OPER:PTR?
Returned Parameters  <NR1> (Register value)


STAT:PRES


This command sets all defined bits in the Status Subsystem PTR registers and clears all bits in the subsytem NTR and
Enable registers. STAT:OPER:PTR is set to 1313 and STAT:QUES:PTR is set to 1555.


Command Syntax  STATus:PRESet
 Examples STAT: PRES STATUS: PRESET


Status Questionable Registers


The bit configuration of all Status Questionable registers is as follows:


Bit Configuration of Questionable Registers
Bit Position 15-11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Condition NU UNR RI NU NU NU NU TO NU NU OC OV
Bit Weight 1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1
NU = (Not used); OC = Overcurrent protection circuit has tripped; OT = Overtemperature status condition exists;
OV = Overvoltage protection circuit has tripped; RI = Remote inhibit is active; UNR = Power supply output is
unregulated.


See "Status Reporting" for more explanation of these registers.
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STAT:QUES:COND?


Returns the value of the Questionable Condition register. That is a read-only register which holds the real-time (unlatched)
questionable status of the power supply.


Query Syntax STATus:QUEStionable:CONDition?
Examples STAT: QUES: COND? STATUS: QUESTIONABLE: CONDITION?
Returned Parameters  <NRl> (Register value)


STAT:QUES:ENAB


Sets or reads the value of the Questionable Enable register. The Questionable Enable register is a mask for enabling specific
bits in the Questionable Event register that can cause the questionable summary bit of the Status Byte register to be set. The
questionable summary bit (bit 3) is the logical OR of all the enabled bits in the Questionable Event register.


Command Syntax STATus:QUESionable:ENABle <NRf>
Parameters 0 to 32727
Default Value  0
Examples STAT: QUES: ENAB 20 STAT: QUES: ENAB 16
Query Syntax STAT:QUES:ENAB?
Returned Parameters <NRl>   (Register value)


STAT:QUES:EVEN?


Returns the value of the Questionable Event register. The Event register is a read-only register which holds (latches) all
events that:


♦ are enabled by the Questionable Enable register.
♦ are passed by the Questionable NTR and/or PTR filter.


Reading the Questionable Event register clears it.


Query Syntax  STATus:QUESionable:EVENt?
Returned Parameters <NR1>   (Register Value)
Examples STAT: QUES: EVEN? STATUS: QUESTIONABLE: EVENT?


NTR/PTR Commands


These commands allow you to set or read the value of the Questionable NTR (Negative-
Transition) and PTR (Positive-Transistion) registers. These registers serve as polarity filters
between the Questionable Enable and Questionable Event registers to cause the following actions:


♦ When a bit of the Questionable NTR register is set to 1 then a 1-to-0 transition of a corresponding enabled bit of
Questionable Condition register will cause that bit to be set in the Questionable Event register.


♦ When a bit of the Questionable PTR register is set to 1 then a 0-to-1 transition of a corresponding enabled bit of
Questionable Condition register will cause that bit to be set in the Questionable Event register.


♦ If the same bits in both NTR and PTR registers are set to 1, then any transition of that bit (if enabled) at the
Questionable Condition register will set the corresponding bit in the Questionable Event register.


♦ If the same bits in both NTR and PTR registers are set to 0, then no transition of that bit (even if enabled) at the
Questionable Condition register can set the corresponding bit in the Questionable Event register.


NOTE If a Questionable bit is in the proper state, then programming thecorresponding PTR or NTR filter bit to 1
will set the associated EventRegister bit.
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Command Syntax STATus:QUEStionable:NTRansition <NRf>
STATus:QUEStionable:PTRansition <NRf>


Parameters 0 to 32727
Default Value 0
Examples STAT:QUES:NTR 16 STATUS:QUESTIONABLE:PTR 512
Query Syntax STAT:QUES:NTR? STAT:QUES:PTR?
Returned Parameters <NR1>   (Register value)


SYST:ERR?


Returns the next error number followed by its corresponding error message string from the remote programming error
queue. The queue is a FIFO (first-in, first-out) buffer that stores errors as they occur. As it is read, each error is removed
from the queue. When all errors have been read, the query returns 0,N0 ERROR. If more errors are accumulated than the
queue can hold, the last error in the queue will be -350,T00 MANY ERRORS.


Query Syntax SYSTem:ERRor?
Returned Parameters <NRl>,<SRD>
Examples SYST: ERR?   SYSTEM: ERROR?


SYST:LANG


Switches the interface between its SCPI (TMSL) command language and it compatibility language. Note that the earlier
parameter "TMSL" must be used in place of "SCPI". Sending the command causes:


♦ The alternate language to become active and to be stored in nonvolatile memory.
♦ The power supply to reset and clear the storage and error registers.


NOTE After sending the SYST:LANG command, do not send another command or turn the supply off for at least
five seconds.


If the power supply is shut off, it will resume operation in the last-selected language when power is restored.


Command Syntax SYSTem:LANGuage {TMSL|COMPatibility}
Syntax is the same, regardless of the present language


Parameters <CRD> TMSL or COMPatibility
Default Value TMSL or last selected language
Examples SYST:LANG TMSL SYSTEM:LANGUAGE COMPATIBILITY
Query Syntax SYSTem:LANGuage?
Returned Paramters <CRD>    TMSL or COMP
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Trigger Subsystem


This subsystem controls remote triggering of the power supply.


TRIG[:IMM]


When the trigger subsystem is armed, TRIG generates a trigger signal. The trigger will then:


1. Initiate the output change from the pending level to the immediate level (see CURR[:LEV]:TRIG and
VOLT[:LEV]:TRIG).


2. Clear the WTG bit in the Status Operation Condition register.
3. If INIT:CONT has been sent, the trigger subsystem is immediately rearmed for subsequent triggers. This means that as


soon as it is cleared, the WTG bit is again set to 1.


Command Syntax TRIGer[:IMMediate]
Examples TRIG TRIGGER:IMMEDIATE


TRIG:SOUR


Sets the trigger source to bus commands. Since the power supply has no other trigger source than the GP-IB bus, this
command need not be used. It is included in the command set to provide programming compatibility with other instruments
(such as the Agilent Electronic Load family) that may have more than one trigger source.


Command Syntax TRIGer:SOURce BUS
Parameters  <CRD>   BUS
*RST Value BUS
Examples TRIG: SOUR BUS TRIGGER: SOURCE BUS
Query Syntax TRIG:SOUR?
Returned Parameters <CRD>  BUS


Voltage Subsystem


This subsystem programs the output voltage of the power supply.


VOLT[:LEV]


Sets the immediate voltage level or the pending triggered voltage level of the power supply. The immediate level is the
voltage programmed for the output terminals. The pending triggered voltage level is a stored value that will be transferred to
the output when a trigger occurs. If no pending triggered level has been programmed, then the immediate command
programs both levels to the same value. Once a triggered level has been programmed, it is unaffected by subsequent changes
to the immediate level.


Command Syntax [SOURce]:VOLTage[:LEVel] [:IMMediate][:AMPLitude] <NRf+> 
[SOURce]:VOLTage[:lEVel]:TRIGgered[:AMPlitude] <Nrf+>


Parameters See "VSET" in Table 3-7 of Section III.
Default Sufflx V
Examples VOLT 200 MV      VOLTAGE:LEVEL 200 MV


VOLTAGE:LEVEL:IMMEDIATE:AMPLITUDE 2.5
VOLT:TRIG 20      VOLTAGE:LEVEL:TRIGGERED 20
VOLTAGE:LEVEL:TRIGGERED:AMPLITUDE 5.5
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Query Syntax [SOURce]:VOLTage[:LEVel] [:IMMediate][:AMPLitude]?
[SOURce]:VOLTage[:LEVel] [:IMMediate][:AMPLitude]? MAX
[SOURce] :VOLTage[:LEVel] [:IMMediate] [:AMPLitude] ? MIN
[SOURce]:VOLTage[LEVel]:TRIGger [:AMPLitude]?
[SOURce]:VOLTage[LEVel]:TRIGger [:AMPLitude]? MAX
[SOURce]:VOLTage[:LEVel]:TRIGger [:AMPLitude]? MIN


Returned Parameters <NR3> VOLT? and VOLT:TRIG? return presently programmed voltage levels. If the 
TRIG level is not programmed, both returned values are the same.
VOLT MAX? and VOLT MIN? return the maximum and minimum programmable 
immediate voltage levels.
VOLT:TRIG? MAX and VOLT:TRIG? MIN return the maximum and minimum 
programmable triggered voltage levels.


VOLT:PROT[:AMPL]?


Queries the overvoltage protection level of the power supply. The overvoltage protection level can only be set from the
front panel OVP potentiometer.


Query Syntax [SOURce]:VOLTage:PROTection [:AMPLitude]?
Returned Parameters <NR3> VOLT:PROT? returns the presently set OVP level.
Examples VOLT: PROT? VOLTAGE: PROTECTION: AMPLITUDE?


STATUS REPORTING


Figure C-4 shows the status structure of the power supply in SCPI mode. The Standard Event, Status Byte, Service Request
Enable registers and the Output Queue perform standard GP-IB functions defined in the IEEE 488.2 Standard Digital
Interface for Programmable Instrumentation. The Operation and Questionable Status registers implement the status reporting
requirements of the power supply. Table C-5 shows the bit configuration of each status register.


Questionable Status Group


Register Functions. The Questionable Status registers record signals that indicate abnormal operation of the power supply.
As shown in Figure C-4, the group consists of a Condition register, PTR/NTR Filter, Event register, and Enable register.


• The condition register holds real-time status transitions from the circuit being monitored. It is a read-only register.
 
• Each bit of the PTR filter, when programmed ON (1), allows a 0-to-1 transition of the corresponding Condition register


bit to set the corresponding bit of the Event register.
• Each bit of the NTR filter, when programmed On (1), allows a 1-to-0 transition of the corresponding Condition register


bit to set the corresponding bit of the Event register.
• The Event register latches any condition that is passed through by the PTR or NTR filter. It is a read-only register


(STAT:QUES:EVEN?) that is cleared when read.
• The Enable register serves as a mask between the Event register and the Logical OR circuit that sets the QUES(tion) bit


(3) of the Status Byte register. If a bit in the Enable register is programmed On (1), it allows the corresponding Event
register bit to be summed into the QUES bit. The register is a readlwrite register programmed with the
STAT:QUES:ENAB command.


Register Programming. Programming for this group is derived from the STAT:QUES commands (see Table C-2).
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Table C-5. Bit Configuration of Status Reister Groups
Bit Signal Meaning


Operation Status Group
5 WTG The interface is waiting for a trigger
8 CV The power supply is in the positive constant-voltage mode
10 CC The power supply is sourcing current in the constant-current mode


Questionable Status Group
0 OV The power supply overvoltage protection circuit has tripped
1 OC The power supply overcurrent protection circuit has tripped
4 OT The power supply has an overtemperature condition
9 RI The power supply remote inhibit status is active
10 UNR The power supply output is unregulated


Standard Event Status Group
0 OPC Operation complete
2 QYE Query error
3 DDE Device-dependent error
4 EXE Execution error
5 CME Command error
7 PON Power on


Status Byte and Service Request Enable Registers
3 QUES Questionable status byte summary
4 MAV Message available
5 ESB Event status byte summary
6 MSS Master status summary


RQS Request for service
7 OPER Operation status byte summary


Status Programming Examples. Table C-3 shows four examples that set the Questionable Status register group bits to
enable specific conditions. Refer also to Figure C-4.


NOTE  PTR and NTR Filter programming is shown for consistency. In many cases, the default filter values make
programming them unnecessary.


Operation Status Group


Register Functions. The Operation Status registers record signals that are part of the power supply’s normal operation. As
shown in Figure C-4, the group consists of a set of registers similar to the Questionable Status group. The output of the
Operation Status group is logically-ORed into the OPER(ation) summary bit (7) of the Status Byte register.


Register Programming. Programming for this group is derived from the STAT:OPER commands (Table C-4).
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Figure C-4. Power Supply Status Structure


Table C-2. STAT:QUES Commands
Register Command Query Cleared By


Condition (None) STAT:QUES:COND?  Cannot be cleared
PTR Filter STAT:QUES:PTR <NRf> STAT:QUES:PTR?  Programming 0
NTR Filter STAT:QUES:NTR <NRf> STAT:QUES:NTR?  Programming 0
Event (None) STAT:QUES:EVEN?  Reading or *CLS
Enable STAT:QUES:ENAB <NRf> STAT:QUES:ENAB?  Programming 0
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Table C-3. Examples of Questionable Status Register Bit Programming
Example Signal Cond Reg PTR NTR Event Enable Summary


Change Filter Filter Reg Reg Bit
Example 1: OT 0    1  1  0 1 1 1
Example 2: UNR 0=1or 1 1 1 1
Example 3: RI x x  x  0 0
Example 4: RI 0 1  0  1 1


Explanation of Examples
Example 1: Allow an overtemperature event to set the QUES summary bit.


STAT:QUES:ENAB 16;PTR 16


Example 2: Allow both an unregulated event and the removal of that event to set the QUES summary bit
STAT:QUES:ENAB 1024;PTR 1024;NTR 1024


Example 3: Prevent any remote inhibit event from setting the QUES summary bit.
STAT:QUES:ENAB 0 (or any value that does not set bit 9)


Example 4: Allow only the removal of an existing remote inhibit event to set the QUES summary bit
STAT:QUES:ENAB 512;NTR 512


   Notes: Boldface (1) indicates programmed state; italic (1) indicates signal state. "x’’ = ’’don’t care’ condition.


Table C-4. STAT:OPER Commands
Register Command Query Clear By


Condition (None) STAT:OPER:COND? Cannot be cleared
PTR Filter STAT:OPER:PTR <NRf> STAT:OPER:PTR? Programming 0
NTR Filter STAT:OPER:NTR <NRf> STAT:OPER:NTR? Programming 0
Event (None) STAT:OPER:EVEN? Reading or *CLS
Enable STAT:OPER:ENAB <NRf> STAT:OPER:ENAB? Programming 0


Status Programming Example. Control over Conditional Status events is the same as for Questionable Status events. See
Table C-1 for register configurations.


STAT:OPER:ENAN 32;NTR 32
 Allow the OPER summary bit to be set whenever the power supply leaves CV mode


Standard Event Status Group


Register Functions. The Standard Event Status group consists of two registers (Event and Enable) that are progammed by
common commands, not by STAT subsystem commands.


The Standard Event register latches events relating to interface communication status (see Table C-1). It is a readonly
register that is cleared when read.


Read Query  *ESR?
Clear Commands *CLS    *ESR?


The Standard Event Enable register is a read/write register that functions similarly to the enable registers of the Operation
and Questionable status groups.


Program Command  *ESE <NRf>
Read Query     *ESE?
Clear Command *ESE 0
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NOTE Since the power supply impliments *PSC, this register is cleared at power turn on if *PSC = 1


Status Programming Examples


ESE 60
Enables all error conditions into the ESB summary bit


ESE 129
 Enables only the power-on and operation complete events into the ESB summary bit


Status Byte Register


The Status Byte register summarizes the information from all other status groups and is fully defined in the IEEE 488.2
Standard Digital Interface for Programmable Instrumentation. The bit configuration is shown in Table C-1. The Status Byte
can be read either by a serial poll or by the common *STB? query. Both methods return the same data except for bit 6.
Sending *STB? returns MSS in bit 6, while polling retums RQS in hit~


The RQS Bit. When the power supply requests service, it sets the SRQ interrupt line true and latches RQS into bit 6 of the
Status Byte register. When the controller sends a serial poll to service the interrupt, the RQS bit is returned in bit position 6
of the register and also cleared inside the register. The remaining bits of the Status Byte register are not disturbed.


The MSS Bit. The MSS bit is real-time (unlatched) summary of all Status Byte register bits that are enabled by the Service
Request Enable register. MSS goes true whenever the power supply has at least one reason (and possibly more) for
requesting service. Sending the power supply an *STB? query reads the MSS bit in position 6 of the status byte. None of the
bits are cleared during reading. To determine the service needs of the power supply without actually servicing any
interrupts, send *STB?.


Clearing the Status Byte Register. Except for clearing RQS, both methods of reading the Status Byte register (serial polling
and *STB?) do not alter the contents of the register. Normal application programs clear the register by performing the
following actions:
 1. Read the serial poll response to determine which summary bits are active.
 2. Read the corresponding event register to determine which events have caused the summary bit to be set. This clears


the register, removing the interrupt.
 3. The interrupt will recur until the specific condition that generated each event is removed. If this is not possible, the


event can be disabled by programming the corresponding bit of the group Enable register (or PTR/NTR filter).


Service Request Enable Register


Register Functions. This register is a mask that determines which bits from the Status Byte register will be ORed to generate
a service request (SRQ). It is programmed with the *SRE common command. When this register is cleared, no service
requests can be generated to the controller.


Register Programming


Program Command *SRE <NRf~
Read Query      *SRE?
Clear Command  *SRE 0


NOTE Since the power supply implements *PSC, this register is cleared at power turn on if *PSC = 1
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Status Programming Examples


SRE 255
Enables all bits to generate seruice requests


SRE 239
Excludes the MAV bit from gerlerating a service request


SRE 8
Enables only Questionable events to generate service requests


Output Queue


The Output Queue is a FIFO (first-in, first-out) data structure that stores power supply-to-controller messages until the
controller reads them.


Whenever the queue holds one or more bytes, it sets the MAV bit (4) in the Status Byte register. The Output Queue is
cleared by *CLS and at power turn on.


SCPI ERROR MESSAGES


Error messages are obtained remotely with the SYST:ERR? query. The error number is the value that is placed in the error
queue. SYST:ERR? returns the error number into a variable and combines the error number and the error message into a
string. There are two types of error messages stored in the power supply error queue, system errors and device-dependent
errors.


System Errors


Table C-5 lists the system errors, which are associated with SCPI syntax errors and interface problems. Information inside
the brackets is not part of the standard error message, but is included for clarification. When system errors occur, the
Standard Event Status register (see "Status Reporting"’) records them as follows:


Standard Event Status Register Error Bits
Bit Set |Error Code Error Type


 5 -100 thru -199 Command
 4 - 200 thru - 299 Execution
 3 - 300 thru - 399 Device-dependent
 2 - 400 thru - 499 Query


Device-Dependent Errors


Hardware Errors During Turn-On Selftest. If a GP-IB failure occurs during selftest, the power supply may or may not be
able to communicate with the controller. If possible, error - 330 (Self Test Error) is placed in the error queue. If a power
supply output error occurs during selftest, error -330 and error -240 (Hardware Error) are placed in the queue. In addition,
the error appears on the display (see the Operating manual). If output errors occur, the power supply will generate one or
more - 240 errors for each command it cannot process. Use the SYST:ERR? query to read the error queue after power on to
ensure that no - 330 or - 240 errors are present. Any power supply value returned by a query (such as MEAS:CURR?)
should be assumed to be invalid.
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Hardware Errors During Operation. If an error does not occur during selftest but after the power supply has been operating
correctly for a time, error -240 is placed in the error queue. Most subsequent commands will not be executed and will also
cause one or more - 240 errors to be placed in the queue after each command. If your application requires the controller to
be signalled if the power supply fails, program the status registers to allow execution errors or device-dependent errors to
generate an SRQ to the controller.


Table C-5. Summary of Error Messages
Error Number Error String [Description/Explanation/Examples]


-100 Command error [generic]
-101 Invalid character
-102 Syntax error [unrecognized command or data type]
-103 Invalid separator
-104 Data type error [e.g., "numeric or string expected, got block data"]
-105 GET not allowed
-108 Parameter not allowed [too many parameters]
-109 Missing parameter [too few parameters]
-110 Command header error
-111 Header separator error
-112 Program mnemonic too long [maximum 12 characters]
-113 undefined header [operation not allowed]
-118 Query not allowed
-120 Numeric data error
-121 Invalid character in number [includes ’’9" in octal data "#q", etc.]
-123 Exponent too large [numeric overflow; exponent magnitude > 32 k]
-124 Too many digits [number too long; more than 255 digits received]
-128 Numeric data not allowed
-130 Suffix error
-131 Invalid suffix [unrecognized units, or units not appropriate]
-134 Suffix too long
-138 Suffix not allowed
-140 Character data error
-141 Invalid character data [bad character, or unrecognized]
-144 Character data too long [maximum length is 12 characters]
-148 Character data not allowed
-150 String data error
-151 Invalid string data [e.g., END received before close quote]
-158 String data not allowed
-160 Block data error
-161 Invalid block data [e.g., END received before length satisfied]
-168 Block data not allowed
-170 Expression error
-171 Invalid expression [e.g., illegal character in expression]
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Table C-5. Summary of Error Messages (continued)
Error Number Error String [Description/Explanation/Examples]


-178 Expression data not allowed
-180 Macro error
-181 Invalid outside macro definition [e.g., ’$1’ outside macro definition.]
-183 Invalid inside macro definition
-184 Macro parameter error
- 200 Execution error [generic]
- 220 Parameter error
- 221 Settings conflict [uncoupled parameters]
- 222 Data out of range [e.g., too large for this instrument]
- 223 Too much data [out of memory; block, string, or expression too long]
- 240 Hardware error
- 241 Hardware missing
- 270 Macro error
- 272 Macro execution error
- 273 Illegal macro label
- 276 Macro recursion error
- 277 Macro redefinition not allowed
- 310 System error
- 313 Calibration memory lost [out of cal due to memory failure]
-330 Self-test failed [more specific data after ";’’]
- 350 Too many errors [error queue overflow]
- 400 Query error
- 410 Query INTERRUPTED [query followed by DAB or GET before response complete]
- 420 Query UNTERMINATED [addressed to talk, incomplete programming message


received]
- 430 Query DEADLOCKED [too many queries in command string]
- 440 Query UNTERMINATED [after indefinite response]


SCPI COMMAND SUMMARY


This summary lists all power supply subsystem commands in alphabetical order, followed by all common commands in
alphabetical order. See Table 3-7 in Section III for the numerical parameters for each model of the Agilent Series 603xA
power supplies. Table C-6 is a cross reference to the corresponding ARPS commands in Table 3-7.


Command Summary
Subsystem Commands


Command  Parameters
 ABOR  (none)


 [SOUR]:CURR[:LEV][:IMM][:AMPL] <space> <NRf+ >[suffix]
 [SOUR]:CURR? (none) or <space>MlN or <space>MAX
 [SOUR]:CURR[:LEV]:TRIG[:AMPL] <space> <NRf+ >[suffix]
 [SOUR]:CURR[:LEV]:TRIG? (none) or <space>MlN or <space>MAX
 [SOUR]:CURR:PROT:STAT <space>0 or OFF <space>1 or ON
 [SOURl:CURR:PROT:STAT? (none)
 INIT[:IMM] (none)
 INIT:CONT < space > 0 or OFF or < space > ON
 INIT:CONT? (none)
 MEAS:CURR[:DC]? (none)
 MEAS:VOLT[:DC]? (none)
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Command Summary (continued)
Subsystem Commands


Command  Parameters
 OUTP[:STAT] <space>{0|OFF}[,NOR] <space>{l|ON}[,NOR]
 OUTP? (none)
 OUTP:PROT:CLE (none)
 OUTP:PROT:DEL < space > < NR1 > or < space > MIN or < space > MAX
 ABOR  (none)
 OUTP:PROT:DEL? (none) or <space>MlN or <space>MAX
 OUTP:REL:POL <space>NORM or <space>REV
 OUTP:REL:POL? (none)
 OUTP:REL[:STAT] <space>0 or OFF <space>1 or ON
 OUTP:REL:? (none)
 STAT:OPER:COND? (none)
 STAT:OPER:ENAB <space> <NRf>
 STAT:OPER:ENAB? (none)
 STAT:OPER[:EVEN]? (none)
 STAT:OPER:NTR < space > < NRf >
 STAT:OPER:NTR? (none)
 STAT:OPER:PTR < space > < NRf >
 STAT:OPER:PTR? (none)
 STAT:PRES (none)
 STAT:QUES:COND? (none)
 STAT:QUES:ENAB < space > < NRf >
 STAT:QUES:ENAB? (none)
 STAT:QUESL:EVEN]? (none)
 TRIG[:IMM] (none)
 TRIG:SOUR < space > BUS
 TRIG:SOUR? (none)
 [SOUR]:VOLT[:LEV][:IMM][:AMPL] <space> <NRf+ >[suffix]
 [SOUR]:VOLT? (None) or <space>MlN or <space>MAX
 [SOUR]:VOLT[:LEV]:TRIG[:AMPL] <space> <NRf+ >[suffix]
 [SOUR]:VOLT[:LEV]:TRIG? (None) or <space>MlN or <space>MAX
 [SOURl:VOLT:PROT[:AMPLl? (None)


Common Commands
Command Parameters Command Parameters
*CLS (None) *RCL < space > < NRf >
*ESE <space> <NRf> *RST (None)
*ESE? (None) *SAV < space > < NRf >
*ESR? (None) *SRE < space > < NRf >
*IDN? (None) *SRE? (None)
*OPC (None) *STB? (None)
*OPC? (None) *TRG (None)
*PSC < space > < bool > *TST? (None)
*PSC? (None) *WAI (None)
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ARPS/SCPI Commands


Table C-6 lists the ARPS commands and compares them with the equivalent SCPI commands recognized by the
Agilent series 603xA power supplies. Note that the Agilent Series 603xA power supplies use only a subset of SCPI
commands. Use the SYST:LANG command to change between the two languages.


Note   See Table 3-7 in Section III for command parameter ranges and Table 3-6 for the initial turn-on values.


Table C-6. Comparison of ARPS and SCPI Commands
ARPS Equivalent ARPS Equivalent ARPS Equivalent


Command SCPI Command Command SCPI Command Command SCPI Command
ASTS? STAT:OPER? ID? *IDN? STO *SAV


STAT:QUES? ISET x CURR STS? STAT:OPER:COND?
*ESE? ISET xv STAT:QUES:COND?


CLR *RST ISET xMV *ESE?
DLY x OUTP:PROT:DEL ISET? CURR? SYST:LANG SYST:LANG
DLY xS IOUT? MEAS:CURR? SYST:LANG? SYST LANG ?
DLY xMS IMAX x (none) T INIT ON;TRIG
DLY? OUTP:PROT:DEL? IMAX xv TRG INIT ON;*TRG
ERR? SYST:ERR? IMAX xMV TEST? *TST?
FAULT? STAT:OPER:ENAB? IMAX? UNMASK STAT:OPER:ENAB


STAT:QUES? OUT OFF OUTP:STAT OFF STAT:QUES:ENAB
*ESE? OUT 0 OUTP:STAT 0 *ESE


FOLD OFF (none) OUT ON OUTP:STAT ON UNMASK? STAT:OPER:ENAB?
FOLD 0 OUT 1 OUTP:STAT 1 STAT:QUES:ENAB?
FOLD CV OUT? OUTP:STAT? *ESE?
FOLD 1 OVP’ VOLT:PROT? VSET x VOLT
FOLD CC VSET xv
FOLD 2 VSET xMV
FOLD? VSET? VOLT?
HOLD OFF (none) RST OUTP:PROT:CLE VOUT? MEAS:VOLT?
HOLD 0 RCL *RCL VMAX x (none)
HOLD CV SRQ OFF *SRE VMAX xv
HOLD 1 SRQ 0 VMAX xMV
HOLD CC SRQ ON VMAX?
HOLD 2 SRQ 1
HOLD? SRQ? *SRE?
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D
Programming the Agilent 603xA Power Supplies Using
Basic


Introduction


The examples in this appendix are provided as an introduction to programming the Agilent 603xA power supplies with
HPSeries 200/300 controllers using the BASIC programming language. The programming examples explain some of the
more frequently used programmable functions of the power supplies.


NOTE: The examples in this appendix use the original language commands (ARPS) as described in section III of
this manual.


The Agilent 603xA supplies can also be programmed using the SCPI commands as described in appendix C.  In most cases,
you can use the programming examples in this appendix with the SCPI commands.  Simply replace the ARPS command
string in the examples with the corresponding SCPI command string (see table C-6).


For more information about programming with BASIC, refer to the documentation provided with the HP Series 200 or 300
controller.


I/O Path Names


Throughout this appendix, I/O path names are used in place of interface and device select codes. In a large program, I/O
path names simplify changing the address of an instrument if it becomes necessary.  Reading and writing of the program are
easier as well.  The I/O path name can be carried in a common block and changed by a single assign statement.


In the following programming examples, the I/O path name @PS is used for the power supply. Note that the statement:


OUTPUT 705; "VSET 5"
is equivalent to:


 OUTPUT @PS; "VSET 5”


as long as an assign statement defining the I/O path name @PS precedes any statements using the I/O path name.


Initialization


Sending the power supply the device command “CLR” will return the supply to its turn-on state. This function is useful for
initialization to a known state within a program.  Table 3-6 contains a list of the initial conditions.


Voltage and Current Programming


The power supply normally functions in one of two modes, either constant voltage with current limit or constant current
with voltage limit. The operating mode is set by a combination of the set values and the load. For example, if the supply
does not have a load connected, the following statements will put the supply in constant voltage mode at 5 volts out with a
10 amp current limit:


 OUTPUT @PS;"VSET 5;ISET l0"
 or OUTPUT @PS;"VSET";5;" ;ISET";l0
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Note the use of a semicolon as a separator between the device command and the data in the second example program line
above. The semicolon suppresses the carriage return and line feed which would be sent with a comma. The carriage return
and line feed sent with a comma would cause an unrecognized statement.


A non-zero value of current should be programmed even without a load if constant voltage operation is desired. If current is
not programmed, the supply may remain in constant current at zero volts


EXAMPLE 1: Programming voltage with a variable. This program ramps up output voltage in 200mV steps from 0 to
20 volts.


10 ASSIGN @Ps TO 705
20 OUTPUT @Ps: “CLR: ISET 1”
30 FOR Voltage=0 T0 20 STEP .2
40      OUTPUT @Ps : “VSET” :Voltage
50      WAIT .2
60 NEXT Voltage
70 END


 Explanation:


10: Assign I/O path name to power supply
20: Initialize, program current limit to non zero value
30,60: Increment voltage in 0.2 volt steps to 20 volts
50: Wait 200mS between steps


Voltage and Current Readback


Reading back data from the power supply requires two statements. First, a device command must be sent which tells the
power supply which data to obtain and send. Then the data can be entered into a variable.  For example, the output voltage
can be measured and read into the variable A with the following statements:


OUTPUT @PS;”VOUT?”
ENTER @ PS;A


Output current can be measured and read into A using the statements above by substituting "IOUT?" for “VOUT?”


The voltage and current settings can be read back as shown above using the queries “VSET?” and “ISET?”.


EXAMPLE 2: This example programs up the out-put of the supply, programs it down and prints out the time to settle
to within 20mV of the programmed value. Because the down programming time varies with load and the change in
programmed value, a function (Settled) is used here which waits for the output to settle to within 20mV of the set value
before allowing the program to continue.


10 ASSIGN @Ps T0 705
20 COM /Ps/ @Ps
30 OUTPUT @Ps:”CLR:VSET 20:ISET 2”
40 WAIT 1
50 OUTPUT @Ps; “VSET .1”
60  Im:  IMAGE “SETTLED IN “,Z.DDD. “SECONDS”
70 IF FNSettled (.02,5) THEN
80 PRINT USING Im;FNElapsed_time
81 90 END IF
100 END
110 !
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120 !
130 DEF FNSettled(OPTIONAL Band, Rdgs.Timelimit)
140 !     BAND=SETTLING BAND IN VOLTS
150 !     RDGS=READINGS WITHIN BAND
160 !     TIMELIMIT=SETTLING TIME ALLOWED, SECONDS
170 COM /Ps/ @Ps
180 OUTPUT @Ps:”VSET?”
190 ENTER @Ps;Vset
200 SET TIMEDATE 2.1E+11
210 !
220 Band_p=.01
230 Rdgs_p=2
240 Timelimit_p=5
250 Counter=0
260 !
270 IF NPAR>0 THEN Band_p=Band
280 IF NPAR>l THEN Rdgs_p=Rdgs
290 IF NPAR>2 THEN Timelimit_p=Timelimit
300 !
310 WHILE FNElapsed_time<Timelimit_p
320     IF ABS(FNVout-Vset)<Band_p THEN
330         Counter=Counter+l
340      IF Counter>=Rdgs p THEN RETURN l
350     ELSE
360       Counter=0
370    END IF
380 END WHILE
390 !
400 RETURN 0
410 FNEND
420 !
430 !
440 DEF FNVout
450 COM /Ps/ @Ps
460 OUTPUT @Ps; “VOUT?”
470 ENTER @Ps;Vout
480 RETURN Vout
490 FNEND
500 !
510 !
520 DEF FNElapsed_time
530 RETURN TIMEDATE-2.1E+11
540 FNEND


 Explanation:


10: Assign I/O path name for power supply
20: Declare common block for I/O path name
30: Clear power supply, set voltage to 20 Volts, current limit to 2 Amps
50: Downprogram power supply to 100 mV
60: Format statement for display
70,90: If P.S. output has settled to within 20 mV of programmed value (for 5 consecutive readings) print message
130: Define FN settled. (optional parameters described in lines 140-160)
170: Bring in common block for I/O path name
180,190: Read set value for voltage into VSET
200: Initialize real time clock in computer
220-250: Assign default values to variables corresponding to elements in parameter list. (Cannot
                reference optional parameters in context if not passed in parameter list.)
270-290: If parameters are passed, assign values to corresponding subprogram variables
310-380: Repeat 320-370 until time limit is reached
320-330: If absolute value of output voltage (-Set voltage is within settling band) increment counter
340: If counter=Desired number of readings within band, return 1
360: If voltage left setting band, reset counter
400: If time has elapsed, return 0
440-490: Function reads and returns output voltage
520-540: Function returns time elapsed since real time clock was initialized on line 200
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Output Inhibit / Enable


The output of the supply can be inhibited without disturbing other programmed functions by sending the device command
"OUT OFF" . While the supply is disabled in this manner, it can still accept new programming commands. The device
command "OUT ON" will re-enable the output.


Power Supply Status


The power supply makes available several forms of status information. The present-status register contains continuously
updated status information. The accumulated-status register provides a summary of the conditions which existed, even if
only temporarily, since last reading the register.


The fault and mask registers, when used in conjunction with the service request and serial poll functions, allow the user to
select which conditions can cause controller interrupts. The fault and mask registers can also be used independent of serial
poll or service request in a manner similar to the accumulated-status register as shown in Example 5.


The structure of present-status, mask, fault and accumulated-status registers is as follows:


Condition RI ERR FOLD AC OT OV OR CC CV
Bit position 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Bit Weight 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1


Where     CV - Constant Voltage Mode
                CC - Constant Current Mode
                CR - Overrange Mode
                OV - Overvoltage Tripped
                OT - Overtemperature Tripped
                AC - AC Line overage/Dropout
            FOLD - Foldback Tripped
               ERR - Programming Error
                   RI - Remote INH Tripped


Present Status


When a status condition is true, the appropriate bit in the present status register will be set.


The device query "STS?" will instruct the supply to output the present status. The query response will consist of the sum of
the bit weights of the true conditions.  For example, if the supply is operating in CV mode and a programming error was
detected and not cleared, the status returned will be 128 + 1 = 129.


EXAMPLE 3: Function to check ’OR’ bit in pre-sent status register. In the example, the calling program references the
function as a Boolean variable in a conditional execution statement. In an application program a line such as line 30
could be used to branch in the event that the supply is in ’OR’ mode.


10 ASSIGN @Ps T0 705
20 COM /Ps /@Ps
30 IF FNOr_mode THEN
40    PRINT "SUPPLY IS IN 0R MODE'‘
50 END IF
60 END
70 !
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80 !
90 DEF FNOr_mode
100 COM /Ps/ @Ps
110 OUTPUT @Ps; “STS”
120 ENTER @Ps; Stat
130 RETURN BIT (Stat .2)
140 FNEND


 Explanation:


10: Assign I/O path name to power supply
20: Declare common block for I/O path name
30: If FNOR_MODE= true then print message
90: Define function OR_MODE Bring in common block for I/O path name
110-120: Read present status of power supply into the variable stat
130: Return value of bit 2 of STAT


Accumulated Status


Accumulated status is structured the same as present status except the bits are latched. This allows the user to determine
whether the supply entered an operating mode, even if only momentarily, since last reading the register. The device query
"ASTS?" will instruct the supply to output the accumulated status. Reading the accumulated status also sets the accumulated
status equal to the present status.


EXAMPLE 4: Function to check any one bit in the accumulated status register. The calling program treats the function
as a Boolean variable in a conditional execution statement. This function can be used to determine whether the
supply entered a given state since the function was last called. In this case, the ’OR’ bit (bit 2) is tested.


10 ASSIGN @Ps T0 705
20 COM /Ps /@Ps
30 IF FNAstat_bit(2) THEN
40    PRINT "SUPPLY ENTERED 0R MODE'“
50 END IF
60 END
70 !
80 !
90 DEF FNAstat_bit(Abit)
100 COM /Ps/ @Ps
110 OUTPUT @Ps; “ASTS”
120 ENTER @Ps; Asts
130 RETURN BIT (Asts.Abit)
140 FNEND


 Explanation:


10: Assign I/O path name to power supply
20: Declare common block for I/O path name
30-50: If FNA stat bit= true then print message
90: Define function ASTAT_BIT
100 Bring in common block for I/O path name
110-120: Read accumulated status into variable ASTS
130: Return value of bit 2 of ASTS
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Fault and Mask Registers


Two additional registers provide the user with the ability to obtain selected subsets of the information available in the status
register. The fault register can then be read to determine which condition caused the interrupt.


Bits in both registers are assigned as in the present-status register. The mask register allows the user to select which bits in
the present status register can set bits in the fault register. A bit in the fault register is set on the rising edge of the
corresponding status register bit.


Any subset of the nine status register conditions may be programmed in the mask register using the status bit mnemonics.
For example, the following statement will set the CC, OR, OV and AC bits:


OUTPUT @PS;"UNMASK CC, OR, OV,AC"


The device query "FAULT?" instructs the power supply to output the contents of the fault register. This is the sum of the bit
weights of true bits as with the other status registers. Reading the fault register clears the register.


EXAMPLE 5: Program to illustrate syntax of fault and mask register commands. These program statements would be
similar in function to those in Example 4 with two differences: 1)OR mode could be detected only after enabling the
OR bit in the mask register, and 2) the delay time to recognize the OR bit would be in effect. This would prevent fast
transitions through OR mode from setting the OR bit by suitable adjustment of the delay time. Application programs
which change the power supply output would avoid transient setting of this bit on up and down programming as long
as delay time conditions are met.


10 ASSIGN @Ps TO 705
20 OUTPUT @Ps:"CLR:UNMASK OR’’
30 !
40 !
50 !    D0 PROGRAM
60 !
70 !
80 OUTPUT @Ps:"FAULT?"
90 ENTER @Ps:Or_fault
100 IF Or_fault  THEN
110    PRINT "SUPPLY ENTERED OR MODE"
120 END IF
130 END


Explanation:


10: Assign I/O path name to power supply
20: Initialize power supply, set OR bit in mask register
80, 90: Read fault register
100-110: Print message if ’OR’ bit was set in fault register


Serial Poll


Serial poll gives the programmer the capability of obtaining status information from the supply very
quickly. The Agilent603XA serial poll register is set up as follows:
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Condition • RQS ERR RDY • • PON FAU
Bit position 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Bit Weight 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1


Where           • - Not Used
               FAU - Fault Condition
               PON - Power on Reset
               RDY - Ready to Process Commands
               ERR - Programming Error
               RQS - Requesting Service


The ERR bit is set when a remote programming error is detected and is cleared when the "ERR?" device command is
received. (See the section on detecting programming errors.)


The FAU bit is the logical OR of all the bits in the fault register. It is cleared when the "FAULT?" device command is
received. (Provided the remote inhibit (INH) line is false).


The FAU bit can thus be used in conjunction with the fault and mask registers to give the programmer a rapid indication that
a user-defined fault has occurred.


The RDY bit is cleared when the Agilent603XA is busy processing commands and set when the processing is completed.


The PON bit is set when power is first applied to the power supply and is cleared upon receipt of the "CLR" device
command or the device clear interface management command.


RQS indicates that the supply has requested service. A serial poll will clear this bit.


The power supply can be serial polled by assigning the serial poll response to a variable:


 SPOLL_RESP= SPOLL (@PS)


EXAMPLE 6: Use of serial poll to determine whether the supply passed through or into overrange mode. This
program differs from the previous example only in the method of reading status. Serial poll is useful because it can be
performed within a program line and is much faster than reading a status register. The greater speed is balanced by
the level of status information available. If the user does not want to use interrupts from the power supply serial poll
can provide the same information with periodic checking.


10 ASSIGN @Ps TO 705
20 OUTPUT @Ps;"CLR;UNMASK OR’’
30 !
40 !
50 !    D0 PROGRAM
60 !
70 !
80 IF BIT (SPOLL(@Ps),0) THEN
90    PRINT "SUPPLY ENTERED OR MODE"
100 END IF
110 END


 Explanation:


10: Assign I/O path name to power supply
20: Initialize power supply, set ’OR’ bit in mask register
80-100: Conduct serial poll, compare to OR bit  if both true, print message


 Note: Fault register must be cleared with "FAULT?" query
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Service Request


Service request provides the programmer with the means for interrupting the controller when a fault condition occurs.
Service is requested when the FAU bit in the serial poll register, which is the logical OR of all bits in the fault register,
becomes true with SRQ enabled.


The mask register is used to specify conditions which can cause an interrupt. The fault register can be read to determine
which condition caused an interrupt.


The following commands enable and disable the service request function:


OUTPUT @PS;"SRQ ON"
OUTPUT @PS;~SRQ OFF"


EXAMPLE 7: Enable an interrupt upon a transition to overrange mode. This non-functional example is intended to
show the syntax necessary for setting up an interrupt. A similar sequence of commands can be used to define an
interrupt on any status condition(s) so as to get the controller’s attention as quickly as possible upon transition to a
fault condition.


10 ASSIGN @Ps TO 705
20 COM /Ps/ @Ps
30 OUTPUT @Ps; “CLR;UNMASK OR;SRQ ON”
40 ON INTR 7.1 CALL Err_trap
50 ENABLE INTR 7:2
60 !
70 !
80 !      DO PROGRAM
90 !
100 !
110   END
120 !
130 !
140 SUB Err_trap
150 OFF INTR"
160 COM /Ps/ @Ps
170 OUTPUT @Ps;FAULT?”
180 Spoll_resp=SPOLL (@Ps)
190 !
200 !
210 !      PROCESS INTERRUPT
220 !
230 !
240   SUBEND


Explanation:


10: Assign I/O path name to power supply
20: Declare common block for I/O path name
30: Enable service request on transition to 'OR' mode
40: Define interrupt at interface 7, (GP-IB) priority 1
50: Enable interrupt at interface 7 on SRQ
140: Define error handling routine
150: Disable interrupt capability while processing
160: Bring in common block for I/O path name
170: Read fault register to clear FAU bit in serial poll register
180: Conduct serial poll to clear RQS bit
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Delay Time


When changing the output voltage or current level of the supply it may change state to overrange, CV, or CC mode
during the transition. This may not be desirable if an interrupt is enabled upon a mode transition. To deal with such
situation, a time delay is implemented, during which CC, CV and OR bits are masked to the fault register. In addition,
to avoid nuisance tripping, the conditions are also masked to the foldback feature during the delay time.


The conditions are masked for the delay time following the execution of an "OUT ON", "RST", "TRG" or "RCL"
command. "VSET" and "ISET" are masked only with "HOLD OFF".


Default value for the delay time is .5 seconds. Delay time is adjustable from 0 to 31.999 seconds in 1 mS increments.
As an example, the following statement will set delay time to 4.23 seconds:


OUTPUT @PS; "DLY4.23S"


Programming Error Detection


The power supply can recognize all programming errors and inform the programmer when an error occurs.  When an error
is detected no attempt is made to execute the command. A bit in the serial poll register (ERR) is set. If the mask register and
SRQ are set, an interrupt will be generated.


 The error register contents can be entered into the variable ERR_CODE with the following sequence:


OUTPUT @PS; "ERR?"
ENTER @PS;ERR_CODE


The possible codes returned are:


0 NO ERROR DETECTED
1 UNRECOGNIZED CHARACTER
2 IMPROPER NUMBER
3 UNRECOGNIZED ALPHA CHARACTER
4 SYNTAX ERROR
5 NUMBER OUT OF RANGE
6 ATTEMPT TO EXCEED SOFT LIMITS
7 IMPROPER SOFT LIMIT
8 DATA REQUESTED WITHOUT QUERY


EXAMPLE 8: Program to check programming errors. This program can be entered and run as is. While the program is
running, commands can be sent to the power supply from the computer keyboard. If a programming error is detected,
evidenced by the ’ERROR’ LED on the power supply front panel, depress the labeled softkey. The error will be
displayed on the computer CRT.


10 COM /Ps/ @Ps
20 ASSIGN @Ps TO 705
30 ON KEY 0 LABEL "ERROR?" CALL Err_trap
40   Label: GOTO Label
50 END
60 !
70 !
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80 SUB Err_trap
90 OFF KEY
100 COM /Ps/ @Ps
110 OUTPUT @Ps:”ERR?”
120 ENTER@Ps;Err
130 OUTPUT 2 USING "#.k":CHR$;(255)&CHR$(75)
140 IF Err THEN
150    PRINT “  POWER SUPPLY PROGRAMMING ERROR:”
160 END IF
170 SELECT Err
180   CASE 0
190        PRINT "NO ERROR HAS OCCURRED”
200        SUBEXIT
210   CASE 1
220        PRINT 'CHARACTER NOT RECOGNIZED”
230   CASE 2
240        PRINT “IMPROPER NUMBER”
250   CASE 3
260        PRINT “UNRECOGNIZED ALPHA CHARACTER”
270   CASE 4
280        PRINT “SYNTAX ERROR”
290   CASE 5
300        PRINT “NUMBER OUT OF RANGE”
310   CASE 6
320        PRINT “ATTEMPT TO PROGRAM ABOVE SOFT LIMIT”
330   CASE 7
340        PRINT “LIMIT CANNOT BE SET < OPERATING POINT”
350   CASE 8
360        PRINT “DATA REQUESTED W/O QUERY”
370   END SELECT
380 PRINT “ RE-ENTER STATEMENT AND TRY AGAIN”
390 SUBEND


Explanation:


10: Assign I/O path name to power supply
20: Declare common block for I/O path name
30: Define interrupt on softkey depression branch to error routine
40: Idle on softkey definition
80: Define subprogram ERR TRAP
100: Bring in common block for I/O path name
110-120: Enter error code from power supply
130: Clear computer CRT
140-150: If an error occurred, print message
170-420: Print out message based on error code returned from power supply. If no error, print
              message saying no error occurred.
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Protection Functions


Overvoltage


The trip level of the overvoltage protection circuit can be read by sending the device command "OVP?" and entering the
result.


If the overvoltage protection circuit has tripped the supply can be reset by sending the "RST" device command .


Foldback


In certain applications, it may be desirable to have an overcurrent protection similar in function to the over-voltage
protection.


An application of this feature might occur in the testing of P.C. board subassemblies. Using the power supply as a bias with
current limit only could cause tracks to lift off the board in the event of a short circuit through a small track.


Using the CC foldback mode could prevent the supply from passing excessive currents through a shorted track by disabling
the supply when constant current mode is entered .


To enable the CC foldback mode, send the power supply the device command "FOLD CC".


A reciprocal foldback function with CV operation as the trip condition can be enabled with the device command "FOLD
CV”.   "FOLD OFF" disables either.


Soft Programming Limits


The supply can be directed to ignore commands to program voltage and current above predefined levels. Applications of the
function might include programs which program the supply based on an unknown input and development and debugging of
new test programs.  Advantages of the programming limits include ease of programming and maintenance of a limit which
remains when the program is no longer running.


Maximum programming values for voltage and current can be set with the "VMAX" and "IMAX" device commands if
present output voltage or current does not exceed desired limits.


A subsequent attempt to program voltage or current above the soft limits will result in an error.


To set the maximum voltage allowable to 10 volts and maximum current to 1 amp, issue the following statement:


OUTPUT @PS;"VMAX l0;IMAX 1"


A subsequent attempt to program voltage above l0 volts or current above 1 amp will result in an error.


Fault Indicator (FLT) and Inhibit (INH)


FLT and INH provide additional shutdown protection features should the GP-IB or controller fail.  Both FLT and INH are
independent of the SRQ function available through the GP-IB, and are accessed through a rear panel jack.


FLT is an output circuit (TTL compatible) which provides the user with a means of knowing the status of any unmasked
fault register bit.


INH is an input circuit (TTL compatible) which provides a way to disable the supply remotely.
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Advanced Topics


Hold Mode


At times it may become necessary to program several power supplies synchronously. The hold mode provides advantages
over other less precise means of synchronous programming. With hold mode, functions with first and second rank are all
loaded into first rank buffers. When triggered with the "TRG" or "T" device commands or the group execute trigger
interface management command, second rank is loaded. Voltage and current settings, foldback and mask register have dual
rank storage.


EXAMPLE 9: Trigger three supplies synchronously. This program makes use of the trigger hold feature to load the
buffers of three supplies then trigger them simultaneously. Note that while the supplies will be triggered at the same
time, programming speed can vary from unit to unit so that supplies may not meet final output voltage simultaneously.
Still, this method would offer the most precise synchronous trigger over the bus for multiple bias supply applications.


10 ASSIGN @Ps1 TO 701
20 ASSIGN @Ps2 TO 702
30 ASSIGN @Ps3 TO 703
40 ASSIGN @All_ps TO 701, 702, 703
50 OUTPUT @All_ps; “CLR;HOLD ON”
60 OUTPUT @Ps1; “VSET 12; ISET 3”
70 OUTPUT @Ps2; “ISET 4; VSET 2;FOLD CC”
80 OUTPUT @Ps3; “ISET .15:VSET 5"
90 OUTPUT @All_ps;''TRG; HOLD OFF"


 Explanation:


10-40: Assign I/O path names
50: Set trigger holdoff on all three supplies
60-80: Send programming information to the power supplies
90: Trigger all three supplies simultaneously, release trigger holdoff mode


Note: TRG or T device command has same effect as trigger interface management command


Machines States


The power supply can store up to 16 complete states and recall them in arbitrary order. Storing a state involves taking a
"snapshot" when the command is received. The following statement stores a state in register 10 and recalls register 4:


OUTPUT @PS;"STO 10;RCL 4"


EXAMPLE 10: Program using machine states to set up output. This method of setting up the output
saves some time in processing the commands and facilitates repeating the same commands. A burn-in program
would be and ideal use of this function.


10 ! PROGRAM T0 CYCLE 0N FIVE VOLTAGE SETTINGS
20 !
30 ASSIGN @Ps TO 705
40 OUTPUT @Ps:"CLR;OUT OFF"
50 !
60 !  NOTE: OUT OFF COMMAND NAT STORED IN
70 !  SNAPSHOT BUT DOES DISABLE SUPPLY
80 !
90 !  STORE THE FIVE STATES
100 !
110 OUTPUT @Ps:"VSET 1:ISET 20:STO1"
120 OUTPUT 2Ps:"VSET 2:ISET l0:F0LD CC:STO2"
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130 OUTPUT @Ps:"VSET 3.ISET 6.7.STO3"
140 OUTPUT @Ps:"VSET 4,ISET 5.STO4"
150 OUTPUT @Ps:"VSET 5,ISET 4,STO5;CLR;OUT ON"
160 !
170 !  NOTE: CLR COMMAND DOES NOT CLEAR THE STATE REGISTERS. THE LAST
180 !               FOR STATES HAVE FOLDBACK ENABLED.
190 !
200 !
210 !  LOOP THROUGH THE STATES 10 TIMES
220 !
230   FOR Count=1 T0 10
240        FOR State=l T0 5
250            OUTPUT @Ps; "RCL";State
260            WAIT 2
270   NEXT State
280 NEXT Count
290 END


 Explanation:


30: Assign I/O path name to power supply
40: Initialize power supply, inhibit output
110-150: Store 5 states. Last 4 have foldback enabled. Line 150 reinitializes power supply after storing fifth state.
230-280: Loop through the sequence of five states ten times
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Agilent Sales and Support Office
For more information about Agilent Technologies test and measurement products, applications, services, and for a current
sales office listing, visit our web site: http://www.tm.agilent.com/


You can also contact one of the following centers and ask for a test and measurement sales representative.


United States: Canada:
Agilent Technologies Agilent Technologies Canada Ltd.
Test and Measurement Call Center 5150 Spectrum Way
P.O. Box 4026 Mississauga, Ontario
Englewood, CO  80155-4026 L4W 5G1
(tel) 1 800 452 4844 (tel) (905) 206 4725


Europe: Japan:.
Agilent Technologies Agilent Technologies Japan Ltd.
European Marketing Centre Measurement Assistance Center
P.O. Box 999 9-1, Takakura-Cho, Hachioji-Shi,
1180 AZ Amstelveen Tokyo 192-8510, Japan
The Netherlands (tel) (81) 426 56 7832
(tel) (31 20) 547 9900


Latin America: Australia/New Zealand:
Agilent Technologies Agilent Technologies Australia Ltd.
Latin American Region Headquarters 31-41 Joseph Street
5200 Blue Lagoon Drive Blackburn, Victoria  3130
9th Floor Australia
Miami, Florida  33126 (tel) 1 800 629 485 (Australia)
U.S.A. (tel) 0 800 738 378 (New Zealand)
(tel) (305) 267 4245/4220


Asia Pacific:
Agilent Technologies Asia Pacific Ltd.
17-21/F Shell Tower, Times Square,
1 Matheson Street, Causeway Bay,
Hong Kong
(tel) (852) 2599 7777







 


  


Manual Updates 
 
The following updates have been made to this manual since the print revision indicated on the title page. 
 
2/24/99 
 
Figure 2-4 has been added to page 28. Pages 23 to 28 have been reformatted to make room for this figure. 
 
A Caution has been added to the *ESE, *PSC, *SAV, and *SRE, commands between pages 89 and 93. 
 
2/01/00 
 
All references to HP have been changed to Agilent. 
All references to HP-IB have been changed to GPIB. 
 
9/20/04 
 
The Declaration of Conformity has been updated. 
 
5/27/09 
 
A URL has been added to the declaration page to obtain the latest declaration of conformity. 
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